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Foreword

The Conference Committee on the Application of Standards, a standing tripartite body of the International Labour Conference and an essential component of the ILO’s supervisory system, examines each year the report published by the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations. Following the technical and independent scrutiny of government reports carried out by the Committee of Experts, the Conference Committee provides the opportunity for the representatives of governments, employers and workers to examine jointly the manner in which States fulfil their obligations deriving from Conventions and Recommendations. The Officers of the Committee also prepare a list of observations contained in the report of the Committee of Experts on which it would appear desirable to invite governments to provide information to the Conference Committee, which examines over 20 individual cases every year.

The report of the Conference Committee is submitted for discussion by the Conference in plenary, and is then published in the Provisional Record. Since 2007, with a view to improving the visibility of its work and in response to the wishes expressed by ILO constituents, it has been decided to produce a separate publication in a more attractive format bringing together the usual three parts of the work of the Conference Committee. In 2008, in order to facilitate the reading of the discussion on individual cases appearing in the second part of the Report, it was decided to add the observations of the Committee of Experts concerning these cases at the beginning of this part. This publication is structured in the following way: (i) the General Report of the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards; (ii) the observations of the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations concerning the individual cases; (iii) the report of the Committee on the Application of Standards on the observations and information concerning particular countries; and (iv) the report of the Committee on the Application of Standards: Submission, discussion and approval.
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GENERAL REPORT
Third item on the agenda: Information and reports on the application of Conventions and Recommendations

Report of the Committee on the Application of Standards

PART ONE

GENERAL REPORT
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A. Introduction

1. In accordance with article 7 of the Standing Orders, the Conference set up a Committee to consider and report on item III on the agenda: “Information and reports on the application of Conventions and Recommendations”. The Committee was composed of 235 members (124 Government members, ten Employer members and 101 Worker members). It also included four Government deputy members, 90 Employer deputy members, and 116 Worker deputy members. In addition, 24 international non-governmental organizations were represented by observers. ¹

2. The Committee elected its Officers as follows:

Chairperson: Ms Cecilia Mulindeti-Kamanga (Government member, Zambia)

Vice-Chairpersons: Ms Sonia Regenbogen (Employer member, Canada) and Mr Marc Leemans (Worker member, Belgium)

Reporter: Ms Verónica Diana López Benítez (Government member, Paraguay)

3. The Committee held 23 sittings.

4. In accordance with its terms of reference, the Committee considered: (i) the reports supplied under articles 22 and 35 of the Constitution on the application of ratified Conventions; (ii) the reports requested by the Governing Body under article 19 of the Constitution on the Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97), the Migration for Employment Recommendation (Revised), 1949 (No. 86), the Migrant Workers Convention, 1975 (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (No. 143), and the Migrant Workers Recommendation, 1975 (No. 151); and (iii) the information supplied under article 19 of the Constitution on the submission to the competent authorities of Conventions and Recommendations adopted by the Conference. ²

Opening sitting

5. Noting that 2016 marked the 90th anniversary of the Committee on the Application of Standards, the Chairperson of the Committee expressed her honour at being able to preside over this Committee, which was a cornerstone of the regular ILO supervisory system. It was the forum for tripartite dialogue in which the Organization debated the application of international labour standards and the functioning of the standards system. The conclusions adopted by the Committee and the technical work of the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations, together with the recommendations of the Committee on Freedom of Association and the technical assistance of the Office, were essential tools for member States when implementing international labour standards. She

¹ For the initial composition of the Committee, refer to Provisional Record No. 5. For the list of international non-governmental organizations, see Provisional Record No. 4.

trusted that, in the course of the two-week session of the Conference, the Committee would be able to work harmoniously and efficiently, and in a spirit of constructive dialogue.

6. The Worker members indicated that once again this year their priority objective was that the Committee on the Application of Standards could carry out its work and adopt operational conclusions offering real prospects of progress for the ILO’s tripartite constituents. In a context of globalized competition and economic crisis, social protection was the only bulwark against precarity. The role of international labour standards was more than ever to guarantee economic development conducive to improving the lives of workers and preserving their dignity. Noting that the concept of work and its organization were now being challenged for the sake of productivity and in view of technological developments, the Worker members considered that it was necessary to reaffirm that universal and lasting peace could only be based on social justice, in itself founded on a system of work that was truly humane.

7. The Employer members noted that this year was the 90th anniversary of the Committee on the Application of Standards, which was the cornerstone of the supervisory system of the ILO. They were looking forward to constructive and meaningful discussions with respect to all aspects of the work of the Committee. They welcomed the positive interaction between this Committee and the Committee of Experts.

**Work of the Committee**

8. During its opening sitting, the Committee adopted document C.App./D.1, which set out the manner in which the work of the Committee was carried out. 3 At that occasion, the Committee considered its working methods, as reflected under the next heading below.

9. In accordance with its usual practice, the Committee began its work with a discussion on general aspects of the application of Conventions and Recommendations and the discharge by member States of standards-related obligations under the ILO Constitution. In this general discussion, reference was made to Part One of the report of the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations and to the information document on ratifications and standards-related activities. A summary of the general discussion is found under relevant headings in sections A and B of Part One of this report.

10. The Committee then examined the General Survey concerning the migrant workers instruments. Its discussion is summarized in section C of Part One of this report.

11. The Committee then examined the report of the 12th Session of the Joint ILO/UNESCO Committee of Experts on the Application of the Recommendations concerning Teaching Personnel (CEART). Its discussion is summarized in section D of Part One of this report.

12. Following these discussions, the Committee considered the cases of serious failure by member States to respect their reporting and other standards-related obligations. The result of the examination of these cases is contained in section E of Part One of this report. More detailed information on that discussion is contained in section A of Part Two of this report.

13. The Committee then considered 24 individual cases relating to the application of various Conventions. The examination of the individual cases was based principally on the observations contained in the Committee of Experts’ report and the oral and written

---

3 Work of the Committee on the Application of Standards, ILC, 105th Session, C.App./D.1 (see Annex 1).
explanations provided by the governments concerned. As usual, the Committee also referred to its discussions in previous years, comments received from employers’ and workers’ organizations and, where appropriate, reports of other supervisory bodies of the ILO and other international organizations. Time restrictions once again required the Committee to select a limited number of individual cases among the Committee of Experts’ observations. With reference to its examination of these cases, the Committee reiterated the importance it placed on the role of tripartite dialogue in its work and trusted that the governments of the countries selected would make every effort to take the necessary measures to fulfil their obligations under ratified Conventions. The result of the examination of these cases is contained in section E of Part One of this report. A summary of the information submitted by governments and the discussions of the examination of individual cases, as well as the conclusions adopted by the Committee, are contained in section B of Part Two of this report.

14. The adoption of the report and the closing remarks are contained in section F of Part One of this report.

Working methods of the Committee

15. Upon adoption of document C.App./D.1, the Chairperson stressed that strict time management would have to be ensured for the Committee to be able to complete its work in a very tight time frame. While the Officers of the Committee had an important role to play in this respect, the Chairperson called on all the members of the Committee to make every effort so that sessions started on time and the working schedule was respected. Interventions should be relevant to the subject under discussion and be within the boundaries of respect and decorum. Since the Committee was expected to comply with the decision adopted by the ILO Governing Body to drastically reduce paper consumption, the online distribution of documents would be implemented as of this year.

16. The Worker members emphasized that the time constraints were even greater this year in the context of a Conference session that was one day shorter than last year. The necessary time should however be available for the discussion of the General Survey, which should ensure ownership of the subject by constituents and the opportunity to evaluate the relevance of the instruments under examination. The subject of the General Survey this year was more topical than ever and the Committee’s discussion would enrich the general discussion on labour migration at the Conference in 2017. It was also important to devote all the necessary time to the examination of individual cases so as to reach useful conclusions. The question of the impact of the shorter Conference on the work of the Committee would need to be assessed during the informal tripartite consultations on the working methods of the Committee. With reference to the Joint Statement of the Workers’ and Employers’ groups of February 2015, which had been reinforced by the Government group statement, as well as the 2015 Conference and the Standards Initiative, the Worker members placed emphasis on the constructive atmosphere in which the current discussions were taking place. While recalling that disagreement persisted between the two groups on the issue of the right to strike in relation to the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), they noted that the report of the Committee of Experts referred to cases of violations of the Conventions on freedom of association which were as important as those relating to the right to strike. Nor should other fundamental Conventions be neglected, such as those on discrimination, as well as technical Conventions, such as the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), and the governance Conventions, with particular reference to the Employment Policy Convention, 1964 (No. 122). Finally, the Worker members emphasized that the common objective was to reach consensual conclusions on all the cases. Conclusions should be short, clear and simple, and identify unambiguously the action expected from governments in both law and practice. They came within the sole responsibility of the Employer and Worker spokespersons.
17. The Employer members made reference to the preliminary list of cases, which had been instituted in 2006 and which had been published one month before the opening of the Conference in 2015 and 2016. They recalled that, following the adoption of the final list, the Vice-Chairpersons would provide further information to governments on the criteria used for the selection of the individual cases which would be on the final list. They looked forward to a constructive and meaningful discussion on the application of Conventions. They would work towards ensuring that the Committee would adopt short, clear and concrete conclusions specifying the actions requested from governments. The conclusions would reflect consensus recommendations. Where no consensus was possible on an issue, there would be no conclusions on that issue. This represented genuine progress in tripartite governance of the supervisory work that should be continued. Diverging views should be reflected in the record of proceedings. Conclusions should therefore be read in conjunction with the report of the full discussion and they should not repeat the content of that discussion. With better use of technology this year, it was hoped that the drafting of conclusions would be expedited. The dedicated sittings for the adoption of conclusions implemented for the first time in 2015 had been an important step in ensuring efficiency and should be continued. The Employer members noted that in view of the Committee’s full agenda, time management was going to be key. Stressing that the Officers of the Committee would ensure strict time management, they invited all members to pay particular attention to the maximum speaking time limits contained in document D.1. Finally, they welcomed the additional technological support which was provided by the Office this year and was expected to facilitate the work of the Committee.

18. The Government member of India, speaking on behalf of the Asia and Pacific group (ASPAG), indicated that his group supported the independence of the social partners in the selection of cases for examination by the Committee. However, they would like to seek more transparency in the criteria and process followed in selecting the preliminary list as well as the final list of individual cases. They were concerned at the lack of clarity and consistency in the application of the criteria contained in document D.1. They made particular reference in this context to the selection of cases that have been examined by the Committee at its previous session or those cases where there was ongoing collaboration between the country concerned and the ILO. They were also seeking clarity on the criteria used for closing a case. ASPAG believes that the Committee had an important role to play in providing for more effective and tailor-made technical assistance, such as capacity building and advisory services, with the objective of facilitating the application of Conventions. Focus should be more on issues that cannot be dealt with under national legal frameworks. ASPAG also highlighted that any conclusions or observations made by the Committee should be based on reliable sources and should be constructive in nature.

Adoption of the list of individual cases

19. During the course of the second sitting of the Committee, the Chairperson of the Committee announced that the list of individual cases to be discussed by the Committee was available. ⁴

20. Following the adoption of this list, the Employer members expressed their disappointment that the list of cases did not contain any cases of progress. In their view, in line with the mandate of the Committee as contained in article 7 of the Standing Orders of the Conference, the examination of individual cases should also cover cases of progress in the implementation of ILO Conventions in law and practice, as a way of encouraging member States in their implementation efforts. The application by Namibia of the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182) would have been a good example in this respect.

⁴ ILC, 105th Session, Committee on the Application of Standards, C.App./D.4 (see Annex 2).
They trusted that next year, the Committee would be in a position to discuss one or more cases of progress within the list of 24 cases and that this possibility would be duly reflected in document D.1 and included in the agenda of the next informal tripartite consultations on the Committee’s working methods. Finally, they regretted that the Committee would not be able to discuss the application by Bolivia of the Labour Inspection Convention, 1947 (No. 81). Concerning the application by Uruguay of the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98), they expected that the tripartite agreement reached at national level would lead to concrete results without delay.

21. The Worker members recalled that the establishment of the preliminary list of 40 cases selected from the report of the Committee of Experts was very challenging. Since all cases were important and workers were hoping that the Committee would examine the difficulties they encounter in their respective countries, it was even more difficult to finally select 24 cases only. In the past, the list contained 25 cases. Despite the efforts made to ensure balance, there were many cases related to freedom of association. The Worker members noted that the fact that the comments of the Committee of Experts were quite short had prevented the selection of certain cases, in particular in relation to technical Conventions. They indicated that, while the corresponding cases would not be discussed, certain serious events affecting the world of work could not pass without comment. This was the case in the Middle East and North Africa region where respect of workers’ rights was almost nonexistent. This was also the case in Algeria, Colombia, Egypt, Gambia, Switzerland and Turkey, in particular in relation to violations of freedom of association and collective bargaining; in Japan and Thailand, notably in relation to forced labour; and in the Republic of Korea in relation to violations of freedom of association and the application of the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111).

22. The Worker member of Sri Lanka raised issues concerning the application of Conventions Nos 87 and 98 in his country.

23. At the end of the sitting, the Employer and Worker spokespersons conducted an informal briefing for Government representatives.

B. General questions relating to international labour standards

Statement by the representative of the Secretary-General

24. The representative of the Secretary-General pointed out that the mandate of this Committee under the Constitution and the Standing Orders of the Conference was at the core of the work of the ILO. Details concerning the work of this Committee were set out in document D.1 which reflected the results of the informal tripartite consultations on the Committee’s working methods, which had taken place since 2006 (lastly in March 2016). The latest innovations aimed at implementing the “paper smart” policy introduced by the Office under the current programme and budget. All documents of the Committee would be made available electronically on the Committee’s dedicated web page, including the draft minutes of sittings; each intervention would be reflected in the draft minutes only in the working language in which it was delivered or the language selected by the speaker in the request to take the floor. Other innovations aimed at improving time management.

25. The speaker highlighted the increasing interest in the technical assistance provided by the Office in order to foster the implementation of ratified Conventions. The Information Document prepared by the Office notably contained information on the missions carried out
in 2015 in two countries in order to follow up the conclusions adopted by the Conference in recent sessions.

26. The representative of the Secretary-General recalled that 2016 marked the 90th anniversary of the creation in 1926 of this Committee and the Committee of Experts. Over the years, the two bodies had developed a symbiotic and mutually dependent relationship. In 1932, this Committee indicated for the first time that the report of the Committee of Experts was the basis of its deliberations and that it was this “double examination” of reports by the two bodies that placed “States Members of the Organisation on a footing of equality in respect of the supervision of the application of the ratified Conventions”. The Conference Committee described the way in which the two bodies differed and complemented each other, one being dedicated to the examination of written information by independent experts and the other being a tripartite body in a position “to go beyond the mere question of conformity between national legislation and the ratified Conventions, and, as far as practicable, to verify the practical application of the Conventions in question”. The procedure gradually developed with the opportunity given to member States to submit explanations to this Committee either orally or in writing. At the end of the Second World War, the Committee made a determining contribution to the constitutional amendments eventually adopted in 1946, leading to the strengthening of the ILO’s supervisory machinery notably by introducing the obligation of member States to report on the submission of Conventions and Recommendations to the competent authorities and on the effect given to unratified Conventions and the Recommendations, as well as the communication of reports to the most representative national organizations of employers and workers. In 1955, the Committee introduced for the first time, a principle of selectivity among the observations made by the Committee of Experts and the first list of cases was presented and discussed in 1959. In the 1950s, the dialogue between the two supervisory bodies and member States was amplified by the first references to technical assistance to overcome difficulties in the application of Conventions. From the 1960s to the late 1980s, the convergence of views between the Employers’ and Workers’ groups has been the greatest strength of the ILO, contributing to the increased participation of employers’ and workers’ organizations in the process of supervision of standards.

27. The most recent period has been marked by divergences concerning the mandate of the Committee of Experts and the respective functions of the two Committees. In June 2012, the Conference Committee was for the first time unable to adopt a list of individual cases for discussion because of these divergences. This impasse ultimately sparked off a challenging but useful dialogue within the ILO on its standards system. This dialogue was taking place in the framework of the Standards Initiative.

28. In conclusion, the representative of the Secretary-General noted that this brief historical overview primarily served to highlight the way in which, over the years, the mandate, scope and interaction of the Committee of Experts and this Committee had evolved in response to changing circumstances in terms of ILO membership, socio-economic context and the consequent needs of the constituents. Constant evolution may be challenging under certain circumstances, but it also constituted a distinguishing mark of a living Organization capable of adapting to its changing environment.

Statement by the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts

29. The Committee welcomed Mr Abdul Koroma, Chairperson of the Committee of Experts, who expressed his appreciation for the opportunity to participate in the general discussion and the discussion of the General Survey. The Chairperson of the Committee of Experts stressed the importance of a solid relationship between the two Committees in a spirit of
mutual respect, collaboration and responsibility. He indicated that, during its last session, the Committee of Experts had taken due note of all the important developments that had taken place in the framework of the Standards Initiative in 2015, with particular attention given to the Joint Statement of the Workers’ and Employers’ groups and the two statements from the Government group of February 2015.

30. The Chairperson of the Committee of Experts recalled that, in the consideration of its working methods, the Committee of Experts had always given due consideration to the views expressed by the tripartite constituents. The Committee had paid particular attention in 2015 to applying in a consistent manner its criteria for distinction between observations and direct requests, as contained in paragraph 36 of its General Report. The Committee of Experts had also decided to provide an explanation of its practice when treating observations received from workers’ and employers’ organizations (paragraphs 58 to 61 of its General Report). The importance of respecting the obligation under article 23(2) of the Constitution had also been emphasized by the Committee. In relation to the workload and time constraints, the Committee of Experts had reiterated its long-standing concern at the low proportion of reports received by 1 September each year and highlighted once again the fact that this situation disturbed the sound operation of the regular supervisory procedure. It had reiterated its request that member States make a particular effort to ensure that their reports are submitted in time in 2016 and that they contain all the information requested so as to allow a complete examination by the Committee. As regards possible ways of giving more visibility to the Committee’s findings by country, the Committee of Experts had invited the Office to use the electronic means available, in particular through the NORMLEX database, to facilitate access to all the comments made on the application of ratified Conventions for each country.

31. Finally, the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts highlighted that during their 90 years of existence, the two Committees had pursued a meaningful dialogue, in the interest of an authoritative and credible ILO supervisory system and ultimately for the cause of ILO international labour standards and social justice worldwide.

Statement by the Employer members

32. The Employer members welcomed the presence of the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts in the general discussion of this Committee and in its discussion of the General Survey. They welcomed the 2016 report of the Committee of Experts and highlighted a number of positive elements in that report. The Committee of Experts had reiterated the statement of its mandate in paragraph 15 of its General Report, which the Employer members trusted would be reproduced in all future reports of the Committee of Experts. The Committee of Experts had also paid particular attention to the discussions in the Conference Committee and to the conclusions it adopted. This was particularly important now that conclusions reflected only consensual recommendations.

33. With reference to the general observations adopted by the Committee of Experts on the Radiation Protection Convention, 1960 (No. 115), and on the Seafarers’ Identity Documents Convention (Revised), 2003 (No. 185), the Employer members noted that general observations contributed to a better understanding and implementation of the Conventions and could be a helpful tool to discuss trends in their application. In the future, it would be important for the Conference Committee to devote time to discuss the content of general observations. Noting positively the constructive and direct interaction between the two Committees, notably at the occasion of the special sitting of the Committee of Experts with the Vice-Chairpersons, the Employer members expressed their readiness to meet more frequently with members of the Committee of Experts to discuss essential matters, such as: (i) how to address reporting failure in an effective and sustainable manner; (ii) the
importance for member States to actively manage their ratification record; (iii) how best to measure overall progress in the implementation of ratified Conventions; and (iv) how to recognize cases of progress. They reiterated their suggestion that such meetings could include ILO officials from the Bureau for Employers’ Activities (ACT/EMP) and the Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) and that they may be organized to brief newly nominated experts.

34. The Employer members made a number of proposals aimed at ensuring a more effective regular supervisory procedure. First, the printed version of the report of the Committee of Experts could be presented by country within a region, and not by Convention. A cover page for each country, preceding the related observations adopted by the Committee of Experts, could provide information about ratification, reports due and received for the year in question, and observations received from workers’ and employers’ organizations; it would therefore not be necessary to have this information contained in a separate report (currently, Report III (Part 2)). This would facilitate an overall evaluation of the situation of each country. Second, the observations sent by employers’ and workers’ organizations under article 23(2) of the ILO Constitution should be made available publicly when those organizations so wished. Third, the Office should continue to provide technical assistance to workers’ and employers’ organizations to ensure greater impact of their observations.

35. In addition, the Employer members considered that measures needed to be taken to ensure the timely examination of all reports by the Committee of Experts. They noted from the Committee of Experts’ report that, in view of the heavy workload, they had been unable to examine a number of reports. This occurred despite the fact that the Committee of Experts had been able to function with its full membership for the first time since 2001 and despite the fact that around 30 per cent of government reports requested had not been received. Noting that future developments needed to be anticipated, in particular the increase in the number of reports resulting from additional ratifications, the Employer members stressed that the measures to be envisaged in order to reduce the workload should have a sustainable effect; such measures included: (i) the necessity to facilitate reporting and focus reporting on essential regulatory issues in ILO Conventions; (ii) the major responsibility of the Standards Review Mechanism (SRM) in the modernization and, where feasible, consolidation of the ILO body of standards; (iii) in the short term, a more regular review by member States of their ratification record, in particular regarding outdated Conventions.

36. Lastly, the Employer members emphasized the importance of the review of the ILO standards supervisory system as a whole to ensure consistency and efficiency. With reference to the joint report of the Chairpersons of the Committee of Experts and the Committee on Freedom of Association submitted to the March 2016 session of the Governing Body, they highlighted paragraph 126 which stated that “there may be too many different committees involved in the system which may have negative effects on the transparency and effectiveness of the procedures for those involved”. They considered that a simplification of the system was needed and they looked forward to the proposals that the ILO Director-General would submit to the Governing Body in this regard.

37. Finally, the Employer members raised two issues of concern in the 2016 report of the Committee of Experts: (i) the naming of specific companies in the report; and (ii) the continued extensive interpretation of the right to strike in the context of Convention No. 87. A major part of the Committee of Experts’ comments on Convention No. 87 concerned the right to strike, both in observations and in direct requests. In doing so, the Committee of Experts was not taking into account the fact that there was no tripartite consensus on this issue. With reference to the statement from the Government group and the joint statement of the Workers’ and Employers’ groups of February 2015 and the need to respect the role of the Conference Committee, the Employer members trusted that the Committee of Experts would reconsider its position on this issue.
Statement by the Worker members

38. The Worker members welcomed the presence of the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts in the general discussion of the Conference Committee and in its discussion of the General Survey. Recalling the historical role of the Conference Committee, they stressed that it had a crucial role to play in ensuring a social dimension of the global legal framework.

39. They wished that the constructive spirit that prevailed in the work of the Committee since 2015 would also benefit other activities of the Conference, in particular those related to the adoption of standards, as well as the discussion on decent work in global supply chains.

40. Recalling that the work of the Committee was based on the reports of the Committee of Experts, they welcomed the quality of those reports, as well as the experience and independence of the Committee of Experts. That independent body which had been created by the tripartite constituents of the ILO had gained the respect and trust of the Workers’ group. Its mandate was based on three principles. First, its task was to provide information to the Conference Committee on the cases of non-compliance of the national legislation and practice of member States with ILO Conventions. This necessarily required an evaluation and a certain degree of interpretation of the national legislation and the provisions of Conventions. Second, the Committee of Experts was guaranteeing legal certainty by ensuring equal and uniform treatment of member States when examining the application of Conventions. This was encouraging Governments to accept the recommendations of the Committee of Experts. Lastly, that Committee was composed of independent experts with first-hand experience of different legal, economic and social systems. This also contributed to broad acceptance of its opinions on the meaning of Conventions. The impartial and technical analysis of national situations and of the legal scope, content and meaning of the provisions of Conventions served to guide the actions of national authorities, as evidenced by the incorporation of its opinions and recommendations in national legislation and court decisions.

41. While underlining the quality of the report of the Committee of Experts, the Worker members were struck by the tone adopted in some comments which highlighted elements of progress based on the information received from the Government without querying their veracity. In certain cases, progress was minimal. They also noted the absence of comments in a number of cases which remained problematic and which had been raised in the past. In other cases, in particular regarding technical Conventions, the comments were too shortened to be usable. Since 2012, there had been a drastic reduction of the length of the report. Despite the seriousness of the allegations contained in a number of observations from workers’ organizations, these observations had only been transmitted to the Governments concerned and had not been reflected in the report of the Committee of Experts. Some countries were not included in the report, which meant that their case could not be discussed by the Conference Committee. This was affecting the proper functioning of the supervisory system.

Reply of the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts

42. The Chairperson of the Committee of Experts indicated that he would transmit the comments made during this discussion to the members of the Committee of Experts for their due consideration. He was confident that the Committee of Experts would wish to examine concrete proposals to strengthen the cooperation between the two Committees. This would be particularly important with regard to a number of questions which had an impact on the working methods, including possible innovative ways to address the heavy workload. The Committee of Experts would be particularly interested in information on the discussion which would take place on the Standards Initiative at the November 2016 session of the
Governing Body. It was to be hoped that these discussions would lead to a strengthening of the supervisory system and its authoritative nature, while ensuring that it had the full engagement of the ILO constituents. He looked forward to continuing constructive dialogue on the occasion of the special sitting between the two Vice-Chairpersons of the Conference Committee and the Committee of Experts at its next session in November 2016.

Reply of the representative of the Secretary-General

43. The representative of the Secretary-General noted the suggestions made with respect to questions that should be further discussed, including during the informal tripartite consultations on the Committee’s working methods. She emphasized the Office’s intention to continue enhancing capacity building for governments, as well as workers’ and employers’ organizations, so as to ensure their effective participation in the supervisory mechanisms. In the case of workers’ and employers’ organizations, this would be done with the continued support of ACTRAV and ACT/EMP.

Concluding remarks

44. The Worker members recalled that the SRM would not have any legal implications for the application of Conventions and that the Conference was the only legislative body in the ILO. This Committee and the Committee of Experts, as the two pillars of the ILO regular supervisory system, remained independent from each other. There was not hierarchy between the two. The Committee of Experts was independently examining the legal scope, content and meaning of Conventions. The Worker members therefore would never dictate to the Committee of Experts what its position should be, whether on the right to strike or any provisions of Conventions. Nevertheless, they considered that dialogue between the two bodies was necessary. In their view, the existing procedures to allow such dialogue were sufficient. They noted that the selection of the double-footnoted cases by the Committee of Experts served as a guide for the work of the Conference Committee. They considered that the suggestions aimed at ensuring greater transparency in the work of the Committee of Experts, including by making publicly available the observations sent by workers’ and employers’ organizations, were very sensitive and should not lead to any weakening of the role of the Committee of Experts or of its independence. Cases of progress were important to showcase the effectiveness of the supervisory system and better use of those cases should be ensured. It would not be possible to include cases of progress in the list of 24 cases, since there were so many serious violations to address. However, discussion of a case of progress could be envisaged, but not within the list of 24 cases. The Worker members stressed that their considerations were aimed at strengthening the supervisory system and its impact.

45. The Employer members looked forward to continued close collaboration and more frequent direct interaction with the Committee of Experts. Constructive and meaningful dialogue was necessary to address the challenges facing the supervisory system.
C. Reports requested under article 19 of the Constitution

General Survey concerning the labour migration instruments

46. The Committee examined the General Survey carried out by the Committee of Experts on the migrant workers instruments, notably the Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97), the Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (No. 143), the Migration for Employment Recommendation (Revised), 1949 (No. 86), and the Migrant Workers Recommendation, 1975 (No. 151).

47. The General Survey took into account information on law and practice provided by 122 Governments under article 19 of the ILO Constitution, as well as the information provided by member States which had ratified the Conventions in their reports under articles 22 and 35 of the Constitution. The General Survey also reflected the comments received from 43 workers’ organizations and 18 employers’ organizations pursuant to article 23 of the Constitution.

48. In introducing the General Survey, the representative of the Secretary-General underlined the opportunity for the Committee to make its contribution to the international debate on labour migration.

49. The Chairperson of the Committee of Experts indicated that the General Survey emphasized the importance of good governance, the rule of law and respect for human rights to the effective regulation of international labour migration. He recalled the pivotal role of social dialogue and of international and regional cooperation in this respect. The Committee of Experts was of the view that migrant workers continued to require specific protection. It noted the obstacles reported by member States to the effective implementation of the instruments, and recalled the potential of the instruments to provide a framework for a fair and effective governance of labour migration.

General remarks on the General Survey and its topicality

50. The Committee welcomed the subject matter of the General Survey, emphasizing its timeliness and topicality, and the need for ensuring effective governance of labour migration and the protection of migrant workers.

51. The Worker members noted the importance of the General Survey for providing a global picture of the law and practice of member States on the application of the labour migration instruments. The subjects of General Surveys were selected jointly by the constituents and should benefit from tripartite involvement. The Worker members considered that the observations from workers’ organizations had enriched the General Survey, and noted the few contributions from employers’ organizations. While many governments had provided reports, these did not always reply to all the questions raised.

52. The Employer members regarded migration for work as a positive feature of globalization when it took place in a legal and orderly manner. The ongoing challenge was to manage migration in conditions that were acceptable to workers, employers and societies in the participating countries. Migration for work balanced labour supply and demand, and encouraged innovation, entrepreneurial opportunities and the transfer of skills. Businesses were frequent users of national migration systems. Voluntary labour migration, for example
in pursuit of employment opportunities, should be differentiated from involuntary migration for other reasons, such as trafficking or escaping conflict. The Employer member of France referred to the tendency in Europe towards making standards more complex for posted workers, which was a disincentive for employers to recruit European workers. The Employer member of Sweden considered that responsible and inclusive migration systems benefited both countries, businesses and individuals. Swedish companies were dependent on the contributions provided by migrants and on having the ability to recruit abroad, notably within the European Union.

53. The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States, reiterated that international labour migration was a major global issue ranking high on policy agendas. The Government member of Senegal highlighted the opportunity presented by the General Survey in the context of mass migration from countries in economic difficulty or war. The General Survey was a tool to assist in further adapting social legislation in accordance with international obligations, particularly in the framework of protection for migrant workers.

54. The Government members of Brazil, Iraq, Italy, Libya and Turkey, the Worker members, and the Worker members of Benin, Botswana, India, South Africa and Zimbabwe referred to the seriousness and impact of the current migration crisis and its causes, including rising inequality and regional imbalances, poverty and unemployment, demographic trends, conflict, repression and terrorism, and, increasingly, the consequences of climate change. The Worker members stressed the important role of the ILO in eradicating the negative causes of migration through international labour standards.

55. Many Government members, including from Belgium, Italy, Norway, Sweden and Turkey, and Worker members, including from Chile, India, South Africa and Tunisia, referred to the human rights and precarious situation of migrants, including the deaths in the Mediterranean Sea, hazardous employment, discrimination and prejudice, lack of social protection, and vulnerability to forced labour, exploitation and abuses throughout the migration process. The Worker member of Benin, speaking also on behalf of Burkina Faso, Niger and Togo, indicated that migration needed to be regulated by precise and non-discriminatory standards and stressed how significantly migration issues had evolved in Western Africa in recent times.

**Importance of the instruments covered by the General Survey: Conventions Nos 97 and 143 and Recommendations Nos 86 and 151**

56. The Worker members considered that the Conventions were fully pertinent in the world of work today. Convention No. 97 was intended to ensure equality of treatment for migrant workers in relation to national workers, and to promote cooperation between member States. It called for general protection measures, and described the conditions in which labour migration should take place. It was supplemented by Convention No. 143, which was intended to prevent irregular migration and ensure respect for the fundamental human rights of all migrant workers, including migrant workers in an irregular situation. The objective of Convention No. 143 was also to ensure equality of opportunity and treatment for workers in a regular situation.

57. The Worker members emphasized the importance of the instruments, which they considered to be fundamental for the protection of migrant workers and an essential basis to control migration processes. Protection was particularly needed for women migrants, as well as certain other groups of migrant workers including youth, indigenous and rural populations, low-skilled workers and migrant workers in an irregular situation, who were more exposed
to discriminatory treatment and abuse. The effective implementation in practice of the protections afforded by the Conventions necessitated strong commitment by member States.

58. The Employer members, based on the General Survey, believed that Conventions Nos 97 and 143 no longer adequately responded to the increasingly complex migration challenges and should be updated. They believed that this view was partly shared by the Committee of Experts and was also in line with the Cartier Working Party classification of these instruments under the category of “other instruments”. It also appeared to be shared by a number of governments in their reports submitted for the General Survey (paragraphs 601 and 602) and was reflected in decreasing ratifications and vague ratification prospects. The Committee of Experts had also recorded that many governments saw obstacles to ratification in the form of non-compatible national law and practice, while others did not appear to see any value added in ratification. The Employer members of France and Uruguay further referred to the outdatedness of the instruments.

59. The Employer members listed some of what they considered to be the most significant shortcomings of the two Conventions, including: (a) the absence of provisions requiring a national policy on labour migration; (b) the absence, in Convention No. 97, of requirements for consultation with the social partners; (c) insufficient consideration of bilateral and multilateral agreements as an increasingly important form of international regulation on issues related to labour migration; (d) the lack of differentiation between temporary and permanent migration; (e) insufficient reflection of the increasing role of privately initiated, as opposed to state-sponsored, migration; (f) inadequate consideration of irregular labour migration given its increase in recent decades; (g) the lack of protection for women migrant workers; and (h) the irrelevant regulations on health protection during migration in Article 5 of Convention No. 97 which conflicted with the need for clarity in obligations and could not be remedied by a corrective interpretation of the Committee of Experts.

60. The Employer members considered that the Committee of Experts’ observation that member States had reasonable flexibility in applying Article 8 of Convention No. 143 took into account the plethora of existing laws and practices. However, Article 8 was not clear and the possibility for differences in approach might increase chances of inconsistent application and lead to misunderstandings. The variety in national regulations on this point suggested that Article 8 no longer reflected the spectrum of real-life situations.

61. The Employer members agreed with the Committee of Experts that genuine misconceptions were not obstacles to implementation but considered that their existence might indicate that the instruments were not as clear and relevant as would be desirable. The appeal to governments by the Committee of Experts in paragraph 562 to “eliminate all legal and practical obstacles impeding the implementation of the instruments” did not therefore seem to address the real problem.

62. The Government member of Oman, speaking on behalf of the countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), commented on the low ratification levels of the instruments, which raised the question of their adaptation to the current context, and particularly of the capacity of States to provide employment for their citizens.

63. The Government members of Belgium, Kenya, India and Sweden, as well as the Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States, highlighted the importance given to migration in the 2030 Agenda on Sustainable Development, in particular Goals 8 and 10, and the need to deliver on commitments. The Government member of Belgium also stressed the relevance of the current discussions to other items on the Conference agenda, namely the evaluation of the impact of the Social Justice Declaration and the work of the Committee on Employment and Decent Work for the Transition to Peace.
The Worker members considered the ratification and implementation of the instruments to be key to achieving the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals. The Worker member of Italy, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, Switzerland, Netherlands and the United Kingdom, called upon constituents to fulfil commitments made in the context of the 2030 Agenda.

The Employer members considered that the promotion of these instruments would impede the ILO from playing a meaningful role in the implementation of the Fair Migration Agenda and the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda.

**International labour migration: Challenges to, and opportunities for full implementation**

**Human rights**

The Worker members stressed the fundamental nature of freedom of association and the right to organize for migrant workers, including those in an irregular situation. Member States should ensure that these rights were enjoyed in practice. Through workers’ organizations, migrant workers could be integrated into national, regional and international social dialogue structures. Alongside these fundamental rights, the instruments offered protection for migrant workers in specific situations, such as through protection against loss of employment and against repatriation in the event of illness or injury. The Worker members stated that criminalizing irregular entry into the national territory only served to stigmatize migrant workers.

The Employer members considered that the General Survey (especially paragraph 294) raised questions regarding the responsibilities of migrant workers. Migrant workers should respect immigration rules and seek legal ways of migration. Article 9(3) of Convention No. 143 appeared to lack flexibility in cases where the illegal or irregular situation could be attributed to the migrant worker. Stakeholders should work together to eliminate “illegal and clandestine migration”, as well as abuse and exploitation of migrant workers. Opportunities and responsibilities for doing so should be shared among governments, employers and migrant workers.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States, stressed the human rights of migrants, regardless of their status. Special consideration should be given to migrants in vulnerable situations, such as women migrants, but also unaccompanied minors, children, and victims of trafficking. The Government member of Brazil highlighted the importance of respecting the human rights of migrants, including their fundamental rights at work; migrants in an irregular situation must not be treated like criminals.

The Worker member of Italy, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, Switzerland, Netherlands and the United Kingdom, stated that human mobility was a fundamental human right and identified a number of priorities including: ratifying the ILO Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention, 1930, and taking measures against the exploitation of migrants and refugees; developing instruments to avoid exploitation and social dumping; improving member States’ cooperation to promote respect of migrants’ rights; increasing cooperation between labour inspectorates and social partners; providing migrant workers with welcoming living and working conditions, training and information; increasing collective bargaining at all levels to promote the principle of equal treatment and non-discrimination; and tripartite cooperation with states of origin to address the root causes of migration.
Equality of opportunity

70. The Worker members highlighted that Convention No. 97 intended to ensure equality of treatment for migrant workers in relation to national workers, and to promote cooperation between member States. It was important to promote equal treatment for migrant workers, which was different from treating them in an equitable manner. Equal treatment should include working conditions, social protection, living conditions and access to housing and the principle of equal wages for work of equal value should be universally applied. An active policy to combat prejudice in relation to migrant workers – often at the root of discriminatory treatment – was necessary.

71. The Employer members commented on paragraphs 354–365 of the General Survey, concerning the free choice of employment and its possible restrictions, as set out in Article 14(a) of Convention No. 143. In light of the diverse regulations regarding the duration of restrictions, which responded to varying labour market needs in receiving countries, flexibility on this point was important. Further, the Employer member noted, as stated by the Committee of Experts (paragraph 404), there were considerable differences between countries on the issue of exportability of pensions and other benefits abroad, which were often regulated through bilateral or multilateral social security agreements. Noting the recognized principle of reciprocity in such agreements, it was unclear whether this was in accordance with Conventions Nos 97 and 143.

72. The Employer member of Sweden, commenting on the reference in the General Survey to the opinion of the European Committee of Social Rights in a complaint against Sweden, concerning the changes made in the Swedish legislation after the Laval ruling from the European Court of Justice, expressed concern that workers sent or posted by their employers to work outside their own country were not excluded from Article 6 of Convention No. 97. In his view, requiring that posted workers had to be covered by the same rules as national workers undermined competition and the provision of services in the EU, hindered posting and hampered both economic growth and job creation in the European countries.

73. The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States, stressed the key role of international labour standards in ensuring equal treatment to migrants at work. Offering migrant workers equal labour conditions with national workers prevented social dumping and mitigated negative attitudes. EU legislation concerning labour migration from third countries stressed equal treatment, including freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining. The Government member of Norway noted that the viability of the Norwegian welfare state depended on high rates of employment and the inclusion of immigrants in the labour market therefore benefited individual immigrants and the economy as a whole. It was essential to avoid the separation of the workforce into groups of workers benefiting from unequal levels of protection according to their origin or nationality.

Fair recruitment

74. The Worker members emphasized existence of abuses during the recruitment of migrant workers and stressed that member States should combat the furnishing of misleading information to migrant workers and charging of exorbitant fees by private intermediaries, as provided for in the migrant workers Conventions.

75. The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States, indicated that recruitment and agency work were strictly regulated in the European Union, and the Seasonal Workers Directive (Directive 2014/36/EU) was an example of a good practice. Nevertheless, as had been discussed during the 326th Session (March 2016) of the Governing Body, abuses and fraudulent practices were a growing
challenge. He welcomed the ILO Fair Recruitment Initiative and the forthcoming tripartite meeting of experts in September 2016 to develop guidance on fair recruitment on this issue. In this regard, ratification and implementation of the Forced Labour Protocol of 2014 by member States was an important step, in which European Union Member States were fully engaged. The Government member of Sweden supported the development of the International Recruitment Integrity System.

76. The Worker member of the United States, referring to the Fair Recruitment Initiative and adoption of guidelines on recruitment at the upcoming meeting of experts, stressed that the ILO was the lead UN agency on labour migration globally, in light of its rights-based framework, supervisory mechanism and tripartite structure. Migration reforms were essential to decent work in global supply chains. Undocumented and visa-contingent migrants were over-represented in informal and subcontracted employment that undermined efforts to demand decent work and wages.

77. The Worker member of Zimbabwe referred to the need for effective regulation of recruitment through both public and private mechanisms. While labour migration regulation could be improved through bilateral agreements, as envisaged by the Private Employment Agencies Convention, 1997 (No. 181), and the Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189), some bilateral agreements had the adverse effect. African migrant workers were subjected to inhumane living and working conditions. Furthermore, trade unions were aware that in some countries fee charging by recruitment agencies for services to potential migrant workers was not prohibited, in disregard of Article 7(2) of Convention No. 97 and Article 7(1) of Convention No. 181.

78. The Government member of Kenya considered it an obligation of public authorities and recruitment agencies to ensure that the contract of employment was implemented fairly, respected the rights of migrant workers and continued until the end of the employment relationship. The relevant legislation on employment policy should prevent abuses in the recruitment of migrant workers at home and abroad.

Monitoring and enforcement

79. The Employer members noted that, in paragraph 498 of the Survey, the Committee of Experts recalled that a legislative requirement for public officials to report criminal offences may prevent migrant workers in an irregular situation from requesting assistance when filing complaints of violations of basic human rights and claiming rights from past employment. However, the natural interest of migrant workers in an irregular situation in hiding their irregular status should not compromise the interest of the State in effective enforcement of the law. Migrant workers should not claim protection from expulsion because of their irregular status. The Employer members further disagreed with the experts’ view that national systems that envisaged the imposition of sanctions on migrant workers in irregular situations, instead of or in addition to their employers, could increase the vulnerability of migrant workers. Convention No. 143 did not address the possibility of sanctions against migrant workers in an irregular situation. Moreover, the reported national laws reflected the fact that, in certain cases, employers and migrant workers might jointly be responsible for the illegal employment. Migrant workers did not enjoy immunity against prosecution where the illegality of the employment could also be attributed to them.

80. The Worker members stated that all forms of protection would be illusory if migrant workers did not have access to justice. The existence of dissuasive legal sanctions, rigorously applied, was essential for the application of the rights set out in the instruments. It was still the case in certain member States that migrant workers in an irregular situation did not have the right to claim unpaid wages in the courts, despite the guarantee in this regard in Paragraph 34(1)(a) of Recommendation No. 151. Other obstacles to access to justice included linguistic barriers,
lack of knowledge of the legal system and the length, expense and cost of proceedings. Targeted assistance for migrant workers was therefore necessary. Moreover, the protection of the rights of certain migrant workers was hindered by their forced dependence on their employer.

81. The Worker member of Zimbabwe indicated that well-resourced labour inspectorates working within and across countries could improve the governance of labour migration and the protection of the rights of migrant workers. Inspection should ensure that migrant workers had access to remedies in the cases of violations. The Government member of Norway stressed the importance of ensuring that migrant workers were not exploited as a part of work-related crime or trafficking in persons. The Government had introduced a strategy to combat work-related crime, implemented jointly by the labour inspectorate, tax authorities, welfare authorities, migration authorities, police and others, in cooperation with the social partners.

Governance of migration

82. For the Government member of Morocco, the General Survey highlighted the importance of good governance, respect for human rights, and the rule of law for the effective regulation of international labour migration. The Government member of Brazil noted the need for a more sustainable international migration strategy, strengthening the existing international legal frameworks that guaranteed minimum rights for migrant workers. It was crucial to increase ratifications of the instruments and to distinguish between migrants and refugees, who should be given special attention. The Government member of Turkey believed that promoting and protecting the rights of migrant workers required combined national and international efforts.

83. The Worker member of Ghana, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Gambia, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone, welcomed the link in the General Survey between civil liberties, human rights and good governance, and considered that the lack of legal protections and of a broader regional or multilateral governance framework undermined the fundamental right to life, dignity and safe movement across borders. In most of Africa, migration matters were the responsibility of Ministries of Interior or Police, undermining, to some extent, full social dialogue and often explaining the lack of consultation with workers. The Worker member of Italy, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, Switzerland, Netherlands and the United Kingdom, considered that the numbers, complexity of political approaches and unacceptable labour exploitation and abuses demanded urgent and coordinated global, regional and national management, prioritizing respect of migrants’ fundamental freedoms and human rights, including labour rights.

Bilateral and multilateral agreements

84. Referring to paragraphs 151 to 163 of the General Survey, the Employer members noted the increased importance of bilateral agreements in recent decades, which provided an opportunity for tailored mutually beneficial responses to complex migration issues. The Worker member of Ghana, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Gambia, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone, welcomed bilateral and multilateral arrangements on migration, provided that they were social dialogue compliant. The Government member of Senegal indicated that his Government had initiated discussions for the conclusion of social security agreements with various countries. The Government member of Oman, speaking on behalf of the GCC countries, indicated that the social security system in the Gulf countries covered workers in the informal economy through the establishment of a simplified procedure. He referred to the importance of the Abu Dhabi agreement concluded between
GCC countries and countries of origin in establishing a protective framework for migrant workers.

Prospects for ratification

85. The Employer members recalled that the General Survey had recorded a very low number of ratifications of the two Conventions. Since the last General Survey of 1999, only eight new ratifications of Convention No. 97 and five new ratifications of Convention No. 143 had been registered. Encouraging member States to ratify the two Conventions did not respond to existing realities and the Committee of Experts should instead have encouraged a revision of the instruments with a view to creating modern and attractive instruments.

86. The Worker members equally noted the low number of ratifications of both Conventions, and recalled that, according to the Committee of Experts this was partly due to misunderstandings about the provisions of the instruments. The Committee of Experts had emphasized the flexible nature of the Conventions, as well as the fact that most provisions that member States considered to be obstacles, would not in fact prevent ratification. In the context of the Standards Review Mechanism, it had been agreed that reviews would not have any effect on the legal status of a standard until a final decision had been taken on that standard by the Conference or the Governing Body, as appropriate.

87. The Worker member of Italy, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, Switzerland, Netherlands and the United Kingdom supported the Committee of Experts’ invitation to Governments to consider further ratification through tripartite dialogue. The Worker member of Ghana, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Gambia, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone, considered that the instruments remained good international law and called upon the ILO to increase support for their ratification as a matter of urgency. The Worker member of India also supported efforts to promote the ratification and implementation of the instruments by all countries. The Worker member of Chile called on his Government to ratify Convention No. 143. The Government members of Belgium, Brazil, Italy and Turkey supported a campaign to promote the effective implementation and awareness or ratification of the Conventions and Recommendations.

88. The Government member of Morocco confirmed that the ratification of Convention No. 97 was in the final stage of depositing the instruments of ratification at the ILO. The ratification of Convention No. 143 had been transmitted to Parliament for consideration and, potentially, adoption.

The way forward

The pivotal role of social dialogue

89. The Employer members and the Employer member of Uruguay considered that comprehensive dialogue between governments and business was a prerequisite to managing an effective migration policy, and referred to the Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD). Labour market needs and interests of the private sector varied greatly across companies, industries, countries and regions, and employers of highly skilled migrants and those recruiting large numbers of low-skilled workers had differing needs and challenges. Labour migration should be aligned with education to meet future business needs and create opportunities for workers. Employers’ experiences could be the source of important information to governments and international organizations, but, in many countries, the private sector was not consulted on migration policy. Business’ and workers’ involvement in migration governance was an obvious, but neglected, need, which should be
underpinned by appropriate international labour standards. The Employer member of Turkey stressed that the views of the social partners must be taken into account in shaping policies.

90. The Worker members also considered the presence of the social partners at all levels of dialogue to be essential. Social dialogue was the cornerstone of coherent migration policies but many member States failed to involve the social partners.

91. The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States, underlined the role of social dialogue in the effective governance of labour migration issues. The Tripartite Social Summit (16 March 2016) discussed the labour market integration of refugees and the European social partners had presented a joint statement on the refugee crisis. Social dialogue at national, cross-industry and sectoral levels could foster solutions. The Government member of Norway referred to the role of the social partners in ensuring generally applicable collective agreements; tripartite cooperation was necessary both for the successful development of strategies, and their effective enforcement. The Government member of Kenya considered that successful implementation of the rights and protections contained in the instruments required good governance, including social dialogue and the engagement of tripartite constituents. Institutionalized social dialogue was essential to the development of sound labour migration policy and should be promoted.

Possible ILO action

92. The Worker members encouraged the ILO to conduct a wide-ranging campaign for the ratification and the effective implementation of Conventions Nos 97 and 143 and to reinforce technical assistance with a view to improving the ratification rate and enhancing the implementation of the protections guaranteed by these instruments. Member States could seek ILO technical assistance to clarify the conformity of their legislation with the Convention and analyse the possibility of their ratification or implementation. The ILO should play a proactive role in informing member States more effectively of the flexibility offered by the instruments with a view to adapting them to particular national situations. Targeted assistance to migrant workers in an irregular situation to overcome barriers to access to justice would also be desirable.

93. The Employer members, including the Employer members of France and Uruguay, did not see any added value in promoting the implementation and awareness of standards that were not fully up to date, and rather supported their revision. The Employer members considered that a ratification campaign would negatively impact the credibility of the ILO. The ILO should be more ambitious and offer fully up-to-date standards on international labour migration. The Tripartite Working Group on the Standards Review Mechanism should therefore undertake a comprehensive examination of the instruments. This should include an analysis of the relevance of the instruments in the light of present and anticipated needs regarding labour migration, and take into account existing forms of regulation at the international level, in particular bilateral and multilateral agreements in the area of migration.

94. The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States agreed with the Committee of Experts’ proposal that the Office prepare a background paper to inform the examination of the instruments under the Standards Review Mechanism. The Government member of Norway supported a revision of the instruments to make them more up to date and thereby attain more ratifications. The Government member of Kenya considered that the Standards Review Mechanism could examine the continued relevance of Conventions Nos 97 and 143, and that a revision and merger of the instruments should aim to create flexible, long-lasting and tripartite-owned instruments containing basic principles regarding international labour migration. The Government of Oman, speaking on behalf of the GCC countries, also suggested to consider a revision of the instruments within
the framework of the Standards Review Mechanism. The Government member of Morocco considered that action to address the challenges in implementation of the instruments could include the identification, within the framework of the Standards Review Mechanism, of areas to improve their appropriateness.

95. The Worker member of Italy, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, Switzerland, Netherlands and the United Kingdom, rejected any revision of the existing standards, as they were relevant and a vital part of the ILO mission.

96. The Worker member of Tunisia considered that ILO standards on migrant workers offered a valid and flexible legal potential, supplemented by other fundamental standards and the United Nations Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families, 1990. With a view to improving certain provisions respecting access to rights, the adoption of a supplementary Recommendation could be envisaged over the next three years, although distance was needed from sensitivities and the complex nature of the debate.

97. The Employer members called upon the Office to develop an inventory and analysis of existing bilateral and multilateral agreements in order to be able to determine the scope for ILO standards vis-à-vis those agreements and to ensure compatibility and mutual complementarity with international labour standards. Additionally, the Office could prepare a compendium of the provisions of international labour standards relevant to migrant workers, which would enable a comprehensive overview of pertinent provisions.

98. The Government member of Kenya agreed that there was a need for improved understanding of the instruments and ILO technical assistance and follow up was needed in this regard and in relation to the collection and sharing of data. The capacity of labour inspectors should be strengthened to provide better protection for migrant workers and, in particular, the large number in the informal economy, including training in fair recruitment. The ILO could further assist in regional agreements concerning the governance of labour migration and in promoting, developing and implementing bilateral agreements and cooperation.

99. The Government member of Kenya and the Government member of Oman, speaking on behalf of the GCC countries, acknowledged the need to raise awareness among the tripartite constituents, migrant workers and the wider community through promotional campaigns, to overcome the low ratification of these instruments. The Government member of Morocco and the Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its Member States, supported the suggestion that the Office facilitate the sharing of good practices and experiences among governments and social partners, at intra- and interregional levels, in relation to the implementation of the instruments.

100. The Government member of Libya, referring to recent tragic events in the Mediterranean Sea, called upon the international community to assist his country to mitigate the suffering of migrants, and asked for assistance from the European Union to formulate a plan of action in this regard. The Government member of Morocco requested ILO technical assistance for the implementation of the new national immigration and asylum strategy. The Worker member of Tunisia called for greater ILO commitment in terms of technical cooperation activities and support for constituents, particularly workers’ organizations in developing countries. An alert system for violations of the rights of migrant workers could be envisaged, as well as the improved integration of migration issues in thematic and sectoral activities, and a more active programme of collaboration with other international organizations and regional groups.
Concluding remarks

101. The Employer members pointed to the importance of the ILO having the most relevant and up-to-date standards to guide member States’ responses to such a timely and serious topic. Migration for work should be seen as a positive and beneficial feature of globalization and should take place in a legal and orderly manner. The ILO, due to its tripartite structure, was uniquely positioned to make a valuable contribution on the issue on the international stage. Labour migration policy and regulation were not only within the purview of governments. Social partners had a critical role to play in influencing policy decision and policy responses. The Committee, in its consideration of the work of the Committee of Experts, had noted that the overall objective of a thoughtful and careful policy response on labour migration was as relevant today as at the time when both instruments had been adopted. Although the current context of labour migration was different, the issue was possibly even more important now. The Employer members considered that certain provisions of the two Conventions had lost their relevance, not being fully responsive to, or necessary in, the current labour migration context. In that regard, the tripartite discussions that were scheduled to take place in various upcoming ILO forums, including the Standards Review Mechanism, provided an opportunity for the tripartite parties to ensure the continued relevance of the instruments to the world of work and to the challenges presented by labour migration. During the general discussion on labour migration in the International Labour Conference to be held in 2017, the tripartite constituents might wish to clarify the possible need for review or consolidation of Conventions Nos 97 and 143. The work of the Committee of Experts had laid the foundation for this important and constructive debate. The Office had also been instructed to undertake an awareness-raising and implementation campaign in order to assist member States that had ratified the two Conventions to fully understand their obligations in law and practice.

102. The Worker members recalled that the issue of labour migration presented many challenges in the context of the serious migration crisis that the world was currently experiencing. The importance of the issue of labour migration and the urgency of responding to it appropriately made it more necessary than ever for the Conference Committee to adopt conclusions in that regard. The adoption of common conclusions should be welcomed. Their content should be able to serve as a guide for the ILO’s many efforts in relation to labour migration issues. It was necessary to introduce effective governance of international migration, based on greater international cooperation and a rights-based approach. In addition, effective protection rules and monitoring mechanisms were needed so as to guarantee those rights and safeguard migrant workers from abusive or fraudulent practices, to which they were particularly susceptible. It was therefore important to emphasize the vital role of well-functioning labour inspection services, guarantees of access to justice for migrant workers, and the need for effective means of recourse for workers to exercise their rights. In that regard, the importance of the Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 should not be underestimated. For the social partners, the ILO had a real contribution to make in establishing good global governance and international cooperation. The Office could provide technical assistance to member States signing bilateral and multilateral agreements required by the establishment of this global migration governance. The leading role played by the ILO would allow good governance practices to be exchanged among governments and social partners and would also allow the coherence needed in labour migration policies to be introduced. Social dialogue was the cornerstone of effective governance of workforce migration. It must exist at all levels where workforce migration issues were discussed. This role for the social partners should not be limited to a simple consultation but should go much further. The Workers would have preferred a campaign for the ratification of Conventions to be launched among member States. The awareness-raising and implementation campaign, as proposed in the conclusions, would nevertheless create tools that could help member States interested in ratifying Conventions. These factors gave hope that the application of Conventions Nos 97 and 143 would improve as a result. The question of whether these
instruments were still fully relevant today could be discussed by the competent bodies. To conclude, they highlighted the flexible nature of the Conventions and the evolving interpretation placed on certain provisions that the Employer members considered outdated.

* * *

103. In reply to the discussion on the General Survey, the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts noted the rich and useful discussion, including the vital importance of the issue in today’s world of work. He would share the points made with the other members of the Committee of Experts. He noted with particular interest the points made concerning the challenges created by the current labour migration context around the world – as well as the opportunities that it offered. This context highlighted the difficulties that existed in the effective implementation of these instruments. At the same time, it emphasized the need for instruments that contributed to improved governance of international labour migration and protection of migrant workers’ rights. Against this background, he recalled that the Committee of Experts considered awareness raising on the instruments and their implementation to be particularly valuable in ensuring that the instruments reached their potential, as well as assist member States that had ratified the Conventions in implementing their obligations.

104. The representative of the Secretary-General highlighted that both the General Survey and its discussion would inform the work of the ILO on labour migration, including the general discussion on labour migration to be held during next year’s Conference. More widely, the discussion would also inform the United Nations General Assembly High-Level Meeting on Refugees and Migrants in September 2016. Further, she took due note of the requests from many members of the Committee for technical assistance, including specifically on international cooperation and data collection. She particularly noted the need to support the sharing of good practices and experiences in relation to the implementation of the instruments.

Outcome of the discussion by the Committee on the Application of Standards of the General Survey concerning the migrant workers instruments

105. The Committee examined the draft outcome of its discussion of the General Survey concerning the labour migration instruments.

106. The Committee approved the outcome of its discussion, which is reproduced below and which it wishes to bring to the attention of the Conference with a view to the general discussion on labour migration, which will take place at its 106th Session (2017).

Introduction

1. The Committee on the Application of Standards welcomed the opportunity, in the context of its examination of the General Survey on the Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97), the Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (No. 143), the Migration for Employment Recommendation (Revised), 1949 (No. 86), and the Migrant Workers Recommendation, 1975 (No. 151), to discuss the critical and extremely topical issue of effective labour migration governance and the protection of migrant workers in a globalized world.

2. The Committee’s discussion of this year’s General Survey, together with the outcome of this discussion and the General Survey itself, will impact the ILO’s work on labour migration within outcome 9 on promoting fair and effective labour migration policies, as set out in the Programme and Budget for 2016–17, as well as informing the Tripartite Technical Meeting on the Access of Refugees and other Forcibly Displaced Persons to the Labour Market (July 2016), the Tripartite Meeting of Experts on Fair Recruitment (September 2016), and the general
discussion on labour migration to be held at the 106th session (June 2017) of the International Labour Conference.

3. The Committee highlighted the fact that effective governance of international labour migration and the rights of migrant workers was closely linked to other issues currently addressed by the ILO, including fair recruitment, equality and non-discrimination, economic development, poverty reduction, decent work for the transition to peace, and fundamental principles and rights at work.

4. The Committee recalled that the labour migration instruments call, in essence, for international cooperation to promote a rights-based approach to labour migration that is responsive to national circumstances. Convention No. 97 and Recommendation No. 86 aimed to regulate the conditions for regular migration, provide for general protection measures, and prohibit inequality of treatment between migrant workers in a regular situation with nationals in relation to living and working conditions, social security, employment taxes, and access to justice. The Committee further recalled that Convention No. 143 and Recommendation No. 151 were supplementary to Convention No. 97, affirming the basic human rights of migrant workers, including those in irregular situations, and addressing discrimination and guaranteeing equal opportunity and treatment of migrant workers in a regular situation through national policies.

5. The Committee reaffirmed its commitment to ensuring the application in law and in practice of the fundamental rights of migrant workers and to improving the global governance of labour migration. The enormity of the challenges created by the current experience of migration was considered to have repercussions that were felt throughout the world of work. The Committee recalled that the main driver for migration was employment related, and referred also to other drivers including environmental and climatic pressures, conflict and crisis situations, poverty and inequalities within and between countries, and business needs.

6. The Committee noted that effective regulation and monitoring was necessary to prevent migrant workers from experiencing fraudulent and abusive conditions including trafficking in persons and forced labour, and highlighted the importance of the Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention, 1930, in this regard.

Realities and needs of member States

7. The Committee emphasized the crucial importance of the issue of labour migration and the protection of the rights of migrant workers in all regions of the world. It recognized in particular the human dimension to the issue. This was stressed in terms of the opportunities migration offered to many migrant workers, to businesses, and to societies. Labour migration was considered to enhance innovation and skills development, and also respond to labour market needs. At the same time, the Committee was aware of the human tragedies that were sometimes the result of migration, and that certain groups of migrant workers were especially vulnerable to inequalities and abuse throughout the migration process. It noted that the Committee of Experts regarded women migrants among these groups, and in general, as experiencing particular obstacles in relation to the implementation in practice of the instruments. It further noted increased mixed migration flows of refugees and migrants in an irregular situation.

8. In this context, the Committee considered that it was essential that labour migration benefited workers, employers and the wider community. It stressed that it was necessary to balance the rights, responsibilities and needs of all stakeholders. Effective management of international labour migration required good global governance and international cooperation, to which the ILO could particularly contribute. The Committee further recalled the opportunity provided by the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and in particular, Sustainable Development Goals 8 (target 8.8) and 10 (target 10.7), in relation to promoting labour rights for all, including migrant workers. Equally, the Committee recognized the significance of good governance and cooperation at the national level, and the increasing use of bilateral, regional and multilateral arrangements, for regulation of labour migration issues. The Committee considered as well that the Office should provide technical assistance, upon request, to Members using these agreements.

9. The Committee stressed that partnerships were needed to tackle particularly important issues. It acknowledged the ongoing and timely work associated with the ILO’s Fair Recruitment Initiative as a means to improve the protection of migrant workers’ rights, including to equality of opportunity and treatment. Further, the Committee considered that such partnerships were necessary to address irregular labour migration, which negatively impacted
upon both workers and the wider society. In addition, the Committee stressed that migrant workers should be able to access justice and effective remedies in practice and, in this regard, highlighted the particular role of a well-functioning labour inspectorate.

10. The Committee strongly emphasized the intrinsic value of social dialogue to effective governance of labour migration. It firmly believed that genuine and well-functioning social dialogue could transform policy-making and policy implementation on the topic at both the national and international levels. The comprehensive participation of the social partners in dialogues concerning international labour migration should extend beyond mere consultation, allowing for their active involvement in the design and implementation of initiatives. The Committee further believed that the key role of the ILO in this regard could not be overstated and noted that the Committee of Experts had referred to the potential of the instruments to contribute to effective governance of the considerable migration challenges faced by the tripartite constituents.

*ILO means of action*

11. Recognizing, as was set out in the General Survey, that the potential and requirements of the instruments were not always fully understood, the Committee considered that the Office should undertake an awareness-raising and implementation campaign on Conventions Nos 97 and 143 and Recommendations Nos 86 and 151. The Committee considered that such an awareness-raising campaign should include tools to assist member States which had ratified the instruments in working towards their full implementation, as well as to assist other member States that express an interest in the possibility of ratifying the instruments.

12. In this regard, the Committee believed that the Office should take steps to build on its existing work on labour migration statistics, including the global estimates, so as to further enhance the collection of data on labour migration disaggregated by sex and, depending on migration patterns, other factors, so as to contribute to evidence-based policy-making and discussions on labour migration. Further, the Committee proposed that the Office follow up previous research reviewing bilateral arrangements on migration of low-skilled workers, carried out in 2014–15, by undertaking further analysis of the compatibility of those bilateral arrangements with the international labour standards. In addition, the Committee considered that the Office should develop a compendium on the provisions from international labour standards that were relevant to migrant workers.

13. The Committee also stressed that it was particularly important for the Office to support the sharing, between governments and social partners internationally, of good practices and experiences in relation to the implementation of the instruments, including within and between regions.

14. The Committee expected the Office to undertake the technical support requested by member States and highlighted the importance of the provision of technical support and advice to workers’ and employers’ organizations to enable them to actively participate in policy-making and implementation in relation to labour migration.

15. The Committee further recalled that the Committee of Experts noted that the objective of the instruments was as relevant now as it was when the instruments had been adopted. The Committee was aware that details of certain provisions might be considered to have “lost their relevance, not being fully responsive to, or necessary, in the current migration context”. In this regard, the Committee noted the opportunity provided by tripartite discussions in various ILO forums, including the Standards Review Mechanism, to ensure the continued relevance of the instruments to the world of work. The Committee considered that the tripartite constituents may, within the general discussion on labour migration in the Conference next year, wish to clarify the possible need for a review or consolidation of Conventions Nos 97 and 143, as well as the need to complement the existing international labour standards.

* * *

16. The Committee requests the Office to take into account the General Survey on the migrant workers instruments and the outcome of its discussion of the General Survey, as reflected above, in the preparation of relevant ILO work, particularly in the context of outcome 9 of the Programme and Budget for 2016–17, and the general discussion on labour migration which will take place at the 106th session (June 2017) of the International Labour Conference.

107. When presenting the report, a representative of the Secretary-General made particular reference to the CEART’s contribution to the Incheon Declaration, which provided guidance on achieving Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4 on inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong learning opportunities for all. The speaker also provided an update regarding the allegation submitted by the Cambodian Independent Teachers’ Association concerning the application of the 1966 Recommendation on the Status of Teachers in Cambodia. The Government had provided a response to the allegation in January 2016. The case was still under examination and the Office encouraged the Government of Cambodia to continue to engage with CEART in dialogue on this matter.

108. The Worker members stated that although the ILO–UNESCO Recommendations concerning teaching personnel of 1966 and 1997 provided guidelines for the status of over 70 million workers; they were not widely known to governments, nor trade unions, nor were they legally binding. They asked for technical assistance from the ILO to ensure their dissemination and implementation. Education stakeholders, including unions, had fought to have education as a stand-alone SDG and the topic should therefore be addressed comprehensively by governments and the ILO. While SDG 4 set out teachers as an area of state investment, the level of investment in teachers remained low. Trained teachers had continued to flood out of the teaching sector, leading many countries to resort to recruiting unqualified personnel to teach. The Worker members condemned the privatization of education as a threat and a detriment to equity in education. Corporations were seeking business in education, and had used untrained teachers to increase profits. There had been such cases in Africa where some governments had outsourced schooling. There was also a fear that some nations would develop reforms to use information and communications technology to replace teachers.

109. With reference to the importance of freedom of association in the education sector, the Worker members highlighted the deterioration of the situation in a number of countries, including Burundi, Denmark, Ecuador, Greece, the Islamic Republic of Iran, the Republic of Korea, Swaziland, Turkey and the United States. They suggested that the principles in the 1966 and 1997 Recommendations be elevated to a Convention. They considered that governments should invest in the supply of quality teachers and quality tools for teachers, as well as quality learning infrastructure.

110. The Employer members said that education was a key factor of development. A well-educated workforce was also a key factor for employers. Education, whether public or private, played an essential part in enabling youth to enter the job market and to develop in adulthood. It was essential for education policies to be designed through dialogue with the private sector to ensure that youth had the qualifications companies required. Employers and their organizations played an important role in education policy development and its application in resource mobilization to complement public funding, and in the direct provision of private education.

111. Welcoming the CEART report, the Employer members noted that the CEART’s recommendations were non-binding. While reaffirming that education opportunities should not be sacrificed to the economic crisis, they noted that economic crises could also affect the working conditions for teachers as well as for other workers. Open and constructive social dialogue was important in this context. It was not clear from the report how the private management of publicly funded schools was able to affect social dialogue. With reference
to the evaluation of teaching personnel, they welcomed the CEART’s recommendations on
the establishment of an evaluation framework, which could include scores as part of a
comprehensive system of evaluation. They did not agree that part-time employment was a
form of precarious work that was involuntary and had a negative impact. They did not share
the CEART’s concerns regarding the negative consequences of the privatization of
education. They questioned the foundation of some references in the report concerning
collective bargaining systems in certain countries, which seemed to form the basis for the
recommendation that member States respect “appropriate legal frameworks”. Finally, with
reference to the use of technology in education and the professionalization of teachers in
higher education institutions, they appreciated the recommendations of the CEART.

112. The Worker member of Nicaragua emphasized the importance of education for
development. However, a majority of governments had not implemented the commitments
made when adopting the 1966 and 1997 Recommendations and had instead reduced
education budgets. The Government of Nicaragua had taken measures to improve public
education through the professionalization of teachers and the improvement of school
infrastructure. The speaker considered that full respect of collective bargaining and the right
to strike was important and that it was necessary to transform the Recommendations into a
Convention.

113. The Worker member of the United Kingdom considered that the CEART report
demonstrated that the Recommendations were not having the intended impact on education
systems around the world. A stronger instrument, such as a convention, and an
implementation regime were therefore necessary. There was also a need in the shorter term
to publicize the Recommendations and recognize the role of teachers in development. In
England, the Government had deregulated, fragmented and privatized schools. There was
no social dialogue machinery or process for cooperation on policy. Teacher appraisal,
evaluation and pay were crudely linked to immediate student outcomes. This system was
leading to the de-professionalization of teaching and to teacher shortage.

114. The Worker member of the Republic of Korea stated that in Korea, teachers in precarious
employment were risking losing their jobs when exercising their freedom of association and
were being discriminated against on the basis of their employment status. Teachers in Korea
were prohibited from expressing their political opinion. Their freedom of association had
been severely violated, including cases of dismissal of union officials and prosecution for
organizing peaceful demonstration. In 2014, the Government withdrew the legal status of
the Korean Teachers and Education Workers Union (KTU) because the union had permitted
dismissed and retired teachers to retain union membership. The case had been appealed at
the Supreme Court.

115. The Government member of the Republic of Korea said that as any other citizens, elementary
and middle school teachers had the freedom to express their opinions, but they also had to
avoid projecting their personal political opinions onto their students. Their freedom of
expression was therefore limited, unlike professors at universities. This view had been
upheld by the Constitutional Court. Regarding the freedom of association of teachers, the
Constitution set out the duty of political impartiality of public officials and limited their
political activities. Teachers’ trade unions had the freedom to express views on economic
and social policy issues that directly impacted the union members’ interests.

116. An observer representing Education International brought up the case of teachers in Algeria
who had been recruited on precarious contracts and had worked for years without being paid.
They had organized protests to obtain decent contracts, but their actions had been prevented
by the authorities, sometimes with violent interventions from the police. Subsequently, many
of their contracts had been terminated.
117. The Government member of Algeria expressed his reservation with regard to the statement of the previous speaker and noted that his country was not the subject of the CEART’s report.

118. An observer representing the Confederation of University Workers in the Americas (CONTUA) stated that the 1966 and 1997 Recommendations promoted the dialogue in the teaching profession. Support staff in schools also needed to be covered by standards. Governments suffering from economic crisis often did not realize that education would be the engine and driver of development. Governments kept reducing budgets and introduced policies that devaluated education. Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining of teachers should be universally recognized. The speaker called for free public education, social dialogue and professional autonomy of teachers. Such rights should be set out in an international convention.

119. The Government member of Libya said that the education sector would suffer if teachers were not regarded highly. There needed to be an international instrument to deal with issues related to hours of work and wages of teachers.

120. The Worker members concluded that trade union rights were human rights that teachers must enjoy. Privatization was going against equity and equality. There was evidence that financial commitment by member States was lacking. Every child had a right to be taught by a motivated and qualified teacher in a safe environment. They reiterated that the ILO should ensure that the Recommendations were applied.

121. The Employer members emphasized the importance of highly motivated teachers. Education had to respond to global changes. It was clear that in some countries education systems were delivering poor results, and these situations should be redressed.

E. Compliance with specific obligations

1. Cases of serious failure by member States to respect their reporting and other standards-related obligations

122. During a dedicated sitting, the Committee examined the cases of serious failure by member States to respect their reporting and other standards-related obligations. As explained in document C.App./D.1, Part V, the following criteria are applied: failure to supply the reports due for the past two years or more on the application of ratified Conventions, failure to supply first reports on the application of ratified Conventions for at least two years, failure to supply information in reply to all or most of the comments made by the Committee of Experts, failure to supply the reports due for the past five years on unratified Conventions and Recommendations, failure to submit the instruments adopted for at least seven sessions to the competent authorities, and failure during the past three years to indicate the representative organizations of employers and workers to which, in accordance with article 23(2) of the Constitution, copies of reports and information supplied to the Office under articles 19 and 22 have been communicated. The Chairperson explained the working methods of the Committee for the discussion of these cases.

123. The Employer members recalled that non-observance by member States of their constitutional obligations constituted a serious failure. While ratification of international

5 Detailed information on the examination of these cases is contained in section A of Part Two of this report.
labour standards was important, it was equally crucial for member States to comply with their reporting obligations. If a State did not have sufficient resources to comply with the obligation to report, it was recommended that it reconsider whether ratification of a particular instrument was appropriate. Since the ILO supervisory system was largely based on self-reporting, the failure of some member States to submit reports placed greater scrutiny on member States that did comply with their obligation to report. The Employer members expressed the hope that member States would take their reporting obligations seriously as the ILO supervisory system could not function without the timely submission of reports. Indicating that only 69 per cent of member States had provided the requested reports this year, the Employer members highlighted the importance of technical assistance and capacity building, including in the pre-ratification process. Emphasizing the need to keep the body of international labour standards up to date, reference was made to the SRM, which was considered as an opportunity to identify labour standards that were no longer relevant and to give more visibility to up-to-date and relevant standards.

124. The Worker members expressed concern at the serious failures recorded in the report of the Committee of Experts. The governance of the supervisory system placed the obligation on member States to comply with the constitutional provisions, and particularly articles 22 and 35. Despite a slight improvement in the proportion of reports supplied, too many countries had not provided a report for over five years. Moreover, the information requested was only useful if it was supplied within the time limits, and the procedures for sending reminders should be reviewed. The Office needed to ensure that countries encountering difficulties benefited from technical assistance so that they could fulfil their obligations. The failures reported were often an indication of worrying situations. With regard to the obligation of submission, there was a significant lack of goodwill, which needed to be addressed. It was time to adopt a sterner tone towards countries which persisted in ignoring their constitutional obligations.

1.1. Failure to submit Conventions, Protocols and Recommendations to the competent authorities

125. In accordance with its terms of reference, the Committee considered the manner in which effect was given to article 19, paragraphs 5–7, of the ILO Constitution. These provisions required member States within 12, or exceptionally 18, months of the closing of each session of the Conference to submit the instruments adopted at that session to the authority or authorities within whose competence the matter lies, for the enactment of legislation or other action, and to inform the Director-General of the ILO of the measures taken to that end, with particulars of the authority or authorities regarded as competent.

126. The Committee noted that, in order to facilitate its discussions, the report of the Committee of Experts mentioned only the governments which had not provided any information on the submission to the competent authorities of instruments adopted by the Conference for at least seven sessions (from the 94th Session (Maritime, February 2006) to the 103rd Session in June 2014, because the Conference did not adopt any Conventions and Recommendations during the 97th (2008), 98th (2009) or 102nd (2013) Sessions). This time frame was deemed long enough to warrant inviting Government delegations to the dedicated sitting of the Committee so that they may explain the delays in submission.

127. The Committee took note of the information and explanations provided by the Government representatives who took the floor during the dedicated sitting. It noted the specific difficulties mentioned by certain delegates in complying with this constitutional obligation, and in particular the intention to submit shortly to competent authorities the instruments adopted by the International Labour Conference. Some governments have requested the assistance of the ILO to clarify how to proceed and to complete the process of submission to national parliaments in consultation with the social partners.
128. The Committee expressed deep concern at the failure to respect the obligation to submit Conventions, Recommendations and Protocols to national parliaments. It recalled that compliance with the obligation to submit Conventions, Recommendations and Protocols to national competent authorities was a requirement of the highest importance in ensuring the effectiveness of the Organization’s standards-related activities. It also recalled that governments could request technical assistance from the Office to overcome their difficulties in this respect.

129. The Committee noted that the following countries were still concerned with the serious failure to submit the instruments adopted by the Conference to the competent authorities: Angola, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Dominica, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Guinea, Haiti, Iraq, Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Libya, Mozambique, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Rwanda, Saint Lucia, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Somalia, Sudan and Vanuatu. The Committee expressed the firm hope that appropriate measures would be taken by the Governments concerned to comply with their constitutional obligation.

1.2. Failure to supply reports and information on the application of ratified Conventions

130. The Committee took note of the information and explanations provided by the Government representatives who took the floor during the dedicated sitting. Some governments have requested the assistance of the ILO. The Committee recalled that the submission of reports on the application of ratified Conventions was a fundamental constitutional obligation and the basis of the system of supervision. It also recalled the particular importance of the submission of first reports on the application of ratified Conventions. It stressed the importance of respecting the deadlines for such submission. Furthermore, it underlined the fundamental importance of clear and complete information in response to the comments of the Committee of Experts to permit a continued dialogue with the Governments concerned. In this respect, the Committee expressed deep concern at the failure to respect these obligations and recalled that the ILO could provide technical assistance to contribute to compliance in this respect.

131. The Committee noted that, by the end of the 2015 meeting of the Committee of Experts, the percentage of reports received (article 22 of the ILO Constitution) was 69.3 per cent (70.95 per cent for the 2014 meeting). Since then, further reports had been received, bringing the figure to 75.60 per cent (as compared with 77.25 per cent in June 2015).

132. The Committee noted that no reports on ratified Conventions had been supplied for the past two years or more by the following States: Afghanistan, Belize, Burundi, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Dominica, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Saint Lucia, Sierra Leone, Somalia and Tuvalu.

133. The Committee also noted that first reports due on ratified Conventions had not been supplied by the following countries for at least two years: Afghanistan, Equatorial Guinea, Kiribati, Luxembourg and Tuvalu.

134. The Committee noted that no information had yet been received regarding any or most of the observations and direct requests of the Committee of Experts to which replies were requested for the period ending 2015 from the following countries: Afghanistan, Belize, Burundi, Central African Republic, Comoros, Congo, Croatia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Dominica, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Kyrgyzstan, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Lebanon, Malta, Montenegro, Nepal, Papua New Guinea, Saint Lucia, San Marino, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Timor-Leste, Trinidad and Tobago, United Kingdom (Anguilla) and Yemen.
1.3. Supply of reports on unratified Conventions and Recommendations

135. The Committee stressed the importance it attached to the constitutional obligation to supply reports on unratified Conventions and Recommendations. In effect, these reports permitted a better evaluation of the situation in the context of the General Surveys of the Committee of Experts. In this respect, the Committee expressed deep concern at the failure to respect this obligation and recalled that the ILO could provide technical assistance to contribute to compliance in this respect.

136. The Committee noted that over the past five years none of the reports on unratified Conventions and Recommendations, requested under article 19 of the Constitution, had been supplied by: Armenia, Burundi, Comoros, Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Ghana, Grenada, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Kiribati, Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Marshall Islands, Nigeria, Rwanda, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, San Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Somalia, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Yemen and Zambia.

1.4. Communication of copies of reports to employers’ and workers’ organizations

137. Once again this year, the Committee did not have to apply the criterion: “the Government has failed during the past three years to indicate the representative organizations of employers and workers to which, in accordance with article 23(2) of the Constitution, copies of reports and information supplied to the ILO under articles 19 and 22 have been communicated”.

2. Application of ratified Conventions

138. The Committee noted with interest the information provided by the Committee of Experts in paragraph 51 of its report, which listed new cases in which that Committee had expressed its satisfaction at the measures taken by governments following comments it had made as to the degree of conformity of national legislation or practice with the provisions of a ratified Convention. In addition, the Committee of Experts had listed in paragraph 54 of its report cases in which measures ensuring better application of ratified Conventions had been noted with interest. These results were tangible proof of the effectiveness of the supervisory system.

139. At its present session, the Committee examined 24 individual cases relating to the application of various Conventions.  

2.1. Specific cases

140. The Committee considered it appropriate to draw the attention of the Conference to its discussion of the cases mentioned in the following paragraphs, a full record of which appears as Part Two of this report.

141. As regards the application by Bangladesh of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), the Committee took note of the

---

6 A summary of the information submitted by governments, the discussion and conclusions of the examination of the individual cases are contained in section B of Part Two of this report.
written and oral information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that ensued.

142. The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

143. The Committee welcomed the report of the ILO High-level Tripartite Mission and noted with deep concern that the Government has failed to make progress on the repeated and consistent conclusions of this Committee despite the substantial technical assistance and financial resources provided by donor countries.

144. Taking into account the discussion of the case, and taking into account the conclusions of the Committee of 2015, the Committee repeats its concerns and urges the Government to:

- undertake amendments to the 2013 Labour Act to address the issues relating to freedom of association and collective bargaining identified by the Committee of Experts, paying particular attention to the priorities identified by the social partners;
- ensure that the law governing the EPZs allows for full freedom of association, including the ability to form employers’ and workers’ organizations of their own choosing, and to allow workers’ organizations to associate with workers’ organizations outside of the EPZs;
- investigate as a matter of urgency all acts of anti-union discrimination, ensure the reinstatement of those illegally dismissed, and impose fines or criminal sanctions (particularly in cases of violence against trade unionists) according to the law; and
- ensure that applications for union registration are acted upon expeditiously and are not denied unless they fail to meet clear and objective criteria set forth in the law.

145. Further, the Committee invited the Government to implement the recommendations of the 2016 High-level Tripartite Mission together with the social partners.

146. As regards the application by El Salvador of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), the Committee took note of the written and oral information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that ensued.

147. The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

148. The Committee noted with concern the lack of progress both in law and in practice with respect to the issue of the autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations to nominate their representatives to joint or tripartite decision-making bodies and again urged the Government, in consultation with the social partners, to take all measures necessary, without delay, to amend the 19 Decrees adopted on 22 August 2012, so as to bring them into line with the guarantees set out in the Convention.

149. Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- take all measures necessary, without delay, to identify those responsible for the murder of Mr Victoriano Abel Vega and punish the perpetrators of the crime;
- reactivate, without delay, the Higher Labour Council (CST), the work of which had been suspended since 2013 and which was the main forum for social dialogue in the country and for tripartite consultation. The Government must abstain from requiring
consensus among trade union federations and confederations in designating their representatives to the CST;

- ensure full autonomy for employers’ and workers’ organizations;
- ensure adequate protection for the premises of the National Business Association (ANEP), the country’s most representative organization of employers;
- report on all progress with regard to the issues discussed in a detailed report to the Committee of Experts, to be considered at its next meeting.

150. In the face of the Government’s failure to take action to apply the provisions of the Convention effectively in law and in practice, the Committee requested that a direct contacts mission be sent to El Salvador.

2.2. Continued failure to implement

151. The Committee recalled that its working methods provide for the listing of cases of continued failure over several years to eliminate serious deficiencies, previously discussed, in the application of ratified Conventions. This year the Committee made no mention in this respect.

3. Participation in the work of the Committee

152. The Committee wished to express its appreciation to the 42 governments which had collaborated by providing information on the situation in their countries and participating in the discussion of their cases.

153. The Committee regretted that the Governments of the following States failed to take part in the discussions concerning their country and the fulfilment of their reporting and other standards-related obligations: Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Burundi, Central African Republic, Congo, Croatia, Equatorial Guinea, Haiti, Kiribati, Malawi, Malta, Mozambique, Pakistan, San Marino, Somalia, Timor-Leste, Trinidad and Tobago, United Kingdom (Anguilla) and Yemen.

154. The Committee noted with regret that the Governments of the following States, which were not represented at the Conference, were unable to participate in the discussions concerning their country and the fulfilment of their reporting and other standards-related obligations: Armenia, Belize, Comoros, Dominica, Eritrea, Gambia, Grenada, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Kyrgyzstan, Liberia, Marshall Islands, Montenegro, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu and Vanuatu.

F. Adoption of the report and closing remarks

155. The Committee’s report was adopted as amended.

156. The Worker members welcomed the successful work of the Committee, which had fulfilled its function again this year, with the swift adoption of the list of individual cases, followed by the adoption of consensual and operational conclusions, in a constructive spirit between the groups. The quality of the report of the Committee of Experts, which was the other pillar
of the regular supervisory system, allowed the Committee to have meaningful discussions. However, the Worker members were surprised by the low level of participation of Governments during the discussion of certain cases. The absence of a tripartite delegation in the cases of Ecuador and Mauritania had also impeded a more meaningful debate. While disagreement remained on Convention No. 87, the Worker members questioned a number of statements made by the Employer members during the discussions on Convention No. 98 concerning the mandatory nature of the principles of collective bargaining. Moreover, discussions had started this year on the issue of the right to collective bargaining of self-employed workers and would deserve further examination if the three groups considered it of interest.

157. The Worker members underlined the good time management which had been ensured throughout the work of the Committee. While efforts were made by all to respect speaking time limits, a reflection needed to be made on the impact of a two-week session of the Conference on the examination of the cases, their preparation and eventually the quality of the discussions. This was an important question in view of the impact that the discussions at the Committee may have on similar issues around the world. It should therefore be examined during the next informal tripartite consultations on the Committee’s working methods.

158. The Employer members emphasized that the work of the Committee had taken place in a constructive atmosphere, and in a spirit of open and positive dialogue. The Committee had reaffirmed its role as the cornerstone of the ILO supervisory system. The work this year had again demonstrated that it was the appropriate forum for tripartite constructive dialogue, where the application of international labour standards was discussed, on the basis of the report of the Committee of Experts. Divergent views had been expressed in a spirit of mutual respect, understanding and cooperation.

159. The Committee had been able to finalize its work on time, which had been achieved thanks to excellent time management. The use of technological innovations was to be welcomed and should be further pursued. The list of individual cases had been negotiated in good faith and delivered on time. They reiterated their regret that no cases of progress could be included in the list this year and their wish that this issue be further discussed, in particular during the informal tripartite consultations on the Committee’s working methods. They noted in a positive manner the process of drafting conclusions, which ensured real tripartite ownership of the outcome of the work of the Committee. The Committee had been able to adopt clear, short and straightforward conclusions on all cases, thereby guiding member States in their application of international labour standards. The Employer members drew attention to the explanatory paragraph concerning the conclusions, which appeared at the beginning of section B of Part Two of this report. While divergences with respect to certain issues remained, they considered that the operation of the Committee this year had been positive. Consensus had been reached where possible and divergences had been highlighted where necessary, which was a sign of healthy social dialogue.

160. The Chairperson thanked the Employer and Worker Vice-Chairpersons, the Reporter and all the Government, Employer and Worker members for their engagement in the work of the Committee. She also thanked the secretariat for its continuous collaboration and support.

Geneva, 9 June 2016

(Signed) Ms Cecilia Mulindeti-Kamanga
Chairperson

Ms Verónica Diana López Benítez
Reporter
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE
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Committee on the Application of Standards

Work of the Committee

I. Introduction

This document (D.1) sets out the manner in which the work of the Committee on the Application of Standards (CAS) is carried out. It is submitted to the Committee for adoption when it begins its work at each session of the Conference. The document reflects the results of the discussions and informal tripartite consultations that have taken place, since 2002, on the working methods of the Committee, including on the following issues: the elaboration of the list of individual cases to be discussed by the Committee, the preparation and adoption of the conclusions relating to these individual cases, time management and respect for parliamentary rules of decorum.

This document takes into account the results of the last informal tripartite consultations on the working methods of the CAS held in March 2016.

II. Terms of reference and composition of the Committee, voting procedure and report to the Conference

Under its terms of reference as defined in article 7, paragraph 1, of the Standing Orders of the Conference, the Committee is called upon to consider:

(a) the measures taken by Members to give effect to the provisions of Conventions to which they are parties and the information furnished by Members concerning the results of inspections;

(b) the information and reports concerning Conventions and Recommendations communicated by Members in accordance with article 19 of the Constitution;

(c) the measures taken by Members in accordance with article 35 of the Constitution.

In accordance with article 7, paragraph 2, of the Standing Orders of the Conference, the Committee submits a report to the Conference. Since 2007, in response to the wishes expressed by ILO constituents, the report of the Committee has been published both in the

1 Since 2010, it is appended to the General Report of the Committee.
Record of Proceedings of the Conference and as a separate publication, to improve the visibility of the Committee’s work.

Questions related to the composition of the Committee, the right to participate in its work and the voting procedure are regulated by section H of Part II of the Standing Orders of the Conference.

Each year, the Committee elects its Officers: its Chairperson and Vice-Chairpersons as well as its Reporter.

III. Working documents

A. Report of the Committee of Experts

The basic working document of the Committee is the report of the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (Report III (Parts 1A and B)), printed in two volumes.

Report III (Part 1A) contains, in Part One, the General Report of the Committee of Experts, and in Part Two, the observations of the Committee of Experts concerning the sending of reports, the application of ratified Conventions and the obligation to submit the Conventions and Recommendations to the competent authorities in member States. At the beginning of the report there is an index of comments by Convention and by country. In addition to the observations contained in its report, the Committee of Experts has, as in previous years, made direct requests which are communicated to governments by the Office on the Committee’s behalf. ²

Report III (Part 1B) contains the General Survey prepared by the Committee of Experts on a group of Conventions and Recommendations decided upon by the Governing Body.

B. Summaries of reports

At its 267th Session (November 1996), the Governing Body approved new measures for rationalization and simplification of the arrangements for the presentation by the Director-General to the Conference of summaries of reports submitted by governments under articles 19, 22 and 35 of the Constitution. ³ Requests for consultation or copies of reports may be addressed to the secretariat of the CAS.

² See para. 36 of the General Report of the Committee of Experts. A list of direct requests can be found in Appendix VII of Report III (Part 1A).

³ See report of the Committee of Experts, Report III (Part 1A), Appendices I, II, IV, V and VI; and Report III (Part 1B), Appendix III.
C. Other information

The secretariat prepares documents (which are referred to, and referenced, as “D documents”) which are made available 4 during the course of the work of the Committee to provide the following information:

(i) reports and information which have reached the International Labour Office since the last meeting of the Committee of Experts; based on this information, the list of governments which are invited to supply information to the Conference Committee due to serious failure to respect their reporting and other standards-related obligations is updated; 5

(ii) written information supplied by governments to the Conference Committee in reply to the observations made by the Committee of Experts, when these governments are on the list of individual cases adopted by the Conference Committee. 6

The Information document on ratifications and standards-related activities (Report III (Part 2)), prepared by the Office to accompany the report of the Committee of Experts, provides an overview of recent developments relating to international labour standards, the implementation of special procedures and technical cooperation in relation to international labour standards. It also contains, in the form of tables, information on the ratification of Conventions, together with “country profiles” containing key information on standards for each country.

IV. General discussion

In accordance with its usual practice, the Committee begins its work with the consideration of its working methods on the basis of this document. The Committee then holds a discussion on general aspects of the application of Conventions and Recommendations and the discharge by member States of standards-related obligations under the ILO Constitution, which is primarily based on the General Report of the Committee of Experts.

It also holds a discussion on the General Survey, which this year concerns the Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97), the Migration for Employment Recommendation (Revised), 1949 (No. 86), the Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (No. 143), and the Migrant Workers Recommendation, 1975 (No. 151). 7

4 D documents will be made available online on the Committee’s dedicated web page (hard copies will be made available to delegates upon request).

5 See below Part V.

6 See below Part VI (supply of information).

7 It should be recalled that the subjects of General Surveys have been aligned with the strategic objectives that are examined in the context of the recurrent discussions under the follow-up to the ILO Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Globalization (2008). For the current cycle of recurrent discussions, the corresponding General Surveys have already been examined by the CAS. At the time of the Governing Body’s decision on the choice of instruments for the 2016 General Survey, the modalities for recurrent discussions, including the next cycle, were yet to be determined. It was therefore decided that the instruments to be selected needed not necessarily be linked to a specific
V. Cases of serious failure by member States to respect their reporting and other standards-related obligations

Governments are invited to supply information on cases of serious failure to respect reporting or other standards-related obligations for stated periods. These cases are considered in a dedicated sitting of the Committee. Governments that submit the required information before the sitting will not be called before the Committee. The discussion of the Committee, including any explanations of difficulties that may have been provided by the governments concerned, and the conclusions adopted by the Committee under each criterion are reflected in its report.

The Committee identifies the cases on the basis of criteria which are as follows:

- None of the reports on ratified Conventions has been supplied during the past two years or more.
- First reports on ratified Conventions have not been supplied for at least two years.
- None of the reports on unratified Conventions and Recommendations requested under article 19, paragraphs 5, 6 and 7, of the Constitution has been supplied during the past five years.
- No indication is available on whether steps have been taken to submit the Conventions and Recommendations adopted during the last seven sessions of the Conference to the competent authorities, in accordance with article 19 of the Constitution.
- No information has been received as regards all or most of the observations and direct requests of the Committee of Experts to which a reply was requested for the period under consideration.
- The government has failed during the past three years to indicate the representative organizations of employers and workers to which, in accordance with article 23, paragraph 2, of the Constitution, copies of reports and information supplied to the Office under articles 19 and 22 have been communicated.

VI. Individual cases

The Committee considers cases relating to the application of ratified Conventions. These cases are selected on the basis of the observations published in the report of the Committee of Experts.

Preliminary list. Since 2006, an early communication to governments of a preliminary list of individual cases for possible discussion by the Committee concerning the application of ratified Conventions has been instituted. In 2015 and 2016, the preliminary strategic objective. However, the Committee’s discussion of this year’s General Survey, together with the outcome of this discussion and the General Survey itself, will feed into the general discussion on labour migration which will take place during the 106th Session (June 2017) of the Conference.

8 Formerly known as “automatic” cases (see Provisional Record No. 22, International Labour Conference, 93rd Session, June 2005, para. 69).

9 These criteria were last examined by the Committee in 1980 (see Provisional Record No. 37, International Labour Conference, 66th Session, 1980, para. 30).
list of cases has been made available 30 days before the opening of the International Labour Conference. The preliminary list is a response to the requests from governments for early notification, so that they may better prepare themselves for a possible intervention before the Committee. It may not in any way be considered definitive, as the adoption of a final list is a function that only the Committee itself can assume.

Establishment of the list of cases. The list of individual cases is submitted to the Committee for adoption, after the Employers’ and Workers’ groups have met to discuss and adopt it. The final list should be adopted at the beginning of the Committee’s work, ideally no later than its second sitting. The criteria for the selection of cases, as revised in 2015, should reflect the following elements:

- the nature of the comments of the Committee of Experts, in particular the existence of a footnote; 10
- the quality and scope of responses provided by the government or the absence of a response on its part;
- the seriousness and persistence of shortcomings in the application of the Convention;
- the urgency of a specific situation;
- comments received by employers’ and workers’ organizations;
- the nature of a specific situation (if it raises a hitherto undiscussed question, or if the case presents an interesting approach to solving questions of application);
- the discussions and conclusions of the Conference Committee of previous sessions and, in particular, the existence of a special paragraph;
- the likelihood that discussing the case would have a tangible impact;
- balance between fundamental, governance and technical Conventions;
- geographical balance; and
- balance between developed and developing countries.

There is also the possibility of examining one case of progress as was done in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2013. 11

Since 2007, it has been the practice to follow the adoption of the list of individual cases with an informal information session for governments, hosted by the Employer and Worker Vice-Chairpersons, to explain the criteria used for the selection of individual cases.

Automatic registration. Since 2010, cases included in the final list have been automatically registered and scheduled by the Office, on the basis of a rotating alphabetical system, following the French alphabetical order; the “A+5” model has been chosen to ensure a genuine rotation of countries on the list. This year, the registration will begin with countries with the letter “E”. Cases will be divided into two groups: the first group of countries to be registered following the above alphabetical order will consist of those cases in which the Committee of Experts requested governments to submit full particulars to the Conference

10 See paras 40–47 of the General Report of the Committee of Experts. The criteria developed by the Committee of Experts for footnotes are also reproduced in Appendix I.

11 See paras 48–54 of the General Report of the Committee of Experts. The criteria developed by the Committee of Experts for identifying cases of progress are also reproduced in Appendix II.
(“double-footnoted cases”). Since 2012, the Committee begins its discussion of individual cases with these cases. The other cases on the final list are then registered by the Office also following the abovementioned alphabetical order.

Information on the agenda of the Committee and the date on which cases may be heard is available:

(a) through the *Daily Bulletin*;
(b) by means of letters sent to the representatives of the countries concerned by the Chairperson of the Committee;
(c) by means of a D document containing the list of individual cases and the working schedule for the examination of these cases, which is made available to the Committee as soon as possible after the adoption of the list of cases. 13

*Supply of information.* Prior to their oral intervention before the Conference Committee, governments may submit written information that will be summarized by the Office and made available to the Committee. 14 These written replies are to be provided to the Office at least two days before the discussion of the case. They serve to complement the oral reply that will be provided by the government. They may not duplicate the oral reply nor any other information already provided by the government. The total number of pages is not to exceed five pages.

*Adoption of conclusions.* The conclusions regarding individual cases are proposed by the Chairperson of the Committee, who should have sufficient time to hold consultations with the Reporter and the Vice-Chairpersons. The conclusions should take due account of the elements raised in the discussion and information provided by the government in writing. The conclusions should be short, clear and specify the action expected of governments. They may also include reference to the technical assistance to be provided by the Office. The conclusions should reflect consensus recommendations. Divergent views can be reflected in the CAS record of proceedings. Conclusions on the cases discussed will be adopted at dedicated sittings. The governments concerned will be informed of the adoption of conclusions by the secretariat including through the *Daily Bulletin*.

As per the Committee’s decision in 1980, 15 Part One of its report will contain a section entitled “Application of ratified Conventions”, in which the Committee draws the attention of the Conference to: (i) cases of progress, where governments have introduced changes in their law and practice in order to eliminate divergences previously discussed by the Committee; (ii) certain special cases, which are mentioned in special paragraphs of the report; and (iii) cases of continued failure over several years to eliminate serious deficiencies in the application of ratified Conventions which it had previously discussed.

---


13 Since 2010, this document is appended to the General Report of the Committee.

14 See above Part III(C)(ii).

15 See footnote 9 above.
VII. Participation in the work of the Committee

As regards failure by a government to take part in the discussion concerning its country, despite repeated invitations by the Committee, the following measures will be applied, in conformity with the decision taken by the Committee at the 73rd Session of the Conference (1987), as amended at the 97th Session of the Conference (2008), and mention will be made in the relevant part of the Committee’s report:

– In accordance with the usual practice, after having established the list of cases regarding which Government delegates might be invited to supply information to the Committee, the Committee shall invite the governments of the countries concerned in writing, and the Daily Bulletin shall regularly mention these countries.

– Three days before the end of the discussion of individual cases, the Chairperson of the Committee shall request the Clerk of the Conference to announce every day the names of the countries whose representatives have not yet responded to the Committee’s invitation, urging them to do so as soon as possible.

– On the last day of the discussion of individual cases, the Committee shall deal with the cases in which governments have not responded to the invitation. Given the importance of the Committee’s mandate, assigned to it in 1926, to provide a tripartite forum for dialogue on outstanding issues relating to the application of ratified international labour Conventions, a refusal by a government to participate in the work of the Committee is a significant obstacle to the attainment of the core objectives of the International Labour Organization. For this reason, the Committee may discuss the substance of the cases concerning governments which are registered and present at the Conference, but which have chosen not to be present before the Committee. The debate which ensues in such cases will be reflected in the appropriate part of the report, concerning both individual cases and participation in the work of the Committee. In the case of governments that are not present at the Conference, the Committee will not discuss the substance of the case, but will draw attention in its report to the importance of the questions raised. In both situations, a particular emphasis will be put on steps to be taken to resume the dialogue.

VIII. Minutes of the sittings

No minutes are published for the general discussion and the discussion of the General Survey. Minutes of sittings at which governments are invited to respond to the comments of the Committee of Experts will be produced by the secretariat. Each intervention will be reflected only in the corresponding working language – English, French or Spanish – and the draft minutes will be made available online on the Committee’s dedicated web page


17 In the case of a government which is not accredited or registered to the Conference, the Committee will not discuss the substance of the case, but will draw attention in its report to the importance of the questions raised. It was considered that no country should use inclusion on the preliminary list of individual cases as a reason for failing to ensure that it was accredited to the Conference. If a country on the preliminary list registered after the final list was approved, it should be asked to provide explanations (see Provisional Record No. 18, International Labour Conference, 100th Session, 2011, Part I/54).
(hard copies will be made available to delegates upon request). It is the Committee’s practice to accept amendments to the draft minutes of previous sittings prior to their approval by the Committee. The time available to delegates to submit amendments to the draft minutes will be clearly indicated by the Chairperson when the draft minutes are made available to the Committee. In order to avoid delays in the preparation of the report of the Committee (which will be submitted for adoption to the Conference in three languages), no amendments may be accepted once the draft minutes have been approved.

The minutes are a summary of the discussions and are not intended to be a verbatim record. Speakers are therefore requested to restrict amendments to the elimination of errors in the report of their own statements, and not to ask to insert long additional passages. It would be helpful to the secretariat in ensuring the accuracy of the minutes if, wherever possible, delegates would hand in a written copy of their statements to the secretariat.

IX. Time management

- Every effort will be made so that sessions start on time and the schedule is respected.
- Maximum speaking time during the examination of individual cases will be as follows:
  - fifteen minutes for the government whose case is being discussed, as well as the spokespersons of the Workers’ and the Employers’ groups;
  - ten minutes for the Employer and Worker members, respectively, from the country concerned to be divided between the different speakers of each group;
  - ten minutes for Government groups;
  - five minutes for the other members;
  - concluding remarks are limited to ten minutes for the government whose case is being discussed, as well as spokespersons of the Workers’ and the Employers’ groups.
- Maximum speaking time will also apply to the discussion of the General Survey, as follows:  
  - fifteen minutes for the spokespersons of the Workers’ and the Employers’ groups;
  - ten minutes for Government groups;
  - five minutes for the other members;

18 These new modalities result from the informal tripartite consultations of March 2016. Delegates who will be intervening in a language other than English, French or Spanish will be able to indicate to the Secretariat in which of these three working languages their intervention should be reflected in the draft minutes.

19 Further information on the procedure for the submission of amendments will be communicated to delegates at the beginning of the session of the Committee.

20 These new modalities result from the informal tripartite consultations of March 2016.
concluding remarks are limited to ten minutes for spokespersons of the Workers’ and the Employers’ groups.

- However, the Chairperson, in consultation with the other Officers of the Committee, could decide on reduced time limits where the situation of a case would warrant it, for instance, where there was a very long list of speakers.

- These time limits will be announced by the Chairperson at the beginning of each sitting and will be strictly enforced.

- During interventions, a screen located behind the Chairperson and visible by all speakers will indicate the remaining time available to speakers. Once the maximum speaking time has been reached, the speaker will be interrupted.

- The list of speakers will be visible on screens in the room. Early registration on that list of delegates intending to take the floor is encouraged. 21

- In view of the above limits on speaking time, governments whose case is to be discussed are invited to complete the information provided, where appropriate, by a written document, not longer than five pages, to be submitted to the Office at least two days before the discussion of the case. 22

X. Respect of rules of decorum and role of the Chairperson

All delegates have an obligation to the Conference to abide by parliamentary language and by the generally accepted procedure. Interventions should be relevant to the subject under discussion and should avoid references to extraneous matters.

It is the role and task of the Chairperson to maintain order and to ensure that the Committee does not deviate from its fundamental purpose to provide an international tripartite forum for full and frank debate within the boundaries of respect and decorum essential to making effective progress towards the aims and objectives of the International Labour Organization.

21 These new arrangements result from the informal tripartite consultations of March 2016.

22 See Part VI above.
Appendix I

Criteria developed by the Committee of Experts for footnotes

Excerpts of the General Report of the Committee of Experts (105 III(1A))

40. As in the past, the Committee has indicated by special notes (traditionally known as “footnotes”) at the end of its comments the cases in which, because of the nature of the problems encountered in the application of the Conventions concerned, it has seemed appropriate to ask the government to supply a report earlier than would otherwise have been the case and, in some instances, to supply full particulars to the Conference at its next session in June 2016.

41. In order to identify cases for which it inserts special notes, the Committee uses the basic criteria described below, while taking into account the following general considerations. First, the criteria are indicative. In exercising its discretion in the application of the criteria, the Committee may also have regard to the specific circumstances of the country and the length of the reporting cycle. Second, the criteria are applicable to cases in which an earlier report is requested, often referred to as a “single footnote”, as well as to cases in which the government is requested to provide detailed information to the Conference, often referred to as a “double footnote”. The difference between these two categories is one of degree. Third, a serious case otherwise justifying a special note to provide full particulars to the Conference (double footnote) might only be given a special note to provide an early report (single footnote) when there has been a recent discussion of the case in the Conference Committee. Finally, the Committee wishes to point out that it exercises restraint in its recourse to “double footnotes” in deference to the Conference Committee’s decisions as to the cases it wishes to discuss.

42. The criteria to which the Committee has regard are the following:

– the seriousness of the problem; in this respect, the Committee emphasizes that an important consideration is the necessity to view the problem in the context of a particular Convention and to take into account matters involving fundamental rights, workers’ health, safety and well-being, as well as any adverse impact, including at the international level, on workers and other categories of protected persons;

– the persistence of the problem;

– the urgency of the situation; the evaluation of such urgency is necessarily case-specific, according to standard human rights criteria, such as life-threatening situations or problems where irreversible harm is foreseeable; and

– the quality and scope of the government’s response in its reports or the absence of response to the issues raised by the Committee, including cases of clear and repeated refusal on the part of a State to comply with its obligations.

43. In addition, the Committee wishes to emphasize that its decision not to double footnote a case which it has previously drawn to the attention of the Conference Committee in no way implies that it has considered progress to have been made therein.

44. At its 76th Session (November-December 2005), the Committee decided that the identification of cases in respect of which a government is requested to provide detailed information to the Conference would be a two-stage process: first, the expert initially responsible for a particular group of Conventions recommends to the Committee the insertion of special notes; second, in light of all the recommendations made, the Committee will, after discussion, take a final, collegial decision once it has reviewed the application of all the Conventions.
Appendix II

Criteria developed by the Committee of Experts for identifying cases of progress

Excerpts of the General Report of the Committee of Experts (105 III(1A))

49. At its 80th and 82nd Sessions (2009 and 2011), the Committee made the following clarifications on the general approach developed over the years for the identification of cases of progress:

1. The expression by the Committee of interest or satisfaction does not mean that it considers that the country in question is in general conformity with the Convention, and in the same comment the Committee may express its satisfaction or interest at a specific issue while also expressing regret concerning other important matters which, in its view, have not been addressed in a satisfactory manner.

2. The Committee wishes to emphasize that an indication of progress is limited to a specific issue related to the application of the Convention and the nature of the measures adopted by the government concerned.

3. The Committee exercises its discretion in noting progress, taking into account the particular nature of the Convention and the specific circumstances of the country.

4. The expression of progress can refer to different kinds of measures relating to national legislation, policy or practice.

5. If the satisfaction relates to the adoption of legislation, the Committee may also consider appropriate follow-up measures for its practical application.

6. In identifying cases of progress, the Committee takes into account both the information provided by governments in their reports and the comments of employers’ and workers’ organizations.

50. Since first identifying cases of satisfaction in its report in 1964, the Committee has continued to follow the same general criteria. The Committee expresses satisfaction in cases in which, following comments it has made on a specific issue, governments have taken measures through either the adoption of new legislation, an amendment to the existing legislation or a significant change in the national policy or practice, thus achieving fuller compliance with their obligations under the respective Conventions. In expressing its satisfaction, the Committee indicates to governments and the social partners that it considers the specific matter resolved. The reason for identifying cases of satisfaction is twofold:

– to place on record the Committee’s appreciation of the positive action taken by governments in response to its comments; and

– to provide an example to other governments and social partners which have to address similar issues.

53. Within cases of progress, the distinction between cases of satisfaction and cases of interest was formalized in 1979. In general, cases of interest cover measures that are sufficiently advanced to justify the expectation that further progress would be achieved in the future and regarding which the Committee would want to continue its dialogue with the government and the social partners. The Committee’s practice has developed to such an extent that cases in which it expresses interest may encompass a variety of measures. The paramount consideration is that the measures contribute to the overall achievement of the objectives of a particular Convention. This may include:

– draft legislation that is before parliament, or other proposed legislative changes forwarded or available to the Committee;

– consultations within the government and with the social partners;

– new policies;
– the development and implementation of activities within the framework of a technical cooperation project or following technical assistance or advice from the Office;

– judicial decisions, according to the level of the court, the subject matter and the force of such decisions in a particular legal system, would normally be considered as cases of interest unless there is a compelling reason to note a particular judicial decision as a case of satisfaction; or

– the Committee may also note as cases of interest the progress made by a state, province or territory in the framework of a federal system.
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** Double-footnoted case.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE APPLICATION OF STANDARDS

OBSERVATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON THE APPLICATION OF CONVENTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS – INDIVIDUAL CASES
Observations
of the Committee of Experts on the Application
of Conventions and Recommendations

Individual cases
**Belarus**  
({*Ratification: 1956*})

Articles 1(1), 2(1) and 2(2)(c) of the Convention. Compulsory labour imposed by the national legislation on certain categories of workers and persons. The Committee notes with regret that, since its last comment on the application of the Convention by the Government, several new provisions have been introduced into the national legislation, the application of which could lead to situations amounting to forced labour, and are thus incompatible with the obligation to suppress the use of forced or compulsory labour in all its forms, as required by the Convention. In particular, the Committee draws the Government’s attention to the following provisions which have been introduced into its national legislation.

1. **Compulsory labour imposed on workers in the wood processing industry.** The Committee notes the adoption of Presidential Decree No. 9 of 7 December 2012 on additional measures for the development of the wood industry, and more particularly section 1.2 which provides that an employee can only terminate his or her contract with the consent of the employer. As highlighted by the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) in its concluding observations of December 2013, Presidential Decree No. 9 effectively takes away the right of the worker in the wood processing industry to freely leave their jobs under the penalty of either having to pay back their benefits or to continue working until the required amount has been withdrawn from their salaries (E/C.12/BLR/CO/4-6). The Committee recalls that the effect of statutory provisions preventing termination of employment of indefinite duration by means of notice of reasonable length is to turn a contractual relationship based on the will of parties into service by compulsion of law, and is thus incompatible with the Convention (2007 General Survey, Eradication of forced labour, paragraph 96).

2. **Compulsory labour imposed on persons in socially vulnerable situations.**

- **Persons who have worked fewer than 183 days the previous year.** The Committee notes the adoption of Presidential Decree No. 3 of 2 April 2015 on the prevention of dependency on social aid, which provides that citizens of Belarus, foreign citizens and stateless persons permanently residing in Belarus who have not worked for at least 183 days in the last year, and thus have not paid labour taxes for the same period, are required to pay a special levy to finance government expenditure. Non-payment or partial payment of such a levy entails administrative liability in the form of a fine or administrative arrest with compulsory community service (sections 1, 4 and 14 of the Decree). The Committee notes that, in its observations on the application of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), received on 31 August 2015, the Belarusian Congress of Democratic Trade Unions (BKDP) expressed concern at the use of compulsory community service in that regard. The Committee further notes that the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Belarus, in his report of April 2015, expressed concern about the impact of such a scheme on vulnerable persons: in society and its contravention of international labour standards, which may lead to a further deterioration in employment conditions and to forced labour (A/HRC/29/43).

- **Persons interned in “medical labour centres”.** The Committee notes the adoption of Law No. 104-3 of 4 January 2010 on the procedures and modalities for the transfer of citizens to medical labour centres and the conditions of their stay, which provides that citizens suffering from chronic alcoholism, drug addiction or substance abuse who have faced administrative charges for committing administrative violations under the influence of alcohol, narcotics and psychotropic, toxic or other intoxicating substances may be sent to medical labour centres as a result of a petition filed in a court of law by the head of internal affairs (sections 4–7 of the Law). Such persons are interned in medical labour centres for a period of 12 to 18 months and have an obligation to work, and refusing to work results in punishment, such as solitary confinement, for up to ten days (sections 8, 18, 47 and 52 of the Law). The Committee notes that the CESCR, in its concluding observations of December 2013, expressed its concern that persons interned in so-called “medical labour centres” are subjected to compulsory labour and urged the Government to abolish compulsory labour for these categories of persons and ensure that their right to freely chosen or accepted work and to just and favourable conditions of work are fully respected in practice (E/C.12/BLR/CO/4-6).

- **Parents whose children have been removed.** The Committee notes that Presidential Decree No. 18 of 24 November 2006 on supplementary measures for state protection of children from “dysfunctional families” authorizes the removal of children whose parents are leading “an immoral way of life”, or are chronic alcoholics or drug addicts, or in some other way unable to properly perform their obligations to raise and maintain children. Such parents who are unemployed or who are working but are unable to pay full compensation to the State for the maintenance of children in state childcare facilities are subject to a court ruling on employment, with an obligation to work (section 9.27 of the Code on Administrative Offences and section 18.8 of the Procedural Executive Code of Administrative Offences). Such a court ruling is a ground for dismissal of the person concerned from her or his previous place of work (section 44(5) of the Labour Code). Parents who avoid such work may be held criminally responsible, pursuant to section 174(2) and (3) of the Criminal Code, and shall be punishable by community service or corrective labour for a period of up to two years, imprisonment for up to three years, as well as restrictions or deprivation of freedom, all involving compulsory labour. The Committee notes that the CESCR, in its concluding observations of December 2013, expressed its concern that a large number of children from socially vulnerable families are deprived of their family environment after parents have had their parental rights removed and that these parents are subjected to compulsory labour as a punitive measure, while having 70 per cent of their wages retained to compensate the child-rearing expenses incurred by the State (E/C.12/BLR/CO/4-6).

The Committee further notes that in Resolution 29/17 on the situation of human rights in Belarus, adopted on 26 June 2015, the United Nations Human Rights Council expressed deep concern at the continuing violations of human rights in Belarus, which are of a systemic and systematic nature, as well as the violations of labour rights amounting to forced labour (A/HRC/29/L.12). The Committee also notes the report of the United Nations Special Rapporteur of April 2015 referred to above, which indicates that the legal and administrative environment for the enjoyment of human rights has further deteriorated, in particular with regard to just and favourable conditions of work and the freedom to choose the workplace, and recommended that the Government amend or repeal legislation not in conformity with international labour
The Committee notes that the European Parliament Resolution of 10 September 2015 on the situation in Belarus, in which it calls on the Government of Belarus to respect the recommendations of the CESCR on the abolition of elements of forced labour in the country (P8_TA-PROV(2015)0319). The Committee notes with deep concern these violations of human and labour rights amounting to forced labour in Belarus. Noting the report of the United Nations Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review of 13 July 2015, according to which the Government has supported the recommendation to follow-up on the recommendations of the CESCR regarding the elimination of all forms of forced labour (A/HRC/30/3), the Committee urges the Government to take all the necessary measures to repeal or amend the provisions in its national legislation which could lead to situations amounting to forced labour. The Committee requests the Government to provide information in its next report on any progress made in this respect, and particularly concerning Presidential Decree No. 3 of 2 April 2015 on prevention of dependency on social aid; Presidential Decree No. 9 of 7 December 2012 on additional measures for the development of the wood industry; Law No. 104-3 of 4 January 2010 on the procedures and modalities of transfer of citizens to medical labour centres and the conditions of their stay; and Presidential Decree No. 18 of 24 November 2006 on supplementary measures for state protection of children from “dysfunctional families”.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government. [The Government is asked to supply full particulars to the Conference at its 105th Session and to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]

---

**Mauritania**

*(Ratification: 1961)*

**Follow-up to the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 104th Session, May–June 2015)**

Articles 1(1), 2(1) and 25 of the Convention. Slavery and the vestiges of slavery. In its previous comments, the Committee urged the Government to take all the necessary measures to continue to combat slavery and its vestiges and to ensure that victims of slavery are effectively able to assert their rights. The Committee referred in this respect to the establishment of the Tadamoun Agency (the National Agency to Combat the Vestiges of Slavery) and the adoption in March 2014 of the roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery. The Committee notes the discussion in June 2015 in the Committee on the Application of Standards of the International Labour Conference, the observation made by the General Confederation of Workers of Mauritania (CGTM), received on 28 August 2015, the observations of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), received on 1 and 29 September 2015, and the Government’s report and its reply to the observations of the CGTM and the ITUC, received on 9, 12 and 31 October 2015, respectively.

(a) **Effective application of the legislation.** The Committee previously emphasized that, despite the adoption of Act No. 2007/48 of 9 August 2007 criminalizing and punishing slavery-like practices, victims continue to face problems in asserting their rights with regard to both the administrative and the judicial authorities. Only one court ruling has been issued under this Act. In its report, the Government indicates that the 2007 Act was repealed by Act No. 2015 031 of 10 September 2015 criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices. The Committee observes that this new Act reproduces the main provisions of the previous Act, but defines in greater detail the elements that constitute slavery, the cession of persons, serfdom and debt bondage, while increasing the related penalties. In addition to empowering associations for the defence of human rights to denounce violations and assist victims, the Act henceforth provides for the possibility for those which have benefited from legal personality for at least five years to take legal action and be a party to civil proceedings (section 23). Section 20 provides for the establishment of collegial courts to hear cases of offences relating to slavery and slavery-like practices. Finally, section 22 provides that the courts are bound to maintain the compensation rights of victims. The Committee also notes the adoption on the same date of Act No. 2015–032 establishing legal aid, which sets up a system of legal aid to cover the costs normally borne by the parties for persons who are poor or with low incomes.

With regard to court cases, the Government indicates that 31 cases of slavery-like practices have been heard by the courts, which have resulted in one case of imprisonment (for two years), judicial review, fines, civil compensation for the victims and acquittals. The Tadamoun Agency has also been a party in civil proceedings in a number of cases relating to the exploitation of slavery. In its observations, the ITUC refers to reticence by the administrative and police authorities to investigate cases of slavery brought to their knowledge by associations. Similarly, the investigatory authorities have a tendency to shelve cases without follow up, and the judicial authorities to re-classify the facts to avoid the application of provisions criminalizing slavery.

The Committee observes that, although more cases are being brought to court, difficulties persist in obtaining the conviction of those responsible with the imposition of really dissuasive penal sanctions. The Committee recalls that, under the terms of Article 25 of the Convention, States are under the obligation to ensure that the penal sanctions established by law for the exaction of forced labour are really adequate and are strictly enforced. It emphasizes in this regard that the victims of slavery are in a situation of great economic and psychological vulnerability which requires specific action by the State. The Committee therefore trusts that the adoption of Act No. 2015–031 will be accompanied by specific measures demonstrating the Government’s will to ensure its effective enforcement and that, for this purpose, the police, prosecutors and judges will be trained, their awareness raised and that they will be provided with adequate means to conduct investigations, gather proof and initiate judicial proceedings rapidly, effectively and impartially throughout the national territory. The Committee requests the Government to indicate the measures taken for the establishment of specialized collegial courts to hear cases of offences relating to slavery. Finally, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on the number of cases of slavery denounced to the authorities, the number for which an investigation has been conducted, the number which resulted in judicial action and the number and nature of the sentences imposed. Please also indicate the manner in which, in practice, victims of slavery are compensated for the damages suffered, in accordance with section 25 of the Act.

(b) **Strategic and institutional framework to combat slavery.** The Committee previously welcomed the adoption in March 2014 of the roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery, which contains 29 recommendations covering the legal, economic and social fields, as well as...
awareness raising, and it requested the Government to take appropriate measures for their implementation. In its report, the Government refers to the establishment of an Interministerial Technical Committee to follow up the implementation of the roadmap, under the direct supervision of the Prime Minister, as well as a technical follow up commission. The Interministerial Technical Committee adopted a plan of action for the implementation of the recommendations. In this regard, the Government provides information on the progress made in the implementation of certain recommendations, and particularly on the awareness-raising campaigns conducted among target groups, civil society and religious leaders. Finally, the Government refers to a number of social and economic programmes developed by the Tadamoun Agency for the construction of school infrastructure in remote areas, the provision of drinking water, the construction of sanitary infrastructure and the building of social housing. According to the Government, these programmes, which benefit the most underprivileged categories of the population, generate employment and enable families to send their children to school. In this regard, the Committee notes that the ITUC regrets the focus by the Tadamoun Agency on poverty reduction to the detriment of other aspects of its mandate, and that trade unions and associations engaged in combating slavery are excluded from its activities.

The Committee notes all of this information and encourages the Government to continue implementing the recommendations of the roadmap and to provide detailed information on the activities undertaken in this respect by the Interministerial Technical Committee. The Committee also hopes that the Government will ensure that the necessary means are provided to the Tadamoun Agency in order to adopt the more immediate measures needed to combat forced labour such as awareness raising, as well as to combat the deep-rooted causes and factors which maintain persons in a situation of dependency, in which it is impossible for them to give free and informed consent to the work imposed upon them.

(c) Assessment of the real situation with regard to slavery and awareness raising for society as a whole. The Committee notes that both the CGTM and the ITUC emphasize in their observations that there still persist substantial and lasting practices of slavery which are anchored in traditions and culture. In the view of the CGTM, it is time for egalitarian and just social transformations to be introduced for all categories of society, and for the social partners, and society in general to be engaged in genuine promotional, awareness-raising and educational campaigns for citizens to combat systematically any form of forced labour. The ITUC considers that the refusal of certain authorities to recognize fully the existence of slavery by only referring to its vestiges is an obstacle to the eradication of slavery in Mauritania. It also describes the obstacles placed by the Government in the way of action by trade unions or associations combating slavery with reference to the intervention of the authorities to prevent the organization by the Free Confederation of Mauritanian Workers (CLTM) of an awareness-raising campaign, and the arrest of activists during another awareness-raising campaign.

The Committee recalls that, in view of the complexity of the phenomenon of slavery and its vestiges, the Government should take action in the framework of a global strategy covering the fields of awareness raising and prevention, cooperation with civil society, the protection and reintegration of victims, particularly through specific programmes enabling them to escape from their situation of economic and psychological dependence, and the reinforcement of the capacities of the investigatory and judicial authorities with a view to the effective and dissuasive enforcement of the law. The Committee urges the Government to continue taking all the necessary measures to mobilize all of the competent authorities and the whole of society to combat slavery and to provide information on this subject. It also encourages the Government to undertake research as a basis for making an assessment of the nature and prevalence of slavery in Mauritania in order to improve the planning of public interventions.

Finally, the Committee hopes that, in line with the interest expressed by the Prime Minister in a communication to the Director-General of the ILO in February 2015, and as reiterated by the Government representative to the Conference, the Government will be able to benefit from ILO technical assistance.
Bangladesh

(Ratification: 1972)

Follow-up to the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 104th Session, June 2015)

The Committee notes the discussion that took place in the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards in June 2015 concerning the application of the Convention. The Committee observes that the Conference Committee urged the Government to: undertake amendments to the Bangladesh Labour Act (BLA) 2006, as amended in 2013, in order to address the issues raised in relation to freedom of association and collective bargaining; ensure that the law governing the export processing zones (EPZs) allows for full freedom of association, including to form trade unions and to associate with trade unions outside of EPZs; investigate as a matter of urgency all acts of anti-union discrimination, ensure the reinstatement of those illegally dismissed, and impose fines or criminal sanctions; and ensure that applications for union registration are acted upon expeditiously and are not denied unless they fail to meet clear and objective criteria set out in the law. Further noting that the Conference Committee urged the Government to accept a high-level tripartite mission this year to ensure compliance with the recommendations, the Committee notes the Government’s indication that it did not consider it feasible to ensure effective coordination of both the direct contacts mission related to the Labour Inspection Convention, 1947 (No. 81), and the mission related to this Convention. Noting that the Government did, however, express its willingness to receive a mission related to this Convention in 2016, the Committee expresses its firm hope that the high-level tripartite mission requested by the Conference Committee will take place without further delay.

The Committee takes note of the observations provided by the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) in a communication received on 1 September 2015. The Committee takes note of the response of the Government to the 2014 ITUC observations and requests the Government to provide its comments on the latest communication. The Committee notes the observations provided by the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) and the Bangladesh Employers’ Federation (BEF) in a communication received on 1 September 2015. The Committee also notes the observations of the IOE received on 1 September 2015, which are of a general nature.

Civil liberties. The Committee has, over the years, taken note of numerous allegations from the ITUC of violence against trade unionists. The Committee had requested the Government to provide detailed information on any pending investigations into serious allegations of violence and harassment. The Committee notes the Government’s general indication that there was no record of harassment for participation in trade union activities. The Government also refers to a helpline targeting the ready-made garment (RMG) sector in the Ashulia area which is expected to expand nationwide. The Committee notes this new development with interest and requests the Government to provide further information on the expansion of the helpline and statistics on its use, the precise nature of the follow-up to calls and the number of cases resolved.

The Committee had also requested the Government to report on the status of the investigations into the 2012 murder of a trade unionist. The Committee notes the information provided on the measures taken to investigate allegations of violence against a trade union general secretary and the subsequent filing of a court case against the management which is currently pending, while other cases were resolved through mutual dialogue. As regards the 2012 murder, the Government indicates that the Criminal Investigation Department has concluded that two persons are the principal suspects, and it has identified one of those. As this suspect has absconded, the Government has declared a reward of 100,000 Bangladeshi taka (US$1,400) for the apprehension of the identified individual. The case has been brought under the ambit of “sensitive cases”, which will ensure regular monitoring and thereby an expedient trial. The charge sheet has been submitted and the case is under trial in absentia. The Committee trusts that all perpetrators and instigators responsible for violence against trade unionists will be identified, brought to trial and punished so as to prevent the repetition of such acts, and requests the Government to provide information on the outcome of the ongoing trials and investigations referred to.

Legislative implementation. The Committee notes that the Bangladesh Labour Rules (BLR or Rules) were published in the Official Gazette on 15 September 2015 as part of the implementation of the BLA. The Committee welcomes the issuance of the Rules and trusts that they will assist in the implementation of the BLA in a manner which is fully consistent with the Convention and raises below a certain number of matters in this regard.

Articles 2 and 3 of the Convention. The right to organize, elect officers and carry out activities freely. The Committee had previously requested the Government to provide detailed information and statistics on the registration of trade unions, and to respond to the ITUC observations that registered unions still only represented a small fraction of the 4 million workers in the RMG sector, and that there were a large number of registration applications that had yet to be acted upon, while dozens had been rejected under the Director of Labour’s discretionary authority. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that there are 7,550 trade unions and 171 trade union federations registered in the country. Between 1 January 2013 and 31 August 2015 a total of 333 trade unions were registered in the RMG sector bringing the total now to 465. There are 16 trade unions in the shrimp sector and eight in the ship-breaking sector. The Government adds that, in order to further ease the process, an online registration system has been introduced on the website of the Department of Labour. The Government further indicates that 31 applications for registration were refused in 2013, 145 in 2014 and 121 in 2015 (up to August) as they were missing the correct documents and information and were not in conformity with the provisions of the labour law. According to the Government, 30 applications for registration in the RMG sector were rejected, while the ITUC refers to 39. Recalling that the registration process should be a simple formality, which should not restrict the right of workers to establish organizations without previous authorization, the Committee trusts that the online registration system will facilitate resolution of registration applications expeditiously, and requests the Government to continue to provide statistics on the registration of trade unions and the specific legislative obstacles invoked for cases of denial.

The Committee notes that Rule 167(4) appears to introduce a new minimum membership requirement of 400 workers to establish an agricultural trade union. The Committee expresses its concern at the apparent introduction in the Rules of an element that is not set out in
the BLA itself, and which would restrict the right of agricultural workers to form and join the organization of their own choosing. The Committee recalls in this regard its 2015 General Survey, Giving a voice to rural workers, paragraphs 115–120 and 292, in which it refers to the importance of ensuring that minimum membership requirements for rural workers’ organizations do not constitute an obstacle to the right to organize of these workers, especially bearing in mind the particular challenges they face for organizing. The Committee requests the Government to clarify the implications of this Rule and, if it does indeed restrict the right to organize of agricultural workers, to modify the Rule so as to align it with the BLA and in any event to lower the requirement to ensure conformity with the Convention.

As regards the existing 30 per cent minimum membership requirement, while noting the views of the Government and the IOE and BEF that the establishment of threshold limits for the formation of unions must be viewed within the national context and must bear in mind the importance of avoiding a proliferation of trade unions that could be counterproductive to the development of healthy industrial relations and economic growth, the Committee must recall its deep concern that workers must still be mandated to meet this excessive requirement for initial and continued union registration, and that unions whose membership falls below this number will be deregistered (sections 179(2) and 190(f) of the BLA), while no more than three trade unions shall be registered in any establishment or group of establishments (section 179(5)). The Committee emphasizes once again that such a high threshold for merely being able to form a union and maintain registration violates the right of all workers, without distinction whatsoever, to form and join organizations of their own choosing provided under Article 2 of the Convention. The Committee requests the Government to review these provisions with the social partners with a view to its amendment and to provide information on the progress made in this regard.

As regards the legislative reform more generally, the Committee notes the reference made by the IOE and the BEF to their interventions in the Conference Committee and in particular their indication that it would be useful for the ILO to provide assistance to the country in the process of reviewing its legislation so that the overall outcomes, as provided for in the Convention, could be achieved and a distinction made between lawful industrial activities and public disorder. Regretting that the Government has not provided any additional information on steps taken to further amend the BLA since its 2013 amendment, the Committee once again requests the Government to indicate the steps taken to review and amend the following provisions to ensure that restrictions on the exercise of the right to freedom of association and related industrial activities are in conformity with the Convention: scope of the law (sections 1(4), 2(4) and (65), and 175); restrictions on organizing in civil aviation and for seafarers (sections 184(1), (2) and (4), and 185(3)); restrictions on organizing in groups of establishments (section 183(1)); restrictions on trade union membership (sections 2(65), 175, 185(2), 193 and 300); interference in trade union activity (sections 196(2)(a) and (b), 190(e) and (g), 192, 229(c), 291 and 299); interference in trade union elections (sections 196(2)(d) and 317(d)); interference in the right to draw up their constitutions freely (section 179(1)); excessive restrictions on the right to strike (sections 211(1), (3), (4) and (8), and 227(c)), accompanied by severe penalties (section 196(2)(e), 291, and 294–296); excessive preferential rights for collective bargaining agents (sections 202(24)(c) and (e), and 204); and cancellation of trade union registration (section 202(22)) and excessive penalties (section 301).

The Committee further notes that newly issued Rule 169(4) (eligibility for membership to the union executive committee) refers to the notion of permanent workers, and requests the Government to clarify the impact that this would have on the right of workers’ organizations to elect their officers freely.

The Committee further notes that Rule 202 restricts in a very general manner the actions that can be taken by trade unions and participation committees, providing that they shall refrain in particular from: interference in the administrative functions of the establishment; interference in the appointment, transfer and promotion of officials, employees or workers in the establishment; receiving any facilities from the management concerning transport, furniture or financial matters; and interference in production and normal activities of the establishment. The Committee notes with concern that Rule 188 further provides a role for the employer in forming the election committees to conduct the election of worker representatives to participation committees in the absence of a union, and provides a ratio for the representation therein of two employer representatives to three worker representatives, while at the same time, the ITUC has made reference in its communication to the election of worker representatives to participation committees.

The Committee requests the Government to indicate the steps taken to ensure that workers’ organizations are not restricted in the exercise of their internal affairs and that unfair labour practices are effectively prevented.

Article 5. The right to form federations. In its previous comments, the Committee requested the Government to review section 200(1) of the BLA so as to ensure that the requirement of the minimum number of trade unions to form a federation (now at five) is not excessively high and thus does not infringe the right of workers’ organizations to form federations. It further requested the Government to take measures to amend the section so that workers may form federations of a broader occupational or interoccupational coverage and that there is no requirement for the trade union members to belong to more than one administrative division. The Committee takes due note of the Government’s indication that this amendment made in 2013 was the result of tripartite consensus. The Committee requests the Government to continue to provide information on any further developments in this regard, including on the number of federations formed since the amendment and as to whether any complaints have been made in relation to the impact that this provision has had on the right of workers’ organizations to form the federation of their own choosing.

Right to organize in export processing zones (EPZs). In its previous observation, the Committee had recalled that there were a number of provisions of the EPZ Workers’ Welfare Associations and Industrial Relations Act 2010 (EWWAIRA) (sections 6–10, 12, 16, 20, 21, 24, 27, 28, 34, 38, 46 and 80), which needed to be amended in order to bring the Act into conformity with the Convention. The Government referred to a draft of the Banglades EPZ Labour Act, which was approved in principle by the Cabinet in July 2014, while the ITUC had indicated that this draft was elaborated without consultation with Worker representatives and did nothing to address the concerns that had been raised under the Convention. The Committee had thus called on the Government to carry out full consultations with the workers’ and employers’ organizations in the country with a view to enacting new legislation for the EPZs which is fully in conformity with the provisions of the Convention. The Government indicates in the latest information provided simply that the draft EPZ Labour Act has been sent to the Ministry of
Law for vetting prior to submission to the Parliament. Recalling the Conference Committee’s recommendation to the Government to ensure that the law governing the EPZs allows for full freedom of association, including to form trade unions and to associate with trade unions outside of EPZs, the Committee once again urges the Government to resubmit this matter for full consultations with the workers’ and employers’ organizations in the country with a view to enacting new legislation for the EPZs in the near future, which is fully in conformity with the Convention.

The Committee further notes that the ITUC refers in its observations to a Korean Export Processing Zone (KEPZ), which it states is the only private EPZ established under the Bangladesh Private EPZ Act (1996), and adds that it is unclear which law applies to this zone as regards wages and labour rights. The ITUC alleges that on the one hand, the wages of government EPZs appear not to apply in the KEPZ, while on the other hand, the employer bans the establishment of trade unions implying that the BLA does not apply either. The Committee requests the Government to respond to these observations and to indicate the labour laws that are applicable to private EPZs (or Special Economic Zones), and which ensure that the rights under the Convention are guaranteed to workers in these zones.

In view of the absence of any meaningful progress on most of the matters it has been raising for many years, the Committee cannot but recall the critical importance which it gives to freedom of association as a fundamental human and enabling right and express its firm hope that significant progress will be made in the very near future to bring the legislation and practice into conformity with the Convention.

Cambodia
(Ratification: 1999)

The Committee notes the observations of the International Organisation of Employers (IOE), received on 1 September 2015, which are of a general nature. The Committee further notes the observations made by the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) received on 1 September 2015, which refer in particular to violence against trade unionists during strike action or during May Day rally, harassing lawsuits against trade union leaders and a recurrent blockage on registration of new independent unions. In its observations, the ITUC also comments on the draft Trade Union Law. The Committee further notes the observations made by Education International (EI) and its affiliate, the National Educators’ Association for Development (NEAD), in a communication received on 28 September 2015 referring to police intimidation during the national Congress of the NEAD in September 2014. The Committee requests the Government to provide its comments on the observations submitted by the ITUC, EI and the NEAD.

The Committee also notes the observations of the Cambodia Independent Teachers’ Association (CITA) received on 4 August 2015, raising concern about the newly adopted Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organizations. The Committee expresses its particular concern at a number of provisions in this law which would appear to violate the fundamental rights of teachers under the Convention. The Committee urges the Government to provide detailed information on the measures taken or envisaged to ensure that teachers and civil servants, who are not covered by the general trade union legislation, are fully ensured their rights under the Convention.

The Committee takes note of the comments of the Government in reply to the previous observations from the ITUC, EI and the NEAD with regard to arrest and detention of workers involved in demonstrations, impediments to the registration of new independent trade unions, and intimidation against teachers joining trade unions. The Committee observes that the Government objects to most of the allegations and issue raised. In view of the divergent information provided by the workers’ organizations and the Government, the Committee is bound to recall that freedom of association can only be exercised in a climate that is free from violence, pressure or threats of any kind against the leaders and members of workers’ and employers’ organizations, and it is for the Government to ensure that this principle is respected.

Murders of trade unionists. In its previous observation, the Committee had urged the Government to ensure that thorough and independent investigations into the murders of trade union leaders Chea Vichea, Ros Sovannareth and Hy Vuthy were carried out expeditiously. In relation to the murder of Ros Sovannareth, the Government reiterates that this case had already been concluded following the arrest and sentencing of Thach Saveth, also known as Chan Sophoeak. He was sentenced to 15 years of imprisonment on 15 February 2005 for premeditated murder and is currently serving his term in prison. In this regard, the Committee notes the conclusions and recommendations of the Committee on Freedom of Association in Case No. 2318 recalling that Thach Saveth was convicted of the murder of Ros Sovannareth in trials that were fraught with judicial irregularities and an absence of due process, and requesting the Government to investigate and indicate whether Thach Saveth was effectively given the opportunity to appeal against the court ruling and, if so, whether he had exercised his right to appeal (see 376th Report, paragraph 218). The Committee notes the Government’s indication that a special Inter-ministerial Committee was established in August 2015 to ensure thorough and expeditious investigations of these criminal cases. The Committee once again requests the Government to ensure full and expeditious investigations into the murders of the abovementioned trade union leaders and to bring, not only the perpetrators, but also the instigators of these heinous crimes, to justice so as to bring to an end the prevailing situation of impunity, and hopes that it will soon be able to report progress in this regard. The Committee requests the Government to ensure that the Special Inter-ministerial Committee keeps the national employers’ and workers’ organizations informed on a regular basis of the progress of its investigations with a view to promoting social dialogue and putting an end to the climate of impunity that exists surrounding the acts of violence against trade unionists.

Trade union rights and civil liberties. In its previous observation, the Committee urged the Government to investigate into the events of 2–3 January 2014 where strikes and demonstrations in the context of minimum wage fixing resulted in serious violence and assaults, death, and arrests of workers as well as alleged procedural irregularities in their trial. In its report, the Government reiterates that the strike action turned violent and that the security forces had to intervene in order to protect private and public properties, and to restore peace. The Government indicates that three committees had been set up following the incidents: the damages evaluation committee, the Veng Sreng road violence fact-finding committee and the minimum wages for workers in apparel and footwear sector study committee. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on any conclusions and recommendations reached by these committees as regards the incidents of January 2014, as well as any follow-up measures.

Further to its previous comments, while taking due note of the details provided on the duties and mission of the strike–demonstration settlement committee, the Committee requests the Government to report on its work.
The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government of the Development Bank of El Salvador. The Committee observes that the 19 decrees adopted on 22 August 2012 (Decrees Nos 81 to 99) of the Development Bank of El Salvador. The Committee observes that the 19 decrees adopted on 22 August 2012 (Decrees Nos 81 to 99) shall be adopted in the very near future and will be in full conformity with the provisions of the Convention. The Committee observes that the application of the Convention by El Salvador. It notes that the Conference Committee requested the Government to: (i) take all necessary measures without delay to identify those responsible for the murder of Victoriano Abel Vega and punish those guilty of this crime; (ii) ensure the full autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organization in the joint and tripartite decision-making bodies, which necessitates the convocation and immediate setting up of the Higher Labour Council where the legal reforms necessary to guarantee this autonomy should be the subject of consultations. In order to achieve this, the Government should abstain from requesting consensus from the trade union confederations and federations for the nomination of their representatives to the Higher Labour Council; (iii) revise on a tripartite basis in the Higher Labour Council, Presidential Decree No. 86, which created the Presidential Commission for Labour Affairs; and (iv) accept ILO technical assistance with a view to bringing its legislation and practice into conformity with the provisions of the Convention. The Committee requests the Government to indicate any progress on the drafting of the guideline on the operation of the Labour Court and the Labour Chamber, and to provide information on the progress made in their establishment and operation. The Committee recalls once again the urgent need to ensure the effectiveness of the judicial system as a safeguard against impunity, and an effective means to protect workers’ rights during labour disputes.

**Draft Trade Union Law.** In its previous observation, while noting the indication that the draft Trade Union Law was expected to be adopted by early 2015, the Committee urged the Government to expedite the adoption of legislative amendments that take into account all its comments ensuring the rights under the Convention to all workers, whether through the Trade Union Law or other relevant legislative measures. In this regard, the Committee notes that the Government reiterates its commitment to ensure a thorough and inclusive process, and the Committee welcomes the Government’s engagement with the ILO throughout the drafting process. The Committee observes that the ITUC provided comments on a 2014 version of the draft Law, raising concerns on a number of provisions. Observing that the Government has further revised the draft Law and has submitted it to the Council of Ministers, the Committee trusts that the draft Trade Union Law will be adopted in the very near future and will be in full conformity with the provisions of the Convention. The Committee requests the Government to indicate progress in this regard and to provide a copy of the Trade Union Law as soon as it is adopted.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government.

**El Salvador**

**Ratification: 2006**

The Committee notes the observations of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), received on 1 September 2015, alleging violations of the Convention in specific enterprises and public institutions, and the observations of the Salvadoran Trade Union Coordinator (CSS), received on 9 September 2015. In addition, the Committee notes the joint observations of the International Organisation of Employer (IOE) and the National Business Association (ANEP), received on 1 September 2015. The Committee requests the Government to provide its comments on all the abovementioned observations.

The Committee also notes the observations of the IOE received on 1 September 2015, which are of a general nature.

**Follow-up to the conclusions in the Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 104th Session, June 2015)**

The Committee takes note of the discussion held in the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards in June 2015 on the application of the Convention by El Salvador. It notes that the Conference Committee requested the Government to: (i) take all necessary measures without delay to identify those responsible for the murder of Victoriano Abel Vega and punish those guilty of this crime; (ii) ensure the full autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organization in the joint and tripartite decision-making bodies, which necessitates the convocation and immediate setting up of the Higher Labour Council where the legal reforms necessary to guarantee this autonomy should be the subject of consultations. In order to achieve this, the Government should abstain from requesting consensus from the trade union confederations and federations for the nomination of their representatives to the Higher Labour Council; (iii) revise on a tripartite basis in the Higher Labour Council, Presidential Decree No. 86, which created the Presidential Commission for Labour Affairs; and (iv) accept ILO technical assistance with a view to bringing its legislation and practice into conformity with the provisions of the Convention.

With regard to the murder of the trade union leader Mr Victoriano Abel Vega in January 2010, which is the subject of Case No. 2923 before the Committee on Freedom of Association, the Committee notes that, according to the Government, in July 2015 the Ministry of Labour met with the General Prosecutor of the Republic and that the latter undertook to speed up the investigation process. The Committee recalls that the absence of judgments against those guilty of crimes against trade union leaders and members creates, in practice, a situation of impunity, reinforcing the climate of violence and insecurity and thereby seriously damaging the exercise of trade union rights. Observing that more than five years have elapsed since the murder of Mr Victoriano Abel Vega, the Committee once again strongly urges the Government to take all necessary measures to determine criminal liability and to punish the perpetrators of this crime in the near future.

With regard to the observance of the autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations to appoint their representatives in joint and tripartite decision-making bodies, the Committee notes that, according to the Government: (i) except for the Higher Labour Council (CST), all the joint and tripartite bodies in the country, including the Higher Council on Wages, are functioning properly; (ii) since the entry into force of the reform of the procedures for election to the executive bodies of various joint and tripartite institutions, such institutions, especially the Salvadoran Social Security Institute, the Salvadoran Vocational Training Institute and the Social Fund for Housing, have been functioning normally; (iii) the representatives both of employers’ organizations and of workers’ organizations have full autonomy in the activities they carry out in these joint and tripartite bodies; and (iv) the abovementioned reforms allow equitable participation by all organizations of workers and employers, the latter representing small and medium-sized enterprises as well as large enterprises. The Committee also notes that, in their observations, the IOE and the ANEP assert that: (i) the President of the Republic continues to appoint at his discretion the private sector representatives to the joint and tripartite bodies; and (ii) the situation has worsened since this matter was discussed in the Committee on the Application of Standards, as evidenced by the appointment of a person who is not representative of the private sector to the governing board of the Development Bank of El Salvador. The Committee observes that the 19 decrees adopted on 22 August 2012 (Decrees Nos 81 to 99)
provide that the employer representatives who are to sit on the executive councils of the abovementioned institutions shall be chosen and appointed by the President of the Republic from an open list of candidates from employers’ organizations, which have duly approved legal status, and which shall select their candidates in accordance with their internal regulations.

While recalling that this matter gave rise to recommendations by the Committee on Freedom of Association in June 2013 in the context of Case No. 2980, the Committee emphasizes that the full autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations to determine their representatives, envisaged in Article 3 of the Convention, also applies to the appointment of their representatives to joint and tripartite bodies. It follows that mechanisms that grant discretion to the executive to select such representatives are contrary to the Convention. The Committee regrets the absence of any progress in law and practice in this matter, and again urges the Government to take the necessary steps, in consultation with the social partners, to amend the 19 decrees adopted on 22 August 2012 so that they reflect the guarantees laid down in the Convention. The Committee requests the Government to report on all progress made in this matter.

As regards the failure to appoint workers’ representatives to the Higher Labour Council (hereinafter “the Council”), the Committee takes note of the Government’s report and of the observations of the ILO and the ANEP which both refer to the Tripartite Consultation (International Labour Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 144). The Committee also notes the conclusions and recommendations of June 2015 made by the Committee on Freedom of Association in Case No. 3054. The Committee notes that: (i) the Council’s regulations stipulate that the worker members are to be appointed by trade union federations and confederations registered with the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare but provide for no specific mechanisms to regulate such appointments; (ii) in 2013, two groups of federations and confederations submitted two different lists of representatives; (iii) the Government indicates that since then it has been trying to get all the federations and confederations to reach a consensus on the appointment of worker representatives; and (iv) the existence of divergences between various blocks of trade union organizations has prevented the conclusion of such an agreement. Lastly, the Committee notes that on 17 November 2015, the Government expressed the intention of engaging a mediation process to facilitate the reactivation of the Council and requested assistance from the Office in identifying a mediator. The Committee wishes to recall in this connection that: (i) according to Article 3 of the Convention, in appointing workers’ and employers’ representatives to joint and tripartite bodies, the autonomy of their representative organizations must be observed; (ii) where the appointment of representatives is based on “most representative” status, the determination of the most representative organization should always be based on objective, precise and pre-established criteria so as to avoid any partiality or abuse in decision-making; and (iii) any dispute as to the appointment of workers’ or employers’ representatives should be settled by an independent body that has the confidence of the parties. Observing the central role played by the Higher Labour Council in developing social dialogue in the country, the Committee underscores the need to reconstitute the Council as a matter of urgency, since it has not functioned since 2013. The Committee trusts that the mediation process announced by the Government will allow the workers’ representatives to the Council to be appointed in the near future and in accordance with the guarantees laid down in the Convention. The Committee requests the Government to report on all progress in this regard.

Article 2 of the Convention. Right of workers to establish and join organizations of their own choosing without distinction and without previous authorization. Exclusion of some categories of public workers from the guarantees of the Convention. In its previous comments, the Committee requested the Government to take the necessary measures to revise the provisions of the Constitution of the Republic and the Civil Service Act (LSC), which exclude certain categories of public servants from the right to organize (members of the judiciary, public servants who have authority to make decisions or hold managerial posts, employees with duties of a highly confidential nature, private secretaries of high-ranking officials, diplomatic representatives, assistants of the Public Prosecutor, or auxiliary agents, assistant prosecutors, labour prosecutors and delegates). The Committee notes that the Government indicates that: (i) the draft reform of the LSC proposed by the Civil Service Tribunal in 2011 is still before the Labour and Social Welfare Committee of the Legislative Assembly; (ii) the reform of section 7 of the LSC implies amending articles 219 and 236 of the Constitution, which is a long and complex process; and (iii) the restrictions in the current legislation have not precluded the existence of 101 trade union organizations in the public sector. While noting the information supplied by the Government, the Committee recalls first that according to Articles 2 and 9 of the Convention, all workers, with the sole exception of members of the armed forces and the police, shall enjoy the guarantees set out in the Convention. It further recalls that laws and regulations providing that high-level officials must form separate organizations from those of other public servants are compatible with the Convention, provided that they limit this category to persons exercising senior managerial or policy-making responsibilities. The Committee accordingly requests the Government once again to take the necessary measures to revise articles 219 and 236 of the Constitution and section 73 of the LSC as indicated above, and to report on all progress in this regard.

Membership of more than one trade union. For several years, the Committee has been asking the Government to take the necessary steps to revise section 204 of the Labour Code (CT), which prohibits membership of more than one trade union, so as to enable workers who have more than one job in various occupations or sectors to join the corresponding unions, and also to give them the possibility, should they so wish, to join branch and enterprise unions simultaneously. Noting that, according to the Government, an inter-institutional team was set up in 2015 to examine the feasibility of the legislative amendments requested, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on any progress made in this regard.

Minimum membership to establish an organization. For several years, the Committee has been asking the Government to take the necessary steps to revise section 211 of the CT and section 76 of the LSC, which lay down a requirement of a minimum of 35 members to establish a workers’ union, and section 212 of the CT, which sets a requirement of a minimum of seven employers to establish an employers’ organization. The Committee notes that the Government indicates that a draft amendment of section 211 of the CT, which would reduce the minimum required to 20 workers has been under discussion in the Labour and Social Welfare Committee of the Legislative Assembly since 2007. Noting also the establishment of the abovementioned inter-institutional team, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on any progress made in revising the abovementioned provisions.

Requirements for the acquisition of legal personality. In its previous comments, the Committee requested the Government to take steps to amend section 219 of the CT, which provides that, in the process to register the union, the employer shall certify that the founding members are employees. The Committee notes that the Government indicates that, in order to verify that the founding members of the union are not employers’ representatives, the list the employer uses to certify that the workers are employees is not enough, and that payslips or work certificates showing the job held are also necessary. Observing that the information supplied by the Government appears to show that, in
practice, employers are still asked to certify that the founding members are employees, the Committee again recalls that the communication to the employer of the names of members may give rise to acts of discrimination against workers who are forming a trade union. **On the basis of the foregoing, the Committee again requests the Government to take the necessary measures to amend section 219 of the CT in order to ensure that the list of members of a union in the process of being formed is not communicated to the employer.**

Waiting period for the establishment of a new union following the refusal of its registration. In its previous comments, the Committee requested the Government to take measures to revise section 248 of the CT by eliminating the waiting period of six months required to submit a new application where a former application to register a union had been denied. The Committee notes that the Government: (i) reiterates that in practice, the Ministry of Labour accepts a new application for registration the day after the refusal; and (ii) reports that a proposal to amend section 248 of the CT as requested by the Committee is before the Legislative Assembly. **The Committee requests the Government to report on all progress made in revising the abovementioned provision.**

**Article 3. Right of workers’ and employers’ organizations to elect their representatives in full freedom.** In its previous comments, the Committee requested the Government to take measures to revise article 47(4) of the Constitution of the Republic, section 225 of the CT and section 90 of the LSC, which lay down a requirement to be “a national of El Salvador by birth” in order to hold office on the executive board of a union. The Committee notes that the Government indicates that: (i) in practice, most of the foreigners employed in the country hold managerial posts, which under the legislation of El Salvador precludes their holding trade union office; and (ii) the abovementioned inter-institutional team will examine the possibility of revising the provisions in question. **Recalling that foreign workers should be allowed access to trade union office at least after a reasonable period of residence in the host country, the Committee again requests the Government to take the necessary steps to amend these provisions as indicated above.**

With regard to the invitation extended by the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards to the Government to accept technical assistance from the Office in order to bring its law and practice into line with the provisions of the Convention, the Committee welcomes the request for assistance made by the Government in September 2015 and hopes that the assistance will materialize in the near future.

Lastly, the Committee welcomes the ILO’s project, funded by the Directorate-General for Trade of the European Commission, to support countries benefiting from the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP*) in applying international labour standards effectively, El Salvador being one of the four countries covered by the project. **The Committee trusts that the activities conducted under the project will strengthen the Government’s capacity to adopt the measures requested in this observation.**

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government.

---

**Guatemala**

**(Ratification: 1952)**

The Committee notes the observations received on 1 September 2015 of the: (i) International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC); (ii) Autonomous People’s Trade Union Movement of Guatemala and the global trade unions of Guatemala; and (iii) the Guatemalan Union, Indigenous and Peasant Movement (MSICG). **The Committee notes that these observations relate to matters examined by the Committee in its present observation as well as to denunciations of violations in practice on which the Committee is requesting the Government to provide its comments.** The Committee also notes the joint observations of the Coordinating Committee of Agricultural, Commercial, Industrial and Financial Associations (CACIF), received on 1 September 2015, which refer to matters examined by the Committee in the present observation. Finally, the Committee notes the observations of the International Organisation of Employers (IOE), received on 1 September 2015, which are of a general nature.

**Complaint made under article 26 of the Constitution of the ILO for non-observance of the Convention.** The Committee notes that, at its 325th Session (November 2015), the Governing Body decided to postpone until its 326th Session (March 2016) the decision to establish a commission of inquiry to examine the complaint made under article 26 of the Constitution of the ILO by various Worker delegates to the 101st Session of the International Labour Conference (June 2012) concerning non-observance by Guatemala of the Convention. In particular, the Committee notes that the Governing Body: (i) once again urged the Government to take, without delay, all the measures necessary to fully implement the roadmap adopted on 17 October 2013 by the Government of Guatemala in consultation with the social partners and the key indicators related to the roadmap adopted by the Tripartite Committee on International Labour Affairs on 15 May 2015; and (ii) invited the tripartite constituents of Guatemala to reach agreement with the Office before the end of 2015 on the nature of the extended mandate of the ILO representation in the country.

**Follow-up to the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 104th Session, June 2015)**

The Committee notes the discussion in the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards (hereinafter, the Conference Committee) in June 2015 on the application of the Convention by Guatemala. In particular, the Committee notes that the Conference Committee reached specific and detailed conclusions on: (i) the investigation and conviction of those guilty of murders of trade union leaders and members; (ii) the protection of trade union leaders and members who are under threat; and (iii) the need for the Government, in consultation with the social partners, to submit a bill based on the comments of the Committee, as a matter of urgency, to the Congress of the Republic to bring the legislation into conformity with the Convention.

Finally, the Committee notes the report of the Special Representative of the Director-General in Guatemala, prepared at the request of the Conference Committee.

**Trade union rights and civil liberties**

The Committee notes with regret that for a number of years, in the same way as the Committee on Freedom of Association, it has been examining allegations of serious acts of violence against trade union officers and members, including numerous murders and the related situation of impunity. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that: (i) of these 70 cases of murder of trade union officers and members registered by the authorities, 13 have given rise to rulings (nine convictions and four acquittals), while 40 other cases are currently
being examined by the judicial authorities; (ii) in the framework of the collaboration agreement between the Special Investigation Unit for Crimes against Trade Unionists and the Public Prosecutor’s Office and the International Commission against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIG), 12 cases of investigations of murders identified by the trade union movement in Guatemala were referred to the CICIG on 15 June 2015 so that it could issue recommendations on the conduct of the investigations; (iii) after consulting the social partners, the Public Prosecutor’s Office adopted General Instruction No. 1 2015 in February 2015 on the effective investigation and criminal prosecution of crimes against trade union members and officers of workers’ organizations and other defenders of labour and trade union rights; (iv) the Ministry of the Interior granted nine personal security measures and 63 security measures covering specific locations for trade union officers and members; and (v) the telephone number 1543 to make free calls to denounce acts of violence or threats against human rights defenders, including trade union members, has been operational since 14 May 2015.

The Committee notes that the Autonomous People’s Trade Union Movement of Guatemala and the global unions of Guatemala denounce the murder, on 24 September 2015, of Mynor Rolando Ramos Castillo, a member of the Jalapa Municipal Workers Union (SITRAMJ). The trade unions indicate that the murdered trade unionist was one of the municipal workers awaiting implementation of the reinstatement order issued by the labour court. The Committee also notes that the various trade unions which made observations to the Committee indicate that: (i) the great majority of the perpetrators and all instigators of the 74 murders of trade union officers and members denounced to the ILO are at freedom with impunity; and (ii) not all of the necessary risk assessments have been carried out, and many threats against trade union officers and members have not given rise to any action by the Public Prosecutor’s Office.

The Committee further notes that the report of the Special Representative of the Director-General in Guatemala indicates that: (i) at the request of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the judicial authorities are preparing administrative agreements to establish specialized courts to examine crimes against trade unionists and penalties for non-compliance by public authorities and private employers who refuse to give effect to rulings relating to freedom of association, including reinstatement orders; and (ii) certain trade union leaders under protection have had to give up that protection, as they could not personally finance the fees of the security guards.

The Committee notes with deep concern the murder of Mynor Rolando Ramos Castillo, a member of the SITRAMJ. The Committee notes that SITRAMJ submitted a complaint, which was examined by the Committee on Freedom of Association, relating to a series of anti-union dismissals (Case No. 2978). Recalling that the absence of judgments against those guilty of crimes against trade union officers and member creates, in practice, a situation of impunity, which reinforces the climate of violence and insecurity, and which is extremely damaging to the exercise of trade union rights, the Committee also expresses deep concern at the low number of convictions for the murders of trade union officers and members. While taking due note of certain measures adopted by the authorities to improve the effectiveness of the investigations into the murders of trade union officers and members and to provide effective protection for trade union officers and members who are under threat (particularly the adoption of Instruction No. 01-2015 of the Public Prosecutor’s Office and the establishment of the emergency telephone number), the Committee notes the tragic lack of progress in this area and firmly urges the Government to continue making every effort to: (i) investigate all acts of violence against trade union officers and members with a view to determining responsibilities and punishing the perpetrators, taking fully into consideration in the investigations the trade union activities of the victims; and (ii) provide prompt and effective protection for all trade union officers and members who are at risk. In particular, the Committee requests the Government to intensify its efforts to: (i) develop the collaboration initiated between the Public Prosecutor’s Office and the CICIG; (ii) establish special courts to deal more rapidly with crimes and offences committed against members of the trade union movement; and (iii) increase the budget for protection programmes for members of the trade union movement so that those who are protected do not have to personally finance any of the associated costs. The Committee requests the Government to continue providing information on all of the measures adopted and the results achieved in this regard.

Legislative issues

Articles 2 and 3 of the Convention. The Committee recalls that it has been asking the Government for many years to take measures to amend the following legislative provisions:

- section 215(c) of the Labour Code, which establishes the requirement for 50 per cent plus one of those working in the sector in order to be able to establish sectoral trade unions;
- sections 220 and 223 of the Labour Code, which establish the requirement to be of Guatemalan origin and to work in the relevant enterprise or economic activity to be able to be elected as a trade union leader; and
- section 241 of the Labour Code, under the terms of which, in order to be lawful, strikes have to be called by a majority of the workers and not by a majority of those casting votes; section 4(d), (e) and (g) of Decree No. 71-86, as amended by Legislative Decree No. 35-96 of 27 March 1996, which provides for the possibility of imposing compulsory arbitration in non-essential services and establishes other obstacles to the right to strike; and sections 390(2) and 430 of the Penal Code and Decree No. 71-86, which establish labour, civil and criminal penalties in the event of a strike by public officials or workers in certain enterprises.

In addition, the Committee has been requesting the Government for many years to take measures to ensure that various categories of public sector workers (engaged under item 029 and other items of the budget) enjoy the guarantees afforded by the Convention.

The Committee recalls that in the 2013 roadmap, the Government undertook to submit to the Tripartite Committee on International Labour Affairs the necessary draft legislative reforms and indicated that the National Congress would adopt the corresponding legislation.

The Committee notes from the Government’s report and from the observations of the social partners that: (i) in 2015, the Labour Commission of the Congress held two working meetings with the social partners to obtain their views on the reforms requested by the Committee; (ii) on 3 September 2015, workers’ organizations submitted to the Office of the Minister of Labour new draft reforms to the Labour Code, including the amendments requested by the Committee in relation to the Convention; (iii) the employers’ organizations considered it necessary to continue analysing the viability of the Committee’s recommendations and supported the need for a comprehensive legislative reform; and (iv) the Tripartite Committee on International Labour Affairs made a request on 24 September 2015 to the Representative of the Director-General of the ILO in Guatemala for the appointment of an expert to provide technical assistance to constituents in the process of legislative reform. While welcoming the request made to the ILO for technical assistance, the Committee recalls that it has been
urging the Government for many years to take the necessary measures for the adoption of the legislative reforms referred to above. The Committee therefore expresses the firm hope that it will be able to note the adoption of these amendments in the Government's next report.

Application of the Convention in practice

Registration of trade unions. As in previous years, the Committee notes the recurrent observations by trade unions concerning obstacles to the registration of trade unions. The Committee also notes that, within the framework of the complaint procedure for non-observance by Guatemala of the Convention made under article 26 of the Constitution of the ILO: (i) the ILO Governing Body included in June (GB.324/INS/4) and November (GB.325/INS/8) 2015 the unimpeded registration of trade union organizations by the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare among the priority issues that continue to require further urgent action by the Government; (ii) the Government provided the Governing Body with the following statistics on the registration of trade unions since 2013: 52 applications for registration in 2013, resulting in the registration of 17 legal personalities; 35 applications in 2014, resulting in 19 registrations; and 56 applications in 2015, resulting in 30 registrations. The Committee also notes the conclusions and recommendations of the Committee on Freedom of Association in November 2015 in the context of Case No. 3042 relating to the refusal to register 57 trade unions. The Committee notes that the Committee on Freedom of Association, in addition to the legislative issues raised above in the observation (requirements for the establishment of sectoral trade unions, the exclusion of precarious state workers from the benefit of the right to freedom of association), noted: (i) the excessive duration and complexity of the registration process; (ii) the frequency with which the labour administration requests substantive changes to statutes, which affects trade union independence; and (iii) the excessively broad interpretation by the labour administration of the concept of workers in managerial positions and in positions of trust.

The Committee once again expresses deep concern at the obstacles to the registration of trade unions. The Committee therefore once again urges the Government to eliminate the various legislative obstacles to the freedom to establish trade unions, as indicated above, and, in consultation with the trade union confederations and employers’ organizations of the country, and with the support of the Special Representative of the Director-General in Guatemala, to revise the procedure for processing applications for registration with a view to adopting an approach in which any substantive problems and formal issues that arise can be resolved very rapidly with the founding members of the trade unions, and to facilitate as soon as possible the registration of trade unions. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on the initiatives taken and the results achieved in this regard.

Settlement of disputes relating to freedom of association and collective bargaining. The Committee welcomes the activities of the Conflict Resolution Committee on Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining (hereinafter the Conflict Resolution Committee), established within the context of the roadmap with the support of the Special Representative of the Director-General of the ILO in Guatemala. The Committee notes the indication by the CACIF that 17 cases are being reviewed by the Conflict Resolution Committee, of which two are related to the private sector. With regard to the mediation concerning Case No. 3040 of the Committee on Freedom of Association, the CACIF indicates that the Conflict Resolution Committee has assessed very positively the progress made in resolving the violation of the right to freedom of association. The Committee trusts that the Conflict Resolution Committee will continue to be strengthened and will contribute to resolving the many cases of denunciations of violations of the Convention reported by trade unions.

Awareness-raising campaign on freedom of association and collective bargaining. The Committee welcomes the launch in the official national media on 30 October 2015 of an awareness-raising campaign on freedom of association, the content of which was prepared with ILO support, and was agreed to by the tripartite partners. With a view to ensuring that the campaign reaches out broadly to the population, the Committee invites the Government to disseminate the campaign in the mass media in the country and to provide information on this subject.

Maquila sector. Noting the absence of information provided by the Government on the application of the Convention in the maquila (export processing) sector, the Committee once again requests the Government to: (i) intensify its efforts to guarantee an promote full compliance with trade union rights in this sector; (ii) give special attention to the maquila sector in the context of the awareness-raising campaign; and (iii) continue to provide information on the exercise in practice of trade union rights in this sector.

Finally, the Committee welcomes the ILO project financed by the Directorate-General for Trade of the European Commission to support beneficiary countries of the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP+) to implement effectively international labour standards, with Guatemala being one of the four countries targeted by the project.

Taking due note that a new Government will enter office in January 2016, the Committee trusts that the Government will take all the necessary measures to resolve the serious violations of the Convention noted by the ILO supervisory bodies and will take full advantage of the opportunity of the technical assistance provided to the country by the Office as well as of the resources available through international cooperation.
[The Government is asked to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]

Indonesia

(Ratification: 1998)

The Committee notes the observations of the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) received on 1 September 2014. The Committee further notes the observations received on 1 September 2014 from the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), which relate to: (i) legislative matters already raised by the Committee; (ii) issues pending before the Committee on Freedom of Association in Case No. 3050; and (iii) serious allegations of acts of violence against peacefully striking workers committed on 31 October 2013 by paramilitary organizations, leaving 17 workers severely injured while police officers deployed at the site took no action; and on 2 July 2014 by the riot police at the request of a food packaging company, leaving 20 workers severely injured. The Committee refers to the conclusions and recommendations made by the Committee on Freedom of Association in the framework of Case No. 3050, and requests the Government to provide its comments with respect to point (iii).

Trade union rights and civil liberties. The Committee previously requested the Government to provide its comments on the 2011 and 2012
ITUC allegations concerning violence and arrests in relation to demonstrations and strikes, and to take measures to ensure that the use of excessive violence in trying to control demonstrations is avoided, that arrests are made only where criminal acts have been committed, and that the police are called in strike situations only where there is a genuine and imminent threat to public order. The Committee notes that the Government confines itself to indicating that it has never received reports with regard to the alleged shooting incident during a demonstration and that it will coordinate with the Indonesian National Police in order to obtain the proper data and evidence. The Committee requests the Government: (i) to provide its comments on the remaining 2011, 2012 and 2014 ITUC communications alleging violence against striking workers, acts of intimidation against union leaders, excessive violence and arrests in relation to demonstrations and police involvement in strike situations, and to carry out investigations in response to these serious and recurrent allegations, some of which have also been highlighted by the Committee on Freedom of Association (see 374th Report, Case No. 3050, paragraphs 436–478); and (ii) to ensure, by means of appropriate measures such as education and training of the police as well as police accountability, that the use of excessive violence in trying to control demonstrations is avoided, that arrests are made only where perpetrators have committed serious violence or other criminal acts, and that the police are called in strike situations only where there is a genuine and imminent threat to public order.

Furthermore, the Committee had requested the Government to take the necessary measures to repeal or amend sections 160 and 335 of the Penal Code, respectively on “instigation” and “unpleasant acts” against employers, so as to ensure that these provisions cannot be misused as a pretext for the arbitrary arrest and detention of trade unionists. The Committee notes that the Government indicates that it agrees that the Penal Code including sections 160 and 335 will be amended but that the revision process will have to await the new legislative session (2014–19). The Committee trusts that, in the framework of the revision of the Penal Code announced by the Government, sections 160 and 335 will be repealed or amended in the near future. It requests the Government to provide information on the developments in this regard.

Article 2 of the Convention. Right to organize of civil servants. The Committee previously expressed the hope that the Government would adopt an act guaranteeing the exercise of the right to organize of civil servants, pursuant to section 44 of Act No. 21 of 2000 concerning trade unions, which proclaims that civil servants shall enjoy freedom of association and that the implementation of this right shall be regulated in a separate act, so as to bring the legislation into conformity with the Convention. The Committee notes that the Government indicates that, although section 44 of the Trade Union Act bestows upon civil servants the right of association the implementation of which shall be regulated by specific legislation, there have been hitherto no proposals from civil servants to establish a union. The Committee underlines the importance of giving effect to the right to freedom of association of civil servants enshrined in section 44(1) of the Trade Union Act through implementing legislation guaranteeing and regulating its exercise as stipulated in section 44(2), and requests the Government to indicate any developments in this regard, as well as any information about proposals from civil servants to establish a union.

Article 3. Right of workers’ organizations to organize their activities. The Committee previously pointed to a number of shortcomings in relation to the exercise of the right to strike, in particular concerning: (i) the manner of determining failure of negotiations (section 4 of Ministerial Decree No. KEP.232/MEN/2003); (ii) the issuance of back-to-work orders prior to the determination of the illegality of the strike by an independent body (section 6(2) and (3) of Ministerial Decree No. KEP.232/MEN/2003); (iii) the extensive time period accorded to mediationconciliation procedures (Industrial Relations Dispute Settlement Act No. 2 of 2004); and (iv) the criminal conviction for violation of certain provisions in relation to the right to strike (section 186 of Manpower Act No. 13 of 2003). The Committee notes the Government’s view, regarding point (iv) that it is not necessary to amend section 186, given that sanctions need to be imposed by law if the right to freedom of opinion, association and gathering guaranteed by the Indonesian Constitution is implemented in such a way that the strike causes disturbance of public order and anarchy. Recalling that it has continually emphasized that no penal sanctions, including measures of imprisonment or fines, should be imposed against a worker for having carried out a peaceful strike, the Committee urges the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that section 186 of the Manpower Act is amended accordingly in the near future. In the absence of information concerning the review of Ministerial Decree No. KEP.232/MEN/2003 and the Industrial Relations Dispute Settlement Act previously announced by the Government, the Committee trusts that its comments will be duly taken into account in this context in order to bring the legislation into full conformity with the Convention. It requests the Government to provide information on the progress achieved in this respect.

Article 4. Dissolution and suspension of organizations by the administrative authority. The Committee previously noted that if union officials violate section 21 (failure to inform the Government of changes in union constitution or by-laws within 30 days) or section 31 (failure to report violation of association the implementation of which shall be regulated by specific legislation, there have been hitherto no proposals from civil servants to establish a union. The Committee underlines the importance of giving effect to the right to freedom of association of civil servants enshrined in section 44(1) of the Trade Union Act through implementing legislation guaranteeing and regulating its exercise as stipulated in section 44(2), and requests the Government to indicate any developments in this regard, as well as any information about proposals from civil servants to establish a union.

Article 2 of the Convention. Right to organize of civil servants. The Committee previously expressed the hope that the Government would adopt an act guaranteeing the exercise of the right to organize of civil servants, pursuant to section 44 of Act No. 21 of 2000 concerning trade unions, which proclaims that civil servants shall enjoy freedom of association and that the implementation of this right shall be regulated in a separate act, so as to bring the legislation into conformity with the Convention. The Committee notes that the Government indicates that, although section 44 of the Trade Union Act bestows upon civil servants the right of association the implementation of which shall be regulated by specific legislation, there have been hitherto no proposals from civil servants to establish a union. The Committee underlines the importance of giving effect to the right to freedom of association of civil servants enshrined in section 44(1) of the Trade Union Act through implementing legislation guaranteeing and regulating its exercise as stipulated in section 44(2), and requests the Government to indicate any developments in this regard, as well as any information about proposals from civil servants to establish a union.

Article 3. Right of workers’ organizations to organize their activities. The Committee previously pointed to a number of shortcomings in relation to the exercise of the right to strike, in particular concerning: (i) the manner of determining failure of negotiations (section 4 of Ministerial Decree No. KEP.232/MEN/2003); (ii) the issuance of back-to-work orders prior to the determination of the illegality of the strike by an independent body (section 6(2) and (3) of Ministerial Decree No. KEP.232/MEN/2003); (iii) the extensive time period accorded to mediationconciliation procedures (Industrial Relations Dispute Settlement Act No. 2 of 2004); and (iv) the criminal conviction for violation of certain provisions in relation to the right to strike (section 186 of Manpower Act No. 13 of 2003). The Committee notes the Government’s view, regarding point (iv) that it is not necessary to amend section 186, given that sanctions need to be imposed by law if the right to freedom of opinion, association and gathering guaranteed by the Indonesian Constitution is implemented in such a way that the strike causes disturbance of public order and anarchy. Recalling that it has continually emphasized that no penal sanctions, including measures of imprisonment or fines, should be imposed against a worker for having carried out a peaceful strike, the Committee urges the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that section 186 of the Manpower Act is amended accordingly in the near future. In the absence of information concerning the review of Ministerial Decree No. KEP.232/MEN/2003 and the Industrial Relations Dispute Settlement Act previously announced by the Government, the Committee trusts that its comments will be duly taken into account in this context in order to bring the legislation into full conformity with the Convention. It requests the Government to provide information on the progress achieved in this respect.

Article 4. Dissolution and suspension of organizations by the administrative authority. The Committee previously noted that if union officials violate section 21 (failure to inform the Government of changes in union constitution or by-laws within 30 days) or section 31 (failure to report financial assistance from overseas) of the Trade Union Act, serious sanctions can be imposed under section 42 of the same Act (revocation and loss of trade union rights or suspension), and requested the Government to indicate the measures taken to: (i) repeal the reference to sections 21 and 31 in section 42 of the Trade Union Act; and (ii) ensure that organizations affected by dissolution or suspension by the administrative authority have a right of appeal to an independent judicial body, and that such administrative decisions do not take effect until that body issues a final decision. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that the applicable regulations seek to protect the right of association and avoid internal conflicts between trade unions, and that the Government provides guidance to unions in this regard. In the absence of information concerning the review of the Trade Union Act previously announced by the Government, the Committee recalls that dissolution and suspension constitute extreme forms of interference by the authorities in the activities of trade union organizations and should therefore be accompanied by all the necessary guarantees, which can only be ensured through a normal judicial procedure with the effect of a stay of execution of the relevant administrative decision. The Committee requests the Government to take the necessary measures: (i) to ensure that section 42 of the Trade Union Act is amended so as to remove the reference to sections 21 and 31, and, in the meantime, to provide information as to any sanctions that have been imposed thereunder; and (ii) to ensure that organizations affected by dissolution or suspension by the administrative authority have a right of appeal to an independent judicial body, with suspensive effect.

The Committeereminds the Government that if it so wishes it may take advantage of technical assistance from the International Labour Office in relation to the issues raised in these comments.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government.

[The Government is asked to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]
Kazakhstan
(Ratification: 2000)

Follow-up to the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 104th Session, June 2015)

The Committee notes the discussion that took place in the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards in June 2015 concerning the application of the Convention. The Committee further notes with regret that the Government did not appear before the Conference Committee during the examination of this case, despite its accreditation to the Conference. As a result, the Conference Committee decided to place its conclusions in a special paragraph. The Committee notes the Conference Committee’s request to the Government to: amend the provisions of the Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs in a manner that would ensure the full autonomy and independence of the free and independent employers’ organizations in Kazakhstan; and the Conference Committee’s request to the Government to: amend the Constitution and appropriate legislation to: (i) permit judges, firefighters and prison staff to form and join a trade union; and (ii) lift the ban on financial assistance to national trade unions by an international organization.

The Committee notes with regret that the Government’s report has not been received despite the specific request from the Conference Committee when it examined the application of the Convention in June 2015 in the absence of a Government delegate.

The Committee notes the observations on the application of the Convention by the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) received on 4 September 2015. In its previous comments, it had also noted observations of the Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Kazakhstan (KSPK) and the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) to which the Government is yet to reply. The Committee deeply regrets that the Government has not provided its comments in reply to these observations and firmly trusts that it will provide complete comments thereon without delay.

Article 2 of the Convention. Right of workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, to establish and join organizations. In its previous comments, the Committee had requested the Government to take the necessary measures to amend its legislation so as to ensure the right to organize of judges, firefighters and prison staff, which is currently restricted by article 23 of the Constitution, section 11(4) of the Act on Public Associations and Act No. 380 IV on Law Enforcement Bodies. The Committee once again urges the Government to take the necessary measures to amend its legislation so as to ensure that judges, firefighters and prison staff have the right to establish organizations for the furtherance and defence of their interests in line with the Convention, and to indicate the progress made in this regard.

Right to establish organizations without previous authorization. The Committee recalls that pursuant to section 10(1) of the Act on Public Associations, applicable to employers’ organizations, a minimum of ten persons is required to establish an employers’ organization, and once again urges the Government to indicate the measures taken or envisaged to amend its legislation so as to lower the minimum membership requirement for establishing an employers’ organization.

Right to establish and join organizations of their own choosing. The Committee recalls that sections 11(3), 12(3), 13(3) and 14(4) of the Act on Trade Unions require, under the threat of de-registration pursuant to section 10(3) of that Act, the mandatory affiliation of sector-base territorial and local trade unions to a national trade union association within six months following their registration. The Committee recalls once again that the free exercise of the right to establish and join organizations implies the right of workers to freely decide whether they wish to associate or become members of a higher-level trade union structure. The Committee once again urges the Government to take the necessary measures in order to amend the abovementioned legislative provisions accordingly, and to provide information on the progress made in this regard.

Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs. In its previous comments, the Committee had analysed the Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs and observed that a number of its provisions interfered with the right of employers to form and join the organization of their own choosing and the right of such organizations to elect their officers, carry out their activities and formulate their programmes without Government interference. The Committee had requested the Government to take measures to amend the Act so as to bring it into conformity with the Convention.

The Committee notes the information provided by the IOE that, with the adoption of the Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs, its affiliate organization, the Confederation of Employers of the Republic of Kazakhstan (KRRK) is facing declining membership, relevance, income and staff due to the pressure and competition by government-controlled enterprise association entities. The National Union of Employers and Entrepreneurs (Atameken), which was established in 2005 on the initiative and with the support of the presidential administration, has transformed into the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of Kazakhstan with the adoption of the Act in 2013. According to the IOE, the Act gives the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs an all-encompassing competence to represent Kazakh employers in all areas related to business operations with mandatory membership throughout the country.

The Committee recalls in this regard the concerns it had raised in relation to section 3(2) of the Act, under which the main aim of the Chamber is to consolidate the action of entrepreneurs in the country. Through the Chamber, entrepreneurs further and defend their rights and interests, including by engaging with various state bodies and participating in the development and drafting of the legislation affecting their interests. Pursuant to section 9(1) of the Act, the Chamber represents the interests and rights of entrepreneurs in the various state bodies and international organizations.

Moreover, the Committee recalls that, according to section 5(1) and (2) of the Act, the Government approves the maximum membership fees to be paid by the members of the Chamber, and establishes the procedure therefore. Pursuant to section 19(2) of the Act, the Government participates in the work of the congress (supreme governing body) of the Chamber and has the right to veto its decisions. Furthermore, pursuant to section 21(1) of the Act, the presidium (governing body) of the Chamber is composed, among others, of the government representatives and 16 parliamentarians. The Committee recalls that these provisions restrict the Chamber’s freedom, as well as the freedom of its member organizations, to administer the funds and establish overall control over internal acts and decisions, in a manner so as to jeopardize the Chamber’s independence from the Government and its capacity to effectively represent the interests of its members free from Government interference. In the opinion of the IOE, these restrictions and the powers enabling the Government to interfere, clearly...
The Committee notes with some reservation that the situation is not as serious as indicated by the Government. The events were not related to the Convention.

The Committee notes the Government's indication that: the victims were not dependent workers, but coffee producers; they were not members of any trade union; their complaints were related to the devastation caused by the hurricane and the issue of insecurity among the population; and that new laws could be adopted where necessary, in conformity with the provisions of the Convention, and requests the Government to provide full details in this regard.

The Committee requests the Government to indicate all other categories of workers whose rights may be restricted, as stipulated in section 303(5) of the Labour Code.

The Committee therefore once again requests the Government to take the necessary steps to amend section 106 of the Civil Code, as well as article 5 of the Constitution, so as to lift this prohibition, and to indicate the measures taken or envisaged in this respect.

The Committee requests the Government to engage with the relevant trade union organizations, including the KSPK, with a view to lowering the thresholds set by section 13(2) of the Act on Trade Unions. It requests the Government to provide information on the progress made in this regard.

The Committee notes the general statement by a Government representative at the Conference Committee that Kazakhstan was a young country and needed more time to implement the internationally recognized principles, and that new laws could be adopted where necessary, in accordance with international standards and international best practice. He stated that the Government was committed to improving the situation and would take into account the discussions in, and the conclusions of, the Committee. The Committee trusts that the Government will rapidly undertake a review of the Constitution and the abovementioned legislative texts to bring them fully into conformity with the provisions of the Convention, and requests the Government to provide full details in this regard.

[The Government is asked to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]

Mexico

(Ratification: 1950)

The Committee notes the observations of the IndustriALL Global Union (IndustriALL), received on 29 August 2014 and 1 September 2015, the National Trade Union of Workers in the Iron and Steel Industry, Derivatives, Similar and Related Products of the Mexican Republic (SNTIHAPDSC), received on 31 August 2015, the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), received on 1 September 2015, and the National Union of Workers (UNT), received on 10 September 2015. The Committee also notes the observations of the International Organisation of Employers (IOE), received on 1 September 2015, and the National Trade Union of Workers in the Iron and Steel Industry, Derivatives, Similar and Related Products of the Mexican Republic (SNTIHAPDSC), received on 31 August 2015, the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), received on 1 September 2015, and the National Union of Workers (UNT), received on 10 September 2015, which are of a general nature.

Follow-up to the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 104th Session, June 2015)

The Committee notes the discussion on the application of the Convention that took place at the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards in June 2015.

Civil liberties and trade union rights. With regard to the murder of two rural workers' leaders, referred to in its previous comment, the Committee notes the Government’s indication that: the victims were not dependent workers, but coffee producers; they were not members of any trade union; their complaints were related to the devastation caused by the hurricane and the issue of insecurity among the population; and the events were not related to the Convention.

The Committee notes with concern the allegations of the ITUC and IndustriALL relating to acts of violence against trade unionists, which refer to cases of attacks and arrests in the mining, telephone, electricity and footwear sectors, and protests by agricultural workers. The Committee requests the Government to provide its comments on this subject.
Article 2 of the Convention. Registration of trade unions. The Committee observes that the Committee on the Application of Standards requested the Government to fulfill without delay its obligation to publish the registration and by-laws of trade unions in the local conciliation and arbitration boards in the 31 states in the country, not just in the Federal District and San Luis de Potosí, in a period of three years as established in the Federal Labour Act. In this regard, the Committee notes that the observations of the SNTIHAPDSC allege delays and a lack of progress in implementing the provisions on the transparency and publicity to be given to trade union information, established in section 365bis of the Federal Labour Act (LFT).

The Committee notes the Government's indication that: (i) transitional section 5 of the 2012 Decree amending the 2012 LFT provides for a period of up to three years to transform the conciliation boards into local conciliation and arbitration boards, for which purpose the respective legislative authorities must approve budgets to guarantee their operation in accordance with the LFT; (ii) the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare and the Federal Conciliation and Arbitration Board publish registers of trade unions on their respective websites; (iii) the local boards of San Luis de Potosí and the Federal District have a section on their websites where registers of associations can be consulted, with over 650 and 900 registrations published, respectively; (iv) the other local boards are in the process of publishing this information and are still within the time limit established; and (v) the Government plans to promote the effective application of section 365bis of the LFT in the context of the National Conference of Conciliation and Arbitration Boards. The Committee notes the Government's indication that, as an additional measure adopted to ensure trade union transparency, section 15 of the General Act on transparency and access to public information of 4 May 2015, requires administrative and judicial labour authorities to publish and update the information they have on trade unions. The Committee, taking due note of the measures indicated by the Government, firmly hopes that the legal requirement for all conciliation and arbitration boards to publish registers and by-laws of trade unions is met without delay. The Committee requests the Government to provide information in this regard.

Representative of trade unions and protection contracts. The Committee observes that the Committee on the Application of Standards requested the Government to identify, in consultation with the social partners, additional legislative reforms to the 2012 Labour Act necessary to comply with the Convention, emphasizing that this should include reforms that would prevent the registration of trade unions that cannot demonstrate the support of the majority of the workers they intend to represent, by means of a democratic election process – so-called protection unions. The Committee notes that the observations received from the ITUC, IndustriALL and the SNTIHAPDSC all consider that the issue of protection unions and contracts is one of the most serious obstacles to the exercise of freedom of association in the country. These organizations report that: (i) non-democratic trade unions and employers are signing collective protection contracts without the participation or even the knowledge of workers, with the aim of reducing wages and preventing the establishment of independent trade unions; (ii) once a protection contract is registered, it is extremely difficult to establish an independent trade union in the enterprise and to conclude a legitimate collective agreement (IndustriALL emphasizes that the only means of challenging the control exercised by the protection union (elections and recounts to determine the title holder of the agreement) is not sufficiently regulated, grants broad powers to the labour authorities and can involve significant delays); (iii) the problem of protection unions and contracts persists and is affecting thousands of workplaces (the organizations describe recent examples that illustrate the difficulties experienced in establishing independent trade unions); (iv) the 2012 labour reform did not include the measures proposed to limit the practice of protection unions and contracts, in particular the proposal for section 368bis, which would have required the approval of collective agreements by workers (IndustriALL also proposes the simplification of trade union election and recount procedures, and the requirement for trade unions and employers to distribute copies of collective agreements to all the workers concerned); and (v) the Government has yet to give effect to the recommendations of the Committee on Freedom of Association and the Committee on the Application of Standards in this regard. The Committee notes that, regarding dialogue with the social partners to seek a solution to the issue of protection unions, the Government indicates that it has planned a meeting with the ITUC, and with the national organizations of employers and workers to address the matter. Furthermore, the Committee notes the Government's indication that the National Conference of Labour Ministers issued a joint statement condemning any collusion that restricted the freedom of workers to decide who they want to represent them or their will to sign a collective agreement. The Committee requests the Government, in consultation with the social partners and in accordance with the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards, to take all the necessary measures without delay to find effective solutions to the issues raised, and to provide information in this regard.

Articles 2 and 3. Possibility of trade union pluralism in state bodies and the possibility to re-elect trade union leaders. The Committee recalls that for years it has been commenting on the following provisions: (i) the prohibition of the coexistence of two or more unions in the same state body (sections 68, 71, 72 and 73 of the Federal Act on State Employees (LFTSE)); (ii) the prohibition of trade unionists from leaving the union of which they have become members (section 69 of the LFTSE); (iii) the prohibition of unions of public servants from joining trade union organizations of workers or rural workers (section 79 of the LFTSE); (iv) the reference to the Federation of Unions of Workers in the Service of the State (FSTSE) as the single central trade union federation recognized by the State (section 84 of the LFTSE); (v) the legislative declaration establishing the trade union monopoly of the National Federation of Banking Unions (FENASIB) (section 23 of the Act issued under article 123(B)(XIIIbis) of the Constitution); and (vi) the prohibition of re-election in trade unions (section 75 of the LFTSE).

The Committee takes due note that the Government: (i) indicates that, in accordance with the case law of the Supreme Court of Justice, and with practices and customs, these legislative restrictions on the freedom of association of public servants are not applied; (ii) adds that the exclusion clause (whereby workers would lose their jobs if they gave up their membership of a trade union) is prohibited by section 76 of the LFTSE; and (iii) provides examples that illustrate the non-application of the provisions in question (the Government indicates that: there is more than one trade union in 13 state bodies; several trade unions of public servants have joined organizations of workers; four federations have been registered in addition to the FSTSE; several banking unions are not members of the FENASIB, as they are either independent or members of the UN; and a number of trade union leaders have been re-elected). The Committee also notes the Government's indication that the legislative authority is making efforts to update the LFTSE and that there are legislative initiatives to amend some of the sections concerned (68, 69, 71, 72 and 73). The Committee recalls the importance of amending or repealing, in relation to all of these issues, all provisions that are contrary to the Convention, even if they have been declared inapplicable or are not given effect, in order to promote legal security. The Committee notes the legislative initiatives indicated and requests the Government to take the additional measures that are necessary to amend all the restrictive provisions mentioned to bring them into conformity with national case law and the Convention. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on all developments in this regard.
Applying section 372(II) of the LFT, the Committee notes the Government’s indication that section 372(II) of the LFT, which prohibits foreign nationals from becoming members of trade union executive bodies, was tacitly repealed by the amendment of section 2 of the LFT, which prohibits all discrimination based on ethnic or national origin. The Committee also notes that the Government states that the registration authorities do not require trade union leaders to have Mexican nationality, and that this prohibition is not applied in practice. Noting with interest the Government’s indication that foreign nationals can become members of trade union executive bodies, and recalling the need to ensure the conformity of the legislative provisions with the Convention, even if they are in abeyance or are not applied in practice, the Committee requests the Government to take the necessary measures to amend section 372(II) of the LFT, to provide explicitly that the restriction has been tacitly repealed, and to provide information on this subject, including whether the Government is aware of any foreign nationals who are members of particular executive bodies.

Application in practice. Conciliation and arbitration boards. The Committee notes the observations of the ITUC, IndustriALL and the SNTIHAPDSC, which report that the operation of the conciliation and arbitration boards is impeding the exercise of freedom of association, and which: (i) denounce the fact that the boards are controlled by federal Government and state bodies and lack the independence necessary for the discharge of their functions; (ii) allege that there is national consensus on the corruption and ineffectiveness of the boards (with particular reference to the critical conclusions of an April 2015 study on everyday justice by the Centre for Economic Investigation and Education (CIDE), conducted at the request of the President of the Republic); (iii) consider that the elections of workers representatives to such boards are not transparent and that the boards’ members may be subject to conflicts of interests, especially when workers are represented by protection unions; and (iv) propose the modification of the boards’ functions and powers, or their replacement, for example, by tribunals under the responsibility of the judicial authorities. The Committee observes that the Committee on Freedom of Association examined allegations of lack of impartiality in the operation of the conciliation and arbitration boards, invited the Government to initiate a constructive dialogue on the subject with the social partners and observed recently that the reform of the LFT was having a positive impact on the operation of the Federal Conciliation and Arbitration Board (see Case No. 2694, 370th Report, paragraph 567). The Committee requests the Government to provide its comments on this subject, and encourages it to continue examining, through constructive dialogue with the social partners, the issues raised by trade unions in relation to the conciliation and arbitration boards with regard to the exercise of the trade union rights enshrined in the Convention.

The Committee trusts that the Government will give full effect without delay to the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards and reminds the Government that it can avail itself of the technical assistance of the Office.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government.

[The Government is asked to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]

Philippines

(Ratification: 1953)

The Committee takes note of the observations received from the following workers’ organizations: (i) the Trade Union Confederation Congress of the Philippines (TUCP) (25 June 2013) referring to matters before the Committee on Freedom of Association (Case No. 3037); (ii) the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) (1 September 2015); (iii) Education International (EI) and the National Alliance of Teachers and Office Workers (SMP-NATOW) (28 September 2015); and (iv) the Center of United and Progressive Workers (SENTRO) (1 October 2015). The Committee notes the comments received from the Government in reply to the observations received from the ITUC, EI and the SMP-NATOW, and the SENTRO. The Committee notes the observations of the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) received on 1 September 2015, which are of a general nature.

Civil liberties and trade union rights

Monitoring mechanisms. In its previous comments, the Committee noted the information provided by the Government on the establishment of several monitoring entities. The Committee notes that the Government provides additional information on these mechanisms: (i) regarding the National Monitoring Mechanism (NMM), its mandate is to monitor the nation’s progress on the resolution of human rights violations, prioritizing, in the short term, cases of extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances and torture, and to provide legal and other services; (ii) the participation of the Department of Labour and Employment (DOLE) in the NMM consists in referring cases to it, disseminating information, capacity building, allocating the budget and recommending rehabilitation plans for the victims and their relatives, including union leaders and members; (iii) the Department of Justice (DOJ) Special Task Force secured several convictions, including for the killings of a Bayan Muna Secretary General, a Young Officers Union Spokesperson and two media professionals; (iv) the Inter-Agency Committee on Extra-Legal Killings, Enforced Disappearances, Torture and Other Grave Violations of the Right to Life, Liberty and Security of Persons (IAC) was created in November 2012 by Administrative Order No. 35 (AO 35) and is charged with the mandate to investigate cases of extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances, torture and other grave human rights violations perpetrated by state and non-state forces, to prioritize unsolved cases, and to create special investigation teams; (v) the IAC operational guidelines define extrajudicial killings so as to include cases where the victim was a member of or was affiliated with a labour organization, or was apparently mistaken or identified to be so and the victim was targeted and killed because of the actual or perceived membership; and (vi) in order to ensure expeditious investigation, prosecution and resolution of cases involving labour leaders and union members, the social partners were offered to actively participate in the investigations while members of the National Tripartite Industrial Peace Council – Monitoring Body (NTIPC–MB) were given observer status in the IAC. The Committee welcomes these developments and requests the Government to provide further information on the functioning of the NMM, the DOJ Special Task Force and the IAC in practice, including on the participation of social partners in IAC investigations as well as on the number and types of cases addressed by these mechanisms.

The Committee welcomes these developments and requests the Government to provide further information on the functioning of the NMM, the DOJ Special Task Force and the IAC in practice, including on the participation of social partners in IAC investigations as well as on the number and types of cases addressed by these mechanisms.

Allegations of violations of trade union rights. The Committee had previously noted the Government’s reply to the ITUC’s 2011 observations referring to certain violations of trade union rights in 2010, including the alleged killing of three trade union leaders, arrests and false criminal charges filed against trade union leaders and physical assaults of striking workers. The Committee notes that the Government has provided information about the developments in these cases: (i) in relation to the killing of Eduard Panganiban, elected Secretary of the...
United Strength of Workers in Takata, the main update provided is that the victim’s mother decided not to pursue the case; (ii) the case regarding the killing of Benjamin Bayles, organizer of the National Federation of Sugar Workers, is still at trial and is monitored by the IAC; (iii) regarding the killing of Carlo “Caloy” Rodriguez, President of the Calamba Water District Union, the main update provided is that assistance by the victim’s wife could not be obtained; and (iv) out of the seven remaining cases of alleged violations of trade union rights, in two cases the parties had reached a settlement, one was declared not to be linked to trade union rights, and the others are in the process of amicable settlement or pending resolution. The Committee had also previously requested the Government to provide its comments on the grave allegations made by the ITUC in 2012: (i) killings of four trade union leaders (Celito Baccay, board member of the Maeno-Giken Workers’ Organization; Noriel Salazar, President of the Union of COCCOCHEM; Santos V. Manrique, President of the Boringot Small-scale Miners’ Cooperative and Chairperson of the Federation of Miners Aggrupation; and Epeldio Malinao, Vice-President of the University of the Philippines (UP) Los Banos Chapter of the Organization of Non-Academic Personnel of UP); (ii) abduction and arbitrary detention of Elizar Nabas, member of the National Federation of Sugar Workers; and (iii) continuing harassment of Remigio Saladero Jr., chief legal counsel of the Kilusang Mayo Uno (KMU). The Committee notes that the Government provides the following updates: (i) the cases of Celito Baccay, Noriel Salazar and Epeldio Malinao are still ongoing; (ii) the case of Santos V. Manrique was dismissed as not related to his trade union activities and the case of Alizar Nabas was dismissed due to insufficient evidence; and (iii) the charges against Remigio Saladero Jr. and 71 other activists were dismissed due to insufficient evidence and lack of probable cause. **Recalling the importance of avoiding any situation of impunity, the Committee firmly hopes that the investigations of all these serious allegations will be finalized in the near future with a view to establishing the facts, determining responsibilities and punishing the perpetrators, and requests the Government to provide detailed information on any developments in this regard.**

The Committee notes with deep concern the ITUC’s 2015 observations alleging numerous violations of trade union rights, in particular: (i) the killing of Florencio “Bong” Romano, trade union leader from the KMU; (ii) harassment of Ed Cubelo, leader of the Toyota Motor Philippines Corporate Workers Association as well as the interrogation and harassment of KMU labour leaders in southern Mindanao; (iii) a shooting on employees of the banana company Sumifru by the company’s owner during a picket; (iv) the enforced disappearance of Benajmin Villeno, Southern Tagalog labour leader, as well as arbitrary detention of Randy Vegas and Raul Camposano, organizers of the public sector union centre Confederation for the Unity, Recognition and Advancement of Government Employees (COURAGE); and (v) a dramatic rise in false criminal charges brought against trade unionists, such as Artemio Robilla and Danilo Delegencia, leaders of the Margusan DOLE Stanfico Workers’ Union—NAFLU–KMU.

The Committee notes the Government’s reply that: (i) the case of Florencio Romano was referred to the Regional Tripartite Monitoring Body (RTMB), the Philippine National Police Task Force Usig, as well as the IAC; (ii) the specific allegations of harassment of KMU member were brought to the attention of RTMB, the AFP Human Rights Office and the IAC, and concerning other allegations of harassment by the police and the armed forces, the RTMB has been mobilized in gathering relevant information and the cases were brought to the attention of the IAC; (iii) in relation to the shooting on Sumifru employees, the company’s leader Jesus Jamero was subjected to a complaint before the local authorities but the dispute was later settled by agreement between the parties; (iv) the allegations of enforced disappearance of Benajmin Villeno and arbitrary detention of Randy Vegas and Raul Camposano will be referred to the RTMB; and (v) the criminal charges brought against Artemio Robilla and Danilo Delegencia are under a new investigation. The Government also indicates that it conducted awareness-raising campaigns on observance of freedom of assembly, conducted capacity building for monitoring focal persons, and took measures to strengthen the existing monitoring structures. The Government further notes that to provide safeguards against false criminal charges against trade union members and to avoid detention of workers on the basis of their union activities, the DOLE and the Department of Justice issued Joint Clarificatory Memorandum Circular No. 1-15 to clarify the provisions of the DOLE–DILG–PNP–DND–AFP Joint Guidelines on the Conduct of the AFP/PNP Relative to the Exercise of Workers’ Right to Freedom of Association, Collective Bargaining, Concerted Actions and Other Trade Union Activities (AFP Guidelines). The Circular makes clear that before filing information in court on cases arising out of or related to labour disputes, prosecutors must secure clearance from the DOLE or the Office of the President, and that this requirement for clearance applies to cases arising out of the exercise of workers’ freedom of association, collective bargaining and other trade union activities.

The Committee further notes with deep concern the SENTRO’s observations concerning serious violations of trade union rights, in particular: (i) killings of Antonio Petalcorin, President of the Davao-based Network of Transport Organization; Rolando Pango, a farmworker leader; and Victorio Embang, president of the Maria Cecilia Farm Workers Association; (ii) assassination attempt on Anterio Embang, leader of the Maria Cecilia Farm Workers Association; (iii) violent suppression of strikes and other collective actions by the police and the armed forces; (iv) harassment of unionists and prevention from joining trade unions in export processing zones (EPZs) as well as breach of the Memorandum of Agreement between the DOLE and the Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA); and (v) bankruptcy falsification to deny workers trade union rights. The Committee notes the Government’s reply indicating that: the case of Antonio Petalcorin was referred to the RTMB, the Philippine National Police (PNP) and the IAC but was declared not to be an incident of extrajudicial killing by reason of trade union activities or other advocacy under AO 35 while the case of Rolando Pango is considered as a case of extrajudicial killings and a special team will be created to investigate, file and prosecute the case. The Government further indicates that the DOLE conducts capacity-building activities and advocacies to ensure the implementation of the AFP Guidelines which aim to prevent the police and the armed forces from unduly suppressing strikes, demonstrations and other collective actions. **The Committee hopes that all alleged cases of violations of trade union rights reported by the ITUC and the SENTRO will be the subject of appropriate investigations which will be vigorously pursued. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on any developments in this regard.**

**Human Security Act.** In its previous comments, the Committee trusted that the Government would take all necessary steps to ensure that the Human Security Act would not be misused to suppress legitimate trade union activities. In this regard, the Committee notes that, in its observations, the SENTRO expressed concern about the possible negative implications of the Human Security Act on the exercise of trade union rights. The Committee notes that the Government repeats that this Act cannot be used against the exercise of trade union rights, especially legitimate trade union activities, and that the AFP Guidelines from 2012 provide that the armed forces and the police may only intervene in trade union activities if expressly requested to do so by the DOLE, if a criminal act has been, or is or about to be committed, or in case of actual violence arising out of a labour dispute. The Government further indicates that it has started, in cooperation with the ILO, Manila, a Technical Cooperation Programme (TCP) on training and capacity building of all relevant stakeholders on international labour
standards, including freedom of association and collective bargaining. The Committee takes note of this information.

**Legislative issues**

*Labour Code.* In its previous comments, the Committee noted the Government’s indication that there were three bills seeking to amend the Labour Code and that the NTIPC constituted a Tripartite Labour Code Review Team as an external partner in the drafting process. The Committee recalls the need to bring the national legislation into conformity with the following Articles of the Convention.

Article 2 of the Convention. Right of workers, without distinction whatsoever, to establish and join organizations of their own choosing, without previous authorization. Aliens. The Committee had previously referred to the need to amend sections 269 and 272(b) of the Labour Code so as to grant the right to organize to all workers lawfully residing within the Philippines (and not just those with valid permits if the same rights are guaranteed to Filipino workers in the country of the alien workers, or if the country in question has ratified this Convention and the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98)). The Committee notes the Government’s statement that House Bill No. 894, which aimed to extend the right to self-organization to aliens in the Philippines failed to pass in the Congress, has been re-filed as House Bill No. 2543 and is now again pending before the Congress. The Committee also observes that in June 2015, House Bill No. 2543 was substituted by House Bill No. 5886 but that this Bill, while recognizing a degree of participation in trade union activities to all aliens, it only recognizes the right to self-organization and the right to join and assist labour organizations, to aliens with a valid working permit. Recalling that the right of workers, without distinction whatsoever, to establish and join organizations of their own choosing implies that anyone residing in the territory of a State, whether or not they have a residence or a working permit, benefits from the trade union rights provided by the Convention, the Committee firmly hopes that any relevant legislation will accurately reflect the Convention in this regard and will be adopted in the near future. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on any progress made in this respect.

Other categories of workers excluded from the rights of the Convention. The Committee notes the observations of the SENTRO: (i) concerning the lack of trade union rights of certain public servants (firefighters, prison guards, persons outside the armed forces and the police who by the nature of their function are authorized to carry firearms and public sector employees in policy-making positions or with access to confidential information); and (ii) that section 245 of the Labour Code excludes managerial employees from forming or joining any labour organizations. The Committee also notes the observations of the SENTRO, El and the SMP-NATOW alleging widespread denial by employers of employees’ employment status, misclassification of employees, and the use of contract and temporary workers, who do not have employment status, which hinders them from joining trade unions, particularly in the public sector, electrical cooperatives, banks, and broadcasting services. The Government replies that: (i) a working group was created to address the issue of proliferation of contract and temporary workers in the public sector; and (ii) the DOLE developed and implemented administrative measures and proposed legislation that seek to address these issues, including a resolution urging the executive branch to cease from engaging temporary and contract personnel. In this respect, the Committee observes various initiatives to amend the provisions of the Labour Code and the proposed Civil Service Reform Code (House Bill No. 2400 and Senate Bill No. 1174) which are pending before the Congress. The Committee recalls that: (i) the right to organize should be guaranteed to all workers without distinction or discrimination of any kind, with the sole possible exception of the armed forces and the police; and (ii) it is not necessarily incompatible with the Convention to deny managerial and executive staff the right to join trade unions which represent other workers in the sector, provided they have the right to establish their own organizations to defend their interests. Accordingly, the Committee hopes that the proposed legislative amendments and any other relevant legislative measure will, in accordance with the abovementioned principles, ensure that all workers (including those in managerial positions or with access to confidential information, firefighters, prison guards and other public sector workers, temporary and outsourced workers) as well as workers without employment contract) fully benefit from the right to establish and join organizations to defend their occupational interests. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on any developments in this regard.

*Registration requirements.* The Committee had previously requested the Government to take the necessary measures to amend section 234(c) of the Labour Code so as to lower the excessive minimum membership requirement for forming an independent union (20 per cent of all the employees in the bargaining unit where the union seeks to operate) and expressed hope that House Bill No. 5927, seeking to remove the 20 per cent minimum membership requirement, would be adopted. The Committee notes that the Government reports that House Bill No. 5927 failed to pass in the Congress, that the removal of the 20 per cent requirement was reconsidered and lowered to 10 per cent in order to prevent proliferation of short-term unions and intra-union disputes, and that the new amendment is supported by the NTIPC. The Government also indicates that House Bill No. 2540, which also seeks to lower the minimum membership requirements for establishing trade unions, is pending before the Congress. The Committee observes that the 10 per cent requirement may still obstruct the right of workers to establish trade unions, in particular in large bargaining units, and recalls that while a minimum membership requirement is not in itself incompatible with the Convention, the number should be fixed in a reasonable manner so that the establishment of organizations is not hindered, and that what constitutes a reasonable number may vary according to the particular conditions in which a restriction is imposed. Accordingly, the Committee firmly hopes that the above legislative measures will lower the minimum membership requirements to a reasonable number in light of the abovementioned principle and in consultation with the social partners, and requests the Government to provide information on any progress made in this respect.

Article 3 of the Convention. Right of workers’ organizations to organize their administration and activities and to formulate their programmes without interference by the public authorities. The Committee had previously requested the Government to take the necessary measures to amend section 263(g) of the Labour Code and Department Order No. 40-G-03 so as to restrict governmental intervention leading to compulsory arbitration to essential services in the strict sense. The Committee notes that the Government indicates that House Bill No. 5933, which sought to install the necessary amendments, failed to pass in the Congress but that: (i) the Bill was re-filed as House Bill No. 5471; and (ii) the Secretary of Labour and Employment issued DOLE Department Order No. 40 H 13, which harmonizes the list of industries indispensable to the national interest, in which governmental intervention is possible, with the essential services criteria of the Convention. These industries include the hospital sector, electric power industry, water supply and air traffic control, and other industries may be included upon recommendation of the tripartite NTIPC. The Committee welcomes the Government’s initiative to limit governmental intervention leading to compulsory arbitration to industries which can be defined as essential services in the strict sense of the term. The Committee firmly hopes that the re-filed Bill will be adopted in the near future, and requests the Government to provide information on any relevant developments in this regard.
In its previous comments, the Committee expressed the firm hope that sections 264 and 272 of the Labour Code would be amended, taking into account the principle according to which no penal sanctions should be imposed against a worker for having carried out a peaceful strike. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that House Bill No. 5933 failed to pass in the Congress but is now pending before the Congress as House Bill No. 5471, and aims to remove penal sanctions for the exercise of the right to strike. The Committee understands, however, that once a final judgment declares the illegality of a strike, the Bill allows for criminal prosecution under section 264, which prohibits labour organizations to declare a strike without having complied with the bargaining and notice requirements provided for in the Labour Code. In this regard, the Bill does not appear to give full effect to the principle according to which measures of imprisonment or fines should not be imposed on any account, unless, during a strike, violence against persons or property, or other serious infringements of penal law have been committed, and these sanctions can be imposed exclusively pursuant to legislation punishing such acts. The Committee trusts that sections 264 and 272 of the Labour Code will be amended in the near future, giving full effect to the abovementioned principles, and requests the Government to provide information on any relevant developments in this regard.

The Committee had previously requested the Government to take the necessary measures to amend section 270 of the Labour Code, which subjected the receipt of foreign assistance to trade unions to prior permission of the Secretary of Labour. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that, on the one hand, the amended House Bill No. 5927, which is pending before the Congress, repeals section 270 of the Labour Code, and on the other hand, House Bill No. 2543 (previously House Bill No. 894), seeks to remove the requirement of Government permission for foreign assistance to trade unions. The Committee observes that in June 2015, House Bill No. 2543 was substituted by House Bill No. 5886. The Committee firmly hopes that the Bills removing the need for Government permission for foreign assistance to trade unions will be adopted in the near future, and requests the Government to provide information on any relevant developments in this regard.

Article 5. Right of organizations to establish federations and confederations. The Committee previously requested the Government to take the necessary measures in order to lower the excessively high requirement of ten union members for the registration of federations or national unions set out in section 237(1) of the Labour Code. The Committee notes the Government’s statement that House Bill No. 5927, which sought to address the issue, failed to pass in the Congress but the NTIPC endorsed an amended legislative proposal, which is pending before the Congress and which reduces the registration requirement for federations from ten to five duly recognized bargaining agents or local chapters. The Committee notes the Government’s statement that House Bill No. 2540 also addresses this issue. The Committee firmly hopes that legislative provisions will be adopted in the near future to lower the excessively high requirement of ten affiliated unions for the registration of federations or national unions, and requests the Government to provide information on any relevant developments in this regard.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government. [The Government is asked to supply full particulars to the Conference at its 105th Session and to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]

Swaziland

(Ratification: 1978)

The Committee notes the observations received on 1 September 2015 from the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) concerning the issues being examined by the Committee. The Committee also notes the joint communication received on 1 September 2015 from the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) and the Federation of Swaziland Employers and Chamber of Commerce (FSE&CC) on recent developments in the country concerning issues discussed by the Committee on the Application of Standards of the International Labour Conference (hereafter the Conference Committee) in June 2015.

Follow-up to the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 104th Session, June 2015)

The Committee notes the discussion which took place at the Conference Committee in June 2015. The Committee observes that the Conference Committee took note of the information provided by the Government relating to the amendment made to the Industrial Relations Act (IRA) by virtue of which the Trade Union Congress of Swaziland (TUCOSWA), the FSE&CC, and the Federation of Swaziland Business Community (FSBC) are now registered. The Conference Committee also referred to the commitment by the Government to fully ensure the full operationalization of all the tripartite structures in the country by inviting the federations to nominate their members on the various statutory bodies in order to assist in maintaining a healthy social dialogue in the country. Concerning developments in relation to pending issues, the Conference Committee, in its conclusions, urged the Government, among other things: (i) to release unconditionally Mr Thulani Maseko, TUCOSWA’s lawyer, who was serving a jail term; (ii) to ensure that all workers’ and employers’ organizations are fully assured of their freedom of association rights in relation to the registration issue, in particular to register the Amalgamated Trade Union of Swaziland (ATUSWA) without delay; (iii) to amend section 32 of the IRA to eliminate the discretion of the Commissioner of Labour to register trade unions; (iv) to amend the 1963 Public Order Act following the work of an ILO consultant as well as the Suppression of Terrorism Act, in consultation with the social partners, to bring them into compliance with the Convention; (v) to adopt the Code of Good Practice for protest and industrial action; and (vi) to address issues in relation to the Public Services Bill and the Correctional Services Bill in consultation with the social partners.

The Committee notes that in October 2015 the Government provided updated information in relation to the issues under consideration by the Conference Committee in June 2015. Articles 2, 3 and 5 of the Convention. Registration of workers’ and employers’ federations. In its previous comments, the Committee had noted the adoption by Parliament of the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act, 2014 (Act No. 11 of 2014 published in the Government Gazette of 13 November 2014), introducing provisions concerning the registration of employers’ and workers’ federations, and had urged the Government to register and recognize the legal personality of TUCOSWA, the FSE&CC and the FSBC. The Committee notes with satisfaction that TUCOSWA, the FSE&CC and the FSBC were registered in May 2015, and the indication from the Government that they are
now represented in all tripartite structures that have been established, including the Labour Advisory Board, the National Steering Committee on Social Dialogue for Swaziland, the Swaziland National Provident Fund Board, the Training and Localization Committee and Wages Councils. The Committee further notes from the Government that another federation, the Federation of Swaziland Trade Unions (FESWATU), had been registered in June 2015. The Committee urges the Government to indicate the steps taken to register ATUSWA as requested by the Conference Committee.

Furthermore, the Committee notes with satisfaction that TUCOSWA's lawyer, Mr Thulani Maseko, was released unconditionally on 30 June 2015 by a decision of the Supreme Court.

Legislative issues. The Committee takes due note of the information provided by the Government on the status of its long-standing requests concerning amendments and modifications to the following legal texts:

- The Public Service Bill: The Committee notes that the Bill was approved by Cabinet and has been published in the Gazette as Legal Notice No. 16 of 2015 and is lying open for public comments before being tabled in Parliament for debate and promulgation. The Government adds that dialogue on the Bill is still ongoing on some issues.
- The 1963 Public Order Act: The Committee recalls that it has been requesting the Government for many years to take the necessary measures to amend the Public Order Act so as to ensure that the Act could not be used to repress lawful and peaceful strike action. The Committee notes that in the framework of the Office’s technical assistance, a review of the Public Order Act commenced in September 2015 and that a draft bill will be presented shortly to the Government and the social partners.
- The Correctional Services (Prison) Bill: In relation to the recognition of the right to organize for prison staff, the Committee notes that the Bill has been reviewed by the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs and submitted to Cabinet for approval, after which it will be published in the Gazette and shall be subject to public comments for 30 days before being tabled to Parliament for debate and promulgation.
- The Code of Good Practice for protest and industrial action: The Committee notes that the Code has been approved by Cabinet and has been tabled before Parliament for 14 days in each chamber. If it is not called for debate, it shall be deemed to have been approved and shall therefore come into force.

While welcoming the concrete steps taken by the Government throughout the year on these legislative and administrative matters, the Committee trusts that the Government will endeavour to promptly complete these reform processes to ensure full compliance with the provisions of the Convention, and will provide information on all progress made in this regard.

With regard to the amendment of section 32 of the IRA requested by the Conference Committee, the Committee takes note of the observations from the ITUC according to which the IRA, as amended in November 2014, was tabled before Parliament for 14 days in each chamber. If it is not called for debate, it shall be deemed to have been approved and shall therefore come into force.

The Committee takes note of the comments of the Government on the 2013 observations of the Public Service Union (Unison) and Unite the Union. It further notes the observations of the Trades Union Congress (TUC) received on 1 September and 25 November 2015 which raises concerns about a number of legislative proposals presented by the Government in July 2015 and requests the Government to provide its comments thereon. The Committee notes the observations of the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) received on 1 September 2015, which are of a general nature.

Article 3 of the Convention. Right of workers' organizations to organize their activities and formulate their programmes. The Committee recalls its previous comments in which it requested the Government to carry out a review with the social partners of the issues raised by various workers' organizations in the country relating to the exercise and regulations of industrial action. The Committee observes that while an independent review was undertaken to look at the limited questions of alleged use of extreme tactics in industrial disputes and the effectiveness of the existing legal framework for preventing inappropriate or intimidatory actions in such disputes, the review was not charged to examine the various matters that had been raised by the workers' organizations in the country over recent years. The Carr Report resulting from the above limited review was published in October 2014 and served as a basis for certain proposed reforms set out in the Trade Union Bill presented in Parliament on 15 July 2015.

The Committee observes that the TUC raises a number of concerns in relation to the new government proposals, which it considers would infringe on the right of workers' organizations to carry out their activities without interference. The TUC refers in particular to new proposed ballot requirements for industrial action and additional procedural burdens, restrictions on picketing and increased supervisory powers, procedural requirements for the use of social media, the use of agency workers to replace strikers, restrictions on union political freedoms and greater overall control of trade unions through enhanced powers of the certification authority.

The Committee notes that, following the introduction of these proposals, the Government carried out a broad-based consultation related to controversial proposals for further requirements related to picketing. The Committee welcomes the Government's decision not to pursue certain of those proposals, including the proposals related to two weeks advance social media notification and annual reporting on industrial action. The November 2015 government response to the consultation on tackling intimidation of non-striking workers thus proposes to modify the Bill to clarify the limited extent of the scope of the picketing provision (section 9) and focus rather on strengthening the Code of Practice.
on Picketing to set out the rights and responsibilities of the parties clearly and to work with the police, the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS) and other stakeholders to ensure that guidance fully reflects the practical steps necessary to ensure that picketing remains peaceful.

As regards the ballot requirements raised by the TUC, the Committee observes that two sets of additional requirements related to strike ballots are being proposed. Section 2 of the Bill introduces a new requirement of a 50 per cent participation quorum to be reached in strike ballots. In this regard, the Committee recalls in its 2012 General Survey on the fundamental Conventions, paragraph 147 that, while it has always stated that a quorum should be fixed at a reasonable level, it has consistently considered that a quorum of 50 per cent is indeed within such limits of reasonableness. The second requirement referred to by the TUC concerns the heightened conditions in important public services of support by 40 per cent of all workers (section 3 of the Bill), which effectively means a requirement of 80 per cent support where only the 50 per cent participation quorum has been met. The Committee notes that the following categories have been identified as important public services: health services, education of those aged under 17, fire services, transport services, decommissioning of nuclear installations and management of radioactive waste and spent fuel, and border security. While the Committee generally considers that a requirement of the support of 40 per cent of all workers to carry out a strike would constitute an obstacle to the right of workers’ organizations to carry out their activities without interference, it further observes that a number of the services set out in section 3 fall within the Committee’s understanding of essential services in the strict sense of the term or of public servants exercising authority in the name of the State, in which restrictions on industrial action are permissible. The Committee does however express concern that this restriction would also touch upon the entire primary and secondary education sector, as well as all transport services, and considers that such a restriction is likely to severely impede the right of these workers and their organizations to organize their activities in furtherance and defence of their occupational interests without interference. The Committee recalls in this regard that recourse might be had to negotiated minimum services for these sectors, as appropriate.

The Committee requests the Government to review this matter with the social partners concerned with a view to modifying the Bill so as to ensure that the heightened requirement of support of 40 per cent of all workers does not apply to education and transport services.

The Committee further observes that the TUC concerns that these changes come within a cumulated context of heavy procedural requirements for balloting, including the fact that balloting must be by postal voting only and that secret workplace voting and electronic voting are not allowed. The Committee further observes that Unison had raised similar concerns and that in one case referred to it, the employer challenged the confidentiality of postal voting. The Committee invites the Government to review the ballot method with the social partners concerned with a view to its possible modernization while bearing in mind the rights and interests of all parties concerned.

The Committee further observes the concerns raised by the TUC in relation to the proposal to revoke the regulation in the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003 which prohibited the provision of agency workers to replace strikers. The Committee requests the Government to review this proposal with the social partners concerned bearing in mind its general consideration that the use of striker replacements should be limited to industrial action in essential services.

Finally, the Committee requests the Government to provide its comments on the other matters raised by the TUC, and in particular as regards: (i) the proposal to abolish dues check-off across all public sector organizations; (ii) the proposal for an opting-in clause (as opposed to an opting-out), with a limited time validity, for union member contributions to political funds accompanied by detailed reporting obligations; (iii) the remaining provisions on picketing; and (iv) the proposal to increase powers of the certification authority.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government. [The Government is asked to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]
Ecuador  
(Ratification: 1959)

The Committee notes the joint observations of the National Federation of Education Workers (UNE), Public Services International–Ecuador (PSI–E) and the United Front of Workers (FUT), received on 23 August 2015, and the observations of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), received on 1 September 2015, which contain denunciations of violations of the Convention in practice, as well as legislative issues that the Committee is examining in the present observation. The Committee requests the Government to provide its comments on the denunciations of violations in practice contained in these trade union observations. The Committee also once again requests the Government to provide its comments on the allegations of anti-union dismissals in an enterprise in the banana sector contained in the 2014 ITUC observations.

The Committee also notes the report of the ILO technical mission which visited the country at the invitation of the Government, from 26 to 30 January 2015, as a follow-up to the discussion in the Committee on the Application of Standards of the International Labour Conference in June 2014 on the application of the Convention by Ecuador.

Application of the Convention in the private sector

Article 1 of the Convention. Protection against acts of anti-union discrimination. The Committee notes with interest that section 33 of the Act on labour justice and the recognition of household work (hereinafter, the Labour Justice Act), adopted in April 2015, which amends section 187 of the Labour Code, provides that the unjustified dismissal of members of the executive committee of a trade union shall have no effect. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on the application of this provision in practice.

In its previous comments, the Committee requested the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that the legislation includes a specific provision guaranteeing protection against acts of anti-union discrimination in access to employment. Noting that the Government’s report does not refer to this matter, the Committee once again requests the Government to take the measures requested and to report on any progress made in this respect.

Article 4. Promotion of collective bargaining. In its previous comments, the Committee pointed out the need to amend section 221 of the Labour Code respecting the submission of the draft collective agreement, so that, where there is no organization with over 50 per cent of the workers as members, minority trade unions may, either alone or jointly, negotiate on behalf of their members. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that this provision of the Labour Code guarantees the representativity of the workers’ organization with which the collective agreement is concluded. Recalling that the requirement of an excessively high percentage of representativity in order to be allowed to participate in collective bargaining can hinder the promotion and development of free and voluntary collective bargaining in accordance with the Convention, the Committee once again requests the Government to take the necessary measures to amend section 221 of the Labour Code as indicated. The Committee also requests the Government to indicate the number of collective agreements concluded in recent years, and the number of workers and sectors covered.

Application of the Convention in the public sector

Articles 1 and 2. Protection against acts of anti-union discrimination and interference. In its previous comments, noting the absence of specific provisions respecting anti-union discrimination and interference in the Basic Act on the Public Service (LOSEP), the Basic Act on Public Enterprises (LOEP), the Basic Act on Higher Education (LOES) and the Basic Act on Intercultural Education (LOEI), the Committee requested the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that the legislation applicable to the public sector, at least for workers not covered by the exception set out in Article 6 of the Convention, contains provisions prohibiting and establishing dissuasive penalties for any acts of anti-union discrimination and interference, as envisaged in Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention. The Committee notes that the ILO technical mission which visited the country in January 2015, in its report, noted the undertaking by the Ministry of Labour to include in the LOSEP a provision similar to that in the Labour Justice Act, which inserted into the Labour Code a provision establishing that the unjustified dismissal of trade union representatives shall be null and void. However, the Committee notes that the Government’s report, which refers to the general prohibition of discrimination in the Constitution and the LOSEP, does not contain information on this subject. In this regard, the Committee emphasizes that the procedure known as “compulsory purchase of redundancy”, as examined by the Committee on Freedom of Association in Case No. 2926, which allows the public administration, through the payment of compensation, to unilaterally remove public servants without having to indicate the grounds for the termination of the employment relationship, makes it even more necessary to adopt provisions affording effective protection to public servants against any acts of anti-union discrimination. The Committee therefore urges the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that the legislation applicable to the public sector contains provisions prohibiting and establishing dissuasive penalties for any acts of anti-union discrimination and interference, as set out in Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention.

Articles 4 and 6. Personal scope of collective bargaining in the public sector. In its previous comments, the Committee noted that the LOEP, LOSEP, LOES and LOEI do not recognize the right to collective bargaining of public servants, and that only public sector workers governed by the Labour Code may engage in collective bargaining. Recalling that the Convention applies to public servants not engaged in the administration of the State (such as employees in public enterprises, municipal employees and employees in decentralized bodies, public sector teachers and air transport personnel), the Committee requested the Government to take the necessary measures to extend the right to collective bargaining to all the categories of public employees covered by the Convention. In this regard, the Committee notes the Government’s indication that public servants enjoy the right to organize and that they benefit from financial conditions that are better than those in the private sector, as well as a broad series of rights which respond to their needs. Emphasizing that, under the terms of the Convention, workers who are covered by the Convention have the right to engage in collective bargaining, irrespective of the other rights or benefits that they enjoy, the Committee urges the Government, in consultation with the trade union organizations concerned, to take the necessary measures for the revision of the LOSEP and related legislation so as to recognize the right to collective bargaining of public servants who are not engaged in the administration of the State.

The Committee further notes that the UNE, PSI–E, FUT and ITUC allege that a draft set of constitutional amendments, which have been under examination since June 2014 by the National Assembly, and which provide that public sector workers currently governed by the Labour
Code will be subject to administrative laws governing the terms and conditions of work of public servants, has the objective of completely eliminating the right to collective bargaining in the public sector. The Committee notes that the draft constitutional amendments did not give rise to broad discussions before the ILO technical mission in January 2015 and were the subject of the conclusions and recommendations of the Committee on Freedom of Association in November 2015, in the context of Case No. 2970. The Committee notes that the Committee on Freedom of Association referred to the legislative aspects of the case.

In this regard, the Committee notes that: (i) with a view to unifying the legal regime governing workers in the public sector, these constitutional amendments envisage the deletion of the third indent of article 229 of the Constitution and the amendment of the 16th indent of article 326 such that wage earners in the public sector, who are currently governed by the Labour Code, will be subject to the LOSEP and the other administrative laws governing terms and conditions of work in the public sector; and (ii) the single transitional provision in the draft amendments provides that wage earners in the public sector recruited prior to the entry into force of the amendments will not lose the rights guaranteed by the Labour Code.

The Committee therefore observes that the adoption of the constitutional amendments would have the effect of extending the scope of application of the LOSEP and other administrative laws to all public sector workers, with the sole exception of wage earners in the public sector recruited prior to the entry into force of the amendments. Since, as noted above, the administrative laws referred to do not recognize the right of public servants to collective bargaining, the Committee notes with concern that the adoption of the constitutional amendments would result, with the legislation in its current form, in an extension of non-compliance of Article 4 of the Convention, which recognizes the right to collective bargaining of all public sector workers who are not engaged in the administration of the State. In this respect, the Committee considers, in the same way as the Committee on Freedom of Association, that the discussion of the draft constitutional amendments makes it even more urgent to amend the LOSEP and other administrative laws in order to bring them into conformity with the Convention. While noting that the Government informed the Committee on Freedom of Association that provisions would be adopted regulating more specifically the trade union rights of public servants, once the constitutional amendments had been adopted, the Committee notes that it has not received information on specific initiatives to amend the legislation as indicated. The Committee therefore urges the Government to launch immediately a process of consultation with workers’ organizations in the public sector with a view to taking the necessary measures to ensure that the draft constitutional amendments contribute to the application of Article 4 of the Convention and that the legislation applicable to the public sector is in conformity with that Article. Recalling that the Government may avail itself of ILO technical assistance, the Committee requests it to report on any developments in this regard.

Material scope of collective bargaining in the public sector. In its previous comments, the Committee noted that the LOSEP and the LOEP do not allow public sector workers who have the right to conclude collective agreements (public service workers governed by the Labour Code), to negotiate the level of their remuneration. Recalling that the Convention applies to public servants who are not engaged in the administration of the State, the Committee requested the Government to take the necessary measures to restore the right of public sector workers covered by the Convention to engage in collective bargaining with regard to their remuneration. In this respect, the Committee again notes the Government’s indication that public sector workers enjoy better financial conditions than those in the private sector, as well as a broad range of rights which respond to their needs. The Committee also notes that the new section 118 of the Labour Code, as amended by constitutional amendments envisage the deletion of the third indent of article 229 of the Constitution and the amendment of the 16th indent of article 326 such that wage earners in the public sector, who are currently governed by the Labour Code, will be subject to the LOSEP and the other administrative laws governing terms and conditions of work in the public sector; and (ii) the single transitional provision in the draft amendments provides that wage earners in the public sector recruited prior to the entry into force of the amendments will not lose the rights guaranteed by the Labour Code.

The Committee therefore notes that the adoption of the constitutional amendments would have the effect of extending the scope of application of the LOSEP and other administrative laws to all public sector workers, with the sole exception of wage earners in the public sector recruited prior to the entry into force of the amendments. Since, as noted above, the administrative laws referred to do not recognize the right of public servants to collective bargaining, the Committee notes with concern that the adoption of the constitutional amendments would result, with the legislation in its current form, in an extension of non-compliance of Article 4 of the Convention, which recognizes the right to collective bargaining of all public sector workers who are not engaged in the administration of the State. In this respect, the Committee considers, in the same way as the Committee on Freedom of Association, that the discussion of the draft constitutional amendments makes it even more urgent to amend the LOSEP and other administrative laws in order to bring them into conformity with the Convention. While noting that the Government informed the Committee on Freedom of Association that provisions would be adopted regulating more specifically the trade union rights of public servants, once the constitutional amendments had been adopted, the Committee notes that it has not received information on specific initiatives to amend the legislation as indicated. The Committee therefore urges the Government to launch immediately a process of consultation with workers’ organizations in the public sector with a view to taking the necessary measures to ensure that the draft constitutional amendments contribute to the application of Article 4 of the Convention and that the legislation applicable to the public sector is in conformity with that Article. Recalling that the Government may avail itself of ILO technical assistance, the Committee requests it to report on any developments in this regard.

Material scope of collective bargaining in the public sector. In its previous comments, the Committee noted that the LOSEP and the LOEP do not allow public sector workers who have the right to conclude collective agreements (public service workers governed by the Labour Code), to negotiate the level of their remuneration. Recalling that the Convention applies to public servants who are not engaged in the administration of the State, the Committee requested the Government to take the necessary measures to restore the right of public sector workers covered by the Convention to engage in collective bargaining with regard to their remuneration. In this respect, the Committee again notes the Government’s indication that public sector workers enjoy better financial conditions than those in the private sector, as well as a broad range of rights which respond to their needs. The Committee also notes that the new section 118 of the Labour Code, as amended by the Labour Justice Act adopted in April 2015, provides that the Ministry of Labour shall set remuneration and determine the scales of increments applicable to public servants and public sector workers. Recalling once again, in reply to the Government’s earlier comments, that there are arrangements which allow for the conciliation of the protection of the principle of equal remuneration for work of equal value in the public sector and the respect for budgetary allocations, on the one hand, and the recognition of the right to collective bargaining, on the other, the Committee urges the Government to take the necessary measures to restore the right to collective bargaining on all matters affecting the working and living conditions of public servants and public sector workers covered by the Convention, and to report on any developments in this regard.

Determination of the abusive nature of collective agreements in the public sector by the Ministry of Labour. The Committee recalls that the Committee on Freedom of Association drew its attention to the legislative aspects of Case No. 2884 (Report No. 372, paragraphs 282 and 285) relating to the violation of the right to collective bargaining as a result of empowering the Ministry of Industrial Relations through Ministerial Order Nos 00080 and 00155 to determine the abusive character of clauses in collective agreements in the public sector. In its previous comments, the Committee requested the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that the determination of any abusive clauses in collective agreements in the public sector lies within the competence of the judicial authorities. The Committee once again notes the Government’s indication that the administrative authorities are not judges and parties to the revision of collective agreements in the public sector, as they provide equitable support to both employers and workers. The Committee highlights once again that, in light of the principle of free and voluntary collective bargaining enshrined in Article 4 of the Convention, the determination of the abusive nature of clauses in collective agreements in the public sector should only apply to cases of violation of the legislation or to very serious cases of distortion of the collective bargaining purposes, and that this determination should lie with the judicial authorities. The Committee therefore urges again the Government to take the necessary measures in this respect, including the repeal of the provisions of the national legislation which empower the Ministry of Labour to determine the abusive nature of collective agreements in the public sector. The Committee requests the Government to report on any developments in this regard.

Ireland

(Ratification: 1955)

The Committee notes with regret that the Government’s report has not been received. It hopes that a report will be supplied for examination by the Committee at its next session and that it will contain full information on the matters raised in its previous comments. The Committee takes note of the observations provided by the Irish Congress of Trade Unions (ICTU) in a communication received on 21 September 2015.

Article 4 of the Convention. Promotion of collective bargaining. The Committee notes with interest the information provided by the ICTU that a significant step was taken with the introduction of the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act 2015 (No. 27), which entered into force on
1 August 2015. According to the ICTU, the Act provides for the reintroduction of a mechanism for the registration of employment agreements between an employer or employers and trade unions governing remuneration and conditions of employment in individual enterprises. The ICTU also states that the Act addresses some of the issues it had raised in a complaint before the Committee on Freedom of Association (Case No. 2780). The Committee welcomes this development and trusts that the introduction of these amendments will foster an improved framework for the promotion of collective bargaining in accordance with the Convention.

Self-employed workers. In its previous comments, the Committee had requested the Government to provide comments on the observations made by the ICTU in relation to restrictions on the right to organize and bargain collectively introduced by the Competition Authority of Ireland. The Committee recalled that the ICTU had stated that the Competition Authority had decided that the provisions of the Competition Act 2002 overruled the provisions of the Industrial Relations Act and had declared unlawful a collective agreement between Equity/SITP and the Institute of Advertising Practitioners that fixes rates of pay and conditions of employment for workers within radio, television, cinema and the visual arts. The Committee had noted the Government’s indication that, during the course of the social partnership talks in 2008, it committed itself to introducing legislation amending section 4 of the Competition Act to the effect that certain categories of vulnerable workers, formerly or currently covered by collective agreements, when engaging in collective bargaining, would be excluded from the prohibition in section 4 of the Competition Act. The Government subsequently added however that this commitment was overtaken by the EU/International Monetary Fund (IMF) Programme of Financial Support for Ireland in which it had been agreed that no further exemptions to the competition law framework would be granted unless they were entirely consistent with the goals of the EU/IMF Programme and the needs of the economy. The Committee had trusted that the Government would pursue its review of the Act with the social partners in accordance with its previous commitment and requested it to provide information on progress made in this regard.

The Committee notes that the ICTU continues to raise its concerns that this matter has not been resolved. In 2015, and in light of a recent decision emanating from the European Court of Justice (FNV Kunsten Informatie en Media v. Staat der Nederlanden, of 4 December 2014), the ICTU had requested the Competition Authority to reconsider its decision. The Authority nevertheless upheld its decision despite the concerns of the ICTU that there were increasing categories of self-employed workers who, due to the Authority’s decision, find themselves classed as “undertakings” and hence excluded from the right to collective bargaining. This included actors, freelance journalists, writers, photographers, musicians, dancers, performers, models, bricklayers and other skilled trades in the construction industry. The ICTU explains that it does not dispute that competition law should preclude price fixing agreements among cartels of businesses. The ICTU maintains, however, that, in order to protect legitimate collective bargaining, there needs to be a workable distinction between the sole-trade carrying or a business and a worker in the everyday sense of the word who is in a position of subordination.

The Committee recalls that Article 4 of the Convention establishes the principle of free and voluntary collective bargaining and the autonomy of the bargaining parties with respect to all workers and employers covered by the Convention. As regards the self-employed, the Committee recalls, in its 2012 General Survey on the fundamental Conventions, paragraph 209, that the right to collective bargaining should also cover organizations representing the self-employed. The Committee is nevertheless aware that the mechanisms for collective bargaining in traditional workplace relationships may not be adapted to the specific circumstances and conditions in which the self-employed work. The Committee therefore invites the Government to hold consultations with all the parties concerned with the aim of limiting the restrictions to collective bargaining that have been created by the Competition Authority’s decision, so as to ensure that self-employed workers may bargain collectively. To to this end, the Committee suggests that the Government and the social partners concerned may wish to identify the particularities of self-employed workers that have a bearing on collective bargaining, so as to develop specific collective bargaining mechanisms relevant to them.

Malaysia
(Ratification: 1961)

The Committee notes the observations received on 1 September 2015 of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) and of the Malaysian Trades Union Congress (MTUC), concerning matters addressed by the Committee as well as allegations of anti-union discrimination and interference in several sectors, including dismissals and non-recognition of unions. The Committee requests the Government to provide its comments in this respect.

The Committee further notes that, in response to the 2014 observations of the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) and the National Union of Bank Employees (NUBE), the Government states that the matters raised therein are the object of two cases pending before the Industrial Court of Malaysia. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on the outcome of the judicial proceedings.

The Committee also notes the Government’s statement that Malaysia is currently conducting a holistic review of its main labour laws – the Employment Act 1955, the Trade Unions Act 1959 and the Industrial Relations Act 1967 (IRA). The Committee firmly trusts that the Government will take into account the following comments to ensure the full conformity of these Acts with the Convention and, recalling that the technical assistance of the ILO is at its disposal, it requests the Government to inform of any developments in this regard.

Articles 1 and 4 of the Convention. Trade union recognition for purposes of collective bargaining. Duration of proceedings for the recognition of a trade union. In its previous comments, the Committee had considered that the average duration of proceedings for the recognition of a union for collective bargaining purposes indicated by the Government (nine months) was excessively long, and requested the Government to take measures to modify the legislation in order to reduce the length of proceedings. The Committee notes that, in response to this request, the Government states that the average duration of the recognition process is: (i) just over three months in proceedings resolved by voluntary recognition; and (ii) four-and-a-half months for claims resolved by the Industrial Relations Department, when these do not lead to judicial review. The Government thus affirms that a number of cases were settled in less than the nine-month average previously noted, depending on whether the parties concerned cooperated and whether they resorted to judicial review. Considering that the duration of proceedings can still be excessively long, the Committee requests the Government, in consultation with the social partners, to take any necessary measures to modify the legislation in order to further reduce the length of proceedings for the recognition of
Criteria and procedure for recognition. The Committee had noted in its previous comments that, under section 9 of the IRA, should an employer reject a union’s claim for voluntary recognition for the purpose of collective bargaining, the union has to: (i) inform the Director General of Industrial Relations (DGIR) for the latter to take appropriate action, including a competency check; and (ii) when the matter is not resolved by the DGIR, the Minister decides on the recognition, a decision that may be subject to judicial review by the High Court. The Committee had requested the Government to provide information concerning the requirements to fulfill the competency check and the criteria applicable to the decisions of the DGIR and/or the Minister. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that recognition on a mandatory basis is granted subject to the competency of the trade union concerned to represent the particular workpeople and the strength of their membership. The Government indicates that the competency check is stipulated under section 9(4A)(b), which refers to a secret ballot to ascertain the percentage of the workpeople or class of workpeople, in respect of whom recognition is being sought, who are members of the trade union making the claim. The Committee also notes that the MTUC criticizes the methodology to ascertain majority for union recognition by secret ballot, noting that the Industrial Relations Department is using the total number of workers on the date sought by the union instead of the total number of the participants in the ballot and that in certain instances more than 50 per cent of the workforce was migrant and had repatriated to their home country, yet was considered as counting against the union for the purposes of the secret ballot. The Committee requests the Government to provide further information on the criteria and procedure to assess the competency of a trade union to be recognized for the purposes of collective bargaining, including the percentage required in a secret ballot to attain recognition and the workers considered to calculate the percentage (whether those present at the ballot or the total number of workers and, in the latter case, the methodology and data used for such determination).

Refusal to apply orders of recognition and of reinstatement. In its previous comments, addressing the ITUC’s observations to apply any sanctions against employers who opposed the directives of the authorities granting trade union recognition or refused to comply with Industrial Court orders to reinstate unlawfully dismissed workers, the Committee had requested the Government to provide: (i) details about the institutional operation of the Legal Division of the Industrial Relations Department; and (ii) information and statistics on any sanctions against employers opposing such directives or refusing to comply with reinstatement orders. The Committee duly notes the information provided by the Government: (i) on the composition and functioning of the Legal Division of the Industrial Relations Department; and (ii) that in the last two years no cases have been reported: (a) regarding employers opposing the directives of the authorities granting trade union recognition, except in cases where the employer obtained a stay from court due to judicial review; or (b) regarding employers refusing to comply with Industrial Court orders to reinstate unlawfully dismissed workers. The Committee also notes the observations of the ITUC and the MTUC alleging continued difficulties to ensure the recognition of trade unions, anti-union discrimination practices, and backlog of cases in the Industrial Courts in Penang and Kuala Lumpur. Taking note of the information provided by the Government, as well as of the allegations of the ITUC and the MTUC, the Committee trusts that the Government will take any necessary measures to ensure the availability and swift operation of efficient remedies to protect workers against anti-union discrimination and to ensure compliance with the decisions regarding union recognition.

Migrant workers. In its previous comments, considering that the requirement for foreign workers to obtain the permission from the Ministries of Human Resources in order to be elected as trade union representatives, hinders the right of trade union organizations to freely choose their representatives for collective bargaining purposes, the Committee requested the Government to take measures in order to modify the legislation. The Committee notes that the Government simply states in its report that it has taken note of the request. Firmly hoping that it will soon be in a position to observe progress on the matter, the Committee reiterates its previous request.

Scope of collective bargaining. The Committee had previously urged the Government to take measures to amend the legislation so as to bring section 13(3) of the IRA, which contains restrictions on collective bargaining with regard to transfer, dismissal and reinstatement (some of the matters known as “internal management prerogatives”), into full conformity with Article 4 of the Convention. The Committee notes that the Government: (i) once again indicates in its report that it intends to retain said provision to maintain industrial harmony and speed up the collective bargaining process; and (ii) states that it will wait to see how the clauses containing the restrictions will work in practice before taking a decision. The Committee once again requests the Government to take measures to ensure that the legislation only authorizes compulsory arbitration in essential services in the strict sense of the term, for public servants engaged in the administration of the State or in cases of acute national crisis. The Committee notes that the Government reiterates that, although the provision accords discretionary powers to the Minister to refer a trade dispute to the Industrial Court for arbitration, in practice the Minister only makes the referral when conciliation has failed to resolve the dispute amicably, and when the dispute is referred to the DGIR. The Government also indicates that the matter will be addressed in the holistic review of labour laws currently taking place. The Committee observes that section 13(3) of the IRA provides that the abovementioned excluded matters may not be included by a trade union in its collective bargaining process, and (ii) notes that the issue will be addressed in the holistic review of labour laws currently taking place. The Committee had noted in its previous comments that, under section 9 of the IRA, should an employer engage in the administration of the State or in cases of acute national crisis, remuneration, and other employment conditions. The Committee notes with regret that the Government, invoking the peculiarities of the public service, once again reiterates that the right to collective bargaining cannot be extended to employees of the public sector. The
Government once again points out that the public service can discuss with its employer on matters concerning conditions of work through the Joint National Council and the Joint Agency Council. Nevertheless, the Committee, while recognizing the singularity of the public service which allows special modalities, considers that simple consultation with unions of public servants not engaged in the administration of the State do not meet the requirements of Article 4 of the Convention. Therefore, the Committee urges the Government once again to take the necessary measures to guarantee the right of public servants not engaged in the administration of the State to bargain collectively over wages, remuneration and other employment conditions, in conformity with Article 4 of the Convention.

Mauritius

(Ratification: 1969)

The Committee notes the observations from the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) and the Mauritius Employers’ Federation (MEF) received on 31 August 2015. It also notes the Government’s response to the observations made by the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) in 2014.

Follow-up to the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 104th Session, June 2015)

The Committee takes due note of the debate which took place within the Conference Committee in June 2015 and the ensuing conclusions.

Article 1 of the Convention. Alleged acts of anti-union discrimination. The Committee previously requested the Government to conduct the necessary inquiries into allegations of anti-union discrimination made by the ITUC in 2014. In this regard, the Committee notes that the Government indicates that: (i) as regards the suspension of a trade union leader, an agreement was reached to the satisfaction of the parties before the Commission for Conciliation and Mediation (CCM); and (ii) as regards the alleged prejudicial changes to the employment contracts of 37 female workers after they joined a union, the information provided to the Government was insufficient to be able to carry out an investigation.

Article 4. Collective bargaining. In its previous observation, the Committee noted the Government’s indication that statistics were not available allowing it to comment on the alleged reduction in collective agreements in 2009, that 43 collective agreements were registered for the period June 2010–May 2014; and that there was no legislative impediment to collective bargaining in export processing zones (EPZs), the textile sector or for migrant workers. The Committee requested the Government to provide information on any concrete measures taken or envisaged to encourage and promote the full development and utilization of machinery for voluntary negotiation between employers or employers’ organizations and workers’ organizations, with a view to the regulation of terms and conditions of employment by means of collective agreements, in EPZs, the textile sector and for migrant workers. The Committee also requested the Government to take measures in order to compile statistical information on collective agreements in the country and on the use of conciliation services.

The Committee notes from the information provided by the Government to the Conference Committee that: (i) while there is no legal impediment to collective bargaining for EPZ workers, the Government will do everything to encourage and promote the full development and utilization in the EPZs of machinery for voluntary negotiation between employers or employers’ organizations and workers’ organizations, including awareness-raising campaigns to sensitize workers of their rights; and (ii) since the amendment of the Employment Relations Act (ERA) in 2013, a conciliation service is provided by the Minister upon the request of the parties to a labour dispute at any time before a lawful strike takes place. The Committee duly notes that, in its conclusions ensuing from the debate in June 2015, the Conference Committee urged the Government to “take concrete measures to promote collective bargaining in the EPZs and provide information to the Committee of Experts on the state of collective bargaining in the Zones”. The Committee notes with regret that the Government has failed to provide any information in this respect in its report. The Committee urges the Government to provide detailed information on the current situation with regard to collective bargaining in the EPZs, as well as on the concrete measures taken or envisaged to encourage and promote the full development and utilization of machinery for voluntary negotiation between employers or employers’ organizations and workers’ organizations, with a view to regulating terms and conditions of employment by means of collective agreements, in EPZs, the textile sector and for migrant workers (for example, training and information activities, seminars with the social partners, etc.). Furthermore, in order for it to be able to review the functioning of collective bargaining in practice, the Committee once again requests the Government to take measures in order to compile statistical information on collective agreements in the country (for example, number of agreements concluded in the public and private sectors as well as in EPZs, branches covered, number of workers covered, etc.) and on the use of conciliation services.

Interference in collective bargaining. The Committee had previously noted the 2014 observations from the IOE and the MEF alleging that, in 2010, the Government had intervened in the collective bargaining process in the sugar industry by referring the 21 issues that could not be resolved during the collective bargaining process to the National Remuneration Board (NRB). The Committee had noted the Government’s subsequent indication that the dispute had been resolved and that the court proceedings lodged by the MEF in this regard had been withdrawn. The Committee further notes that the Government indicated to the Conference Committee that: (i) the Minister of Labour had withdrawn the referral of the 21 issues to the NRB pursuant to an agreement reached by the parties in August 2012; (ii) the referral had been made in a very specific context with a view to avoiding a strike in the sugar industry, which would have had negative economic effects; and (iii) it was not the policy of the Government to request the NRB to intervene in cases where a final collective agreement had been concluded. The Committee also notes the Worker members’ statements to the Conference Committee that: (i) the Government had justified its interference in the bargaining process to set wages in the sugar cane sector on the grounds of an imminent threat of strike action which had to be avoided if it were to honour its commitments to the European market; and (ii) negotiations had therefore been held under Government auspices, and those provisions on which no agreement had been reached had been passed on to a compulsory arbitration board.

Moreover, the Committee notes the statements by the Employer members to the Conference Committee and the observations submitted by the IOE and the MEF, according to which: (i) the same problems had arisen again in November December 2014; (ii) following the expiration of the collective agreement in the sugar industry on 31 December 2013, and after months of protracted negotiations, the union had
decided to take strike action; and (iii) the Government had intervened, requiring the signature of a collective agreement and referring the three issues that had remained unresolved during collective bargaining to the NRB and to compulsory arbitration, as it had done in 2010. In this regard, the Committee notes that the Government states in its report and indicated to the Conference Committee that: (i) following negotiations, no collective agreement had been concluded, and both parties had referred the dispute to the CCM where no agreement could be reached; (ii) the strike action had negative economic effects; (iii) the Minister of Labour, acting under section 79A “Conciliation service by Minister” of the ERA, had brought the two parties to the negotiating table and an interim collective agreement had been reached with the consent of both parties; (iv) in the absence of agreement between the parties, the dispute had then been referred to an arbitrator appointed by the Government, who rendered an award on 31 July 2015 concerning wage increases; and (v) the allegation that arbitration was imposed is not justified as the parties voluntarily agreed on the appointment of the arbitrator.

The Committee duly notes that the Conference Committee urged the Government, in its conclusions ensuing from the debate in June 2015 to: (i) “refrain from violating Article 4 of the Convention and avoid such violations in the future”; (ii) “cease undue interference in private sector collective bargaining by selectively reviewing the Remuneration Orders in response to the outcome of collective bargaining”; and (iii) “engage in social dialogue with the social partners regarding collective bargaining and the Remuneration Orders”.

The Committee notes that there is disagreement with regard to the events in 2014, since the Government claims in its report that recourse to arbitration in 2014 was voluntarily agreed upon by the parties, whereas the Employer members denounced before the Conference Committee, just like the IOE and MEF in their observations, that in 2014 the Government referred a dispute to compulsory arbitration during a strike in the sugar sector. The Committee observes, however, that, with respect to 2012, both social partners stated before the Conference Committee that the Government had interfered in collective bargaining and referred the dispute to compulsory arbitration in the context of an imminent strike in the sugar sector, and that the Government did not challenge this allegation. The Committee recalls that the imposition of a compulsory arbitration procedure if the parties do not reach agreement on a draft collective agreement through collective bargaining is incompatible with the voluntary nature of collective bargaining and raises problems in relation to the application of Convention No. 98. The Committee recalls that recourse to compulsory arbitration to bring an end to a collective labour dispute in the private sector is acceptable in conflicts in essential services in the strict sense of the term (that is, services the interruption of which would endanger the life, personal safety or health of the whole or part of the population) or in situations of acute national or local crisis. Noting that regard must be had to the particular circumstances prevailing in a country, the Committee considers that, at the time of recourse to compulsory arbitration in the sugar sector, there has been no clear and imminent threat to the life, personal safety or health of the whole or part of the population, and that the sector does thus not constitute an essential service within the strict sense of the term.

**Considering that recourse to public authorities like the NRB should be voluntary, the Committee firmly hopes that, in the future, the Government will make every effort to refrain from having recourse to compulsory arbitration with the effect of bringing to an end collective labour disputes in the sugar sector, and that in any event it will give priority to collective bargaining of a voluntary nature as the means of determining terms and conditions of employment in that sector. Finally, noting the Government’s indication that it has taken note of the conclusions of the Conference Committee and that it undertakes to consider to the extent possible, in the context of the labour law review currently being carried out in consultation with employers’ and workers’ organizations, how best to encourage and promote the full development of collective bargaining, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on any developments in this respect.**

The Committee reminds the Government that if it so wishes it may take advantage of ILO technical assistance in relation to the issues raised in this observation.

[The Government is asked to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]

**Zimbabwe**

**Ratification: 1998**

The Committee notes the observations of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) received on 1 September 2014 and 1 September 2015, the observations of the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) received on 31 August 2015, as well as the Government’s comments on the ZCTU’s observations.

**Follow-up to the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry (complaint made under article 26 of the Constitution of the ILO)**

The Committee recalls that the Commission of Inquiry appointed under article 26 of the ILO Constitution to examine the observance by the Government of this Convention and the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), recommended that: the relevant legislative texts be brought into line with the Conventions; all anti-union practices – arrests, detentions, violence, torture, intimidation and harassment, interference and anti-union discrimination – cease with immediate effect; national institutions continue the process the Commission had started whereby people can be heard, in particular referring to the Human Rights Commission and the Organ for National Healing and Reconciliation (ONHR); training on freedom of association and collective bargaining, civil liberties and human rights be given to key personnel in the country; the rule of law and the role of the courts be reinforced; social dialogue be strengthened in recognition of its importance in the maintenance of democracy; and ILO technical assistance to the country be continued.

The Committee also notes the report of the high-level technical mission of the Office that took place in February 2014, following the conclusions of the 2013 Conference Committee on the Application of Standards regarding the application of the Convention by Zimbabwe.

**Article 1 of the Convention. Adequate protection against acts of anti-union discrimination.** In its previous comments, the Committee had requested the Government to provide statistical information on the number of complaints relating to anti-union discrimination lodged with the competent authorities, number of complaints examined, sample judicial decisions issued, average duration of procedures and sanctions applied. The Committee notes that the Government states that: (i) according to section 65 of the new Constitution that recognizes freedom of association, redress for anti-discrimination acts should be sought in courts; and (ii) because of the lack of a labour market information system, it is however impossible to obtain detailed statistics on anti-union discrimination cases. In addition, the Committee notes that: (i) the
Government’s comments to the 2012 ITUC and ZCTU observations do not address the allegations of acts of anti-union discrimination contained in these communications; (ii) the 2014 and 2015 ITUC and ZCTU observations contain new allegations of specific acts of anti-union discrimination as well as the mention that there is no clear provision in the labour statute providing directly for the protection of trade union representatives; and (iii) in its reply to the 2015 ZCTU allegations of anti-union discrimination, the Government requests further information to be able to carry out further investigations. **Observing with concern the absence of specific information regarding the protection granted in practice to workers subject to anti-union discrimination, the Committee requests the Government to make every effort to submit detailed elements in this respect and to reply to the ITUC and the ZCTU observations.**

**Article 4. Promotion of collective bargaining. Labour law reform and harmonization.** Following the Commission of Inquiry recommendations, the Committee had requested the Government to provide information on the progress achieved in bringing the labour and public service legislation into conformity with the Convention. In this respect, the Committee notes the Government’s following statements: (i) article 65 of the Constitution adopted in May 2013 guarantees collective bargaining rights to all workers; (ii) the Government and the social partners are engaged, through the Tripartite Negotiating Forum (TNF) in the harmonization of the labour legislation with the Convention and the Constitution; (iii) while Labour Amendment Act No. 5 was promulgated in August 2015, it has not exhausted the process of harmonization of the legislation that is still ongoing; and (iv) noting the concerns raised by the ZCTU, the Government will, in the broader framework of the labour law reform process, engage in dialogue with the social partners with respect to certain provisions of the Labour Amendment Act. The Committee requests the Government to inform on the further steps taken, in consultation with the social partners to advance the harmonization of the labour and public service legislation with the Convention.

**Scope of collective bargaining.** The Committee notes with interest the broad recognition of the right to collective bargaining by section 65 of the Constitution. At the same time, the Committee notes that the ITUC and the ZCTU allege that public servants still do not enjoy the right to collective bargaining despite the clear provisions of the Constitution. The Committee requests the Government to inform on the measures taken, both in law and practice, to ensure that the civil servants who are not engaged in the administration of the State effectively enjoy the right to collective bargaining. In this respect, the Committee recalls that the Government can avail itself of the technical assistance of the Office.

**Prior approval of collective agreements by public authorities.** The Committee recalls that both the Commission of Inquiry and the Committee have requested the Government to take the necessary measures to repeal the provisions of the Labour Act which subject collective agreements to ministerial approval on the ground that the agreement is or has become unreasonable or unfair, having regard to the respective rights of the parties. In this respect, the Committee notes that the ITUC and the ZCTU allege that: (i) the Labour Act still submits collective agreements to a prior approval by public authorities; and (ii) new section 79(2)(b) of the Act provides that public authorities may refuse to register a collective agreement if it is contrary to “public interest”. Noting with concern the adoption of new section 79(2)(b), the Committee recalls that the discretionary power of the authorities to approve collective agreements is contrary to the principle of voluntary bargaining enshrined in Article 4 of the Convention and that systems of prior approval are compatible with the Convention only where approval may be refused if the collective agreement has a procedural flaw or does not conform to the minimum standards laid down by general labour legislation. The Committee therefore requests the Government to take the necessary measures to repeal section 79(2)(b) and (c) of the Labour Act and to provide information in this respect. [The Government is asked to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]
Turkmenistan

(Ratification: 1997)

The Committee notes the report received from the Government. It also notes the communication from the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), received on 1 September 2015, as well as the Government’s reply received in a communication dated 23 October 2015.

Article 1(a) of the Convention. Penal sanctions involving compulsory labour as a punishment for expressing political views or views ideologically opposed to the established political, social, or economic system. In its previous comments, the Committee noted the Government’s indication that articles 28 and 29 of the Constitution of Turkmenistan guarantee the right to freely hold and express opinions, as well as the right to hold meetings and demonstrations in the manner established by law. The Committee however noted that any violation of the established procedure for the organization of assemblies, meetings or demonstrations constitutes both an administrative and a criminal offence, punishable by a fine, administrative arrest or corrective labour (section 178(2) of the Code of Administrative Offences of 1984), or by corrective labour for up to one year or imprisonment for up to six months (section 223 of the Criminal Code). The Committee requested the Government to provide information on the application in practice of both provisions, while clarifying whether the imposition of an administrative arrest may involve the obligation to perform community work or any other form of compulsory work.

The Committee notes that the Government’s report does not reply to these requests. Referring to its comments on the application of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), the Committee however notes that a new Code of Administrative Offences was adopted on 29 August 2013 and that section 178(2) referred to above has been replaced by section 63 of the Code, which provides for a fine or administrative arrest in the case of any violation of the established procedure for the organization of assemblies, meetings or demonstrations. The Committee notes that section 233 of the Criminal Code remains unchanged and establishes sanctions of corrective labour or imprisonment, both involving compulsory labour. The Committee further notes that insult or defamation against the President is punishable by imprisonment for a period of up to five years and that libel against a judge, lay judge, prosecutor, investigator or the person conducting the inquiry is punishable by a fine, correctional labour of up to two years or imprisonment of up to five years (sections 176 and 192 of the Criminal Code). The Committee notes the adoption of the Internet Development and Services Law of 20 December 2014, and the concerns expressed in this regard by the representative on freedom of the media of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) concerning imprecisely defined propaganda of violence or cruelty and the liability of Internet users for the truthfulness of all the information that they post, and the publication of materials which contain insults or defamation against the President (section 30(3) of the Law).

The Committee notes the ITUC’s allegations that the Government denies freedom of association and expression and that human rights defenders act at great personal risk and anonymously to avoid harassment and reprisals.

The Committee further notes that the European Union, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, the Human Rights Committee, the Committee against Torture, as well as several governments, in the framework of the Universal Periodic Review on Turkmenistan, have expressed concern at the severe restrictions on freedom of expression in the country and the consistent allegations of reported arbitrary arrests on criminal charges of human rights defenders and journalists, apparently in retaliation for their work (European Union, Press release of 17 June 2015 on “EU-Turkmenistan Human Rights Dialogue”, CCPR/C/TKM/CO/1, CAT/TKM/CO/1, A/HRC/17/27/Add.1, A/HRC/WG.6/16/TKM/2, A/HRC/WG.6/16/TKM/3 and A/HRC/24/24/3). In this regard, the Committee notes that the United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary Detention adopted opinions in which it concluded in a number of cases that imprisonment constituted an arbitrary deprivation of liberty for having peacefully exercised the right to freedom of expression (A/HRC/WGAD/2014/40, A/HRC/WGAD/2013/22 and A/HRC/WGAD/2013/5).

The Committee strongly urges the Government to take the necessary measures, in both law and practice, to ensure that no penalties involving compulsory labour may be imposed for the peaceful expression of political opinion or views opposed to the established system. Pending the adoption of such measures, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on the application in practice of section 63 of the Code of Administrative Offences, sections 176, 192 and 233 of the Criminal Code and section 30(3) of the Internet Development and Services Law of 2014.

Article 1(b). Imposition of forced labour as a method of mobilizing and using labour for purposes of economic development. In its previous comments addressed to the Government under the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29), the Committee noted that, in accordance with section 7 of the Law on the legal regime governing emergencies of 1990, in order to mobilize labour for the needs of economic development and to prevent emergencies, state and government authorities may recruit citizens to work in enterprises, institutions and organizations. The Committee considered that the notion of “needs of economic development” did not seem to satisfy the definition of “emergency” referred to in Convention No. 29 and is therefore incompatible with both Article 2(2)(d) of Convention No. 29 and Article 1(b) of Convention No. 105.

The Committee notes the Government’s indication, in its report that the State of Emergency Act, the Emergency Response Act and the Law on preparation for and carrying out of mobilization in Turkmenistan do not mention the concept of “purposes of economic development”, economy continues to function and to produce goods and services that are essential to satisfy the needs of the State, the armed forces and but that citizens may be employed in undertakings, organizations and institutions during mobilization in order to ensure that the country’s economy continues to function and to produce goods and services that are essential to satisfy the needs of the State, the armed forces and the population, in case of emergency. The Committee also notes the Government’s indication that section 19 of the Labour Code provides that an employer may require a worker to undertake work which is not associated with his or her employment in cases specified by law.

The Committee notes the Government’s report does not reply to these requests. Referring to its comments on the application of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), the Committee however notes that a new Code of Administrative Offences was adopted on 29 August 2013 and that section 178(2) referred to above has been replaced by section 63 of the Code, which provides for a fine or administrative arrest in the case of any violation of the established procedure for the organization of assemblies, meetings or demonstrations. The Committee notes that section 233 of the Criminal Code remains unchanged and establishes sanctions of corrective labour or imprisonment, both involving compulsory labour. The Committee further notes that insult or defamation against the President is punishable by imprisonment for a period of up to five years and that libel against a judge, lay judge, prosecutor, investigator or the person conducting the inquiry is punishable by a fine, correctional labour of up to two years or imprisonment of up to five years (sections 176 and 192 of the Criminal Code). The Committee notes the adoption of the Internet Development and Services Law of 20 December 2014, and the concerns expressed in this regard by the representative on freedom of the media of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) concerning imprecisely defined propaganda of violence or cruelty and the liability of Internet users for the truthfulness of all the information that they post, and the publication of materials which contain insults or defamation against the President (section 30(3) of the Law).

The Committee notes the ITUC’s allegations that the Government denies freedom of association and expression and that human rights defenders act at great personal risk and anonymously to avoid harassment and reprisals.

The Committee further notes that the European Union, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, the Human Rights Committee, the Committee against Torture, as well as several governments, in the framework of the Universal Periodic Review on Turkmenistan, have expressed concern at the severe restrictions on freedom of expression in the country and the consistent allegations of reported arbitrary arrests on criminal charges of human rights defenders and journalists, apparently in retaliation for their work (European Union, Press release of 17 June 2015 on “EU-Turkmenistan Human Rights Dialogue”, CCPR/C/TKM/CO/1, CAT/TKM/CO/1, A/HRC/17/27/Add.1, A/HRC/WG.6/16/TKM/2, A/HRC/WG.6/16/TKM/3 and A/HRC/24/24/3). In this regard, the Committee notes that the United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary Detention adopted opinions in which it concluded in a number of cases that imprisonment constituted an arbitrary deprivation of liberty for having peacefully exercised the right to freedom of expression (A/HRC/WGAD/2014/40, A/HRC/WGAD/2013/22 and A/HRC/WGAD/2013/5).

The Committee strongly urges the Government to take the necessary measures, in both law and practice, to ensure that no penalties involving compulsory labour may be imposed for the peaceful expression of political opinion or views opposed to the established system. Pending the adoption of such measures, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on the application in practice of section 63 of the Code of Administrative Offences, sections 176, 192 and 233 of the Criminal Code and section 30(3) of the Internet Development and Services Law of 2014.
The ITUC further alleges that state-owned companies also maintain monopolies over cotton production. According to the ITUC, farmers regularly report being charged by these state-owned companies for services never provided or that gin managers record less volume and lower grade cotton than that delivered by the farmer.

The Committee further notes the ITUC’s allegations that the Government forces public sector workers, including teachers, doctors, nurses and the staff of government offices, to pick cotton, pay a fine or hire a replacement worker, under threat of losing their jobs, having work hours cut or salary deductions. Administrators of state-owned banks, factories and government agencies allegedly force employees to sign a form indicating their awareness that they will “bear the responsibility” if they refuse to pick cotton, and some of them require payments from their staff so that they can hire people to pick cotton in their place. The Committee further notes that, according to the ITUC, for the 2014 cotton harvest, the Government also forced businesses from the private sector to contribute workers to pick cotton. Local authorities decided to limit the operating time for all markets and grocery stores, thus forcing owners of small businesses to close their store and pick cotton, while having to provide a form signed by the farmer as proof of their work in the cotton fields. The ITUC further alleges that some medium and large businesses were also forced to send employees to pick cotton, under the threat of extraordinary audit, finance department, tax inspection and fire inspections. Private bus owners were allegedly forced to contribute by transporting forced labourers to the cotton fields, without any compensation and under threat of confiscation of their licences by the police.

The Committee further notes that, according to the information available from the State News Agency of Turkmenistan, the President of Turkmenistan held several workshops with the regional governors in 2015 in order to review the progress of the cotton harvest. The Committee notes in particular that, on 12 October 2015, the President expressed dissatisfaction with the slow pace of the cotton harvest and gave specific “instructions” to several regional governors in order to respect the “established schedule”, recommending in one case to “mobilise all available reserves”. The Committee further notes that, on 27 October 2015, the President received the “report on labour victory of cotton growers” from the Cabinet of Ministers in charge of the agricultural sectors and the heads of Ahal, Dashoguz, Lebap and Mary Velayat regions on the “fulfilment of the contractual obligations for cotton production”.

The Committee notes with deep concern the widespread use of forced labour in cotton production which affects farmers, businesses and private and public sector workers, including teachers, doctors and nurses, under threat of losing their jobs, salary cuts, loss of land and extraordinary investigations. The Committee recalls that, for the purposes of Conventions Nos 29 and 105, the terms “forced or compulsory labour” are defined as “all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily”. In this context, voluntary offer refers to the freely given and informed consent of workers to enter into an employment relationship, as well as their freedom to leave their employment at any time, without fear of retaliation or loss of any privilege. Accordingly, while temporary transfers of employment might be inherent to certain professions and activities, the Committee considers that the application in practice of provisions, orders or regulations allowing for the systematic transfer of workers for the performance of activities which are unrelated to their ordinary occupations (for example, the transfer of a health-care professional to perform agricultural work) should be carefully examined in order to ensure that such practice would not result in a contractual relationship based on the will of the parties turning into work by compulsion of law. The Committee also recalls that, although certain forms of compulsory work or service (such as work that is part of the normal civic obligations of citizens and minor communal services) are explicitly excluded from the scope of the forced labour Conventions, these exceptions do not include work with a certain quantitative significance and used for the purposes of economic development. The Committee therefore strongly urges the Government to take effective measures without delay to ensure the complete elimination of the use of compulsory labour of public and private sector workers in cotton farming, and requests the Government to provide information on the specific measures taken to this end, in both law and practice, and the concrete results achieved.

The Committee further notes that the Human Rights Committee, the United Nations Country Team, as well as the Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), in its 2015 concluding observations, have observed that, while child labour is illegal, enforcement of the laws has been improved taking into account the persistence of the involvement of children in cotton harvesting (CCPR/C/TKM/CO/1, A/HRC/WG.6/16/TKM/2, A/HRC/WG.6/16/TKM/3 and CRC/C/TKM/CO/2-4). In this regard, the Committee requests the Government to refer to its comments on the application of the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182).

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government.

[The Government is asked to supply full particulars to the Conference at its 105th Session and to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]
Czech Republic

(Ratification: 1993)

The Committee notes that the Government’s report has not been received. It is therefore bound to repeat its previous comments.

Follow-up to the conclusions of the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards (International Labour Conference, 99th Session, June 2010)

In its previous comments, the Committee noted the discussion that took place in the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards in June 2010 and the resulting conclusions of the Conference Committee, which addressed the following issues: (1) the anti-discrimination legislation; (2) the outstanding issues with regard to the follow-up to the representations under article 24 of the ILO Constitution (November 1991 and June 1994) regarding Act No. 451 of 1991 (the Screening Act); and (3) the situation of the Roma in employment and occupation. The Committee also noted that an ILO mission has taken place from 26–29 April 2011 and recommended inter alia that the tripartite constituents consider taking advantage of the envisaged revision of the Labour Code to include the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination currently in the Employment Act so as to ensure legal clarity and certainty concerning protection against discrimination in all areas of employment and occupation. The Committee also notes the observations from the Czech-Moravian Confederation of Trade Unions (CM KOS) attached to the Government’s report.

The anti-discrimination legislation. The Committee recalls that the Labour Code of 2006 (Act No. 262/2006) prohibits all forms of discrimination in labour relations but does not specify any prohibited grounds, unlike the previous Labour Code which prohibited discrimination on the basis of sex, sexual orientation, racial or ethnic origin, nationality, citizenship, social background, family background, language, health condition, age, religion or confession, property, marital or family status, family responsibilities, political or other conviction, membership or activity in political parties or movements, trade union or employers’ organizations. However, the Anti-Discrimination Act (No. 198/2009 Coll.) prohibits direct and indirect discrimination based on race, ethnic origin, nationality, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, belief or worldview. In addition, the Employment Act (No. 435/2004) prohibited any form of direct or indirect discrimination of persons exercising their right to employment on the same grounds as the former Labour Code, before its amendment by Act No. 367/2011. In this respect, the Committee notes that, according to the Government, this amendment replaced the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination by an explicit reference to the Anti-Discrimination Act. It also notes the Government’s indication that section 16 of the Labour Code was amended by Act No. 365/2011 Coll. which supplemented the provisions on equal treatment and prohibition of discrimination also with an explicit reference to the Anti-Discrimination Act. The Committee notes that the Government reiterates its position that the Anti-Discrimination Act has to be read in conjunction with the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms and international agreements which are directly applicable in the country according to the Constitution. It also notes the Government’s indication that the grounds of family responsibilities, marital status, pregnancy and parenthood may be covered by the ground of sex in the Anti-Discrimination Act, and that employees’ representatives are protected against discrimination by section 276 of the Labour Code. The Committee notes that as a result of the new legislative framework, workers are explicitly protected against discrimination only on the basis of race, ethnic origin, nationality, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, belief or opinions, as provided by the Anti-Discrimination Act to which both the Labour Code of 2006 and the Employment Act now refer, thereby omitting the grounds of political conviction and membership or activity in political parties, trade unions or employers’ organizations which were previously expressly covered by the former Labour Code and the Employment Act. The Committee notes that the CM KOS indicates that it maintains its long standing observations regarding the limitation of the protection of workers against discrimination. The CM KOS indicates that this protection was further limited due to the amendment of the Employment Act in 2011 that removed the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination from its provisions and therefore the organization considers that the current legislation and practice are not in compliance with the Convention.

The Committee notes the Government’s indication that the State Labour Inspection Office issued leaflets for the public dedicated to the issue of discrimination. It notes however that these leaflets only mention the grounds of race, ethnic origin, nationality, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, belief or worldview. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that further to the recommendations of the ILO mission, discussions are currently being held between the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, the Government Commissioner for Human Rights and the Ombudsperson to determine the appropriate means to ensure the enforceability and legal clarity and certainty concerning the right to non discrimination, including with regard to legal procedures available to workers.

Noting the recent legislative developments, the Committee asks the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure the protection of workers against discrimination in training, recruitment, terms and conditions of employment, on the basis of all the grounds that were previously covered by the labour legislation. It also asks the Government to monitor closely the application of the Anti-Discrimination Act and the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms specifically in the field of employment and occupation as well as the application of the Labour Code and the Employment Act in practice, particularly with regard to the possibility for workers to assert their right to non-discrimination and to obtain compensation, and to ensure that they provide adequate protection against discrimination based on at least all the grounds enumerated in Article 1(1)(a) of the Convention. The Committee asks the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that the material designed to foster awareness of the legal provisions on discrimination among workers, employers and their organizations, as well as labour inspectors, judges and other public officials dealing with non-discrimination and equality, indicates clearly the grounds of discrimination that are prohibited under the legislation, including those covered by the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, and provide details on the procedure to follow. In this regard please also provide information on the number and nature of any administrative or judicial decisions applying and interpreting the legal provisions on discrimination in the field of employment and occupation, including the remedies provided and the sanctions imposed.

Discrimination on the basis of political opinion. The Screening Act. In its previous comments, the Committee noted that the Conference Committee has strongly urged the Government to amend or repeal the Screening Act without further delay in so far as it violated the principle of non-discrimination on the basis of political opinion. The Committee also noted that detailed information was provided to the ILO mission to
clarify the scope of application of the Screening Act, according to which the Act applies to limited categories of persons occupying managerial positions in the public service and state enterprises, and that work was under way to adopt a new Act on Civil Service. The Committee understands from the Government’s report that in the draft Act on Civil Service which is still under preparation, there remains a reference to the current provisions of the Screening Act as one of the “additional prerequisites” for a management position in the civil service, a high level position or a position of head of office of a regional self government unit. The Government indicates that the Screening Act will not apply to “other employees”, as defined by the draft Act on Civil Service and excluded from its scope, performing auxiliary or manual work at public authorities or to employees supervising these workers. Further to the adoption of the Act on Civil Service, the list of persons subject to the Screening Act will be amended, using the same terminology. Recalling that political opinion may be taken into account as inherent requirements only for certain posts involving special responsibilities directly concerned with developing government policy, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on the measures taken to clearly specify and define the functions in respect of which screening would be required in the Act on Civil Service and provide a copy of this Act once it has been adopted as well as a copy of the Screening Act once it has been amended. Noting the information provided in the Government’s report in this respect, the Committee requests the Government to continue to provide information on the application of the Screening Act, indicating specifically the positions for which a screening certificate was requested and issued, and the responsibilities directly concerned with developing government policy. Please provide statistical information on the number of certificates issued and the appeals lodged against a positive certificate.

The situation of the Roma in employment and occupation. The Committee notes the detailed information provided by the Government regarding numerous projects and programmes of the Active Employment Policy and the reform of public employment services. The Committee wishes to support strengthening of the social inclusion of people in “socially excluded localities” in which mainly members of the Roma community live. According to the strategy, approximately 80,000 persons are concerned by social exclusion in the country, 70,000 of which are from the Roma community. This Plan of Action which was prepared by the Agency for Social Inclusion, includes 77 measures in the fields of education, employment, housing, social services, family policy, healthcare, security and regional development, and will be implemented by the Government Commissioner for Human Rights. With regard to education, the Committee notes that the measures envisaged, including financial measures, aim at reforming the current educational system to end segregation and transform the system of schools established for pupils with mild mental disabilities. They also include measures to end discriminatory criteria for admission of children into public kindergartens which reduced the availability of such facilities for children from socially disadvantaged families, and measures to support inclusive education. The Committee also notes that 65 per cent of the persons for socially excluded localities receive social benefits and 75 per cent of them are non-active or unemployed and 11 per cent have occasional employment. The employment measures encompass the development of specific mechanisms to find employment, the implementation of a gradual employment scheme from the public service to the free labour market, the development of local employment networks and the implementation of tools for flexible employment and incentives for employers. Welcoming the numerous measures envisaged in the Comprehensive Strategy for Combating Social Exclusion (2011–15) to address comprehensively social exclusion and school segregation, which affects disproportionally the members of the Roma community, the Committee requests the Government to provide information on its implementation of the measures with regard to education, training, employment and occupation, in particular with regard to Roma girls and women, and the results thereof. In this regard, it requests the Government to continue to assess the impact of the measures taken and to ensure that any progress made in the education and employment situation of the Roma population is not reversed by the economic downturn or the lack of appropriate funding, including with respect to the activities of the Government Commissioner for Human Rights and the Agency for Social Inclusion. The Committee requests the Government to take appropriate measures to address stereotypes and prejudices regarding the capabilities and preferences of the Roma and to promote respect and tolerance between all sections of the population. Please also provide information on the implementation and results of the “Ethnic Friendly Employer” scheme.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government.

The Committee hopes that the Government will make every effort to take the necessary action in the near future.

Qatar

(Ratification: 1976)

Follow-up to the recommendations of the tripartite committee (representation made under article 24 of the ILO Constitution)

At its 324th Session (June 2015), the Governing Body adopted the recommendations of its tripartite committee set up to examine a representation alleging non-observance by Qatar of the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111), made under article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the International Trade Union Confederation and the International Transport Workers’ Federation, concerning complaints of direct and indirect discrimination against women employed by Qatar Airways, a state-owned flag carrier. In so doing, it entrusted the Committee of Experts with following up the matters raised in the representation.

The Committee notes that, although the Governing Body had requested the Government to submit information on the measures taken in this regard in its next article 22 report on the application of the Convention, the report submitted by the Government for its current session
does not provide any response to the requests of the Governing Body. Considering that the time elapsed between the adoption of the recommendations by the Governing Body (June 2015) and the deadline for submitting reports under article 22 of the ILO Constitution (1 September) might have been too short for the Government to report significant progress on the implementation of the recommendations, the Committee wishes to recall that the matters that it is following up, at the request of the Governing Body, deal with: (i) discrimination on the grounds of pregnancy (paragraph 32 of the tripartite committee’s report); (ii) provision of suitable alternative employment for pregnant employees who are temporarily unfit to fly (paragraph 35 of the report); (iii) prohibition in the Qatar Airways code of practice for women employees to be dropped off or picked up from the company premises accompanied by a man other than their father, brother or husband (paragraph 36); (iv) authorization by Qatar Airways to get married (paragraph 40); (v) rules governing rest periods (paragraph 42); (vi) ensuring that the application of rules and policies does not create or contribute to creating an intimidating working environment (paragraph 46); and (vii) effectiveness of enforcement mechanisms in case of discrimination (paragraph 48).

The Committee urges the Government to take into account the action requested by the Governing Body on the matters raised above in order to ensure that the employees of Qatar Airways enjoy the protection provided for in the Convention. It therefore requests the Government to submit detailed information on the measures taken or envisaged in this regard in its next article 22 report on the application of the Convention.

Article 1 of the Convention. Legislative developments. Since the entry into force of the 2003 Constitution of Qatar (article 35) and of Labour Law No. 14 of 2004 (sections 93 and 98), the Committee has been noting that they both fall short of effectively prohibiting discrimination on all the grounds of the Convention, and particularly those of political opinion, national extraction and social origin, and only protect against discrimination in certain aspects of employment. It has also noted that several categories of workers are excluded from the Labour Law of 2004, including domestic workers.

The Committee notes the Government’s indication that the Labour Law of 2004, along with Law No. 8 of 2009 on human resource management for state employees, does not discriminate against women at work, and that the laws do not specifically discriminate between women and men other than through special measures benefiting women, such as maternity protection. Nevertheless, according to the statistics provided by the Government in its report, for the first quarter of 2015, the percentage of the economically active Qatari male adult population was 64.7 per cent, while the rate for female adults was 35.3 per cent. It also notes the Government’s indication that no complaints have been filed by workers with regard to obtaining vocational training, guidance or equal access to occupations. In this regard, the Committee wishes to point out that there is no society without discrimination and therefore continued measures are required to eliminate it. Where no cases or complaints, or very few, are being lodged, this is likely to indicate a lack of an appropriate legal framework, a lack of awareness of rights, a lack of confidence in or absence of practical access to procedures, or fear of reprisals. The fear of reprisals or victimization is a particular concern in the case of migrant workers. The lack of complaints or cases could also indicate that the system of recording violations is insufficiently developed (see General Survey on the fundamental Conventions, 2012, paragraph 870).

The Committee notes the Government’s indication that the National Development Plan (2011–15), which aims to increase women’s participation in the labour market, includes a project to improve labour legislation for this purpose. It also notes the Government’s indication that a draft law regulating domestic workers has been submitted for review by the competent authorities with a view to bringing it into line with the Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189). The Government adds that generally domestic workers are governed by bilateral agreements signed by the Government and labour-sending countries, to which model contracts are generally annexed.

The Committee however notes that no specific information is provided on the practical measures taken to address discrimination based on all the grounds set out in the Convention, and particularly political opinion, national extraction and social origin with respect to all aspects of employment and occupation. In this regard, the Committee recalls that, where legal provisions are adopted to give effect to the principle of the Convention, they should include at least all the grounds of discrimination specified in Article 1(1)(a) of the Convention. The Committee further notes that there is a need for comprehensive legislation containing explicit provisions defining and prohibiting direct and indirect discrimination on at least all of the grounds set out in the Convention, and in all aspects of employment and occupation, in order to ensure the full application of the Convention (see General Survey on the fundamental Conventions, 2012, paragraph 854). In the continued absence of a clear legislative framework addressing protection against discrimination in employment and occupation, the Committee once again strongly urges the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that all workers without distinction whatsoever are protected in law and practice against discrimination with respect to all the grounds covered by the Convention, including political opinion, national extraction and social origin. In this regard, the Committee requests the Government to provide specific information on how protection against discrimination on the grounds covered by the Convention is ensured in practice with respect to access to vocational training and guidance, access to employment and particular occupations, including recruitment, as well as all terms and conditions of employment. Specifically, the Committee requests information, among others, on the progress made or envisaged in:

~ amending sections 93 and 98 of Labour Law No. 14 of 2004 to incorporate political opinion, national extraction and social origin;
~ passing legislation to improve women’s participation in the labour market as part of the implementation of the National Development Plan (2011–15); and
~ adoption of draft legislation on domestic workers that is in line with Convention No. 189.

The Committee also requests the Government to submit copies of some of the bilateral agreements referred to above, including the attached model contracts.

Sexual harassment. Since 2006, the Committee has been referring to the insufficiency of the legislative framework to ensure the prohibition and effective protection against sexual harassment in the workplace, in particular for female domestic workers who are particularly vulnerable to this kind of sex discrimination. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that sections 279 to 289 of the Penal Code punishes “crimes of honour”, and section 291 provides for sanctions against any person who “offends a woman’s modesty”. The Committee recalls that Decision No. 7 of 22 August 2005 of the Minister of Civil Service Affairs and Housing does not explicitly refer to sexual harassment, and that the Government indicated that the Law on Criminal Procedures specifies that legal enforcement officers are under the
obligation to accept complaints of crimes committed including sexual harassment, and to refer them immediately to the Public Prosecutor. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that two complaints related to sexual harassment have been filed with the National Human Rights Committee (NHRC), and that while one case has been suspended (lack of evidence), one case is currently being examined. The Committee recalls that addressing sexual harassment only through criminal proceedings is normally not sufficient due to the sensitivity of the issue, the higher burden of proof and the fact that criminal law generally focuses on sexual assault or “immoral acts” and not on the full range of behaviour that constitutes sexual harassment in employment and occupation (see General Survey on the fundamental Conventions, 2012, paragraph 792).

The Committee once again requests the Government to take the necessary steps for the adoption of legal provisions expressly defining and prohibiting both quid pro quo and hostile environment sexual harassment at work against men and women workers in the public and private sectors, including domestic workers, and providing for effective mechanisms of redress, remedies and sanctions. The Committee further requests the Government to provide information on any progress made in this regard, on the measures taken to raise awareness of sexual harassment and existing avenues of redress, including for domestic workers, as well as on the number of complaints filed with the NHRC or any other competent authorities, the sanctions imposed, and remedies provided.

Articles 1 and 2. Non-discrimination of migrant workers. Practical application. Noting that the vast majority of economically active workers in Qatar are non-Qatari (according to the statistics collected by the Ministry of Development, Planning and Statistics, 93.8 per cent of the active population was non-Qatari in 2012), the Committee has been referring since 2009 to the existing limitations on the possibility for migrant workers to change employer under the sponsorship system (kafala). The Committee recalls in particular the requirement to obtain the permission of the sponsor, as a result of which migrant workers face increased vulnerability to abuse and discrimination, including, but not limited on the grounds enumerated in the Convention such as, race, colour, religion, national extraction and sex. Specifically, it has noted that filing a lawsuit or bringing a complaint to establish abuse by the employer is a requirement for being granted permission to change workplace, but migrant workers who suffer abuse and discriminatory treatment may refrain from bringing complaints out of fear of retaliation. The Committee has also noted that the adoption of Act No. 4 of 2014 amending section 37 of Labour Law No. 14 imposes fees in the case of a “change of occupation”, which also deters migrant workers from bringing complaints. As such, the Committee has considered that allowing migrant workers to change employer when subject to discrimination on the grounds enumerated in the Convention, may assist in avoiding situations in which they become vulnerable to abuse. In this regard, the Committee notes Act No. 21 of 27 October 2015, regulating the entry and exit of expatriates and their residence, which will enter into force in October 2016 and will repeal Act No. 4 of 2009. It wishes to refer the Government to its comments under the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29), concerning the main features of this new legislation. In that comment, the Committee observes that Act No. 21 of 27 October 2015 does not seem to allow the transfer of an expatriate worker to another employer immediately after the end of a contract of limited duration or after a period of five years, without the employer’s consent, if the contract is of unspecified duration (section 21.2): similarly, under the new law, the employer may object to the departure from the country of an expatriate worker, in which case the latter has the right to appeal (sections 7.2 and 7.3). Consequently, the Committee notes with regret that pursuant to Act No. 21 of 2015, employers will continue to play a significant role in regulating the departure or transfer of migrant workers.

Noting that the new law does not abolish the sponsorship system, as indicated in the Government’s report, the Committee once again requests the Government to remove the restrictions and obstacles that limit the freedom of movement of migrant workers and prevent them from terminating their employment, and to allow appropriate flexibility for migrant workers, especially domestic workers, to change employer when subject to discrimination on the grounds enumerated in the Convention. The Committee urges the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that Act No. 21 of 27 October 2015 is modified before its entry into force in October 2016. In addition, the Committee requests the Government to:

- provide copies of the new labour contracts utilized by recruiters and employers when recruiting migrant workers, as well as information on the measures adopted or envisaged by the Government to ensure that these contracts conform to the principle of the Convention;
- provide information on the number and nature of complaints relating to cases of discrimination in employment submitted by migrant workers, including domestic workers, to the Labour Relations Department, the Human Rights Department and the NHRC, and to include any remedies provided or sanctions imposed. Please provide a copy of any relevant decisions by these institutions and
- provide information on the measures taken or envisaged to protect migrant workers from discrimination in employment and occupation prior to the expiry of their initial contract.

Article 2. Equality between men and women in employment and occupation. Noting that, as of 2012, women only constituted 12.78 per cent of the economically active population, the Committee requested the Government in its previous comment to provide information on the measures taken or envisaged to promote equality of opportunity and treatment for men and women in employment and occupation and to combat stereotypical views of the jobs that are appropriate for men and women. It also noted that, in its concluding observations, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) expressed concern at “the persistence of deeply entrenched traditional stereotypes regarding the roles and responsibilities of women and men in the family and in society, which overemphasize the role of women as caregivers” (CEDAW/C/QAT/CO/1, 10 March 2014, paragraph 21).

The Committee notes the Government’s list of programmes completed by the Family Development Department during 2014–15, and specifically one training programme focused on organizational management and a study on the future increase of nurseries and kindergartens. It also notes the statistical information provided by the Government on the participation of men and women, which indicates that women’s participation in non-agricultural work has fallen to 12.8 per cent in 2013, from 15 per cent in 2006. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that the overall labour participation rate of women remains at nearly 13 per cent of the working-age population. It also notes that, of those who are not economically active, 65 per cent of women work in the household, while 73 per cent of men are engaged in studies.

The Committee recalls that stereotyped assumptions regarding women’s aspirations and capabilities, their suitability for certain jobs or their interest or availability for full-time jobs, continue to lead to the segregation of men and women in education and training, and
consequently in the labour market (see General Survey on the fundamental Conventions, 2012, paragraph 783). It also recalls that the primary obligation of States that have ratified the Convention is to declare and pursue a national policy designed to promote equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of employment and occupation, and that this policy must be effective. The Committee requests the Government to provide detailed information on the measures taken or envisaged to promote equality of opportunity and treatment for men and women in employment and occupation. It specifically requests the Government to provide information on the measures taken or envisaged to combat stereotypical views of the jobs that are appropriate for men and women, as well as measures to assist the transition of women into the economy such as, for example, vocational training to gain access to a wide range of paid occupations and employment, especially those with opportunities for advancement and promotion. In this regard, the Committee also welcomes the plan to increase the number of nurseries and kindergartens, and requests more information on the implementation of the plan. The Committee also requests the Government to continue providing up-to-date statistics, disaggregated by sex and social origin, concerning the participation of men and women in the various sectors of economic activity and at each level of the various occupations, in both the private and the public sectors, as well as statistics on the participation of both Qatari and non-Qatari women in education and vocational training.

Enforcement. The Committee recalls its previous request to the Government to provide information on the activities of the Labour Inspection Department, as well as details of the complaints submitted to the Human Rights Department, the Labour Relations Department and the NHRC, or any other administrative or judicial authorities. The Committee notes the Government's indication that the Labour Inspection Department has not found any violations relating to discrimination in employment and occupation, and that no such complaints have been submitted to the Human Rights Department, the Labour Relations Department or the NHRC. In this regard, the Committee once again highlights the role of labour inspection in monitoring equality and diversity in the workplace and recalls the importance of training labour inspectors to increase their capacity to prevent, detect and remedy instances of discrimination. The Committee refers in this respect to its comments concerning the application of the Labour Inspection Convention, 1947 (No. 81). The Committee once again requests the Government to provide information on the activities carried out by the Labour Inspection Department, including the number and nature of the violations detected relating to discrimination in employment and occupation, and the outcome of these activities. It also requests the Government to provide information on the measures taken or envisaged to train labour inspectors to increase their capacity to prevent, detect and remedy instances of discrimination. The Committee further requests the Government to continue providing information on the number and nature of complaints related to cases of discrimination in employment and occupation brought to the Human Rights Department, the Labour Relations Department and the NHRC, or any other administrative or judicial authorities, the remedies provided and the sanctions imposed. Please provide copies of the relevant decisions of these institutions and authorities.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government.
C122 - Employment Policy Convention, 1964 (No. 122)

Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic of

(Ratification: 1982)

The Committee notes the observations made by the Confederation of Workers of Venezuela (CTV), which were received on 1 September 2015, and by the Federation of Chambers and Associations of Commerce and Production of Venezuela (FEDECAMARAS) and the International Organisation of Employers (IOE), which were received on 2 September 2015.

Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention. Implementation of the employment policy in the framework of a coordinated economic and social policy. The Committee notes the Government’s indication in its report that it has implemented a new social strategy, based on the guidelines established in the Economic and Social Development Plan 2007–13, aimed at eradicating poverty and facilitating social integration. The strategy is based on the system of missions existing in the country, focusing on five key elements, namely: employment; employment quality; provision for education; the guarantee of free, high-quality education; and the definitive elimination of poverty. The Government explains that the social impact of the various policies and programmes can be observed in the social indicators (a gradual decrease in the number of households in a situation of extreme poverty, a downward trend in the number of poor households, and an increase in social investment). The Government refers to the behaviour of labour force indicators (the unemployment rate fell from 10.6 per cent in 1999 to 5.5 per cent in 2014). The Government indicates that in January 2015 the percentage of employed persons in the informal economy was 41.2 per cent (10.4 percentage points less than in January 2004). The Government adds that between 2000 and 2014 one third of new jobs created were in the formal economy. FEDECAMARAS and the IOE maintain that there are no real employment plans incorporated into macroeconomic planning and that the country’s economic situation does not permit the creation of new jobs. The Committee observes that FEDECAMARAS and the IOE maintain that the economic model of the last ten years has resulted in the closure of some 4,000 industrial workplaces and of over 200,000 business establishments; in addition, some 120,000 enterprises are at risk of bankruptcy. According to FEDECAMARAS and the IOE, the National Institute of Statistics (INE) announced in January 2015 that the unemployment rate in Venezuela was 7.9 per cent and that over 13 million people were in employment. The INE also indicated that 58.8 per cent of the total population in employment was in the formal economy, while the informal economy (which includes enterprises with fewer than five employees) accounts for 41.1 per cent of the population. The Committee requests the Government to indicate the impact of the measures adopted under the Economic and Social Development Plan 2007–13 and the social missions, in relation to the creation of productive employment. The Committee also requests the Government to provide detailed, disaggregated information on the situation, level and trends of employment.

Please explain the manner in which labour market data have been used as the basis for a regular review of employment policy measures as an integral part of a coordinated economic and social policy for achieving the objectives of the Convention.

Youth employment. The Government indicates that, according to the INE report on the labour force, with respect to the second half of 2013, the youth population (15–30 age group) comprised 8,417,247 persons, representing 28 per cent of the total national population. The economically active proportion of that age group represented 33.5 per cent of the total economically active population. In the second half of 2013, the youth employment rate was 87.2 per cent (4,093,949 persons), representing 31.6 per cent of the total employed population. The Committee requests the Government to provide detailed and disaggregated information on youth employment trends. The Committee also requests the Government to include an evaluation of the active policy measures implemented to minimize the impact of unemployment on young persons and to facilitate their lasting integration into the labour market, particularly in the case of the most underprivileged categories of young persons.

Development of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The Committee notes the information supplied by the Government regarding the legal provisions concerning the promotion and protection of SMEs, and the credits granted between 1974 and 2013, by economic sector. The Government also indicates that, through dialogue round tables with the employers, agreements have been reached for boosting productive employment, with the provision of financial and institutional support for projects to create enterprises for social, mixed and communal production. The Committee requests the Government to continue providing information on the impact of the measures adopted to promote productivity and a conducive climate for employment generation by small and medium-sized enterprises.

Article 3. Participation of the social partners. The Committee notes the CTV’s claim that the workers’ organizations are not consulted with regard to the formulation of employment policies. FEDECAMARAS and the IOE indicate that the Government is failing to comply with its obligation to consult the most representative employers’ organization in Venezuela with regard to the coordinated determination of policies to ensure decent, stable, productive and high-quality employment in Venezuela, an increase in workers’ standard of living, and also to achieve growth and individual and social progress. The Committee once again requests the Government to provide specific examples of the manner in which the views of employers’ and workers’ organizations have been taken into account in the formulation and implementation of employment policies and programmes.
Nigeria

(Ratification: 2002)

Article 2(1) of the Convention. Scope of application. 1. Self-employment and work in the informal economy. The Committee previously noted that by virtue of section 91 of the Labour Act, a worker is a person who has entered into an oral or written contract with an employer. Accordingly, it reminded the Government that the Convention applies to all types of work or employment regardless of the existence of a contractual relationship and requested it to provide information on the measures taken or envisaged in this regard.

The Committee notes that according to section 2 of the Labour Standards Bill of 2008 (Labour Standards Bill), the Act applies to all employees. An “employee”, according to section 60 of the Bill, means any person employed by another under oral or written contract of employment whether on a continuous, part-time, temporary or casual basis and includes a domestic servant who is not a member of the family of the employer. This again implies that children working outside a formal labour relationship, such as children working on their own account or in the informal economy are excluded from the provisions giving effect to the Convention. In this regard, the Committee notes from the document on National Policy on Child Labour, 2013, that child labour is more prevalent in the informal sector which includes crafts/artisanal work and street-related activities as well as in semi-formal sectors which includes activities in commercial agricultural plantations, domestic and hospitality services, the transport industry and garments manufacturing. In this regard, referring to the General Survey of 2012 on the fundamental Conventions concerning rights at work (paragraph 343), the Committee points out that child labour in the informal economy can be addressed through monitoring mechanisms, including through labour inspection. The Committee therefore requests the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that all children, including self-employed children and children working in the informal economy, benefit from the protection laid down in the Labour Act. In this respect, it requests the Government to review the relevant provisions of the Labour Standards Bill in order to address these gaps as well as to take measures to strengthen the capacity and expand the reach of the labour inspectorate to the informal economy with a view to ensuring such protection in this sector.

2. Minimum age for admission to work. The Committee previously noted with concern the various minimum ages, some of them too low, prescribed by the national legislation.

The Committee notes that according to section 8(1) of the Labour Standards Bill, no child (defined as persons under the age of 15 years (section 60)), shall be employed or work in any capacity, except where he/she is employed by a member of his/her family on light work of an agricultural, horticultural or domestic character. The Committee observes that section 8(1) of the Bill is in conformity with Article 2(1) of the Convention (by establishing a minimum age of 15 years as specified at the time of ratification). The Committee expresses the firm hope that the Labour Standards Bill which establishes a minimum age of 15 years for employment or work is adopted in the near future. It requests the Government to provide information on any progress made in this regard.

Article 3(2). Determination of hazardous work. The Committee previously noted that neither the Labour Act of 1990 nor the Child Rights Act of 2003 provided for a comprehensive list of types of hazardous work, to be prohibited to children under 18.

The Committee notes from a report entitled, List of Hazardous Child Labour in Nigeria, 2013, by the Federal Ministry of Labour and Productivity that, a study was conducted to identify and determine the most hazardous conditions to which children under 18 years are exposed in various occupations in Nigeria. The study identified certain hazardous types of work including agriculture (cocoa and rice farming), quarrying, artisanal mining, traditional tie and dye, processing of animal skin, domestic services, scavenging and recycling collection, street work, begging, construction and transport works. The Committee further notes the information from the ILO–IPEC report of 2014 that the final list of hazardous work has been validated by the National Steering Committee and is currently awaiting official endorsement. The Committee expresses the firm hope that the Government will take the necessary measures to ensure that the list of types of hazardous work prohibited to children under 18 years will be finalized and adopted in the near future. It requests the Government to provide information on the progress made in this regard and to supply a copy, once it has been adopted.

Article 6. Apprenticeship. The Committee previously noted that section 49(1) of the Labour Act permitted a person aged 12 to 16 years to undertake an apprenticeship for a maximum period of five years while section 52(a) and (e) empowered the Minister to issue regulations on the terms and conditions of apprenticeship.

The Committee observes that although sections 46 and 47 of the Bill of 2008 lays down the terms and conditions for entering into a contract of apprenticeship, it does not specify a minimum age for apprenticeship. Recalling that Article 6 of the Convention authorizes work to be carried out in enterprises within the context of an apprenticeship programme by persons of at least 14 years of age, the Committee requests the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure that children under the age of 14 years are not permitted to undergo an apprenticeship programme. In this regard, the Committee expresses the firm hope that the necessary amendments to the Labour Standards Bill will be adopted in order to bring it into conformity with Article 6 of the Convention. It requests the Government to provide information on any progress made in this regard.

Article 7(1). Minimum age for admission to light work. The Committee previously observed that the Labour Act did not provide for a minimum age for admission to light work.

The Committee notes that section 8 of the Labour Standards Bill, while allowing the employment of children under the age of 15 years in light work of an agricultural, horticultural or domestic character, does not indicate the lower minimum age at which such work may be permitted. In this regard, the Committee notes that according to the Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey Report of 2011 (UNICEF–National Bureau of Statistics, Nigeria), 47 per cent of children aged between 5 and 14 years are engaged in child labour. The Committee, therefore reminds the Government that, according to Article 7(1) of the Convention, national laws or regulations may permit children aged 13 to 15 years to perform light work which is: (a) not likely to be harmful to their health or development; and (b) not such as to prejudice their attendance at school, their participation in vocational orientation or training programmes approved by the competent authority, or their capacity to benefit from the instruction received. The Committee accordingly requests the Government to take the necessary measures to establish a minimum age for admission to light work, in conformity with Article 7(1) of the Convention.

Article 7(3). Determination of light work. In its previous comments, the Committee observed that the conditions in which light work activities
may be undertaken and the number of hours during which such work may be permitted were not clearly defined in the Labour Act. It also observed that the maximum working hours of eight hours a day prescribed under section 59(8) of the Labour Act would necessarily prejudice the attendance of young persons below the age of 15 years at school or vocational orientation or training programmes as laid down under Article 7(1)(b) of the Convention.

The Committee notes that the Labour Standards Bill does not contain any provision regulating the employment of children in light work. The Committee therefore once again draws the Government’s attention to Paragraph 13(b) of the Minimum Age Recommendation, 1973 (No. 146), which states that, in giving effect to Article 7(3) of the Convention, special attention should be given to the strict limitation of the hours spent at work in a day and in a week, and the prohibition of overtime, so as to allow enough time for education and training, for rest during the day and for leisure activities. The Committee accordingly requests the Government to take the necessary measures to regulate the employment of persons between 13 and 15 years of age in light work, by determining the number of hours during which, and the conditions in which, light work in the agricultural, horticultural and domestic sectors may be undertaken, as well as the types of activities that constitute light work. It requests the Government to provide information on the measures taken in this regard.

Application of the Convention in practice. The Committee notes from the ILO–IPEC report of 2014 that within the ECOWAS-II project, 37 activities were implemented in Nigeria, including capacity-building activities for the Child Protection Network and the State Steering Committees on Child labour; sensitization campaigns against child labour in the informal economy, particularly in market places in the States of Ogun, Abeokuta, Abuja and Ibadan; and school-based awareness campaigns. The ILO–IPEC report also states that a baseline survey on child labour in artisanal and small-scale mining conducted in 2011 in seven states indicated an increasing involvement of children in these sectors. The Committee further notes that according to a report entitled, “the Twin Challenges of child labour and educational marginalization in the ECOWAS region” by Understanding Children’s Work, a joint ILO–UNICEF–World Bank interagency research cooperation project, among the ECOWAS countries, Nigeria has the largest number of 5–14 year olds in child labour with 10.5 million children involved in child labour. The Committee notes the measures taken by the Government. However, it notes with deep concern the large number of children under the minimum age for admission to employment who are working in Nigeria. The Committee urges the Government to strengthen its efforts to ensure the progressive elimination of child labour. It requests the Government to provide information on the manner in which the Convention is applied in practice, including, updated statistical data on the employment of children and young persons, especially regarding children working in the informal economy, as well as extracts from the reports of inspection services and information on the number and nature of violations detected and penalties applied. To the extent possible, this information should be disaggregated by age and sex.

The Committee expresses the hope that the Government will take into consideration the Committee’s comments while finalizing the Labour Standards Bill. It further expresses the firm hope that the revised Bill will be adopted in the near future. The Committee invites the Government to consider availing technical assistance from the ILO to bring its legislation into conformity with the Convention.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government. [The Government is asked to supply full particulars to the Conference at its 105th Session and to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]
Honduras

(Ratification: 1995)

The Committee notes the observations made by the Honduran National Business Council (COHEP), received on 28 August 2015, and supported by the International Organisation of Employers (IOE).

Articles 6 and 7 of the Convention. Appropriate consultation and participation procedures. The Committee notes the Government’s indication in its report that the National Plan of Action for Human Rights (2013) includes action to agree with indigenous and Afro-Honduran peoples on a participatory mechanism for the holding of prior, free and informed consultations on matters of interest to them. Such action is under the direct responsibility of the Secretariat of State for the Departments of Energy, Natural Resources, the Environment and Mining (MiAmbiente). The Government adds that the Misquito people has a prior consultation procedure which has already been used in cases relating to land title and the management of natural resources. The COHEP indicates that indigenous peoples are consulted through open consultations, as no type of consultation exists as provided for in the Convention. The COHEP also considers that the Convention has been badly interpreted by state officials and by some leaders of indigenous peoples, who tend to consider that consultation is of a binding nature and that it includes the right of veto. The COHEP reiterates the need to adopt national legislation on prior consultation establishing the rights and obligations of all the parties. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on existing initiatives for the establishment of appropriate procedures for the consultation and participation required by the Convention.

Article 14. Lands. The Committee notes with interest the detailed information provided by the Government concerning the titles to lands granted between 2012 and 2015 for the benefit of the Lenca, Chorti, Misquito and Garifuna peoples. Land title was issued during this period for a total surface area of 1,032,793.18 hectares. The Government places emphasis on the inter-community land title process for the Misquito people which benefited from the mediation of the Moskita Asla Takanka (MASTA) organization. Within the context of that process, the National Agrarian Institute issued ten inter-community land titles, benefiting 9,459 families in 175 communities. The Committee requests the Government to continue providing information on the progress made in the process of regularizing and issuing land title, with an indication of the surface of the lands for which indigenous peoples have lodged claims and the surface covered by the land titles issued.

Article 15. Natural resources. The Committee notes the Government’s indication that programmes have been promoted for the sustainable management of natural resources. With regard to the project for the construction of a hydroelectric dam in the middle reaches of the Pataca river (the Pataca III hydroelectric project), the Government indicates that the project has been delayed by lack of financing and by reason of the expropriation of lands in which the Tawahka and Misquito peoples are present. Nevertheless, the Government refers to the possibility of its reactivation. The Committee notes the consultations held with the Misquito and Garifuna peoples concerning a hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation contract. The Government also provides information on the General Bill on biodiversity, which recognizes indigenous participation mechanisms. The Committee further notes the establishment of the Indigenous and Afro-Honduran Round Table on Climate Change (MIACC) negotiation mechanism in the context of the development of a national strategy for the Programme on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+). In its previous observation, the Committee noted the call by the Lenca Indigenous Movement of Honduras (MILH), included in the Government’s report, for compliance with Article 15(1) and (2) of the Convention whenever hydroelectric or mining projects are undertaken. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on the manner in which consultations have been held with the peoples concerned prior to undertaking or authorizing any programme for the exploration or exploitation of the resources pertaining to their lands. The Committee also requests the Government to indicate the manner in which the participation of indigenous communities is ensured in the benefits accruing from activities for the exploitation of the natural resources pertaining to their lands.

Mining. The Committee notes the indication by the COHEP that none of the members of the National Association of Metal Mines of Honduras (ANAMIMH) are developing mining projects within the framework of the new legislation. The Committee recalls that the General Mining Act, as amended in 2013, provides in section 50 that the granting of mining concessions may not prejudice the guarantee of private property and property belonging to municipal authorities set out in the Constitution of the Republic and further developed in the Civil Code and in international treaties on indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples, with particular reference to Convention No. 169 and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The Committee requests the Government to provide information on the application of the General Mining Act and on the procedures established to ensure the right to consultation if the interests of indigenous peoples are likely to be prejudiced.

Articles 20, 24 and 25. Protection of the rights of the Misquito people. With reference to the concern expressed by the Committee in relation to the conditions of employment, social security and health of Misquito divers, the Government indicates that the National Plan of Action on Human Rights (2013) provides that measures shall be taken to guarantee that employers provide compensation to victims of dive-fishing and their family members. The Government has provided information on the activities carried out in the context of the Inter-institutional Commission to Address and Prevent the Problem of Dive-fishing (CIAPEB) and on the action taken to improve supervision of this activity and reinforce inspection of dive-fishing vessels. The Government has sent a document published in December 2013 containing a proposal for training to address the obstacles limiting the access to justice of disabled and active divers which emphasizes, among other problems, that the working conditions of divers are informal, they do not have employment contracts, they start working without appropriate training and they are not subject to examinations of their fitness for diving. The Committee requests the Government to continue providing information on the impact of the measures adopted to ensure effective protection in relation to conditions of employment and contracts, and adequate labour inspection of dive-fishing. Please also provide information on the coverage of Misquito divers by the social security system and the health services available to them to treat employment injuries and occupational diseases. Please also indicate the manner in which the cooperation of the Misquito people has been ensured in the planning and administration of health services.

The Committee is raising other matters in a request addressed directly to the Government.
Madagascar

(Ratification: 2001)

The Committee notes the observations of the Christian Confederation of Malagasy Trade Unions (SEKRIMA), which were received on 17 September 2013.

*Articles 3(b) and 7(1) of the Convention. Worst forms of child labour; sanctions. Child prostitution.* In its previous comments, the Committee noted that section 13 of Decree No. 2007-563 of 3 July 2007 concerning child labour categorically prohibits the procuring, use, offering or employment of children of either sex for prostitution. The Committee noted that section 261 of the Labour Code and sections 354–357 of the Penal Code, which are referred to in Decree No. 2007-563, establish effective and dissuasive sanctions for offences including the procuring or offering of a child for prostitution. However, the Committee observed that, according to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), child prostitution and sex tourism are on the increase in the country, notwithstanding the low number of investigations into and prosecutions for child prostitution.

The Committee notes the observations of SEKRIMA stating that the number of girls under the age of majority, some as young as 12 years old, engaged in prostitution is increasing, especially in the cities. SEKRIMA indicates that 50 per cent of prostitutes in the capital Antananarivo are minors, and 47 per cent engage in prostitution because of their precarious situation. Some 40 per cent of these girls are reportedly the victims of assault, sexual violence and gang rape, while 80 per cent prefer not to turn to the authorities for fear of reprisals. SEKRIMA also states that despite the law punishing sex tourism, child prostitution is still nowhere near being eliminated.

The Committee notes the Government's indication that it has strengthened the capacity of 120 entities engaged in tourism in Nosy Be and 35 in Tuléar with regard to sexual exploitation for commercial purposes. However, the Committee notes that there is no information on the number of investigations, prosecutions and convictions of perpetrators of commercial sexual exploitation. The Committee notes that the CRC, in its concluding observations of 2015 relating to the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography (CRC/C/OPSC/MDG/CO/1), expressed deep concern that child sex tourism is growing and that the measures taken by the Government to combat this phenomenon are insufficient (paragraph 27). The CRC also expressed concern at the fact that thousands of children are victims of sexual exploitation for commercial purposes, of trafficking for domestic servitude and sexual exploitation, and that the number of prosecutions and convictions for offences covered by the Optional Protocol is extremely low, a situation that fosters impunity (paragraph 31). The Committee also observes that, according to the 2013 report of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography (A/HRC/25/48/Add.2, paragraph 10), child prostitution in Madagascar has reached alarming levels and affects the whole country, particularly urban and mining areas and tourist resorts. The Committee therefore expresses its deep concern at the large number of Malagasy girls under 18 years of age who are engaged in prostitution, particularly in the form of sex tourism, and also at the lack of prosecutions and convictions of perpetrators. The Committee therefore urges the Government to take the necessary steps to ensure that persons suspected of procuring, using, offering or employing children for prostitution are thoroughly investigated and robustly prosecuted and that penalties constituting an effective deterrent are imposed on them. It requests the Government to provide statistical information on the number and nature of violations reported, investigations, prosecutions, convictions and criminal penalties imposed in this respect.

*Clause (d). Hazardous work. Children working in mines and quarries.* In its previous comments, the Committee noted the observations of the General Confederation of Workers' Unions of Madagascar (CGSTM) stating that children are working in precarious and often dangerous conditions in the Ilakaka mines and in stone quarries. The CGSTM also indicated that the worst forms of child labour are to be found in the informal sector and rural areas, which the labour administration is unable to cover.

The Committee notes that, according to the 2013 report of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery (A/HRC/24/43/Add.2, paragraphs 44–60), the work carried out by children in mines and quarries qualifies as a contemporary form of slavery owing to the debt bondage, forced labour and economic exploitation of those concerned, particularly unaccompanied children working in artisanal mining and quarries. The Committee notes that children work from five to ten hours a day, they take care of the transportation of blocks of stone or water and some boys dig mining holes 1 metre in circumference and between 15 and 50 metres deep, while others go down the holes to collect the earth. The children start working with their parents from 5 years of age while unaccompanied children start at 12 years of age. Furthermore, in stone quarries on the outskirts of the major towns, children between 3 and 7 years of age, often working in family groups, break stones and carry baskets of stones or bricks on their heads, working an average of 47 hours a week in cases where they do not attend school. Conditions are unsanitary and hygiene is poor. All the children are also exposed to physical and sexual violence and to serious health hazards, particularly because of contamination of the water, the instability of mining holes and the collapse of tunnels. Noting with concern the situation of children working in mines and quarries, the Committee urges the Government to take the necessary steps to ensure that no children under 18 years of age can be engaged in work which is likely to harm their health, safety or morals. It requests the Government to provide information on the progress made in this respect and the results achieved.

*Article 7(2). Effective and time-bound measures. Clause (d). Children at special risk. Street children.* In its previous comments, the Committee noted the Government's indication that the Ministry of Labour and Social Legislation (MTLS) was continuing its programme of school enrolment and training for street children in the context of the Public Investment Programme for Social Action (PIP). It noted the CGSTM's allegation that the number of street children has increased in recent years and that the action taken by the Government to help them was still minimal. In reply, the Government indicated that the programmes financed under the PIP aim to remove 40 children per year from the worst forms of child labour, or 120 children over three years.

The Committee notes the information supplied by the Government to the effect that the implementation of the PIP programmes has enabled 40 children per year to be withdrawn from the worst forms of child labour. However, the Committee notes that, according to the 2013 report on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography (A/HRC/25/48/Add.2, paragraph 36), although there are no specific data on the actual number of street children in Madagascar, the Special Rapporteur nevertheless witnessed the scale of the problem and quotes an estimated figure of about 4,500 street children in the capital Antananarivo. The Committee further notes that, in the 2014 UNICEF analysis of the situation of mothers and children in Madagascar, referred to a 2012 survey of 950 street children in Antananarivo, which
indicated that most of these children are boys (63 per cent) who live from begging or garbage picking. According to the UNICEF report, girls living on the streets frequently become victims of sexual exploitation in meeting their subsistence needs or as a result of pressure from third parties. Others are engaged in domestic work, swelling the ranks of exploited child workers (page 110). Noting with concern the growing number of street children, the Committee requests the Government to take effective and time-bound measures to ensure the targeted implementation of the PIP programmes, and requests it to intensify its efforts to ensure that street children are protected from the worst forms of child labour, and are rehabilitated and integrated in society. It once again requests the Government to provide information on the results achieved in this respect.

Application in practice. The Committee previously noted the detailed results of the 2007 National Survey on Child Labour (ENTE), according to which more than one in four Malagasy children between 5 and 17 years of age (28 per cent) are economically active, namely 1,870,000 children.

The Committee notes the Government’s indications that a National Survey of Employment and the Informal Sector (ENEMPSI 2012), including statistics on child labour, was carried out with the support of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the ILO. The survey shows that 27.5 per cent of children are working, namely 2,030,000, of whom 30 per cent live in rural areas and 18 per cent in urban areas. Most children work in agriculture and fishing (88 per cent). Children working in urban areas are engaged in domestic work (10 per cent) and commerce (11 per cent). Moreover, 91 per cent of child workers have the status of an unpaid family helper. The ENEMPSI also indicates that 81 per cent of child workers between 5 and 17 years of age are engaged in hazardous work, namely 1,653,000 children. Agriculture, livestock farming and fishing account for the majority of children’s work (89 per cent) and more than six out of ten working children have reported health problems resulting from their work in the last 12 months. The Committee also notes that a baseline study of child domestic labour covering three regions was conducted in 2012. The study reveals that child domestic labour is often a feature of the lives of poor rural families, who send their children to urban areas in response to their precarious situation. Child domestic workers may be forced to work up to 15 hours per day, most of them receive no wages, the latter being paid directly to their parents, in some cases they sleep on the floor and many are victims of psychological, physical or sexual violence. The Committee further notes that, according to the 2013 report on contemporary forms of slavery (A/HRC/24/43/Add.2, paragraph 81), the Special Rapporteur observed girls as young as 10 years of age working in slavery-like conditions. The Committee expresses its deep concern at the situation and number of children under 18 years old forced to perform hazardous work. It urges the Government to intensify its efforts to eliminate these worst forms of child labour and requests it to continue providing information on any progress made in this respect and on the results achieved. The Committee also requests the Government to continue providing information on the worst forms of child labour including, for example, studies and statistical surveys on the subject and information on the nature, extent and trends of the worst forms of child labour, the number of children covered by the measures giving effect to the Convention, the number and nature of violations reported, investigations, prosecutions, convictions and criminal penalties applied. All information provided should, as far as possible, be disaggregated by age and sex.

The Committee is raising other points in a request addressed directly to the Government.

[The Government is asked to supply full particulars to the Conference at its 105th Session and to reply in detail to the present comments in 2016.]
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16 Part II/2
A. DISCUSSION OF CASES OF SERIOUS FAILURE BY MEMBER STATES TO RESPECT THEIR REPORTING OR OTHER STANDARDS-RELATED OBLIGATIONS, INCLUDING SUBMISSION TO THE COMPETENT AUTHORITIES OF THE INSTRUMENTS ADOPTED BY THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE

The Employer members recalled that non-observance by member States of their constitutional reporting obligations constituted a serious failure. While ratification of international labour standards was important, it was equally crucial for member States to comply with their reporting obligations. If a State did not have sufficient resources to comply with the obligation to report, it was recommended that it reconsider whether ratification of a particular instrument was appropriate. Since the ILO supervisory system was largely based on self-reporting, the failure of some member States to submit reports placed greater scrutiny on member States that did comply with their obligation to report. The Employer members expressed the hope that member States would take their reporting obligations seriously, as the ILO supervisory system could not function without the timely submission of reports. Recalling that only 69 per cent of member States had provided the requested reports this year, the Employer members highlighted the importance of technical assistance and capacitybuilding, including in the pre-ratification process. Emphasizing the need to keep the body of international labour standards up-to-date, they referred to the Standards Review Mechanism, which was considered an opportunity to identify labour standards that were no longer relevant and to give more visibility to up-to-date and relevant standards.

The Worker members expressed concern at the serious failures recorded in the report of the Committee of Experts. The governance of the supervisory system placed the obligation on member States to comply with the constitutional provisions, and particularly articles 22 and 35. Too many countries had not provided a report for over five years. Moreover, the information requested was only useful if it was supplied within the time limits, and the procedures for sending reminders should be reviewed. The Office needed to ensure that countries encountering difficulties benefited from technical cooperation so that they could fulfil their obligations. The failures reported were often an indication of worrying situations. With regard to the obligation of submission of instruments to the competent authorities, there was a significant lack of goodwill, which needed to be addressed. It was time to adopt a sterner tone towards countries which persisted in ignoring their constitutional obligations.

A Government representative of Angola said that his Government had responded to most of the comments made by the Committee of Experts, except for three pending issues, on which information would be submitted to the Committee in due course. Regarding the submission of ILO instruments to the Parliament, he indicated that the process was under consideration by the relevant ministerial departments.

A Government representative of Côte d’Ivoire said that in April 2014 the Minister of Employment and Social Protection had sent the Government a large number of instruments that the International Labour Conference had adopted between 1996 and 2014 for submission to the National Assembly. However, the authority responsible for the transmission of the instruments still had to be determined. The Minister of Employment and Social Protection had been designated as the responsible authority on 25 May 2016, and it should be possible to submit the 33 remaining instruments to the competent authority before the end of July 2016.

A Government representative of the Democratic Republic of Congo assured the Committee that the information and reports that had been requested would be submitted before the end of the session.

A Government representative of El Salvador said that the process was under way to comply with the reporting requirements. The Government hoped, thanks to the technical advice and cooperation of the Office, to be able to draft a protocol on institutional competencies so as to have greater clarity on the procedure to be followed, and to move forward with the submission of the outstanding reports. She added that the Government had transmitted the request to ratify the Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189), and the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 (MLC, 2006), to the Legislative Assembly.

A Government representative of Ghana said that his Government was very responsive to its ILO reporting obligations, and that the instruments would be submitted to the competent authority as soon as the delegation had returned to the capital.

A Government representative of Guinea said that the failure to send reports was due to the 2010 post-electoral crisis, the difficulties in establishing the National Assembly and the Ebola epidemic. They would be provided before the end of the year.

A Government representative of Iraq indicated that the new Law No. 35/2015 had enabled the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs to transmit the instruments to the Council of Ministers, and subsequently Parliament. Due to terrorism, it had not been possible to submit the instruments in time, but it should be possible to conclude the submission procedure before the end of the year.

A Government representative of Jamaica conveyed the deep regrets of her Government for its failure to comply with the submission obligation, which was due to the holding of general elections and the need to pass urgent legislation mandated by the International Monetary Fund Extended Fund Facility. The Cabinet had now approved the submission to Parliament of the instruments adopted at the 92nd, 95th, 96th, 99th, 100th, 101st and 103rd Sessions of the International Labour Conference and the corresponding Ministry Paper would soon be tabled.

A Government representative of Kuwait said that the instruments had been transmitted to the competent authorities in his country in order to finalize the submission procedure. The Government would fulfil its obligations regarding the presentation of reports in the near future.

A Government representative of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic indicated that difficulties in reporting were due to the limited capacities of the administration, which needed technical assistance and advice from the Office.

A Government representative of Lebanon explained that the Ministry of Labour had had to deal with the influx of Syrian refugees, as well as with explosions close to its premises which had paralysed its activities. Lebanon had had no President for more than two years and Parliament
had suspended its work. The comments of the Committee of Experts had been examined even so, although the majority had not been translated into Arabic, which would have been desirable to facilitate their transmission to the social partners and competent authorities. Many reports had been finalized in recent days and would be sent to the Office as soon as possible.

A Government member of Libya said that the well-known situation in his country was responsible for the backlog in the execution of its obligations under article 19 of the Constitution. Despite that situation, Libya had transmitted four reports. Reports on nine Conventions had been prepared, but had not arrived at the ILO due to the electricity cuts in Libya, which had lasted several months. With regard to submission, instruments had been transmitted to the relevant ministries for examination prior to their submission to the competent authority, which still had to be determined between the National Conference and the Presidential Council. In a context epitomized by the fight against Da’esh terrorism, his country was committed to sparing no efforts to respect its constitutional obligations. For this purpose, the Council of Ministers had established a commission to prepare reports and replies to the comments of the Committee of Experts.

A Government representative of Nepal indicated that her Government had prepared replies to the comments of the Committee of Experts and that the reports would soon be forwarded.

A Government representative of Nigeria assured the Committee that her Government had endeavoured since 2011 to submit the backlog of reports due and intended to continue improving compliance with its reporting obligations. In relation to the reports due for the preparation of the General Survey, she recalled that Nigeria had ratified the Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97), and that the report requested had been sent in September 2015.

A Government representative of Rwanda said that his Government was responsive to its reporting obligations and had submitted the seven reports requested. Turning to the question of unratified Conventions, he indicated that national consultations carried out since February 2014 had led to an agreement between government institutions, employers’ organizations, trade unions and the civil society on the initiation of the ratification process for the Tripartite Consultation (International Labour Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 144), the Labour Administration Convention, 1978 (No. 150), the Collective Bargaining Convention, 1981 (No. 154), the Occupational Safety and Health Convention, 1981 (No. 155), the Private Employment Agencies Convention, 1997 (No. 181), and the Promotional Framework for Occupational Safety and Health Convention, 2006 (No. 187). A request for the ratification of these instruments had been made to the Prime Minister’s Office. With regard to the failure to submit instruments to the competent national authorities, he said that a letter had been addressed to the Prime Minister’s Office requesting submission of all Recommendations, Conventions and Protocols adopted by the Conference from 1993 to 2012 to Parliament for information.

A Government representative of Kazakhstan assured the Committee that all the information requested would soon be supplied in reply to the requests of the Committee of Experts.

A Government representative of Sudan indicated that her country was committed to complying with its constitutional obligation to submit instruments to the competent authority in accordance with article 19. The Ministry of Labour had submitted a report on the matter to the Council of Ministers, which had forwarded it to Parliament. Moreover, her country was currently finalizing the ratification of the Part-Time Work Convention, 1994 (No. 175), and the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 (MLC, 2006).

A Government representative of Zambia said that his Government would endeavour to provide the requested reports and reaffirmed the Government’s assurance of its highest commitment to its obligations to the ILO.

The Employer members expressed appreciation for the comments provided, but were troubled by the number of governments which encountered reporting difficulties and were not present during the Conference to discuss them. They urged governments to avail themselves of the technical cooperation of the Office in this regard and urged all governments to report as required by the ILO Constitution.

The Worker members thanked the governments present for the replies they had given during the discussion of cases of serious failure. Noting, however, the concern that certain governments had failed to provide information, they recalled that it was important for those governments to request technical assistance from the Office and to double their efforts to meet their constitutional obligations, so that the monitoring system could function effectively.

Conclusions

Concerning the failure to supply reports for the past two or more years on the application of ratified Conventions

The Committee expresses the firm hope that the Governments of Afghanistan, Belize, Burundi, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Dominica, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Saint Lucia, Sierra Leone, Somalia and Tuvalu will supply the reports due as soon as possible, and decides to note those cases in the corresponding paragraph of its General Report.

Concerning the failure to supply first reports on the application of ratified Conventions

The Committee recalls the particular importance of supplying first reports on the application of ratified Conventions.

The Committee expresses the firm hope that the Governments of Afghanistan, Equatorial Guinea, Kiribati, Luxembourg and Tuvalu will supply the first reports due as soon as possible, and decides to note these cases in the corresponding paragraph of its General Report.

Concerning the failure to supply information in reply to comments made by the Committee of Experts

The Committee underlines the fundamental importance of clear and complete information in response to the comments of the Committee of Experts to permit a continued dialogue with the Governments concerned.

The Committee expresses the firm hope that the Governments of Afghanistan, Belize, Burundi, Central African Republic, Comoros, Congo, Croatia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Dominica, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Kyrgyzstan, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Lebanon, Malta, Montenegro, Nepal, Papua New Guinea, Saint Lucia, San Marino, Sierra Leone,
Solomon Islands, Timor-Leste, Trinidad and Tobago, United Kingdom (Anguilla) and Yemen will supply the requested information in the future, and decides to note these cases in the corresponding paragraph of its General Report.

Concerning the failure to supply reports for the past five years on unratified Conventions and Recommendations

The Committee stresses the importance it attaches to the constitutional obligation to supply reports on non-ratified Conventions and Recommendations.

The Committee expresses the firm hope that the Governments of Armenia, Burundi, Comoros, Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Ghana, Grenada, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Kiribati, Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Marshall Islands, Nigeria, Rwanda, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, San Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Somalia, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Yemen and Zambia will comply with their obligation to supply reports on non-ratified Conventions and Recommendations in the future. The Committee decides to note these cases in the corresponding paragraph of its General Report.

Concerning the failure to submit instruments adopted by the Conference to the competent authorities

The Committee recalls that compliance with the obligation to submit Conventions, Recommendations and Protocols to national competent authorities is a requirement of the highest importance in ensuring the effectiveness of the Organization’s standards-related activities.

The Committee expresses the firm hope that the Governments of Angola, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Dominica, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Guinea, Haiti, Iraq, Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Libya, Mozambique, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Rwanda, Saint Lucia, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, Somalia, Sudan and Vanuatu will comply with their obligation to submit Conventions, Recommendations and Protocols to the competent authorities in the future. The Committee decides to note these cases in the corresponding paragraph of its General Report.

Overall, the Committee expresses deep concern at the large number of cases of failure by member States to respect their reporting and other standards-related obligations. The Committee recalls that Governments could request technical assistance from the Office to overcome their difficulties in this respect.
The Committee on the Application of Standards (CAS) has adopted short, clear and straightforward conclusions. Conclusions identify what is expected from governments to apply ratified Conventions in a clear and unambiguous way. Conclusions reflect concrete steps to address compliance issues. Conclusions should be read with the full minutes of the discussion of an individual case. Conclusions will no longer repeat elements of the discussion or reiterate government declarations which can be found in the opening and closing of the discussion set out in the Record of Proceedings. The CAS has adopted conclusions on the basis of consensus. The CAS has only reached conclusions that fall within the scope of the Convention being examined. If the Workers, Employers and/or Governments had divergent views, this has been reflected in the CAS Record of Proceedings, not in the conclusions.

Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29)

**BELARUS** (ratification: 1956)

The Government provided the following written information:

Belarus has staunchly and consistently supported the prohibition and eradication of forced labour. The prohibition of the use of forced labour is enshrined in the country’s most important legislative instruments. Article 41 of the Constitution prohibits forced labour, with the exception of work or services required under a court ruling or in accordance with the Law on Emergencies and Military Status. The prohibition of forced labour is also covered in article 13 of the Labour Code, which defines forced labour as work which a worker is required to perform subject to the threat of violence, which includes: means of political leverage or indoctrination or punishment for the expression of political views or ideological beliefs contrary to the established political, social or economic system; methods for mobilizing and exploiting the workforce for the needs of economic development; means of promoting workplace discipline; means of punishing people for their participation in strikes. However, the following are not deemed to be instances of forced labour: work performed as a result of a legally valid court ruling under the supervision of the authorities responsible for upholding the law governing the execution of court rulings; work to be carried out as a consequence of legislation on military service or emergency situations.

Convention No. 29 was one of the first to be ratified by Belarus immediately after it became a member of the International Labour Organization (ILO). The Convention entered into force for Belarus on 21 August 1956. In line with its obligations under article 22 of the ILO Constitution, Belarus regularly reports on legislation and its application to the Committee of Experts. Before this year, Belarus had not received any comments from the Committee of Experts regarding Convention No. 29. 2016 is the first year in which Belarus has received comments from the Committee of Experts regarding Convention No. 29, and the first in which Belarus has been included in the list of countries for examination of that Convention by the Conference Committee on the Application of Standards. The Government has paid great attention to the comments made by the Committee of Experts. It has analysed all of the regulatory instruments referred to by the Committee of Experts, including the aims and purposes of adopting the instruments and the practice of applying them, with the aim of harmonizing the provisions of those instruments with the requirements of Convention No. 29. As a result of this work, taking into account the position of the Committee of Experts with regard to Presidential Decree No. 9 of 7 December 2012 on supplementary measures for the development of the wood processing industry, the decision was taken to start to repeal Decree No. 9. That decision has now been implemented. Presidential Decree No. 182 of 27 May 2016 has been adopted, which makes Decree No. 9 invalid.

The Government considers that the remaining three regulatory instruments mentioned by the Committee of Experts are not at variance with the provisions of Convention No. 29. Presidential Decree No. 18 on supplementary measures for state protection of children from dysfunctional families was adopted on 24 November 2006. One of the most sensitive issues in any society is the situation of children from dysfunctional families and families in which parents lead an anti-social way of life, are alcoholics or drug addicts. Unfortunately, the critical issue regarding children whose parents are alcohol abusers, drug addicts or substance abusers is often not simply their regular diet or attendance at school, but their very survival and the maintenance of their life and health. Broad public discussion was held prior to the adoption of Decree No. 18. Many Belarusian citizens have requested the State and society to play a more active role in tackling this important social issue. According to Decree No. 18, children are in a socially vulnerable situation if parents or a biological parent lead an immoral way of life that is harmful to the children, or if they are chronic alcoholics or drug addicts, or in some other way are unable to perform properly their obligations to raise and maintain children. These children are subject to state protection and are placed in state childcare facilities. The Decree defines a system by which state bodies may identify dysfunctional families and take decisions to place children in childcare facilities. Decree No. 18 focuses on working with parents. It is important to enable parents from dysfunctional families to turn away from their anti-social and, often immoral, way of life. This is the only way in which the children can return to their biological families. However, many of these parents do not have work. Many of them lost their occupational skills long ago. It is extremely complicated for them to find work independently, because employers are not interested in workers of this kind. Decree No. 18 therefore provides for a work placement mechanism for parents from dysfunctional families whose children have been placed in state childcare facilities following a court order. Job placements are arranged at workplaces defined in coordination with the local authorities. Since, in accordance with Decree No. 18, a portion of the citizen’s wage is deducted to compensate for the expenses associated with maintaining their children, one of the conditions
in the selection of a workplace is that the wage level is sufficiently high. At the same time, if parents whose children have been placed in state childcare facilities have a job or find themselves work independently and can cover the costs of maintaining the child, no court decision is required. The main purpose of Decree No. 18 is to improve family situations so that children can safely return to their parents. During the time that Decree No. 18 has been in force (between 2007 and 2015), a total of 33,832 children have been recognized as needing state support, of which 19,162 children (more than 58 per cent) have been returned to their families and their parents. The Act of 4 January 2010 on the procedure and modalities for the transfer of citizens to medical labour centres and the conditions of their stay governs issues related to the transfer of citizens suffering from chronic alcoholism, drug addiction or substance abuse to medical labour centres. Not all individuals experiencing these problems may be transferred to medical labour centres, but only those who have repeatedly, three times or more in the course of a year, disturbed public order and been found in a state of intoxication from alcohol or caused by the use of drugs or other intoxicating substances. One further condition is that the individuals have already been warned about the possibility of returning to the centre if they commit further violations, but have nevertheless committed administrative offences for similar violations within a year of that warning. In addition, citizens may be sent to medical labour centres if they if they are obliged to compensate the child-rearing expenses incurred by the State and have violated work regulations during the year through alcohol or other substance abuse, and have furthermore been warned of the possibility of being sent to the centre, and yet have reoffended within a year of that warning. Citizens are sent to medical labour centres for a period of 12 months following a court ruling. The court may decide to extend the period of time spent in the centres or to curtail it by up to six months. Citizens placed in medical labour centres are required to undergo a medical examination to establish whether they suffer from chronic alcoholism, drug addiction, substance abuse or have any illness which might disrupt their stay in the centre. Citizens are placed in medical labour centres so that social and medical rehabilitation measures may be used in relation to them, including the provision of medicine and of medical and psychological assistance. For citizens who lead an anti-social way of life, one of the most important avenues to ensuring their social rehabilitation is through work. Under the Act, measures for medical and social reintegration also include career guidance, vocational training, retraining, the acquisition of additional qualifications and work. Finding work for citizens in medical labour centres depends on their age, fitness for work, state of health, specialization and qualifications. They are paid and granted leave from work and welfare-related forms of leave in accordance with labour law. The Act includes a provision on the possibility of using incentives for those who conscientiously fulfil obligations required of them, show initiative in their work or mastery of their profession; it also provides for disciplinary action for the refusal to accept work or the decision to discontinue it. The possibility of applying punitive measures is necessary to ensure that the provisions of the Act are enforced in practice. Taking into consideration the population category of individuals sent to medical labour centres and their social and behavioural attitudes, it is practically impossible to carry out the social reintegration programme without specific restrictive measures. The Act has been considered by the Constitutional Court of Belarus as part of initial mandatory checks. In a decision of 24 December 2009, the Constitutional Court reached the conclusion that the Act was in line with the Constitution of Belarus with regard to the content of provisions, its form and the method of its adoption. The Constitutional Court in particular deemed that arranging work for citizens sent to medical labour centres on the basis of a court decision was legally justified, since work constitutes one of the means for the social and medical reintegration of citizens, alongside medical and other measures.

The main purpose of Presidential Decree No. 3 of 2 April on the prevention of dependency on social aid is to enable Belarusian citizens to fulfill their constitutional obligation to contribute to the financing of government expenditure. The social dimension is given great emphasis in the state policy of Belarus. The State spends considerable sums on supporting and developing the social infrastructure and many key services are provided to Belarusian inhabitants free of charge, such as education and health services. Belarusian inhabitants pay a significantly lower real price for public transport services and municipal utilities. Each year, some 50 per cent of the country’s consolidated budget is spent on social goals. Obviously, the availability of funds and the possibility of achieving these high social standards depend on the common input of all Belarusian inhabitants. However, in recent years, a fairly large number of people have been recorded in reality as having considerable income flows which they conceal using various underhand schemes. Many of these citizens say that they do not work anywhere at all and have no income and therefore do not pay any taxes. At the same time, they are fully entitled to services provided by the State, including those which are free of charge. To make the situation fairer, Decree No. 3 compels all persons of working age who have been in Belarus for more than six months during the calendar year to contribute to the financing of government expenditure. This contribution may be through the citizen carrying out work on an employment or civil law contract, or any other activity which provides for the receipt of legal earnings. In this case, taxes are levied on the earnings accordingly. Citizens who do not carry out an income-earning activity and do not pay taxes are required to pay an annual levy to the tax authorities equal to the sum of 20 times the base reference value. In 2016, the base reference value was 210,000 Belarusian rubles, and the annual levy was therefore 4,200,000 Belarusian rubles. This is equivalent to approximately US$200. Decree No. 3 does not provide for the compulsory labour of citizens, but deals with their financial contribution. Under Decree No. 3, it is taken into consideration that some citizens may perform independent, income-earning activities throughout the course of a year, or work on an employment contract only for a short period of time, that is, less than 183 days per year. The following procedures have been established for these cases: if the amount paid in taxes is over 20 times the base reference value, the citizen is exempt from paying the levy. However, if it totals less than 20 times the base reference value, the individual is required to pay the levy, although the figure
is reduced by the amount paid in taxes. The Decree establishes an exemption from paying the levy for population groups which may have difficulties earning income due to reasons beyond their control. These categories include: citizens registered as unemployed; persons with disabilities; and one of the parents of a family bringing up a child of up to seven years of age, a child with disabilities or three or more minors, and a number of other categories. Decree No. 3 covers working relations since 1 January 2015. The levy for 2015 must be paid no later than 1 July 2016. People who do not pay the levy themselves are sent a notification by the tax office by 1 October 2016 for payment of the levy by 15 November. Non-payment or partial payment of the levy results in a fine of two to four times the base reference value, or up to 15 days of administrative detention. The courts decide on the specific penalty. Under the provisions of Decree No. 3, citizens must perform community service during the period of the administrative detention.

In view of the above, the Government of Belarus emphasizes that the country’s regulatory and legal instruments do not contain elements of forced labour. They are designed to address socially significant tasks, such as the protection of children and the prevention of alcoholism, drug addiction and tax evasion.

In addition, before the Committee, a Government representative welcomed the opportunity to explain the position of her Government and referred to the information supplied in writing. She assured the Committee that her Government would pursue its cooperation with the ILO to fully apply the Convention.

The Employer members recalled the importance of the Convention and the obligations that it created for the ratifying States. Welcoming the Government’s detailed intervention, they noted the indication that national legislation prohibited forced labour and was fully in line with the Convention. Noting that this case had been designated as a double footnoted case by the Committee of Experts, thus deterring its serious nature, the Employer members recalled in detail the observations made by the Committee of Experts on the specific provisions under its examination. With regard to Presidential Decree No. 9 of 7 December 2012 on additional measures for the development of the wood industry, the Employer members understood that the Government had repealed section 1.2 of the Decree through Presidential Decree No. 182 and urged the Government to provide detailed and up-to-date information to the Office on this Decree. They noted positively this development, as well as the Government’s indication that it would continue to cooperate with the ILO regarding the implementation of Presidential Decree No. 182. Turning to the question of Presidential Decree No. 3 of 2 April 2013 on the prevention of dependency on social aid, the Employer members expressed appreciation of the careful balance struck between, on the one hand, the Government’s obligation with respect to social action, education, health care and transportation, most of which was provided to its citizens free of charge or at less than the actual cost and, on the other hand, the necessity of labour taxes paid by workers to support the system. They encouraged the Government to provide the Committee of Experts with information on how the Decree was enforced and on the individuals affected by the Decree, so that it could include this additional information in its observations and the Conference Committee could consider this information in relation to its assessment of the application of the Convention in law and practice. They recalled that, by virtue of ratification, the Government had an obligation to suppress the use of forced labour in all areas in both law and practice.

Concerning Law No. 104-3 of 4 January 2010 on the procedures and modalities for the transfer of citizens to medical labour centres and the conditions of their stay, the Employer members noted the Government’s indication that work was one of the measures through which individuals were reintegrated into society and that career guidance and skills training were provided to them. They requested further information on the nature of the administrative charges filed and on court decisions regarding these issues. They therefore encouraged the Government to provide the Committee of Experts with additional information, including on the status of court decisions that could result in an individual being sent to a medical labour centre and might involve an obligation to work during that period, as well as on the enforcement of these rules and the number of persons affected. Recalling Article 2(2) of the Convention, the Employer members considered that the issues needed to be examined more closely with more information provided by the Government. In relation to Presidential Decree No. 18 of 24 November 2006 on supplementary measures on state protection of children from “dysfunctional families”, the Employer members noted the Government’s explanation that the Decree had been a result of a broad civil process aimed at attempting to solve the social problem and that work placement was a component of the civil process. They also considered that additional information was required from the Government on the issues raised by the Committee of Experts in order to more fully assess situations in which persons were forced to work under the Presidential Decree and to better assess the application of the Convention in both law and practice. The Employer members recalled that, having ratified the Convention, Belarus was under the obligation to ensure that it suppressed the use of forced labour in law and practice and that the Government did not create legal mechanisms by which the State could exact forced labour from its citizens. They encouraged the Government to review all the facets of its national law and practice in order to assess whether these provisions created situations in which forced labour was permitted or required in the country and to work closely with the ILO to ensure full compliance with the Convention in both law and practice.

The Worker members observed that, according to the Committee of Experts, certain new provisions introduced in the national legislation could lead to situations amounting to forced labour. Presidential Decree No. 29 of 1999 had ordered the conversion of all employment contracts into fixed-term contracts and repealed the provision of the Labour Code prohibiting the conclusion of temporary contracts for permanent posts. A form of modern bondage had been introduced, as a temporary employment contract did not allow workers to leave their job before the end of the contract, except in the event of illness or inability to perform the work concerned, or in the event of a violation of labour law or collective agreements by the employer, or for other valid reasons that were not specified. Not only did the Government have no intention of amending the existing legal system, but it also continued to introduce new forms of
exploitation. The Belarusian Congress of Democratic Trade Unions (BKDP) and certain human rights activists had protested against these “innovations”, which in fact consisted of the restoration of practices dating from the Soviet era. In its report *Forced labour and the pervasive violation of workers’ rights in Belarus*, the International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) provided a detailed examination of various forced labour practices. Decree No. 9 of 7 December 2012 suppressed in practice the right of workers in the wood processing industry to leave their employment freely. The Government indicated that the Decree had been repealed on the Friday before the beginning of the Conference. It was to be hoped that the Government would pursue its efforts to abolish forced labour in this sector in practice. Moreover, Presidential Decree No. 3 of 2 April 2015 on the prevention of dependency on social aid imposed an obligation on citizens who did not participate in the financing of Government expenditure for a year or participated in that funding for less than 183 days in the year, to pay an annual levy with a view to covering Government expenditure. Hence, the Decree applied in practice to thousands of people who did not have an income, without necessarily having an anti-social lifestyle, but who were unable to find decent jobs in their respective occupations. In this regard, an exception had been provided for citizens with disabilities, minors and men and women who had reached retirement age. The levy therefore had to be paid even by those who had chosen not to work, particularly for family reasons. Failure to pay the levy was punishable by a fine or administrative detention of up to 15 days. During the period of detention, citizens were obliged to carry out work in the public interest. Any person who refused to carry out work in the public interest was subject to additional coercive measures. Moreover, a period of detention did not release the person concerned from the obligation to pay the levy. Persons suffering from chronic alcoholism, drug addiction or substance abuse and who had faced administrative charges for committing administrative violations under the influence of alcohol, drugs or psychotropic, toxic or otherwise intoxicating substances could be sent to “medical labour centres” and be subject to compulsory labour or to imprisonment of up to ten days. This “rehabilitation” was applied to thousands of people (4,000 to 5,000 each year), who in reality needed medical or social assistance. There was virtually no public supervision of the medical labour centres or the working conditions in them, as they were closed institutions guarded by the police. Furthermore, it was reported that some of the centres had contracts with private sector companies for certain types of work. Confinement in the centres was decided by civil, not criminal, courts, so that the exception provided for by Article 2(1)(a) of Convention No. 29 did not apply. Presidential Decree No. 18 authorized the removal of children whose parents were leading “an immoral way of life”, or were chronic alcoholics or drug addicts, or in some other way unable to properly perform their obligations to raise and maintain children. The aim of the measures introduced by the Decree was to force persons deprived of their parental rights to be financially responsible for the education of their children under the threat of a penalty. Such persons were obliged to pay a monthly sum of money to compensate the Government for the care of their children in state childcare facilities. Those who did not pay or were unable to pay were subjected to compulsory labour by court ruling. Employers, the police and government bodies responsible for employment worked together to monitor attendance at work. Parents who avoided such work might be held criminally responsible and be sentenced to community service or corrective labour for a period of up to two years, or even to imprisonment for up to three years.

Further situations of forced labour had been revealed by human rights activists, including the situation of conscripts obliged to do work that was not purely of a military nature, not only in the public interest, but also for the private sector. Compulsory labour was also imposed on prison inmates; young graduates from public educational institutions were obliged to work for one or two years at the end of their studies; and all enterprises and workers could be called upon to participate in unpaid days of work (subbotniki). The Worker members fully endorsed the appeal made by the Committee of Experts inviting “the Government to take all the necessary measures to repeal or amend the provisions in its national legislation which could lead to situations amounting to forced labour”, bearing in mind the clear connection with the absence of freedom of association and forced labour. Forced Labour would not be brought to an end as long as workers were not fully able to exercise their right to organize.

The Employer member of Belarus wished to clarify the purpose of the legislative texts referred to by the Committee of Experts. The aim of the Presidential Decree on social dependency was to ensure a fair balance between those contributing to the State budget by paying taxes and those who claimed benefits without contributing. The Presidential Decree on the state protection of children organized the protection of children whose parents were unable to care for them. The law on medical labour centres provided for the medical and social rehabilitation of alcoholics and drug addicts. All these measures were taken for the purposes of social protection and could not be considered contrary to Convention No. 29. Furthermore, taking into account the position of the Committee of Experts, Presidential Decree No. 9 had been repealed.

The Worker member of Belarus pledged the full support of his organization to the ILO’s efforts to eliminate all forms of forced labour. Forced labour was prohibited in Belarus by both the Constitution and the Labour Code. Through its participation in social partnership, the Federation of Trade Unions contributed to the enforcement of labour rights and the analysis of the comments of the Committee of Experts had led to the repeal of Presidential Decree No. 9. Presidential Decree No. 3 gave effect to the constitutional obligation for all citizens to pay taxes. Many people worked in the grey or informal economy without paying taxes. The small contribution, which was less than 5 per cent of the average wage, required only from persons able to work did not in any way contravene Convention No. 29. Presidential Decree No. 18 aimed at protecting children’s rights by ensuring the social rehabilitation of their parents. It provided that such measures could only be decided by a court and was not therefore contrary to the Convention. Preventive medical-labour measures also required a court decision, which was in accordance with the Convention.
The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as well as the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Albania and Norway, said that the EU attached great importance to relations with Belarus and its people, as well as to improvements in respect for human rights, democracy and the rule of law in the country. Compliance with Convention No. 29 was essential in that respect. He noted with concern the observations of the Committee of Experts, which included references to the concluding observations of the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, as well as the report submitted by the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Belarus. The EU, in the same way as the Committee of Experts, called on the Government of Belarus to repeal or amend the provisions in its national legislation which could lead to situations amounting to forced labour. He welcomed the information received regarding the repeal by the Government of Belarus of Presidential Decree No. 9. The EU remained committed to its policy of critical engagement with Belarus and was ready to assist the country in meeting its obligations under the ILO’s fundamental Conventions.

The Government member of Turkmenistan commended the Government of Belarus for its efforts to implement the Convention and welcomed the enhanced provisions introduced in the national legislation to that end, as well as the intensification of cooperation with the ILO. In view of these positive developments, the issue of application of Convention No. 29 in Belarus should be removed from the agenda of the Committee.

An observer representing the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) recalled that the Conference Committee had repeatedly discussed the situation of freedom of association in Belarus. This case concerning Convention No. 29 amounted to an escalation in the violation of workers’ rights. Presidential Decrees Nos 3, 5, 9 and 29 aimed at imposing labour discipline by instilling a culture of fear among workers. The worst example was Decree No. 3, under which the unemployed were considered guilty rather than deserving of assistance, in a context in which unemployment stood at 37 per cent and unemployment benefits were as low as US$13. Decree No. 29 appeared to impose the norm of temporary labour contracts on all workers. When included in the Labour Code, the provisions of Decree No. 5 would result in the imposition of heavy fines for vaguely defined breaches of labour discipline. Belarus was engaging in a very dangerous experiment of developing totalitarian labour standards that set the worst example for the region.

The Government member of Switzerland indicated that his country supported the statement of the European Union. It was a cause of concern that certain legislative provisions in force in Belarus contained elements which could lead to situations amounting to forced labour, in particular legislative provisions that imposed compulsory labour on certain categories of vulnerable persons. The fact of imposing a burden, whether financial or in the form of compulsory labour, on individuals who were unable to work a certain number of days per year constituted a sort of “tax on precarity” which was likely to make difficult personal and family situations even worse. The provisions imposing compulsory labour on persons living with substance dependency who were interned in “medical labour centres” or who had been deprived of the custody of their child merely added to their suffering. Such persons would need genuine medical and social care, rather than the imposition of a penalty in the form of compulsory labour. Switzerland endorsed the position of the Committee of Experts and called on the Government of Belarus to amend the elements in its legislation which could lead to situations amounting to forced labour, some of which targeted the most vulnerable members of society.

The Worker member of Malaysia expressed support for the measures taken by the social partners in Belarus to address the observations made by the Committee of Experts, which had resulted in a positive outcome for the workers. Emphasizing that Presidential Decree No. 9 had been abolished as a result of rapid action by the social partners, he expressed the hope that all other legislative issues would be resolved in the same manner through cooperation among the social partners.

The Government member of the Russian Federation said that his delegation had listened with great interest to the explanations provided by the Government of Belarus. They bore witness to the openness of the Government to constructive dialogue with the ILO as a means of fulfilling its international obligations, as demonstrated by the repeal of Presidential Decree No. 9. The present Committee should refrain from artificially inflating the present case.

The Worker member of Poland referred to the pressure, particularly on pensions and health-care systems, resulting from the decrease in the “able-bodied” labour force. In 2000, the regime had tolerated shadow activities by citizens because the economy was supported by high subsidies. However, as the economy had worsened, the Government had sought new sources to remedy the budget deficit. Government data showed about five hundred thousand Belarusians (10 per cent of the active population) to be “spongers”, who benefited from free education, health care and reduced fees for public services while contributing nothing to the state budget. At the same time, many Belarusians were leaving the country for better jobs abroad, resulting in a lack of skilled workers in some industries in Belarus. The 2015 policies of President Lukashenka targeting several groups of citizens, mainly “spongers”, had had the effect of exacerbating forced labour in Belarus in various sectors and forms. Some examples were given in reports by United Nations agencies, such as the practice of subbotniki, which required government employees and workers in state enterprises and many private businesses to work occasionally on Saturdays and to donate their earnings to finance government projects. As 70 per cent of the Belarus economy was state-owned, the State was responsible for guaranteeing decent and safe working conditions, wages and protection for workers. The Government penalized with those who exacted forced labour, yet it was the main offender. The solution to forced labour lay in respecting human and workers’ rights and international labour standards, introducing adequate employment policies and programmes, enabling people to work in friendly environments so that they could pay taxes and make economic growth possible, while reducing the “shadow economy”. Forced labour was not the solution and workers were not a commodity.
The Government member of Kazakhstan said that the Government of Belarus had made strong efforts to combat all forms of forced labour. Measures to prevent trafficking and labour exploitation formed a central part of state policy. He noted that the Government had reviewed its legislation and implemented a number of changes, in accordance with the comments of the Committee of Experts. As a result, Presidential Decree No. 9 had now been repealed, and other measures were also currently being undertaken. He expressed his confidence that the Government would soon finalize the measures it was adopting to ensure full conformity with the Convention.

The Government member of Uzbekistan welcomed the will demonstrated by Belarus to fulfil its obligations under Convention No. 29 and to develop constructive cooperation with the ILO for the implementation of international labour standards. He supported the measures taken by the Government to eradicate forced labour, which was prohibited under the Constitution and in the Labour Code. Belarus was an active supporter of international efforts to combat exploitation and had joined the global partnership against slavery and trafficking. Belarus was not on the list of countries to be considered under the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), and the examination of the present case by the Committee should be ended.

The Worker member of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela indicated that, for the workers of his country, it was important to use the opportunity to support the position of the Federation of Trade Unions of Belarus (FSB), as it was not the first time that the application of a Convention by Belarus had been discussed by the Committee. The country would certainly remain on the list of individual cases the following year, as it was a political case, as was the Venezuelan case and those other countries that adopted an independent position. The Committee had examined the application of Conventions Nos 87 and 98 in the past, and this year it was examining the application of Convention No. 29. On these occasions, the number of the Convention was of no consequence and the country would remain on the list, unlike the serious cases of other countries, which genuinely needed the urgent help of the ILO. In Belarus, a civilized European country, there was no place for forced labour. It was a country with a long and tragic history, strong trade unions and social dialogue. There were excellent relations between Venezuelan workers and the FSB, the most representative workers’ organization in Belarus, which carried out trade union activities. There were also Belarusian workers in Venezuela, who participated in the construction of housing and factories under cooperation agreements between the countries. This was not the first time that the case of Belarus had been discussed by the Conference Committee, without any note being taken of the positive changes in the country. In this Committee, there were always different opinions on the situation in the country, and there was a tendency to examine the same cases from different angles or to compare cases which were different in nature. The case was examined as if the situation were the same as in other countries whose cases had been discussed in the Committee the previous year. While there might be some specific cases which appeared similar because they fell under the same Convention, in this particular case there were no acts of sexual exploitation, child labour, trafficking in persons, or forced migrant labour. In Belarus, as in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, there were excellent labour laws and well-developed social dialogue. On many occasions, the country had demonstrated its willingness to make changes and its dedication to ILO principles. He expressed the hope that the Committee would take into account all the above and remain impartial in this case.

The Government member of China observed that the Government of Belarus had implemented numerous measures in response to the requests of the Committee of Experts, including the repeal of Presidential Decree No. 9. Affirming that member States were under a serious obligation to fully implement ratified Conventions, he noted that the Government had taken a considerable number of measures to fulfil this obligation. He considered that the ILO should provide all possible assistance for thisendeavour.

The Worker member of the Russian Federation fully shared the conclusions of the Committee of Experts regarding the application by Belarus of Convention No. 29. He recalled that his Government cooperated with Belarus under an arrangement whereby an integration process was underway which might affect labour relations. It was regrettable that some practices in Belarus had been described as positive measures by the Employer representative of the Russian Federation, and particularly Presidential Decree No. 3 on the prevention of dependency on social aid. In 2012, a Coordination Council had been established between the trade unions of the Russian Federation and Belarus with the view to coordinating actions, including in the area of preventing the extension between countries of violations of labour rights. He noted in this regard that Presidential Decree No. 9, which had been the subject of comments by the Committee of Experts, had been repealed a few days earlier. While the repeal of the Presidential Decree was admittedly considered to be a positive result of many years of work by the international community, the whole range of measures contained in the national legislation adopted the previous year did not allow for optimism. This was due to the fact that Presidential Decrees Nos 3, 5 and 29 remained in force. Presidential Decree No. 3 on the prevention of dependency on social aid of April 2015 established taxes for the unemployed which, in the event of non-payment, resulted in serious sanctions leading to administrative detention. Presidential Decree No. 5, adopted in 2015, had also had the effect of increasing the number of unemployed in the country, as it provided employers with the power to impose heavy disciplinary measures on employees amounting to dismissal at short notice. It was therefore important not to refer to individual cases, but to examine the problems arising out of the system as a whole, which was giving rise to forced labour and making it commonplace. He called on the Government to take into account the conclusions of the Committee of Experts and to make the necessary amendments to legislation that was not in conformity with the Convention.

The Government member of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela welcomed the Government’s statement concerning compliance with Convention No. 29. The updated information demonstrated the commitment to bring the national legislation into line with the provisions of the Convention. In light of this information, the comments made by the Committee of Experts on Presidential Decree No. 9
were no longer applicable, as it had been repealed by Presidential Decree No. 182 of 27 May 2016. In view of the willingness and commitment shown by the Government, the Committee should keep in mind the positive aspects of the explanations and arguments submitted. He trusted that the Committee’s conclusions, arrived at through debate, would be balanced and objective, which would surely enable the Government of Belarus to consider and assess them within the framework of compliance with the Convention, and he also trusted that there would be no need for the case to be considered again by the Committee.

The Government member of Azerbaijan said that the prohibition of forced labour was reflected in the legislation of Belarus and in the Labour Code, and that there was a social protection system for workers. The adoption of Presidential Decree No. 3 should not be considered as use of forced labour, but rather as a measure for the return to work of the unemployed. Referring to the information sent to the Committee by the Government, she said that the Decree provided social protection benefits and employment benefits. It also provided for capacity building and skills development, and could provide a psychological boost, which was a social assistance measure. Presidential Decree No. 18 on additional measures for state protection of children from “dysfunctional families” contained measures against the exploitation of human beings. The Government had taken account in detail of issues concerning human trafficking and had taken measures to repeal Presidential Decree No. 9. In conclusion, she asked for the application of Convention No. 29 by Belarus to be taken off the Committee’s agenda.

The Government member of India commended the Government for its efforts to review all of the laws and regulations cited by the Committee of Experts, to ensure their conformity with the Convention. He particularly welcomed the repeal of Presidential Decree No. 9, pursuant to the recommendation of the Committee of Experts, which demonstrated the Government’s commitment to ensuring compliance with ratified Conventions. The Government had also taken other action to prevent the occurrence of forced labour, such as the adoption of Presidential Decree No. 18 providing supplementary measures for state protection of children from “dysfunctional families”, and Presidential Decree No. 3 on the prevention of dependency on social aid. He considered that the Government’s prompt action in response to the comments of the Committee of Experts should be fully credited and expressed strong support for the Government’s efforts to promote social justice and eliminate forced labour in all its forms.

The Government member of Cuba thanked the Government member of Belarus for the information provided, which illustrated the current situation in the country relating to the issues under discussion. If the ILO’s supervisory machinery was to reinforce a culture of compliance with ILO Conventions and other standards, it was particularly important to ensure that considerations not directly related to major problems concerning employment, social welfare and respect for rights at work did not have the effect of undermining the climate of cooperation and respectful dialogue that should prevail in the Committee. She hoped that the efforts made by the Government would be recognized and supported by more technical assistance from the ILO.

The approach of dialogue was essential to promoting genuine international cooperation.

The Government representative emphasized that forced labour was prohibited by the legislation, including the Labour Code and labour relations laws. The recruitment of labour was based on the principle of free will including the freedom to conclude labour contracts. The types and terms of labour contracts were determined by the parties to the contract, taking into consideration the minimum guarantees established in the legislation. However, in practice, employers tended to opt for fixed-term contracts, as the most convenient type of contract, and employees were in agreement with this type of contract. She emphasized that, while the Government had established rules that created different types of labour contract, the parties concerned were not compelled to choose any particular type of contract. This principle was established in Presidential Decree No. 29. Furthermore, in the case of fixed-term contracts, the legislation requires the employer to provide additional guarantees, such as leave for five days and a salary increase of up to 50 per cent. In any case, employees who entered into labour contracts, whether fixed term or not, were considered to have entered into a formal employment relationship which entitled them to all the benefits guaranteed by national law, as opposed to workers in the informal economy. She observed that an earlier intervention indicating that the level of unemployment was 37 per cent was not accurate. She indicated that the level of registered unemployment in Belarus was 1 per cent in 2015, and 1.2 per cent in the current year of 2016. World practice demonstrated that women and men were currently subject to exploitation when they did not conclude formal employment relations with the employer. They thus became the victims of violence and deception. It should be acknowledged that the problem of trafficking over the past decade had been identified as a global challenge. In this regard, Belarus had been one of the first countries which had initiated the discussion on this issue at the United Nations Millennium Summit. In 2005, Belarus had also proposed to join the international action taken under the Global Partnership against Slavery and Trafficking in Human Beings in the 21st century. This initiative by Belarus had marked the beginning of the practical action taken by the United Nations, including the adoption of the resolution against trafficking by the General Assembly. In 2013, Belarus had adhered to the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings, making it the only country to have done so which was not a member of the Council of Europe. This active participation at the international level was supported by concrete action at the national level. In 2012, Belarus had adopted a law against trafficking which established a mechanism to identify and protect victims of trafficking. The result of the systemic work against trafficking had been a reduction in the level of trafficking in the country. For example, in 2005, 159 cases of trafficking had been identified, while in 2010 the number of cases identified was 39, with only one case detected in 2015. The comments of the Committee of Experts had led the Government to ensure additional protective measures in its national law and practice. Accordingly, Presidential Decree No. 9 had been repealed in its entirety. The text repealing Presidential Decree No. 9 had already been provided to the Office. Detailed information had also been provided on the...
three other Decrees with gave rise to concern, including Presidential Decree No. 3. However, there was a need to provide clarification on certain provisions of these Decrees, in light of the comments made by previous speakers. For example, the fees established by Presidential Decree No. 3 had been incorrectly described as a labour tax. They were a tax on income which bore no relation to forced labour. Certain groups were excluded from the payment of the tax, including pensioners, the disabled, families with children, the unemployed and other vulnerable groups. It had been claimed that the deadline for the payment of the tax was set for November 2016. Hence it would only be after the deadline of November 2016, that information could be provided on the application of this tax in practice.

In the Government’s view, Presidential Decree No. 3 and the other laws were not in contradiction with the principles of Convention No. 29, as they related to a category of persons who needed special assistance from the State and from society for their rehabilitation into normal life. Work was one of the measures used for rehabilitation and reintegration. This approach was considered to be consistent with the comments made by the Committee of Experts in 1979 and 2007 on action to combat long-term unemployment. In conclusion, she once again reassured the Committee of Experts that the Government will be a firm and consistent supporter of ILO principles. She referred to the good experience of collaboration with the ILO and expressed determination to develop the system of industrial relations in Belarus.

The Worker members considered that the situation of forced labour in Belarus was related to the lack of progress made by the Government in guaranteeing the right to freedom of association under Convention No. 87, and they urged the Government to implement the recommendations made by the various ILO supervisory mechanisms in this regard. The Presidential Decrees imposed compulsory work, while several legislative texts and the effect given to them constituted a framework for the generalized use of forced labour, in flagrant violation of Convention No. 29. In order to ensure that workers had the right to end their employment relationship and to avoid them being forced to work, the Worker members urged the Government to amend its legislation, including Presidential Decree No. 29 of 26 July 1999 on supplementary measures to improve the operation of the provisions of Presidential Decree No. 182 in law and its effect in practice; to provide to the Committee of Experts additional information on the operation in law and practice of: (1) Presidential Decree No. 3 of 2 April 2015, Presidential Decree No. 18 of 24 November 2006 and Law No. 104-3 of 4 January 2010. They also called on the Government to review section 10 of the Law on the status of conscripted personnel, which provided for the use of conscripts to perform work and other tasks not specific to military service, and to stop the use of subbotniki, which was a procedure through which workers were mobilized throughout the country to perform unpaid work. They also urged the Government to review the use of compulsory labour for individuals in preventative detention and to amend section 98 of the Code of Criminal Procedure to ensure that labour contracts were concluded directly with prisoners. Emphasizing the gravity of the situation and the flagrant human rights violations in Belarus, the Worker members considered that the Government should accept an ILO direct contacts mission, without hindrance, to correctional institutions, independent trade unions and civil society organizations. They also called for the situation in Belarus to be placed in a special paragraph of the Committee’s general report.

The Employer members welcomed the Government’s submissions and noted the efforts detailed therein to closely review its laws, an exercise which had yielded positive developments with regard to bringing the legislation into closer conformity with the Convention. They encouraged the continued analysis of relevant laws and regulations to identify inconsistencies in law and practice with the Convention.

Recalling the request by the Committee of Experts for further information on the operation of several laws, including Presidential Decree No. 18 of 2006, they urged the Government to suppress the use of forced labour in practice and to refrain from enacting legislation that could result in forced labour contrary to the Convention. They called upon the Government to continue its review of all legislation, including the Criminal Code and the sections of the Labour Code prohibiting forced labour, and to work constructively with the ILO in this respect.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted with interest the Government’s explanation of the steps taken to repeal Presidential Decree No. 9 of 7 December 2012 by Presidential Decree No. 182. However, the Committee noted with deep concern the possible exaction of forced labour as a result of the operation of the other Presidential Decrees discussed by the Committee of Experts.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- take all measures to suppress the use of forced labour, and refrain from enacting legislation that may amount to the use of forced labour;
- prosecute and, if guilty, impose dissuasive civil and criminal sanctions on those responsible for the exaction of forced labour;
- provide to the Committee of Experts information confirming the repeal of Presidential Decree No. 9 by Presidential Decree No. 182 and information related to the operation of the provisions of Presidential Decree No. 182 in law and its effect in practice;
- provide to the Committee of Experts additional information on the operation in law and practice of: (1) Presidential Decree No. 3 of 2 April 2015; (2) Presidential Decree No. 18 of 24 November 2006; and (3) Law No. 104-3 of 4 January 2010;
- ensure that Decrees and national legislation are in full conformity with Convention No. 29, including:
  - Presidential Decree No. 3;
  - Law No. 104-3;
  - Presidential Decree No. 5;
  - Presidential Decree No. 18.
- accept technical assistance of the ILO in order to ensure that the Government ensures compliance with the obligations in Convention No. 29 in both law and practice.

In light of the serious issues raised in this case, the Committee strongly urged the Government to constructively engage with the ILO at the highest levels to resolve these issues before the next sitting of the Committee.

The Government representative attentively took into account all the comments and indicated his readiness to carefully analyse them at the national level.

Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29)
Belarus (ratification: 1956)
Mauritania (ratification: 1961)

A Government representative, recalling that Mauritania had been called upon in 2015 to share with the Committee the efforts made in the context of the application of the Convention, thanked the Committee for the opportunity to provide information on the ever-increasing progress made in the promotion and defence of human rights, particularly with regard to combating slavery-like practices and the vestiges of slavery. In accordance with the Committee’s recommendations of June 2015, the legal framework for combating forced labour had been reviewed and modernized in order to take comprehensive action against this scourge and be able to ensure the effectiveness of the objectives established by the electoral programme of the President of Mauritania in the quest for equality for all citizens, while placing particular emphasis on restoring dignity to the victims of a certain historical injustice. In that regard, the Government’s report submitted to the Committee of Experts in September 2015 indicated the wide range of newly adopted legal instruments. In line with the amendments both to the Constitution, which classified slavery as a crime against humanity, and to the roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery, adopted by the Council of Ministers on 6 March 2014, the new Act No. 2015-031 of 10 September 2015 criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices repealed Act No. 2007-048 of 3 September 2017, criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices and thereby confirmed the direction set by the Government. In line with the Committee’s recommendations, the 2015 Act introduced a set of definitions which facilitated its application on the basis of clear and precise terminology relating to slavery; it incorporated the offences established by international Conventions relating to action against slavery while also declaring that they were imprescriptible; it established heavier penalties for slavery-like practices by aligning them with those prescribed for criminal offences; and it instituted the concept of locus standi for third parties, particularly non-governmental organizations (NGOs), which could now act as a civil party in any court action arising from the application of the Act, without this status giving them any pecuniary benefit. This major reform had been accompanied by the establishment of three special courts with nationwide jurisdiction for handling offences relating to slavery-like practices, resulting in the opening of 40 court cases concerning forced labour in the whole country in the previous five years. Two of the cases had yielded convictions, others had been dismissed, while the rest were still pending. Other items of legislation had been adopted to complement the new Act: Act No. 2015-033 of 10 September 2015 to combat torture, which repealed and replaced Act No. 2013/011 of 23 January 2013 punishing the crimes of slavery and torture as crimes against humanity; Act No. 2015-034 of 10 September 2015 establishing a national mechanism for the prevention of torture (MNP); and Act No. 2015-030 of 10 September 2015 providing for legal assistance. With regard to the recommendation calling on the Government to avail itself of ILO technical assistance with a view to the adoption of targeted measures against forced labour, the Prime Minister had made an official request to the ILO Director-General in February 2015, further to which a four-year project, aimed at supporting the implementation of the Act criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices, had been launched on 2 May 2016, identifying all areas of action. In particular, it was designed not only to provide support for the special courts established for punishing crimes related to slavery-like practices, and for judicial officers, particularly lawyers assigned to investigations into the impact of slavery-like practices and the vestiges of slavery, but also to provide direct support for victims. Regarding certain cases pending in the courts relating to forced labour and children, Mauritania had adopted, with ILO support, a national plan of action for the elimination of child labour. This would be implemented once the necessary funding had been mobilized and, among other things, would contribute to combating the vestiges of slavery. Mauritania was one of the first five countries to have ratified the Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29). Apart from its importance, the Government’s initiative had the full support of the social partners and civil society, as had been observed during the wide-ranging discussions held before the ratification of the Protocol. That support would in due course enable the application of the instrument’s provisions in the most appropriate conditions. Moreover, as part of the dissemination of the legislation concerning action against slavery-like practices, Mauritania had published, in partnership with the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, a special issue of the Official Journal relating to ratified international human rights Conventions, which would allow the national courts to incorporate the instruments in the whole body of national legislation. Despite the great scope of the legal framework, it would not be able to deal alone with forced labour and the vestiges of slavery. Hence, further to the Committee’s recommendations of June 2015, the Government had taken bold socio-economic initiatives, particularly through the creation of a national agency to combat the vestiges of slavery and for integration (the Tadamoun Agency). These initiatives were based on the implementation of a series of projects in priority areas which directly benefited population groups suffering from the vestiges of slavery in bridging the deficit in areas such as: education, through the construction of schools; health; water; social housing; market gardening; agricultural development; and also through modernization of the means of production with the distribution of animal-drawn ploughs for population groups who were victims of the vestiges of slavery; the purchase of tricycles in poor districts; and the setting up of hundreds of income-generating activities. These initiatives had significantly increased the standard of living of the population groups concerned while creating decent jobs, and information on them could be found on the Agency’s website. With regard to raising awareness of forced labour, the Government had focused its efforts on training for the administrative, judicial and security authorities, while involving civil society bodies working in the field of the promotion or defence of human rights. A number of training sessions had been held for prefects (hakems), mayors, gendarmes, police officers, magistrates and judicial officers on the need for rigorous application of the legislative provisions criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices. Furthermore, awareness-campaign caravans, with a particular focus on reaching religious leaders and
traditional dignitaries, had covered the country to disseminate the fatwa adopted by the assembly of ulamas reaffirming the strict prohibition on any form of exploitation. The awareness-raising efforts would continue, including through the ILO-funded project to support the application of the Act criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices. In conclusion, emphasis should be placed on Mauritania’s commitment to the promotion and defense of human rights, particularly through the mobilization of all the country’s resources and efforts to this end. Mauritania remained open to all those who wished to contribute to achieving this ambition.

The Worker members recalled that the Committee had shown great patience towards the Government and observed that the reappearance of the case before the Committee was a sign of unacceptable inertia. Failure to apply the provisions of the Convention could not be justified by the difficult economic and political climate in the country, which was one of the last in the world where traditional forms of slavery persisted. The extreme vulnerability of victims of slavery – in particular the most vulnerable groups, such as the Haratin – required the authorities to mobilize strongly to protect them. Despite widespread international condemnation, the Government had not taken the necessary steps to wipe out the scourge. In 2016, slavery could no longer be tolerated, and it was urgent for the Government to take all necessary measures to eradicate it once and for all. While recalling that Act No. 2007/48 of 9 August 2007 criminalizing and punishing slavery-like practices had proven ineffective, the ratification of the Protocol to the Convention, and the introduction of certain legislative amendments were to be welcomed. Act No. 2015-031 of 10 September 2015 criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices and repealing Act No. 2007/48 reproduced the main provisions of the previous Act, but defined in greater detail the elements that constituted slavery, the cession of persons, servitude and debt bondage, while increasing the related penalties. It also provided for the possibility for associations for the defence of human rights that had benefited from legal personality for at least five years to be a party to civil proceedings. Act No. 2015-032 establishing legal aid set up a system of legal aid to cover the costs normally borne by the parties for persons who were poor or with low incomes. While highlighting these positive steps, which were intended to strengthen the legal framework to fight slavery, it should be noted that Mauritania was not in a position to implement legislative reforms effectively as it faced difficulties frequently arising from the inadequacy of labour inspection mechanisms and monitoring of the application of laws. The Government was incapable of demonstrating that those responsible for crimes of slavery were systematically prosecuted and convicted or that access to justice for victims of slavery was guaranteed. Specific actions were therefore needed in order to guarantee such access for victims. The Government should take all the necessary steps to identify, free and reintegrate victims and to punish those responsible, through the strengthening of labour inspection mechanisms and the monitoring of the application of laws. With regard to the 40 cases of slavery-like practices that had been dealt with by the courts, the number was too low and it would be interesting to know how many acquittals had been handed down in those cases. The penalties imposed for crimes of slavery were not harsh enough. The first conviction by the special tribunal to fight slavery in Nema in May 2006 had been very disappointing and an appeal had been lodged. It should be recalled that dissuasive penalties that were effectively applied were essential to eliminating such practices, in line with Article 25 of the Convention. The Committee of Experts had observed reticence by the administrative and police authorities to investigate cases of slavery brought to their knowledge by associations. There was still a frequent tendency to shelve cases without follow-up and to re-classify the facts, which posed a further obstacle to the prosecution of crimes of slavery. With regard to the Tadamoun Agency, it was regrettable that it was neglecting one of its initial objectives, namely to fight slavery, and was focusing in particular on developing social and economic projects, which responded only indirectly to the urgent need to bring an end to slavery practices. The Agency also suffered from a lack of resources to fight slavery. It was also regrettable that NGOs and trade unions were excluded from the workings of the Agency. Further to the recommendation made by the Committee in 2015 regarding the roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery adopted in March 2014, the Government had established a technical follow-up commission for the roadmap and an Interministerial Technical Committee. However, communication between these two bodies, was uncertain, nor did there appear to be clear indicators to measure any changes. It was to be hoped that the Government would guarantee the proper functioning of these bodies and take appropriate measures to achieve concrete and swift results in practice. With respect to tradition and culture as deeply-rooted reasons for the persistence of serious and ongoing slavery practices in Mauritania, it was essential that profound social changes were made within society, first and foremost with the Head of Government, the President, who seemed to deny the reality. This denial of slavery discredited any actions taken by the public authorities to stem the scourge and required awareness on the part of the leader of the executive authority and a national survey to be conducted on bonded labour to enable the authorities to ascertain the extent of the phenomenon and define the specific measures to be taken. The Government should also launch broad promotional, awareness-raising and education campaigns for the general public and the administrative, police and judicial authorities so as to systematically combat all forms of forced labour. Lastly, the authorities should refrain from persistently hampering the action of associations, trade unions and NGOs working against slavery in Mauritania and elsewhere. In this regard, it was deeply regrettable that the Government had hindered the issuance of a visa for the secretary-general of the Free Confederation of Mauritanian Workers (CLTM), who had been prevented from coming before the Committee to present his view of the situation in the country.

The Employer members agreed with the statement by the Worker members and indicated that this session of the Committee was a follow-up to last year’s discussion. The Convention had been ratified by Mauritania in 1961 and, since then, the case had been examined many times by the Committee, while 14 observations had been made by the Committee of Experts since 1997. There had also been ILO missions in 2004 and 2006, and a set of recommendations had been adopted accordingly. Despite being one of the...
most frequently discussed cases on forced labour, the Employer members underlined the lack of progress made. They thanked the Government for the information on the measures undertaken and for its efforts to fight slavery. In particular, they noted the 2007 Act, the 2015 Act, the roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery adopted in 2014 and the establishment of the special court. They also noted that the Government had ratified the new Protocol to the Convention. However, they indicated that, although the Government had developed an extensive legal framework, the application of the law in practice remained weak and there were questions about the willingness of the Government to implement its obligations. In this respect, they expressed doubt that the ratification of the Protocol could resolve a problem of enforcement that had been persistent for the past 55 years. Referring to Article 25 of the Convention, the Employer members referred to the lack of adequate and strict enforcement of the penalties imposed by the law. In this context, the main difficulties were cultural obstacles, as well as the obstacles of national administration in terms of prosecution. As indicated in the observation of the Committee of Experts, it continued to be difficult for victims to bring their cases before the competent judicial and administrative officers. As a result, out of 31 cases, only one case had resulted in imprisonment, which was an example of the ineffective application of the Convention. The Employer members concluded by reminding the Government that it was its duty to protect vulnerable citizens.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as well as Iceland, Norway and the Republic of Moldova, recalled the commitment made by Mauritania under the Cotonou Agreement to respect democracy, the rule of law and human rights principles, which included the abolition of forced labour. Compliance with the Convention was essential in this respect. He noted the positive developments regarding the adoption in 2015 of two new acts which criminalized and punished slavery, established special collegial courts to hear slavery-related cases and set up a system of legal aid. He welcomed the fact that 31 cases of slavery-like practices had been heard by the courts, some resulting in punishments, and that two cases of slavery had recently resulted in the imposition of five-year prison sentences. He encouraged the Government to pursue its efforts to ensure the full implementation of the new legislation, including by providing the relevant authorities with adequate means to rapidly and impartially conduct investigations and initiate judicial procedures. It was essential to ensure that victims of slavery had the ability to assert their rights and that perpetrators were duly punished with dissuasive sanctions. The Government was also encouraged to implement the 29 recommendations of the roadmap, adopted in 2014, to combat the vestiges of slavery, and to ensure that the Tadamoun Agency had the necessary means to work on all of the areas of its mandate. It was to be hoped that the Government would continue to raise public awareness and that of the relevant authorities with regard to the problem of slavery and the need to eradicate it. He expressed the continued readiness of the EU to cooperate with the Government in promoting the development and full enjoyment of human rights.

The Worker member of Senegal recalled that the case of Mauritania had been brought before the Committee on numerous occasions since 1990. The fact-finding mission that had visited the country in 2006 had made a series of recommendations which should have resulted in considerable progress. In 2010, the Committee had urged the Government to convey the imperative nature of the need to eradicate slavery to the general public and the authorities by adopting, as quickly as possible, a national plan to combat slavery, in close collaboration with the social partners, and by introducing measures to ensure that victims had proper access to the police and judicial authorities. He condemned the Government’s lack of goodwill – as demonstrated by preventing Mauritanian workers from participating in the work of the Committee – and the lightness of the penalties it had imposed on individuals found guilty of slavery. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery had noted that although the 2007 Act criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices had been well publicized in order to raise awareness of the criminal nature of slavery, victims continued to face problems in being heard and asserting their rights with regard to both the administrative and judicial authorities. The establishment of the Tadamoun Agency in 2013 had been a positive development, but the Committee of Experts had questioned its ability to implement the roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery. The Agency’s mandate was limited to the vestiges of slavery and did not cover the continued practice of slavery. Lastly, although the introduction of a roadmap constituted a positive step, it did not establish specific protection measures for victims.

The Worker member of France emphasized that the ratification of the Protocol of 2014 to the Convention demonstrated that Mauritania hoped to adopt provisions to combat slavery and its vestiges. However, the effective application of the Protocol, through its incorporation into legislation providing for victims to claim their rights, had not borne fruit, and the police and judicial bodies had expressed reluctance in that regard. Attempts to account for the causes of slavery and the difficulties in eliminating it through socio-economic and cultural explanations did not make slavery acceptable, and efforts to tackle the consequences of slavery were not sufficient given the degree to which it was rooted in society. In its observations to the Committee of Experts, the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) had referred to the authorities’ reluctance to investigate cases of slavery, the tendency of the judicial authorities to close cases without follow up and to reclassify the facts in order to avoid applying provisions that defined slavery as a crime. The lack of awareness of most victims of their situation, coupled with the reluctance of the authorities’ were the two factors to be addressed. The Tadamoun Agency was struggling to improve the situation, despite its mandate, which jeopardized its credibility. Mauritanian workers often emphasized the lack of genuine political will and the Government wrongly continued to impose the burden of proof on victims and failed to launch education and awareness-raising campaigns, as required by Article 2 of the Protocol. Certain sectors of the economy were more vulnerable, and certain workers were exposed to greater risk. Competitive examinations for labour inspectors, magistrates and public authorities were also nec-
necessary to meet the requirements of the Protocol. The mobilization of the competent authorities and of all society was imperative to improve the situation and respect victims’ rights. Lastly, the institutions responsible for enforcing the application of the legislation, in law and practice, were essential to prevent legislation from remaining a dead letter.

The Government member of Algeria welcomed the efforts made by Mauritania to implement the Committee’s recommendations, particularly through the adoption of the 2015 Act criminalizing slavery and punishing slavery-like practices, which had consolidated the measures taken by the Government since 2007. According to the Government’s indications, in addition to the above Act, other legislative texts had been adopted, notably the 2015 Act to combat torture. He noted the cooperation between Mauritania and the ILO, aimed at reinforcing the Government’s actions against forced labour. Socio-economic efforts had also been made to combat forced labour in areas such as education, health and the modernization of the means of production.

The Worker member of Argentina indicated that since the ratification of the Convention in 1961, the Committee of Experts had made around 20 observations and the case had been examined by the Committee on numerous occasions. At the national level, the Government had adopted laws, implemented plans and programmes and established bodies to combat forced labour, which affected a large part of the population and, according to information available, remained deeply entrenched in society. However, these measures had had little impact and victims were still facing difficulties in claiming their rights and obtaining reparation because complaints were either not investigated, or were not adequately followed up, and some cases were impeded by the authorities. People were therefore victimized twice: by their oppressors and by the authorities. The situation of children in bondage who worked for a master, carrying out domestic or agricultural work and with limited access to education (which was similar to the phenomenon in Latin America known as “criadazgo”), was a horrific crime which not only destroyed their childhoods, but also conditioned this and future generations by perpetuating situations of poverty and marginalization. This Committee had been recalling for many years that, in the face of this phenomenon, the Government should take action within the framework of a global strategy that addressed all aspects of awareness raising and prevention, civil society cooperation, and the protection and reintegration of victims into society. This should be a participatory process that included a wide range of sectors from society and made use of the assistance of the international community. The Government should consult and include the social partners in the development of plans to eliminate this scourge once and for all, and avail itself of ILO technical assistance. In addition, he urged the Government to meet its commitment towards the consolidation of the rule of law to ensure lasting social peace. All governments should ratify the Protocol to the Convention and commit to eliminating forced labour, which constituted a flagrant violation of human rights and dignity.

The Worker member of Italy said that, despite the abolition and criminalization of slavery in 2007, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery had found that around 20 per cent of citizens of Mauritania were still denied their fundamental rights to freedom and self-determination, making it the country with the highest prevalence of slavery in the world. The Government had passed a new law in 2015 which made slavery a crime against humanity and doubled the prison term for such an offence. However, due to the commingling of powers and the conflicts of interest which existed within the political, military and judicial systems, no effective action had been taken to bring an end to slavery despite the existence, in theory, of the enforcement mechanisms required to do so. The country’s elite controlled all of the national institutions and had no interest in putting an end to the pre-established order upon which its privileges and wealth were based. On the contrary, its interests lay in the use of its power and influence to crush the anti-slavery movement, all the while denying the very existence of slavery. In recent years, a considerable number of anti-slavery campaigners and activists had been arrested and condemned, police had used teargas on more than one occasion during anti-slavery demonstrations and participants had been beaten and tortured during their detention. The ethnic and historical factors of slavery still persisted, with a portion of the population suffering from degrading treatment, not being paid for their work, being excluded from education and politics and not being allowed to own land or inherit property. Women faced discrimination both for being slaves and because of their gender, and were frequently beaten and raped by “masters” who considered them to be their property. Their children were also considered to be their property and “masters” could rent or loan them, or offer them as gifts. It was therefore crucial for the Act of 2015 criminalizing slavery to be effectively enforced and for criminal prosecution to be carried out against acts of slavery, including through the Tadamoun Agency. Despite receiving nearly US$25 million of public funding, the awareness-raising initiative of the Tadamoun had had little impact. She urged the Government to end the ambiguous behaviour regarding the fight against slavery in order to bring an end to the continuing daily abuses.

The Worker member of Japan noted that the Government had modified and adopted relevant acts to criminalize and punish slavery-like practices, as well as adopting the roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery. He emphasized that the reforms were not effectively implemented and such practices persisted in the country. Despite the high number of people (4 per cent of the population) living in conditions of domestic or agricultural slavery, only limited cases had been brought to court. Referring to the incident of 27 January 2012, when the local authorities of Dar Naim had prohibited the holding of a rally organized by the CLTM, he said that anti-slavery activism was severely repressed by the authorities. Mauritania had been one of the first countries to ratify the Protocol to the Convention. However, if the principles of the Convention were not realized in national law and practice, the significance of ratification and the value of any ILO instruments would be reduced. He requested the Committee to recommend the Government to take immediate action to align its practices and to comply with the obligations under the Convention.

The Worker member of Burkina Faso recalled that slavery and human trafficking were recognized as crimes against humanity and that Mauritania had ratified the Convention
in 1961: consequently, it must apply it rigorously. He wondered whether Mauritania was consciously or unconsciously encouraged in its practices by other States. In turning a blind eye to the non-application of the Labour Inspection Convention, 1947 (No. 81), the Labour Inspection (Agriculture) Convention, 1969 (No. 129), and the Labour Administration Convention, 1978 (No. 150), a State left its labour inspectors and controllers at serious risk of all forms of repression by employers, which encouraged a culture of impunity and slavery-like practices. All forms of slavery, whether traditional or modern, were reprehensible. The speaker congratulated Mauritanian workers on their continued struggle to put an end to slavery and encouraged the governmental authorities to take the lead in applying ratified Conventions. Respect for the Convention in different countries needed to be examined with respect to the working conditions, independence and protection of labour inspectors, on the one hand, and respect for the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), on the other.

The Government representative recalled the exhaustive presentation he had made to highlight the action taken since the previous session of the International Labour Conference, which had focused on the efforts made to respond to the Committee’s recommendations. Traditional forms of slavery no longer existed in Mauritania, as had been pointed out by the President of the Republic, and every effort was being made to combat any modern forms of slavery that might persist. While the labour inspectorate was insufficiently equipped to combat forced labour effectively, a lack of resources of this kind was a common phenomenon in many African countries. Nevertheless, reforms had been made in the previous two years to respond to the pressing need for rigorous supervision of the application of labour legislation in this area. A support programme to strengthen labour institutions was being implemented with ILO support. Administrative and security authorities that failed to follow the procedures established by law when a case of slavery was referred to them were liable to disciplinary and criminal penalties. Contrary to what had been said, civil society was well represented in the Tadamoun Agency. Prosecutions and judicial proceedings had gone ahead. The Government representative had brought to the Committee’s attention the cases that had resulted in convictions, as well as those which had given rise to acquittals for lack of evidence. If a number of Mauritanian workers had failed to obtain their visas in time to participate at the Conference, it was not the fault of the Government, which had fulfilled its obligations. Some members of the Government delegation had faced the same problem. In conclusion, he reiterated the progress made since 2015. Every effort had been made to combat this scourge. He regretted the fact that his country was appearing before the Committee once again, but this was undoubtedly due to external factors that had not been identified.

The Employer members thanked the Government for the comprehensive information provided on the actions it had taken since June 2015, including the enactment of the new legislation which provided for stricter penalties, and the ratification of the Protocol to the Convention. Notwithstanding the efforts that had been made in the past year, and considering that the situation had been discussed by the Committee for many years, a lot of work still needed to be done in the country. The situation remained of great concern because of the vulnerability of victims of slavery. In the Committee’s conclusions, the Government should be urged to: (i) effectively implement the new law, which had replaced the 2007 Act; (ii) effectively implement the national plan and roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery, including by providing comprehensive victim support and processes; (iii) provide the resources necessary to properly fund the Tadamoun Agency and labour inspectors to enable them to do the necessary work in this regard; (iv) continue its programme of awareness raising, to be targeted towards the general public, the central authorities, religious authorities and the judiciary; and (v) avail itself of continued ILO technical assistance. The Government was also urged to report in detail to the Committee of Experts at its November 2016 meeting on the implementation of the enforcement measures, including statistics on the number of cases investigated and prosecuted.

The Worker members drew attention to the efforts made by the Government to establish the most comprehensive array of legislation possible in order to combat slavery. They welcomed the timely ratification of the Protocol to the Convention. However, it was deeply regrettable that the Government had been unable to implement and apply the legal instruments which it had adopted. It was futile to establish rights without ensuring that they could be exercised in practice, and the Government should take the appropriate measures to produce swift and tangible results. The first step would be to formally recognize the existence of slavery in Mauritania, after collecting detailed data on the nature and incidence of slavery, as recommended by the Committee of Experts. The Government should also establish procedures to follow-up on and evaluate the implementation of measures to eradicate slavery. The 2015 anti-slavery legislation needed to be strictly enforced in order to ensure that investigations were conducted and those responsible for the practices of slavery were prosecuted and received sentences that were commensurate with their crimes. The strengthening of the labour inspectorate and of mechanisms for supervising the application of the legislation were essential in that regard. The justice system should be provided with sufficient resources for prosecutions to be carried out within a reasonable period of time. The authorities responsible for conducting such proceedings should be trained and public awareness should be raised about slavery-related offences. The Government should implement the roadmap to combat the vestiges of slavery. It was also important to provide the Tadamoun Agency with the necessary support, and to allow civil society and the social partners to participate in its work. The development and implementation of campaigns to raise awareness among the general public, victims of slavery, the police, the administrative and judicial authorities and the religious authorities, was an indispensable measure for combating the practices of slavery that were embedded in culture and tradition. In order to promote the economic and social integration of persons subjected to slavery, the authorities should guarantee access to state resources and services for vulnerable groups. The authorities should also collaborate with associations, trade unions and NGOs that were combatting slavery, and cease to obstruct their work. The Government should avail itself of ILO technical assistance and
accept a direct contacts mission to help it take further action. The Worker members expressed the hope that the Government would submit a report on the measures taken, particularly the application of the 2015 Act criminalizing slavery, before the 2016 meeting of the Committee of Experts. Lastly, the absence of the Mauritanian worker delegates, who had set their hearts on being present to share their experiences with the Committee, was deeply regrettable.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted the information provided by the Government but expressed deep concern that, in practice, the Government had yet to take sufficient measures to combat slavery despite the numerous times the Government had been called before the Committee. In particular, the Committee was concerned that the Government had prosecuted very few of those responsible for the crime of slavery and had imposed light penal sanctions that have little, if any, dissuasive effect.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- Strictly enforce the 2015 anti-slavery law to ensure that those responsible for the practice of slavery be effectively investigated and prosecuted and serve sentences that are commensurate with the crime.
- Strengthen the labour inspectorate and other relevant enforcement mechanisms to combat the exaction of forced labour.
- Ensure that prosecutions at the special courts for slavery crimes are supported and processed in a timely manner, with training for law enforcement officials around the country on the identification and referral of cases, and with public awareness-raising campaigns around the convictions.
- Implement fully the Road Map to Combat the Vestiges of Slavery, including comprehensive victim support and prosecutions. This should include the following:
  - reinforcement of the capacity of the authorities to prosecute and administer the justice system in relation to slavery;
  - anti-slavery prevention programmes;
  - specific programmes enabling victims of slavery to reintegrate into society;
  - awareness-raising programmes.
- Facilitate the overall social and economic integration of those subjected to slavery into society, including the Haratine and other marginalized groups affected by slavery and slavery-like practices, and ensure they have access to services and resources.
- Provide necessary support to the National Agency to Fight against the Vestiges of Slavery, for Social Integration and to Fight against Poverty, or “Tadamoun”, for its programmes to specifically focus on reaching, supporting and empowering slavery-affected communities and individuals; involve the social partners in the fight against slavery through those programmes and, in particular, in the working of the Tadamoun agency.
- Develop and implement awareness-raising campaigns for the general public, victims of slavery, police, administrative and judicial authorities and religious authorities.
- Collect detailed data on the nature and incidence of slavery in Mauritania, as recommended by the Committee of Experts in 2016, and establish procedures for monitoring and evaluating implementation of efforts to end slavery.

In this regard, the Committee urged the Government to avail itself of ILO technical assistance and of a direct contacts mission. The Committee also asked the Government to report in detail on the measures taken to implement these recommendations, in particular on the enforcement of the 2015 anti-slavery law, to the next meeting of the Committee of Experts in November 2016.

The Committee also noted with concern the fact that the Government failed to ensure that visas were provided to Workers’ delegates to allow them to participate in the work of the Committee.

The Government representative stated that he had followed with interest the Committee’s conclusions on the case under discussion. Most of the recommendations made had already been implemented or were in the process of being implemented. The issues raised formed part of the priorities of the Government, which would continue to work to address them. Regarding the allegations of obstructing the issuing of visas for the Worker representatives to the Conference, the Government had taken the necessary steps within the deadlines. In that respect, for the sake of the normal development of the trade union movement and promotion of social dialogue championed by the Government, it was desirable for the parties concerned to draw inspiration from the principles of the resolution concerning the independence of the trade union movement adopted by the Conference in 1952, including that: “when trade unions in accordance with law and practice of their respective countries and at the decision of their members decide to establish relations with a political party or to undertake constitutional political action as a means towards the advancement of their economic and social objectives, such political relations or actions should not be of such a nature as to compromise the continuance of the trade union movement or its social and economic functions”. Mauritania had provided tangible proof of its firm commitment to comply with ILO standards as an absolute priority.

Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87)

BANGLADESH (ratification: 1972)

A Government representative referred to the Committee’s conclusions on this case in 2015 and indicated that the Government had accepted to receive a High-level Tripartite Mission, which had taken place in April 2016. The report of the Mission had been received by the Government only on 6 June 2016, i.e. two days prior to the discussion in the Committee, which was the reason why no comments could yet be made on the content of that report. In view of the strong commitment of the Government to engage and work with the social partners to improve rights at work, the inclusion of Bangladesh in the list of individual cases was unjustified. The Government was committed to uphold international labour standards through promoting freedom of association of workers in line with the ILO Conventions. The right to organize was enshrined in the Constitution, and, in addition, trade unions and their leaders were protected under various provisions of the Bangladesh Labour Act, 2006 (BLA). Anti-union discrimination and reprisals were contrary to the BLA and subject to stringent legal actions. Under the BLA, any aggrieved worker could submit a complaint on unfair labour practices or anti-union activities to the Department of Labour for remedial action, which
would be properly dealt with in an appropriate time frame. Of the 38 complaints received at the Department of Labour, 20 had been settled and 16 criminal cases had been filed, while one case was still being investigated. A helpline for workers had been operational since March 2015, and a total of 490 complaints from the ready-made garment (RMG) sector had been received between December 2015 and May 2016 through this helpline. The BLA had been amended in July 2013, including with a view to promote freedom of association and collective bargaining. After the amendment of the Act, trade union registration had increased significantly, with 899 new trade unions and 21 new trade union federations that had been registered, including 366 new trade unions in the RMG sector. Following the introduction of an online registration system in March 2015, 412 online applications had been received. Moreover, workers in the agricultural sector now had the right to form trade unions. Both the amendments to the BLA and the Rules implementing the BLA had been adopted upon consensus following a wide range of consultations with the tripartite stakeholders. Referring to various technical assistance activities with various actors, including the ILO, he emphasized that awareness raising and capacity building of workers about the right to organize and collective bargaining, especially in the RMG sector, was of high importance to the Government. Those positive initiatives should contribute to a qualitative change in the right to organize and collective bargaining. The export processing zones (EPZs) Workers’ Association and Industrial Relations Act adopted in 2004 was the first legal instrument that granted workers in EPZs the right to organize. Subsequently, the EPZ Workers’ Welfare Association and Industrial Relations Act (EWWAIRA) was adopted in 2010 to ensure freedom of association and collective bargaining of workers in EPZs in the form of workers’ welfare associations (WWAs), which were acting as collective bargaining agents. Out of 409 eligible enterprises in the EPZs, referendums had been held in 304 enterprises. In 225 of these enterprises, WWAs had been established following the referendums held. Between January 2013 and December 2015, 260 charters of demands were submitted by WWAs and settled amicably with agreements being signed. This clearly showed that workers in EPZs were enjoying the right to organize and collective bargaining. Moreover, from January 2015, workers in EPZs were also enjoying the right to strike. The adoption of a comprehensive EPZ Labour Act was at its final stage, and a wide range of consultations had been held with the elected worker representatives of EPZs, investors and other relevant stakeholders. The draft Act had also been shared with the ILO. It was evident that since the existence of EPZs, the labour rights within these zones had been gradually improving, and the EPZ Labour Act was expected to provide an even more effective protection of workers. The effective enforcement of the BLA also played an important role in upholding freedom of association. Therefore, the recruitment of additional staff at the Department of Labour had been initiated. The trade union culture in Bangladesh was complex and awareness building of employers and workers played a vital role in building harmonious industrial relations. Since 2013, more than 14,000 workers and trade union representatives had received training on labour relations. In conclusion, the Government representative expressed appreciation for the constructive engagement of the ILO and the development partners as well as for the technical cooperation provided, and stressed that there was a need for the greater engagement of the tripartite constituents in Bangladesh in the planning, designing and implementation of such technical assistance to promote rights at work.

The Worker members recalled that in more than three years since the Rana Plaza incident, the international community had repeatedly encouraged the Government to protect the right to freedom of association. However, despite all of the technical assistance and all of the resources provided, the Government had utterly failed to make any meaningful progress. The Committee of Experts and the Conference Committee had repeatedly expressed serious concern with regard to the exercise of the right to freedom of association. Recalling the main conclusions of the Committee on this case in 2015, they expressed the view that the Government had failed on all counts. Firstly, concerning the amendments to the BLA and the adoption of Implementing Rules, some amendments to that Act had been adopted in 2013. However, the revised BLA continued to fall well short of international standards with regard to freedom of association and collective bargaining. In its comments published in 2015 and 2016, the Committee of Experts had also underscored “the critical importance which it gives to freedom of association as a fundamental human and enabling right” and urged “that significant progress … be made in the very near future to bring the legislation and practice into conformity with the Convention on all of the abovementioned points”. In October 2015, the Government had finally issued the Bangladesh Labour Rules, many provisions of which violated the Convention. Of particular concern was that employers had a role in the election and filling of vacancies of Worker representatives in the participation committees. Workers on temporary contracts were unable to vote in such elections. Where no union existed, which was the case in the vast majority of workplaces, participation committees determined the representatives in the Safety Committees. The probability of management domination in these committees was high and clear and dissuasive sanctions for acts of interference appeared to be missing. Secondly, concerning freedom of association in EPZs, trade unions were banned and only WWAs were permitted in these zones. WWAs did not have the same rights and privileges as trade unions. While the EPZ authorities claimed that collective bargaining was permitted, this was not the case. There were also numerous cases in which leaders of WWAs had been laid off in retaliation for the exercise of their limited labour rights. On repeated occasions, the Committee had called on the Government to allow full freedom of association in EPZs. The Government nevertheless refused to do so, pointing to the assurance given to investors years ago to keep these zones union free. The High-level Tripartite Mission “observed with concern the separate legislation for factories in the EPZs and the limitations on freedom of association and collective bargaining in these zones”. In February 2016, the Cabinet had approved a draft Bangladesh EPZ Labour Act, which had been submitted to Parlia-
ment in April. However, the Government had failed to engage in consultations with Worker representatives concerning this draft. Under the proposed law, workers in the EPZs would still not be able to form unions. All the provisions of the 2010 law in relation to WWAs had been incorporated into the draft. The Government claimed that it could not allow unions because of prior promises made to investors, but this was no excuse. The Government’s obligations and the tripartite conclusions concerning this case could not be clearer. Thirdly, with regard to the investigation and adjudication of cases of anti-union discrimination, there was a serious lack of commitment to the rule of law. At all levels, law enforcement was almost non-existent. Many union leaders of the unions registered after 2013 had suffered retaliation. Some union leaders had even been brutally beaten and hospitalized. Entire executive boards had been dismissed. In some cases, the police, at the apparent behest of factory management, had intimidated and harassed trade unionists. This was confirmed by the conclusions of the High-level Tripartite Mission report in paragraph 46, which “noted with concern the numerous allegations of anti-union discrimination and harassment of workers” as well as “blacklisting, transfers, arrests, detention, threats and false criminal charges”. The responses by the labour inspectorate had been extremely slow, and most union leaders or members illegally dismissed for trade union activity had not yet been reinstated, nor had the employers been punished for those egregious violations. Police routinely failed to carry out credible investigations in cases of anti-union violence, if such investigations were carried out at all. The Worker members were aware of over 100 acts of anti-union discrimination in factories where new trade unions had been registered. In the few cases where workers had been reinstated, this was due to international campaign pressure on brands, not because of labour inspection and enforcement. They finally referred to a drastic case of anti-union discrimination, in relation to which several complaints had been filed with the Ministry of Labour and Employment to no avail.

Finally, with regard to trade union registration, the Worker members indicated that following the Rana Plaza collapse, the Government had temporarily reversed its no-union policy in the RMG sector in response to intense international pressure. Therefore, new unions had been formed and successfully registered. However, in 2016, the situation had nearly returned to the pre-Rana Plaza days. In 2015 alone, the Joint Director of Labour (JDL) had rejected 73 per cent of all new union applications, in particular from the most active independent garment federations. The approval of a union’s application remained at the absolute discretion of the JDL, allowing it to reject legitimate registration applications. With regard to the number of newly registered trade unions since 2013, the Government had failed to mention that this number had decreased by over 100, as nearly 50 unions were now inactive due to anti-union retaliation and over 50 factories in which trade unions had been established were now closed. According to the mission report, the procedure for registering unions “had the likelihood of discouraging trade union registration” and various tactics that had been used which had led to the high rate of rejection of new applications. This was a deliberate policy of the Government and not a technical issue. With increasing regularity, factory management were now seeking injunctive relief from the courts to stay union registrations that had been properly granted. This practice constituted a gross violation of the right to freedom of association; indeed, the post hoc resort to the courts itself was a highly questionable use of the judicial process to frustrate trade unions after the registrar had already found the registration application to be in order. The Government’s hostility to freedom of association had been confirmed by the High-level Tripartite Mission. The Government had repeatedly broken the trust of the Committee with empty promises. It was time for this to finally change.

The Employer members thanked the Government for the detailed information provided. They recalled that following the 2016 observation from the Committee of Experts, the Government had accepted a High-level Tripartite Mission to the country in April 2016; the High-level Tripartite Mission’s report had been provided to the Conference Committee in advance of the discussion of the present case. In its latest comments, the Committee of Experts had noted with interest the establishment of a helpline for labour-related complaints targeting the RMG sector in the Ashulia area. The Committee of Experts had also noted that the Bangladesh Labour Rules were published on 15 September 2015 as part of the implementation of the BLA, and had welcomed the issuance of the Rules, trusting that they would assist in the implementation of the BLA in a manner fully consistent with the Convention. The Employer members joined the Committee of Experts in welcoming these positive developments and encouraged the Government to expand the operation of the helpline to other areas of the country. With regard to the registration of trade unions, they noted that the High-level Tripartite Mission considered this process as heavily bureaucratic, and further recalled the concerns expressed by the Committee of Experts in respect to this overly complicated procedure. They urged the Government to establish standard procedures in order to ensure that the registration process would set out requirements of a purely formal nature and would not, owing to its bureaucratic nature, itself become an obstacle to the registration of unions. In respect of the Committee of Experts’ comments on the minimum membership requirements for forming a trade union, they stressed that these requirements must be viewed in the national context. It was also important, in this regard, to consider that a proliferation of trade unions could be counterproductive to the development of healthy industrial relations and economic growth. The Employer members further urged the Government to provide information to the Committee of Experts on the steps taken to amend the BLA since 2013. They welcomed the initiative reported by the Government to provide training to workers and employers on the issue of anti-union discrimination, and asked the Government to continue with these capacity-building activities. With regard to the issue of the EPZs, they noted that a situation of separate legislative frameworks for enterprises within and outside the EPZs remained. The BLA applied to employers operating outside the EPZs, whereas a number of provisions of the EPZ Workers Welfare Association and Industrial Relations Act of 2010 collectively constituted a separate legislative scheme for employers operating inside the zones. The provisions of the Act did not allow workers and em-
ployers to form organizations of their own choosing. In respect to the EPZ concerns raised by the Committee of Experts, the Government had indicated that a draft of the EPZ Labour Act had been sent to the Ministry of Law for vetting prior to submission to Parliament. The Employer members noted that this draft law appeared to have been prepared with limited engagement of the national social partners, who indicated that they either were not consulted or were allowed very limited consultation in respect of this bill. They further noted that the High-level Tripartite Mission in its report had expressed concerns over the draft EPZ Labour Act, as it restricted the freedom of investor employers by requiring them to form central investors’ associations, rather than organizations of their own choosing. While having noted the information supplied by the Government to the effect that the above-noted dual legislative framework had arisen out of concerns to ensure the attractiveness of the EPZs to foreign investors, they urged the Government to ensure that the draft EPZ Labour Act allowed workers and employers to establish organizations of their own choosing, and to fully consult with the national social partners in this regard. Finally, the Employer members asked the Government to provide information on the labour laws applicable to the special economic zones as the Committee of Experts had requested.

The Worker member of Bangladesh considered that despite its claims of progress, the Government still denied workers’ right to freedom of association in law and in practice as confirmed by the recent report of the High-level Tripartite Mission. Workers in all sectors in Bangladesh who attempted to organize and form trade unions faced severe and, at times, violent retaliation from employers without the Government making any serious effort to hold accountable those who violated the law. Workers whose contracts of employment were terminated due to trade union activity were almost never reinstated, unless Global Unions undertook a lengthy international campaign against the global garment brands. Therefore, he was deeply concerned with the Government’s continued denial of the right of freedom of association to workers in EPZs. In spite of several revisions to the Bangladesh Labour Rules, no guarantees had been provided to ensure the right of workers to establish and join organizations of their own choosing without interference from public authorities, which would restrict this right or impede its lawful exercise. The draft law prepared by the Government in 2016 and submitted to Parliament in April 2016, maintained the same exclusion of the EPZ concerns raised by the Committee of Experts, the Employer members, and the previous tripartite of Experts, the Employer member brought attention to the issues raised in the last observations, specifically: the request to modify the law governing EPZs allowing for full freedom of association, including to form trade unions and to associate with trade unions outside of EPZs; harassment for participation in trade union activities; registration of union organizations without previous authorization; and excessive requirement for initial and continued union registration. He further noted that this case had not been the subject of a representation procedure under article 24 of the ILO Constitution. In the light of the recent High-level Tripartite Mission, which was welcomed by all the constituents, the speaker expressed his regret that this particular case had been shortlisted before the Mission had had the opportunity to share the findings in its report. The speaker commended the amended BLA, which had been done through tripartite consultations. Considering that Rules under the Law had been published in September, barely eight months ago, he suggested that the stakeholders ought to be allowed to observe implementation of the law for a reasonable time before making another attempt for further amendments. He

Rule 82. The trade union movement in Bangladesh believed that there was no alternative to free trade unionism to ensure sustainable development, maintain industrial integrity and uphold democracy. In this regard, social dialogue was seen as important and the only way to achieve the desired goals. However, the Government had appeared before the Conference Committee both before and after the Rana Plaza disaster and continued to make promises that it did not uphold; the time has come to witness concrete results.

The Employer member of Bangladesh emphasized that, apart from being one of the most densely populated countries of the world, there were an additional 1.8 to 2 million youths every year joining the estimated 50 million economically active people in the labour market. Therefore, the greatest challenge was not only to sustain the level of employment but also to create jobs for the millions who were joining the labour market and impart to them the right skills that would facilitate job search within the country and overseas. Recalling the fact that Bangladesh ratified 29 ILO Conventions within a year of its independence in 1971, the speaker indicated the full commitment of the country to safeguarding fundamental human rights, including freedom of association, and to ensuring compliance with international labour standards. With job creation, a greater space had been shaped for trade union rights and appropriate amendment to laws. Citing the economist, Dani Rodrick, the speaker referred to a time dimension as a prerequisite condition for achieving progress towards implementation of the Convention and indicated that the BLA, as amended in 2013, was to be considered one of the measures taken in this direction. He also mentioned that the tripartite partners would be continuously reviewing progress in line with the recommendations of the recent High-level Tripartite Mission. The speaker recognized activities of the ILO country office in Dhaka, seen as essential for the implementation of the Convention and aimed at promoting decent work in Bangladesh, fostering tripartism and building capacities of the social partners. Recalling the previous examinations and conclusions of the Conference Committee as well as the Committee of Experts, the Employer member brought attention to the issues raised in the last observations, specifically: the request to modify the law governing EPZs allowing for full freedom of association, including to form trade unions and to associate with trade unions outside of EPZs; harassment for participation in trade union activities; registration of union organizations without previous authorization; and excessive requirement for initial and continued union registration. He further noted that this case had not been the subject of a representation procedure under article 24 of the ILO Constitution. In the light of the recent High-level Tripartite Mission, which was welcomed by all the constituents, the speaker expressed his regret that this particular case had been shortlisted before the Mission had had the opportunity to share the findings in its report. The speaker commended the amended BLA, which had been done through tripartite consultations. Considering that Rules under the Law had been published in September, barely eight months ago, he suggested that the stakeholders ought to be allowed to observe implementation of the law for a reasonable time before making another attempt for further amendments.
also believed that the complaints lodged by the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) would be verified through proper investigation by appropriate government agencies and further indicated that the registration process for trade unions had been made easy and open through the latest amendment to the BLA. Trade unions and their leaders were protected under various provisions of the BLA, including, inter alia, complaints procedures, anti-union discrimination penalties and remedies for aggrieved workers. The speaker strongly believed that the existing threshold of 30 per cent worker membership in an enterprise was realistic for union registration and lowering it would encourage a proliferation of unions without bringing any positive change to the bargaining strength. He also noted a particularity of the agricultural sector, 99 per cent of which was under small individual ownership and with a limited number of seasonal temporary workers. With regard to the request of the Committee of Experts to amend a number of sections of the Bangladesh Labour Rules, the speaker pointed out that a one-size-fits-all approach could not have been suitable and laws needed to be enacted in line with ILO Conventions as well as taking the socio-economic development of the country into account. A draft of the Bangladesh EPZ Labour Act, incorporating a provision for constitution of trade unions under the name of Shramik Kollyan Samity in the EPZs, was agreed by the Cabinet on 15 February 2016 and was expected to be enacted. The speaker concluded by reiterating the need for time in a process of development and expressed his hope for further support and cooperation.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the member States of the European Union (EU), as well as Albania, Iceland, Republic of Moldova and Norway, welcomed the Government’s acceptance of a High-level Tripartite Mission in April 2016, and noted that progress on a number of issues had been achieved in the framework of the Sustainability Compact, which, inter alia, outlined concrete commitments in respect of freedom of association. For instance, an online registration system for trade unions had been established, as well as a helpline for cases of violence against trade unionists targeting the RMG sector in the Ashulia area. In respect of the latter, he encouraged the Government to expand the helpline nationwide and provide information on the follow-up given to the calls received. These positive developments notwithstanding, serious issues remained in respect of the application of the Convention. For example, the number of registrations of trade unions had dropped significantly in recent months, and a number of registered trade unions no longer operated in practice. In this regard, he called upon the Government to ensure that trade union registration would be carried out in a transparent and expeditious manner. It was equally important, moreover, to ensure that unfair labour practices would be effectively investigated and prosecuted. He also urged the Government to amend the BLA so as to: (1) lower the minimum membership requirement of 100 workers for establishing an agricultural trade union; (2) ensure that the definition of “supervisor” was limited to individuals truly possessing managerial authority; and (3) lower the 30 per cent minimum membership requirement for the establishment of a trade union. He reiterated the call expressed by others in the Committee for the Government to review the draft EPZ Labour Act, so as to ensure full freedom of association rights to workers in the said zones, as well as to indicate which labour laws were applicable to the special economic zones. He concluded by affirming the EU’s commitment to continuing its intensive cooperation with the Government in the framework of the Sustainability Compact – in which Bangladesh, the United States, Canada and the ILO were partners – and urged the Government to take all the necessary steps to ensure a sound industrial relations system premised on respect for freedom of association.

The Government member of Switzerland, expressing regret that the Committee must once again discuss the issue of respect of the Convention by Bangladesh, supported the statement made by the EU. Given that in 2015 Switzerland had expressed concern about acts of violence and harassment directed towards trade unionists, it was to be hoped that the proceedings under way would be successful and would result in sanctions. In supporting the recommendations made by the Committee of Experts and the conclusions of the High-level Tripartite Mission, there were two points to highlight. Firstly, noting the reduction in the number of trade unions, she urged the Government to follow the recommendations made by the tripartite mission in that regard and to develop standard procedures for a simple and transparent trade union registration process. Secondly, the importance of having strong and coherent labour laws should be stressed. Noting with concern the shortcomings with regard to freedom of association and collective bargaining in EPZs, she asked the Government to implement the recommendations of the tripartite mission on that issue.

The Worker member of Canada, jointly with the AFL-CIO, stated that labour reforms had been initiated by Bangladesh in the aftermath of Rana Plaza with the revision of the BLA being identified as a priority to create a solid foundation upon which safety in the RMG sector could be built. While the BLA was revised in 2013, the vast majority of the observations of the Committee of Experts relating to freedom of association had not been addressed. Bangladesh had not lived up to its commitment to take into account the Committee of Experts’ observations under the terms of the Bangladesh Sustainability Compact, to which the EU, the United States, Canada, Bangladesh and the ILO were parties. Under the Compact, the Government had agreed to pass executive decrees to implement the BLA. The executive decrees of concern had been passed after a delay of two years, and even then, the Bangladesh Worker member noted that the executive decrees had actually created new problems with regard to the exercise of freedom of association. For example, some workers, who did not actually serve in a managerial capacity, were categorized as supervisors under the executive decrees, and consequently excluded from the BLA’s coverage. The executive decrees also failed to outline procedures for the resolution of unfair labour practices. Rule 202, in a general manner, restricted the actions that could be taken by trade unions. The fact that the Rules were so deeply flawed, despite the substantial ILO technical assistance, was further evidence that the Government had no intention to respect the ILO supervisory system or the rights of its workers. The Committee should hold the Government accountable for its obvious lack of political will to comply with its legal obligations. Canada had been called upon to use its leverage, as
part of the Bangladesh Sustainability Compact, to promote compliance with the right to freedom of association in the “ready-made garment and knitwear industry” in Bangladesh, consistent with Canada’s commitment to improving conditions for workers in Bangladesh. Canada had also been urged to apply all the tools at its disposal to strengthen Bangladesh’s political will to advance workers’ rights and to achieve full compliance with the Convention, in all sectors in the country.

The Government member of the United States indicated that the Government of Bangladesh had been requested to appear before the Committee every year since the tragic Rana Plaza building collapse in April 2013 and underlined that this year was the third discussion on freedom of association. Noting the increased attention of the Committee to this case in recent years, she pointed out a lack of progress in this regard and recalled last year’s statement of the United States Government regarding a decline in the rate of union registrations, obstacles related to the application process as well as significant and worrisome reports of unfair labour practices, which included violence against trade unionists and unfair dismissals. Referring to the Committee of Experts’ recommendation that union registration should be a simple formality, she called on the Government to establish standard procedures for union registration that would be transparent and not subject to discretionary authority. Furthermore, she urged the Government to establish a system for the thorough and timely investigation of the mentioned unfair labour practices, and to provide for redress, including reinstatement. Recalling the increased attention to the issue of freedom of association in Bangladesh’s EPZs since 1991 of both the Committee of Experts and the Conference Committee, the speaker reiterated that WWAAs, as provided in the current and proposed law, were not equivalent to, or substitutes for, trade unions that were free to organize their own activities and to affiliate with other organizations outside the EPZs and urged the Government to ensure that its laws would allow for full freedom of association in the EPZs, including private EPZs, and in future economic zones such as the planned special economic zones. The speaker urged the Government to amend the BLA and its regulations in line with the Convention and observations of the Committee of Experts. She concluded by inviting the Government to take full advantage of the technical assistance from multiple sources and to implement the recommendations of the High-level Tripartite Mission, and of this Committee, without further delay.

An observer representing IndustriALL Global Union explained that her organization represented over 50 million workers in 140 countries in the manufacturing, mining and energy sectors with affiliates in RMG and shipbreaking. The issue of the refusal to register trade unions was particularly endemic in the RMG sector. While in the immediate aftermath of the Rana Plaza disaster and due to international pressure, new unions had been registered in the RMG sector, it had become increasingly difficult to do so over the previous two years. According to the data compiled by the Solidarity Centre in 2015, 134 applications for registration were filed with 61 unions granted registration and 148 rejected; and as of mid-April 2016, 13 applications were submitted with three approvals and 14 rejections. It was clarified that the sum of accepted applications and rejected ones did not add up to the total number of applications submitted, due to the fact that applications were kept pending from one year to the next. Moreover, the Government of Bangladesh made no progress in creating a database to track the registration process, and the Committee was urged to take note of this point. It also appeared from the data of the Solidarity Centre and the information provided by the affiliates of the IndustriALL (the National Garment Workers’ Federation (NGWF), the Bangladesh Garment and Industrial Workers Federation (BGIWF), Bangladesh Federation of Workers Solidarity (BFWS)), that applications filed by independent unions had a greater risk of being rejected even when they fulfilled all requirements. Ten of the IndustriALL affiliates submitted 61 applications in 2015, of which only 18 unions (with a total membership of 4,600) were registered and six applications remained pending with the JDL. The latter’s refusal of registration for various reasons showed the difficulties created in the registration process. One illustrative case was an RMG factory (Hanwen) where the JDL had rejected the application for union registration on the grounds that some workers claimed as members had not been aware of the union, and because the office bearers and some of the members had not belonged to that factory. The reality was that some of the workers were issued backdated termination letters after the union filed for registration, and new workers had been recruited just prior to the scheduled inspection required before registration. Therefore, the Committee was urged to take note that the JDL had absolute discretion in deciding applications for registration and that this issue was not addressed by the executive decrees issued under the BLA of 2013. Furthermore, the executive decrees of September 2015 made it mandatory to include the identity cards of all members whose names are part of the application for registration, giving rise to fears of harassment of union members. Further to the aforementioned obstacles, employers were approaching courts to seek injunctions on unions which had actually been granted registration with the result of ex-parte ad-interim orders being issued. These orders had the effect of not allowing a union to function, even after being duly registered. A case in point was that of a garment factory (Donglian Fashion) where the IndustriALL affiliate, the Sommolito Garment Sramik Federation (SGSF) had been organizing. The workers formed a union and managed to register it on 29 January 2015. The management filed Writ Petition No. 1244/2015 in the High Court alleging that registration to the union had been granted unlawfully by the JDL. The union had not been made a party to the court proceedings. Instead, the High Court, after hearing the employer, had issued an order on 30 November 2015 staying the registration of the union for six months pending the hearing of the Writ Petition. It was only following interventions from IndustriALL and affiliates in Japan, that there had been an agreement to withdraw the Writ Petition and to reinstate union activists who had been terminated earlier. With regard to the shipbreaking sector, affiliates organizing in the Sitakund yards submitted that shipbreaking yards were difficult for unions to access. In addition, the deaths of workers in shipyards had led to unions focusing more on safety issues. In conclusion, the Committee was urged to take note of the aforementioned
issues that adversely impacted on workers’ rights to organize.

The Government member of Thailand welcomed the on-going efforts of the Government to promote compliance with the Convention, as well as its commitment to promote labour welfare, trade union rights and collective bargaining through labour law reforms and an increase of minimum wages. The Government should be given appropriate time to carry on its efforts.

The Worker member of the Philippines recognized previous concerns raised by the Committee of Experts in relation to the issue of freedom of association in Bangladesh and failure of the Government to ensure the possibility for workers to exercise their fundamental rights in practice. Observing a continuous lack of commitment to the rule of law, particularly with regard to anti-union violence, the speaker indicated that the leaders of a range of unions registered after 2013 had been suffering retaliation, in some cases violent; had been physically assaulted; and most had been illegally fired for trade union activities. He mentioned as well a slow responsiveness of the labour inspectorate.

The speaker provided three examples of individual cases in support of the statements mentioned above. The first referred to an assault of the trade union president of a garment company, who was attacked, together with her husband, by several armed men in August 2014. The second example illustrated the incidence of 60 workers being fired at the RMG Washing Plant with at least one being physically assaulted. The SGSF affiliated union indicated that the retaliation had escalated once the union made a request to management in March 2014 related to collective bargaining negotiations. The speaker mentioned that the management had filed false criminal charges against union leaders. Finally, the third case related to the termination of 48 union members, including most of the leadership, by the management of a factory in September 2014. The speaker indicated that a peaceful protest outside the factory resulted in a clash with the police, summoned by the management, after which five workers, including the union president, underwent medical treatment. The speaker referred to the report of the ITUC, IndustriALL Global Union and UNI Global Union containing more than 100 cases of anti-union discrimination in factories, where new trade unions had been registered and had been expressing criticism towards the Government for failing to guarantee freedom of association. He urged the Government to align its laws and practices, and comply with its obligations under the Convention.

The Government member of China commended the Government for having taken a number of positive measures to apply the Convention, such as having introduced amendments to the BLA and conducted training on anti-union discrimination. He also observed that workers in EPZs enjoyed freedom of association rights. The Government had made sincere efforts to fulfil its obligations under the Convention, these efforts needed to be recognized and supported with technical assistance of the Office.

The Worker member of Germany said that the Confederation of German Trade Unions (DGB) wished to address the issue of persistent violations of freedom of association in EPZs in Bangladesh. The freedom to form an organization in defence of one’s rights was a universal right, and Convention No. 87 was one of the fundamental ILO Conventions. This right should apply to all, but it did not exist in Bangladesh’s EPZs. These zones were specially designated as industrial zones where enterprises could produce goods for export only. For these enterprises, labour, social and environmental laws had been redefined, and the right to organize did not exist. It should be noted that the same law should apply to all, throughout a territory; human rights should not stop at the gates of EPZs. It should be pointed out that WWAs were a parody of a replacement for trade unions and indeed could not replace them, given that they did not carry the same legal weight as a trade union and could be run by an employer. These associations could not therefore engage in collective bargaining, as an employer could not negotiate a collective agreement with itself or call for strike action against itself. Although the Government had referred to a draft EPZ Labour Act, this draft did not respect freedom of association in these zones and, consequently, the problem of applying the law would become worse. In 2015, US$403 million had been invested in EPZs, so funding was available. In these zones, workers suffered physical and psychological violence and humiliation in the workplace because of the lack of workers’ rights. It would be a mistake to consider the draft EPZ Labour Act as a step forward. Following the dramatic events of the past, a great deal of public attention was focused on working conditions in the textile industry in various countries. To conclude, an appeal was made to the Government as the German Government planned to invest in Bangladesh through the creation of the Vision Zero Fund. This would not be possible unless freedom of association was guaranteed for all workers in Bangladesh, in accordance with ILO Conventions.

The Government member of Cuba said that applying good practices in the area of cooperation would be advisable and encouraged the Government to continue moving in that direction through dialogue, information exchange, help for capacity building, and mutual recognition of progress made and challenges to overcome.

An observer representing UNI Global Union stated that violations of freedom of association were all too common in both the garment and telecommunications sectors. In both sectors, the Government refused to register trade unions and workers were dismissed with impunity for trying to organize. In respect of a trade union established by the employees of the nation’s largest telecommunications company, he stated that the company had dismissed 163 employees, including seven union officers, the day after having learnt of the union’s existence. The Government had also repeatedly refused to register the union and, after prolonged court proceedings, had appealed the Labour Appellate’s court decision finding in favour of the union and ordering the latter’s registration; a judgment of the appeal was still being awaited. Throughout these proceedings, he stated further, the company had maintained the untenable position that virtually all of its 3,000 employees could not form a union as they were all supervisors or managers. On 7 February 2016, workers at the second largest telecommunications company submitted an application to register the union, called BLEU. This effort drew immediate acts of reprisal from the company, including the dismissal of a union activist and threats made against union members. Further-
more the Government had refused to register the union, although it enjoyed a membership rate of 35 per cent. At a third telecommunications company, employees had managed to successfully register a union on 17 July 2014. However, shortly thereafter the company’s management launched a campaign aimed at convincing members to leave the union. Additionally the union’s treasurer was assaulted and dismissed, and on 27 March 2016 the Labour Directorate had informed the union that a case had been filed seeking the cancellation of the latter’s registration. It was abundantly clear, thus, that the Government had no intention of ensuring respect for freedom of association.

The Government member of Sri Lanka observed that the Government had made substantial steps to recognize freedom of association rights and improve work safety in EPZs, and appreciated the measures taken to promote social dialogue among the stakeholders. He asked the Government to continue its efforts with the technical assistance of the Office.

The Government member of Canada commended the progress made to improve working conditions in the RMG sector, welcomed the information provided in the report of the High-level Tripartite Mission, and appreciated the cooperation of the authorities and stakeholders with the Mission. The speaker called on the Government to reaffirm its commitment to transform economically important RMG sector and to advance women’s empowerment. The speaker indicated that freedom of association and collective bargaining, as fundamental elements of an effective labour relations system, needed to be further strengthened within the RMG sector and extended to other sectors of the economy, including EPZs and special economic zones. The speaker expressed concern in relation to the high rejection rates of trade union registrations in 2015 and 2016, despite an overall increase in registrations, and noted the High-level Tripartite Mission’s finding regarding the related procedures and 30 per cent membership requirement that may have been seen as obstacles to trade union registration. He commended the Tripartite Mission’s recommendations to Bangladesh. Recognizing the achievements made, he underlined the need to ensure an open and transparent environment in which trade unions and workers’ committees can freely and effectively fulfil their roles. Regarding the BLA of 2013, he noted the Committee’s request to make amendments in certain fundamental areas and urged the Government to work in a tripartite manner in order to bring forward amendments that are in conformity with the Convention. The speaker concluded by reiterating the commitment of Canada to work with all stakeholders to improve safety and workers’ rights in Bangladesh, in particular in the RMG sector.

The Government member of India expressed appreciation regarding the follow-up made by Bangladesh on the main recommendations formulated by the Conference Committee in 2015 and for having accepted the High-level Tripartite Mission of April 2016. However, the report of the tripartite contact mission had been shared with Bangladesh only a few days after the admission of the case against it by the Committee, while the Government had been undertaking labour reform processes to harmonize its national laws with the Convention, as well as other steps to improve workplace safety and compliance. In this regard, reference was made to the specific measures initiated to strengthen enforcement by increasing recruitment of labour inspectors, investing in their training while enhancing regular inspections of RMG factories and increasing access to complaint mechanisms through the hotline. The Government had been actively engaged with the ILO and had availed itself of technical assistance in implementing many of the aforementioned measures, including the development of the Tripartite National Plan of Action on Fire Safety and Structural Integrity in the RMG Sector. Bangladesh was also in the process of adopting a comprehensive EPZ Labour Act to further protect labour rights, including the right to form associations in the EPZ enterprises. The speaker trusted that the Committee would fully take into account the detailed responses provided by Bangladesh on its compliance with the Convention, when finalizing its recommendations.

The Government member of Egypt noted the steps undertaken by the Government to amend the BLA so as to ensure the protection of workers’ rights in establishing and joining unions of their own choosing. The Government had stressed its complete respect for international labour standards and its full commitment to the Convention. Bangladesh was encouraged to pursue this course of action and to undertake additional steps in the framework of social dialogue, which guaranteed the participation of all parties. In this respect, it was hoped that the Office would provide the necessary technical support.

The Government member of Qatar expressed his gratitude to the Committee and the Government for the discussion and the detailed description of the measures taken. He welcomed the progress made.

The Government member of Malaysia commended the Government for having accepted the High-level Tripartite Mission in April 2016. She stated that she shared the Government’s view that the Committee’s decision to hear the present case was premature, given that the tripartite mission’s work was still continuing. Nevertheless, the measures reported on by the Government signalled a strong commitment to protecting the rights and improving the welfare of workers. She called upon the Committee to recognize these measures as progress made in the implementation of the Convention.

The Government representative thanked the members of the Conference Committee for their constructive comments. With respect to the issues relating to EPZs, he stated that the social partners had been engaged in the drafting of the EPZ Labour Act. In March 2014, for instance, the Bangladesh EPZs Authority had consulted on that bill with representatives of workers’ and employers’ organizations in the EPZs. He underscored that the EPZ Act of 2010 ensured freedom of association and collective bargaining rights, and that 135 officials comprising 90 counsellors cum inspectors and 45 industrial relations officers were presently engaged in the EPZs to ensure compliance with the relevant laws. Seven labour courts and one labour appellate tribunal had been designated to address disputes in the EPZs. A total of 161 cases had been filed with the EPZ labour courts since their establishment in 2011, of which 86 had been settled. Intensive training programmes were also being carried out by the Bangladesh EPZs Authority on issues falling under the EWMAIRA, fire safety, health and hygiene safety, industrial relations, grievance handling procedures and social dialogue processes. In the period
choosing. They also requested them to provide further information about the way Rules pursuant to the BLA were applied in law and practice. The Employer members called for implementation of the recommendations of the High-level Tripartite Mission without delay and urged the Government to make real and meaningful progress in this regard. Recalling the issues raised in their opening statement on this case, they urged the Government to achieve progress in relation to all the issues discussed through constructive social dialogue.

The Worker members recalled their experience in the country, as part of the High-level Tripartite Mission, and stated that the Government was making it nearly impossible for workers to organize or join a union. Workers were threatened and intimidated by management, and at times by police, local thugs and political operatives. In some cases, these threats turned into dismissals or into severe beatings. Some union activists were forced to sign blank pages, which were then turned into resignation letters. The labour inspectorate or the police did nothing to stop this, to punish an employer, to get a worker reinstated or to compensate for the harm caused to the workers. There appeared to be no labour justice for workers. Workers in all sectors were denied their right to form unions. The Government either delayed or denied new union registrations by using tactics such as disqualifying the signatures for the slightest mismatches, and by constantly invoking requirements that were not in the laws. The Government had failed to comply with nearly every international commitment. It had ignored the observations of the Committee of Experts, the conclusions of this Committee, the Bangladesh Sustainability Compact, and even its trade obligations. Every year, they told the Committee that they would do better, but returned the following year without having complied with the conclusions. This was not due to the lack of technical assistance or resources, as the ILO and numerous international donors had made welcome investments in industrial relations, but simply because there was no will. The Worker members urged the Government to comply with the 2015 conclusions of the Committee as well as with the recommendations of the recent High-level Tripartite Mission. They requested that the conclusions of the Committee be placed in a special paragraph.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee welcomed the report of the ILO high-level tripartite mission and noted with deep concern that the Government had failed to make progress on the repeated and consistent conclusions of this Committee despite the substantial technical assistance and financial resources provided by donor countries.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, and taking into account the conclusions of the Committee of Experts of 2015, the Committee repeats its concerns and urges the Government to:

- undertake amendments to the 2013 Labour Act to address the issues relating to freedom of association and collective bargaining identified by the Committee of Experts, paying particular attention to the priorities identified by the social partners;
- ensure that the law governing the EPZs allows for full freedom of association, including the ability to form em-
players’ and workers’ organizations of their own choosing, and to allow workers’ organizations to associate with workers’ organizations outside of the EPZs;

- investigate as a matter of urgency all acts of anti-union discrimination, ensure the reinstatement of those illegally dismissed, and impose fines or criminal sanctions (particularly in cases of violence against trade unionists) according to the law; and

- ensure that applications for union registration are acted upon expeditiously and are not denied unless they fail to meet clear and objective criteria set forth in the law.

Further, we invite the Government to implement the recommendations of the 2016 high-level tripartite mission together with the social partners.

The Committee decided to include its conclusions in a special paragraph of the report.

The Government representative underlined that the Government had just received the report of the high-level tripartite mission and had yet to discuss it with the relevant ministries and social partners. In view of the need to reflect on its content and continue the dialogue, he did not see any rationale behind proposing a special paragraph. This decision set a bad precedent.

CAMBODIA (ratification: 1999)

The Government representative stated that Cambodia fully respected the right to strike but that violent actions during strikes were prohibited. He pointed out that the right to strike provided under the Convention was subject to domestic law. According to article 37 of the Constitution, “the right to strike and to non-violent demonstration shall be implemented in the framework of law”. While exercising their right to strike, workers should respect the right to strike procedure as provided for by the domestic laws. The exercise of the right to strike should not cause any harm to the public order of the country. He affirmed that no worker who had not committed criminal acts, such as destroying public or private property or causing bodily injury to others had been arrested. The number of registrations of newly established trade unions had increased every year. In 2015, the Ministry had registered 237 new enterprise-based trade unions. As of today, 16 union confederations; 100 union federations; 3,434 enterprise-level unions; and eight associations of employers had been registered. The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports organized annual, quarterly and monthly meetings with teachers’ representatives. As of 2014, 121 non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and associations had signed the Memorandum of Understanding for collaboration with the Ministry. Teachers were not prohibited from joining a strike or demonstration so long as the exercise of this freedom complied with national procedures, such as the requirement for the provision of minimum services, which was in line with the principles of international labour standards. Teachers and civil servants were free to form associations of their own choosing under the Law on Association and Non-Governmental Organizations (LANGO) which aimed at ensuring the protection of the right and freedom of every citizen to form associations and NGOs for the protection of their legal interests and public interests. This freedom was also guaranteed under section 36 of the Law on Common Statute of Civil Servants and section 37 of the 2007 Law on Education.

Referring to the murders of the trade union leaders, the speaker indicated that the Special Inter-ministerial Committee established for the investigation of these cases was diligently working, with strong commitment to bringing the real perpetrators to justice. Considering the crucial nature of the case, it was necessary to allow adequate time for the investigation process in order to ensure a fair and just conclusion. He hoped that the Committee and all stakeholders would recognize the Government’s commitment in this regard.

The speaker regretted the incident that took place in early January 2014. However, he clarified that this incident was a riot, which had been instigated by some politicians who had used minimum wages as propaganda, and did not fall under the definition of a strike, as provided by international labour standards. The demonstrators had blocked public streets at midnight, thrown burning bottles of gasoline and destroyed private and public properties, with damages estimated at around US$75 million. The Government had had to take action to restore peace and stability. He stated that a detailed report on this matter would be submitted to the Committee of Experts by September 2016.

A specialized labour court, in accordance with the provisions of the 2014 Law on the Organization of Courts, was being developed and would be operational in the near future. The Government, with the technical assistance of the ILO, was working on the draft Law on Labour Procedure of the Labour Courts. The tripartite consultation on this draft would take place by the end of 2016. The new Trade Union Law was intended to protect the rights and interests of workers and employers, guaranteeing the right to collective bargaining between workers and employers, improving industrial relations, and ensuring employment and national development. The entire drafting process had taken almost ten years and a long series of bipartite, tripartite, multilateral and public consultations had been conducted during this period.

A review of the implementation of this new law was also included in the Government’s agenda to address any issues uncovered during its implementation. He expressed the Government’s commitment to ensuring freedom of association through the implementation of all legislation and requested strong collaboration of the social partners in this regard.

The Employer members noted that this case had been examined six times by the Committee, the last time in 2014; that the Committee of Experts had made observations in this regard every year since 2007; and that the case had also been examined by the Committee on Freedom of Association. This case identified the need to look at the manner in which the Committee received and processed information. Until recently, this case had focused on a list of issues as opposed to focusing on the observed breaches of the Convention and evidence of progress, or lack thereof, on the part of the Government. The report of the Committee of Experts had observed the divergent information provided by workers’ organizations and the Government regarding a number of issues and had recalled the necessity of a climate free from violence, pressure or threats to the exercise of freedom of association. These divergences made it difficult for the Committee to make concrete conclusions and, unless these divergences were reconciled with Cambodia’s obligations under the Convention, the Committee would simply continue to request more information, which should be avoided. The citation by the Committee of Experts of
the conclusions of the Committee on Freedom of Association regarding the trials held following the murder of a trade unionist some time ago illustrated the need to focus on conformity with Conventions and accountability for their implementation. The Employer members, while emphasizing that they did not condone violence of any nature towards workers, unions or employers, wondered how the concerns of the Committee on Freedom of Association regarding the criminal process that applied to someone convicted of murdering a trade unionist were relevant to the consideration by the Committee of matters of freedom of association.

With regard to the freedom of association matters which had been the subject of earlier recommendations, they noted that the Committee had previously been informed that the Government had set up three committees to investigate a number of acts of violence during strike actions in 2014 over minimum wages, among other issues. The Employer members noted the Government’s indication that it would provide the conclusions of these committees, which were still unknown, by the end of 2016. They also noted that progress had been made in addressing the concerns on the fragmentated and disaggregated resources of the judicial process, including the availability of trained adjudicators. The Government had been providing training to adjudicators and had set up specialized labour units within the various levels of the judiciary, which should provide the specialized focus and experience necessary for labour issues to be expeditiously and effectively resolved. However, this was a work in progress. The new Trade Union Law existed against a background of complaints about poor treatment and harassment of trade unionists, apparent restrictions placed upon the establishment of new unions and in the context of the significant increase of new trade unions in the country in recent years. Both of these issues clearly needed to be managed. They noted that the Trade Union Law dealt in large part with the issues over which concern had been expressed and called upon the Government to fully implement the Law as soon as possible, in addition to providing a copy to the Committee of Experts. Unless evidence of non-compliance with the Convention could be uncovered, in which case such issues could be submitted to the Government for response, they deemed that the Committee should consider this particular issue as resolved.

Concerned about the restrictions that the Government had sought to place upon the engagement of union officials, specifically the literacy requirement which seemed to constitute a form of prior authorization contrary to Article 2 of the Convention, the Employer members urged the Government to review this and any other potential anomalies before it sought to give full effect to the Law. Noting that the Committee of Experts had requested information on any progress regarding the drafting of the guidelines on the operation of the Labour Court and the Labour Chamber, they suggested that the Government provide a brief report to enable any potential inquiries into the implementation of its various facets. Considering the journey of Cambodia to democracy, the steps it had recently taken were very significant, namely the introduction of a specialized labour court and the Trade Union Law, and it was therefore possible to consider Cambodia as a case of progress despite it not being characterized as such. The ILO had recently held consultations in the country regarding labour courts and the related institutions and a process of consultation with the social partners had also begun. The Employer members considered that a reasonable time period should be given to Cambodia before it was asked to report in detail on the progress made with regard to the Committee’s recommendations, which did not preclude raising issues of breach of the principles of freedom of association. They recommended that the Government be requested to provide a brief update on: (i) its activities with regard to the three investigative committees, as promised by the Government for December 2016; (ii) the establishment, resourcing and training of the labour court, while taking note of the active work done and the assistance of the ILO in that regard; and (iii) the implementation of the new Trade Union Law, taking into account the Committee’s remarks in this regard.

The Worker members regretted that, despite repeated calls from the ILO, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, trade unions, leading clothing brands and civil society organizations, the Government had decided to adopt a thoroughly regressive law that violated the Convention in many respects. Like the LANGO, which was extremely restrictive and likely to be applied to trade unions in the informal sector that were not recognized under labour legislation, the new law reflected an increasing hostility towards trade unions and civil society. The numerous violations of freedom of association went unpunished. In May 2016, a joint statement of three United Nations Special Rapporteurs had stated: “We are … troubled by the actions taken by Cambodian authorities to deter and disperse peaceful demonstrations and arrest individuals protesting what they see as the Government’s mounting persecution of civil society and unjustified restrictions of fundamental freedoms in the country”. Major reforms were therefore necessary.

The Worker members recalled that the trade unions had been consulted only once during the lengthy drafting process of the Trade Union Law, and that their opinions had not been taken into consideration. He also recalled the criticism that had been raised that the Law would be used to suppress the country’s independent trade union movement, just as it was taking action to obtain pay raises and better working conditions. On frequent occasions, the ILO had drawn the Government’s attention to a number of concerns and shortcomings, and the United Nations Special Rapporteur for Cambodia had drawn attention to several provisions that actually violated Cambodia’s Constitution. The Worker members noted in particular: (i) section 3 of the Trade Union Law which excluded a number of categories of workers from its scope, including public servants, teachers, informal workers and domestic workers; (ii) section 14 which prohibited trade unions from concluding legal agreements before they were registered; (iii) section 17 which required trade unions to provide the Government with an excessive amount of information on their finances and activities, or face having their registration cancelled; (iv) section 20 which required trade unions to meet illegal criteria relating to age and literacy and subjected them to extensive criminal background checks that could disqualify persons who had participated in legitimate trade union activities; and (v) section 29 on requests for the dissolution of a trade union which did not specify who could make such a request. The penalties to which employers were liable under
the Law were too lenient to be dissuasive. They called on the Government to rectify the situation in order to bring the Law in line with the Conventions of the ILO.

With regard to the violence used against demonstrators in January 2014, which had resulted in five deaths and dozens of people being seriously injured and being arrested without warrant, the Worker members deplored the fact that no sanction had been imposed and called for an independent and credible inquiry into the incidents. They supported the Committee of Experts’ request that the Government make public the findings and conclusions of the inquiry. Citing specific examples, they said that the criminalization of trade union activities dissuaded unions from freely organizing actions. As to the illegal resort to fixed-term contracts that was common practice in certain sectors, the Committee on Freedom of Association had recalled “that fixed-term contracts should not be used deliberately for anti-union purposes” and that “in certain circumstances, the employment of workers through repeated renewals of fixed-term contracts for several years can be an obstacle to the exercise of trade union rights”. Yet, that was precisely the kind of contract which was used in the clothing industry. Despite the Arbitration Council’s ruling that the law must be upheld, this was not the case and the Government had attempted to undermine the Council on several occasions.

The Worker members gave the example of a transport company’s violation of freedom of association which they believed clearly showed the gross absence of workers’ rights in Cambodia. Two union leaders had been arrested for organizing a peaceful demonstration calling for the recognition of a trade union and compliance with arbitration rulings. Criminal charges had even been brought against union leaders who had not been at the demonstration, while the management of the enterprise refused to implement the decisions of the Arbitration Council. That kind of behaviour needed to cease, and the Government was urged to put a stop to the repression and to respect freedom of association.

The Employer member of Cambodia stated that he was pleased that the Trade Union Law, which was in line with international labour standards, had been adopted after significant formal tripartite consultations. He considered that the procedure for the establishment of the specialized Labour Court, which was carried out with the support of the ILO and following tripartite consultations, would take significant time and requested that sufficient time be given to pursue these processes. The speaker highlighted the challenges which existed with the Cambodian union movement in enabling a healthy and respectful industrial relations environment, such as: (i) the existence of a fragmented union movement that was not representative that led to infighting and illegal behaviours among unions (this created great conflict within enterprises in particular because unions were representing personal agendas rather than workers); (ii) outside interference of unions in enterprises where they were not represented (outsourcing interference often resulted in intimidation and interference, disruption of the workplace, and the exploitation and threatening of workers); (iii) minority unions exploited the law for personal gain precisely because they were not representing the interests of workers; and (iv) the inability to use collective bargaining agreements effectively and to realize their benefits for workers, employers and industry. Referring to the comments made by the Committee of Experts in 2015, he stated that the unions also had the responsibility to ensure that freedom of association was exercised in a climate that was free from violence, pressure or threats of any kind. Unions should exercise their rights within the laws of the country and should be held accountable, if their actions were illegal. The minimum wage negotiations of 2014 had been turned into political demonstrations that ended in violence. Employers did not support violence of any kind, and those who had committed crimes needed to be held accountable, regardless of whether or not they were an employer or worker. The protection of freedom of association for civil servants and teachers was stipulated under section 36 of the Law on Common Statutes of Civil Servants and section 37 of the Law on Education. He hoped that the Government would continue to report to the Committee on progress made and urged it to do so through the inter-ministerial committee responsible for reporting on ILO matters.

The Worker member of Cambodia recalled that Cambodia had ratified 13 ILO Conventions and that Convention No. 87 had been ratified in 1999. Although many laws were in force, which ensured trade unions’ rights, law enforcement was still challenging. Independent trade unions still faced serious problems including murder, arrests, detention, union discrimination and interference in their activities. He recalled the murder in 2004 of Chea Vichea, Ros Sovanareth and Hy Vuthy, three trade union leaders. Since then, murders still occurred, as five workers had been killed in 2013. He also mentioned various cases in which trade union leaders had been injured, prosecuted, imprisoned or dismissed without reinstatement or compensation. Legal justice was rarely found in cases of discrimination of independent union leaders and members. The Law on the Organization of the Courts had been adopted in 2014 without consultation with unions. The drafting process of the Law on the Labour Procedure of the Labour Court was taking place. The Government was encouraged to start consultation with the unions with regard to this law. Regarding unfair dismissals of trade unionists, 80 per cent of workers were employed under fixed-term contracts which were used by the employers to easily terminate workers if they joined independent unions. Women workers were easily dismissed if pregnant. The speaker also recalled that in some cases, political parties and companies interfered with the activities of trade unions, and that these unions could therefore not be regarded as independent and autonomous, in violation of Article 3(2) of the Convention. Moreover, the Trade Union Act adopted in May 2016 was still very restrictive for trade unions: the quorum required for voting for a strike was 50 per cent plus one of the total members. Trade unions were also required to send financial reports to the Ministry of Labour. Also, the concerned parties had the right to audit trade unions’ finances and dissolve unions. The Government was urged to take the necessary measures to: (i) ensure that trade unions were free from the threat of murder, violence and interference; (ii) guarantee that fair, independent and transparent investigations of the previous murder cases were carried out, perpetrators were punished and victims compensated according to the law; (iii) ensure that charges filed against the leaders of the six
national trade union centres were dropped; (iv) stop employers from using the judiciary against independent unions; (v) stop interfering in the activities of trade union organizations and protect trade unions from employers’ interference; (vi) work in collaboration with trade unions to amend the Trade Union Law in compliance with international labour standards; (vii) provide for a duration of fixed-term contracts of not less than two years to avoid discrimination against trade unionists and pregnant workers; and (viii) ensure that the new Labour Court would have a tripartite composition and would be independent, professional, efficient and ruled by consensus in deciding labour cases, and that access to it would be quick and free of charge. The ILO should assist the Government to address these issues through a tripartite mission.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as well as Albania, Iceland, the Republic of Moldova and Norway, indicated that they attached great importance to human rights, including freedom of association, and recognized the important role played by the ILO in developing, promoting and supervising international labour standards. The Government was urged to ensure that trade union rights be fully respected and trade unionists be able to engage in their activities in a climate free of intimidation or risk. In this regard, they hoped that the special investigative committee, established in June 2015 to resolve the criminal case regarding the murders of Chea Vichea, Ros Sovannareth and Hy Vuthy, would keep the national employers’ and workers’ organizations informed of the progress of its investigation on a regular basis. Noting the recent adoption of the Trade Union Law, they expected the Government to implement it in a fair and impartial manner, and called upon the ILO to assess and ensure that all of its provisions were in compliance with the Convention. Encouraging the inclusion of civil servants, teachers and domestic workers in the scope of the new law, they called upon the Government to: (i) provide the information requested by the Committee of Experts on the measures taken or envisaged to ensure that the rights of these groups were fully ensured under the Convention; (ii) avail itself of the technical assistance of the ILO; and (iii) comply with its reporting obligations.

The Government member of Thailand, speaking on behalf of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), welcomed the information provided and the progress made by the Government. Expressing appreciation for the adoption of the Trade Union Law, he encouraged the Government to effectively implement it. He also commended the commitment and efforts of the Government to establish labour courts in the near future and to develop a minimum wage law, in compliance with international labour standards. Emphasizing the commitment of the Government to strengthen social dialogue in the country, he urged the Committee to take the significant progress made into account.

The Government member of the United States expressed concern about the persistent limitations on the right to freedom of association and the lack of protection for workers’ rights in Cambodia. She referred to the allegations included in the recent observations of the Committee of Experts regarding ongoing impediments to the registration of new independent trade unions, and the persistent intimidation of teachers from joining trade unions. Genuine freedom of association could only be exercised in an environment that was free from violence, pressure, and threats of any kind. While noting the information provided by the Government on the work of the three committees (the damages evaluation committee, the Veng Sreng road violence fact-finding committee, and the minimum wages for workers in apparel and footwear sector study committee) that were established in the wake of the serious episodes of violence, death and arrest of workers in 2014, she remained concerned by allegations of ongoing arrests and detention of workers engaged in demonstrations. She echoed the Committee of Experts’ request for additional information on the conclusions and recommendations of the three committees and urged the Government to take all necessary measures to prevent violence against trade unionists, including through full and expeditious investigations and the prosecution of perpetrators. Since 2008, the ILO had been engaged with the Government and its social partners in drafting a Trade Union Law. Despite numerous consultations and recommended revisions over the years, the Government had adopted the Trade Union Law, which appeared to fall short of compliance with international labour standards. The main concerns were: (i) the exclusion of certain categories of workers from the right to join unions; (ii) the high threshold requirements for strike ballots; (iii) excessive and burdensome audit requirements and unclear provisions regarding the relevant parties that may request an audit of union activities; (iv) the ability of courts to interfere in the dissolution of trade unions, which should instead be determined by the union’s statute and bylaws; and (v) the lack of sufficiently dissuasive penalties for non-compliance. She urged the Government to submit a copy of the Trade Union Law to the Committee of Experts for review in 2016, and to take immediate action with the technical assistance of the ILO and in full consultation with the social partners to address issues of non-compliance with the Convention.

The Worker member of Australia recalled that under article 36 of the Constitution, Khmer citizens had the right to form and join trade unions. Although that could be considered a decent starting point for a legally guaranteed right to freedom of association, the reality was that in recent years there had been a multifaceted, sustained and even deadly attack on the rights of workers to associate and organize. The uneven application of criminal law was an indicator of the deteriorating situation. There had been violent attacks and trade union leaders had even been murdered. However, perpetrators had gone unpunished in most cases. Nevertheless, criminal law had been invoked repeatedly and enthusiastically by the Government against workers and trade union leaders. No fewer than six leaders of the national trade union centres had been charged for intentional violence and with regard to damages after the 2014 strike. The President of the Cambodian Labour Congress was currently under court supervision, which restricted him from taking part in protests or approaching workers in designated areas, leading strikes and demonstrations or changing his home address. Up to 198 other criminal cases involving workers and unions mostly in the textile and clothing industry, were also pending. According to an analysis of the new Trade Union Law by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights in Cambodia, there were a number of key areas where the application
of criminal law held direct implications with regard to the ability of people to form and join trade unions. These included: (i) the mandatory requirement that trade union leaders declare that they had never been convicted for any criminal offence; and (ii) the capacity for the new Labour Court to dissolve entire trade unions where individual officers had been found to have committed an offence or even serious misconduct. Any political effort to criminalize unionization and to invoke criminal law as an instrument to repress union organization would only damage Cambodia’s international reputation and the Government was urged to reject that approach.

The Worker member of the Republic of Korea recalled that in its report adopted in March 2016, the Committee on Freedom of Association had indicated that fixed-term contracts should not be deliberately used for anti-union purposes and could be an obstacle to the exercise of trade union rights. Many garment factories had built an entire workforce by employing workers through repeatedly renewed fixed-duration contracts (FDCs) of short duration. While violating the Labour Law, this phenomenon was widely applied in practice and was increasing. The legal implications of employment under FDCs were numerous, including fewer rights and benefits for workers; easier dismissal and shorter notice periods; difficulties in proving anti-union retaliation; reduced compensation upon termination of contract; and limited access to maternity leave benefits. The use of FDCs created great instability for workers, who reasonably feared that their contracts would not be renewed if they failed to obey the employer or if they joined a trade union. Furthermore, in a situation where the majority of contracts were FDCs, it was difficult to identify trade union leaders, who would not be able to complete a two-year term. The one-year work experience required for trade union leaders by the labour legislation could be hard to accrue under FDCs. A Memorandum of Understanding in the garment industry had been signed in 2012 between the Garment Manufacturers’ Association in Cambodia (GMAC) and several trade unions, and included a commitment to reach a separate agreement on this issue. However, no negotiations had been initiated on this matter.

Supporting the recommendations of the Committee on Freedom of Association, the speaker therefore urged the Government to take all appropriate measures to promote these negotiations with a view to reaching an agreement on the use of FDCs and ensuring that workers in the garment industry were able to exercise their trade union rights freely.

The Government member of Canada strongly encouraged all member States to respect the terms of the Convention and recalled that the onus to ensure that freedom of association be exercised in a climate that was free from violence, pressure or threats of any kind was on governments. While some positive steps had generally been taken, further action was required and information had to be provided, as highlighted by the Committee of Experts. The concerns on the Trade Union Law were mainly related to insufficient protection of the right of all workers and employers to freely set up organizations of their own choosing, and to the right of these organizations to decide on internal matters without interference. In this regard, the Government should reopen discussions through social dialogue and within the National Assembly with a view to revising the law. He also expressed disappointment regarding the LANGO, which was restrictive of civil society, as its application to occupations not covered by the Trade Union Law could constitute a violation of the Convention. Finally, looking forward to the conclusions and recommendations of the committees regarding the incidents of violence of 2014, he emphasized the urgent need to ensure the effectiveness of the judicial system as a safeguard against impunity, and as an effective means to protect workers’ rights during labour disputes.

The Worker member of the Philippines identified with the widespread anti-union discriminatory practices experienced by workers in Cambodia. Union and federation members and leaders who were independent and critical of employers were increasingly becoming the target of harassment, discrimination and unfair dismissals by their employers. Since the end of 2013, 867 worker members of the Cambodian Labour Confederation (CLC) had been dismissed due to their union membership and activities, and only 67 of them had been reinstated. The rejection by employers of the arbitration award on reinstatement, in addition to the lack of government will with regard to enforcement, was seriously undermining the unions freely chosen by workers. The speaker gave the example of the November 2014 strike at the Siem Reap Airport, a ten-day protest during which replacement workers had been hired and following which seven union leaders were terminated for organizing the strike. Airport management had asked the union’s deputy chair to stop addressing complaints against the company and had offered to reinstate him in exchange for his cooperation. Instead of rectifying the unfair dismissals, the Ministry of Labour requested the employer to give monetary compensation to the dismissed union leaders, who to this day had not been reinstated and were unemployed.

The Worker member of Japan expressed concern that section 29 of the Trade Union Law guaranteed the right to “concerned parties”, or 50 per cent of the total members of a union to take the initiative of filing for dissolution of the trade union to the Labour Court. In the interest of industrial relations, the dissolution of a trade union should only be taken as a last resort, and after exhausting other possibilities with less serious effects for the organization as a whole. Moreover, the dissolution of a trade union should be dealt with according to the provisions of the union’s constitution and bylaws. The provisions of the LANGO concerning the mandatory registration for all domestic and international associations, the unfettered discretion of the Ministry of Interior over union registration, and the requirement of “political neutrality” applicable to all associations and organizations, constituted violations to the right to freedom of association. He urged the Government to consult with the trade unions and to consider the revision of these laws in order to be fully consistent with the Convention.

The Government representative thanked his ASEAN colleagues, in particular Thailand, for their support and encouragement for better freedom of association in Cambodia. He noted all of the constructive comments made by the respective representatives of employers and workers, as well as other Government delegates, which could serve as valuable inputs to achieve their ambitious agenda in building a future with decent work. The Government had been
working actively in developing a strong legal framework through the adoption of laws and regulations. The Trade Union Law had been recently adopted, its implementing tools were being developed, and the drafting process of the Law on Labour Procedure of the Labour Court was under way. The Government was working closely with Better Factories Cambodia and the ILO Better Work Programme, to improve and strengthen labour inspection in order to ensure better working conditions. For further improvement of the effective implementation of international labour standards, as well as national laws and regulations, the participation and collaboration of all parties concerned was a necessity. While reiterating the commitment of the Government to fully complying with its reporting obligations, he assured that a detailed report would be submitted to the Committee of Experts by September 2016.

The Worker members indicated that the members of the Committee could only encourage the Government to make rapid progress on the path towards freedom of association. However, they had heard from many delegates, and especially from the Worker member of Cambodia, a description of the situation which remained very serious. They recalled that, concerning the murders of Chea Vihea, Ros Sovannareth and Hy Vuthy, the Committee on Freedom of Association had had to resort to the exceptional use of paragraph 69 of its Procedures for the examination of complaints alleging violations of freedom of association in order to invite the Government to appear before it and to provide missing information. The Government had accepted the invitation to provide information in May 2015. Noting that more than a year had passed, they emphasized the importance of replying to the requests made by the Committee on Freedom of Association. Impunity remained a critical issue.

They recalled that Cambodia had been under the constant supervision of the Committee since 2006 for the application of this Convention, of the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182), or for its failure to submit reports. Every year, the issues remained the same: unpunished acts of violence against trade unionists (including murder); anti-union dismissals; harassment and intimidation by state officials; prohibition of the right to free speech and assembly; and a legal framework which was not in compliance with the Convention. Fixed-duration contracts, the subject of the 2015 observation of the Committee of Experts and the 2016 conclusions of the Committee on Freedom of Association were routinely used to frustrate trade unions. These problems were compounded by a politicized judiciary that did not guarantee justice. They reiterated their concerns that, despite the intervention of the ILO, the UN, the Global Unions, and the global garment brands, the Government had missed yet another opportunity to pass a law compliant with the Convention and had instead adopted a law which contained numerous provisions which violated the Convention. Workers had been attacked and assaulted when they had peacefully protested following the adoption of the law.

Global brands had joined workers on repeated occasions to express concern regarding the negative environment in the country for workers. The country could and should immediately change its course and establish a legal environment enabling the full exercise of the right to freedom of association, which should also be ensured in practice. The Worker members called on the Government to: (i) bring the Trade Union Law into full conformity with the provisions of the Convention, in cooperation with the social partners and with the further technical assistance of the ILO; (ii) ensure that the rights under the Convention of teachers and civil servants, as well as workers in the informal economy who were not covered by the trade union legislation, were fully ensured; (iii) conduct full and expeditious investigations into the murders of the trade union leaders mentioned in the Committee of Experts' report and prosecute not only the perpetrators but also the instigators of these crimes; (iv) ensure that the Special Inter-Ministerial Committee kept the national employers' and workers' organizations informed on a regular basis of the progress of its investigations, with a view to promoting social dialogue and putting an end to the impunity surrounding the acts of violence against trade unionists; (v) conduct an independent investigation into the episodes of violence perpetrated against trade unionists on 3–4 January 2014, including injuries and deaths, and prosecute both the perpetrators and the instigators of these crimes; (vi) ensure that workers were able to engage freely in peaceful public demonstrations; (vii) drop criminal charges against trade union leaders for their participation in peaceful demonstrations; and (viii) ensure the application of Arbitration Council decisions with respect to fixed-duration contracts, limiting the combined time employed under these contracts to two years. In light of the lack of progress since this Committee had last heard this case, and given the multiple times this case had been before the Committee in recent years, they urged the Government to accept a High-level Tripartite Mission in 2016.

The Employer members recalled the history of this case and the concerns raised by the Workers with regard to the lack of progress on some of the issues discussed and the changes initiated by the Government. On the other hand, the Government had provided information on the recent initiatives it had taken, including: (i) the introduction and ongoing implementation of the new structure for the labour courts and labour chambers, and its commitment to the development of these institutions; (ii) the introduction of training and resources in the labour courts and labour chambers; and (iii) the adoption of the Trade Union Law and its commitment toward effective implementation. They echoed the Workers' call for the expedited completion and implementation of these initiatives, but considered that considerable progress had already been made and that Cambodia should be given latitude to prove it could bring these initiatives to a rapid and successful conclusion, namely the completion of the investigations of the three committees into the 2014 murders, due to be completed this year; the completion of the guidelines and the manner in which they would operate; and the effective implementation of the Trade Union Law through an approach which balanced workers' and employers' rights. They believed the country should be given leeway but urged the Government to provide a report to the Committee, as soon as possible, on the actions it had taken to fully implement the initiatives it had undertaken.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.
The Committee noted the Government’s proposal to establish new labour courts, as well as noting continued issues regarding the freedom of association for workers organizations.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- ensure that freedom of association can be exercised in a climate free of intimidation and without violence against workers, trade unions or employers, and act accordingly;
- ensure that the Trade Union Law is in full conformity with the provisions of Convention No. 87 and engage in social dialogue, and with the technical assistance of the ILO;
- ensure that teachers and civil servants are protected in law and practice consistent with Convention No. 87;
- undertake full and expeditious investigations into the murders of and violence perpetrated against trade union leaders and bring the perpetrators as well as the instigators of these crimes to justice;
- ensure that the Special Inter-Ministerial Committee keeps the national employers’ and workers’ organizations informed on a regular basis of the progress of its investigations; and
- report to the Committee of Experts before its November 2016 session with up-to-date information on its activities with regard to the three investigative committees already established, on the establishment, resourcing and training of the labour jurisdiction, and on the implementation of the new trade union law.

The Government should accept a direct contacts mission before the next International Labour Conference in order to assess progress towards compliance with these conclusions.

The Government representative indicated that, regarding the Committee’s proposal to accept a direct contacts mission, it was necessary to first consult the relevant government institutions. His Government would contact the ILO in due course.

**EL SALVADOR (ratification: 2006)**

A Government representative said that her participation in the Conference as Minister of Labour and Social Welfare demonstrated the importance her country attached to the Organization’s activities, especially progress on trade union rights, the promotion of decent work, dialogue and tripartite consensus, which were the cornerstones of its activities and constituted a guarantee of labour rights. With reference to the application of the Convention and the questions raised by the Committee of Experts in its observation, it was regrettable that so far even the Office of the Attorney General had not been able to identify the causes and perpetrators of the murder of Victoriano Abel Vega. Meetings had been held with both the previous and current Attorneys General, and both had agreed that the case needed to be solved and the investigation closed. However, it was well known that the Government of El Salvador was taking steps to combat crime and to prosecute offences with the aim of giving the Salvadoran people better and broader public safety. Every effort would continue to be made to ensure that Mr Vega’s death did not go unpunished. In relation to the 19 decrees adopted to expand and democratize the representation of employers’ and workers’ organizations in joint and tripartite bodies, an analysis had been undertaken revealing that at no time had those measures, by making slight changes to election processes, restricted the independence of employers’ or workers’ organizations. On the contrary, they were fully functional, with the participation of various employers’ and workers’ organizations. In the case of the tripartite bodies, it was regrettable that the National Business Association (ANEP) continued to express its disagreement, given that it currently enjoyed active representation in the country’s tripartite bodies. In order to guarantee such participation, the Government set aside a significant amount each year to cover the expenses of both worker and employer representatives. However, in reply to the observation of the Committee of Experts, the request to hold consultations on these reforms would be taken into account.

In relation to the activation of the Higher Labour Council (CST), resolving the dispute that prevented the CST from becoming active because of the persistent disagreement between the country’s most representative trade union organizations on their representation was one of the priorities of the Ministry of Labour. In that respect, various steps had been taken, including requesting mediation, for which the Office had provided technical cooperation, so as to have an external party who was completely neutral and could contribute to identifying a consensus solution to the dispute. Mediation had taken place in February 2016, with the participation of the ILO and a consultant who had held meetings with the various groups of the federations and confederations which had submitted their respective representation lists to the CST. The consultant, in his report, had noted, at the request of the trade union organizations, the complexity of the problem and the difficulty of reaching an agreement, which was one of his main findings. He had also said that, in view of its independent nature, the dispute was one that should be resolved directly with the Ministry of Labour and that mediation was not necessary. Acting on the findings of a consultant, in the first week of April 2016, with the Office of the Human Rights Ombudsman as mediator and the ILO, bilateral meetings had been held with each of the trade union groups. A joint meeting had also been held, facilitated by the Ombudsman and attended by the ILO, to seek an understanding and an agreement, but a solution had yet to be reached. In the absence of a mechanism for electing labour representatives, participating organizations had been asked to form an interim committee to revise and formulate a proposal for new regulations, specifically concerning trade union election procedures, which had been rejected by the complainant trade unions in this case, which considered that the regulations in question could only be revised by the CST. Although the Committee had emphasized that a single list should not be required, it was important to take into account the fact that, in view of the right to autonomy of trade union organizations, ignoring the representativity of organizations that were at dispute and convening the Council without the agreement of all parties would run totally counter to the practices and rules that determined trade union autonomy. At no time had the Government impeded the activation of the CST. On the contrary, it had sought viable democratic options that were in line with Conventions and legislation in force so that a solution could be found. Efforts would continue to be made to find a solution.

In a recent ruling, the Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice had produced a detailed analysis of a request for constitutional protection (amparo) submitted by the complainant organizations, seeking to be named as...
the only trade union representatives on the CST and asking that the request of other nationally representative trade union organizations should not be taken into account. The Chamber, in *amparo* ruling No. 951-2013, had ruled that “the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare does not have the power to appoint the members of the Higher Labour Council, to change the list of the workers’ organizations in question or to remove them if they are already members of the Council”. It had also considered that “… the submission of a single list of appointees to the Council is the expected result of a democratic and representative election process carried out by trade union federations and confederations in order to guarantee the participation of workers in the national body…” and insisted “… that the Minister of Labour and Social Welfare, by requiring agreement to be reached in election procedures and favouring a definitive list of appointees was not imposing a restriction or arbitrary condition that prejudiced the organizations in question or those persons proposed independently or by any organization in exercise of their right to freedom of association on the terms set out above, for which reason it must be found that there are no grounds for the *amparo* petition.” At the same time, the Government would continue to take action and to request support and cooperation from the ILO in identifying solutions, both to the issue of the CST, and other requests made by the Conference Committee. In relation to the requests to reform various provisions of the Constitution, the Labour Code and the Civil Service Act, inter alia, reforms to a range of legislative acts were being examined. Recently, at the initiative of the Parliamentary Group of the Farabundo Martí Front for National Liberation (FMLN), in the Legislative Assembly, a request had been made in November 2015 for sections 204, 211, 212, 219, 529 and 553 of the Labour Code to be reformed to expand trade union rights. Those and other initiatives that were being examined by the Legislative Assembly would be facilitated by the support provided by the technical cooperation requested from the ILO and the inter-institutional teams created to examine the initiatives. With regard to refusals of registration received by trade unions, from June 2015 to the present, legal personality had been granted to 45 trade union organizations, of which only five had been refused for failure to meet legal requirements, which did not mean that they could not resubmit their documents and request registration, for which reason, even though the law allowed six months for them to amend their request, the 45 submitting organizations had been dealt with in 20–25 working days on average. The Government of El Salvador was committed to complying with ILO Conventions, not only Convention No. 87 but also others that contributed to moving forward on labour rights in the country and promoting social dialogue, which were consistent with Government policy, as well as with other forums for discussing matters of national interest, for example, the National Council for Citizens Security and Coexistence, in which various national actors were participating, including ANEP, and others relating to the promotion of investment and the inclusive economic development of the country. Significant measures had been taken to ensure access to dignified and decent work, and 35,248 jobs had been created by 3,000 private enterprises through the National Employment System, 75 per cent of which were for young people, of whom 49 per cent were women. Employability training had been provided for 223 people and 27,241 inspections had been carried out, covering over 500,000 workers. The aim was to build a productive, educated and safe country for the Salvadorean people, for which purpose integrated public policies were being promoted and established, focusing on ensuring the well-being and improving the living conditions of the Salvadorean population. The Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare was committed to making every effort necessary to comply with the observations and recommendations made by the Committee of Experts in line with current legislation, consistent with the ILO’s vision of dignifying the rights of workers and creating decent work and productive jobs and the firm commitment to join forces with workers and employers to ensure effective protection for labour rights in the country.

The Worker members once again expressed their deep concern regarding the political situation and the murders committed, and the issues relating to Convention No. 87 in El Salvador. Recalling that the situation had not improved since 2015, they indicated that the country remained a hotbed of intense violence and urged the Government to continue its efforts to reduce violence. This situation needed to be seen in relation to freedom of association. Violence against workers’ representatives was common and instigated by gangs, particularly in export processing zones. In January 2010, Victoriano Abel Vega, Secretary-General of the Union of Municipal Workers of Santa Ana, had been murdered. The Committee of Experts had condemned this act, the Committee on Freedom of Association had taken up the case and the Conference Committee in 2015 had requested the Government to take all measures without delay to identify those responsible. Despite the acceleration in the action taken, the authorities had still not identified those responsible and the accomplishments of this abject act. Case No. 2957, as well as eight other cases, were also being examined by the Committee on Freedom of Association. They concerned the detention of a trade union representative and anti-trade union action. The Worker members considered that national regulations were not in line with Article 2 of Convention No. 87, in particular the limit required before a new request could be submitted where registration had been rejected, the possibility for a worker to join several organizations, the registration procedure, and the need for a trade union to certify the status of its members. With regard to the time before a new request for registration could be made, section 248 of the Labour Code provided that a new request to establish a trade union had been made at least six months after the previous one. In 2008, the Committee of Experts had noted that the Ministry was in the process of establishing a special commission entrusted with formulating a proposed amendment in that regard. In 2009, the Government had indicated that it had made the commitment, as reflected in the report known as the White Paper, to modify the labour legislation and amend section 248 of the Labour Code. A draft decree to that effect had been submitted to the CST for consultation. Following the 2015 Conference Committee, the Government had proposed an amendment but, in 2016, section 248 of the Labour Code remained unchanged. In view of the Government’s repeated promises and the failure to amend section 248 of the Labour Code, the Worker members expressed concern and hoped the problem would be solved as soon as
possible. With regard to the possibility of joining several trade unions, they recalled the need to amend section 204 of the Labour Code, which prohibited membership of more than one trade union and ran counter to Convention No. 87. Further to the examination by the Conference Committee in 2015, even though the Government had reported on a draft text to reform section 204 of the Labour Code, no information on a legislative amendment had been provided. With regard to the registration procedure, section 219 of the Labour Code provided that, within the context of this procedure, the employer must certify the status of the founding members as employees. As in 2015, the Worker members called on the Government to take measures to amend this provision, for example by enabling the Ministry of Labour to draw up the certificate. In conclusion, they drew the attention of the Committee to the non-conformity of article 47 of the Constitution, and sections 225 of the Labour Code and 90 of the Public Service Act with Article 3(1) of Convention No. 87. These provisions made it necessary to be Salvadoran by birth to be a member of the executive board of a trade union. Recalling that national legislation should permit foreign workers to have access to trade union office, at least after a reasonable period of residence in the host country, they noted that the Government had not yet amended these provisions. While expressing their profound concern about this issue, they emphasized that a swift legislative amendment was more than necessary and hoped that the technical assistance requested by the Government would contribute to that.

The Employer members welcomed the information provided by the Government and noted that this was an important case for the Employers’ group. Convention No. 87 had been ratified in 2006. The Conference Committee had examined the case in 2015, and the Committee on Freedom of Association had examined the application of the Convention on various occasions. In 2015, the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) and the ANEP had communicated their observations on the application of the Convention. The Committee of Experts, in its latest observation, referred to various issues and followed up on the conclusions of the examination of the case by the Conference Committee in 2015. With regard to the murder of the trade union leader Victoriano Abel Vega in 2010, which was the subject of Case No. 2923 before the Committee on Freedom of Association, five years had elapsed and the perpetrators of the crime had still not been found. The Government should be urged to take all necessary measures to determine criminal liability and to punish the perpetrators of this crime in the near future.

With regard to the autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations to appoint their representatives in joint and tripartite decision-making bodies, the President continued to appoint at his discretion the private sector representatives to those bodies. Since this matter had been discussed in the Conference Committee in 2015, the situation had worsened and a person who was not representative of the private sector had been appointed to the governing board of the Development Bank of El Salvador. With reference to the 19 decrees adopted on 22 August 2012 (Decrees Nos 81–99), which provided that the employer representatives who were to sit on the executive councils should be chosen and appointed by the President of the Republic from an open list of candidates from employers’ organizations which had duly approved legal personality, and which should select their candidates in accordance with their internal regulations, it was regrettable that no progress had been made to overcome the situation. This was a very serious case of interference which affected the autonomy of the private sector and violated Article 3 of Convention No. 87. Furthermore, they rejected the Government’s statement that ANEP was not representative of small and medium-sized businesses in the country. The criteria of the most representative organization to be followed was that of the ILO. As indicated by the Committee of Experts, progress needed to be made in law and practice, in consultation with the workers’ and employers’ organizations, to amend the 19 decrees adopted on 22 August 2012.

With regard to the failure to appoint the worker representatives to the CST, the Council’s regulations provided that trade union federations and confederations appointed their representatives. In 2013, two federations submitted a list of representatives, but the Government had since then been trying to reach a consensus. In November 2015, the Government had requested ILO mediation, which had not borne fruit. This situation also violated the autonomy of the workers’ organizations and Article 3 of Convention No. 87. The criteria of the most representative should be applied, based on specific, predictable and objective criteria. There were other concerns, such as difficulties in determining the national minimum salary. The issue had been politicized and acts of violence occurred on the wage council and in the actual ANEP headquarters. Therefore, in addition to the violation of Convention No. 87, the Tripartite Consultation (International Labour Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 144) had been affected due to the misrepresentation and the failure to implement and promote social dialogue within the framework of the country’s labour relations system, which undermined the legitimacy of the country’s labour standards and practices. In its direct request, the Committee of Experts referred to the issue of the right to strike. The position of the Employers’ group on this subject was known and reference had been made to it. Notwithstanding, it was a matter of concern that not only was information requested from the Government, but also that action had been suggested relating to the amendment of several legislative aspects.

The Worker member of El Salvador voiced her indignation at the delay by the State in investigating the murder of Victoriano Abel Vega, which had occurred six years earlier, and that the perpetrators had still not been brought to justice. She added that Mr Vega had received death threats from mayors in the west of the country because of his trade union activities in the municipalities. Attempts were being made to divert attention away from this line of investigation by suggesting that the murder could have been the result of common crime or committed by gangs. She also referred to another example of the anti-trade union culture that prevailed in the country: the case of Juan Antonio Hernández, Secretary-General of the General Union Federation of Salvadorian Workers (FUGTS) who, on 21 December 2015, had been attacked in a union office by heavily armed men, beaten and driven to an area controlled by gangs. His vehicle had appeared on National Civil Police premises where seized objects were kept. The Government...
The Employer member of El Salvador summarized the complaints submitted against the Government by the Salvadoran employers concerning violation of freedom of association (Cases Nos 2930 and 2980) and the recommendations that the Committee on Freedom of Association had adopted on the subject in 2015. The violations had referred to the Committee of Experts and formed the basis of its observations on the Convention. In a clear violation of the Convention, the Government had submitted draft legislation to the Legislative Assembly that had resulted in 19 decrees reforming the country’s autonomous institutions, so that private sector representatives on their executive bodies who were in the minority were appointed directly by the President of the Republic at his discretion. Although there had been a change of Government, the new Minister of Labour had regrettably maintained the practice of the previous Government of ignoring the regulations of the Higher Council of Labour. She continued to require all the trade unions to reach an agreement among themselves, despite the fact that in the conclusions it adopted in 2015 the Conference Committee had clearly called on the Government not to demand a consensus in the election of representatives of the social partners. The employers of El Salvador were drawing attention to the illegality of those elections because they concerned private organizations, with the result that the National Council of Labour had not been able to convene since 2013. No solution had therefore been found to the question of autonomous institutions, in which private representatives continued to be appointed by the President of the Republic. For the employers, the fact that the Government had not convened meetings of the Council was a ploy to prevent it from concluding agreements, notably those concerning means to end the violation of employers’ freedom of association and to ensure that the employers’ representatives on the 19 autonomous organizations could be freely appointed. In June 2015, the employers had asked the Conference Committee for ILO technical assistance in finding a mediator who could help the Minister of...
Labour to reactivate the Higher Council of Labour, an institution that had originated in the peace agreement as a means of promoting dialogue on labour issues between the Government and the employers’ and workers’ organizations. In February 2016, an ILO consultant had visited El Salvador to provide international mediation concerning these issues. However, in spite of the outcome of that mediation and of the conclusions of the Conference Committee in 2015, the Minister of Labour had persisted in her strategy of paralyzing the Council on the grounds that, notwithstanding her best efforts, not all the trade union organizations had been able to agree.

He also denounced other acts of interference by the Government in the activities of labour organizations which made it difficult for tripartite bodies to operate. According to the media, the Ministry of Labour had been manipulating the registration of union members according to whether they were supporters of the Government or not. In recent months, the Government had delayed the adoption of agreements to increase the minimum wage by refusing to attend meetings of the Higher Council on the minimum wage so that there would not be a quorum. It had also launched a political campaign and encouraged demonstrations by activists linked to the FMLN party. A month earlier, the Minister of Labour had allowed a group of demonstrators to enter the Council’s premises, where they had threatened employers’ members, telling them that they knew where they lived. That was nothing short of a class hatred. Finally, the employers and workers had recently reached an agreement on the minimum wage, and it was hoped that the President’s approval would not be blocked by the Minister of Labour. In conclusion, he requested a direct contacts mission to assess the many violations of the Convention by the Government.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as well as Norway, wished to recall the commitment undertaken by El Salvador under the trade pillar of the EU–Central America Association Agreement to effectively implement the fundamental Conventions of the ILO, including Convention No. 87. He acknowledged the progress made by El Salvador in recent years, but also called on the Government to rapidly bring to justice those responsible for the murder of the trade union leader Abel Vega, a case which had remained unresolved for five years. Delays in the investigation and punishment of those responsible created a climate of impunity. The Government should be encouraged to respect the autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations to appoint their representatives to joint and tripartite decision-making bodies and, more specifically, to accelerate the mediation process so as to ensure the appointment of workers’ representatives to the Higher Labour Council. The amendment of the legislation on the right to freely establish and join organizations was key to achieving compliance with the Convention. He welcomed the request by the Government for ILO technical assistance and hoped that work in this regard would be initiated shortly. In conclusion, he said that the EU and its Member States remained committed to cooperation with the country to enable it to address the issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Government member of Mexico, speaking on behalf of the group of Latin American and Caribbean (GRULAC) countries, thanked the Government for the information that it had provided on the exercise of freedom of association and the protection of the right to organize embodied in the Constitution, in national legislation and in Convention No. 87. Regarding the observation by the Committee of Experts, attention should be drawn to the investigations conducted by the police, the steps taken by the Prosecutor General of the Republic, and the role of facilitator assumed by the Government, with ILO assistance, to find a solution to the dispute that had arisen in the National Council of Labour by holding statutory meetings and advocating mediation. The Government had demonstrated its openness and willingness to engage in dialogue with all social and economic sectors. GRULAC reiterated its commitment to freedom of association and trusted that the Government would continue its efforts to comply with the terms of the Convention.

The Government member of Panama supported the statement of GRULAC, and emphasized that the Government of El Salvador had expressed a genuine willingness to follow through with its commitments and to comply with the recommendations of the Committee of Experts. As pro tempore President of the Council of Ministers of Central America and the Dominican Republic, the Government of Panama expressed its concern at the inclusion of El Salvador in the list of individual cases, along with Guatemala and Honduras. There was still a lack of objective criteria and transparency in the choice of such cases, which was evident from the regional imbalance. The technical assistance provided by the ILO to the countries of the Central American region had not been valued, since three of the seven countries concerned were in the list of individual cases. The countries of the region recognized the positive results derived from the ILO support and the useful exchange of experience that took place with a view to the effective application of international labour Conventions. A cross-cutting regional plan of action had been approved by the Council of Ministers of Labour of Central America and the Dominican Republic. He welcomed the additional efforts that had been made in this context with respect to labour legislation, the elimination of child labour, social dialogue, employment policy and labour mobility.

An observer representing the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) voiced great concern at the violations of the Convention by the Government of El Salvador, and in particular its continued and serious interference in the autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations and the arbitrary appointment of employer members to tripartite institutions by the President of the Republic. Nineteen decrees had been adopted unilaterally and without consultation in 2012 to bolster these arbitrary prerogatives to interfere in the autonomy of the social partners, in violation of the Convention, and in disregard of the real institution for social dialogue, the Higher Council of Labour, the activities of which had been suspended since 2013 on purely procedural grounds and on the pretext that the criteria of representativity had not been respected. He also referred, as examples of an attitude that should not be overlooked, to: the lack of appropriate protection for the premises of ANEP, which was the most representative employers’ organization; the failure to follow up the recommendations of the Committee of Freedom of Association; and the Government’s lack of consideration of the conclusions of the
Conference Committee. The Government needed to take immediate steps to remedy the situation and submit a detailed report to the Committee of Experts for examination at its next session. Regrettably, in view of the repeated violations of the Convention and the increasing lack of respect for freedom of association, it was also important for a direct contacts mission to be sent to El Salvador. The case should be included in a special paragraph of the Committee’s report.

The Worker member of Guatemala said that the situation regarding the violation of the freedom of association in El Salvador was similar to that of Guatemala. Violations of the Convention included the dismissal of an elected worker, the Secretary-General of the Trade Union of the Municipality of San Martín, and the dismissal by the security company C.V. COSASE of officials of the Union of Workers’ of Private Security Companies (SITESPRI). The establishment of a trade union in the catering, public transport and private security sectors was now almost a crime. Shifts of more than 12 hours were worked for the minimum wage without overtime pay. Many workers had no social security and very few were able to contribute to a pension scheme. The contractual labour situation in the public sector was the result of the absence of social dialogue and of a policy for the democratic management of industrial relations. Union leaders in the public sector were subject to arbitrary reductions from their wages and sanction procedures as a result of being denied union leave. Some union officials of the Union of the Workers of the Bloom Hospital (SITHBLOOM), for example, had not received their wages for six months. The Ministry of Labour refused to register the collective agreement that had been negotiated by the Union of the National Commission of Micro and Small Enterprises, even though it met all the legal requirements. Finally, the Workers’ Union of the Secretariat for Social Inclusion had lodged a complaint that the workers had been treated with verbal disrespect and arrogance by the management, were isolated, regularly re-assigned, and were victims of physical aggression and wage inequality.

The Government member of Cuba endorsed the statement by GRULAC and welcomed the information provided by the Government of El Salvador and its willingness to comply with its commitments in relation to the ILO. She emphasized the measures that were currently being adopted, including the process of mediation to reactivate the National Council of Labour, legislative measures and the Government’s request for ILO assistance. She called on the Government to continue its efforts and the ILO to continue providing technical assistance and cooperation.

The Employer member of Belgium recalled that freedom of association was a fundamental principle of the ILO and suggested that the same term be used in French and Spanish as in English (“freedom of association”). Workers’ and employers’ organizations were entitled to autonomy in their organization, management and functioning, and she condemned State practices that curbed the autonomy of employers’ organizations, as was the case in El Salvador, where the Government appointed in an authoritative manner employers’ representatives or tripartite bodies. The executive had no right to act in place of the social partners, and the public authorities must refrain from any impediment to the legal exercise of the right of employers’ and workers’ organizations to elect their representatives freely. The suspension of the National Council of Labour by the Government was a violation of Article 3 of the Convention; she called for the independence of employers’ and workers’ representatives to be guaranteed as an essential prerequisite for effective social dialogue at all levels.

The Government member of Honduras emphasized that the Government had shown its full willingness to honour its commitments and to continue complying with the recommendations of the Committee of Experts. He therefore endorsed the statement of GRULAC.

The Worker member of Uruguay recalled that the case was being examined for the second consecutive year by the Committee and deplored the fact that mediation had failed to yield any results. He expressed solidarity with the workers of El Salvador with regard to the complaints made concerning situations of violence against trade union leaders, the threats that hampered the development of trade union organizations and the anti-union dismissals. Requirements for trade union registration were excessive and constituted a form of undue interference by the Government. Even though mechanisms and bodies existed which would be suitable for conducting good social dialogue, problems persisted in relation to the definition of the forms of representation in these bodies. As it had not been convened, the Higher Labour Council could not give its views on the labour issues on the agenda. He reiterated the need for technical collaboration with the ILO to enable amendments to the regulations that could be agreed with the social partners with a view to establishing transparent methods for determining representativeness that enshrined the principle of independence from the Government.

The Employer member of Guatemala noted with deep concern the statement by the Minister of Labour, as she had reiterated the arguments put forward when the case had been examined by the Committee the previous year. He recalled that the case was being discussed by the Committee for the second consecutive year, and that the situation under discussion had been going on for four years. Despite the comments of the ILO supervisory bodies, the Government was not showing the will to resolve the situation, and the conclusions and recommendations of the supervisory bodies were being ignored by the national authorities. The crisis appeared to have taken a serious turn for the worse and posed a threat to the integrity of employers’ organizations in El Salvador. He referred in particular to the powers of the President of the Republic to appoint the representatives of employers’ organizations to bipartite and tripartite bodies, which amounted to a clear violation of the Convention and placed these bodies under the control of the Government, thus constituting an extremely serious act of interference. Lastly, he called for a direct contacts mission to be sent to the country and for the conclusions on this case to be placed in a special paragraph of the Committee’s report.

The Government member of the Dominican Republic endorsed the statement of GRULAC and welcomed the information supplied to the Committee by the Minister of Labour. The Government of El Salvador was showing goodwill and was making efforts to honour its commitments taken on in the context of the ILO through action for the observance of standards, the promotion of fundamental
rights and the strengthening of social dialogue and negotiation. The ILO should continue to support the Government and give it technical assistance.

The Government representative said that she had listened attentively to all the statements, which were consistent with the interests represented. With regard to the murder of Abel Vega, the Government, having asked the Office of the Public Prosecutor to investigate, was calling for a pooling of efforts with the social partners to resolve the case. The Government had identified social dialogue as a pillar of the drive for consensual policies, as shown by the dialogue round table which had been set up recently to establish a joint agenda with the ANEP, an organization that participated in all tripartite forums in the country. Efforts were being made to identify short- and medium-term solutions regarding trade union representation on the Higher Labour Council, for which the will of the organizations concerned was required to ensure representation on an equal footing. The Government was open to overcoming any limitations in the exercise of trade union rights, within the requirements and procedures necessary to safeguard legal security. Moreover, the appointment procedures to joint bodies were not in contradiction with the autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations, and tripartite bodies were governed by regulations that had been adopted by previous administrations with the agreement of the social partners. Efforts had been made over the previous five years to give full access to the right to organize, as shown by the existence of over 200,000 trade union members and more than 450 active trade union organizations. The Government trusted that the actions in the context of the project supported by the ILO and the Generalized System of Preferences of the EU would contribute to improving in compliance with the Convention, as the current cooperation with the ILO was doing.

The Employer members expressed deep concern at the fact that, despite the time that had elapsed, there was no sign of real progress towards resolving the instances of non-observance of the Convention. So the time had come to face facts, and the Committee, in its conclusions, should: (1) note with extreme concern the lack of progress with regard to the issue of the autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations, and tripartite bodies were governed by regulations that had been adopted by previous administrations with the agreement of the social partners. Efforts had been made over the previous five years to give full access to the right to organize, as shown by the existence of over 200,000 trade union members and more than 450 active trade union organizations. The Government trusted that the actions in the context of the project supported by the ILO and the Generalized System of Preferences of the EU would contribute to improving in compliance with the Convention, as the current cooperation with the ILO was doing.

The Worker members expressed agreement with the Employer members regarding the major importance of the case. The Government had requested assistance from the ILO to rectify the legislative problems. Such cooperation was necessary with regard to the procedure for the registration of trade unions and the obligation to certify the status of trade union members, two points on which the Government had shown a positive attitude. The Government also needed to take action quickly concerning the access of foreign workers to trade union office and the membership of more than one trade union. The Government should also report on the murder of Victoriano Abel Vega, as the de facto impunity enjoyed by those committing crimes against trade union leaders was aggravating the climate of violence and insecurity, which was extremely prejudicial to trade union activities. The Worker members expressed their disagreement with the Employer members regarding the direct request addressed to the Government. The Workers’ group was of the view that the right to strike was protected by the Convention. The Employers’ and Workers’ groups had recognized in the joint statement of 23 February 2015 that “[t]he right to take industrial action by workers and employers in support of their legitimate industrial interests is recognised by the constituents of the International Labour Organisation. This international recognition by the International Labour Organisation requires the workers and employers groups to address the mandate of the CEACR as defined in their 2015 report”. The Committee of Experts had defined its own mandate as having to “determine the legal scope, content and meaning of the provisions of the Conventions”, which had been approved by the Governing Body. It was therefore part of the mandate of the Committee of Experts to request all information that it considered useful regarding the fulfilment by the State of its obligations arising from a ratified Convention.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted with concern the lack of progress both in law and in practice with respect to the issue of the autonomy of employers’ and workers’ organizations to nominate their representatives to joint or tripartite decision-making bodies and again urged the Government, in consultation with the social partners, to take all measures necessary, without delay, to amend the 19 Decrees adopted on 22 August 2012, so as to bring them into line with the guarantees set out in the Convention.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:
- take all measures necessary, without delay, to identify those responsible for the murder of Mr Victoriano Abel Vega and punish the perpetrators of the crime;
- reactivate, without delay, the Higher Labour Council (CST), the work of which had been suspended since 2013 and which was the main forum for social dialogue in the country and for tripartite consultation. The Government must abstain from requiring consensus among trade union federations and confederations in designating their representatives to the CST;
- ensure full autonomy for employers’ and workers’ organizations;
- ensure adequate protection for the premises of organizations of employers;
- report on all progress with regard to the issues discussed in a detailed report to the Committee of Experts, to be considered at its next meeting.
In the face of the Government’s failure to take action to apply the provisions of the Convention effectively in law and in practice, the Committee requested a that direct contacts mission be sent to El Salvador.

The Committee decided to include its conclusions in a special paragraph of the report.

The Government representative regretted that, despite all the Government’s efforts to guarantee and extend trade union rights, there was no mention of that fact in the conclusions. Her Government nevertheless took note of those conclusions and would examine them closely. Regarding the request of the ANEP that a direct contacts mission be sent to El Salvador, it would seem that the Association was being seriously challenged by the workers and social organizations over the agreement it reached with trade union represented on the National Minimum Wage Council, when it offered them a miserable increase of just 20 cents a day for agricultural workers, 33 cents for workers in maquilas, 37 cents for workers in trade and services and 41 cents for industrial workers over three years. That was nothing short of insulting for people who contributed to the country’s economic development by the sweat of their brow, and it did not comply with the provisions of article 38 of the Constitution or sections 145 and 146 of the Labour Code. The Government confirmed it willingness to continue receiving the technical assistance that was being provided by the mediator in the dispute between the trade unions that were seeking membership of the CST, as well as other support that it was being given to improve the labour rights of Salvadoran workers. In the short and medium term, the Government would certainly be providing additional information which would show clearly the progress that had been made. As a progressive Government it was committed to ensure that the workers were able to exercise their rights fully. There had been no breakdown in social dialogue in the country, and it was part of the President’s policy and the Government’s plan that there should be a constant dialogue between all the social partners and labour, political and economic sectors, in which the trade unions and ANEP both had an active role to play.

GUATEMALA (ratification: 1952)

The Government provided the following written information.

Progress in compliance with the road map resulting from the complaint of non-observance of Convention No. 87, presented under article 26 of the ILO Constitution. Investigation of murders and of rulings handed down to date. The Government of Guatemala expresses its concern at these acts and, through the Special Investigation Unit for Crimes against Trade Unionists, which is part of the office of the Public Prosecutor, is continuing its investigation with a view to the conviction of the perpetrators of the crimes concerned. In March 2016, the 326th Session of the Governing Body was informed of 14 convictions. Since then there has been further progress in the investigation. The Special Unit of the office of the Public Prosecutor has made progress in its inquiries into the case of Bruno Estefano Figueroa, who was a member of the healthcare integration system subsidiary of the National Trade Union of Health Workers of Guatemala (SNTSG) (Case No. 2609 of the Committee on Freedom of Association), as follows: (a) on 14 April 2016, formal charges were brought and the opening of proceedings was requested against four persons for the crimes of murder, attempted murder and criminal association; (b) on 16 May 2016, the Department of Guatemala Tenth Court of First Instance dealing with drug trafficking and crimes against the environment accepted the charges and criminal proceedings were opened; (c) the hearing for the start of the public trial of one additional person charged with obstruction of justice and criminal association is due to take place on 29 August 2016.

Progress relating to the cooperation agreement between the International Commission against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIG) and the Special Investigation Unit for Crimes against Trade Unionists of the Office of the Public Prosecutor. On the basis of the cooperation agreement between these two bodies, four meetings have been held to follow up the investigations and solve the crimes. Observations and recommendations were made during the meetings with regard to a number of cases, resulting in a five-year sentence for Gerardo Aníbal López (convicted) in the case concerning Marlon Dagoberto Vásquez (victim) and the termination of criminal proceedings in the case concerning Jorge Ricardo Barrera Barco (victim) relating to the death of the trade unionist Rómulo Emanuel Mejía Peña. Recently, the Ministry of Labour held several meetings with the office of the Public Prosecutor and the CICIG to follow up the formers’ inquiries, and the CICIG was asked to cooperate to speed up and give priority to the investigation of these cases. The Commissioner and Public Prosecutor said that they fully supported the efforts to solve the crimes.

Compliance with General Instruction No. 1-2015 to improve the effectiveness of investigations into the murder of union officials and members. The case of Mynor Rolando Castillo Ramos. Since General Instruction No. 1-2015 came into force, the Special Investigation Unit has complied with the investigation procedures established in the Instruction, as shown by the investigation into the death of Mynor Rolando Castillo Ramos, a member of the Jalapa Municipal Workers’ Union, which occurred in 2015. The investigation, which was quickly undertaken, enabled the office of the Public Prosecutor to bring formal charges and the trial to begin. On 18 May 2016, the Department of Jalapa Court of First Instance dealing with drug trafficking and crimes against the environment accepted the charges and opened criminal proceedings against one person charged with murder and attempted murder, who had previously been under psychiatric treatment.

Risk assessments for union officials and members and adoption of protective measures. First quarter of 2016. The Ministry of the Interior reported that in the first quarter of 2016 it received 14 complaints/requests for safety measures, in response to which the Risk Assessment Department of the Personal Protection and Security Division of the National Civil Police analysed the risks incurred and concluded that the level of risk was low. Consequently, no protective measures were granted.

Requests for the application of the preventive security mechanism according to the Protocol for the Implementation of Immediate and Preventive Security Measures for Human Rights Activists, made by the Office of the Public Prosecutor. In the first quarter of 2016, the office of the Public Prosecutor, through its Special Unit, requested the Ministry of the Interior to issue seven personal preventive security measures for trade union leaders and members. In
addition, requests were made to the National Civil Police for eight perimeter security measures.

The free 1543 emergency number to report acts of violence or threats against human rights activists. The specialists working on the 24-hour emergency number coordinate immediate support through the National Civil Police and by activating the Protocol for the Implementation of Immediate and Preventive Security Measures for the victims concerned, while the risk assessment is being carried out. During the first quarter of 2016, calls to the emergency number gave rise to two complaints to the office of the Public Prosecutor, which are being investigated by the Special Investigation Unit for Crimes against Trade Unionists and the Special Investigation Unit for Crimes against Journalists.

Training on freedom of association for officers operating the 1543 emergency number. On 29 March 2016, with technical assistance from the ILO, the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare provided training on the right to freedom of association, the right to organize and the right to collective bargaining for officers operating the 1543 emergency number of the Ministry of the Interior, advisers at the Ministry of Labour call centre and other officers of the National Civil Police. A total of 50 persons were involved in the training, which aimed to equip them with the tools to apply the necessary mechanisms to ensure the safety of individuals associated with trade unions in Guatemala.

Progress in relation to the Protocol for the Implementation of Immediate and Preventive Security Measures for trade union members, officers, activists and leaders, and labour rights activists, and on the provision of premises for their activities. On 23 February, 16 March and 17 May 2016, round table meetings attended by the institutions concerned and trade unions were held to revise the Protocol for the protection of trade unionists. On 23 February, it was agreed to wait for observations from the trade unions before continuing to draft the Protocol; these observations were sent on 1 March. The purpose of the 17 May meeting of the round table on trade union matters was to present, revise and discuss the draft Protocol of the Ministry of the Interior. At the meeting it was agreed that the trade union federations would submit their comments and observations by 24 May, with a view to reaching agreement and signing the Protocol. However, on 23 May, the Autonomous Popular Trade Union Movement and Global Unions of Guatemala sent a note stating that the Protocol had been imposed upon them, that no account had been taken of the claims of the unions, and that if these were included in the instrument, they would be in a position to study it and possibly give their approval. The Government therefore made further arrangements for the trade unions to make their comments and express their views so that the terms of the Protocol could be agreed upon. The Government therefore convened more meetings so that the trade unions could express their views and make comments and the Protocol could be agreed upon and approved. It reviewed the dialogue and the related proceedings to make it clear that it was not imposing a Protocol without its endorsement by the unions, taking into account its sustainability and implementation by the Ministry of the Interior.

Establishment of a budget item to cover the costs of National Civil Police officers assigned to personal protection duties. It is important to emphasize that no one benefiting from security measures is required to pay for food, lodging or other expenses for the officers assigned to them. The procedure is currently being assessed to improve the financial conditions of officers assigned to the Personal Protection and Security Division, as the budget allocated to the National Civil Police and the Ministry of the Interior is not sufficient to cover these costs. A special bonus payment for the officials is under examination.

Legislative reforms. A consultant has been engaged under contract to draw up the preliminary draft text of the reforms of the Labour Code in relation to freedom of association and collective bargaining with a view to bringing its provisions into conformity with Convention No. 87. It is planned to submit the draft reforms to Congress following consultations with the workers and employers at the end of September 2016. The Labour Commission of the Congress of the Republic has been approached concerning the harmonization of the legislation with international labour standards, starting with public campaigns on the importance of the reforms to the Labour Code, involving joint communication and analysis by the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare and the Labour Commission. A preliminary draft has also been prepared of a legislative initiative to amend the Labour Code in relation to the application of administrative penalties for labour law violations covered by the General Labour Inspectorate, which will be submitted for tripartite consultation as soon as possible before being tabled in the Congress of the Republic.

Registration of trade unions. The Ministry of Labour, through the General Directorate of Labour, receives applications for the registration of trade unions and the recognition of their legal personality. There has been a significant increase in the registration of trade unions, with 52 unions being registered in the last quarter of 2015 and 61 in the first quarter of 2016.

Review and settlement of disputes by the Committee for the Settlement of Disputes in the area of Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining. The Dispute Settlement Committee which has been operating since 2014, is reviewing 18 cases, in nine of which there are complaints pending before the Committee on Freedom of Association, while nine complaints have been brought directly to the Dispute Settlement Committee. The cases have been reviewed and examined by the Mediator and the Technical Secretariat to identify those which could be resolved by the Dispute Settlement Committee. Information will be provided on the outcome of this work.

Awareness campaign on freedom of association and collective bargaining. Work has begun on launching and promoting the awareness campaign, translated into the Maya, Kaqchikel and Kiche languages, through community radio broadcasts throughout the country that reach eight million listeners, as well as other initiatives to promote freedom of association and the right to bargain collectively. The campaign is aimed at sectors where there are few trade unions, such as the maquila sector. Information is available on the websites and social media of 14 government institutions: the Secretariat of Planning and Programming of the office of the President; the Secretariat for Food Security and Nutrition; the Secretariat for Peace; the Civil Aviation Authority; the Ministry of Culture and Sport; the Ministry of the Economy; the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock; the
Ministry of Social Development; the Ministry of Communication; the Ministry of Finance; the Ministry of the Interior; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; TGW Radio; and the Government television channel. In conclusion, it is important to note that, in addition, the Government has submitted an amendment to Congress to the Act for the approval of the annual Budget that increases the financial resources of the judiciary so as to allow it to deal with and resolve the cases before it, reduce impunity and facilitate access to justice in Guatemala. This is all part of a process of short-, medium- and long-term structural reform in the country. A national dialogue, under the leadership of the Presidents of the three highest bodies, was therefore launched in May 2016 to strengthen action to combat impunity, under the slogan “For a reform of justice in Guatemala”.

In addition, before the Committee, a Government representative said that her Government was committed to complying with the obligations set out in the ratified Conventions. That commitment had already been demonstrated in a letter from the President of Guatemala to the Director-General of the ILO in March 2016, in which she also expressed his commitment to complying with the Memorandum of Understanding and the roadmap to address the issues regarding the Convention raised in the complaint lodged under article 26 of the ILO Constitution. At its 326th Session, the Governing Body had welcomed this communication and the report submitted by the Government, which described the progress made in the first weeks since the Government had taken office. She referred to the action taken from March to June 2016, which would continue to be implemented in preparation for the report that would be submitted to the Governing Body in November 2016. With reference to the role of the three branches of the State, she said that she was accompanied by a delegation from the Congress of the Republic, led by the President of the Labour Commission, with whom an intense process of coordination and cooperation had been initiated to promote the alignment of the legislation with the international labour standards, which would involve the participation of workers and employers. The strategies developed by the new Government for the 2016–20 period included: (1) combating corruption, modernizing the Government and strengthening the labour inspectorate by increasing its transparency and effectiveness; (2) guaranteeing food security, comprehensive health care and education, particularly through the reinforcement of the occupational safety and health system, with action and strategies relating to prevention and worker protection, and plans to combat and eliminate child labour through the management mechanism established in the roadmap to ensure that Guatemala is a country free from child labour; (3) promoting decent work on the basis of an update and definition of the national policy on employment as the general framework for the implementation of actions, plans and programmes aimed at reducing the decent work deficit in the country, decreasing informalality in the labour market and increasing competitiveness and economic development in general; (4) combating poverty and extreme poverty; and (5) enhancing national security through the establishment of mechanisms that create decent work opportunities in the country to prevent crime and migration. These strategies were based on fundamental principles, such as dialogue, consensus and inclusion of stakeholders, and the legality, comprehensiveness and holistic perspective of public policy, while giving priority to the most vulnerable groups, including women, indigenous peoples, migrants, children, adolescents and young people. With regard to the application of the Convention, she said that, in her capacity as Minister, she had attended meetings at trade union offices, and the President had met with trade union leaders on several occasions. That demonstrated the commitment of the Government to building trust, promoting dialogue and seeking a common agenda. Furthermore, 61 trade unions had been registered in the first few months of 2016. The Government recognized the challenges presented by the situation of historic violence in the country, which also affected the lives of trade unionists. These challenges required profound structural changes. To that end, the “National dialogue: Towards the reform of the justice system in Guatemala” had been launched, with the aim of strengthening action against impunity in the country.

The CICIG Commissioner and the Chief Public Prosecutor had expressed their full commitment to convicting the perpetrators of criminal offences, having recorded 14 convictions so far. Progress had also been made in some pending investigations that were being examined by the Committee on Freedom of Association. She also referred to progress in the cases dealt with by the Dispute Settlement Committee. For example, in the case of the municipality of Masagua in Escuintla, the basis for a payment settlement of 7 million quetzals had been developed for 41 workers for unpaid wages, putting an end to a four-year dispute. All these achievements showed that the President and the Government remained firmly committed, despite constraints arising from the general situation in the country. The Minister appreciated the Director of the International Labour Standards Department having accepted her invitation to visit the country in July 2016. Finally, she reiterated her Government’s concern at the simultaneous use of several mechanisms to investigate the same allegations in relation to a particular country against which a complaint was being considered by the ILO Governing Body. She considered this to be a duplication of mechanisms, which undermined the functioning and credibility of the ILO supervisory bodies.

The Worker members emphasized that the case of Guatemala had been discussed by the Committee on 22 occasions in the last 25 years because of the country’s systematic refusal to take action in response to the serious observations and conclusions of the ILO supervisory bodies and because murders of trade unionists were continuing in a situation of almost total impunity. In September 2015, Mynor Rolando, a member of the Jalapa Municipal Workers’ Union, who had been unfairly dismissed and whose reinstatement had been ordered by the labour court, was shot dead (as another nine activists had been previously), while waiting for implementation of the reinstatement order by the mayor of the municipality and the payment of outstanding wages to the illegally dismissed employees. Instead, he had been targeted and harassed on account of his trade union activities and because he had filed a complaint in 2013 with the Committee on Freedom of Association, which had urged the Government to take the necessary steps to ensure the safety of trade unionists who were under threat. The Government had given no indication of any measures taken,
even though the issue of the violence and impunity with which trade unionists were confronted in the country was well known to the ILO supervisory bodies. In its report, the Committee of Experts noted the “tragic” lack of progress in that area, which was an appropriate term to describe the fact that almost all the perpetrators and instigators of the murders of 74 trade union leaders and members were at liberty in a situation of total impunity. Of even greater concern was the fact that the office of the Public Prosecutor had called into question the anti-union motives for the murders, while recognizing that the appropriate investigation procedures had not been carried out. The Government was failing to protect trade unionists who were harassed, as the trade union leaders who were granted protection had to meet the cost of food and accommodation for their bodyguards and sometimes chose to discontinue the protection because of its cost. Despite the establishment of a telephone emergency line to report such acts of violence, it was clear that not all risks had been properly assessed, and that many threats against trade union leaders and members had not resulted in any prosecution by the office of the Public Prosecutor. The Government also remained indifferent to repeated requests from the trade unions to participate in the drafting of the protocol on the implementation of security measures. On the contrary, the Government had presented workers’ representatives with a fait accompli by inviting them to meetings at very short notice to sign draft documents in the preparation of which they had not been involved.

Moreover, no progress had been made in the implementation of many other key elements of the roadmap agreed with the ILO. For 25 years Guatemala had been asked to amend provisions of the Labour Code which were contrary to the fundamental right to freedom of association, but the current Government appeared to be choosing to go down the same route as that taken by previous governments by failing to amend: section 215(c) of the Labour Code, which established the requirement for “50 per cent plus one” of those working in the sector in order to be able to establish a sectoral trade union; sections 220 and 223, which established the requirement to be of Guatemalan origin and to work in the relevant enterprise or economic activity to be able to be elected as a trade union leader; and section 241, under the terms of which, in order to be lawful, strikes had to be called by a majority of the workers, and not by a majority of those casting votes; and by failing to ensure that various categories of public sector workers enjoyed the guarantees established by the Convention. The proposals made by the national trade unions reflected the observations of the Committee of Experts, but had also been ignored. It was to be hoped that the employers’ organizations would also play a more constructive role in pursuit of the common goal. However, a number of encouraging signs gave grounds for optimism, such as the abandonment of the decree on differentiated minimum wages, which aimed to fix a lower wage for the poorest municipal workers in the country, and the Ministry of Labour had begun to take measures to process applications for trade union registration. The Worker members also welcomed the launch of the campaign to raise awareness of freedom of association, which however remained on a very limited scale, since no use had been made of the mass media to reach society as a whole. However, in practice, while promoting freedom of association, the Government was stigmatizing collective bargaining for public sector unions and had published a list of collective agreements concluded with various government institutions that were supposedly detrimental to the state budget. It was unacceptable to hold the workers and collective agreements responsible for several decades of financial mismanagement and corruption. In conclusion, despite the significant efforts that had been made, they said that the situation remained extremely serious and all stakeholders needed to intensify their efforts to ensure the implementation of the roadmap without delay.

The Employer members said that this case was the one that had been examined more than any other in the history of the Committee. In that regard, they expressed concern at the fact that the case was being examined simultaneously by different supervisory bodies and questioned the articulation of these mechanisms. The Government had sent information on the measures taken to implement the roadmap agreed with the social partners. Social dialogue was becoming more fluid, and there had been progress since the case had been examined by the Committee of Experts. The dialogue between the President, the Minister of Labour and workers should be highlighted, along with the dialogue between the CICIG, the Public Prosecutor and the public prosecution services on the clarification of acts of violence. However, it was to be regretted that more cases had not been solved. Measures were needed in that regard, as well as to guarantee better protection for trade unionists under threat. It was impossible for them to provide for their own protection, and resources should be allocated for that purpose. With regard to legislative issues, particularly the requirement to be Guatemalan in order to hold trade union office, there needed to be a balance between trade union rights and the sovereignty of the State. They emphasized that there had been an increase in trade union registration. The Tripartite Commission on International Labour Affairs appeared to be making progress in its work, and employers and workers had both submitted draft reforms of the Labour Code to Congress. The Disputes Settlement Committee was an excellent mechanism, but better results were needed. In that regard, priority should be given to dialogue within the country. The Employer members rejected the suggestion that the application of the Convention should be examined from a sectoral point of view, particularly in the maquilas, as that was not provided for under the Convention. They highlighted the cooperation agreement signed with the European Union, but said that the Government should say whether the project would fund the continued presence of the representative of the Director-General’s in the country.

The Worker member of Guatemala emphasized that, in spite of the ILO’s efforts, the authorities were not abiding by their commitments, and systematic violations of the Convention continued. Trade unionists were still being subject to coercion, threats, persecution, intimidation, discrimination and unjustified mass dismissals. The situation was one of the most serious in the world, as reflected in the Global Rights Index 2016 report of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), and trade union organizations had reported the murder of 74 trade union leaders, 18 of them since January 2013. The use of anti-union dismissals was customary practice. The State was failing to conduct investigations, shed light on the facts, convict those responsible or even make enterprises reinstate trade
unionists when final rulings required them to do so. The severity of the situation had been reiterated by the ILO supervisory bodies, and, within the framework of the Central America and Dominican Republic Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA–DR), the Government of the United States had requested that an arbitration panel be set up to deal with repeated violations of labour rights, highlighting the situation of freedom of association and collective bargaining. Technical round tables and the Disputes Settlement Committee had not produced the desired results. The presence of the Office of the Representative of the ILO Director-General in Guatemala was important, no progress had been seen with regard to the State’s commitments under the roadmap. Although minimal steps had been taken on the awareness-raising campaign, at the same time the Government and the office of the Public Prosecutor were conducting an open campaign against collective bargaining, with many collective agreements being called into question and legal action taken against workers engaged in bargaining. The Government’s actions and omissions demonstrated its lack of interest in finding a solution to the serious situation. The Government had a historic opportunity to implement the roadmap in practice, but if the failure of compliance persisted, the trade unions, while offering their support to make those commitments a reality, would insist on the appointment of a Commission of Inquiry.

The Employer member of Guatemala drew the Committee’s attention to the simultaneous recourse to several supervisory mechanisms. The case under discussion was part of a complaint presented under article 26 of the ILO Constitution that was currently before the Governing Body. Considerable progress had also been made over the years on the issues raised by the Committee of Experts. Regarding the killings of trade union leaders in recent years, he reiterated his indignation at such acts and called for them to be elucidated and the perpetrators punished. However, he welcomed the strengthening of the country’s institutions, both the office of the Public Prosecutor, which was responsible for bringing criminals to trial with the assistance of the CICIG, and the judiciary. Although few and far between, there had recently been convictions in some of the cases under review. But the lines of inquiry should not be restricted to anti-union cases, as the level of violence in Guatemala was high. He denied that anti-union violence as such was endemic in the country. He also regretted that workers refused to include employers in the inter-institutional coordination machinery that dealt with the problem, which would provide them with access to information and allow them to contribute to resolving a highly complex issue. He supported every effort to strengthen Guatemalan institutions with a view to elucidating the cases under discussion with the collaboration of the office of the Public Prosecutor and the CICIG, and though the establishment of special tribunals to deal expeditiously with crimes against trade union leaders, and the adoption of the necessary protection measures for trade union leaders and members who felt threatened in the exercise of their functions. As to the non-compliance with the Convention of certain provisions of the Labour Code and Political Constitution, he said that the process of consultations on the proposed reform had begun at the end of 2015 with the comments that the employers had sent to the workers, who had in turn submitted a very comprehensive draft incorporating their suggestions. It was to be hoped that, with the support of an independent expert provided by the ILO, the Government would shortly be in a position to present a final text to the Tripartite Committee which, after it had been duly discussed, could be placed before the Congress. He also drew attention to the public awareness campaign on freedom of association that the three parties had agreed upon, and to the work of the Disputes Settlement Committee. The employers participated in that Committee and considered it the best way of settling differences. It would be useful to have the same commitment by the workers in that and other bipartite and tripartite bodies. In conclusion, he expressed the gratitude of the employers of Guatemala for the ILO’s work in the country, especially that of the Representative of the Director-General in Guatemala.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as well as the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Norway and the Republic of Moldova, reaffirmed the engagement of those States to promote the universal ratification and effective implementation of the fundamental ILO Conventions. These States attached great importance to all human rights, including freedom of association, and recognized the important role played by the ILO in developing, promoting and supervising international labour standards. The EU and its Member States had followed closely the discussions and expressed their views on the case of Guatemala in the Governing Body with regard to the implementation of the 2013 roadmap and its indicators. He welcomed the strong commitment of the new Government of Guatemala to taking the necessary measures to enable full implementation of the Convention and the positive steps recently taken in this regard. He also welcomed the increased cooperation with the ILO, and invited the Government to step up its efforts, with the assistance of the ILO and in consultation with the social partners, in the following priority areas. First, there was a need for protection and to combat violence and impunity against trade union representatives. Despite some measures taken by the Government in this area, impunity persisted. It was therefore crucial to ensure proper follow-up of cases of killings of trade union officials and members, as well as the timely prosecution and conviction of the perpetrators. It was also crucial and urgent to ensure greater protection of trade union representatives at risk. Second, legislative reforms should be undertaken to bring the legislation into line with the Convention, with the assistance of the ILO. Finally, welcoming a significant increase in the registering of trade unions in the second quarter of 2015, he called on the Government to continue taking further steps to enable the unimpeded registration of trade unions. The EU and its Member States expressed their readiness to continue supporting Guatemala in its efforts to comply with the Convention.

The Government member of Mexico, speaking on behalf of the group of Latin American and Caribbean (GRULAC) countries, welcomed the political will of the new Government demonstrated in the first few months since it had taken office. The Government had shown signs of its commitment to guarantee labour rights, including the right to organize, and to promote the creation of decent work in the country, in cooperation with the ILO. That commitment had been reiterated in the letter of 9 March 2016 from the
President to the ILO Director-General, which had been submitted to the March 2016 session of the Governing Body for its consideration. He urged the Government to redouble its efforts to clarify acts against trade union leaders and to provide the necessary guarantees to protect freedom of association. He also noted the actions carried out by the new Government to make progress in the implementation of the roadmap and timetable, presented at the 326th Session of the Governing Body in March 2016. At that session, the Governing Body had once again urged the Government to take, without delay, all the measures necessary to fully implement the key indicators and the roadmap, including the priority areas that continued to require additional and urgent action; and had deferred to its 328th Session (November 2016) the decision to consider the establishment of a Commission of Inquiry. It had finally invited the international community to facilitate the necessary resources to enable the Office of the Representative of the Director-General in Guatemala to strengthen its support for the tripartite constituents in the implementation of the Memorandum of Understanding and the roadmap. He called on all the parties to continue working together on the implementation of the measures adopted and future measures agreed in a tripartite setting with a view to identifying sustainable solutions and the full application of the Convention in the country. He recalled that the observance of the fundamental rights at work, particularly freedom of association and collective bargaining, was an essential component for achieving decent work. He therefore supported the work and the technical assistance provided by the Office of the Representative of the Director-General in Guatemala and called for its continuation for the full implementation of the roadmap in Guatemala. He concluded by reiterating his concern about the simultaneous use of supervisory bodies to address the same allegations relating to a country that were already being examined by the Governing Body. Such a duplication of mechanisms could weaken the functioning of the ILO supervisory bodies.

The Government member of Panama welcomed the efforts made by the Government with regard to the handling of criminal cases and the support provided for the Disputes Settlement Committee, as well as the commitment to making progress in implementing the roadmap and timetable, as reported to the Governing Body at its 326th Session in March 2016. Furthermore, he highlighted the valuable technical assistance provided by the ILO with regard to the recommended legislative reforms. On the other hand, he expressed concern at the fact that the situation was being examined by several supervisory bodies at once. Moreover, the Government of Panama, as extemproe chair of the Council of Ministers of Central America and the Dominican Republic, reiterated its concern at the inclusion of Guatemala and two other countries in the region, namely Honduras and El Salvador, in the list of individual cases to be examined by this Committee. There was a lack of objective and transparent selection criteria. It seemed that the Committee did not value all the support that the ILO gave to countries in the region.

An observer representing Public Services International referred to threats to the life of many trade union leaders and the protection available to them, which they had gained through their own efforts and through the existence of international solidarity. However, these protection measures came with a cost, as trade unionists had to pay for the food and transport expenses of those responsible for their protection. In some cases, they even had to forego the protection, which demonstrated the existence of a structural problem that prevented the exercise of freedom of association. In the public sector, the gravity of the situation highlighted by the Committee of Experts continued to persist. There had been no progress in the investigation of threats to the life of trade unionists, and there was a deliberate campaign to abolish collective bargaining in the public sector, where 19 collective agreements were being renegotiated. In other cases, collective agreements were alleged to be unconstitutional. The media were also being mobilized against freedom of association, and trade unions that had concluded collective agreements were being attacked. There were still instances of anti-union dismissals, unions being refused registration and a union leader had been arrested. However, he knew nothing about the initiative to amend the provisions of the Labour Code relating to freedom of association. For years there had been talk of organizing bipartite dialogue for the public sector to resolve these and other issues, but nothing had come of it. The workers were open to dialogue with international support in order to bring an end to the attacks on public sector trade unions and on public services. Urgent action was still needed to remedy corruption and to reinforce public investment and financing, decent work and the legitimacy of trade unionism in the public sector.

The Worker member of Colombia said that the fact that the case had been under consideration for years proved the existence of one of the clearest, most persistent and most systematic violations of freedom of association. In its comments, the Committee of Experts had referred to: (1) the need to investigate and prosecute those responsible for acts threatening the life or physical integrity of trade union leaders and members; (2) the protection of trade union leaders and members through real and effective measures; and (3) the adoption of legislation that was in line with the provisions of the Convention, which promoted and guaranteed the existence of trade union organizations without undue interference from employers or the State. He added that the case was similar to that of his country. It concerned continuous violations of freedom of association. These were not isolated events. The violations formed part of a legal and institutional structure to restrict the growth and existence of trade union organizations. An ambitious plan was needed to guarantee freedom of association that had a real impact on the ground by reducing the endless violations of freedom of association, promotion of the right to organize and bringing to an end the impunity for crimes against trade unionists. According to Guatemala’s trade union organizations, there had been no meaningful progress in the investigation of acts of violence against trade unionists. The protection measures that the Government said it had taken were not effective. He concluded by expressing the hope that the Committee would set deadlines and specific action to overcome the problems identified.

The Employer member of Mexico expressed regret at the violence of which trade unionists were victims, but said that it was occurring in the context of the violent situation in the country. He considered that action aimed at a solution to the problems needed to be supported. He neverth-
The Committee of Experts in its conference Committee, the Government was trying to resolve conflicts through tripartite social dialogue, acting in a contradictory manner regarding countries that had ratified, but persistently failed to comply with the ILO instruments included in the 1998 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The ILO was sending a discouraging message that it was not worth making the necessary efforts to strengthen tripartite dialogue round tables. He emphasized that, on the contrary, the ILO should redouble its efforts through the provision of technical assistance to obtain positive results from tripartite dialogue round tables in countries where they had been established.

The Worker member of the United States indicated that, while ILO member States increasingly ratified trade agreements which included commitments to honour ILO Conventions and declarations referring to them, the reluctance and ineffectiveness of governments to use ILO instruments to protect workers’ rights in the framework of international trade was still a cause of concern. Guatemala and the United States were two such governments. The CAFTA–DR had taken effect between the United States and Guatemala in 2006. The Agreement required the parties to recognize and protect freedom of association and other rights included in the 1998 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. While the fact that the United States had not ratified most of the core Conventions at the heart of the Declaration was itself a problem, Guatemala had ratified, but persistently failed to comply with the Convention under discussion, but still continued to receive the trade benefits stemming from the CAFTA–DR. Last year, before the Conference Committee, information had been shared on the tortuously long seven-year path travelled by Guatemalan workers to begin the CAFTA–DR dispute resolution process. One year ago, the arbitration panel had heard arguments touching almost entirely on the Convention. Since the arbitration had begun, Guatemalan workers had experienced new delays. The initial dispute settlement panel report was now expected later this month, over eight years after the Government of the United States had received the workers’ petition. Guatemalan workers had documented many violations of the Convention, including union leaders being offered bribes to quit their jobs and to convince workers not to join unions; workers being fired for union affiliation or for not disbanding unions; non-enforcement of relevant laws; and a lack of investigations, prosecutions and punishment of the perpetrators of violations of freedom of association. Violations had continued while the petition had been under consideration. During the eight years that the petition had been pending, 61 trade union leaders and members had been murdered. The great majority of the perpetrators and all instigators of murders of trade union officers and members remained at large. The ILO had made clear on numerous occasions the connection between anti-union violence and the ability to promote the establishment of tripartite dialogue round tables in member States with the aim of addressing and resolving existing differences at national level by means of dialogue and negotiation between the social partners. He emphasized that this methodology had proven to be an appropriate way to resolve disputes, as demonstrated by the experiences of the tripartite dialogue round tables created by Colombia and Panama. The Government, with support from the ILO, had decided to follow this path by establishing a tripartite dialogue round table and developing a roadmap aimed at resolving conflicts and complaints brought before the Organization. On the other hand, by including countries that were taking this route on the list of cases to be discussed by the Conference Committee, the ILO was sending a discouraging message that it was not worth making the necessary efforts to strengthen tripartite dialogue round tables. He emphasized that, on the contrary, the ILO should redouble its efforts through the provision of technical assistance to obtain positive results from tripartite dialogue round tables in countries where they had been established.

The Worker member of Panama said that the ILO was acting in a contradictory manner regarding countries that were trying to resolve conflicts through tripartite social dialogue. On the one hand, for over ten years, the ILO had less regretted that the examination of the same situation before different supervisory bodies was duplicated, and considered that this did not contribute to solving the problems.

The Government member of Canada referred to a number of issues raised by the Committee of Experts in its comments and the article 26 process, including the agreed action called for in the roadmap. Expressing strong support for the completion of the roadmap, she called on the Government of Guatemala to spare no effort in making demonstrable progress towards legislative reforms. Her Government was troubled by the additional allegations of serious acts of violence against trade union officers, as outlined in the report of the Committee of Experts. She called for adequate investigatory, prosecutory and protective measures to be undertaken without delay in order to allow the free exercise of labour rights. Reaffirming the commitment of her Government to respect human rights through the full application of international human rights instruments, such as Convention No. 87, she urged the Government of Guatemala to translate into action its commitment to the implementation and respect for these instruments.

The Worker member of Spain, speaking on behalf of the General Union of Workers (UGT) and the Trade Union Confederation of Workers’ Commissions (CCOO), considered that Guatemala was the most blatant example of the systematic violation of fundamental rights and failure to respect the principles of good faith which should prevail in the application of international treaties. He regretted the lack of progress in a case that had been examined by the Committee on 18 occasions in the past 25 years. In addition to the most extreme forms of violence against the trade union movement and the climate of impunity, there were still many other violations of freedom of association such as the criminalization of union activities, the ineffective judiciary and labour inspectorate and the lack of protection against acts of intimidation, interference and anti-union discrimination. While on the one hand, it was launching a timid public-awareness campaign on freedom of association, on the other, the Government was engaging in reprehensible efforts to discourage workers from joining trade unions through threats, persecution and dismissals. The right to bargain collectively was also being infringed by the office of the Prosecutor–General which was taking legal action against collective agreements that had been negotiated with State institutions and municipalities. In this context, he called on the Government to bring an end to restrictions on: the establishment of trade unions and the right to elect union leaders freely; the right of organizations to carry out their activities, including the possibility to impose compulsory arbitration in the public transport sector and to impose sanctions, including penal sanctions, in the event of strike action or other forms of trade union protest by public employees or workers in certain enterprises; the denial of trade union rights in practice for many public sector workers engaged under budget item 029; the restrictions on the right to strike; the deliberate delay in reinstating trade unionists who had been dismissed; and the restrictions on collective bargaining in the public sector and the maquila sector.

The Employer member of Panama said that the ILO was acting in a contradictory manner regarding countries that were trying to resolve conflicts through tripartite social dialogue. On the one hand, for over ten years, the ILO had...
exercise freedom of association. While the staff of the United States Trade Representative had suggested to leaders of the United States labour movement that murdering a trade unionist or perpetrating violence against a trade unionist did not violate the labour standards in the trade agreement with Guatemala, the ILO had long been clear on the matter. Anti-union violence was a violation of the Convention.

The Government member of the United States, referring to the information provided to the Committee by the Government representative, welcomed the Government’s new perspective and commitment to address the long-standing issues in this case. She was confident that the Government would provide the necessary resources and enforcement tools for the Ministry of Labour to implement the measures needed to protect workers from all forms of anti-union discrimination and to ensure full remedies under the law when such violations occurred. The serious issues in the case before the Committee had been well-documented and discussed for many years. The new procedures established by the Government to improve the investigation of murders of trade unionists had been noted. The establishment of those procedures was an important step, but she remained deeply concerned at the high degree of impunity that persisted. The Government was encouraged to strengthen the application of these procedures, continue and enhance cooperation with the CICIG and provide additional resources for the investigation and prosecution of violence and threats against trade unionists. The recent efforts by the Ministry of Labour to reduce the backlog of pending union registrations were welcomed. She looked forward to the institutionalization of efforts to produce systemic change to expedite the registration of unions and collective bargaining agreements in future. However, she was particularly concerned at the very low rate of union and collective bargaining agreement registration in the maquila sector and the recent challenges in the public sector. The fact that the Government had sought ILO support to better educate members of the judiciary about international labour standards was a positive step. However, to date, training had not yet translated into increased compliance with labour court orders for victims of anti-union dismissals. The Government was urged to give immediate attention to this matter and to take all necessary steps, including criminal prosecutions, to ensure full compliance with labour court orders, in particular reinstatement orders, within the legally established time frames. Similarly, Guatemala’s recent request for ILO technical assistance to develop legislation that addressed the recommendations of the ILO supervisory bodies was welcome. She looked forward to the expeditious introduction of legislative proposals to address the specific issues of non-compliance in law raised by the Committee of Experts, as well as a proposal to restore authority to the Ministry of Labour to impose sanctions directly. She urged the Government to take full advantage of ILO technical assistance and to seize the opportunity to ensure respect for workers’ rights in Guatemala by issuing additional legal instruments and introducing tangible improvements in labour law enforcement, and by allocating the necessary resources for that purpose.

The Worker member of Italy, recalling the repeated presence of the case before the Committee, as well as the high number of cases concerning Guatemala examined by the Committee on Freedom of Association, said that effective and real action had to be taken urgently. The figures for murders and violence against trade unionists were a shocking indictment of the situation faced by workers in Guatemala every day for over 25 years. In this sea of violence, the Government continued to be inactive, resulting in a worsening of the situation with regard to both criminal and labour law offences, for which there would never be convictions, while offenders benefited from impunity and the absence of the rule of law. The international labour community needed to act, as the rights enshrined in the Convention had been denied every day for over two decades. In conclusion, she called for: the appointment of a Commission of Inquiry with no further delay; the development of the Office of the Public Prosecutor of an integrated investigation policy allowing a modernization of investigation techniques to be applied in cases of violence against trade unionists; major cooperation between the Office of the Public Prosecutor and the CICIG to punish acts of violence against trade unionists; and a protection plan for worker victims of anti-union violence in order to ensure their personal integrity.

The Government member of the Dominican Republic said that her Government aligned itself with the statements by GRULAC and the Government of Panama. She expressed her support of the Ministry of Labour and recognized the Government’s willingness and efforts focused on achieving decent work, social dialogue and respect for freedom of association, in accordance with the commitments deriving from ILO Conventions. She requested ILO support for the work of the Conflict Resolution Committee so it could achieve positive results.

The Government representative reiterated that the Office of the Public Prosecutor had brought charges and initiated proceedings against the perpetrator of the murder of Mynor Rolando, and that the public authorities were determined to shed further light on the case and on the other cases of murder of trade unionists. Together with the trade union organizations, budgetary alternatives were being sought to ensure that the expenses were covered of officers in the National Civil Police who were assigned to protect individuals. Regarding collective agreements in the public sector, she recognized that the Government needed to overcome a series of challenges, but said that the social partners should adopt the same approach and contribute to developing a joint strategy to overcome the challenges. Corruption in Guatemala had also found its way into the trade union organizations, although it was not fitting that the actions of a few individuals should damage the entire trade union movement. She therefore invited the social partners to work together to find the right path for the good of the country, taking into account the reality of the current situation. She shared the concerns voiced by the Worker member of Guatemala regarding the very high level of violence in the country. However, violence was a historical issue, which could not be resolved overnight and needed to be addressed by everyone. She reiterated the Government’s total commitment combat impunity. Concerning the protocol for the protection of trade unionists, trade union organizations were fully aware that a technical round table had been set up with the Ministry of the Interior, at which months of discussions were being held on the content of the protocol. Although consensus had not been achieved.
owing to a lack of maturity and objectivity, the Government had decided that, despite certain disrespectful comments and attitudes on the part of the workers, it would keep the round table open in order to continue receiving the views of the workers. The Government had decided to decentralize the administrative procedures related to the registration of trade union organizations, thereby making the procedures easier for users and avoiding the unnecessary costs incurred by the intervention of third parties. Government procedures complied with the law at all times, which meant that the law applied to everyone equally. In that regard, the proceedings involving the dismissal of the trade unionist Erick Colmenares, initiated in 2014 under a previous government, had followed the appropriate judicial procedure, and had resulted in the authorization of the dismissal by the highest judicial body in Guatemala. She therefore requested the trade union organizations to support compliance with the law. With regard to the requested legislative reforms, she reiterated that the appointment of an expert to prepare a draft law was part of the technical assistance provided by the ILO. After having listed a number of initiatives that had been notified to the Tripartite Commission on International Labour Affairs, she gave the floor to the President of the Labour Commission of the Congress of Guatemala. The President of the Labour Commission said that there was political will in Congress to reform the national labour legislation and that his Commission was fully prepared to work with the Tripartite Commission and the ILO.

The Worker members emphasized that the new examination of the case of Guatemala was a result of the Government’s persistent failure to implement the conclusions adopted by the Committee and other ILO supervisory bodies. Guatemala remained one of the most dangerous countries in the world for trade unionists. The Governing Body had endeavoured to launch a constructive dialogue with the Government with a view to finding practical solutions to extremely serious violations. However, in reality serious violations were continuing without respite and without incurring any significant penalties, thereby creating a situation of virtual impunity. The Committee of Experts had reflected the seriousness of the situation in its comments and described the lack of progress as “tragic”. The Worker members would take every possible action, at the ILO and elsewhere, to bring an end to violence and impunity. They noted the Government’s indications concerning the small number of court judgments that had resulted in convictions or acquittals. However, it was unacceptable that all the perpetrators and instigators of the murders of 74 trade unionists were at liberty in a situation of total impunity. Furthermore, it was particularly worrying to hear that the anti-union motives for the murders were being questioned. By claiming that these crimes were due to the general climate of violence in the country, the Government was shirking its own responsibility and thus helped to perpetuate the situation of impunity. They emphasized that the Government had once again failed to take the necessary steps to amend the national legislation in order to bring it into line with Conventions Nos 87 and 98, further to the observations of the Committee of Experts. Guatemalan trade unions had put forward a series of proposed amendments to the legislation that were strictly in line with the recommendations of the Committee of Experts, but the proposals had been ignored. They welcomed the fact that a number of trade unions had finally been registered, but it was regrettable that little progress had been made towards removing the obstacles to registration. They also deplored the blatant attempts to stigmatize collective agreements in the public sector by holding the public sector workers responsible for the disastrous state of the economy and for the financial mismanagement of the national budget. Finally, they urged the Government to: provide rapid and effective protection for all trade union officers and members at risk, by increasing the budget allocated to protection programmes for trade unionists so that the latter were not obliged to cover the costs of their own protection; submit a bill to Congress by September 2016 at the latest, based on the comments of the Committee of Experts, to bring the national legislation into conformity with Conventions Nos 87 and 98; remove the various legislative obstacles to the freedom to establish trade unions and, in consultation with the social partners and with the support of the Special Representative of the Director-General of the ILO in Guatemala, review the procedure for processing applications for trade union registration; ensure large-scale dissemination in the media of the awareness-raising campaign on freedom of association; and bring an immediate end to the stigmatization and denigration through the same media channels of the collective agreements in force in the public sector.

The Employer members highlighted the significant progress made in the case, including the support that the ILO had provided to the Government to take positive measures to resolve disputes and the registration of new trade union organizations. However, there were still some problems to solve, such as the investigation, identification and prosecution of those responsible for the murder of trade unionists, risk studies for the protection of trade unionists and the adoption of legislative reforms. With regard to the legislative reforms, they expressed two reservations concerning the issues raised by the Committee of Experts. The first concerned the scope attributed to the Convention in relation to strikes. Recalling that the position of the Employers on this point had not changed, they did not support the request made for legislative reforms in this regard. The second reservation concerned the request by the Committee of Experts to remove the prohibition on foreigners or those who were not of Guatemalan origin from holding trade union office. In the view of the Employer members, the Government must have full sovereignty over whether or not to grant this right. In addition, they said that they wished to see progress in the coordination with the Conflict Resolution Committee through the appointment of a person who enjoyed the trust and recognition of the parties and could resolve the issues. They took note with interest of the mass awareness-raising campaign on freedom of association and collective bargaining. Recalling that the application of the Convention would be analysed by the Governing Body in November 2016, which meant that expectations of progress were extremely high, they emphasized that it was important for the Special Representative of the Director-General in Guatemala to be able to fulfill his mandate fully with the aim of strengthening social dialogue. They said that, on the basis of the above, the conclusions in the case should include the following elements: highlight the need for greater involvement of the public prosecution services in
cases of trade unionists being murdered; encourage Congress to pass the relevant legislative reforms, with the reservations expressed above; take note of the public awareness-raising campaign and call for it to be undertaken more actively; encouraging the Conflict Resolution Committee to deliver positive results; and emphasize the need for the steps set out in the roadmap to be successfully implemented.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative, in the presence of Congress representatives, and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted with interest the national awareness-raising campaign on freedom of association which was being supported by the Special Representative of the Director-General.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- investigate, with the involvement of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, all acts of violence against trade union leaders and members, with a view to determining responsibilities and punishing the perpetrators, taking the trade union activities of the victims fully into consideration in the investigations as one of the possible motives;
- provide rapid and effective protection to all trade union leaders and members who are under threat, increasing the budget allocated to protection schemes for trade unionists so as to ensure that protected individuals do not personally have to bear any costs arising from those schemes;
- submit to the Congress, before September 2016, a draft law related to the number of workers to constitute a trade union and the categories of workers in the public sector to ensure the conformity of national legislation with Convention No. 87;
- eliminate the various legislative obstacles to the free establishment of trade union organizations and, in consultation with the social partners and with the support of the Special Representative of the Director-General, review the handling of registration applications;
- disseminate in the national mass media the campaign on freedom of association and collective bargaining supported by the Special Representative of the Director-General and ensure that there is no stigmatization whatsoever against collective agreements existing in the public sector;
- continue to support the work of the Committee for the Settlement of Disputes before the ILO in the area of Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining;
- continue taking the necessary steps to fully implement the roadmap adopted on 17 October 2013 in consultation with the social partners.

The Government representative noted the Committee’s conclusions and reiterated her Government’s responsibility for and commitment to complying with ILO standards. It was important to work and coordinate with the social partners in an objective and mature manner in order to make progress in that regard.

**A Government representative** reiterated her Government’s strong commitment to the implementation of the Convention, and to the fulfilment of the rights of workers, including the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association in accordance with national laws and regulations. Turning to the request by the Committee of Experts to provide information on the serious allegations of acts of violence against peacefully striking workers committed on 31 October 2013 by paramilitary organizations and on 2 July 2014 by the riot police, she emphasized that striking was one of workers’ rights resulting from failed negotiations between workers and the employer which should be conducted in an orderly and peaceful manner, in compliance with Indonesian law. Act No. 13 of 2003 clearly established the definition and mechanism of strikes in order to ensure that their exercise did not disrupt public order. In particular, trade unions should not carry out sweeping activities, block roads, carry weapons or other sharp devices that might harm others, or commit acts of anarchy. However, the strike on 31 October 2013 had not been conducted in a peaceful manner, as the demonstrators had passed through residential areas, blocked public roads and provoked tension and clashes between them and the local community, including community organizations, which were not “paramilitary organizations”, as indicated in the report of the Committee of Experts. Considering that the use of the term “paramilitary organizations” was misleading, as such organizations were not recognized in Indonesia, she asked for clarification from the Committee of Experts on the use of that term. She further stated that the police had expeditiously investigated the case and held the perpetrators accountable, and that the trade union and the community organizations involved in the incident had also amicably and peacefully resolved the case. With regard to the strike at an Indonesian food packaging company on 2 July 2014, she indicated that, although the employer had tried to find a solution to the call by the workers for new minimum wages through a series of constructive engagements, there had been no sign of agreement between the parties, the situation had become increasingly hostile leading to violence, criminal acts and damage to the company’s property, and the company had therefore requested the police to address the situation using the least disruptive means possible, even as the situation continued to deteriorate, hampering public order. Concerning the allegations of violence against striking workers, acts of intimidation against union leaders, excessive violence and arrests in relation to demonstrations and police involvement in strike situations, she reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to ensuring freedom of speech in line with Act No. 9 of 1998. Moreover, the Indonesian National Police had established procedures to ensure that freedom of expression in public could be conducted in a peaceful manner. In particular, the Chief of Police Regulation No. 7 of 2012 on procedures for services, safeguarding and handling of expression in public spaces required demonstrators to submit early notification to the local police before a demonstration was carried out to allow them to provide sufficient security protection for the demonstrators and the surroundings. However, when demonstrators did not express their messages peacefully and created an imminent threat to public order, the police had to intervene and could take serious measures to ensure the safety and security of the public. Recognizing that capacity building of the police was a key factor in addressing demonstrations effectively, a series of training activities had been developed to enable the police to better handle demonstrations and strikes.

With regard to the request by the Committee of Experts to repeal or amend sections 160 and 335 of the Penal Code,
she said that a comprehensive review of the whole text of the Penal Code was ongoing, but that it required careful and in-depth discussion and consultations at the national level. Concerning the right to organize of civil servants, she explained that freedom of association of civil servants was guaranteed by section 44 of Act No. 21 of 2000, but that there had been no proposal hitherto from civil servants to establish a union. Given the large number of civil servants in Indonesia and their significant role in the country, the Government would nevertheless remain open to discuss this initiative upon request from civil servants. Turning to the question of the right of workers’ organizations to organize their activities, she noted the observations of the Committee of Experts concerning the shortcomings in relation to the exercise of the right to strike, but emphasized that the procedure to implement the right to strike had been established in a comprehensive manner taking into account various views of the social partners. With regard to the request by the Committee of Experts to amend section 186 of the Manpower Act providing for criminal conviction for violations of certain provisions in relation to the right to strike, she indicated that sanctions had to be imposed to ensure the maintenance of public order and that the Manpower Act served as a reasonable restriction upon the right to strike in the interests of the public. It was therefore premature to amend the Manpower Act on this matter. With regard to the dissolution and suspension of organizations by administrative authority, she indicated that her Government fully supported the establishment of trade unions as part of its commitment to implement Convention No. 87. Since there were more than 6,000 trade unions registered, the Trade Union Act was important to ensure that they effectively worked in a unified manner in the best interests of the workers. In conclusion, she said that her Government was very supportive of the efforts of workers to exercise their rights, was ready to provide the necessary additional information on the issues addressed in the report of the Committee of Experts and would work untiringly with the social partners and the ILO to ensure the implementation of the Convention.

The Worker members recalled the important progress that had been made in the post-Suharto transition period in protecting freedom of association in Indonesia. Unfortunately, that progress had come to an abrupt end with the advent of the Widodo administration. In a deeply troubling trend also witnessed in other countries in the region, anti-union violence was once again on the rise for the sake of attracting investment. In addition, labour law continued to contain limitations contrary to the Convention, and trade union rights were rarely enforced in practice. Anti-union discrimination had led to a decline in unionization in sectors such as electronics, while others, such as the palm oil sector, had been kept virtually union free. A return to the 1980s style repression was to be feared. Among the numerous attacks on trade unionists, on 31 October 2013 an attack by paramilitary organizations had been carried out in Bekasi against a peaceful national demonstration demanding an increase in the minimum wage, protesting against outsourcing by state-owned enterprises and calling for the adoption of the Domestic Workers’ Bill. Instead of protecting the workers, police officers deployed to the site had not stopped the attacks, and had let 28 workers be injured by thugs armed with knives, iron rods and machetes. In November 2014, workers on strike over the minimum wage had been severely beaten by police in Bekasi, resulting in three of them having to go to hospital. Workers in Bataam had been dispersed by tear gas and water cannons that had been prepared in advance by the police. In Bintam, police had attacked and injured several workers who were meeting in front of the Loham Industrial in order to march to the local government office. It should be recalled that the Committee on Freedom of Association had held that the rights of workers’ and employers’ organizations could only be exercised in a climate free from violence, pressure or threats of any kind against the leaders and members of those organizations, and that it was for governments to ensure that this principle was respected. The Committee on Freedom expected that the Government would make every effort to ensure that this principle was fully respected in future. The Committee on Freedom of Association had called for an independent judicial inquiry into these allegations, but no action had been taken. Indeed the repression had only continued. On 30 October 2015, a lawful and peaceful protest by over 35,000 workers in front of the Presidential Palace had been dispersed by the police with water cannons and tear gas. Some 23 workers had been arrested and detained for 30 hours, and they continued to face criminal charges under sections 216(1) and 218 of the Penal Code and had to report weekly to the police. Peaceful demonstrations in other parts of the country had similarly been disrupted. Heavily armed thugs of the Organisasi Kepemudaan were hired by employers’ organizations to intimidate workers in the Medan North Sumatra region. Seven labour activists from the North Sumatra Workers Alliance had been attacked by thugs as they marched in Medan to protest against Government Regulation No. 78/2015 on wages and had suffered serious injuries as a result. In Jawa Timur, a member of the Federation of Indonesian Metalworkers Union (FSPMI) had been beaten unconscious by the police. On 24 November, the first day of the national strike, the police had physically attacked picketing workers. In addition to these acts of violence, the Government had unlawfully interfered with trade union activities through other means. In the days before the nationwide strike planned for 24–27 November 2015, the police had occupied the branch office of Confederation of Indonesian Trade Unions (KSPI) in North Jakarta and put KSPI and FSPMI branch offices under surveillance. Local authorities and employers in the Bekasi, Karawang and Bataam regions had attempted to intimidate workers, claiming that the strike was illegal and that participants would face dismissal, although it should only be for an independent judicial body to determine the legality of a strike. On 25 November, the police had arrested and detained for eight hours five union leaders in the Bekasi Industrial Estates, West Java, arguing that it was prohibited to demonstrate in the industrial parts of the “National Vital Object Area”. In 2014, the Ministry of Industry had added 49 industrial firms and 14 industrial estates to the list of industry-sector national vital objects under Presidential Decree No. 63 of 2004 on the Security of National Vital Objects. Demonstrations were completely prohibited in sectors and zones covered by that Decree and met with fierce repression when they took place. In early 2016, rallies and demonstrations had been banned in several regions by local authorities.
The President had ordered the National Intelligence Agency to investigate alleged foreign involvement in labour rallies and had on numerous occasions claimed that foreign support for workers was responsible for rallies and demonstrations. It should be recalled that trade unions had the right to join international organizations, including international trade unions.

The Worker members joined the Committee of Experts in calling on the Government to ensure that state security was not invoked to suppress the right to freedom of association, and that those, whether they were public officials or private individuals, who had committed acts of violence against trade unionists, were charged, tried and punished. They also echoed the call by the Committee of Experts to repeal or amend sections 160 and 335 of the Penal Code on “instigation” and “unpleasant acts” against employers so as to ensure that these provisions could not be misused as a pretext for the arbitrary arrest and detention of trade unionists. In addition, the Committee on Freedom of Association had also found that the Mass Organizations Act, adopted in 2013, included numerous broad and generally worded provisions that could curtail the exercise of freedom of association. The Government had yet to amend the Act, which had been challenged by several trade unions before the Constitutional Court. The Committee of Experts had previously called on the Government to adopt legislation guaranteeing the exercise of the right to organize of civil servants, pursuant to section 44 of the Trade Union Act No. 21 of 2000. The Government had yet to heed that call. The Committee of Experts had also repeatedly called on the Government to amend provisions allowing trade unions to be suspended or dissolved by administrative authorities. Finally, the Committee of Experts had repeatedly pointed out, legal provisions imposing obstacles to the exercise of the right to strike, including: (i) the manner of determining failure of negotiations; (ii) the issuance of back-to-work orders prior to the determination of the legality of the strike by an independent body; (iii) the extensive time period accorded for mediation/conciliation procedures; and (iv) criminal convictions for violation of certain provisions in relation to the right to strike. In that respect, the Worker members reaffirmed their view that the right to strike was an essential element of the right to freedom of association and was protected as such by Convention No. 87. The Government had to respect that right in law and practice. The Worker members therefore urged the Government to amend the legislation in accordance with the observations of the Committee of Experts and to ensure the full exercise of that right. Recent moves by the Government to ban or interfere in strikes and demonstrations were serious violations of the Convention and had to stop.

The Employer members welcomed the Government’s stated willingness to work with the social partners to apply the Convention. They recalled that Convention No. 87 provided for the right of workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, to establish and join organizations of their own choosing, without previous authorization and subject only to the rules of the organizations concerned. Indonesia had ratified the Convention in 1998, and to date the Committee of Experts had made observations on eight occasions regarding the country’s application of the Convention. This was the Government’s first appearance before the Conference Committee in relation to Convention No. 87. They regretted that the Government had not replied to the serious concerns raised by the Committee of Experts regarding the allegations of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) of violence against trade unionists, and they urged that full information in reply to these deeply troubling allegations be submitted to the Committee of Experts without delay.

Recalling that the Convention laid down guarantees against interference by the public authorities that would restrict the right to freedom of association, they noted the comments by the Committee of Experts referring to legislative restrictions on the right of civil servants to organize. In particular, they noted that the Committee of Experts had questioned why no organizations of civil servants had yet been established, despite the Government’s indication that section 44 of the Trade Union Act granted civil servants the right of association, and they called on the Government to provide full information on the circumstances relating to civil servants and their exercise of freedom of association. They observed that the Committee of Experts had raised concerns regarding sections 21 and 31 of the Act. Penalties for violations of these sections, as laid down in section 42 of the Act, included the suspension or revocation of trade union status and the loss of trade union rights. Recalling further that the Committee of Experts had requested the repeal of these provisions, and to ensure that the organizations affected by them enjoyed the right to appeal orders of suspension or dissolution to an independent judicial body, they requested the Government to provide full information on these matters. Finally, they encouraged the Government to seek technical assistance from the ILO to ensure that organizations affected by orders of suspension or dissolution by an administrative body enjoyed the right to appeal these orders to an independent judicial body.

The Worker member of Indonesia pointed to the sharp increase in inequality in Indonesia, despite its impressive economic record. The Gini coefficient – a measurement of inequality – had increased sharply in Indonesia over the past 15 years, climbing from 30 in 2000 to 41 in 2013, where it currently remained. While the ratification by Indonesia of Convention No. 87 represented a milestone and ended the system of trade union monopoly, in recent years Indonesia’s commitment to respecting workers’ rights had been moving in another direction. She therefore welcomed the fact that the Committee had chosen the present case for examination. She recalled the serious and continuous violations of the Convention, and particularly the attacks on peaceful strikes in the following cases: (a) the strike of 31 October 2013 in Bekasi District calling for a minimum wage raise, implementation of health insurance and the adoption of the domestic workers law. Police officers were said to have been deployed, but had done nothing to stop the violence committed apparently by paid gangs of youth resulting in the injury of 28 workers; (b) the strike in November 2014 for minimum wages, where striking workers had been severely beaten by police in the MM 2100 and Jababeka Industrial Areas, and five workers, members of the KSPI had also been detained: Budi Lahmudi, Jefri, Hadi Maryono, Nur Waluyo and Priyanto; (c) the strike of 24 June 2015 in front of a factory where workers had suddenly been attacked and blocked by people wearing the uniform of Pemuda Pancasila, while the police on the site
had been passive and provided no protection for the attacked workers; (d) the strike on 30 October 2015 in front of the President’s palace, attended by over 35,000 workers to oppose Government Regulation No. 78/2015, which sought to link the statutory minimum wage to inflation and GDP growth rates only, and to demand a 22 per cent increase in the minimum wage for 2016. Despite the peaceful nature of the strike, the police were reported to have used bodily force, water cannons and tear gas to disperse the protesters with the resultant arrest of 23 workers, including the General Secretary of the KSPI, Muhamad Rusdi, who had subsequently been released on bail on 31 October 2015.

With regard to the right to organize of civil servants, she said that separate regulations to safeguard the protection of civil servants had as yet not been adopted consistent with section 44 of the Trade Union Act, as recalled by the Committee of Experts. She also referred to President Decree No. 63 of 2004 on the security of “national vital objects” and Ministry of Industry Decree No. 466/2014 on the national vital objects industrial sector, which were considered to represent an added layer of security for 49 national industrial firms and 14 industrial estates. Decree No. 466/2014 allowed: (a) companies or industrial areas to request assistance from the police and the military in the event of disruption and threat to national vital objects; and (b) the minister and head of agencies to determine “vital national objects” within their jurisdiction, and to issue a certificate to the companies and industrial areas concerned. In conclusion, she urged the Government to: (a) ensure that state security was not used to suppress the right to freedom of association, and to hold accountable public officials or private actors involved in acts of violence against trade unionists; (b) adopt an act protecting the rights of civil servants; and (c) revoke all decrees and regulations on “National Vital Object”.

The Government member of Cambodia, speaking on behalf of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), noted the 2016 report of the Committee of Experts, in which the Government was requested to provide responses regarding its implementation of the Convention. He expressed full confidence in the Government to implement and protect the right of workers in accordance with its international obligations, and in line with its laws and regulations. He called on the Government of Indonesia to continue addressing labour issues through social dialogue and he welcomed its political will to implement the ILO’s fundamental Conventions, including Convention No. 87.

The Worker member of Japan emphasized that acts of violence against peacefully striking or demonstrating workers, whether by the police or by paramilitary organizations, were a grave violation of the principles of freedom of association. Although the comments of the Committee of Experts referred to acts of violence in 2013 and 2014, further such acts had also occurred in 2015, at times resulting in serious injury to the workers concerned. Unless concrete measures were taken by the Government to stop this violence, he feared that such acts would continue to occur. Although Indonesia had ratified the Convention, and indeed all eight of the ILO’s fundamental Conventions, ratification alone meant very little if the principles enshrined in those the Conventions were not fully realized in national law and practice. Noting that the Government was due to host the ILO’s 16th Asia and the Pacific Regional Meeting in December 2016 in Bali, he emphasized that it would be hoped the Government to fully apply all of the recommendations of the Committee of Experts so that concrete improvements could be duly noted and celebrated by the time of the meeting.

The Worker member of the Netherlands referred to Presidential Decree No. 63 of 2004 and Ministry of Industry Decree No. 466/2014, which provided the security forces, the police and the military with special powers to intervene directly in companies, at the request of employers. The decrees covered 49 enterprises, 14 industrial zones and 252 companies in the energy and mining sector. The objective of the Decrees was to make Indonesia more attractive for foreign companies and to protect them against threats, without specifying the nature of these threats. In the experience of trade unions, these perceived “threats” could include industrial action, peaceful demonstrations and even trade union meetings outside or inside the factories. Among the companies which could and did ask for protection under the National Vital Objects Decrees were multi-national enterprises from Europe, Asia and the United States. In the 14 industrial areas where Indonesia’s export production took place, thousands of companies, mostly linked to networks in global supply chains, enjoyed special protection under these Decrees, while workers, particularly in global supply chains, found their freedom of association to be undermined. She considered that, if the ILO was serious about promoting decent work in global supply chains, which was the subject of a general discussion at the present session of the Conference, work to safeguard all the fundamental rights of workers, including those under Convention No. 87, should have priority. In conclusion, she called on the Government of Indonesia to comply with Convention No. 87 and to withdraw Presidential Decree No. 63 of 2004 and Ministry of Industry Decree No 466/2014.

An observer representing IndustriALL Global Union said that the enormous challenges already confronting Indonesian workers were made even more difficult and dangerous by Ministry of Industry Decree No. 466, which undermined all industrial action and threatened union organization by authorizing military intervention against workers. The implementation of the Decree had resulted in serious acts of violence against peacefully demonstrating workers since 2014–15, and had furthermore kept trade unions from reaching out to workers in industrial zones. The 2014 Decree reclassified and added a number of enterprises and industrial zones to the category of “national vital objects”. It also empowered the security forces, the police and the military to intervene directly in companies at the request of employers. The fact that the military now had special powers to intervene directly in industrial zones endangered the lives of workers. Moreover, the definition of “national vital objects” was intentionally kept flexible, so as to render it applicable even to companies in the paper sector, as had occurred in 2014. The new definition included any zone, location, building or business that carried the hopes of many, were of national importance, a source of State revenue or characterized as of strategic importance. Virtually all industrial zones could therefore fall within the scope of the Decree. She said that, according to Indonesia Corruption Watch (ICW), between 2001 and 2010 one of the country’s largest gold mining companies had paid
US$79.1 million to the police to ensure the security of its operations. She mentioned several cases in which, under Decree No. 466, industrial action had been violently repressed: (1) a 2011 military intervention in a labour dispute in the PT Thiss enterprise, located in East Kalimantan; (2) the suppression of demonstrations in 2013 held by workers at Pindo Deli Pulp and Paper by the police and the army; and (3) the imposition by police in 2014 of a ban on strikes at the enterprise PT Freeport in Papua. She urged the Government to stop permitting the use of violence by the armed forces, and to immediately revoke all decrees and regulations relating to “National Vital Objects” which gravely restricted the exercise of freedom of association.

The Worker member of the Republic of Korea welcomed the comments of the Committee of Experts regarding the violations of the Convention. The actions of the management of the Cakung EPZ to the strikes of 2012 and 2013 were of particular concern, as the EPZ was dominated by Korean companies represented by the Korean Garment Association (KOAG) in Indonesia, which accounted for over 80 per cent of the facilities in the zone. The employers there had reacted by retaliating against unions in almost every factory, except those with management-backed unions, as from the very first national strike of 2012, in which 90,000 workers had participated from 98 companies in the Cakung EPZ. Consequently, a strategy had been developed by the KOAG, and other associations, representing human resource managers in each factory and managers of the Cakung EPZ. The strategy was aimed at reducing the influence of trade unions and included the following measures: (a) confiscating the member cards of several factory-level labour union officials to prohibit them from entering workplaces; (b) non-recognition of trade unions established after the 2012 national strike; (c) forcing workers to sign a letter of resignation as union members; and (d) criminalizing and union-busting by circulating photos of union leaders or workers who took part in demonstrations. More seriously, the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) of January 2014, signed by the management of the Cakung EPZ and the Indonesian National Armed Forces for cooperation in security management was justified on grounds of state security, although it breached Law No. 34 of 2004 of the Indonesian National Armed Forces. Apparently, the MoU had been announced on 21 August 2014 through the Decree of the Minister of Industry No. 466 of 2014 which itself contradicted the Decree of the Minister of Industry No. 620 of 2012 on National Vital Objects in the Industrial Sector. The strike of 24–27 November 2015 had involved 35,000 workers from Jakarta protesting against the Government regulation to exclude trade unions from participation in minimum wage setting. Sixty-two workers from a Korean electronics company, one of the major suppliers to a Korean conglomerate, located in Jakarta had joined the strike. The workers in the Korean company had gone on strike according to the instructions of the FSPMI there had been proxy (?) bilateral negotiations with the management regarding the manner of the strike. Nevertheless, these 62 workers had been terminated on 5 December 2015. The union regarded this as unfair dismissal and had sent a letter to the management which had remained unanswered, and the managers of the company had used the police and the army to drive away the workers. In conclusion, he expressed support for the comments of the Committee of Experts and requests made by the Worker members.

An observer representing the Confederation of University Workers in the Americas (CONTUA), also speaking on behalf of Public Services International (PSI), referred to the comments made by the Committee of Experts concerning civil servants. For several years, the Committee of Experts had been asking the Government of Indonesia to adopt legislation guaranteeing the right to freedom of association for civil servants in compliance with the Convention. In 2003, Indonesia had stated that provisions on establishing a trade union for civil servants were included in section 30 of Act No. 43 of 1999 concerning basic staff provisions. In that regard, the Committee of Experts had taken the view that the Act did not govern the freedom of association of civil servants. In 2009, Indonesia had claimed that the right to freedom of association and of expression of civil servants was covered by the Civil Service Corps of Indonesia (KORPRI). On this point, the Committee of Experts had reminded the Government of the conclusion of the Committee on Freedom of Association in Case No. 1431 that “… KORPRI does not meet the requirements of the principle that all workers should have the right to form and join organisations of their own choosing to defend their occupational interests”. In 2011, the Government had reported that there had been no new developments with regard to the adoption of legislation and in 2012 it had stated that it was necessary for all parties to demonstrate political will. According to the latest observation made by the Committee of Experts, the Government had said that to date no proposal had been received from civil servants to establish a trade union. This showed that, over the years, the Government had tried to justify its failure to comply with the Convention in various ways: first, by trying to show that civil servants enjoyed the right to organize by virtue of current legislation; and later by attempting to transfer responsibility and plant the idea that the problem was the lack of initiative among the workers themselves. However, it was evident and obvious that the problem was the lack of political will to adopt legislation to guarantee that civil servants would benefit from the right to freedom of association and to create a favourable climate allowing that right to be exercised. Reference had been made to acts of violence, intimidation, arrests and repression against workers and union leaders, and the fact that the Act was used in a sectarian and abusive manner to persecute and silence workers. In that context, it was worrying that the Government had yet to act on the repeated requests of the Committee of Experts and failed to assume responsibility for addressing the systematic violation of trade union rights in Indonesia. The Government needed to take definite steps and stop simply making excuses to the Committee of Experts and the Conference Committee. On behalf of Indonesia’s civil service workers (affiliated to PSI), he called on the Government to avail itself of the technical assistance of the ILO to give effect to section 44 of the Trade Union Act, and in so doing, to adopt specific legislation granting freedom of association for public servants.

The Government representative thanked the members of the Committee for their comments. He affirmed that the Government would seriously address the realization of workers’ rights, and would do so while accommodating the
concerns of the social partners, in the spirit of social dialogue. At the same time, the Government was committed to reducing inequality by enacting measures to promote the realization of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, particularly those relating to inequality. While appreciating the interventions calling for greater protection for protest action by workers, he stated that, even though freedom of association and assembly were upheld, it was important to conduct all protests in a peaceful and lawful manner. In this respect, the Government imposed reasonable restrictions on the holding of protest action, and when those restrictions were not respected, bold action was necessary to ensure the maintenance of public safety and security. When protesters damaged property, provoked violence and disrupted the flow of traffic, they would have to face the consequences of the law. He recalled that Case No. 3050 of the Committee on Freedom of Association, which had been referred to several times during the discussion, was now closed. The Government and the social partners had amicably resolved this matter. Moreover, the Government was committed to realizing all the issues raised concerning workers’ rights, and decent work more generally, through social dialogue and the participation of the social partners. ILO assistance in supporting the constituents would also be crucial to ensuring the full application of the Convention.

The Employer members once again emphasized the need for the Government to provide full information to the Committee of Experts so as to allow the latter to fully assess the country’s application of the Convention. With regard to the right to strike, they emphasized that the Government’s obligations in this respect must be read in the light of the statement by Governments on the right to strike, issued in March 2015.

The Worker members emphasized that income inequality in Indonesia was among the highest in the world, and that the gap between the rich and the poor had increased dramatically in the last decade. Over 50 per cent of formal sector workers were not receiving the minimum wage, hence the consequent organization and mobilization by workers to assert their rights. The Government should be working with workers and unions to address these serious concerns, rather than resorting to the use of tear gas and the baton. They expressed the sincere hope that the Government would acknowledge the gaps in the application of fundamental rights and would change its course of action immediately. They urged the Government to give effect to the requests by the Committee of Experts to: (a) amend or repeal sections 160 and 335 of the Penal Code to prohibit the arbitrary arrest and detention of trade unionists; (b) amend the Trade Union Act to ensure that trade unions could not be suspended or dissolved by administrative authorities but only by an independent judicial body, and only after all appeals had been exhausted; (c) adopt implementing legislation to ensure the protection of civil servants under the Convention; and (d) ensure that imprisonment or fines were not imposed against a worker for having carried out a peaceful strike, including by the amendment of the曼联ower Act; (e) ensure the immediate establishment of independent judicial inquiries to determine responsibilities and punish those responsible for violence against trade unionists, whether they were private actors or public officials; (f) investigate allegations of police inaction in the face of violent acts and ensure that those who failed to carry out their official duty to protect workers from harm were penalized; (g) institute adequate measures to prevent the repetition of acts of violence, for example through education and training for the police, as well as police accountability; and (h) accept a direct contacts mission to develop a roadmap to implement these conclusions.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee expressed deep concern regarding numerous allegations of anti-union violence and limitations on the rights protected by the Convention by national legislation.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- ensure that workers are able to engage freely in peaceful actions in law and practice without sanctions;
- with regard to violence against trade unionists by private actors or public officials, ensure the immediate establishment of independent judicial inquiries to determine responsibility and to punish those responsible. The Government should also investigate allegations of police inaction in the face of these violent acts and ensure that those who failed to carry out their official duty to protect workers from harm are sanctioned. The Government should institute adequate measures to prevent the repetition of such acts by means of appropriate measures such as education and training of the police as well as police accountability;
- amend or repeal the relevant sections of the Penal Code to avoid the arbitrary arrest and detention of trade unionists;
- pass implementing legislation to extend the right to freedom of association to civil servants;
- ensure that if a trade union is suspended or dissolved this decision may be appealed to an independent judicial body, and the order suspended until appeals are exhausted; and
- accept a direct contacts mission to develop a roadmap to implement these conclusions.

The Government representative said that he had taken note of the discussions and, while he would be reverting to his capital, he emphasized that the future promised better implementation of the Convention. Indonesia stood ready to cooperate with the Committee of Experts.

At a later stage, another Government representative expressed reservations on the conclusions adopted in the case of Indonesia. She deeply regretted that the Committee’s conclusions were based on one-sided allegations and had been drawn without taking into account the explanations of her Government and the actual discussion within the Committee. She called on the Committee to work in a more transparent and impartial manner.

KAZAKHSTAN (ratification: 2000)

A Government representative stated that tripartite commissions were functioning at the national, sectoral and regional levels. Parliament had adopted the Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs and the Trade Union Act, which aimed at the further development of social partnership and took into consideration the comments of the Committee of Experts. Regarding the limitation on the right of judges to join or establish associations, he explained that judges, who were the bearers of judicial power and who
exercised constitutional authority, should be independent and subject only to the Constitution. Any interference in their activities would be a violation of the law. Considering the special status of judges, the Constitution prohibited them from being members of political parties or trade unions, but did not restrict their right to be members of other associations. For example, the public association, the Union of Judges of Kazakhstan, which represented and protected the common interests of the judicial community, was operating successfully in the country. Law enforcement bodies, such as the police, fire brigade and other public order bodies, because of the specificity of their functions, were subject to certain restrictions. However, civilian personnel in such offices enjoyed the rights set forth in the Convention. For example, there were trade unions of soldiers, with 12,000 members, and of 4,000 employees of the Ministry of the Interior. He was of the opinion that the Convention permitted certain restriction in national legislation. Section 10 of the Act on Public Associations, which required a minimum of ten persons to establish a public association, was in the process of being reviewed in order to reduce the number of members that were required to establish an association. The Trade Union Act introduced a system of association of trade unions in order to develop an active trade union movement in the country. The main goal was to protect the rights of workers by providing them with access to discussion and the resolution of issues involving serious political matters through organizations considered to be at the right level. However, the trade unions were free to join trade union associations or to establish their own. The principle was based on plurality, either at the national or regional level, and there was no monopoly with regard to the trade unions concerned. Under the new law, three national associations of trade unions had been registered, including the Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Kazakhstan, which brought together 3 million workers. He requested the ILO to support the efforts of the Government to maintain an active trade union movement in the whole of the country. The Constitution prohibited external financial assistance for trade unions, and this prohibition protected the constitutional order, independence and territorial integrity. The right to join international organizations had resulted in the Federation of Trade Unions of Kazakhstan joining the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), which was a clear indication that the national legislation fully complied with the Convention. The Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs aimed to protect the interests and rights of businesses and ensure wide coverage and involvement of entrepreneurs in the formulation of legislative and other standards for the conduct of business. The consolidation of entrepreneurial activities led to strong businesses. Under section 32 of the Act, a five-year transitional period had been introduced for the participation of the State in the activities of the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs. At the end of the transitional period, the Government would no longer be a member of the National Chamber of Employers, and the rules providing for its participation in the Chamber would then fall into abeyance. According to section 176 of the new Labour Code concerning civil aviation, railways, health care and other essential services providing vital services to the population, strikes were allowed on condition that a minimum level of service was provided for the population. Parliament had launched an independent report on the situation concerning strikes in essential services and had decided to further improve the sections of the Labour Code in this regard. He gave assurances that all the necessary measures would be taken to improve the legislation to meet the requirements of the Convention. The Employer members recalled that Convention No. 87 was a fundamental Convention, which provided that “Workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, shall have the right to establish and, subject only to the rules of the organisation concerned, to join organisations of their own choosing without previous authorisation.” The Convention had been ratified by Kazakhstan in 2000 and the Committee of Experts had made observations on its application in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015 and 2016. Moreover, the application of the Convention in Kazakhstan had been examined by the Conference Committee in 2015. This was therefore a long-standing case. In 2015, the Conference Committee had deplored the absence of a representative of the Government during the discussion, despite his accreditation to the Conference. They thanked the Government for its presence this year and for the information provided. The Employer members noted that the reference to the conclusions of the Conference Committee, made by the Committee of Experts in the introduction to its observation on this case showed the strong and positive relationship between the Conference Committee and the Committee of Experts. In 2015, the Conference Committee had observed the pending matters raised by the Committee of Experts with regard to restrictions on the freedom of association and interference with employers’ organizations. The conclusions of the case had been included in a special paragraph of the report of the Committee of Experts, which constituted a serious measure. The Government had not provided a full report that was responsive to the requests of the Committee of Experts and the Conference Committee. This continuing failure was a matter of great concern. In 2015, with regard to the restrictions on the freedom of association workers, the Conference Committee had requested the Government to amend the provisions of the Trade Union Act of 2014 consistent with the Convention. While noting the Government’s indication that work to address this issue was ongoing, the Employer members considered that more information was needed on this point. The Conference Committee had also requested the Government to amend the Constitution and the relevant legislation to permit judges, firefighters and prison staff to establish and join a trade union. While the Government had provided additional information on such exclusions and the impact of the Constitution, the Employer members considered that more information was required to fully assess this issue. Expressing concern at the significant barriers to freedom of association in law and practice, they once again urged the Government to take the necessary measures to amend its legislation to ensure that judges, firefighters and prison staff had the right to establish organizations, in compliance with the Convention. The Conference Committee had also requested the Government to amend the Constitution and the relevant legislation to lift the ban on financial assistance to national trade unions by an international organization. The Employer members observed that, although the
Government had indicated that it was possible to receive external financial assistance, this did not appear to be reflected in the legislation in force. With regard to issues related to interference with employers’ organizations, the Conference Committee had requested the Government to amend the Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of 2013 to ensure the full autonomy and independence of employers’ organizations. While noting the Government’s information regarding the five-year transitional period during which the functions of the State would be transferred to the Chamber and the revision of section 176 of the Labour Code, the Employer members expressed concern that the Act resulted in interference in the freedom and independence of employers’ organizations and noted with concern that the Government had not made any commitment to amend it. In light of the seriousness of the issues, they urged the Government to take measures without delay to amend the Act so as to eliminate all possible interference by the Government and to ensure the full autonomy and independence of employers’ organizations in Kazakhstan. They encouraged the Government to avail itself of the technical assistance of the ILO in this respect. They also expressed concern that the Government had not implemented, to their knowledge, any measures to address barriers to the establishment of employers’ organizations and urged it to take such measures without further delay.

The Worker members expressed their deep concern at the repeated neglect by the Government of Kazakhstan of its international obligations towards the Committee. This attitude should be firmly condemned. The amendments made in 2014 and 2015 to the Trade Union Act and to the Labour Code had done nothing to improve the exercise of freedom of association. The Kazakh legislation remained contrary to the Convention in various aspects. Firstly, Article 2 of the Convention established the right of workers and employers, without any distinction whatsoever, to establish and join trade unions. However, it appeared that the Kazakh legislation obstructed the free establishment of trade unions for judges, firefighters and prison staff. The only exceptions to freedom of association provided for by the Convention concerned members of the police and armed forces. Secondly, the Trade Union Act obliged unions to be affiliated to a national trade union association. This prevented the establishment of trade unions that were structured freely and in full autonomy, which was contrary to Article 2 of the Convention. Moreover, sectoral trade unions had to represent at least half of the total workers in the sector, half the trade unions in the sector or had to be present in over half the regions to be validly constituted. However, it was recalled in the General Survey published by the Committee of Experts in 2012 that, to be in conformity with the Convention, the threshold should be fixed at a reasonable level so that the establishment of organizations was not hindered. Thirdly, under the Trade Union Act, a two-step procedure had to be followed for the establishment of a trade union: it was necessary to register it with the Ministry of Justice and then to become affiliated to a national trade union association in the six months following registration, or registration was cancelled. This was in violation of the free exercise of the right to establish organizations without prior authorization and to decide in full freedom whether or not to establish or join a higher-level structure. These various violations to the right to freedom of association, affecting both workers’ and employers’ organizations, were a threat to one of the fundamental values of the ILO, namely social dialogue. The full and complete independence of the social partners was necessary for the latter to be able to represent their members’ interests freely and effectively.

Article 3 of the Convention guaranteed the right of organizations to organize their activities and to formulate their programmes. There was no escaping the fact that the legislation restricted such freedom of action for a number of organizations carrying out “hazardous industrial activities”. The Committee had already highlighted the problem posed by the vagueness of this term and the uncertainty that prevailed regarding which organizations were specifically concerned by that provision. The Committee of Experts recalled that a minimum service should not form an obstacle to freedom of action. It was also essential for the social partners to be able to participate in its definition. Section 303 of the Labour Code appeared to conflict with these principles. The Kazakh legislation still banned trade union organizations from accepting financial assistance from international organizations and this, as recalled by the Committee of Experts, violated the principles relating to the right of affiliation to international workers’ organizations. That assistance was often essential for trade union organizations whose freedom was obstructed by both legal and practical obstacles imposed by the Government. The latter must stop all interference in the affairs of representative workers’ organizations and, to that end, amend its legislation without further delay in line with the recommendations made by the Committee. Information provided by Human Rights Watch, published in May 2016, also referred to the introduction in 2014 of new provisions relating to administrative violations and criminal offences. New administrative penalties were imposed on the leaders and members of public associations, who could more easily be held liable for any act that was not defined by their union rules. That had the effect of unduly increasing their liability. Participation in actions that had been declared illegal and acceptance of funding from international organizations were also considered to be criminal acts which could incur penalties of up to three years’ imprisonment. The notion of leader of a public association was extremely vague, but such leaders could be held liable for a whole range of specific criminal offences, in particular breaches of the Act on Incitement to Social Discord, which in itself was a particularly vague concept. All of the above showed that the situation remained a source of concern with regard to trade union freedoms. The tragic events that occurred in Zanaozen in 2011 had not been forgotten. The recommendations made in the past to the Government should therefore be reiterated and strengthened so that it could formally give them effect in practice.

The Worker member of Kazakhstan said that much work had been done in the country over the last four years to strengthen the protective function and responsibility of trade unions, including the adoption in June 2014 of the new Trade Union Act, under which the antagonism between and within trade unions was ended. A multi-level system of social partnership existed in Kazakhstan, with the labour unit, primary trade union and an employer as the primary level. The second level was the territorial level. At
every level, there was a tripartite body which dealt with labour disputes. These bodies held monthly meetings, attended by trade unions, employers and the territorial authorities, to resolve labour disputes. For example, in 2015, with the participation of the Office of the Public Prosecutor, wage arrears of 4.1 billion tenge had been paid to 83,000 employees. In addressing this issue, fines had been imposed on employers in violation of labour laws in 1,075 cases, and 178 cases had been referred to the courts and five criminal prosecutions indicted. In the territorial bodies of the trade unions, during the first quarter of 2016, a total of 1,200 applications and queries had been received regarding labour law, which demonstrated the trust that existed in trade unions. The new law concerning public councils had been adopted. All of these initiatives helped workers. Taking into account the global crisis, the ministerial bodies were able to conclude memorandums with employers and local authorities which helped to protect the jobs of over 2.5 million workers. The ministerial level, together with branch trade unions and employers’ associations, was the important third level where a great deal of work was being done to address social questions in a particular sector or branch. The fourth level, consisting of the Government, workers and employers, met every quarter to examine the most topical issues of social partnership. A tripartite agreement was signed every three years. The signatories were all three national trade union associations, which had not previously been the case. He noted that, in a country with 2.5 million trade union members, there were 836 independent trade unions listed, some of which were only present in enterprises for limited activities, collecting trade union dues and conducting simple activities. Therefore, for a transitional period, the Act provided for measures to consolidate and strengthen trade unions, which was not contrary to the Convention in principle. He indicated that the Trade Union Act did not infringe the right of workers to establish a trade union and that several trade union organizations could work together within the same enterprise. Under section 13 of the Trade Union Act, branch or sectoral trade unions were fully authoritative and representative of the workers in social partnerships at the branch level. From the moment a branch trade union was founded, there was a six-month period to confirm its status and it had to cover over half of the districts of the concerned region. The Act was not contrary to democratic principles and was necessary during the transitional period. Under the new legislation, trade unions retained the right to determine their organizational structures, elect their representatives and establish branch and territorial unions and associations. The Act also provided for protection of trade union leaders against acts of interference. He was of the view that this approach was in accordance with the Convention and the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98). Trade union membership should not lead to any discrimination or restrictions on the right of citizens with regard to employment and to career progression. The right of workers to leave, join or establish a trade union should not be restricted and there were criminal sanctions for infringements of workers’ rights in this regard. Section 16 of the new law concerned the social and labour interests of workers and provided details which had not been present in the previous law. The new Labour Code, which had come into effect on 1 January 2016, had been reviewed and redrafted following the comments of the trade unions and gave new powers to trade unions and inspectors. The Federation of Trade Unions had made 219 amendments to various articles, with 117 of the proposed amendments being adopted during the examination of the different versions of the Labour Code.

The Government member of Turkmenistan supported the comprehensive measures adopted to apply the Convention and noted the efforts made to improve the legislation and introduce new provisions on active social partnership. He welcomed the constructive cooperation with the ILO and the Committee of Experts in this regard.

The Worker member of the United States referred to the tragic events of December 2011, during which the police had violently ended a seven-month strike by oil workers, killing at least 17 trade unionists and injuring dozens more. To date, nothing had been done by the competent authorities to carry out investigations and prosecute the perpetrators. The Government had given no indication that it was taking the tragedy seriously and, inexplicably, charges against oil workers were still pending. The new laws adopted in 2014 and 2015 did not provide appropriate solutions and workers’ rights continued to be undermined and restricted. Kazakhstan’s trade union legislation imposed serious restrictions on workers’ right to freedom of association and their right to organize. Trade unions were required to fulfil a burdensome multi-step registration process: they needed to successfully register with the Ministry of Justice and then confirm their status by demonstrating, within six months, that they were affiliated to a higher-tier union. Trade unions at all levels had faced difficulties and delays trying to reregister in accordance with this law. Even if a union managed to prove its affiliation, there was still the possibility for the Government to deny registration on alleged technical grounds. As a result, all independent unions were only registered on a temporary six-month basis and risked dissolution if they did not pass the second step imposed by the Government. By requiring trade unions to confirm their membership of higher-level unions, the law mandated trade union affiliation and limited freedom of choice with regard to trade union membership, in violation of the Convention. Although the Conference Committee had called on the Government to amend the provisions of the Trade Union Act of 2014 consistent with the Convention, the Government had failed to take any steps in this regard. The existing trade union laws might be less restrictive, but their effect was the same and the situation was still critical as of 2015. Workers in a range of industries regularly faced interference in organizing, were intimidated for joining independent trade unions, sometimes under threat of dismissal, or were subject to surveillance by the authorities. Some workers were threatened with criminal sanctions in response to their labour activism and union activities. In light of the continued restrictions on freedom of association, the Government should make meaningful changes to its law and practice in order to ensure freedom of association for independent trade union activists, as required by the Convention.

An observer representing the International Union of Food, Agriculture, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, Tobacco and Allied Workers’ Associations (IUF) said that the situation concerning the right of workers to freedom of association needed
to be examined not only from the point of view of the manner in which legislative standards changed but, above all, from the point of view of the events of 16 December 2011, when a seven-month strike by oil workers had been brought to an end. If the country had given effect to its obligations under the Convention, the strike would have ended peacefully through the negotiation of an agreement or protocol, instead of being ended by the use of armed force resulting in the death, wounding or arrest of numerous workers. Workers’ leaders had been accused of inflaming social division and organizing disorder. This had sent a clear message to all workers that they should not stand up for their rights or the right to collective bargaining and association, and these events had become a turning point in the development of industrial relations systems in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Most importantly, until the Government had carried out a full evaluation of these events, the future of freedom of association in the country would be uncertain. The Government should take into account the comments of the Committee of Experts and the results of the discussion of the Conference Committee. Freedom of association was one of the principal ways in which working conditions were guaranteed and peace was secured, and was therefore a necessary prerequisite for continued social progress. He recalled that people had attempted to protect and defend their rights in 2011 and he called for their sentences to be repealed and justice to be reinstated for those workers.

The Government member of Belarus welcomed the comprehensive measures taken to implement the Convention, such as the adoption of the Trade Union Act and the extension of the rights of workers and their participation at all levels of dialogue. With the creation of the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs and the strengthening of the legislation the rights of employers had also been reinforced. The National Chamber of Entrepreneurs, which would lead to an effective economy and create strong business, would serve as an example for other countries in Europe. He welcomed the Government’s readiness to cooperate at all tripartite levels to comply with the Convention and considered it useful for the ILO to help the country implement its obligations in accordance with international standards.

The Worker member of the Russian Federation referred to the developments in Kazakhstan with regard to the issues under examination and the manner in which the new Trade Union Act was applied. The Act provided for a two-step procedure for the registration of trade unions, which was complicated, not transparent and made compliance difficult. In this regard, he referred to some of the problems that Kazakh trade unions had experienced with regard to registration, such as cases of refusal. There were also issues of discrimination between trade unions. He expressed concern with regard to a section in the Criminal Code on “sowing of social discord”, which had been quoted in connection with the 2011 tragedy of the oil workers. He hoped that both criminal and labour legislation would be brought into line with the Convention.

An observer representing the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) expressed concern at the number of cases pertaining to Convention No. 87 that were being examined by the Committee. He emphasized that the present case involved murders, acts of intimidation, imprisonment and the arbitrary transfer of trade unionists. The Government needed to adopt legislation to bring an end to violations of fundamental rights. He hoped that the right of workers to freely choose their trade union would be respected. Trade unions must be independent of the Government and of employers, and must be established and chosen freely. Expressing solidarity with Kazakh workers and their right to freely choose their trade unions, he called on the Government to respect the rights of workers and international labour Conventions and requested the Committee to give the Government the opportunity to improve the situation.

The Government member of the Russian Federation appreciated the detailed information provided by the Government and noted its readiness to engage in practical and constructive cooperation with the ILO in order to, in association with its social partners, ensure the right to freedom of association and the other rights laid down in the Convention. He believed that the delay in providing information was due to organizational problems and that the misunderstanding which had arisen with the Committee of Experts would be quickly resolved. He called on the ILO to continue providing expert and technical assistance to the Government for the implementation of the Convention, taking into account its willingness to cooperate.

The Worker member of Turkmenistan noted that the Government had taken measures to improve the legislation and the working methods of trade unions. The new Trade Union Act had been adopted with the aim of protecting workers’ interests and to create, develop and protect an effective and well-functioning trade union system in the country, at the sectoral and government levels. Trade unions were not obliged to be members of higher organizations. The Act did not interfere with the rights of the trade unions and there was no monopoly in the trade union system. The Trade Union Act provided for a flexible environment for the establishment of trade unions. The new Labour Code expanded the role of trade unions and the right to strike. These legislative reforms would have a considerable impact on the functioning of trade unions and it was important to support the Government in this regard.

The Government member of Uzbekistan appreciated the information provided by the Government on the implementation of the Convention and the manner in which it was developing constructive cooperation with the ILO in this regard. Measures were being taken in the country in order to provide freedom of association, protect workers’ rights to join and establish trade unions and improve the national legislation. As a result of the improvement of the legislation, including the new Trade Union Act, more than three trade union confederations were registered covering a significant number of workers. Over 3.6 million workers were therefore covered by trade unions, which represented 58 per cent of wage earners in the country. He welcomed the efforts made by the Government to provide for strong social partnerships and to give effect to the Convention.

The Government member of China noted the improvements made by Kazakhstan, its political will to cooperate with the ILO to actively address the relevant issues and to formulate laws that were in line with international labour standards. It was the obligation of ratifying countries to implement international labour Conventions. In the meantime, the ILO needed to provide the necessary technical support to its member States for the application of standards. He concluded by supporting the Government’s efforts.
and hoped that the ILO would be able to provide technical assistance.

The Government representative assured the Committee that all the comments made would be taken into account. With reference to the registration of trade unions, he indicated that the new Trade Unions Act established a new procedure. Given that a branch trade union defended the interests of the workers in the relevant branch, the branch union needed to be sufficiently representative. The legislation set out three equally important membership requirements that the branch union had to meet for registration: (i) no fewer than half of the persons working in a branch; (ii) no fewer than half of the enterprises in a branch; and (iii) member organizations in no fewer than half of the territory covered by the sector. He believed that the law was reasonable, notably as trade unions could join any upper level organization of their choosing and the law did not limit the number of trade unions at the branch or company levels. Branch unions first registered with the authorized state body without providing supporting documents. Following registration, they had six months to provide copies of the documents confirming compliance with the conditions for the establishment of branch unions. The Government was prepared to improve the law with regard to the registration procedure. He also referred to the questions raised relating to the interference by the Government in the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs. In accordance with section 32(11) of the Act, at the end of the transitional period, the Government would cease participation in the activities of the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs. That would occur in July 2018. He concluded by indicating that in December 2015 Kazakhstan had become a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and that the next step would be to become a member of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Institutional reforms in Kazakhstan, as announced by the President in 2015, were focused primarily on improving laws and practices and their harmonization with international social and labour standards. He reaffirmed the commitment of Kazakhstan to ILO principles and to cooperation with the Organization.

The Worker members emphasized that no significant progress had been made by Kazakhstan on the shortcomings that had been pointed out the previous year. Certain occupations, other than the police or the armed forces, were still deprived of the right to establish or join a trade union, which was contrary to the Convention. Trade unions were still denied the choice of the structure they could adopt. This structure was imposed by law and was a hindrance to freedom of association enshrined in Article 2 of the Convention. This freedom was further curbed by extremely restrictive registration procedures and by the fact that receiving financial assistance from international organizations was banned by law and subject to criminal sanctions. Interference had also been noted in the affairs of the social partners, which was in violation of Article 3 of the Convention. The legislation should therefore be amended to: (i) allow judges, firefighters and prison staff to establish and join a trade union; (ii) remove restrictive criteria and registration procedures which limited freedom of association; (iii) end the mandatory affiliation of sectorial, territorial and local trade unions to a national trade union association within six months following their registration; (iv) reduce the membership threshold for the establishment of a trade union; (v) lift the prohibition on financial assistance from international workers’ or employers’ organizations; (vi) amend the administrative and criminal Codes to clarify vague notions such as “public association leader” and “social discord”; (vii) ensure that a minimum service was genuinely and exclusively a minimum service and that the workers’ organizations could participate in the definition of that service; and (viii) specify the organizations that carried out “hazardous industrial activities”, for which actions were illegal. The Worker members urged the Government to avail itself of ILO technical assistance to implement these recommendations.

The Employer members agreed with the Worker members that no concrete steps nor significant progress had been made in Kazakhstan in relation to the issues raised repeatedly by the Committee of Experts and the Conference Committee. They joined in the call for the Government to cease its interference with freedom of association in respect of both employers’ and workers’ organizations. They were surprised by the Government’s reference to the Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs, and particularly section 23(2) as an indication that there was no government interference with the Chamber. The law contained serious infringements of freedom of association, and particularly interference with employers’ organizations, such as rules regarding: (i) compulsory membership in the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs; (ii) the maximum membership fee to be approved by the Government and the payment procedure to be established by the Government; (iii) exclusive competence of the Chamber to represent Kazakhstan employers and to further and defend their interests in the various state bodies; (iv) government participation in the work of the congress of the Chamber and the right to veto decisions; and (v) the inclusion in the presidium of the Chamber of, among others, government representatives and parliamentarians, and only a small number of representatives of employers at the sectoral and regional levels. They concluded that the Act institutionalized government influence on the decisions and activities of the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs. The Chamber could not be considered an independent employers’ organization, as required by the Convention, but was rather an institution close to the public authorities. They urged the Government to amend the Act on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs without delay so as to ensure that employers’ organizations in Kazakhstan could operate with full autonomy and independence.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee expressed serious concern regarding the Government’s lack of progress in relation to the implementation of the conclusions of the Committee in 2015.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- Amend the provisions of the Law on the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs in a manner that would ensure the full autonomy and independence of the free and independent employers’ organizations in Kazakhstan, without any further delay.
- Amend the provisions of the Trade Union Law of 2014 in line with the Convention, including issues concerning
excessive limitations on the structure of trade unions found in Articles 10–15 which limit the right of workers to form and join trade unions of their own choosing; and Amend section 303(2) of the Labour Code so as to ensure that any minimum service is a genuinely and exclusively minimum one.

- Indicate which organizations fall into the category of organizations carrying out “dangerous industrial activities” and indicate all other categories of workers whose rights may be restricted, as stipulated in section 303(5) of the Labour Code.
- Amend the Constitution and appropriate legislation to permit judges, firefighters and prison staff to form and join a trade union.
- Amend the Constitution and appropriate legislation to lift the ban on financial assistance to national trade unions by an international organization.
- Accept ILO technical assistance to implement the above noted conclusions.

The Government should accept a direct contacts mission this year in order to follow up on these conclusions.

The Government representative thanked the Committee for its consideration of the measures taken by his Government to fully apply the Convention, and assured them that further measures would be taken in the near future and be reported to the ILO supervisory bodies.

MEXICO (ratification: 1950)

A Government representative, citing the progress that his country had made, emphasized the commitment of the Government to freedom of association. Regarding the question of transparency in the registration of trade unions, he said that the number of local boards of federal bodies that had published lists of the registration of trade unions on their website, as required by law, had increased from two last year to 20 in 2016, and eight others were well on the way to doing so. With regard to the legislative and practical measures that had been taken for free collective bargaining and to guarantee the representativity of trade unions, the President of the Republic had, on 28 April 2016, submitted a major proposed reform of important aspects of the Federal Labour Act. In relation to the registration of collective labour agreements, the proposed reform provided that, before they could be registered, the authorities must confirm that a labour centre genuinely existed, that they had received copies of the agreement and been fully informed of its content, and the status of the trade union that had promoted it. On the subject of the legal status of labour agreements, the proposal set out clear rules for conducting a recount election so as to ensure that the votes regarding the status of labour agreements were free and democratic. From the practical standpoint, the National Conference of Secretaries of Labour had issued a joint statement in June 2015 on two important aspects: (i) a categorical rejection of protection contracts; and (ii) a commitment to take firmer action against acts of simulation, which constituted a violation of freedom of association. In September 2015, the Federal Conciliation and Arbitration Board had adopted a set of good practice criteria for the conduct of recount elections, in order to ensure that each worker’s ballot was personal, free, secret and direct. In February 2016, a new labour inspection protocol had been prepared on free collective bargaining, under which labour inspectors were empowered to enter workplaces and interview workers directly, so as to ascertain that they knew which their trade unions were and which collective agreements applied to them. With regard to trade union pluralism in state departments, he welcomed the conclusions of the Conference Committee that legal restrictions did not apply, and that this did not pose a problem in practice. The Conference Committee had also recognized that the prohibition on foreign workers being on trade union executive boards did not apply either. Moreover, no specific case had come to light and no complaint on the subject had been lodged. On the contrary, some union by-laws expressly recognized the possibility of foreign workers to hold union office. With regard to the Committee’s concern relating to conciliation and arbitration boards and the need for them to be independent, autonomous and devoid of any conflicts of interest, the President of the Republic had submitted a constitutional amendment to the Constituent Assembly on 26 April 2016 which marked an important precedent and a turning point for the country. The proposed amendment provided that labour justice would in future be the responsibility of the judiciary, and would no longer be dependent on the executive and would not be of a tripartite structure. At the same time, conciliation machinery was to be strengthened. The proposed amendment would also provide for the establishment of an autonomous body responsible at the national level for the registration of collective labour agreements and trade unions. The head of that body would be proposed by the President and approved by the Senate to ensure transparency and autonomy. These reforms were the outcome of an extensive participation process at several levels and of broad social dialogue. The Government was therefore showing its determination to make the necessary changes to guarantee freedom of association and trade union autonomy, and it thanked the ILO for its collaboration in bringing about those changes.

The Employer members recalled that this subject was being discussed by the Conference Committee for the second year and that there were similarities with the previous year. Mexico had not ratified the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98). However, there were elements in the observation and direct request of the Committee of Experts on this case that created confusion between these Conventions. The observation referred to various matters: the murder of rural workers’ leaders; protests by workers from various sectors; the registration of trade unions; the representativity of trade unions and protection contracts; trade union pluralism in state bodies and the possibility to re-elect trade union leaders; elections of foreign nationals as trade union leaders; and conciliation and arbitration boards (which was also examined in Case No. 2694 of the Committee on Freedom of Association). The direct request, which was not included in the report of the Committee of Experts, addressed the issues of trade union registration, accreditation of trade union representatives, the right of workers’ organizations to organize their activities and formulate their programmes, and the proposal to amend the legislation concerning strikes. With regard to the right to strike, the Employer members recalled their reservations concerning the content of this right in Convention No. 87. They indicated that 40 of the 50 observations relating to the Convention in the 2016 report of the Committee of Experts referred to the
right to strike. In 12 of the 16 cases in which the Committee of Experts made no reference to the right to strike in an observation, it did so in a direct request. In addition, of the 50 total direct requests relating to the Convention, 41 referred to the right to strike. The Employer members emphasized that the direct requests were not subject to tripartite oversight. Despite the fact that paragraph 36 of the report of the Committee of Experts explained the difference between observations and direct requests, and that the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts had stated that it followed these criteria carefully, it was necessary to clarify this difference and to review, with the support of the Office, the functions of the Committee of Experts in its various types of comments.

With respect to the progress made by the Government, the Employer members noted positively that the local boards of the 20 federal entities had published the trade union registers online, and a further eight were following suit. They also noted the various laws that had been adopted recently and requested the Government to clarify the scope of the General Act on transparency and access to public information of 4 May 2015. They warmly welcomed the rejection of protection contracts, according to a statement of the National Conference of Labour Ministers, as well as the reform of labour inspection which would help to combat practices such as the “note-taking” procedure mentioned in the direct request and to make progress in practice. With respect to trade union pluralism in state bodies and the election of foreign nationals to trade union executive bodies, despite the fact that the respective legislative restrictions had no effect, social dialogue should be stepped up. They also welcomed the draft constitutional reform, particularly because it clearly determined the competence of the judicial authorities to settle disputes in relation to collective bargaining between employers and workers. However, it was unclear, and the Government had not referred to the issue, whether and in what manner the employers were invited to participate in discussions on this reform process, and how they would be involved and consulted on this matter in the future. The Employer members urged the Government to intensify social dialogue over the coming months. With regard to the murder of rural workers’ leaders, an issue noted once again in the observation of the Committee of Experts, it was now clear that this question was not related to freedom of association, and therefore this point should not be dealt with subsequently. Turning to the protests by workers, further information was needed on the matter. Significant progress had been made in this case, and they therefore suggested that the conclusions should only include an invitation for more in-depth social dialogue.

The Worker members said that in 2015 the Conference Committee had reviewed the Government’s failure to comply with the Convention and concluded that it should, among other action, identify in consultation with the social partners additional legislative amendments to the 2012 reform of the Labour Act necessary to comply with the Convention, including the reforms needed to prevent the registration of protection unions. A protection contract was a collective agreement, signed between an employer and an undemocratic union, and which was only recognized by the employer. In most cases, workers had no knowledge of the existence of such an agreement until they tried to establish a union of their own. Management would then inform the workers that they were already members of a union and were covered by an agreement they had never seen or ratified. The main purpose of the protection contract system was to reduce wages and to prevent workers from enjoying democratic union representation. This system, which gave employers broad discretion to fix wages, working hours and conditions of work, had been maintained by State Conciliation and Arbitration Boards. The conciliation and arbitration boards were widely known to be biased against the legal rights and interests of democratic unions, and their decisions were influenced by the representatives of employer-dominated unions. Realizing that the protection contract system led to greater industrial strife and refusing to be associated with such a system which violated the right to freedom of association in supply chains, eight international garment brands had sent a joint letter to the Government in 2015 urging it to do away with the system. In April 2016, the President of the Republic had sent the proposed reforms to the Constitution and the Federal Labour Act to the Senate, which would in effect: (i) eliminate the conciliation and arbitration boards and transfer their legal functions to the judicial branch, thereby bringing all labour disputes to one mandatory conciliation hearing; (ii) bring the administrative functions of the conciliation and arbitration boards under a new decentralized federal entity; (iii) require that, before a collective bargaining agreement could go into effect, the labour authorities would verify that the company was operational, that it had workers and that these workers had received copies of the agreement and supported it; and (iv) establish tight time frames for each step in the election process to determine which union controlled the collective bargaining agreement. These reforms were also supported by some employers’ organizations. Referring to the long procedure and considerable time that would be taken by the Senate to approve and adopt legislative and constitutional reforms, the Worker members urged the Government to take all the necessary measures to ensure that these reforms were approved at the earliest possible time.

Protection contracts continued to dominate the industrial relations system and recent efforts by democratic unions to hold recount elections to remove protection contract unions had faced opposition and procedural irregularities. They referred to the example of an independent organization which had faced down a major automobile manufacturer and the protection contract union and had lost the election for union representation during the recount election in 2015, following a series of procedural irregularities. Moreover, aggressive anti-union campaigns by employers remained common in the country. In late 2015, 120 workers who had sought to establish a union at a factory in Ciudad Juarez which produced laser printer cartridges for a United States based company, had been dismissed following a strike for an increase in wages. The 2012 amendment to the Federal Labour Act, although aimed at providing greater flexibility in employment by replacing pay per day by pay per hour, had led to reduced job creation and an increase in temporary jobs, while wages and working conditions had deteriorated. Although the law prohibited companies from outsourcing a worker who had been assigned to perform a core function in the company, a 2015 report on the electronics sector had found that approximately half
of the workers who performed core functions were outsourced and hired through temporary agreements. The use of outsourcing was a common tactic to avoid unions or to replace unionized workforces with contract workers. The courts had significantly narrowed the right to strike by allowing employers to nullify collective bargaining agreements under the theory of force majeure. The courts had challenged the constitutionality of sections 465 and 937 of the Federal Labour Act, which allowed workers to submit a request to strike to the Federal Labour Board for binding arbitration. This must be addressed through appropriate legislation. The Worker members recalled that the issues raised had been before the ILO supervisory system for many years and they hoped that the Government would take proactive steps: (i) to resolve issues related to protection contracts; (ii) to ensure that conciliation and arbitration boards did not collude with employers or protection contract unions to frustrate the ambitions of democratic unions to represent workers; (iii) to sanction those employers engaged in anti-union discrimination; and (iv) to amend other aspects of the law which the Committee of Experts had been commenting on for several years.

A Worker member of Mexico considered that the Government was engaged in a reform process with the aim of gradually being in compliance with the Convention and had provided the information requested of it, which was updated on the Internet. The Government had been making this change despite financial limitations, as the budget for state departments, including the Department of Labour, had been cut. In Mexico, exercising freedom of association was the prerogative of every worker and consequently every worker could choose which trade union organization to join. The fact that a collective labour agreement was limited to including what was established by law did not make it a protection contract. Of course, it was necessary to identify those who made undue use of protection contracts to avoid workers’ rights. The Federal Labour Act established the procedure for the acceptance, registration and cancellation of collective labour agreements, as well as applications for recognition as a bargaining agent, and for workers to choose the union that they wished to join. It was wrong to claim that protection contracts enjoyed the support of workers’ organizations, as it was the boards which accepted or rejected a collective agreement, observing whether or not it was in line with legal provisions. In conclusion, he referred to the legislative initiative introduced in the Senate. He observed that the opinions of workers and employers had not been taken into account. The conciliation and arbitration boards were tripartite in nature. The initiative attempted to judicialize these boards, with the courts becoming responsible for dispensing justice, thereby entirely removing the participation of worker and employer representatives and tripartism from the process.

The Employer member of Mexico began by referring to the working methods of the Conference Committee. He considered that, while there had been some positive changes, there remained areas in which more progress was needed to improve effectiveness. From a reading of the report of the Committee of Experts, it appeared that there were many issues that required prompt intervention by the Committee but, despite that, priority was given to cases where this was not so, or which had already been examined at previous sessions, with replies, explanations and commitments that were followed up in reports. This carried the risk of the repetition of observations and arguments, rather than constructive dialogue. It would be preferable to follow-up on the commitments made through the provision of reports and to give the States a reasonable time to comply with their commitments, after which compliance could indeed be required where adequate measures had not been taken and the progress achieved could be recognized. He observed that Mexico had not ratified Convention No. 98 and that the Committee should therefore not refer to matters related to collective bargaining in its conclusions. Similarly, it should refrain from dealing with issues relating to strikes which, despite the insistence of the Committee of Experts, were not endorsed by the Conference Committee. He considered that there were few new elements requiring immediate analysis. With regard to the murders of rural leaders, while they were regrettable, it had already been established that they were not workers, as had been recognized by the Committee. He said that, as the alleged acts of violence against trade unionists had only been reported recently, although not yet proven, a report had just been requested from the Government. On the issue of trade union pluralism in state departments, the explanation had been provided that this had been dealt with by case law, and that various trade unions and collective contracts existed. In relation to the functioning of the conciliation boards, he recalled that this topic had been under consideration in Mexico for a long time, and tripartite consultation forums had even been set up. However, the issue was new for the Conference Committee, and therefore a report had recently been requested from the Government, which had explained that a legal and constitutional initiative had been introduced that would allow the problems to be addressed which had been identified in an April 2015 study. Unfortunately, employers had not been invited to take part in this study, nor in the work carried out prior to the initiative being introduced. He trusted that the legislative process would include the participation of workers’ and employers’ organizations for the purpose of effective social dialogue and discuss new provisions required to regulate procedural aspects and issues resulting from the constitutional reform. It was important to have sufficient time for the content of the legislative reform initiative to be examined through tripartite dialogue. With regard to transparent trade union registration, as it had been informed, the draft reform contained provisions that would guarantee that this objective would be achieved, for which purpose new institutions would be required, which would require constructive and participatory social dialogue. He trusted that the Conference Committee would understand the implications of tackling a challenge of such magnitude and would allow sufficient time. In conclusion, he said that, in the report of the Committee of Experts, issues were raised which simply did not exist, which merely reflected the statements made by certain organizations with the sole purpose of creating trouble. The real problems raised were being addressed and progress had been made. The legislative reform initiative recently introduced by the Government presented great opportunities and challenges and would require study, planning and action within a framework that guaranteed social dialogue.
The Government member of Panama, speaking on behalf of the group of Latin American and Caribbean (GRULAC) countries, expressed appreciation for the information supplied by the Government concerning the follow-up given to the observations of the Committee of Experts and took note of the progress made with regard to the application of the Federal Labour Act in relation to the publication of registrations, trade union statutes and collective agreements with a view to strengthening the transparent and democratic functioning of the industrial relations system. She also expressed interest in the initiatives to reform the Constitution and the Act, which involved a fundamental change in the labour justice system, particularly the transfer of the administration of labour justice to the judiciary, the creation of local conciliation centres and the creation of a specialized body for the registration of collective labour agreements and trade unions and for conciliation at federal level. Wishing the Government success in those reforms, she welcomed its openness and willingness to continue promoting frank and open social dialogue. Reiterating GRULAC’s commitment to respect for freedom of association, she trusted that the Government would continue taking steps to comply with the Convention.

The Government member of Spain, endorsing the statement made by GRULAC, acknowledged with interest the progress and efforts made in relation to the publication by Mexican state departments of the registration and by-laws of trade unions and collective agreements so as to comply with the goals set out in the Federal Labour Act, in the interests of strengthening governance and respect for trade union autonomy. He emphasized the historical significance of recent initiatives to amend the Constitution and the Federal Labour Act so as to transform the administration of labour justice with a view to strengthening the free exercise of individual labour rights. A paradigm shift was occurring, in which labour justice would be administered by federal or local judicial authorities, with conciliation procedures would become more flexible and effective through the creation of specialized and independent local conciliation centres and a decentralized body would register all trade unions and collective agreements, in addition to having conciliation at the federal level. He trusted that the effective implementation of this paradigm shift, in consultation with the social partners, would contribute to a significant change in the protection of labour rights and the goal of decent work.

The Worker member of Germany expressed great concern at the violations of the Convention in Mexico and particularly at the practice of protection contracts, which unfortunately also involved German employers. Protection contracts were contracts through which pseudo-unions torpedoed any action to achieve better wages and working conditions. These so-called protection unions were instructed by management to conclude agreements with the company. On paper, all employees were members of the protection union, without knowing it. Protection contracts agreed to without the participation of the workers, pressed wages to the lowest level, and unscrupulous individuals were paid by companies to keep away militant unions. Unfortunately, several German enterprises were among these companies. By binding workers to the protection union, they could not establish other independent unions and had to give up any hope of the negotiation of improved collective agreements.

Workers who organized themselves in order to achieve better pay and working conditions faced intimidation and repression. Once the protection contract entered into force on paper, the labour courts, employers and local governments regulated everything else to prevent an independent union being able to push through a genuine collective agreement. Workers trying to defend their rights were portrayed as troublemakers and ran the risk of being placed on a blacklist by the company. Those who tried to leave the protection union lost their jobs. Protection contracts granted huge freedoms to the company in terms of hiring and firing, outsourcing and temporary employment, and were sometimes concluded before the plant even commenced operation. The number of protection contracts was on the rise, with about 80 per cent of collective agreements in Mexico being concluded as protection contracts. International companies from Europe should lead by example rather than concluding contracts that undermined workers’ rights, including the right to strike enshrined in the Convention. He called for the abolition of protection contracts in Mexico and regretted the absence of investigation of the death of the 43 students in 2015.

The Government member of the United States recalled that the case had been discussed in 2015 by the Committee, which had requested the Government to take specific steps to address persistent challenges related to, among other issues, the administration of labour justice and protection unions, including through legal reforms and in consultation with Mexico’s social partners. Later that year, the Government had launched a consultative process to develop proposals that would improve the country’s everyday justice system, including labour justice. On 28 April 2016, the President of Mexico had introduced to Congress a justice reform package that represented the culmination of that process, encompassing labour reforms through which the Government was affirmatively seeking to address concerns about freedom of association and collective bargaining that had been voiced for decades by Mexican workers and the ILO supervisory machinery, including by the Conference Committee. She applauded the introduction of such historic reforms, which included constitutional amendments that would fundamentally transform and modernize the Mexican labour justice system. The responsibility for resolving labour cases would be transferred from the Conciliation and Arbitration Boards to new specialized labour judges in the Mexican judicial system, and the registration of unions and collective bargaining agreements would be transferred to a newly created, independent entity. Such changes would help to guarantee a fair, transparent, objective and efficient labour justice system in Mexico that upheld workers’ rights to organize and bargain collectively. In addition, the planned labour law amendments would: help address long-standing concerns about protection unions by requiring a demonstration of worker support before registering collective agreements; and impose tight time frames for union elections that determined exclusive bargaining representation, thereby helping to address concerns about the lengthy delays in the union election process. She looked forward to the expeditious adoption of these transformative labour reforms by the Mexican Congress and to the subsequent approval of the constitutional amendments by the Mexican states, and hoped that they would be
adopted, as introduced, and effectively implemented without delay.

An observer representing IndustriALL Global Union considered that the Government was pursuing an unequal and exploitative labour policy based on the system of employers’ protection contracts. The wages of Mexican workers were currently the lowest in Latin America, and were 40 per cent lower than wages in China. Whenever Mexican workers discovered that they were victims of a system of protection contracts, they would first ask why the trade union did not represent them and then face opposition from the entire network of complicity, corruption and control which did not allow them to organize freely and democratically. To be able to replace the protection union with an independent union, they had to file an application with the labour authorities for recognition as the bargaining agent, which would involve a voting process in which they chose the trade union of their preference. However, in practice, this process was very far from the one established in the labour legislation, the Constitution and the Convention. The process could take years due to deceit and malpractice by the authorities, enterprises and trade unions. For example, applications for recognition submitted in the mining sector and other sectors of the economy had taken between three and five years. In the case of one automobile enterprise, it had taken almost five years for the ballot to take place, and when it had eventually been held, the workers had been threatened by staff from the enterprise and by armed police, and the enterprise had selected which workers could vote. In most cases, workers who had expressed their preference for an independent trade union had been dismissed, threatened or beaten. Workers in the mining sector had been victims of “industrial homicide” in the Pasta de Conchos coal mine, where 65 miners had lost their lives in February 2006, and the enterprise remained unpunished with the complicity of the Mexican authorities. Furthermore, miners had been killed or injured in attacks by “shock groups” that were in collusion with the public security forces. The number of trade unionists who had been arrested arbitrarily or were in prison continued to grow. Cases included Juan Linares, who had been held in custody for over two years; Gustavo Labastida, who had been imprisoned for almost a year; and Jose Luis Solorio, who had been detained in a security centre for three days. In the mining sector, there were no trade unions that defended or represented the rights of workers. In conclusion, he urged the Government to ensure respect and justice for the workers and uphold their dignity.

Another Worker member of Mexico considered that, despite the information provided by the Government, there were still many issues to be addressed with a view to achieving compliance with the Convention. He criticized the functioning of the conciliation and arbitration boards, at both federal and state level, and particularly the way their members were appointed and the way in which cases were handled, which demonstrated serious structural problems. Freedom of association was undermined partly because of the situation of complicity between the Government, the employers’ and workers’ organizations. He also questioned the use of austerity plans. He hoped that the Government would take this opportunity to establish an authentic industrial relations system in Mexico, based on social dialogue between the employers’ representatives and democratically elected workers’ representatives. In the meantime, however, the Government should take measures to guarantee that workers could exercise their right to freedom of association in practice, under the existing law.

The Government member of Panama endorsed the statement by GRULAC and welcomed the information provided by the Government, in which it had expressed its utmost willingness and determination to comply fully with the Convention. The information presented contained the necessary clarifications and explained the measures that had been adopted with regard to freedom of association, such as the right to freely elect trade union representatives, the right of re-election, and the publication of the registers and statutes of trade unions by the conciliation and arbitration boards. She expressed her support for the reform initiatives of the Constitution and the Federal Labour Act, which the Government had introduced with a view to making a significant reform of the labour justice system, the conciliation services and the register for collective agreements and trade unions, as well as for the constant open dialogue with the social partners. In conclusion, she wished the Government every success in its efforts to give full effect to the Convention.

The Worker member of the United States, also speaking on behalf of the Worker members of Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras, Mali, Nigeria, Swaziland, Uruguay and Zimbabwe, as well as the Confederation of University Workers of the Americas (CONTUA), recalled that in 2015 the Committee had heard how thousands of migrants in Baja California, working in conditions of modern slavery, had organized, formulated a programme of activities and gone on strike to defend their social and economic interests, bringing employers and the Government to negotiate and sign agreements in May and June. That exercise of freedom of association, including a strike, had taken place as a struggle against the failed national labour justice system and entrenched company-dominated unions that had long misrepresented most Mexican workers using protection contracts. These workers and those in two other states produced 85 per cent of Mexico’s berries, with over 90 per cent of the crop going to the United States, and 80 per cent of that being sold by major brands. The supply chain had grown rapidly and with no enforcement of basic workers’ rights, yet it was projected to be Mexican agriculture’s highest value export, already producing 30 per cent of the berries in the world, that were currently valued at 1.5 billion dollars, with the expectation that they would reach 3 billion by 2020. A year after the agreements had been signed by employers and the Government, the Mexican berry workers leaders were stating that conditions and pay remained the same, violations of the law continued, workers and their families were still excluded from social security, healthcare, housing and education, employers and the Government continued to make hollow agreements with organizations that they, and not the workers, chose. Since the latest agreement merely summarized existing commitments to farmworkers in Mexico, without committing sufficient resources, the union representing those who had gone on strike and had negotiated in San Quintin had refused to sign. Despite being incomplete, as they failed to address problems in the public sector, the Government’s proposed reforms to the labour justice system were a positive development, addressing demands that
independent unions had long made. However, the Government still needed to take full responsibility for these reforms and use its political will to ensure that they were rapidly approved and implemented, as it would otherwise lose credibility. Given the experience of the previous year, there was a justified distrust that the proposals would actually become law and be implemented. To gain support and trust nationally and internationally, the Government should adopt the principles of impartiality and transparency that the reforms could represent by resolving many long-standing and well-documented labour violations, such as those of the San Quintin farmworkers. Without real reform in law and practice, Mexico would be in violation of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA), which contained a strong commitment to the core Conventions, including Convention No. 87, from the moment of its entry into force.

The Government member of Honduras endorsed the statement by GRULAC and expressed his support for the measures adopted by Mexico with a view to achieving compliance with the Convention. He took note of the action taken by the Government, particularly in relation to the publication of the registration of trade union agreements, the plan to transfer the administration of labour justice to the judiciary, the establishment of conciliation centres to render conciliation processes more flexible and the procedures for the registration and deposit of collective labour agreements. He urged the Government to continue to develop new mechanisms for dialogue with the trade unions in the context of the current reform initiatives, in accordance with the Convention and for the benefit of workers’ fundamental rights, with a view to guaranteeing observance of the exercise of freedom of association in the country.

An observer representing the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) called on the Government to intervene as a matter of urgency to end the situation faced by Benito Bahena y Lome, General Secretary of the Alliance of Tram Workers of Mexico (ATM) and executive board member of the ITF, who had been persecuted over the previous 12 months by the local state-owned transportation company for reporting violations of workers’ rights and denouncing a lack of investment in public transport. In addition to being dismissed from his job, he had been physically and verbally intimidated and forcibly denied entry to his union office. In an attempt to further paralyse the union, the company was refusing to remit union dues through the check-off system. Not even a court ruling confirming Bahena y Lome as the legitimate leader of the ATM had stopped such violations of trade union rights. He associated himself with the concern and indignation expressed by IndustriALL regarding the continued and widespread practice of employer protection contracts in all industrial sectors in Mexico, which deprived workers of any right to demand safe working conditions, labour inspections, compensation or social security. Every announcement of new foreign investments in the country came with a perfectly tailored protection contract, also conveniently advertised on the Internet. In all the cases mentioned in Case No. 2694 of the Committee on Freedom of Association, the protection contract had been signed in the same week as the investment had been announced, long before the plant had been constructed or the workers employed. The protection contract system had tragic consequences, notably an explosion in the Pajaritos petrochemical plant in Veracruz on 20 April 2016, where companies and government agencies had denied responsibility for the over 130 workers injured and 32 subcontracted workers killed, leaving the bereaved families without compensation. Also in Tlaxcala, a well-known transnational shoe and garment company had closed without following due process, dismissing 450 workers and refusing to pay proper compensation recognizing the, on average, 25 years of service of the workers. When the union had picketed the plant to stop the removal of the machinery, the State Governor had stepped in and supported the company to press false charges against the union leaders, pressure the workers to accept a substandard redundancy package and arbitrarily imprison the union’s General Secretary for over nine months.

The Government member of El Salvador endorsed the statement made by GRULAC and thanked the Government for the detailed information provided. She acknowledged the progress Mexico had made towards applying the Convention, particularly with regard to the publication of trade union registrations and collective labour agreements, the proposed draft reform of the Constitution and the Federal Labour Act, the plan to transfer the administration of labour justice to the judiciary, and the creation of local conciliation centres to facilitate conciliation procedures. She noted Mexico’s commitment to freedom of association and expressed her belief that the Government would continue to implement policies aimed at guaranteeing respect for the exercise of freedom of association in the country and compliance with the Convention.

The observer representing the Confederation of University Workers in the Americas (CONTUA) denounced the violence against trade unionists experienced in Mexico, including in the mining, telephony, footwear, electricity and education sectors. Far from coming to an end, the violence had increased in recent years. Trade union activities were ever more risky, against a background of complex social violence in which state corruption and drug crime were intertwined and social groups were victims for lack of protection, as in the case of the 43 Ayotzinapa students who had been murdered. So-called protection contracts made a real mockery of social representation and collective bargaining. No progress had been made in removing this illegitimate concept that the Committee of Experts had described as a simulation of collective bargaining. The Government had provided information on supposed plans to abolish this practice, but no progress had been made in this respect, and the ILO should intervene actively to reach a solution that would bring an end to such contracts. The labour situation in Mexico was becoming worse. Mexico’s ratification of the TPPA and the continuing negotiations on the Trade in Services Agreement (TISA) would signify a clear step backwards in the area of labour rights, as they meant that ILO Conventions would become subordinate to trade rules. As a result of the TPPA negotiations, the Government was pressing on with an initiative to introduce labour reforms, demonstrating the executive’s need to present a proposed legislative amendment that met external requirements. The Government was trying to push through an expeditious reform process but, faced with the pressure of complaints and action by national and global organizations, it had been obliged to begin a process of negotiations.
The official reform proposals did not provide a definitive solution to the problem of protection contracts, nor did they meet demands to eliminate state control over trade unions, which impeded the exercise of freedom of association, genuine collective bargaining and the right to strike, which was restricted for state employees by Article 123B of the Constitution. The executive’s proposal maintained the contested National Minimum Wage Commission, which had impeded urgent measures to restore the purchasing power of wages. In conclusion, he observed that the Government did not have the true will to make the changes necessary to achieve freedom of association. On the contrary, there was evidence of an attempt to impose more flexible rules, which allowed market rules to gain ground without guarantees of respect for the rights of workers, social equity or the equitable redistribution of wealth.

The Government representative thanked all the participants in the discussion, and indicated that all the comments and observations would be taken into account in the labour legislation reform process that was being carried out. The Government was committed to giving priority to social dialogue in this process. With regard to the criticisms that the employers and workers had not been consulted during the preparation of the draft reforms, he indicated that they were only a proposal. The details were not known because it was a recent proposal, which reflected the comments made by the employers and workers in various areas. It was now necessary for all social partners to participate so that the reforms could be refined. Employer and worker representatives would be heard for that purpose. The Government had always supported the involvement, opinions and participation of all sectors in the major changes in the country, including those relating to labour. The Government had the political will to make amendments to the draft that were necessary to give effect to the reforms. He noted that it was necessary to amend some aspects of the current labour legislation. While priority was given to form in current labour legislation, the objective was to adequately address questions of substance. That was why reforms were needed. The Government did not concur with some of the observations made during the discussions. With regard to the existing legal obligation to publish the registration of trade union by the local boards of the 31 states in the country, it needed to be taken into consideration that the digitalization of a system with that amount of information took time. With respect to outsourcing, he considered that the problem arose when it was used with the intention of evading labour law. Finally, he expressed Mexico’s commitment to continue making progress in the reform and adoption of measures to bring labour law and practice in Mexico fully in line with the provisions of the Convention.

The Worker members welcomed the information provided by the Government and the constituents. The Government had an important and historic opportunity to create an authentic industrial relations system in the country based on social dialogue between employer representatives and democratically elected worker representatives. That was indeed the foundational and guiding principle of the ILO system, enshrined in the ILO Constitution of 1919. Without authentic representativity and representatives, there would be no social justice and consequently no lasting peace as evidenced in practice in Mexico and elsewhere. They referred, by way of example, to the thousands of teachers of the National Coordination of Education Workers (CNTE) who had marched against the education reforms depriving teachers and professors of their right to freedom of association. The Worker members once again welcomed the proposals put forward by the President of Mexico, which addressed many concerns, and urged their adoption as soon as possible, while emphasizing that, in the meantime, the Government should take measures to ensure that workers could exercise their right to freedom of association in practice under existing law. As indicated during the discussion, companies regularly continued to violate that right with impunity. In conclusion, the Worker members urged the Government to: (i) fulfill without delay its existing legal obligation to publish the registration of trade unions in the local boards in the 31 states of the country; (ii) enact the reforms to the Constitution and Federal Labour Act, as proposed by the President; (iii) ensure that the legislation prohibited the use of agency labour to perform the core functions of an enterprise, which had undermined the ability of workers to establish or join a union; and (iv) produce a detailed report on the progress made to comply with those recommendations by the next session of the Committee of Experts.

The Employer members thanked all the speakers for their comments and the Government for providing very detailed additional information in a constructive manner. Progress had been made on many of the issues raised by the Committee of Experts, as other speakers had acknowledged. Other topics would continue to be reviewed with a view to moving forward, such as the representativity of trade unions and protection contracts. In this regard, they emphasized the need to have the widest possible representativity as a necessary requirement for strengthening the trade union movement. Concerning the difficulties of registering trade unions, they welcomed the information from the Government that 20 institutions now had an electronic register, and also praised the inspection protocol on freedom of association. They expressed their enthusiasm at the changes to the conciliation and arbitration boards, namely the introduction of measures to guarantee that in future labour justice would be dispensed by the judicial authorities, which would guarantee impartiality. They regretted the fact that the employers’ organizations had not been involved in the discussions that had preceded this constitutional initiative. They trusted that the Government would take immediate steps to guarantee the participation of the most representative employers’ organizations in this important constitutional initiative. Finally, they encouraged the Government to identify, in consultation with the most representative social partners, additional legislative reforms to the 2012 amendment of the Federal Labour Act which would be necessary to comply with the Convention, emphasizing that these should include reforms to prevent the registration of trade unions that could not demonstrate the support of the majority of the workers that they claimed to represent by means of a democratic election process.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted with interest the proposed reforms to the Constitution and labour law.
Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee requested the Government to:

- continue to fulfil its existing legal obligation to publish the registration of trade unions in the local boards in the 31 states in the country;
- engage in social dialogue with a view to enacting the President’s proposed reforms to the Constitution and federal labour law as soon as possible and reinforce social dialogue with all workers’ and employers’ organizations including through any additional complementary legislation;
- ensure that trade unions are able to exercise their right to freedom of association in practice;
- submit a report to the Committee of Experts on the application of Convention No. 87 both in law and practice.

**PHILIPPINES (ratification: 1953)**

The Government provided the following written information.

In six years of sustained constructive engagement with the ILO, the Government has diligently reported concrete results, framed in our four areas of commitment. The National Tripartite Industrial Peace Council (NTIPC) constituted and institutionalized as the high-level monitoring body with regional tripartite monitoring structures, the Regional Tripartite Monitoring Body (RTMB), has built a comprehensive inventory of 65 cases of extrajudicial killings, 11 cases of abduction and 12 cases of harassment. Of the 65 cases, 50 occurred from 2001 to June 2010 under the Arroyo Administration, while 15 — the cases of Rodel Estrellado, Kenneth Reyes, Rudy and Roderick Dejos, Bonifacio Labasan, Santos Manrique, Josephine Estacio, Carlo Rodriguez, Celito Bacay, Poncing Infante, Emilio Rivera, Romy Almacin, Antonio Petalcorin, Kagi Alimudin Lucman, Rolando Pango and Florencio Romano — are under the Aquino Administration. The NTIPC–MB, with 20 representatives each for employers’ organizations affiliated with the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) and labour organizations affiliated with the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), is monitoring the movement of these cases, including the four resolved by the trial courts; these are: (1) Teotimo Dante, which resulted in the conviction of all four accused on 28 May 2012; (2) Ricardo Ramos, which resulted in the acquittal of the accused for failure to prove his guilt beyond reasonable doubt on 7 February 2012; (3) Antonio Pantonal, which resulted in the conviction of the accused for murder qualified by treachery; and (4) Fr William Tadena, which resulted in the acquittal of one accused on reasonable doubt, while the other accused is at large. The NTIPC–MB has brought before the Department of Justice (DOJ) chaired AO35-Inter-Agency Committee (AO35-IAC) all of the 65 cases of extrajudicial killings, 11 cases of abduction and 12 cases of harassment. The AO35-IAC report however has focused on the 65 cases of extrajudicial killings, and 11 of which (Diosdado Fortuna, Florante Collantes, Fr William Tadena, Abelardo Ladera, Samuel Bandilla, Tirso Cruz, Gil Gojol, Benjamin Bayles, Rodel Estrellado and Rolando Pango) have been identified as extrajudicial killings based on their criteria/definition.

The 54 cases not covered by AO35-IAC are investigated as regular criminal cases. According to the DOJ, the reasons for the exclusion from AO35-IAC include: (1) insufficiency of evidence which triggers referral of the case to agencies like the police, the National Bureau of Investigation and the Commission on Human Rights for further investigation subject to a second review by the technical working group; and (2) absence of all the elements of extrajudicial killings as provided in the AO35-IAC Operational Guidelines. The non-AO35 cases include cases before the Committee on Freedom of Association (CFA). Case No. 3185 was first brought to the attention of the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) through a press statement by the National Confederation of Transport Workers’ Union (NCTU) and the Alliance of Progressive Labor (APL) in June 2013. The case was previously with the Commission on Human Rights (CHR), the police and the DOJ, which spearheads the AO35-IAC. Considering its exclusion from the AO35-IAC, RTMB Region XI in Davao City was tasked with gathering additional information on this case for a possible second review by the AO35.

With regard to CFA Cases Nos 3119 and 3159, reports from the different RTMBs were deliberated at the Tripartite Executive Committee of the NTIPC–MB (TEC–MB) on 6 May 2016. In Case No. 3119, out of the six cases, only the case of Cañabano is considered to be related to freedom of association, but the TEC–MB tasked RTMB XI to further verify and interview Mr Cañabano and the radio anchor involved in the case of RMN Davao Employees Union. The TEC–MB elevates for consideration of the NTIPC–MB the case of Cañabano and the recommendation to refer the other five non-freedom of association cases to the Commission on Human Rights and the Advocate General’s Office of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP). Of the 65 cases of killings, only 12 were filed in court, with nine of the cases with resolution and three – two cases of ongoing investigation and one archived – pending resolution. A detailed breakdown of the status of the cases will be provided in a separate report. Progress on the 11 AO35-IAC cases is hindered by lack of material witnesses and/or non-cooperation of victims’ families and relatives. The limited capacity for forensic evidence and reliance on witnesses/testimonial evidence render the prospects not too positive. The Government continues to encounter the obstacles of desistance or disinterest of the victims or their families to pursue the cases. Much needs to be done in the criminal justice system that brought this situation.

The Government is addressing the source of the problem through wide-ranging reforms in labour market governance and the sectoral goal of ensuring decent work under the ILO Technical Cooperation Programme (TCP). The TCP with the ILO started only after the 2009 High-level Mission, or 56 years after the ratification of Convention No. 87 and the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98), on 29 December 1953. The ILO TCP on training and capacity-building can generally be classified into: (a) capacity-building and advocacy for international labour standards, freedom of association and collective bargaining; and (b) observance of prescribed conduct by the police and military. Over 70 capacity-building activities on labour rights have been carried out under the TCP. Around 4,384 stakeholders have been oriented and capacitated on international labour standards, and on the observance of tripartite instruments governing the en-
engagement of the social partners, including the police, military and key government agencies, during labour disputes. TCP activities have resulted in:

(a) Key instruments governing the engagement of the social partners have been developed: (1) Joint DOLE–PNP–PEZA Guidelines (PNP Guidelines), signed on 23 May 2011; (2) DOLE Administrative Order No. 104, Operational Guidelines on Inter-Agency Coordination and Monitoring of Labor Disputes (DOLE implementors “dos” and “don’ts”), signed on 27 February 2012; (3) Guidelines on the Conduct of the DOLE, DILG, DND, DOJ, AFP and PNP Relative to the Exercise of Workers’ Rights and Activities (AFP Guidelines), signed on 7 May 2012; and (4) Operational Guidelines on the Regional Tripartite Monitoring Bodies. The PNP and AFP Guidelines have been effective in coordinating all stakeholders and preventing violence during strikes. In recent cases in Region 4A, violence was prevented when the newly engaged security agency was instructed to observe the PNP Guidelines and in the PhilSteel labour dispute, where the PNP has summoned the security agencies reported to have crossed the picket to explain why their license should not be revoked. In the Davao labour disputes at Lapanday Box (banana plantation) and RMN (radio station), the PNP Guidelines mobilized multi-stakeholder participation in ensuring the peaceful exercise of workers’ rights during collective bargaining negotiations. In the labour dispute at Albay Electric Cooperative, Inc. (ALECO), where the management directly requested the PNP Legaspi Station police to enter the company premises, the PNP Guidelines have helped to prevent the supposed plan to dismantle the picket line. Information on the PNP and AFP Guidelines is now part of the DOLE standard operating procedure in labour disputes likely to develop into a strike-lockout.

(b) To prevent the conversion of labour disputes into criminal cases, the DOJ issued Memorandum Circular No. 16 on 22 April 2014 to reinforce Circulars Nos 15, series of 1982, and 9, series of 1986, requiring fiscals/prosecutors to secure clearance from the DOLE and/or the Office of the President “before taking cognizance of complaints for preliminary investigation and the filing in court of the corresponding information of cases arising out of, or related to, a labour dispute”, including with “allegations of violence, coercion, physical injuries, assault upon a person in authority and other similar acts of intimidation obstructing the free ingress to and egress from a factory or place of operation of the machines of such factory, or the employer’s premises”. The DOLE and DOJ further issued Joint Clarificatory Memorandum Circular No. 1-15 on the requirement of clearance from the DOLE and/or from the Office of the President for cases arising out of the exercise of freedom of association, collective bargaining, concerted actions and other trade union activities.

The TCP includes a component on the improvement of labour market governance. Together with the social partners, labour rights violations and labour-related incidence of violence were addressed by identifying the root causes of labour disputes, resulting in the mechanisms for labour law compliance, dispute prevention, settlement and case disposition. Robust tripartite consultation with the social partners on policy and programme implementation were strengthened. These resulted in:

Substantially improved implementation of labour laws: the two-year-old Labor Laws Compliance System (LLCS), supported by the ILO and the tripartite partners, with a management information system (an online web-based application system that utilizes an electronic checklist for real-time transmission and processing of data collected from the field) and combines the regulatory and developmental enforcement approaches, achieved remarkable accomplishments: (a) projected company visits became more frequent, from once every 16 years to once every two years; (b) the establishments covered increased, from an annual average of 23,000 in 2004–13 to an annual average of 63,627 in 2014–15; (c) the number of workers covered increased, from an annual average of 628,000 in 2004–13 to an annual average of 2.9 million in 2014–15; (d) compliance with general labour standards increased, from 70.73 per cent in 2004–13 to 77.59 per cent in 2014–15; (e) the correction rate increased, from 21 per cent in 2004–13 to 27 per cent in 2014–15; (f) the enforcement of a total of 94 labour laws, including regulations on contracting or ambiguous or disguised employment, compared to only 23 under the old enforcement system; and (g) with 574 labour law compliance officers compared with the previous 202 labour inspectors. The tripartite partners endorsed House Bill No. 4659 in the 16th Congress to institutionalize the LLCS, and it will be filed in the 17th Congress as part of the DOLE 2016–2022 Priority Legislative Agenda.

Effective case management system: the 30-day mandatory conciliation-mediation services, or the Single Entry Approach (SEnA) for individual disputes, was institutionalized through Republic Act No. 10396, along with exhaustive conciliation-mediation for collective disputes and the overall objective of empowering the parties to process and resolve issues at the plant level through convergence with DOLE programmes and services. SEnA, as a prior mechanism, has afforded workers and employers fair, prompt, accessible and inexpensive settling of labour issues. It has shortened the processing of labour disputes to an average of 15 days compared with the duration of one year to ten years in compulsory arbitration; 99 per cent reduction of small money claims before the DOLE Regional Offices and reduction in the dockets of the National Labor Relations Commission (NLRC); and free and accessible services, as it is present in all DOLE offices. SEnA has resulted in high settlement and disposition rates of 81 per cent and 94 per cent (102,382 cases settled and 128,257 cases disposed), respectively, from 2011 to 2015. It has benefited around 154,439 workers with PHP 4,951-B monetary awards.

Unprecedented single-digit strike incidence: empowering the parties through exhaustive conciliation-mediation of collective labour disputes and rationalized use of assumption of jurisdiction power of the Secretary of Labor and Employment resulted in single-digit
annual strike incidence from 69 in 2005–10 to only 17 in 2011–15; while on assumed cases, from 104 in 2005–10 to just 14 in 2011–15, punctuated with a decline in 2013–15 to only three, resolved through a conciliation order.

Institutionalized expansive tripartism and social dialogue: tripartism and social dialogue is institutionalized through Republic Act No. 10395 as the primary instrument to promote transparency, participative governance and sectoral accountability, addressing social disparities, while improving social cohesion among all stakeholders. Several tripartite structures at the national level and across regions and industries have been created to serve as venues for stakeholder participation in policy- and decision-making processes on matters concerning labour and employment. As of January 2016, there are 134 regional Tripartite Industry Peace Councils (TIPCs); nine national Industry Tripartite Councils (ITCs); and 284 regional ITCs. These structures are forums for tripartite information and prior consultation in developing regional or industry framework agreements. Thus, in these tripartite structures, a total of 178 industry voluntary codes of good practices on productivity and decent work were formulated from 2011 to 2015 to serve as voluntary industry standards. Through social dialogue, the labour sector in the NTIPC was able to get commitment on linking investment incentives with compliance with international labour standards. To date, the creation of workers’ rights board for specific industries or tariff lines that will be accessed under the Generalized System of Preferences or free trade agreements is being worked out with the Department of Trade and Industry. At the workplace level, the single-digit strike incidence indicates the growing acceptance of social dialogue, either by them or through conciliation-mediation, as an empowering tool for the parties to resolve their disputes. This has been recognized even by the militant section of the labour movement with big cases that historically would have resulted in strikes or lockouts being settled through social dialogue. Tripartism and social dialogue have never been as robust and productive as under the current administration.

The progress achieved through reforms implemented with support from the social partners is a good indicator of the constructive engagement ushered in by tripartism and social dialogue.

With respect to the recommendation by the High-level Mission to align the Labor Code, as amended, with international labour standards, particularly on freedom of association and collective bargaining, by amending the following: (a) Article 263(g) of the Labor Code, on overbread assumption of jurisdiction power of the Secretary of Labor and Employment; (b) Article 234(c) of the Labor Code, requiring 20 per cent support signatures for registration of independent unions; (c) Article 264 and 272 of the Labor Code, imposing penal sanctions for peaceful strikes; (d) Article 270 of the Labor Code, requiring prior approval for foreign assistance; and (e) Article 237(1) of the Labor Code, on the ten locals requirement for registration of federations, the proposed bills failed to pass during the remaining sessions of the 16th Congress. Thus, all shall, subject to the discretion of the incoming administration, be part of the DOLE Legislative Priority Measures for the 17th Congress, including the following legislative proposals: (a) Security of Tenure Bill, Employment Relations, and Termination of Employment; (b) Rationalizing Government Intervention in Labor Dispute or the proposed modified Assumption of Jurisdiction Bill; (c) Magna Carta of Filipino Seafarers Bill; (d) LLCS Bill; and (e) Occupational Safety and Health Standards Bill. However, pending the adoption of these amendments, administrative issu-ances have been implemented and enforced through the ILO and tripartite partners supported LLCS, which contributed to the country’s industrial peace.

While progress has been achieved, the TCP with the ILO arising from the 2009 High-level Mission is not over. Reforms in labour market governance are foundational and sustainability would benefit from technical assistance on: (a) conciliation-mediation techniques and strategies; (b) application of international labour standards on adjudication; (c) obtaining high level of compliance with labour laws and management/development of the LLCS–MIS; (d) development/implementation of just transition and green jobs; (e) understanding non-standard forms of employment and policy approaches; and (f) business and human rights. The track followed to address the source of the problem affecting compliance with this Convention has shown positive results. The Government is committed to aligning the provisions of the Labor Code with Conventions Nos 87 and 98, and to fully realizing the potential of the NTIPC–MB and RTMBs in case build-up, the NTIPC has proposed a fully-funded, independent and capacitated case-based NTIPC–MB Tripartite Validating Team. The Validating Team will be constituted under NTIPC–MB auspices, on cases needing independent validation or for the review of the cases under CFA Cases Nos 3119, 3139 and 3185. In closing, the Government affirms its commitment to obtaining substantial progress on cases with allegations of trade union rights violations. The AO35 IAC and the National Monitoring Mechanism (NMM) 1 are already in place and work with the NTIPC–MB in ensuring progress in observance of Conventions Nos 87 and 98. What remains to be done is the reform of the criminal justice system, which is forthcoming with the new Congress and under the administration of President Rodrigo R. Duterte.

In addition, before the Committee, a Government representative expressed her Government’s commitment to complying with the Convention in law and practice, building on the six years of sustained constructive engagement with the ILO supervisory bodies and the Office, including the 2009 ILO High-level Mission. It was the first time since the High-level Mission that the Philippines had reported to regularly conducting its meetings. At present, the CHR together with the other concerned agencies, including the DOLE, is conducting an audit or investigation into the human rights situation at Semirara Island, Caluya and Antique following the accident at the open pit coal mine of the Semirara Mining Corporation.

---

1 The NMM is a tripartite body that brings together government agencies, NGOs, civil society organizations and the independent national human rights institution (NHRI) in a credible and inclusive forum for monitoring the country’s progress on the resolution of human rights violations cases, prioritizing extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances and torture. The NMM has been...
the Conference Committee on concrete measures and results achieved. She expressed great appreciation for the ILO’s support and technical assistance, the first provided to the Philippines since the ratification of the Convention.

The Government, with support from the social partners, represented by local affiliates of the ITUC and the IOE, had implemented four major reforms towards giving full effect to the Convention. The first was the built-in institutionalized high-level tripartite monitoring body, the NTIPC–MB, with a regional tripartite structure, that helped to ensure observance of international labour standards, and particularly the Convention. The NTIPC–MB worked with an inter-agency committee created by the President under Administrative Order No. 35 (AO35), to provide appropriate redress using composite teams of investigators for unsolved cases of extrajudicial killings. The second reform was a proactive system of tracking cases involving allegations of labour rights violations, in coordination with the Commission on Human Rights, the Philippine National Police, the armed forces of the Philippines, the Department of Justice and the courts. The third reform consisted of tripartite-supported legislative reforms for effective compliance with the principles of freedom of association and collective bargaining. And the fourth consisted of foundational and wide-ranging reforms in labour market governance towards securing decent work for all, resulting in significant progress in the effective implementation of labour laws, fair and speedy settlement of disputes, including those involving industrial action, and strengthened tripartism and social dialogue. The impact of the reforms would not be felt overnight, as the root causes of the problems needed to be addressed in order to find lasting and sustainable industrial peace based on social justice. Thus, the collaboration and constructive engagement under the ILO technical cooperation programme on freedom of association encompassed a much broader agenda, with the concrete results presented in detail in the written submission to the Committee.

The NTIPC–MB had built a comprehensive inventory of 65 cases of extrajudicial killings, including those covered by Cases Nos 3185 and 3119 of the Committee on Freedom of Association. The information concerning the two cases was raw and validation by the Regional Tripartite Monitoring Body (RTMB) was still ongoing. Regarding Case No. 3159, the initial finding of unfair labour practice with fines was under appeal before the National Labour Relations Committee (NLRC). Although the case was pending in the legal and judicial systems, the Government was committed to providing the Committee with an update on its progress. In the absence of judicial reforms, in addition to the information provided in the written submission, the Government had diligently pursued, under the technical cooperation programme, awareness raising and capacity building on fundamental labour rights. The Philippine National Police (PNP) and the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) guidelines had been effective in coordinating the action of all stakeholders to allow the free exercise of trade union rights and to prevent violence, injuries and death in strike and picket areas. It formed part of the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) standard operating procedure in labour disputes likely to ripen into a strike/lockout. The Department of Justice (DOJ) Memorandum Circular No. 16-14 had reinforced the requirement for prosecutors to secure clearance from the Department of Labor and Employment or the Office of the President for all complaints arising out of, or related to, a labour dispute with a view to preventing indiscriminate conversion of labour disputes into criminal cases. Certification had been issued in at least five criminal cases, which had resulted in their dismissal. With the effective use of these instruments, there had been no reported cases of violence in strike and picket areas.

Implementation of labour law compliance had substantially improved through the new Labor Laws Compliance System (LLCS). Trade union organizations had been engaged in the conduct of the Special Assessment or Visit of Establishments (SAVE), with nationwide operation, and their participation had been institutionalized in the revised Labor Laws Compliance System rules. Under separate issuances, terms and conditions of work of seafarers engaged in domestic shipping and international voyages, fishers on board commercial fishing vessels, collection agency, bus drivers and domestic workers were covered for the first time by the LLCS. A more effective case management system was in place, namely through the SENa for individual disputes, and an improved labour arbitration system had shown its capacity to decide cases within a shorter period of six months with a higher degree of fairness, equity and consistency, compared to the previous record of one to two years.

Supplementing the information provided in the written submission, she also emphasized the unprecedented single-digit incidence of strikes, as well as the rare use of the assumption of jurisdiction, only upon the consent of the parties, with no record of defiance and ending in conciliated decisions. Stronger and more expansive social dialogue was in place and there was commitment for trade and economic agencies to link investment incentives to compliance with international labour standards. The creation of a workers’ rights board for specific industries or which that would be accessed under the Generalized System of Preferences or free trade agreements, was being worked out by the social partners in the Clothing and Textile Industry Tripartite Council. With respect to the call by the High-level Mission to align the Labour Code with international labour standards, the NTIPC had adopted tripartite resolutions endorsing draft bills. Although deliberations on the proposed bills had been completed in the Lower House of Congress, they had failed to be passed by the Senate for various reasons, including the change in leadership in the Committee on Labor. The Chairperson of the Committee on Labor and Employment in the Lower House had committed to refile all the bills as principal sponsor in the 17th Congress starting on 25 July 2016.

On behalf of the NTIPC, as part of the priority legislative agenda 2016–22, the Government was committed to: (i) aligning the provisions of the Labour Code with the Convention; (ii) strengthening the NTIPC–MB and fully realizing its potential in case build-up, by operationalizing the recently approved NTIPC Resolution for a fully-funded, independent and capacitated case-based tripartite validating team for cases needing independent review, such as Cases Nos 3119, 3159 and 3185; (iii) ensuring funding for the operation of the validating teams that would be constituted from the existing 2016 DOLE budget for the NTIPC; and (iv) including its funding as a separate budget.
item in the proposed 2017 General Appropriation Act. She concluded by affirming the Government’s commitment, along with the social partners, to obtaining sustained progress in compliance with the Convention in law and practice, and to working with relevant government agencies for reforms in the criminal justice system towards ending cases of impunity arising from trade union rights violations. Recognizing that the work was far from complete, but also the concrete results already achieved, she reiterated the Government’s gratitude to the ILO, its supervisory bodies and donor countries.

The Employer members recalled their disagreement with the views of the Committee of Experts concerning the right to strike, and particularly that, since there were no ILO standards on strikes, the scope and conditions of the exercise of the right to strike should be regulated at the national level, a position endorsed by the Government group at the tripartite meeting in February 2015 and by the Governing Body in March 2015. They emphasized that, at face value, this was a case of systemic discrimination by the State against workers’ organizations and their members. Closer examination of the issues suggested, however, that this long-standing case had three facets. The first concerned the specific allegations made by workers’ organizations over the years. The Employer members emphasized that they did not wish to demigrate in any way the seriousness of the issues brought to the attention of the Committee. This year’s observation concerned serious allegations of human rights violations, including: two killings and an assassination attempt on trade union officials; the violent suppression of strikes and other collective actions by the police and the armed forces; harassment of unionists and prevention of people from joining trade unions in export processing zones; breaches of the Memorandum of Agreement between DOLE and the Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA); and bankruptcy falsification to deny workers trade union rights. Such cases could not go unchallenged.

The second facet was the Government’s response to those allegations, and the context of that response. The Government had not been idle. The main elements of its activity included: (i) the National Monitoring Mechanism (NMM), with the mandate to monitor the nation’s progress on the resolution of human rights violations, prioritizing in the short term cases of extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances and torture, and to provide legal and other services, which had resulted in several convictions for unlawful killings; (ii) the Inter-Agency Committee on Extra-Legal Killings, Enforced Disappearances, Torture and Other Grave Violations of the Right to Life, Liberty and Security of Persons (IAC), entrusted with the investigation of cases of extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances, torture and other grave human rights violations perpetrated by state and non-state forces, the prioritization of unsolved cases and the creation of special investigation teams. The social partners had been invited to participate actively in the investigations, while members of the NTIPC–MB had been given observer status in the IAC; and (iii) awareness-raising campaigns on observance of freedom of assembly, capacity building for monitoring focal persons and measures to strengthen the existing monitoring structures. The Employer members welcomed these developments and requested the Government to provide further information on the functioning of the NMM, the Department of Justice Special Task Force and the IAC in practice, including on the participation of the social partners in IAC investigations, as well as the number and types of cases addressed by these mechanisms. Progress in many cases was still inconclusive. For example, the main update provided on three cases of the union officials killed was, respectively, that the victim’s mother had decided not to pursue the case, that the case was still on trial and that assistance from the victim’s wife could not be obtained. However, the Employer members believed that the context in which the Government must investigate these serious allegations, a long-standing background of political and civil instability, including armed insurrection, had not been given sufficient weight in the consideration of this case, both at present and in the past. Not every human rights violation was a breach of labour rights, especially if the person against whom the violation had been committed had been engaged in an unlawful or criminal act at the time. It was therefore vital to the consideration of the cases that it be made clear what law was being transgressed and whether that law conformed with international standards. This was not always clear and any lack of clarity could only inhibit fair consideration of the case. The unions had expressed concerns that the Human Security Act could be misused to suppress legitimate trade union activities. For its part, the Government had stated that the Act could not be used against the exercise of trade union rights, especially legitimate trade union activities, and that guidelines existed to ensure that the armed forces and the police could only intervene in trade union activities if expressly requested to do so by the DOLE, if a criminal act had been, was or was about to be committed, or in the case of actual violence arising out of a labour dispute.

With respect to the Labour Code, the Employer members noted that a Tripartite Labour Code Review Team was a partner in the drafting process. Concerning Article 2 of the Convention, Bill No. 5886 currently before Congress only assigned the right to establish and join organizations to aliens with a valid working permit and did not deal with concerns over the denial of the right to organize to certain public servants. The Employer members recalled that, while it was possible under Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98), to exclude certain public servants from collective bargaining, this was not a matter contemplated by Convention No.87, which dealt with the right to organize. They hoped that legislative measures would ensure that all workers benefited from the right to establish and join organizations and requested the Government to provide information on any developments in this respect. With regard to Article 3, the Employer members noted that the proposed changes harmonized the list of industries indispensable to the national interest, in which governmental intervention was possible, with the essential services criteria of the Convention. They welcomed the Government’s initiative to limit governmental intervention to industries which could be defined as essential services in the strict sense of the term. In relation to the comments of the Committee of Experts concerning the principle that no penal sanctions should be imposed against a worker for having carried out a peaceful strike, they expressed concern as there was no consensus over the existence of a right to strike in the Convention. They also noted other positive
steps, such as bills, removing the requirement for government permission for foreign assistance to trade unions and reducing the registration requirement from ten to five affiliates for federations.

The third facet of the present case was the manner in which the Committee of Experts considered and reflected upon the information received. It was this aspect upon which the Employer members harboured concerns relating to the scope of the Committee of Experts and the Conference Committee to reach conclusions on matters that were not labour issues covered by the Convention. It was not the report of the Committee of Experts to the Conference Committee, but rather the conclusions of the Conference Committee on the case that formed the basis for government action. It was therefore important for the Committee of Experts to reflect the information received factually and to consider all the facts in a balanced manner. The Employer members criticized the fact that the Committee of Experts noted “with deep concern” alleged serious violations of trade union rights, while it simply reported the details of the Government’s response. An uninformed reader could interpret the presentation of the report as having a particular emphasis, when that ultimately might not reflect the outcome of the Conference Committee’s deliberations.

In the view of the Employer members, there were three lessons to be learned: (i) cases often had more to them than was apparent from the initial allegations; (ii) government responses were not of themselves proof of solution, conclusive results being the preferred outcome; and (iii) the Committee of Experts needed to ensure balanced consideration of cases by not emphasizing or characterizing any particular aspect of allegations or government responses, this being a matter for the Conference Committee. The Employer members therefore made the following recommendations: (i) that the Committee hope that all alleged cases of the violation of trade unions rights would be the subject of appropriate investigations, which would be vigorously pursued and finalized in the near future with a view to establishing the facts, determining responsibilities and punishing the perpetrators; (ii) that the Committee acknowledge the establishment of several monitoring entities and requested the Government to provide further information on these mechanisms and progress on the cases assigned to them; (iii) that the Committee urge the Government to continue bringing national legislation into conformity with certain Articles of the Convention; and (iv) that the Committee of Experts be encouraged to confine its observations to a factual reporting of the concerns of the social partners and government responses, and leave it to the Conference Committee to place emphasis on any aspect it deemed appropriate.

The Worker members considered that the designation by the Committee of Experts of violation of freedom of association in the Philippines as a double-footnoted case was an appropriate reaction to the ongoing violence against trade unionists and the lack of prosecutions for extrajudicial killings. They were deeply concerned that the exercise of the right to freedom of association would further suffer under the newly elected President, who had openly admitted his association with death squads responsible for over 1,000 executions while Mayor of Davao and had threatened to rule the country by executive fiat if the legislature or courts stood in his way. The avoidance of unions through false forms of employment and the defects in existing laws and their enforcement had led to a climate in which freedom of association was nearly impossible to exercise. The Worker members recalled that the Committee of Experts had expressed deep concern over the allegations of anti-union violence and had urged the Government to undertake appropriate investigations. They further emphasized that the Government had an obligation to take measures to guarantee that trade union rights could be exercised in normal conditions with respect for basic human rights and in a climate free of violence, pressure, fear and threats of any kind, but that it had so far failed in this regard, as shown by some recent cases of anti-union violence. On 2 July 2013, Antonio Petalcorin, President of the Davao-based Network of Transport Organizations (NETO) had been killed as a result of his campaign to expose corruption at the Transportation Board Office in Davao. The Government claimed that, pursuant to its guidelines, this murder was not an extrajudicial killing. Shortly afterwards, one of his colleagues had been murdered and another had been subjected to threats and violence forcing him into hiding. On 29 November 2014, Rolando Pango, who was organizing sugar plantation workers on land leased and operated by the President of the United Sugar Producers Federation of the Philippines, had been killed in Binalbagan town in Negros Occidental. The case had been determined by the Government to be an extrajudicial killing. Latest reports indicated that two men had been charged with murder, but the status of the case was unknown. On 8 March 2015, Florencio Romano, an organizer of the National Coalition for the Protection of Workers’ Rights, affiliated to Kilusang Mayo Uno (KMU), who was actively organizing workers in a food-processing plant, had been found murdered in Batangas City, south of Manila. No one had been charged with the murder. In April 2016, gunmen had opened fire on a KMU camp set up by agricultural workers in preparation for a strike in Pantukan town, Compostela Valley, concerning the dismissal of 52 workers, and there had been an attempt to burn down the workers’ camp. No one had been arrested for the crime. Such cases were evidence that trade unionists were at great risk. The Human Security Act constituted a powerful tool to further undermine freedom of association, as it vaguely defined terrorism, allowing the Government to arrest and detain persons suspected of terrorism without warrants. Under the Act, citizens, including labour leaders, could be subjected to surveillance, wiretapping, detention, interrogation and the freezing of bank accounts on mere suspicion of terrorism. Mandatory prison sentences were set at 40 years without the possibility of parole, and heavy penalties were also established for lesser crimes. The United Nations Human Rights Council and numerous human rights organizations had raised serious concerns about the impact of the Act on the exercise of freedom of association, which needed to be remedied in law to prevent the Government from the misapplication of these provisions when it so wished.

The use of dubious forms of employment to obscure the existence of an employment relationship was a serious problem intended to divert workers of their rights under the law, which was particularly acute in the Philippines. Over 73 per cent of the workforce was estimated to be employed on short-term contracts in 2013, which undermined the ability of trade unions to recruit members, as contract
workers were not allowed to establish and join unions by law. Misclassification of workers as “confidential” was very common, since under the Labour Code such workers were prohibited from joining a union. In other cases, workers were simply given a different denominator, to exclude them from an employment relationship. Employees in broadcasting companies were referred to as “talents”; companies engaged in tuna fishing and processing referred to their fishers as “industrial partners”; in one case, the denial of the employment status of fishing workers had been used to refuse critical assistance to 43 crew members captured and held in captivity for months in Indonesia. In addition, several classes of workers, such as firefighters and prison wardens, were excluded from the Code. The Committee of Experts had noted obstacles to the registration of trade unions, including high minimum membership requirements. In 2009, in the context of the High-level Mission, the ILO had noted that, under Executive Order No. 180, that the percentage requirement was calculated as a proportion of all government employees throughout the country, which was likely to preclude the establishment of a union of public sector employees. The Committee of Experts had also taken note of allegations of the violation of freedom of association in export processing zones (EPZs) and the violation of the Memorandum of Understanding between DOLE and PEZA. The measures in place to combat violations in EPZs were ineffective to sanction those who violated the law, even when courts ordered reinstatement. The Worker members referred to the case of a company in the EPZ in Batino, Laguna, supplier to a major Korean electronics multinational company, which had retrenched more than 30 workers who were known to be union activists a few weeks before the certification elections, had refused to allow these workers to cast their votes inside the company premises, contrary to the law, and had refused to recognize the union that had nonetheless been chosen as the bargaining representative.

The Worker members concluded by recalling the numerous legislative issues raised by the Committee of Experts, including the amendment of the law to remove the possibility of compulsory arbitration in sectors that were not essential in the strict sense of the term, the amendment of sections 264 and 272 to remove the possibility of penal sanctions for participating in a peaceful strike, and section 270, which prohibited unions from receiving foreign assistance without prior approval. Despite the High-level Mission that had visited the Philippines in 2009 with regard to freedom of association, and a number of activities undertaken under the auspices of the ILO, many of the concerns raised remained unresolved and it could be time for another such mission to return to the country.

The Employer member of the Philippines qualified his reaction to the double-footnoting of the case of the Philippines by the Committee of Experts as suspended belief. He raised questions concerning: (i) the extent of the mandate of the Committee of Experts to make conclusions and recommendations on the subject of criminal cases and their prosecution under the national law of a member State; (ii) when there would be a procedure for the closure of recurring and continuing general allegations of harassment and threats to the right of workers to organize; and (iii) the mandate of the Committee of Experts regarding matters of the national security of a member State. His country should not be taken to task for substantially criminal cases remotely connected to labour standards, which should be left to the national justice system. He believed that the Philippines was a very, if not the most, compliant country with the Convention in that part of the world. The Committee of Experts should have given more thought to the background of a continuing armed insurgency that hopefully might be resolved soon. Investigations into violations of the Convention were different in situations of relative peace or of armed conflict. Rebels in the guise of trade unionists, or vice versa, might be hard to distinguish in a very fluid situation, where objectives were identical. The better part of discretion was to be discreet in telling a member State, in the context of armed conflict, to stop military operations conducted in the interests of national security simply because trade unionists might be involved.

Double footnoting was justified by the seriousness of a case, which seemed to be equated with failure to provide quick results or automatic responses. That could not always be achieved by a legal system that recognized independent branches of government put in place to achieve checks and balances in the exercise of governmental powers. In a constitutional democracy such as the Philippines, structural challenges to the well-meaning and inspired work of the Committee of Experts must be recognized. For instance, the executive could not order: the judiciary to speed up the wheels of justice, although several procedural reforms were in place to achieve this; or the Congress to enact laws recommended by the Committee. In general, the conclusions and recommendations of the Committee of Experts read like directives to the executive department of a sovereign state to: drop alleged trumped up criminal cases involving trade unionists; provide security to trade unionists allegedly under threat; or stop legitimate military operations in response to an armed insurgency. He raised the question of whether the Committee of Experts should make such requests and whether a member State was obliged to do more than expected under its own legal system and pursuant to its own determination of self-preservation and the national interest.

The Worker member of the Philippines said that there would be opportunities for reform, since a new Government would take office on 30 June and the President-elect had promised to end unlawful contractual employment schemes and to uphold the rights of workers to security of tenure. Prospects were bright for peace negotiations with the aim of ending decades of war in the Philippines. Recalling that the right to organize had been recognized in the Constitution of the Philippines since 1899, he said that, in practice much still remained to be done to fully comply with the Convention, which could only be achieved by the Government with the cooperation and active participation of the social partners. Following the 2009 High-level Mission, which had been welcomed by the tripartite constituents, a comprehensive technical cooperation programme to improve understanding and respect for the fundamental principles and rights of freedom of association and collective bargaining had been adopted. Nevertheless, reported killings of trade unionists had continued, namely of Antonio Petalcorin and Rolando Pango, reported by the Center of United and Progressive Workers (SENTRO) in 2015. Mr Pango’s killing had been considered to be trade union-related, while that of Mr Petalcorin was being treated as an
ordinary crime. This was a serious matter that should not be taken lightly by the social partners. Much had already been done, as reported by the Government, but more was needed to further reduce the number of cases of violations and the existing gaps between law and practice. The ITUC, Education International (EI), the Trade Union Congress of the Philippines (TUCP) and SENTRO had referred to particular cases, and the Federation of Free Workers (FFW) had a number of cases which it was trying to resolve domestically. As examples of violations of Article 3(2) of the Convention, he said that, while the FFW was organizing tugboat workers in 2012, government agencies had been used to harass union leaders to discourage union organizing. The Special Board of Marine Inquiry in Manila had been used to harass the union president, Jose Emmy Tiongco, of the Malayan Tugboat Officers Association, through an administrative case for allegedly violating marine safety in 2013. Qualified theft charges had also been brought against Tugboat Captain Ruel Guda, as well as Bendell Esquerra, Mark Anthony Orbito and John Mark Trio to destroy their resolve to maintain their union membership, and the case had been dismissed for lack of probable cause in 2014. A case had also been brought against union President Tiongco and 15 others for illegal strikes, not with the DOLE or NLRC, which had jurisdiction over labour disputes, but before the Maritime Industry Authority, at the latter’s initiative, despite objections by the union and the fact that there was no verified complaint. The case had later been dropped. Despite the requirement in the AFP Guidelines for clearance from DOLE or the Office of the President before filing criminal information in court on cases arising out of or related to labour disputes, Captain Tajanlangit and Ramil Estollos, Federation of Free Workers members, had also been indicted for attempted homicide. These cases had subsequently been dismissed after trial for lack of evidence. Similarly, women trade union leaders Jocelyn Nono and Bing Jumamil had been indicted and were facing libel charges for allegedly holding a streamer with a derogatory statement against their employer at a picket line of striking workers. A positive example of the application of the Guidelines had resulted in criminal charges being dismissed against 15 trade unionists in a delivery company and nine trade union members in a bus company, due to lack of clearance from DOLE. Although both workers and employers were involved in the national monitoring body, the latter needed to be funded and given full-time personnel to fulfill its functions effectively of monitoring violations of trade union rights. He also lauded the tripartite legislative proposals to amend the Labour Code in line with the Convention and other ILO standards, while emphasizing that continued lobbying for the adoption of such amendments in law was needed. He concluded by urging the Government to: end killings of trade unionists and stop other trade union rights violations; review the case of Antonio Petalcorin, the killing of whom was in the view of the trade unions related to his initiative of organizing a union; prosecute and punish perpetrators of trade union rights violations; provide adequate funding and capable staff for the national monitoring body; effectively implement the requirement for clearance before filing criminal charges against workers in cases related to or arising out of the exercise of the right to freedom of associa-
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now in its second phase of implementation, she urged the Government to provide information on the number of cases investigated and the punishments imposed. Furthermore, as indicated in the observation of the Committee of Experts, the Government should take measures to: amend the Labour Code so as to bring it into conformity with the Convention; ensure that House Bill No. 5886 safeguards the right to establish and join organizations of all workers in the Philippines, irrespective of their residence or work permit; and adopt legislation which would guarantee to public sector, temporary or outsourced workers, as well as workers in managerial positions, the right to establish and join organizations to defend their occupational interests. A reasonable minimum membership requirement for establishment of an independent trade union should be determined in consultation with the social partners and a requirement for government permission to receive foreign assistance should be repealed. Relevant legislation should be adopted to give effect to the Government’s intention to restrict compulsory arbitration to essential services and to remove penal sanctions for the exercise of the right to strike.

The Worker member of Japan, also speaking on behalf of the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF), said that trade unions should have the right to organize their activities without interference by the Government. He shared the deep concern expressed by the Committee of Experts with regard to numerous serious violations of trade union rights, including harassment, disappearances and killings of trade unionists. He considered that the current situation in the country could discourage foreign investment and urged the Government to investigate the murders.

The Employer member of the United Kingdom, referring to the observation of the Committee of Experts in relation to the right to strike, recalled that there was no consensus of the social partners as to whether Convention No. 87 included the right to strike. He pointed out that the Government group considered that the right to strike was to be regulated at the national level and expressed concern about the fact that the Committee of Experts continued to make observations regarding the right to strike in the context of Convention No. 87. He considered that such observations, which were intended to facilitate the work of the Conference Committee, the apex of the ILO supervisory machinery, risked being misinterpreted. He therefore hoped that the Committee of Experts would reflect upon the tension that such observations created and the importance of the harmony of the social partners and the Government group across the ILO supervisory system.

An observer representing Public Services International (PSI) recalled the previous discussion of this case in 2009 and said that the “soft” approach in terms of government initiatives and the availability of ILO assistance had not delivered the expected results, as the case was being discussed again. The core issues of labour law reform and non-compliance with the Convention remained at stake. Referring to the statement made by the Worker member of the Philippines, she hoped that the promises made by the incoming President would be fulfilled in relation to ending unlawful short contracts of employment and upholding the right of workers to security of tenure. At the same time, she recalled that the change of Government would lead to the reinstitution of complex negotiations and referred to ambiguous statements by the President-elect during the electoral campaign on the role of labour unions that sounded more like threats than an invitation to cooperation. Public Services International affiliates had cooperated in good faith with the former Government and encouraging results had been achieved in the campaign to ratify Convention No. 151. This had primarily been done through the work of the social partners in the public sector, and she suggested that the results achieved in the public sector could serve as good practice for correct industrial relations in the private sector as well. Recalling the strong final statement made by the Employer members seven years ago regarding the need to take urgent action for the implementation of the Convention in law and practice, she expressed the hope that ILO constituents would work together to produce tangible change in the Philippines.

The Worker member of the Republic of Korea drew the Committee’s attention to the infringement of freedom of association in export processing zones (EPZs). Despite the fact that the Department of Labor and Employment had promised to amend the Labour Code and to investigate extra-judicial killings of trade unionists in the wake of the ILO High-level Mission in 2009, violations of freedom of association, union busting and employer interference still prevailed, especially in EPZs. The Korean Confederation of Trade Unions (KCTU) had been closely monitoring the situation of workers’ rights in EPZs, especially in Cavite, the biggest EPZ in the country employing around 60,000 workers, and Laguna. According to interviews with workers carried out in 2014 and information reported to the KCTU and other Korean NGOs, workers often faced oppression when they tried to establish a union. For example, according to a worker from a Korean company in Cavite, on 24 June 2014, workers had submitted a petition for certification of election to the DOLE to set up an independent trade union. Although 95 out of 258 workers had initially signed the petition, 35 had withdrawn their signatures after the company had threatened to move out if the union was established. The company had also coerced people to sign statements attesting that they would not join the union promising in return financial aid for typhoon damage. According to another worker from a different company, managers interfered whenever workers tried to set up a union, sometimes by promoting workers or paying them more. Freedom of association was thus in danger and theconnivance of state agencies, especially the DOLE and the Philippines Export Zone Authority (PEZA), in union busting and management interference in union establishment should be seriously addressed. The reform of the Labour Code, as recommended by the Committee of Experts, should be completed as a matter of urgency to ensure that all workers could exercise freedom of association rights without any fear of interference.

The Government member of India noted that the Government was committed to addressing all issues pertaining to the application of Conventions Nos 87 and 98 and recalled that, following the 2009 ILO High-level Mission, a number of substantial reforms had been undertaken to align national policies and measures with international obligations. They included capacity building and awareness raising among law enforcement agencies and other stakeholders, as well as an increase in the number of compliance officers. These measures had had a positive effect in upholding the enforcement of labour rights and protection, including
through the promotion of social dialogue. The Committee should take into account the progress achieved in its conclusions and the Government should continue its long-standing cooperation with the ILO and avail itself of its technical assistance, as appropriate.

The Worker member of Indonesia drew the Committee’s attention to the massive practice of labour contractualization in the Philippines, both in the public and private sectors, which deprived workers of security of tenure, benefits and the right to organize, and therefore, excluded them from collective bargaining. It was alarming that regular employment in government offices was increasingly being replaced with contractual work. The Philippines had currently had almost 20 million contractual workers out of 42 million workers. Under the scheme of contractualization, a worker was hired for five months, fired, and then rehired for another five months by a subcontractor, who avoided paying social and health contributions for which regular employees were entitled. The five-month contract was known as contractualization, 5–5 or “endo” (end of contract). This practice violated the labour law that required employers to regularize workers after six months of continuous service and give them full benefits, such as health insurance, social security coverage and housing. The links between precarious employment and the increasing numbers of the poor in the Philippines were clear. Contractualization and agency labour had also weakened the trade union movement through the reduction of permanent workers, who were the traditional basis of trade unions. The latter were facing difficulties in organizing contractual workers, who feared losing their jobs. Labour’s bargaining power was undermined by the preference of employers to use short-term workers. Currently, less than 7 per cent of the Philippines’ total labour force was unionized, and even fewer workers were covered by collective agreements (about 228,000 workers in 2013). Attempts by the Federation of Free Workers (FFW) and other unions in the Philippines to organize contractual workers in shopping malls had failed because of strong union busting mechanisms by management. Despite such mechanisms, the Federation of Free Workers continued to organize workers to fight precarious work and the massive practice of contractualization in the country. She urged the Government to bring its law and practice into line with Convention No. 87 and to ratify Convention, No. 151.

The Worker member of Burkina Faso voiced concern at the large number of individual cases that concerned Convention No. 87 and recalled that the issues before the Conference were all based on respect for the social thermometer represented by the trade union movement and for the freedom of association and right to strike, which were its underlying features. Without them, speaking of trade unionism would be little more than an illusion. The situation in the Philippines was alarming and the Committee of Experts was to be congratulated on its work, as well as governments and employers that complied with their international commitments. In an ultraliberal world, in which the system was continually endeavouring to overturn the balance, no social gain was stable or secure. Unless they were counterbalanced by standards, power and wealth offered fertile ground for social injustice and war. He concluded with the observation that, if commitments and promises were to have any meaning, education was a fundamental factor in creating a world in which social relations were genuinely humane.

The Government representative, noting the statements and expressing appreciation of the dialogue, emphasized that, while the reforms were not complete, the bills were ready, had the support of all the social partners in the NTIPC and would be pursued by the new Congress. As to the criminal cases related to the exercise of labour rights, there was a shared will to end impunity and continue capacity-building efforts, strengthening the powers and resources of the NTIPC–MB to conduct independent reviews to assist the police and prosecutors. As to the issue of contractualization, the Government did not tolerate illegitimate contracting and subcontracting to circumvent labour laws. Pending the adoption of the three bills already prepared on the subject, the Government was strictly applying Department Order 18-A, which clarified allowable and prohibited practices, was supported by employers and workers and had led to the regularization of workers in cases of violations. The discussion encouraged the Government to keep focusing on addressing the recommendations of the 2009 High-level Mission, which had already borne results. As to the right to strike, the concerns had become practically moot as the assumption of jurisdiction had been almost discontinued, as the Government proactively facilitated conciliation between the parties to foster settlement. She noted that the incoming administration would be fully briefed on the measures taken since 2009 and the comments made to address any remaining gaps concerning the implementation of the Convention in law and practice.

The Worker members emphasized that a climate of violence, including the murder of trade union leaders, constituted a serious obstacle to the exercise of trade union rights. While monitoring mechanisms had been established to address anti-union violence, it was clear that they had been ineffective in preventing the number of trade unionists or ending impunity. The Government must redouble its efforts and, together with trade union representatives, find effective measures to protect trade unionists at risk and to ensure that investigations were undertaken to identify, prosecute and punish the perpetrators. They were deeply troubled by the various means by which workers were prevented from exercising their rights, either through exclusion in the labour laws, the use of short-term contracts or the misclassification of the employment relationship. All workers should be able to enjoy the right to organize. The Government must ensure this right in law and in practice, as well as the right to bargain collectively with the employer with whom they had an employment relationship. Violations of freedom of association in EPZs had been a serious problem for many years and, despite the regular attention brought to this matter, the situation had not improved. The Government should act without further delay to guarantee the exercise of freedom of association in EPZs. With regard to the legislative issues raised by the Committee of Experts in relation to the right to strike, including the imposition of compulsory arbitration in sectors that were not essential in the strict sense of the term and the possibility of imposing penal sanctions for participating in a peaceful strike, the Worker members recalled that no one should be imprisoned for participation in peaceful industrial action. With reference to the observations of the Committee of Experts, they urged the Government to take the
necessary measures to bring to an end the impunity in relation to acts of violence against trade unionists and to institute independent investigations so as to ensure that the intellectual and material perpetrators of the crimes were arrested, tried and, if found guilty, appropriately sanctioned. Sufficient funds should be allocated and staff hired for this purpose. They further urged the Government to: take adequate measures to prevent other trade unionists from being murdered, including through protection schemes for trade unionists who were considered to be at risk by an impartial body; ensure that all workers, without distinction whatsoever, including migrant workers, those in managerial positions or with access to confidential information, firefighters, prison guards and other public sector workers, temporary and outsourced workers, as well as workers without an employment contract, could exercise their right to freedom of association; take effective measures to prohibit the intentional misclassification of employees, which deprived them of the free exercise of the right to organize; ensure that the Human Security Act was not used to suppress legitimate trade union activities; reduce the minimum membership requirement for the registration of a union, federation or confederation; allow trade unions to receive foreign financial assistance, including from an international union, without prior permission; and amend sections 263(g), 264 and 272 of the Labour Code. A direct contacts mission should visit the Philippines this year in order to follow up on these recommendations.

With regard to the right to strike, the Worker members emphasized that the Employer members had once again mis-characterized the following statement made by the Government group in February 2015: “The Government group recognizes that the right to strike is linked to freedom of association which is a fundamental principle and right at work of the ILO. The Government group specifically recognizes that without protecting a right to strike, Freedom of Association, in particular the right to organize activities for the purpose of promoting and protecting workers’ interests, cannot be fully realized”. While not an absolute right, it was not acceptable that the scope of the right was only regulated at the national level, as that would render meaningless the remainder of the statement by the Government group. As the Employer members recognized that the Committee of Experts and the Conference Committee were the twin pillars of the ILO supervisory system, the Worker members did not understand the position of the Employer members that governments had no obligation to respond to the Committee of Experts, but only to the political direction given to its report by the Conference Committee. That would render the work of the Committee of Experts meaningless. It would also lead to the wrong interpretation that the Conference Committee was superior and somehow supervised the work of the Committee of Experts. Finally, the Worker members did not understand how the observations of an independent body such as the Committee of Experts, which was entrusted with evaluating the application of the Convention by member States, could be questioned as unbalanced, when they expressed concern with the Committee of Experts when the Convention was not applied.

The Employer members took note of the comprehensive discussion of the case and indicated that there was no doubt that the issues and allegations were real. They supported the call by the Worker members for action and most of the recommendations made. They also acknowledged the Government’s statement that those issues needed to be considered, taking into account the background of each case, as no case was identical to another. Also, without denigrating the role of the Committee of Experts, they observed that the Conference Committee was the final body which based itself on the facts reported by the Committee of Experts. While the Conference Committee could not perform its work without the report of the Committee of Experts, the latter should not formulate conclusions or directions in each case, which were a matter for the Conference Committee. They concluded by stating that, in the absence of a unanimous view, the issues regarding Convention No. 87 were being taken forward in the agreed way and congratulated the Government for the measures that had been taken, inviting it to consider any technical assistance that could be offered.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted with concern the numerous allegations of anti-union violence and the lack of progress in the investigation of many such cases. The Committee noted that the Government has introduced legislative reforms to address some of the Committee of Experts’ concerns but regretted that they were not adopted and urged the Government to bring the law into compliance with the Convention.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee requested the Government to:

■ undertake appropriate investigations on the alleged cases of violation of trade union rights in the near future with a view to establishing the facts, determining responsibilities and punishing the perpetrators;

■ ensure that sufficient funds and staff are available to effectively carry out this work expeditiously so as to avoid a situation of impunity;

■ establish monitoring bodies and provide regular information on these mechanisms and progress on the cases assigned to them;

■ institute adequate measures to prevent the repetition of crimes against trade unionists, including the institution of protection schemes for trade unionists that are determined to be at risk by an impartial body;

■ bring national legislation into conformity with the Convention with regards to the requirement of government permission for foreign assistance to trade unions and to reduce the registration requirement from ten to five duly recognized bargaining agents or local chapters;

■ amend the legislation to allow currently excluded classes of public servants to associate freely;

■ take effective measures to prohibit the intentional misclassification of employees so as to deprive them of the right to freedom of association under the Convention.

The Government should accept a direct contacts mission this year in order to follow up on these conclusions.

The Government representative thanked the Committee for its comments, which were constructive and useful for assisting the Government to address the gap in the application of the Convention. She made a reservation as regards the request for a direct contacts mission, however, as she was unable to bind the incoming administration, which would assume office at the end of the month, to such a commitment.
A Government representative, the Minister of Labour and Social Security, emphasized the close collaboration her Government had had with the ILO and the social partners since its appearance before the Committee in 2015. She expressed appreciation for the support and technical assistance received from the ILO, in particular in relation to the preparation of regular reports to the ILO and the implementation of the recommendations made by the Conference Committee and the Committee of Experts. She stated that her Government had prioritized implementation of the recommendations, and that the progress report in this regard had been a standing agenda item at the monthly meetings of the National Steering Committee on Social Dialogue. These monthly meetings, together with at least 15 extraordinary meetings held by the National Steering Committee, had resulted in progress on the implementation of the recommendations. Firstly, with regards to the Conference Committee’s request to release unconditionally Mr Thulani Maseko and all other workers imprisoned for having exercised their rights to free speech and expression, she was pleased to report the release of Mr Thulani Maseko in June 2015 after his appeal, heard by the Supreme Court. Further, she categorically stated that there were no workers imprisoned for the abovementioned allegations. Seven cases communicated by the Worker members at the 2015 session of the Conference were investigated and the individuals concerned were found implicated in, charged with, or convicted of, serious criminal activities, including petrol bombing, attempted murder, murder and promoting acts of terrorism with no lawful connection to worker issues. The results of the investigations were contained in the regular Government report of last year and were discussed by a delegation to the ILO in Geneva, in September 2015, and once again with the ILO Pretoria Office, the Southern Africa Trade Union Co-ordination Council (SATUCC) and the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) delegation in Swaziland, in February 2016. Secondly, she confirmed that all workers’ and employers’ organizations in the country were fully assured of their freedom of association rights in relation to registration issues, in particular in respect of the registration process of the Amalgamated Trade Union of Swaziland (ATUSWA), without delay. She stated that ATUSWA, the Federation of Swaziland Trade Unions (FESWATU) and other trade unions had been registered. Issues of compliance with the law faced by ATUSWA had been resolved. Furthermore, she provided information regarding the activities of several tripartite structures that involved the full participation of the tripartite partners: the National Steering Committee on Social Dialogue had been held to discuss and review, inter alia, the Public Order Bill, the Suppression of Terrorism (Amendment) Bill, the Public Service Bill, the Correctional Services Bill, as well as the Code of Good Practice on Protest and Industrial Action; the Wages Councils had had several meetings to review terms and conditions of employment for employees in the various sectors of the economy; the Labour Advisory Board had held at least ten meetings and was working with a consultant from the ILO to finalize a new employment bill. The Board considered notices for protest action issued by the Trade Union Congress of Swaziland (TUCOSWA) in terms of section 40 of the Industrial Relations Act (IRA), which resulted in a peaceful demonstration in February 2016. Among the 27 tripartite structures, the following were mentioned: the Training and Localisation Committee; 18 wages councils; the Governing Body of the Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration Commission (CMAC); the Board of the Swaziland National Provident Fund; the Workmen’s Compensation Medical Board; the Industrial and Vocational Training Board; Pneumoconiosis Medical Board; and the Essential Services Committee. In respect of the Conference Committee’s recommendation to amend section 32 of the Industrial Relations Act to eliminate the discretion of the Commissioner of Labour to register trade unions, she indicated that this matter was discussed in the National Steering Committee on Social Dialogue in February 2016, after a formal submission made by TUCOSWA in November 2015, as well as in May 2016, after which this submission had been referred to the Labour Advisory Board for its consideration. With regard to the recommendation to investigate arbitrary interference by the police in lawful, peaceful and legitimate activities of trade unions, the Government representative indicated that the Ministry of Labour and Social Security had held consultations with the police in this regard and established strong lines of communication to deal with issues as they were reported, aiming to avoid potential conflict. She further mentioned that, while organizations were given autonomy and independence when they participated in lawful, peaceful trade union activities, the police had a duty to maintain law and order, and protect human life and property. In this connection she underlined that the implementation of the Code of Good Practice and Industrial Action had improved the handling of these issues by the police and social partners. For example, a peaceful protest march held by TUCOSWA on 25 February 2016 and May Day Celebrations held by TUCOSWA and FESWATU all took place without incident. The cooperation between the police and social partners had significantly improved, and the Government had further requested technical assistance of the ILO to conduct workshops on the operational aspects of the Code, with an initial workshop to be conducted on 29–30 June 2016. Reiterating the importance of relationship building, on the one hand, and the duty of the police to maintain order and protect public safety, on the other, she pointed out that there had been a high incidence of acts of violence by unions against other workers, employers and police in 2014. This situation had improved in 2015 and 2016, with the exception of a case involving a threat made to the Commissioners of the Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration Commission by a TUCOSWA affiliate during a strike ballot on 12 May 2016. With regard to the 1963 Public Order Act and the Suppression of Terrorism Act, she stated that the Public Order Bill had been drafted with ILO assistance and in consultation with social partners and other stakeholders. It was tabled before Parliament and was awaiting the conclusion of the legislative process. The Suppression of Terrorism Amendment Bill had been completed in consultation with social partners, addressing three main issues: amending the definition of a “terrorist act”; subjecting the Minister’s decision to determine a specified entity or terrorist organization to judicial review; and ensuring compliance with United Nations resolutions to combat global terrorism. The Bill was a product of consensus by the National Steering Committee.
on Social Dialogue and was submitted to Parliament. She informed the Committee that the Code of Good Practice was adopted and published as Legal Notice No. 164 of 2015. Furthermore, two bills had been tabled before Parliament: the Public Service Bill, reviewed by the National Steering Committee on Social Dialogue, referred to the Labour Advisory Board and approved by the Cabinet; and the Correctional Services Bill, reviewed by the Labour Advisory Board and approved by the Cabinet.

Finally, she indicated that her Government had accepted ILO technical assistance regarding the legislative reforms and implementation of the recommendations. At the initiative of the Government, a joint mission of the ILO, ITUC and SATUCC had visited the country in February 2016, which had allowed them to obtain information at first-hand on the ground. The Office had prepared a compliance report for four pending bills; the assessment was received on 24 of May 2016. She underlined that rushing the bills without the feedback from the ILO and other stakeholders would have been considered counter-productive, defeating the purpose of amending the legislation in the first place.

The Government representative concluded her speech by expressing her appreciation to the ILO and the social partners who worked with the Government in an effective tri-partite alliance to achieve the progress made. She also thanked the Africa group, the Southern African Development Community (SADC) – Employment and Labour Sector and Private Sector Forum – and SATUCC.

The Employer members recalled that this case had been discussed last year, and that the Conference Committee had then formulated several recommendations to the Government. They noted with satisfaction that the Government had acted upon the first recommendation by releasing Mr Thulani Maseko, TUCOSWA’s lawyer. They further noted the positive developments with regard to the registration of unions, and urged the Government to provide information on the steps taken to register ATUSWA, as requested by the Conference Committee in June 2015. They welcomed the concrete measures implemented by the Government in respect of the legislative issues previously raised, including the publication of the Public Service Bill in the Gazette, and the production, through social dialogue and with the assistance of the Office, of a draft bill of the Public Order Act. They noted the Government’s information on the steps taken to prevent arbitrary interference by the police, and to implement the Code of Good Practice for protests and industrial action, which had resulted in the improved handling of protests. The peaceful observance of May Day by trade unions this year, for instance, demonstrated an improved relationship between the police and workers’ groups. In concluding, they affirmed that the Government had made genuine efforts to improve the application of the Convention. Noting nevertheless that work remained to fully implement all of the recommendations, they encouraged the Government to continue in its efforts, and to continue engaging the social partners and seeking the assistance of the Office in doing so.

The Worker members stressed that this was the seventh consecutive time that this case was discussed in the Conference Committee. In total, the country had been examined 14 times with respect to the Convention, and had been placed in a special paragraph four times in recent years (2009, 2010, 2011 and 2015). The ILO had also conducted two high-level missions to the country in the previous six years, the last of which, in 2014, recorded that no progress had been achieved within the past decade. In spite of the technical assistance the ILO had provided for the reform of the repressive legal framework, within the framework of the Universal Periodic Review by the United Nations Human Rights Council concerning Swaziland in 2016, it had been submitted that no significant progress had been achieved in the area of freedom of association since 2011.

They recalled that a technical report requested by the 2010 ILO high-level mission had criticized the fact that the police had applied the Suppression of Terrorism Act, in a manner that restricted peaceful and legitimate trade union activities. The definition of “terrorist act” was very broad and could include conduct that was non-violent or considered to be driven by an intent to incite fear. Article 2(1) of the Act defined a terrorist act as “an act or omission which constitutes an offence under this Act or within the scope of a counter terrorism convention.” Article 5(3)(b) of the Suppression of Terrorism Act provided that “any person who intentionally or without lawful excuse sends or communicates to another person or institution a false alarm or by any deed causes a false alarm or unwarranted panic,” was guilty of an offence and upon conviction liable to serve a term in prison not exceeding three years or a fine imposed by a court. The Government had agreed to amend this Act in the discussion of this case in 2013, yet to date no amendments had been undertaken. Equally the Government had taken no action, for some 20 years, to amend the King’s Proclamation of 1973. The same applied to the Public Order Act, in respect of which the Committee of Experts had been requesting amendments since 1998. The Public Order Act entitled public authorities “to control public gatherings”, and to “give such orders as they may consider necessary or expedient”, which was found to have been used to repress lawful and peaceful trade union activities. They recalled that workers in Swaziland who engaged in peaceful, lawful and legitimate trade union activities were constantly subjected to police intimidation and violence, leading to severe injuries in some instances. The police justified their interference on grounds laid down in the Urban Act, under which unions were required to request a non-objection certificate from the police, two weeks prior to protests planned in urban areas where workplaces with union representation were located. Mr Mcolisi Ngcamphalala, member of the Swaziland National Association of Teachers (SNAT) and Mr Mbongwa Dlamini, Manzini Regional Chairperson of SNAT, were arrested in February 2016 and charged with obstruction for having participated in a protest action called by the public sector unions to demand the publication of a report on the public sector pay review. Their homes were also raided on 4 February 2016 by Swaziland’s serious crimes unit, also known as the Swazi anti-terrorism squad. They were then held in custody before being granted bail of SZL1,000 (US$60) each, pending trial. They deplored that, to date, no police officer had been subjected to disciplinary procedures for having intimidated workers or having used disproportionate violence. Mr Muzi Mhlanga (second deputy of the General Secretary of TUCOSWA and SNAT General Secretary) had filed a demand for compensation as a result of a police beating in February 2015, when he refused to hand over his phone to the police who had intervened in an internal trade union
meeting. They stated that the wide discretion afforded to the Commissioner of Labour to register trade unions under section 32 of the Industrial Relations Act continued to constitute a hindrance for workers in applying the right to establish trade unions. In this regard they added that the Government had no reason to congratulate itself for the recent registration of TUCOSWA and ATUSWA, as these cases in fact demonstrated the arbitrary and inconsistent procedures of the registration of trade unions. When TUCOSWA was de-registered in April 2012, and denied registration for another three years, the Government had justified this decision before the Conference Committee on the ground of a “lacuna” existing in the Industrial Relations Act. However, Swazi members of Parliament who spoke before the European Parliament in September 2015 had stated that TUCOSWA had been de-registered for demanding multi-party elections, and for having links with the political party People’s United Democratic Movement (PUDEMO). In the case of ATUSWA’s application for registration, in September 2013, the Commissioner of Labour had placed numerous requirements which went beyond the statutory requirements and what was requested from other unions for their registration. For example, ATUSWA was required to delete the term “amalgamated” in the union’s name and to provide letters from the employers of the founding members of the trade union to prove their employment. While welcoming the registration of ATUSWA and TUCOSWA, they expressed concern at the lengthy registration procedures, which constituted a serious obstacle to the establishment of trade union organizations. Moreover, the contradictory statements by high-level officials made it clear that the Government abused the wide discretion afforded by the Industrial Relations Act by using arbitrary and unclear criteria for trade union registration. They observed that, in July 2015, both Mr Thulani Maseko, TUCOSWA’s lawyer, and Mr Bheki Makhubu were released, but only after having completed their entire sentences. Mr Mario Masuku, President of PUDEMO, and Mr Maxwell Dlamini, Secretary-General of the Swazi Youth Congress, had been arrested and charged under the Suppression of Terrorism Act, after delivering a speech during the 2014 May Day celebrations organized by TUCOSWA. While they had been released on bail, they continued to face criminal charges and were maybe facing up to 15 years of hard labour. Both activists attended the TUCOSWA congress in 2016, yet were not permitted to address the workers due to their bail conditions. It was troubling therefore that these limitations remained on the exercise of free speech, which was a sine qua non for the right to freedom of association, and that heavy criminal charges continued to be employed to suppress debates during workers’ assemblies. They called for concrete legal changes to be urgently adopted so as to prevent future serious violations of freedom of association. It did not suffice to merely provide reassurances, as the Government had done, that bills had been tabled before Parliament.

The Employer member of Swaziland stressed that it was important to commend the social partners for the dedication they had demonstrated in working to improve the country’s compliance with the Convention. A new era, characterized by robust social dialogue and a shared commitment to producing tangible results, had emerged in the last 12 months. This was demonstrated by the fact that the Minister of Labour and Social Welfare had undertaken two missions, to the ILO in Geneva and to the ILO Regional Office for Africa, respectively, in order to gain a deeper understanding of the challenges. The Minister subsequently reported back to the social partners, thus enabling them to gain a better understanding of the actions the country needed to give priority to. The acceptance of the ILO tripartite high-level mission to the country in February 2016 represented further proof of the partners’ shared dedication to making progress on the application of the Convention. With regard to the Code of Good Practice on protests and industrial action, he noted that the Code was being successfully implemented, as several trade union events had been held in 2016 without interference from the authorities. Despite this progress, extensive awareness-raising activities remained necessary, for both security forces and workers’ groups to ensure a thorough shift in mindset and behaviour with respect to the holding of protests. In respect of the four pending bills, he emphasized the involvement of the social partners in the legislative process. In particular, public inputs to the revision of the Suppression of Terrorism Act and the Public Order Act would enable potential consideration of Swaziland for re-admission to the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) benefits, driving job creation in the country. In this regard, he committed to continuing to actively participate in the tripartite forums and lobby Parliamentary Portfolio Committees towards finalizing and passing the bills concerned. Regarding the amendment of section 32 of the Industrial Relations Act to eliminate the discretion of the Commissioner of Labour to register trade unions, he indicated that this matter was pending before the National Steering Committee on Social Dialogue and the Labour Advisory Board for due deliberation. Furthermore, the employers had raised a point of principle on the issue of registering ATUSWA during the ILO high-level mission in February 2016. The registration of worker and employer entities should be based on a certain set of requirements in line with defined practice and principle. If requirements were met, entities should have been registered. He was convinced that the Government’s attitude had genuinely changed, as demonstrated by the abovementioned activities and the results achieved. The social partners were therefore encouraged to fully utilize all national social dialogue forums available to them to ensure that ILO procedures were availed of only as a last resort. Underscoring the employers’ desire for an environment conducive to job creation and economic growth, he emphasized that such an environment could only be realized by a high degree of collaboration among the social partners. In this respect he urged that the positive gains achieved so far with respect to social dialogue continue to be built upon, so that dialogue could be used as a means for not only addressing issues of compliance with international obligations but also serve as a platform for addressing such issues as working conditions, poverty eradication and job creation.
The Worker member of Swaziland recalled that this case had been discussed by the Committee on no less than 15 occasions, including the present one, which clearly attested to the seriousness and the persistence of the issues respecting freedom of association. On the issue of police harassment and brutality, he pointed out that although two events had indeed been organized by workers without police interference, this did not mean there had been no reported cases of interference by the police in workers’ activities in 2015. Several instances of police interference had, in fact, occurred, including the following: (1) in February 2016, a TUCOSWA march to deliver a petition to Parliament was blocked, pushed to a distance of 2 kilometres away from Parliament and eventually dispersed; (2) in February 2016, TUCOSWA was also prevented from staging a protest march, on grounds that the King was hunting wild game in this period; (3) in April 2016, the police twice invaded the offices of the Swaziland Union of Financial Institutions and Allied Workers (SUFIAWU) in an attempt to dissuade the latter from continuing with a planned strike, and also prevented SUFIAWU’s General Secretary from supporting a protected strike by the Swaziland Development Finance Corporation (FINCORP) employees; (4) in April 2016, the Commissioner of Police issued a statement that the police should treat trade unionists as a “shishi” (a type of animal considered as vermin) and kill them upon sight; and (5) in June 2016, a trade unionist, Gladys Dlamini, was badly injured by the police and almost lost an eye. In addition to these violations, two trade unionists – Mr Mario Masuku and Mr Maxwell Dlamini – were prevented from speaking at the 2016 May Day rally after having been arrested at the 2015 event. The Government continued to report, year in and year out, on various measures that fell short of actually implementing the changes requested by the Committee, such as tabling bills before Parliament. He urged the Government to ensure that the bills referred to by the Government, particularly those concerning the Public Order Act and the Suppression of Terrorism Act, be passed by July 2016, and that the entirety of the other recommendations issued by the Committee be implemented without further delay.

The Government member of Botswana, speaking on behalf of the member States of the Southern African Development Community (SADC), stated that the Government briefed the member States and social partners of the SADC at their tripartite meetings on 12 May and 1 June 2016 on progress made with regard to the implementation of the Convention. He noted with satisfaction the significant progress made by the Government in addressing the issues to comply with the Convention, and noted in particular, the tabling in Parliament of amendments that had been brought to the legislation. Numerous achievements were made in order to create a conducive environment for effective social dialogue, which was evidenced by the fact that tripartite social dialogue structures were operational. He also noted that the problems related to the registration of federations of trade unions had been resolved and ATUSWA, as well as FESWATU, had been registered. Recalling that there were outstanding issues that needed to be addressed, in particular the need for Parliament to pass various bills in an expeditious way, he expressed confidence in the Government’s commitment to address those rapidly. He stated that the SADC encouraged the sharing of lessons and experiences by member States, and regularly reviewed and monitored the implementation of regional instruments such as the SADC Protocol on Employment and Labour, 2014, and the SADC Decent Work Programme 2013–19, which prioritized compliance with international labour standards. He therefore encouraged and supported the efforts of the Government and social partners to address the outstanding issues to ensure full compliance with the Convention, and urged all stakeholders in Swaziland to work together in this regard. Finally, he commended the ILO for its technical support to the Government and social partners to address these issues.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of member States of the European Union, indicated that Albania, Iceland, Norway, the member States of the European Economic Area, as well as the Republic of Moldova and Georgia aligned themselves to this statement. He emphasized that the promotion of the universal ratification and implementation of core labour standards, including this Convention, was part of the European Union Action Plan on Human Rights adopted in 2015, including the protection of human rights defenders including social partners. He recalled the commitment that had been made by the Government under the Cotonou Agreement – the framework for Swaziland’s cooperation with the European Union – to respect democracy, the rule of law and human rights principles, which included freedom of association. The European Parliament Resolution of 21 May 2015 (2015/2712(RSP)) had called on the Government to take concrete measures to respect and promote human rights in the country. In that respect, he emphasized that they had engaged in a constructive dialogue with the Government and non-state actors and were monitoring the progress achieved. Noting that this case had been discussed a number of times at the Committee, he was pleased to acknowledge a number of positive steps taken by the Government since June 2015. He welcomed the unconditional release, soon after the Committee’s discussion, of Mr Thulani Maseko, and welcomed the registration of the FESWATU in June 2015 and, recently, of the ATUSWA. He also acknowledged progress on legislative and administrative matters with ILO assistance, and strongly encouraged the Government to complete its legislative reform, including the amendment of the Suppression of Terrorism Act in consultation with social partners, in order to bring its legislation into compliance with international standards. He expressed the hope that all outstanding issues would be addressed promptly, so as to ensure full compliance with the Convention. He reiterated his readiness to cooperate with the Government and the people of Swaziland to promote development, including the full enjoyment of all human rights in the country.

The Worker member of Zimbabwe, speaking on behalf of the Southern African Trade Union Co-ordination Council (SATUCC), recalled that in 2015 the Committee had requested that its recommendations be implemented in full consultation and collaboration with the social partners. In spite of this, the Government had in fact continued to undermine TUCOSWA in its attempts to exercise its trade union rights. Social dialogue, moreover, continued to be conducted in an environment that in all respects remained
hostile to trade unions. Such hostility was evident by statements made by the police, to the effect that trade unions were monsters that needed to be crushed, and the fact that the trade unionists, Mr Mario Masuku and Mr Maxwell Dlamini, had been arrested and subjected to grossly unfair conditions of bail. He stated that the delayed and difficult process TUCOSWA had experienced in getting itself registered attested to the Government’s lack of true commitment to social dialogue. Indeed, social dialogue at the national level was not consciously and genuinely cultivated. This lack of commitment was further demonstrated by the Government’s usual pre-Conference mounting of largely formal measures that were intended to convey the illusion of enacting real changes. He concluded by stressing the importance of ensuring social dialogue not only at the national level, but at all levels, including within enterprises. The national situation, in which employers and the Government created and promoted sweetheart unions, was detrimental to the growth of genuine, representative unions, and thus detrimental to the realization of genuine social dialogue.

The Employer member of Zimbabwe supported the statement made by the Employer spokesperson regarding the exhaustive examples of advancements demonstrated by Swaziland. He congratulated the Government on the progress made and acknowledged the need for additional efforts. The report submitted by the Government confirmed that the ILO missions were not being wane in terms of willingness of the counterparts to comply with the ratified ILO standards. The Government should be encouraged further to pass the pending Bills without further delay. The registration of trade unions should be based on the standardized procedures, in line with the Convention. In case the requirements were not to be met, the registration should not be possible. The Government should fully utilize social dialogue, and address to the ILO forum as the last resort.

The Worker member of the United States deplored the lack of progress in the present case. In keeping with its strategy of years past, the Government had once again taken only measures of a superficial nature, by proposing amendments to the laws with no intention of passing the said amendments, much less implementing them. These proposed amendments, furthermore, were still not in conformity with the Convention. Also of particular concern was the failure of the proposed amendments to comply with the requirements of the AOGA – specifically the eligibility benchmarks contained therein which required full guarantees of the exercise of freedom of association. This failure to enact the necessary legislation resulted in the continued denial, to Swaziland, of preferential access to the US market under the AOGA, to the detriment of the nation and particularly the nation’s workers. With regards to section 2 of the Suppression of Terrorism Act, she stated that while the Government’s proposal to include the words “by violent means” was a welcome one, further amendments were necessary to clarify the definition of terrorism; definitions of “lawful activities” and “lawful organizations” were also needed. She also noted with concern that the overly broad definition of a terrorist group could serve as a means of suppressing trade union activity. She underscored that dangerous ambiguities also existed in the Government’s proposed amendments to the Public Order Act. The ground on which meetings and gatherings could be prohibited were vague and overly broad, which was tantamount to giving the authorities virtually complete discretion to quash any union gathering. The penalties for violations of the Act, including even minor offences were overly harsh. For instance, failure to provide seven days’ notice for a public meeting was punishable by a fine and a one-year term of imprisonment. She concluded by urging the Government to immediately enact the amendments necessary for bringing the legislation into conformity with the Convention.

The Government member of South Africa fully endorsed the statement made on behalf of the SADC by the Government member of Botswana and highlighted the positive spirit of the social partners in the region, the SADC Private Sector Forum, and the enthusiasm and role played by the SATUCC and ITUC, which remained critical in the positive developments and notable progress in Swaziland. Acknowledging the challenges the country had faced with regard to compliance with the Convention, the speaker observed that in 2015, the authorities had faced their situation with renewed vigour and commitment, as evidenced by the amendment of the Industrial Relations Act to facilitate the registration of employers’ and workers’ federations. These registrations had led to the reconstitution of all tripartite social dialogue structures and had given a voice to the social partners. The speaker thanked the ILO for the technical assistance it had provided to Swaziland with regard to the legislative reform process, and in particular its support in the amendment of the Public Order Act. The assessment of the compliance of the amendments with the international labour standards was a crucial step in ensuring that the said amendments effectively addressed the shortfalls and gaps in the legislation. Following a recommendation of the ILO, ITUC and SATUCC during a February 2016 mission, the authorities had also submitted the Suppression of Terrorism Act to the social dialogue structures for review and discussion. In the framework of the SADC, the speaker supported and encouraged Swaziland to continue its collaborative efforts. This tripartite position was a testimony of the new spirit of cooperation in Swaziland in pursuit of decent work and respect for fundamental principles and rights at work. The Committee was urged to provide assistance to the country by letting it complete the legislative reform work it had begun without the onerous burden of being included in the special paragraph.

The Worker member of Senegal, speaking on behalf of the members of the Organization of Trade Unions of West Africa (OTUWA), expressed regret about the lack of progress made in this case. Since 2012, the Government had failed to report on the progress made concerning the final adoption of the Public Service Bill and its alignment with the provisions of the Convention relating to public service trade unionists. TUCOSWA was still waiting for Parliament to hold consultations with the general public and stakeholders, as was the usual procedure. Swaziland’s trade partners had expressed their concern regarding certain provisions of the Bill. He condemned the violation of the rights of public servants, as established in the labour legislation and the Constitution, in relation to freedom of association, a violation which contravened the ILO Conventions. TUCOSWA and its public service affiliates had
written to several institutions, including Parliament, to request a hearing, but had been unsuccessful. Despite the fact that the Government was attempting to present regressive measures as signs of progress, particularly with respect to the procedure to adopt the Public Service Bill, the Committee should reaffirm its position regarding what genuinely constituted compliance with the provisions of the Convention.

An observer representing the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF), while welcoming the early release of Mr Thulani Maseko, indicated that this could not be seen as a real sign of progress: although Mr Maseko had been released unconditionally, he still faced sedition charges for a May Day speech he gave in 2009. Mr Mario Masuku, President of the pro-democracy PUDEMO and Mr Maxwell Dlamini of the Swaziland Youth Congress (SWAYCOO), were arrested during a May Day event in 2014. They were charged, under the Suppression of Terrorism Act, with singing a seditious song and pronouncing seditious statements. The State argued in Court that their statements were serious and threatened the leadership of Swaziland. They were denied bail on two occasions before the Supreme Court finally released them on bail on 14 July 2015. Not only did they suffer from very unfair treatment with regard to the bail conditions, but they were also completely barred from speaking in public. In 2013, leaders of the Swaziland Transport and Allied Workers’ Union were served with notice of prosecution under the Road Traffic Act of 2007 for holding a union gathering in a private car park. Three years later, the charges against them were still pending. In 2014, Mr Sfiso Mabuza, the Chairperson of a local branch of TUCOSWA, was arrested and detained for possession of PUDEMO documents. Despite being released after five days’ detention, he was subjected to unfair bail conditions. In general, trade union meetings were stopped when they included an item in the agenda concerning democracy. Respect of the civil liberties of trade unionists still remained a major problem in Swaziland. The Convention protected the civil liberties of trade unionists. The common understanding that freedom of association was wholly ineffective without the protection of trade unionists’ fundamental civil liberties was enshrined in a resolution of the International Labour Conference in 1970. In this regard, the Committee of Experts had commented that freedom of association was a principle with implications that went well beyond the mere framework of labour law. In the absence of a democratic system in which fundamental rights and civil liberties were respected, freedom of association could not be fully developed. The speaker indicated that the fundamental rights necessary for the exercise of freedom of association included the right to freedom and security of a person, to freedom from arbitrary arrest and detention, to freedom of opinion and expression and, in particular, to freedom to hold opinions without interference, as well as the right to a fair trial by an independent and impartial tribunal. The use of sedition, terrorism, and even road traffic laws to silence free speech struck at the heart of freedom of association. Swaziland would not be in compliance with the Convention until it could guarantee that trade union rights were exercised in normal conditions with respect for basic human rights and in a climate free of violence, pressure, fear and threats. In addition to the legislative amendments requested by the Committee of Experts, it was necessary to repeal the Sedition and Subversive Activities Act and replace it with legislation that was respectful of democratic rights. The Government was also encouraged to take on board the comprehensive comments of the International Commission of Jurists regarding judicial independence and impartiality.

The Government member of Namibia indicated that his Government aligned itself with the statement made by the Government member of Botswana on behalf of the SADC and welcomed the legislative reform and other ongoing initiatives and efforts made by the Government in this regard. He also considered that the release of Mr Thulani Maseko had demonstrated the independence of the country’s judicial system. The speaker applauded the Government for ensuring that May Day celebrations could take place without police interference and called upon the ILO to continue to provide technical assistance to ensure that once adopted, the bills debated in Parliament could be fully implemented by the Government.

The Worker member of the United Kingdom drew attention to the violent repression of trade union and human rights, including mistreatment and deaths in custody. Mr Thulani Maseko, who was released shortly after the 2015 discussion in the Committee, had suffered three weeks of solitary confinement during his imprisonment. The speaker referred to an attack by the police which had just taken place in Malkerns, against a group of workers who were waiting for a confirmation to proceed with a lawful strike. This resulted in workers being seriously injured. The Government’s aversion towards trade unions had been discussed several times in the past. The recent adverse statement against trade unions and collective bargaining in public services by the National Police Commissioner clearly indicated the hostile disposition of the Government towards trade unions and of late, its clandestine manoeuvres to cloud the industrial relations sphere with “sweetheart” trade unions in an effort to sideline genuine workers’ organizations. The Government had continued to act in disregard of rights under the Convention and the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98). The speaker hoped that, with the continued scrutiny of the Committee of Experts and of the Committee of Experts, reforms could be brought about for the people and workers of the country who had the right to live, free from repression, attacks and violence from those who should in fact be protecting them.

The Worker member of South Africa referred to active and consistent engagement with TUCOSWA. Swaziland had appeared before the Committee since 1996 in relation to this Convention and Convention No. 98, which were fundamental to the architecture of international labour standards and to the dignity of workers in general. As indicated by the SATUCC at its 28 March 2016 labour symposium in Botswana, it was a struggle for workers and their civil rights to freely organize, associate and bargain without fear and interference. There could be no separation between the rights of workers at the workplace and in their communities, including freely expressing themselves as part of civil society and as human beings. The speaker also noted the report of the Minister regarding the 2015 conclusions of the Committee in this case and aligned himself with TUCOSWA concerning the progress in this regard.
However, progress within the legislative framework, aimed at changing the problematic conditions, still needed to be confirmed in practice. The environment of hostility against civil society and other social forces, which related directly or indirectly to workers’ rights, persisted and was characterized by the militarized political climate in the country. The relationship between labour and civil rights could not be subject to a false dichotomy, as they were interdependent and one directly shaped or affected the other. Within the SATUCC and the rest of the international progressive trade union movement, it was clear that the Convention concerned the rights of workers both as workers and as human beings. The speaker considered that the governments and employers of the SADC needed to honestly and consistently join the workers in their endeavour to free the region from workers’ rights violations. He assured that the workers and their sister unions would remain committed to defending workers’ rights and democracy.

The Government member of the United Republic of Tanzania noted that the Government had implemented most of the recommendations of the Committee on this case and welcomed its efforts to protect and promote labour rights. Noting with appreciation the Government’s cooperation with the ILO, including through a joint mission in 2016, she encouraged it to continue such cooperation in order to address all outstanding issues. The amendments to the Public Order Act and the Suppression of Terrorism Act had been drafted in consultation with the social partners and with the assistance of the ILO. The Government’s commitment to continue promoting the relationship between the police force and workers, in addressing matters of common concern, was commendable. The Government was encouraged to implement the pending recommendations, as well as to keep up the momentum generated on the protection of labour rights, with the support of the ILO.

The Government member of Zimbabwe indicated that his Government aligned itself with the statement made by the Government member of Botswana on behalf of the SADC member States. Tremendous progress had been made by the Government in addressing the concerns raised by the Committee of Experts. In this regard, the Government had worked with the social partners and was committed to continue this collaboration, in its efforts to address the challenges within the labour market. He commended the Government for the bold steps taken to revise the Public Order Act, the Suppression of Terrorism Act and the Public Service Act in order to bring them into conformity with the Convention, while ensuring tripartism. He urged the ILO to continue to provide technical assistance to address the concerns expressed by the Committee of Experts.

The Government member of Kenya welcomed the information provided by the Government and noted that all of the pending issues had been addressed in some way. There had been significant progress and commitment by the Government with regard to addressing and finalizing the outstanding issues, including the urgent submission to Parliament of the bills to amend the Public Order Act and the Suppression of Terrorism Act. A Code of Good Practice on protests, which was fully operational, had been completed through tripartite participation. The Public Service Bill and the Correctional Services Bill, which had been developed through technical cooperation, were before Parliament, and comments from the ILO had been received on 24 May 2016. The speaker called upon the ILO to continue supporting the country with regard to the consolidation of the progress made and to the continuous improvement of industrial relations in the country.

The Government representative reiterated that the progress made so far was based upon the recommendations made by the Committee in June 2015. This progress had not been achieved singlehandedly by the Government, but had been made with the employer and worker federations and other social partners. Above all, the amendments made to the legislation were a result of tripartite consultations and the agreement of other stakeholders. In addition to its assistance in the drafting of the legislation, the ILO had made comments on the bills, which would be taken into consideration. Once the bills had been adopted, they would represent the spirit and nature of a free and harmonious industrial relations environment. With regard to the issues raised by the social partners, she indicated that the country was moving forward with what it had been urged to do. Regarding the anti-union statements made by the National Commissioner of Police, she clarified that they were made in a private meeting and that the Commissioner had apologized to the nation. Concerning the violence by police against workers in Malkerns, she stated that the information was misguided and that the workers who were exercising their right to strike had been pushing those who wished to work to go on strike. In fact, previously the police had come to rescue the officials of the Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration Commission who had been held hostage by workers. The official report on the incident was still pending. She thanked the ILO for its patience in addressing the issues raised before the Committee and assured that the remaining legislative issues which were pending before Parliament would be finalized in the near future. The Government was committed to fulfilling all of its obligations under the Convention. She thanked the Committee and the social partners, particularly the governments, who had noted the progress made in the country and assured them that it would continue to make progress, as had been demonstrated in the last six months.

The Worker members recalled that the persistent lack of progress had led the Committee to place Swaziland under a special paragraph in 2015. They regretted that the Government had not addressed the issues adequately and therefore had to once again bring up the same issues. The 2015 conclusions had called for the amendment of section 32 of the Industrial Relations Act in order to ensure that trade unions could be registered without previous authorization. However, this section remained unaltered, despite several letters petitioning the Ministry of Labour to discuss the compliance of the Industrial Relations Act with the Convention. Mr Thulani Maseko and Mr Bheki Makhubu, who were released only two weeks before completing their entire prison sentences, were not awarded any compensation for their arbitrary detention. Contrary to the conclusions of 2015, which called for the unconditional release of all workers imprisoned for the exercise of their trade union rights, Mr Mario Masuku and Mr Maxwell Dlamini were not released unconditionally and continued to be deprived of their right to free speech. In addition, the Government had arrested and charged two more workers. Depriving workers of their liberty for exercising their rights was not only a serious violation under the Convention but also had
an intimidating impact on all workers. They reiterated their call for the Government to cease imposing criminal sanctions for legitimate and peaceful trade union activities. It was extremely disappointing that not a single police officer had been held accountable for their arbitrary interference in lawful, peaceful and legitimate trade union activities. Hence, the police interference in trade union activities continued unabated. Although the ILO had provided technical assistance six months ago to bring the Suppression of Terrorism Act and the Public Order Act into line with the Convention, the Government had not yet finalized this legislation. The Correctional Services Bill had not yet been passed and would not, in any case, allow prison staff to establish and join independent trade unions. They would instead be allowed to join staff associations consisting of managers and workers. Workers would be able to benefit from the rights enshrined in the Convention only if it was effectively applied in practice. In order to fulfil the promises made before the Committee and to bring about genuine changes, the Government should stop treating trade unionists as criminals and engage in dialogue with them to bring the country on a path to real reform. The speaker called on the Government to accept technical assistance from the ILO and a direct contacts mission in order to meet all its promises, before the next session of the Conference.

The Employer members recalled that the conclusions of the Committee on this case in 2015 included nine points and were included in a special paragraph of the report. Since then, concrete steps had been taken by the Government to comply with these recommendations. In this regard, the employer members welcomed: (1) the release of Mr Maseko; (2) the progress achieved with respect to freedom of association of employers’ and workers’ organizations, especially with regard to the registration of FESWATU and ATUSWA; (3) the progress made regarding the participation of social partners in a number of tripartite committees; and (4) the steps taken towards building more positive relationships between the police and the social partners, specifically in respect to peaceful protests. With regard to the legislative measures, while noting the steps taken by the Government, they encouraged it to continue its progress, in consultation with the social partners and with the technical assistance of the ILO. The discussion on whether such a legislative process could lead to concrete results was a good opportunity to remind the Government to continue to build upon the progress made in order to ensure real and meaningful results in relation to the legislative review, thus ensuring compliance with national legislation and the Convention. While noting the constructive spirit of the Government, this case had been a longstanding concern of both this Committee and the Committee of Experts. Therefore the Government was encouraged to step up its efforts, which would be carefully monitored.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted with interest the recent registration of workers’ and employers’ organizations and the Government’s statement that these organizations are now represented in all tripartite structures. The Committee nevertheless expressed concern that legislative matters which have been the subject of previous discussion before this Committee have still not yet been addressed.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee requested the Government to:

- continue to hold meaningful consultations with social partners in order to bring the Suppression of Terrorism Act and the Public Order Act in line with Convention No. 87;
- continue to conduct investigations into interference and intimidation of trade unionists during legitimate and peaceful trade union activities and hold those responsible for violations accountable;
- amend the Correctional Services (Prison) Bill to ensure that prison staff have the right to establish and join independent trade unions, in consultation with the social partners;
- ensure that freedom of association can be exercised in a climate free of intimidation and without violence against workers, trade unions or employers and act accordingly.
- amend section 32 of the Industrial Relations Act to eliminate the discretion of the Commissioner of Labour to register trade unions.

The Committee urged the Government to complete the legislative processes without further delay. The Government is encouraged to avail itself of ILO technical assistance in this regard, as well as to accept a direct contacts mission to the country in order to assess the progress made before the next International Labour Conference.

The Government representative thanked the Committee for the conclusions and assured the Committee that the Government would continue work with the social partners and would attend to the remaining commitments.

UNITED KINGDOM (ratification: 1949)

A Government representative welcomed the opportunity to inform the Committee on the revisions made to the Trade Union Bill since it was considered by the Committee of Experts and before it was passed into law on 4 May 2016. The Government was confident that the Trade Union Act, which aimed to promote a more effective and collaborative approach to resolving industrial disputes, complied with its international obligations on trade union rights. The ILO Governing Body, the Governmental Committee of the European Social Charter and the European Court of Human Rights had previously accepted its legislative approach to strike the right balance between trade union rights and legitimate interests of others affected by their actions. The Government had maintained this balanced approach in its proposals to implement its commitments to trade union reform that had received democratic support at the last general election. For example, the introduction of ballot thresholds addressed the fact that industrial action affected large numbers of the public who did not have a say in a strike ballot. In view of the widespread adverse consequences of industrial action in public services, the Act required that strikes in “important public services” received the support of 40 per cent of those who voted, in addition to a 50 per cent turnout, to ensure the necessary democratic legitimacy and clear majority support. The 40 per cent threshold was meant to apply to services extremely significant to the public and the initial use of the term “essential” was not connected with any existing definition. To avoid confusion, the term “important public services” was now used. Other reforms in the Act included the extension of the notice for strike action from seven to 14 days, so as to allow more time to prepare, though a seven-day notice
could still be agreed with the employer. The Act also established a duration of strike ballot mandates of six months, extendable by agreement to nine months, to avoid strikes on outdated mandates. It required more clarity on ballot papers on the matters in dispute, as well as on the type of proposed industrial action. In relation to picketing, after consultation and concerns in Parliament, the Government had not taken forward the idea of requiring protest plans to be published weeks in advance. Instead of introducing a new criminal offence related to picketing, it had focused on modernizing the Code of Practice on Picketing. Concerning electronic balloting, the Government needed to be satisfied that it allowed all those entitled to vote to do so, that votes were secret and secure, and that risks of intimidation or malpractice were minimized. To that end, the Act required an independent review of electronic balloting within six months. The Trade Union Act modernized the union regulator, by giving to the certification officer updated powers in line with similar authorities. It introduced a partial levy to share with taxpayers the cost for regulating trade unions and employers’ associations. It also required public sector employers to publish information on facility time for union officials and that payroll deductions of union dues be administered only where the cost was not funded by the public purse. Measures in the Act had been subject to extensive democratic scrutiny during the passage of the Bill and three large public consultations with trade unions, employers and members of the public. The Government was still considering its response on the proposal to repeal the ban on hiring agency workers during strike action and would announce its position in due course. During the consultations and extensive scrutiny by both Houses of Parliament, it had made revisions in light of evidence put forward. For example, it had revised proposals on the duration of strike ballot mandates, from four to six months, and allowed their extension by agreement to nine months. It had modified its initial proposal to ban check-off arrangements in the public sector to allow them to continue where they were at no cost to the public purse. Specific aspects relating to union political funds had been scrutinized by a Select Committee in the House of Lords; as a result, the Act established that the requirement to opt-in applied only to new union members, which was welcomed by all political parties. In conclusion, the Government was confident that the provisions in the Trade Union Act were reasonable, proportionate and based on a balanced approach, and that they were in line with its international obligations; they did not intend to prevent industrial actions, but to ensure they enjoyed a reasonable level of participation and support, to the benefit of everyone.

The Worker members pointed out that the Trade Union Bill had been introduced by the Government in July 2015 to severely restrict the right of workers to undertake industrial action, including pickets and strikes. The situation had been worsened by a proposed amendment to the 2003 Regulations on employment agencies to allow the use of agency workers as strike breakers. In addition, the Government had been allowed to interfere in voluntarily concluded collective agreements on trade union facilities – including time facilities related to health and safety, members’ representation, consultation on redundancies and negotiations on pay and working conditions. The Act also granted to the certification officer significantly expanded powers to engage in highly intrusive investigations into trade union activities at the behest of employers and other groups. The Government had failed to put forward any compelling arguments for the reforms introduced. The current laws already heavily regulated industrial action and did not need further tightening. The reforms, which ignored international obligations under the Convention and other instruments, would undermine rather than improve industrial relations. The Committee of Experts had examined the proposed legislation and made a number of observations with regard to the additional ballot requirements for industrial action in certain sectors, the limitation on the methods of strike balloting, and the use of agency workers to replace strikers. Other matters had been referred to the Government for further information by means of a direct request. Concerning ballot thresholds, the Bill proposed higher minimum levels of participation for lawful industrial action. In all sectors, such action would be lawful only if 50 per cent of those entitled to vote did so, and that if a majority of those voting supported the action. For six sectors deemed “important public services” – namely: health services; education; fire service; transport services; decommissioning of nuclear installations and management of radioactive waste and spent fuel; and border security – an overall 40 per cent vote in favour was required. Thus, in the case of a participation of 50 per cent, 80 per cent of those voting would be required to support the proposed action. The Committee of Experts had expressly urged the Government to ensure that education and transport would not be covered by the new higher threshold, as they were not essential public services in the strict sense of the term. As to the ballot methods, unions had to comply with complex notice requirements and to hold a postal ballot to ascertain support for the proposed action; they were prohibited from using other means such as allowing for strike votes at the workplace or electronically. The Government had opted for means to suppress strikes rather than to increase turnout for strike votes, if indeed its concern was that strikes were not sufficiently supported by membership. After the House of Lords had voted by a large majority, amendments requiring the Government to commission an independent review into the use of electronic voting and to publish a strategy to roll-out electronic voting, the Government had introduced amendments to ensure that it would be under no obligation to act following the review. The extent to which social partners would be a part of the review process remained unclear.

The use of agency workers to replace workers on strike had been banned since 1973 and there was no defensible reason to repeal that ban now or at any time. Allowing it could have no other purpose than to weaken strikes and ultimately to prevent workers from exercising their right to take strike action. As with other proposals, this would only worsen industrial relations, by making it far more difficult for parties in a dispute to resolve differences. It would create resentment among workers, which would last long after the dispute had ended. It would also put agency workers in a difficult if not impossible position. It had to be recalled that many employment agencies, including those affiliated to the International Confederation of Private Employment Agencies (CIETT), had agreed with unions not to use agency workers to break strikes, creating the space for less professional and accountable agencies to supply strike-
breakers. Even the enterprises affected by a strike would stand to lose, as the agency staff would be inadequately trained, resentful and far less productive. In some occupations, the lack of adequate training would likely involve health risks. The ILO was unequivocal in condemning the use of replacement workers and had condemned countries such as the United States, Chile and Zimbabwe for allowing the hiring of replacement workers. In particular, the Committee on Freedom of Association had explained that “the hiring of workers to break a strike in a sector which could not be regarded as an essential sector in the strict sense of the term constituted a serious violation of freedom of association”. The Government had not yet announced whether it would go ahead with its plans to introduce regulations lifting the ban on the use of agency workers to replace striking workers. The Trade Union Bill had also introduced several limitations on picketing, a power to cap union facilities, even where arrangements would have resulted from voluntary negotiations between employers and unions, and enhanced the powers of the certification officer. These matters were not addressed in the observation of the Committee of Experts but were instead referred to the Government in a direct request for further information. In these areas, some important concessions had been made in the legislative process. Taken together, the various proposals amounted to an unprecedented assault on the right to take industrial action. They were in clear breach of the Government’s obligations under international labour law, including the jurisprudence of the ILO supervisory system over several decades. Indeed, in February 2015, the Government group, including the Government of the United Kingdom, had issued a unanimous statement in which it recognized “that the right to strike was linked to freedom of association which is a fundamental principle and right at work of the ILO. The Government group specifically recognized that without protecting a right to strike, freedom of association, in particular the right to organize activities for the purpose of promoting and protecting workers’ interests, could not be fully realized”. Of course, the right was not absolute, and no one had ever claimed that. However, the Trade Union Bill struck at the heart of that right, rendering it difficult if not impossible to exercise it lawfully.

The Employer members thanked the Government representative for the information provided and noted with interest the process of consultation in relation to the drafting of the Trade Union Bill. The application in the United Kingdom of this fundamental Convention had been the subject of observations from the Committee of Experts on 12 occasions since 1995. Its observation of 2013 dealt with the application of the Convention’s obligations to inquire into and improve the process of consultation in relation to the drafting of the Trade Union Bill. The Employer members had referred to the Government’s legislative proposals in the context of the rights of workers to exercise legitimate industrial action, including the issue of immunities from civil liabilities. That observation was not discussed by the present Committee. The latest observation took note of the Trade Union Bill tabled in July 2015 and of the concerns expressed by the Trade Union Congress (TUC) in relation to the Government’s legislative proposals. This raised two primary concerns for the Employer members. First, it was clear that when the Committee of Experts made its observation, it was commenting on a draft Trade Union Bill, which was still subject to social dialogue, a democratic process of discussion, debate and review; its comments were therefore premature. Revisions had been made since, hence the said comments did not reflect the current situation. The basis and status of the observation were unclear and needed clarification. Second, the observation contained a number of comments on issues such as picketing, strike ballot and quorum requirements, use of replacement workers in the event of strike, that is, issues which were all related to the regulation of strikes. The position of the Employer members that the Convention did not include the right to strike was well known and did not need to be repeated. It sufficed to say that there was no consensus in the present Committee on the issue. Since the Worker members had referred to the statement made by the Government group in February 2015, but only to quote its paragraph 4, it was useful to recall that the following paragraph of the same statement also noted “that the right to strike, albeit part of the fundamental principles and rights at work of the ILO, was not an absolute right”, that “the scope and conditions of this right were regulated at the national level” and that “the document presented by the Office described the multifaceted regulations that States had adopted to frame the right to strike”. The Employer members had heard the Government explain the complex issues and the act of balancing competing rights when considering these issues and looked forward to continuing the discussion.

The Worker member of the United Kingdom underlined the far-reaching restrictions of the Trade Union Act on trade union activities. The Trade Union Act provided the certification officer with wide-ranging powers to investigate union affairs and access confidential records, including the names and addresses of union members. In addition, the Trade Union Act curtailed the freedom of the unions to decide on the use of their funds and empowered the Government to restrict the ability of public sector unions to represent their members. Unions were required to appoint picket supervisors whose contact details had to be given to the police. These changes exposed the unions to an increased risk of legal challenges and to punitive financial penalties. Politicians from all major parties had spoken publicly against the Trade Union Act. Non-profit organizations had warned that the Bill would render the right to strike illusory. The devolved Scottish and Welsh Governments had both publicly opposed the Bill. Regarding the high voting thresholds, the Trade Union Act introduced a new requirement for a 50 per cent turnout. The Government assessed that 45 per cent of ballots in the last five years would not have been valid under this new rule. The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD), the leading human resources body in the United Kingdom, had called the thresholds “outdated” and had pointed out that in the last 20 years, the number of workdays of strike actions had fallen by more than 90 per cent. In parts of the public sector qualified as “important public services”, the Government would additionally require unions to meet a 40 per cent favourable votes of all those entitled to vote. When analysed together, the two voting requirements entailed that a 50 per cent turnout on a ballot would require an approval rate of 80 per cent. This Act would permit much wider restrictions to freedom of association than the
ones allowed by ILO standards. This Act would also have a disproportionate gender impact, considering that an estimated 73 per cent of the workers in these “important public services” were women. The Secretary of State had justified the inclusion of education and transport in the list of “important public services” by the inconveniences caused by stoppages in those areas, and not for reasons of public safety and security. The Minister had also said that the thresholds ensured that strike actions could only be carried out with a “reasonable” level of support. There were no other areas in which a requirement for up to 80 per cent support was considered reasonable, least of all when related to exceptions to fundamental democratic rights. The process for industrial action was already long and highly regulated. The Trade Union Act not only added further complex procedural requirements, including a doubling of notice periods for action, and extensive additional information to be included in the voting paper, it also provided that a ballot for action would expire after six months and thus had to be repeated if the dispute had not yet been resolved. The postal ballot process had to be simplified and modernized to allow for electronic voting. The Government also intended to undermine any future action by allowing striking workers to be replaced by agency staff. This replacement of strikers was not desired by the employment agencies, as it was against the spirit of the European Union (EU) Temporary Agency Worker Directive (2008/104/EC), and contrary to the European sector’s professional code of conduct. It also constituted a serious violation of freedom of association and aggravated potential disputes between employers and employees. The Worker member concluded by highlighting that the Trade Union Act constituted a serious interference with the rights of United Kingdom workers under the Convention and called on the Committee to request the repeal of the Trade Union Act and to discuss with the social partners on how to develop a legal framework adequate to the challenges of the twenty-first century.

The Employer member of the United Kingdom recalled that trade unions had been declared lawful by the Trade Union Act of 1871, long before the creation of the ILO and that the United Kingdom had not had a problem ratifying the Convention in 1949. Before its enactment the Trade Union Bill had received a high level of tripartite engagement and parliamentary scrutiny. Following the Conservative Party’s election, the new Government had announced package reform measures, as promised during the electoral campaign, that included the Trade Union Bill and three consultation papers on the use of agency workers, ballots thresholds and intimidation picketing. Following the consultations, the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), the United Kingdom’s leading business organization, and the TUC, an organization comprising 52 unions, had given oral evidence. The Bill had later been read by the House of Lords where all the main political parties were represented and where sat, among others, 16 former union leaders and 70 former union members. Subsequently, the Government had taken into consideration the outcome of the consultations and had amended the Bill to: remove the extension of the 40 per cent threshold to auxiliary workers; apply the 40 per cent threshold to private sector union members carrying out a specific important public service; and require ballots to be run under the 40 per cent threshold where a majority of workers involved were carrying out an important public service. The Government also concluded that the ILO definition of essential services was not definitive and confirmed the six identified important public sectors. The legislative process had followed its course and, later on, the CBI had given further written evidence, the House of Lords report had been published and several amendments had been proposed and adopted. On 4 May 2016, the Bill had received Royal Assent and had become the Trade Union Act 2016. The Government still had to draft secondary legislation for some parts, including on the use of agency workers, and had to consult on other parts. This meant that more parliamentary and public scrutiny would come and that it was unlikely to be a speedy implementation process. The speaker supported the consensus between the social partners, as expressed in their joint statement of February 2015, that: “[t]he right to take industrial action by workers and employers in support of their legitimate industrial interest is recognized by the constituents of the ILO”. There was no consensus that the Convention included the right to strike and its modalities. The consensus position of the Government group, as expressed in February 2015, confirmed: “that the right to strike, albeit part of the fundamental principles and rights at work of the ILO, is not an absolute right. The scope and conditions of this right are regulated at the national level”. The situation was problematic on many levels with regards to the Convention and the issue of the right to strike remained unresolved both legally and politically. The recent difficulties were appreciated and lessons had been drawn from the dramatic events in 2012 and 2014. The Director-General, in opening this Conference, had highlighted: “So facing up to the responsibilities which the ILO’s mandate for social justice imposes upon each one of us means adjusting our actions, our behaviour, our decisions to ensure that the undoubted opportunities of transformative change at work are realized. So that all – not just the few – can look to the future not with fear but with confidence, not with an eye only to individual advancement but also with a real sense of common purpose”. The Director-General had also recalled the crucial role of the Conference Committee in finding a way forward despite the underlying divergences of opinions and had emphasized the importance of a strong, authoritative and relevant standards system for an effective and influential ILO. The speaker wanted to constructively engage to help the ILO find lasting and harmonious resolutions of these divergences. A more private forum would help build the understanding necessary to find those resolutions. To conclude, the speaker expressed the hope that the conclusions on the case would be in accordance with the guidance of the Director-General and would respect the tripartite consensus.

The Government member of the Russian Federation expressed concerns over the adoption by the Government of a series of measures to reform the labour laws which might adversely affect the realization of the workers’ rights of association guaranteed by the Convention. Actions that would affect the basic labour rights had to be the object of discussions with the social partners and, where appropriate, the ILO should be consulted to assess whether such measures would be in conformity with the international labour standards.
The Employer member of the United States emphasized that the present case was not ripe and as such should not be heard by the Committee. Under the ILO Constitution, the Committee was a committee in charge of examining whether a member State was applying its domestic law in a manner that was consistent with the Conventions it had ratified. The legislation that had been under scrutiny was a draft that had never been implemented. At the time of the adoption of the comment of the Committee of Experts, the legislation was a draft Bill that had not even passed one House of Parliament. Instead of reviewing a Bill, the Conference Committee should dedicate its precious time to hearing more important cases that had been left off the list. It was unlikely that governments would allow the Committee of Experts to interfere with their internal legislative processes. To conclude, the speaker questioned the decision of the Committee of Experts to formulate an observation on a draft Bill, especially when its subject matter, the right to industrial action, was extremely controversial.

The Worker member of New Zealand, also speaking on behalf of the Worker members of Australia, Canada, Fiji, Kingdom of Tonga and the United States, addressed the voting mode for industrial action in the United Kingdom. A mandate for strike action had to be sought by secret postal ballot, the costs of which appeared to be almost £200,000 per ballot and had to be borne by the union. The Trade Union Act significantly increased the requisite frequency of balloting. Moreover, there were new threshold requirements for strikes and the possibility for employers to either seek injunctive relief to halt a strike action, or to use agency workers to replace striking workers. The laws on industrial action were widely regarded as some of the strictest in Europe with the United Kingdom being an outlier even among the so-called “Anglo” countries (that is, Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States). The Committee of Experts and the Committee on Freedom of Association had been clear that procedural rules which substantially attenuated the right to strike might violate the Convention. In paragraph 170 of the 1994 General Survey on freedom of association and collective bargaining, the Committee of Experts indicated that, in relation to member authorization for industrial action, “the ballot method, the quorum and the majority required should not be such that the exercise of the right to strike becomes very difficult, or even impossible in practice”. Similarly, the Committee on Freedom of Association, in paragraph 547 of the 2006 Digest of decisions and principles of the Freedom of Association Committee indicated that: “[t]he conditions that have to be fulfilled under the law in order to render a strike lawful should be reasonable and in any event not such as to place a substantial limitation on the means of action open to trade union organizations”. Recalling that the Members of the House of Lords had requested an independent review into the use of electronic voting in industrial action ballots to which the Government had not yet given any follow-up, he called on the Government to work with the social partners to permit electronic voting and workplace voting as soon as possible.

The Employer member of Argentina reiterated the Employers’ position on the right to strike and the Convention. Every State was legitimately entitled to adopt laws regarding the right to strike in order to allow the exercise of this right. However, in the case of the United Kingdom the Committee of Experts was raising questions about a Bill that had been adopted since then, that regulated specific aspects of the right to strike, such as the voting procedure, restrictions on picketing and the replacement of striking workers. In doing so the Committee of Experts was raising issues that were not within its mandate. All States regulated the right to strike, which was not an absolute right, and although they had to consider the possible exercise of that right they also had to ensure that it was compatible with other rights, such as those relating to the employer’s property, freedom of movement and, above all, the right of workers who wanted to work. Despite the fact that the number of such workers might exceed that of workers in favour of taking forceful action, they might not be able to work because of the picketing. One could not possibly argue that employers should be the ones financing trade unions and pickets.

An observer representing the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) commented on sections 2 and 3 of the Trade Union Act, namely the new requirement of a 50 per cent participation quorum in strike ballots and the requirement of 40 per cent support of all workers in “important public services”. The critical economic role of the transport sector was being used as a pretext to defend the free movement of passengers and goods over the rights of workers involved in transportation. Crackdowns of strikes in the transport sector had been occurring across the world in recent years. While the Trade Union Act did not ban strikes in the sector outright, the additional requirement of 40 per cent support would in fact deprive transport workers and all other workers in charge of “important public services”, from their right to strike, as they would not be protected through compensation guarantees. This negative result would be further aggravated by the existing legal mechanisms available to employers to obtain injunctions to cease actions. The additional 40 per cent requirement for important public services implied that 50 per cent of the members plus one member had to vote in a ballot and that 80 per cent of votes had to be in favour of an industrial action for such action to be lawful. The request of the TUC for electronic balloting had to be considered in the international context. In Germany, where some unions voluntarily laid down ballot thresholds in their rulebooks, ballots were held in workplaces rather than by post, producing higher turnouts. In Australia, a highly prescriptive system of strike ballots, it was possible to permit workplace and electronic voting. The Committee of Experts indicated clearly in its comments that the new ballot threshold would contravene with Article 3 of the Convention. The ILO supervisory bodies had held that the right to strike could only be restricted in the public service for those exercising authority in the name of the State or in essential services in the strict sense of the term. Transport occupations listed by the Government, namely local bus services, passenger railway services, airport security services and port security services, could not be considered essential services. The right to strike was a human right protected by the Convention and constituted international customary law. To conclude, the observer urged the Government to comply with the request formulated by the Committee of Experts to abandon the heightened requirement of support of 40 per cent of all workers in education and transport services.
The Employer member of France said that the case warranted the Committee’s attention. Based on observations by the TUC, the Committee of Experts requested the Government to review the Bill with the social partners with a view to its amendment. However, since it had been examined, the Bill had been extensively amended, which meant that the Conference Committee faced the difficult task of considering a text that was going through the stages of a national standard-setting procedure. The Convention provided a framework for the exercise of freedom of association and the protection of trade union rights. In doing so it placed two restrictions on the public authorities. By virtue of these restrictions, set out in Article 3(2) and Article 8(2) the public authorities must refrain from any interference which would restrict the right of workers’ and employers’ organizations to establish and join trade unions freely and the law of the land must not be such as to impair, nor be so applied as to impair, the right of employers and workers to establish workers’ and employers’ organizations. The Bill did not in fact run counter to either of those restrictions. Notes of the provisions referred to by the Committee of Experts came within the purview of the Committee since, it should be remembered, governments alone were competent to determine the rules governing the suspension of work contracts in the eventuality of a dispute. Finally, the Committee of Experts did not establish that there was any violation of the Convention, which was solely concerned with guaranteeing the freedom to establish employers’ and workers’ organizations.

The Worker member of Italy stressed that, in addition to the measures contained in the Trade Union Act, the Government proposed to authorize the recruitment of agency workers to replace strikers. This proposal infringed workers’ freedom of expression, and rights to organize and protest. The proposal would also have severe detrimental effects on recruitment agencies, which have expressed their opposition to the replacement of strikers with agency workers. Furthermore, the proposal would increase tensions between employers and workers, and would lead to employees seeking new employment opportunities, thus reducing productivity and causing an increase in recruitment and training costs. The Committee on Freedom of Association had found that the hiring of workers to break a strike in a sector which could not be regarded as an essential sector constituted a serious violation of freedom of association. In 2015, the Government of Italy and the trade unions issued a joint statement in which they called for the reaffirmation of the right of workers to strike in all national and international forums in which the fundamental rights of people and workers were protected. This joint statement read as follows: “[t]he Treaty of Lisbon recognizes this right as one of the EU fundamental rights and defines a sort of joint European notion of this right, in addition to the national ones, by considering it a universal right. The ILO Committee of Experts, entrusted with the task of analysing national reports and detecting the infringements of Convention No. 87 signed by all EU Member States, has operated along these same lines. Said Convention, together with the other seven fundamental Conventions, contributes to define the minimum level of protection to be ensured to the rights recognized by the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights”.

The Employer member of Denmark stated that the modalities of industrial action had to consider diverse elements of the national labour market. The obligations in respect of industrial action had been clearly reflected in the Government group statement of February 2015, which should be the basis for the work of the Committee of Experts and the Conference Committee. According to this statement, the scope and conditions of industrial actions should be regulated at the national level. He therefore noted with concern that the comments of the Committee of Experts dealt almost entirely with the aspects of industrial action in draft legislation. Emphasizing that the Committee of Experts had exceeded its mandate, the employer member refrained from commenting further on these comments.

The Worker member of Germany said that he was very worried about the freedom of association of British workers. The attack on these rights was reminiscent of a very dire period of British social policy, that is, the Thatcher era, during which all rights of workers had been severely curtailed. As a result of that policy, industrial relations had not recovered until today. While the provision concerning the explicit permission of the use of agency staff to replace striking workers had been removed from the Bill upon extreme pressure, the strike-breaking by agency workers remained of major importance for the Government. However, permitting the use of strike-breakers had wide-reaching consequences: not only did it compromise or render impossible the right to strike of trade unions, but – coupled with the minimum notification of two weeks prior to the strike – enterprises could take all their time to employ agency workers and any strike would be pointless. In addition, agency workers were generally poorly paid and suffered deplorable working conditions. The balance of powers would be shifted in favour of the employer and the bargaining power of workers would be lost completely. Therefore, such a situation would not only be contrary to Convention No. 87, but also to the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98). During the consultation procedure concerning the Bill, there had been criticisms not only from trade unions, but also from think tanks, law firms and recruitment agencies. It had also been found that British employers already had many means to replace striking workers. In conclusion, he claimed that strike-breaking should be prohibited as had been successfully done in the United Kingdom in 2003.

The Employer member of Turkey stressed that the case relied solely on the observations of the Committee of Experts and emphasized that the issues surrounding the right to strike modalities were not within the scope of the Convention. Conflicts, such as the one witnessed in 2012 and following years, had been settled with the tremendous efforts of the tripartite constituents. The outcome of the settlement on the matter, while not definitive, had to be taken into serious consideration by the Committee of Experts. The issues raised by the Committee of Experts, such as essential services, strike ballots and picketing related to highly contentious strike restrictions which had no legal
basis in the Convention and could lead to further conflicts within the ILO system. Furthermore, the comments of the Committee of Experts in this case predominately referred to a draft Bill which had not yet been implemented. This approach contradicted the rationale behind the existence of the Conference Committee and its fundamental mission to supervise the actual implementation of the Conventions instead of reviewing draft laws.

The Worker member of Zimbabwe expressed his serious concern over the recent changes to the legislation in the United Kingdom concerning freedom of association and was shocked to see that the Government had now started to adopt the same strategies as the Government of Zimbabwe. Some provisions in the Trade Union Act were very similar to the provisions in the legislation of Zimbabwe, which had contributed to mass violence and economic downfall. In 2008, a Commission of Inquiry had been established with an overwhelming majority in the Governing Body to examine the situation in Zimbabwe. The Commission of Inquiry had found that the list of essential services (including fire and health services as well as transport) was excessive in depriving workers from their right to strike. The United Kingdom had now created additional barriers for workers in essential public services (including health, education, fire, transport and nuclear services) concerning their right to strike in the form of a 40 per cent threshold of all workers entitled to vote with respect to strike ballots. Moreover, the notice period for taking industrial action in the United Kingdom had now been increased from seven to 14 days, a period similar to the one required in Zimbabwe, which had substantially undermined the right of workers to take industrial action. Indeed, the Commission of Inquiry found that the procedure for the declaration of strikes was problematic and explicitly confirmed that the right to strike was an intrinsic corollary of the right to organize protected by the Convention. He emphasized that even though Zimbabwe had been operating under similar provisions to those recently adopted by the United Kingdom that had not led to more jobs or economic security. On the contrary, Zimbabwe had one of the highest unemployment rates in the world. In conclusion, he expressed the firm belief that promoting fundamental rights and most importantly the right to freedom of association was the only way to create decent jobs and shared prosperity.

The Government representative reiterated that the approach throughout the legislative process on the Trade Union Act had been to strike a reasonable, proportionate and careful balance between the rights of trade unions and their members, and the legitimate interests of others affected by their actions. The measures in the Act had been subject to extensive democratic scrutiny. In addition, there had been three public consultations: on the scope of the 40 per cent support ballot threshold for important public services; on whether the legal framework for picketing had to be strengthened; and on a proposal to repeal the ban on hiring agency workers during strike actions (a measure that had not been included in the Trade Union Act). The Government had listened to the views expressed on specific measures during consultations and scrutiny by both Houses of Parliament, and had made revisions in the light of all the evidence put forward. For example, the Government had revised proposals concerning the duration of strike ballot mandates. It had also modified proposals to ban check-off arrangements in the public sector. Indeed, uniquely there was a separate independent Select Committee set up during the passage of the legislation through Parliament on the proposals regarding the contribution mechanism for union political funds. The Government had accepted the vast majority of the recommendations of that Committee and the requirement to opt-in to a union’s political fund now only applied to new union members. This had been welcomed by all political parties. Concerning the new powers of the Certification Officer, this agency was independent from the Government and trade unions could appeal any decision. With regard to electronic voting, the Government had to assess certain issues and would provide information in this regard in due course. Finally, the Trade Union Act had only received Royal Assent on 4 May 2016 and key provisions were yet to come into effect, including through secondary legislation. Observing that there was a wide range of views concerning the perception on industrial action among ILO constituents, the Government remained confident that the Trade Union Act struck a fair balance between the rights of unions and their members and their responsibilities towards the rest of society to everyone’s benefit – and that it fully complied with its international obligations.

The Worker members indicated that the discussion had reflected the Government’s determination in adopting the legislation. The Trade Union Act did not enjoy the support of the people, did not enjoy support among elected representatives of all parties and would put the United Kingdom on the far fringes of industrial relations systems in Europe. Moreover, the Act also contravened well-settled observations and conclusions of the ILO supervisory bodies that had enjoyed decades of tripartite support. The United Kingdom appeared to be associating itself more with countries that had been identified by the ILO supervisory bodies for their non-compliance with freedom of association rights. The Trade Union Act would mean that workers would face even greater limitations to stand up for decent services and safety at work, or defend their jobs or pay. The legislation appeared to be motivated wholly by ideological considerations without forethought as to its social and economic consequences. And the issues were not limited to the right to strike. The Act also granted to the certification officer significantly expanded powers to engage in highly intrusive investigations into trade union activities and obtain records at his own initiative, even without any complaint from a union member. The certification officer would thus have an insight into the internal organization and access to confidential union records (including correspondence between unions and members, membership records, including members’ names and addresses). The certification officer would also be able to investigate all such information in employers’ organizations and even in companies – as they were also a party in collective bargaining agreements. In the view of the Worker members, this very serious case, like many others cases discussed, deserved to be included in the list. The Government was seeking to effectively eliminate by law the fundamental right of freedom of association. Furthermore, the case had been included in the list in consensus with the Employer members. In conclusion, the Government should be urged to: (1) immediately repeal the Trade Union Act and organize full consultation and dialogue with the social partners on any preparation of legislation relating to industrial relations; (2) amend secondary
regulation in full compliance with the Convention, including by: (i) withdrawing the proposal to remove the ban on the use of agency workers during strikes; and (ii) remove references to the transport and education sectors from the draft regulations regarding the 40 per cent threshold for strike balloting; (3) in consultation with the social partners, develop and introduce legislation to permit the use of forms of ballots other than postal ballots, including electronic ballots and workplace balloting; (4) with the social partners, review new restrictions on picketing, on union political freedoms and the greater overall control of trade unions through enhanced powers of the certification authority, in order to bring them into conformity with the Convention; (5) refrain from interference in the collective bargaining agreements which have been voluntarily agreed between employers and unions; (6) refrain from interference into trade union activities and into the internal organization of trade unions; and (7) provide a detailed report on progress to the Committee of Experts.

The Employer members welcomed the Government’s commitment to continue the constructive engagement and debate with both employers’ and workers’ organizations. Moreover, the information on the process of consultation and dialogue in the drafting process and on the proposed opt-in clause for union member contributions to political funds was welcomed. The Government also referred to the complexity of the issues and the need to balance competing rights. Acknowledging the constructive attitude of the Government, the Employer members requested more information on: (1) the status of the proposed abolition of a dues check off across all public sector organizations; (2) the status of the proposed opt-in clause with limited time validity for union members’ contributions to political funds; (3) the status of the proposal to increase the powers of the certification authority, including information on how it may limit employers’ and workers’ organizations to organize their programme in accordance with their own rules. Finally, there was a lack of consensus in the Committee on the relationship between the Convention and the right to strike. The Employers’ group was of the view that the issue of strike action could be regulated at national level, in line with the Government group statement of February 2015. Therefore, the Government should not be requested to repeal the Act or amend its strike regulations. This position, which diverged from the views of the Committee of Experts should be reflected in the record of proceedings of the Conference Committee.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted the Government’s indication that secondary legislation was still under discussion and noted with interest the Government’s comments regarding the engagement of the social partners in this ongoing process.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee requested the Government to:

- respect the rights of workers and employers organizations to establish and join organizations of their own choosing without previous authorization;
- define the power of the certification authority in such a way that it will not be in contradiction with the provisions of Convention No. 87 and provide information regarding the status of the proposal to increase the powers of this Authority;
- provide information regarding the status of the opt-in clause with limited time validity for union members’ contributions to political funds accompanied by reporting obligations; and
- report to the Committee of Experts before its next session in November 2016.

The Government representative thanked the Committee for its careful and thorough examination. He took due note of the conclusions and undertook to report back to the Committee accordingly.

Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98)

Ecuador (ratification: 1959)

A Government representative, referring to the earthquake that had occurred on 16 April 2016 and its serious consequences, said that the Government had given priority to the region in question and had delivered human, material and financial resources to the affected areas and population, and for this reason it had not been in a position to send an accredited delegation from the capital and had provided explanations to the secretariat. Ecuador had ratified all international human rights instruments and 61 ILO Conventions, including the eight fundamental Conventions. The significant measures adopted, such as its policies on people with disabilities and their placement in employment, the fight against child labour, particularly its worst forms, the reduction of extreme poverty and the improved distribution of wealth, had enabled the country to set an example through its achievements in such areas. The 2008 Constitution was based on the ancestral Andean philosophy of “Buen Vivir” (good living), which gave priority to the human being over capital. It guaranteed the rights of workers, including freedom of association. With a view to updating the Labour Code, which dated from 1938, the Act on labour justice and the recognition of household work had been adopted and entered into force on 20 April 2015. The Act took into account several of the recommendation of the ILO technical mission which visited Ecuador from 26 to 30 January 2015, following an invitation from the Government. The Act provided for: (i) the elimination of types of recruitment that reduced labour stability; (ii) the adoption of measures to eliminate all forms of discrimination, whether direct or indirect, affecting workers, as a result of which any dismissal of trade union leaders or pregnant or breastfeeding women would be without affect; (iii) the democratization of worker representation, which meant that workers had the right to freely elect persons to represent them on enterprise committees, whether or not its members belonged to a trade union; (iv) the implementation of universal social security; and (v) the repeal of the provision that required authorization for foreign workers to work in Ecuador. Other issues addressed by the ILO technical mission and raised by the Committee of Experts were related to the draft amendments to several constitutional rules. Those draft amendments, in relation to which the Constitutional Court had issued a favourable ruling, provided for, inter alia, the removal of Article 229(3) of the Constitution, which provided that “workers from the public sector shall
be subject to the Labour Code". The removal of this provision had been proposed with a view to ensuring equal treatment for public employees, so that as from the entry into force of the new rules, all public employees would be covered by the Basic Act on the Public Service (LOSEP), which provided greater benefits than the Labour Code. The Committee of Experts had referred to the amendment of Article 326(16) of the Constitution, which provided that only the private sector had the right to engage in collective bargaining. In this regard, she emphasized that in the public sector employers did not make a profit, and that collective agreements had no meaning in balancing employer-worker relations. Furthermore, section 221(2) of the Labour Code provided that public sector employees could negotiate collective agreements through the establishment of a single central committee comprising over 50 per cent of such workers. She thanked the Government of Uruguay for having offered to share information on experiences and good practices in this regard.

Regarding the observation of the Committee of Experts, which indicated that the possibility of the Ministry of Labour to determine the abusive nature of collective agreements in the public sector should be transferred to the judicial authorities, she emphasized that Ministry Labour Orders Nos 76 and 155A guaranteed employment equality in state institutions, ensuring that workers enjoyed the benefits granted to them by the law, establishing a procedure to revise collective agreements and providing equal support to employers and workers. If mediation failed, conciliation and arbitration tribunals intervened. That process would be distorted if the matter was referred to the judiciary. Finally, she emphasized that the commitments undertaken by the Government when it concluded collective agreements as an employer had material and legal limitations that were directly related to budgetary availability, which made it impossible to give effect to abusive clauses, also because all agreements that favoured minorities created discrimination in the enjoyment of fundamental rights by the vast majority of public sector workers. Ecuador had shown its will comply with international labour standards, as concluded by the ILO technical mission the findings of which had already been mentioned, and to adopt new labour laws that strengthened the protection of workers' rights.

The Employer members recalled that the Convention had been ratified by Ecuador in 1959 and examined by the Conference Committee on three occasions, most recently in 2014. Regarding the failure to recognize the right of certain public sector workers to engage in collective bargaining, they noted with concern that the Government had emphasized that, while public employees enjoyed the right to organize, they did not have the right to engage in collective bargaining, which constituted a violation of Article 4 of the Convention. According to the findings of the ILO mission of January 2015, the draft constitutional amendments, which had since been implemented with the aim of unifying the regulations governing public servants, established that the wage earners previously subject to the Labour Code would be governed by the LOSEP, in the same manner as the other public servants who enjoyed the right to organize but were not entitled to engage in collective bargaining. In that regard, they supported the call by the Committee of Experts to amend the LOSEP and other administrative laws to bring them into line with the Convention.

Concerning the requirement of a level of representativeness for participation in collective bargaining that was deemed excessively high by the Committee of Experts, they emphasized that, due to the absence in the Convention of a specific provision on the levels of representativeness for collective bargaining, national legislation prevailed, within the parameters of rationality and objectivity and with the prior determination of the levels of representativeness required for collective bargaining. The system in force in Ecuador granted preferential rights to the most representative trade unions, which prevented abusive practices and provided guarantees for both employers and workers. On that point, they considered that it would not be possible to recommend the amendment of the legislation in isolation, without assessing the impact that it might have on the rules governing collective bargaining as a whole. Concerning the limitations on collective bargaining in the public sector, the Employer members agreed with the Committee of Experts that such limitations were in violation of the Convention, and they supported the request for the Government to take the necessary measures to restore the right to collective bargaining regarding all issues that affected the employment and working conditions of public servants covered by the Convention. Only the judicial authorities could determine whether some agreements were abusive. They also supported the request for the Government to provide information and take the measures called for by the Committee of Experts, and they encouraged the social partners to avail themselves of article 23(2) of the ILO Constitution.

The Worker members expressed their solidarity concerning the recent earthquake. They expressed concern at the Government’s failure to grant accreditation for the Conference to any worker representatives, which was a violation of the ILO Constitution. Attacks against public sector trade unions had begun in 2008 with the adoption of constitutional amendments which placed a ceiling on public sector pay, limited compensation for termination of the employment relationship, and empowered the Government to review the clauses of collective agreements unilaterally. Furthermore, the Basic Act on Public Enterprises (LOEP) and the LOSEP of 2010 restricted the trade union rights and the right to collective bargaining and to strike for public sector workers. Despite the repeated comments of the supervisory bodies, which emphasized the various violations of the Convention and requested that the situation be remedied, as well as the recommendations of the ILO mission of January 2015, the situation had only deteriorated. Of more concern was the fact that in December 2015, without consulting the unions, and following the violent repression and detention of peaceful protestors, regressive constitutional amendments had been adopted which completely eliminated the right to collective bargaining in the public sector by reclassifying public sector wage earners as public servants as a result of which collective bargaining was confined to the private sector. Similarly, although the right to strike was generally recognized in the public sector, it was prohibited in a large number of sectors, an exclusion which went far beyond the definition of essential public services established by the ILO supervisory system. In addition, as indicated by the Committee of Experts, other issues still needed to be addressed: (i) the need to amend section 221
of the Labour Code so that, where there was no organization with over 50 per cent of the workers as members, minority trade unions could, either alone or jointly, negotiate on behalf of their members; (ii) the lack of adequate protection against anti-union discrimination, including practices such as the procedure known as “compulsory purchase of redundancy”, which allowed the public administration, through the payment of compensation, to unilaterally remove public servants without having to indicate the grounds for their termination; and (iii) the empowerment of the Ministry of Labour to determine the abusive character of collective agreements in the public sector, a decision which should lie within the competence of the judicial authorities. The Worker members urged the Government to meet the trade unions as soon as possible to identify solutions to ensure that the Constitution and national laws were in full conformity with the Convention.

An observer representing the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) and the National Federation of Chambers of Industries of Ecuador referred to the recent constitutional amendments adopted in December 2015, according to which public sector workers were no longer covered by the Labour Code, but by the LOSEP. This Act did not include collective bargaining mechanisms, which was contrary to Article 4 of the Convention. The Government should align its legislation with the Convention, in consultation with the social partners within the framework of an open dialogue to find solutions adapted to the national situation. This would encourage and promote the development and use of collective bargaining mechanisms for employment conditions between the public authorities and organizations of public servants. While international standards did not contain requirements with regard to the minimum number of workers to start a collective bargaining process, the legislative provisions in Ecuador were aimed at ensuring the representativeness of the parties to negotiation. Any amendment envisaged should, in any case, take into account the institution as a whole. Global solutions should be sought which went beyond the mere amendment of isolated provisions. ILO technical assistance would help to find a way of harmonizing the constitutional provisions with the laws governing public servants.

An observer representing Public Services International said that the absence of a worker delegate at the Conference illustrated the Government’s unilateral approach in decision-making. In 2014, the Government had been called to appear before the Committee due to persistent and systematic violations of the Convention. Since 2007, the country had been backtracking on labour matters, with the State, as an employer, abandoning the fundamental principles of international labour standards, especially freedom of association, tripartis and social dialogue. The constitutional reform undertaken by the Government on 3 December 2015 had put an end once and for all to collective bargaining in the public sector, culminating a systematic process which began in 2008. The constitutional reform, through one of its transitional provisions, left workers classified as public sector wage earners in legal uncertainty until the reform came into force, although providing that they would not lose their individual and collective rights. He indicated, however, that this transitional measure was not viable and that public sector wage earners, represented, inter alia, by the National Federation of Provincial Council Wage Earners of Ecuador, would indeed lose their acquired rights. This showed that the reform in question represented a major retrograde step in the history of Ecuador. He added that the Trade Union of Workers of the Pichincha Provincial Government was the target of a range of Government strategies to neutralize it. He referred by way of illustration to the manoeuvres by the Ministry of Labour to prevent that trade union from participating stoppage of 13 August 2015 to protest against the constitutional reform process. Despite the Government’s attempts to eliminate certain trade union organizations and collective bargaining, the organizations affiliated to Public Services International, the National Union of Educators and the United Workers Front, were still operational.

An observer representing Education International (EI) said that the situation of public servants had deteriorated since 2014. The Government had not implemented the recommendations of the supervisory bodies or of the ILO technical mission, primarily relating to the teachers’ union, the National Union of Teachers (UNE) with the exception of creating a national consultative labour council. Teachers were covered by the LOSEP and the Basic Act on Intercultural Education and therefore did not enjoy the right to freedom of association or the right to collective bargaining. Moreover, the rights of the country’s trade unions, such as the deduction of union dues or leave for trade union activities, were restricted. There was constant harassment of trade unionists and social protest was criminalized, while union leaders were taken to remote locations and administrative proceedings were brought against them. The executive boards of trade unions were not being registered, which limited their ability to receive dues from members and national or international donations. The Government had also confiscated union funds. An initiative to reform the Basic Act on Intercultural Education had been introduced to allow for better living conditions for teachers through collective bargaining. The Government was urged to respect international labour law and guarantee social dialogue and collective bargaining.

The Government member of Mexico, speaking on behalf of the group of Latin American and Caribbean (GRULAC) countries, expressed solidarity following the earthquake that had devastated the country in April 2016. He emphasized the systematic progress made in labour legislation, particularly with respect to the insertion into employment of persons with disabilities; the “My First Job” programme; the eradication of the worst forms of child labour; and the implementation of the “Dignified Wage” to cover the basic shopping basket. In addition, the Labour Justice Act had been in force since 20 April 2015 and contained provisions such as “dismissals without effect” to protect union leaders in their functions as representatives of workers’ organizations. He also drew attention to the significant number of trade unions registered over the last decade (1,001) which demonstrated the existence of freedom of association. Moreover, it should be emphasized that the recently adopted constitutional amendment expressly recognized both the right of public servants to organize in defence of their interests and the right to strike. Implementing provisions were now being drafted. In conclusion, he expressed confidence that all outstanding issues before the Commit-
The Government member of Uruguay endorsed the statement made on behalf of GRULAC and reiterated her Government’s readiness to collaborate with Ecuador, particularly with regard to collective bargaining in the public sector, within the framework of a South-South collaboration process promoted by the ILO.

An observer representing the Confederation of University Workers in the Americas (CONTUA) said that the Government restricted the right of public sector workers to freedom of association, collective bargaining and to strike. In Ecuador, practices persisted known as the “compulsory purchase of redundancy”, which was euphemism, and a linguistic and legal contradiction used to conceal over 15,000 discriminatory dismissals in the public sector, many of which concerned trade union leaders. Moreover, the Government hoped to amend the LOSEP and LOEP in the near future, without consulting trade union organizations. Union leaders were systematically attacked and prevented from carrying out their duties. The Government was urged to talk to the social partners and amend policies that denied people their rights. He wished to draw particular attention to the situation of the Andean Simón Bolívar University, in Ecuador, which was undergoing a difficult period concerning respect of the principle of the independence of the universities. In this connection, workers belonging to trade unions affiliated with CONTUA were systematically attacked to prevent them from exercising their rights in a context of respect for freedom of association. The independence of universities and trade unions were two pillars of social democracy which, in this specific case, were being threatened. Due to the commitment with which they performed their tasks, workers were victims of threats, interventions and interference aimed at restricting their independence and rights. In conclusion, he called for a tripartite mission to visit the country on an urgent basis.

The Government member of Cuba endorsed the statement made on behalf of GRULAC, especially the expression of solidarity with the Government and people of Ecuador following the earthquake that had occurred in April 2016. She appreciated the detailed information provided by the Government concerning the application of the Convention and recognized the achievements of the citizens’ revolution in its efforts to guarantee the right to work and to strengthen inclusion and social protection. She welcomed the recognition by the Committee of Experts of the progress made in the labour legislation in the country. The sustained increase in the registration of new trade union organizations demonstrated the Government’s efforts to guarantee the full exercise of the right to freedom of association. These efforts should be supported by technical assistance from the ILO, especially during the difficult time that the country was going through. She hoped that the focus in this case would be on the cooperation which should characterize relations between the ILO and its member States.

The Worker member of the United States said that the sustained attack on the labour rights of public sector workers had been a long-standing issue in Ecuador. Many parts of the world, including parts of the United States, had sought to reduce or eliminate public sector collective bargaining. In Ecuador, this had been a consistent policy of the Government since 2008. In past years, the Committee on Freedom of Association and the Committee of Experts had noted the measures taken by the Government to limit collective bargaining rights in ways that were inconsistent with the Convention. The Committee of Experts had noted with concern: (i) the persistent problems faced by public sector workers, especially those in education; (ii) the measures introduced in the new Constitution to reduce public sector collective bargaining rights, which were inconsistent with the Convention; (iii) the exclusion of certain public sector workers from the guarantees laid down in the Convention; and (iv) the provisions of the LOEP and of the LOSEP. He hoped that the Committee would adopt clear conclusions on this case, despite the absence of Workers’ delegates from the country. The Committee of Experts had requested the Government to extend the right to collective bargaining to teachers, municipal workers, public services and air transport workers. Despite the consistent comments of the Committee of Experts concerning the exclusion of these workers from the application of the Convention in Ecuador, the Government had amended the Constitution and had adopted laws against the inclusion of public sector workers. This year, the Committee of Experts had clearly indicated that the Convention applied to the following public servants: teachers, municipal employees, public enterprise employees and air transport personnel. The Government should extend the right to collective bargaining to these categories of workers as required by the Convention. He called upon the Government to ratify the Labour Relations (Public Service) Convention, 1978 (No. 151), and the Collective Bargaining Convention, 1981 (No. 154), in order to provide specific coverage for officials involved in the administration of the State.

The Government member of the Plurinational State of Bolivia endorsed the statement made by GRULAC and conveyed a message of solidarity to the Ecuadorian people following the earthquake that had occurred in April 2016. The Ecuadorian legislative process had achieved significant progress in the field of labour rights since 2007. She applauded the adoption in April 2015 of the Act on labour justice and the recognition of household work, which protected trade union members from summary and unjustified dismissal. She emphasized that the amendment to the Ecuadorian Constitution, which explicitly recognized the right of public servants to organize in defence of their interests, and the right to strike, was in the process of implementation. Progress in relation to wages in Ecuador included the increase in the statutory minimum wage of workers by over 100 per cent over recent years, and the introduction of a living wage (salario digno) to cover basic living costs. There had also been an increase in the number of workers registered with the social security system. The country was continuing to develop labour policies that were in line with its national legislation and it would surely continue to share its best practices. In conclusion, she hoped that the Committee would appreciate the progress made by Ecuador taking into account the country’s priorities in the present economic situation.

The Employer member of Mexico began by expressing his condolences and solidarity with the Ecuadorian people in view of the recent earthquake. He questioned the way in
which the Committee of Experts was once again addressing the question of the representation of workers for the purposes of collective bargaining. The comment made by the Committee of Experts was excessive in considering that, when the majority of workers did not wish to exercise the right to conclude a collective agreement, any group of workers, irrespective of their number, could do so by themselves or through a trade union. The right to organize and collective bargaining were not obligations, but rights that workers could choose to exercise or not. The Supreme Court of Ecuador had ruled that a collective agreement in a workplace would be extended to workers who were not members of the organization that had concluded the agreement. According to the criteria of the Committee of Experts, Ecuador should amend its legislation. He considered that in such a scenario, everyone was a loser: (i) workers ran the risk of their trade union representation becoming fragmented; and, if a minority of workers engaged in collective bargaining and the outcome was then applied to the other workers, the exercise of the right to collective bargaining of those who had not participated was impaired; (ii) governance was affected, and problems increased in the registration of collective labour agreements; (iii) employers could be obliged to negotiate a variety of collective labour agreements within the same enterprise, which would complicate the administration of human resources and have an impact on costs and industrial relations. If majority representation in any form of social organization was a democratic principle, the concept of the “bargaining agent” acknowledged by the Committee of Experts and the Committee on Freedom of Association as a suitable measure, should not be eliminated, nor should Ecuador be asked to remove the majority principle from its legislation without considering the consequences.

The Worker member of Argentina referred to the unacceptable interference by the Government of Ecuador in the fundamental right to organize and bargain collectively of public employees not engaged in the administration of the State. It was an issue that had already been examined by the ILO’s supervisory bodies and had prompted a technical mission to Ecuador in January 2015. As a result of the entry into force of the Constitution approved in 2008, the adoption of constituent amendments and the enactment of new legislation on public enterprises and employees, the labour rights of workers in the public sector in Ecuador had been seriously prejudiced. Executive Decree No. 813 of 2011 provided that public employees could be dismissed through the process known as “compulsory purchase of redundancy”. In the first six months following the Decree’s entry into force, the Government ordered the dismissal of 5,000 public sector workers without any grounds being given (see Committee on Freedom of Association Case No. 2926). The so-called “compulsory purchase of redundancy” was a violation of the Convention on two counts: not only was it used in a discriminatory manner against public employees who were members of trade unions to decimate the trade union movement or encourage the formation of organizations close to the interests of the Government, but it also undermined the stability clauses included in collective agreements. Under the Basic Act on the Public Service, workers were denied their right to freedom of association, to strike and to bargain collectively. In addition, the Act and the legislation applicable to employees in public enterprises and in the education sector provided no protection against anti-union discrimination or interference. The draft amendment to the Constitution was also designed to achieve the complete eradication of freedom of association and collective bargaining in the public sector, by proposing that “wage earners” in public enterprises be brought under the labour legislation governing the public sector, thereby denying the right to collective bargaining of the last category of public employees still entitled to do so. The legislation did not allow State “wage earners” to negotiate their wages, even though their conditions of employment were governed by the Labour Code.

The State was increasingly interfering in collective bargaining, where it now had the unilateral power to review public sector collective agreements on the grounds that of the possible abusive nature of clauses of agreements. Both the Committee of Experts and the Committee on Freedom of Association had emphasized that such review would be admissible only if the determination of the alleged abusive nature of such clauses was made by the judicial authorities. In conclusion, he called on the Committee to urge Ecuador in the strongest terms to comply with the observations formulated time and again by the ILO supervisory bodies.

The Government representative expressed thanks for the various interventions and the support from GRULAC, and agreed with the position outlined on several occasions concerning the method and criteria for the selection of cases. She also welcomed those delegations which had expressed their support and intention to share information and good practices on issues relating to the Convention. The non-attendance of a delegation from the capital was due to a situation of force majeure which had hit Ecuador and continued to affect it; and fell within the scope of the Union Nations General Assembly Resolution 56/83. Regarding the minimum percentage requirement for collective bargaining, she said that collective agreements applied to all workers, whether or not they were members of a labour organization, whether a trade union or a works council. Therefore, the requirement that the organization or group of organizations which were to negotiate collectively should represent over 50 per cent of the workers with stable contracts was based on the principle of representativity. With regard to the alleged penalization of strikes, it needed to be taken into account that the right to strike was a principle enshrined in Article 326 of the Constitution, and was therefore not punishable by law. However, as in the laws of many countries, the Constitution established limits on stoppages in basic services, defined essentially by the non-infringement of other peoples’ rights. Turning to the alleged acts of anti-union discrimination in access to employment, Article 11(2) of the Constitution provided that all persons were equal and enjoyed the same rights, duties and opportunities, and were therefore protected against any form of discrimination. The constitutional rule, which was applicable in possible cases of anti-union discrimination, was given effect by section 452 of the Labour Code, which sought to guarantee the exercise of the right to organize by establishing an increased compensation for summary dismissal, as well as guaranteeing the continuation of the process of forming the labour organization that was being established. The purpose of removing Article 29(3) from the
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Constitution was to ensure and to unify the legal framework protecting workers, thus ending the hateful distinction between wage earners and public servants which divided and differentiated physical and intellectual effort. Its objective was the protection of all public servants so that, with the entry into force of the new regulations, they would all be covered by the LOSEP, the benefits of which were broader than those of the Labour Code. They included the right to annual leave of 30 days, which was double the 15 days provided by the Labour Code. On the establishment of trade unions, she recalled that, while 2,178 worker organizations had been registered between 1961 and 2007, 1,001 had been registered since 2007. Those figures were a clear indication of the opportunities to organize in the country.

The intention of the Constitutional Assembly with regard to the reforms had not been to negatively affect the trade union movement or collective bargaining in the public sector, but to avoid the perpetuation of the abusive practices of certain minority higher-level workers’ organizations, which generated inequality for the vast majority of Ecuadorian workers by accruing disproportionate privileges and benefits. A key point to bear in mind was that little more than a year before, the Act on labour justice and the recognition of household work had entered into force, which not only updated several provisions of the Labour Code, but also extended labour protection to vulnerable actors in the tripartite relationship. The main aim of the Act was to bring labour legislation into line with reality and make it as consistent as possible with the Conventions ratified by Ecuador. She welcomed the 2016 report of the Committee of Experts, which indicated that “its opinions and recommendations” were “non-binding, being intended to guide the actions of national authorities” and that they were “persuasive” in nature. She agreed with the comments of the Committee of Experts on the value of opinions and recommendations and considered that, although their application was not mandatory, they provided precious guidance to be taken into account. Lastly, she said that she had taken due note of the statements made by the representatives of the Employers and Workers and that their messages would be forwarded to the Ecuadorian labour authorities, who maintained an open attitude to dialogue, which they considered as the basis for good tripartite relations. Ecuador had appeared before the Committee willing to listen to the social partners and felt strengthened by the discussion that had taken place. It did not take the view that it had been subjected to criticism, but to a democratic exercise of tripartite dialogue, even in the face of the adverse conditions resulting from a natural phenomenon beyond the State’s control.

The Worker members said that the Government had shown neither consideration nor respect for the rights of workers in the public sector, particularly the fundamental right to collective bargaining, and for the ILO’s supervisory system. Although it had on several occasions received guidance on compliance with the Convention, as well as technical assistance from the Office, the Government had chosen to do precisely the opposite. Furthermore, in 2016 the Government had not appointed any workers to attend the Committee to express their views on the case, which was a clear violation of the ILO Constitution. Ecuador was far from complying with the Convention. The main amendments to the Constitution and labour laws had been adopted without consulting the trade unions. When trade unions and workers took action to express their opposition to the reforms, they had been met with teargas and in many cases had been detained or imprisoned. The Worker members were very worried about the serious anti-union climate in Ecuador and called on the Government to immediately take the necessary measures to bring an end to the constant attacks on workers and trade unions. They also urged the Government to meet the trade unions, which had already drafted and submitted specific proposals on how to comply with the Convention. Taking fully into account the observations of the Committee of Experts, they urged the Government to engage in a process of social dialogue to: (i) establish a clear timetable and process for bringing the Constitution into line with the Convention; (ii) amend the LOSEP and the LOEP to ensure that all workers, with the possible exception of persons who exercised authority in the name of the State, enjoyed the right to organize and bargain collectively in accordance with the Convention; (iii) amend section 221 of the Labour Code so that, when there was no union whose membership comprised more than 50 per cent of the workers, minority trade unions could, on their own or jointly, negotiate on behalf of their members; (iv) bring an end to the practice known as the “compulsory purchase of redundancy”; and (v) repeal Ministerial Orders Nos 80 and 155, which allowed clauses in public sector collective agreements to be declared “abusive”, a power that should only be exercised by the judicial authorities. They also urged the Government to cease all acts of violence and intimidation against trade unionists, refrain from making statements that discredited trade unions and accept a high-level tripartite mission to examine the issues raised by the Committee of Experts in its report and to devise a plan to address them without delay. Finally, in view of the seriousness of the case and the Government’s failure to appoint Workers’ delegates, they called for the conclusions on this case to be included in a special paragraph of the Committee’s report.

The Employer members thanked the Government for the information it had provided. In their view, collective bargaining could not be replaced on the grounds of greater benefits would accrue. They requested the Government to provide updated information on the situation regarding the amendments to the Constitution and on their impact on the legal aspects of the case. Before amending the law in any way and to ensure that any legal texts adopted complied with the approved constitutional amendments and the Convention, they called on the Government to launch a consultation process with the most representative employers’ and workers’ organizations. They reminded the Government that it could in any case avail itself of ILO technical assistance to conduct such consultations and the subsequent legislative reform.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee welcomed the information provided by the Government and asked it to provide additional information on the state of the situation in relation to the constitutional amendments and on their impact on the legal aspects of the case.
Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee requested the Government to:

- initiate a process of consultation with the most representative employers’ and workers’ organizations prior to any amendment to the law, in order to bring all the relevant legislations into compliance with Convention No. 98;
- amend the LOSEP and LOEP so as to ensure that all workers, with the possible exception of persons engaged in the administration of the State, enjoy the right to establish trade unions and to bargain collectively in accordance with the Convention;
- repeal Ministerial Orders Nos 00080 and 00155 which allow clauses in public sector collective agreements to be qualified as abusive, an authority which should come only within the purview of the Judiciary;
- accept a programme of ILO technical assistance in conducting the consultations referred to above and the subsequent legislative reform;
- ensure that collective bargaining can be exercised in a climate of dialogue and mutual understanding.

The Committee deeply regrets that the Government failed to accredit a tripartite delegation to the Conference to enable a tripartite delegation to register for the discussion of its case before this Committee. The Committee refers the Government to article 3 of the ILO Constitution.

The Government representative took due note of the Committee’s conclusions and said that they would be sent to the Government for consideration.
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The Government provided the following written information.

With reference to previous detailed reports from Ireland on the Convention, there has been no significant change in the implementation of the Convention since the previous report was submitted in 2011. The Government, however, outlines recent developments and progress with the enactment of the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act 2015, which came into effect on 1 August 2015. Enactment marked the fulfilment of the commitment in the Programme for Government to reform the current law on employees’ right to engage in collective bargaining in order to ensure compliance by the State with recent judgments of the European Court of Human Rights. The legislation provides a clear and balanced mechanism by which the fairness of the employment conditions of workers in their totality can be assessed in employment where collective bargaining does not take place and will bring clarity and certainty for employers in terms of managing their workplaces in this respect. It also explicitly prohibits the use of inducements by employers to persuade employees to forgo collective bargaining representation and will provide strong protections for workers who invoke the provisions of the 2001/2004 Industrial Relations Acts or who have acted as a witness or a comparator for the purposes of those Acts. Enactment of the legislation follows a lengthy consultation process involving extensive engagement with stakeholders with a view to putting in place an effective and practical solution to all concerns. The legislation ensures the retention of Ireland’s voluntary system of industrial relations, but it also means that where an employer chooses not to engage in collective bargaining either with a trade union or an internal “excepted body”, and where the number of employees on whose behalf the matter is being pursued is not insignificant, the 2001 Act was remediated to ensure that an effective framework exists which allows a trade union to have the remuneration and terms and conditions of its members in that employment assessed against relevant comparators and determined by the Labour Court, if necessary.

The legislation ensures that where an employer is engaged in collective bargaining with an internal “excepted body”, as opposed to a trade union, that body must satisfy the Labour Court as to its independence of the employer. Specifically, the legislation includes: a definition of what constitutes “collective bargaining”; proposals to help the Labour Court identify if internal bargaining bodies are genuinely independent of their employer and not under their domination or control; bringing clarity to the requirements to be met by a trade union advancing a claim under the Act; setting out the policies and principles for the Labour Court to follow when assessing those workers’ terms and conditions, including the sustainability of the employers business in the long-term; new provisions to ensure cases dealt with are ones where the numbers of workers are not insignificant; provisions to ensure remuneration, terms and conditions are looked at in their totality; provisions to ensure that there is some management of the permitted frequency of reassessment of the same issues; and enhanced protection by way of interim relief in the case of dismissal for workers who may feel that they are being victimized for exercising their rights under the proposed legislation. An explicit prohibition on the use by employers of inducements (financial or otherwise) designed specifically to have staff forgo collective representation by a trade union was introduced with the adoption of a statutory Code of Practice on Victimisation on 28 October 2015.

In relation to the competition issue referred to by the Committee, under both European Union (EU) and Irish competition legislation, self-employed persons are regarded as “undertakings”. There is ample evidence of EU case law at the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), which has determined that such workers are regarded as undertakings from an EU competition law angle. Section 4 of the Irish Competition Act 2002 prohibits and makes void all agreements between undertakings, concerted practices which have, as their object or effect, the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition in trade in any goods or services in the State or in any part of the State. This reflects the provisions of Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU), which contains a similar prohibition in relation to agreements, decisions and concerted practices, which may affect trade between Member States. The current situation is that representative bodies and self-employed persons acting collectively cannot decide on the fees for services provided by them nor can they collectively agree a price between themselves for their services, as this is regarded as price fixing contrary to the Competition Act 2002. Competition law does not prohibit consultation with undertakings (or their representatives) as long as the power to ultimately set the price does not lie with that collective group. Under EU law, a worker, within the meaning of Article 45 of the TFEU is a person who, for a certain period of time, performs services for and under the direction of another person, in return for which he or
she receives remuneration and such a person is not an undertaking. However, the formal classification under national law of a person as “self-employed” does not exclude the possibility that the person is a worker within the meaning of Article 45 of the TFEU. Accordingly, a person will not be considered to be an undertaking for the purposes of EU competition law where the nature of his or her work is such that he or she becomes incorporated into the undertakings for which he or she is engaged to provide services thus forming an economic unit with those undertakings. In this context, the right of employees to be represented by trade unions is not disputed. Under the Towards 2016 Social Partnership Agreement, the (then) Government agreed to the following:

9.6. The Government is committed to introducing amending legislation in 2009 to exclude voice-over actors, freelance journalists and session musicians, being categories of workers formerly or currently covered by collective agreements, when engaging in collective bargaining, from the provisions of Section 4 of the Competition Act, 2002, taking into account, inter alia, that there would be negligible negative impacts on the economy or on the level of competition, and having regard to the specific attributes and nature of the work involved subject to consistency with EU competition rules.

Since that commitment was entered into, the EU–International Monetary Fund Programme of Financial Support for Ireland was agreed. The Memorandum of Understanding under the EU–IMF Programme of Financial Support for Ireland committed Irish authorities to: Ensure that no further exemptions to the competition law framework will be granted unless they are entirely consistent with the goals of the EU–IMF Programme and the needs of the economy. No such exemptions were granted. There are no plans to introduce such exemptions, especially in light of the post-programme surveillance process that is currently in place. Following on from the CJEU Dutch Musicians judgment, December 2014 in FNV Kunsten Informatic en Madie v Netherlands, the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission was asked if, in light of the judgment, the Commission needed to revise Decision (No. E/04022): Restriction on the Right of Self Employed Workers to Collectively Bargain Through a Trade Union, dated 31 August 2004. The Commission concluded, having fully considered the matter, that the Authority’s analysis and conclusion of the Decision (No. E/04022) remained consistent with Irish competition law as interpreted in the light of the relevant principles of the EU competition law set out by the CJEU in its Dutch Musicians judgment.

In addition, before the Committee, a Government representative affirmed that his Government took its ILO obligations very seriously. Ireland had ratified all eight fundamental Conventions and a number of other important ones, including the Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189). In 2015, the Government had completed several legislative and administrative reforms regarding its employment and industrial relations framework. In this same period, it had also made great progress in submitting outstanding reports to the Office; regretfully, the report on Convention No. 98 had been submitted in April 2016, too late for the Committee of Experts’ examination. He said that the Government had met representatives of the social partners to discuss the present case. He recalled that two issues had originally been raised relating to the application of the Convention. The first concerned the promotion of collective bargaining, in light of an Irish Supreme Court case involving Ryanair that was the subject of a complaint to the Committee on Freedom of Association. In this respect, significant work over the past few years, following extensive and positive engagement with the social partners, had resulted in important legislative developments. These developments greatly enhanced the rights of employees to collectively bargain with their employer and to access the State’s workplace relations machinery in order to vindicate their rights. In 2015, a new Industrial Relations Act had been enacted which provided for a number of important reforms. The Act strengthened the statutory Code of Practice onVictimization to explicitly prohibit inducements to forego trade union representation. It reaffirmed compliance with recent judgments of the European Court of Human Rights and addressed the issues raised by the ILO Committee on Freedom of Association in the context of the complaint arising out of the Supreme Court’s Ryanair case. Moreover, the Act significantly strengthened the position of workers and trade unions to improve the terms and conditions of members in instances where collective bargaining was not engaged in by the employer; in such situations it ensured that workers, aided by their union, could advance claims regarding pay and other terms and have these be determined by the Labour Court based on comparisons with similar companies. The reforms also included strong anti-victimization measures and new interim relief through the Irish Circuit Court pending the determination of a claim for unfair dismissal. The Industrial Relations Act provided for the reinstatement of collectively bargained Registered Employment Agreements at enterprise level, and for new Sectoral Employment Orders to give full statutory backing to sector-specific remuneration, sick pay schemes and pension schemes for specified classes, groups and categories of workers. The Government had noted with satisfaction the comments of the Committee of Experts’ on this legislation. A further significant development was the adoption in 2015, of the Workplace Relations Act, which had delivered Ireland’s most ambitious reform programme ever with regard to the State’s workplace relations machinery. The Act streamlined five workplace relations bodies into just two, greatly simplifying the system and facilitating access for those seeking to vindicate their rights. It also provided for enhanced compliance measures. Yet another law enacted last in 2015 was the National Minimum Wage (Low Pay Commission) Act, which placed the Low Pay Commission on a statutory footing. The Commission was mandated to make recommendations to the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation on a minimum wage that was fair and sustainable, and when appropriate, was adjusted incrementally. It was clear from the above summary of developments that the Government was actively ensuring a comprehensive and up-to-date legal framework for employment rights and industrial relations.

The second issue regarding the application of the Convention concerned a decision made in 2004 by the then-Irish Competition Authority (now the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission), which was the statutorily independent authority in Ireland mandated to enforce both Irish and EU competition law. The decision concerned the application of the Irish Competition Act of 2002 to an agreement made between the trade union Irish...
EQUITY/SIPTU (on behalf of self-employed actors working as voice-over artists) and the Institute of Advertising Practitioners in Ireland (on behalf of advertising agencies). The Competition Authority had held that the agreement in question was in breach of competition law, as it established the level of fees for services rendered and so constituted price-setting contrary to the Competition Act. The self-employed workers in this case were deemed to be “undertakings” within the meaning of the Competition Act. The setting of prices by an association of undertakings ran counter to EU and national competition law. Following the Authority’s investigation, Irish EQUITY and the Institute had undertaken not to enter into or implement any agreement that directly or indirectly fixed the fees that the Institute or its members paid to self-employed actors. Neither party had challenged the Authority’s decision in court at that time, or since. He stressed that in its decision the Competition Authority stated that, while it was perfectly legal for a trade union to represent employees in collective bargaining with their employers, its trade union mantle could not exempt its conduct when it acts as a trade association for self-employed contractors in the area of price setting. This did not preclude, however, anyone from representing self-employed workers with respect to terms of work other than price setting. The decision thus related to the setting of fees by an association of self-employed actors deemed to be undertakings. It also related to an association of undertakings contracting those self-employed workers. He added that a corollary of this decision, was that a group or association of contractors could not set the level of fees to be earned by the self-employed. Additionally, under both Irish and EU competition law, self-employed persons, including professionals who were not employees, were regarded as undertakings, and there was ample case law in the CJEU supporting this position. The Government recognized that there could be instances where self-employed workers could be regarded as being in a situation comparable to employment, often referred to as false self-employment, as was the case in the Dutch Musicians judgment of December 2014 relating to self-employed substitute orchestral musicians. The musicians in that case were part of a trade union, and had argued that they had been excluded from minimum fee provisions under a collective agreement they had formerly enjoyed. The CJEU judgment emphasized that self-employed service providers were undertakings, and thus subject to competition law. The CJEU had also acknowledged that it was important to examine in each case whether individuals who appeared to be self-employed should in fact be categorized as “falsely self-employed”, who would in reality be employees who should not be subject to competition law. The Court had made it clear that it was for national courts to examine the facts of particular cases in order to determine whether an individual should be classified as a “false self-employed” or truly self-employed person. In light of the CJEU’s decision, the Irish Congress of Trade Unions and the then-Minister for Business and Employment had asked the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission to review the 2004 decision.

The Commission had carefully considered the case and was satisfied that the CJEU judgment constituted a re-statement of well-established principles of EU law. It had also considered that the analysis and conclusions of the former Competition Authority in 2004 remained consistent with the relevant principles of EU competition law set out in the CJEU judgment. It had further acknowledged that, had the undertaking in the 2004 case been proven to be “false self-employed”, then a different conclusion would have emerged. Referring to the EU–IMF Programme of Financial Support for Ireland, he indicated that, pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding, the agreement of the Troika had to be sought in advance of any initiatives that might potentially impinge on the fulfilment of the Programme’s objectives. The Troika, and in particular the EU Commission, were fully aware of the Government’s commitments to exempt voice-over actors, freelance journalists and session musicians. The EU Commission had been consulted on two separate occasions on draft legislation which sought to limit the application of the Competition Act in order to establish rights for self-employed workers to be represented by trade unions for the purposes of collective bargaining, and on both occasions it had indicated that it saw no need for exemptions to the competition law. He said that the Government recognized the need to protect vulnerable workers. Ireland had a well-resourced labour inspectorate, equipped to identify and address issues of false self-employment. He further acknowledged that, notwithstanding the fact that the case under examination concerned Irish and EU competition law, it also raised wider issues relating to the protection of particular groups of workers and noted that the issue of the false self-employed presented very real challenges. The Government looked forward to future discussions on these issues, and in this connection welcomed the consultations recently launched by the European Commission on a European pillar of social rights, which aimed to address the gaps in rights and protections for vulnerable self-employed and other workers in atypical situations. Concerning the illegality of price setting, he warned of the danger of applying the particular to the general. The illegality of price setting was not an all-encompassing restriction, and did not restrict association generally, or negotiations on other terms of work. In conclusion, he emphasized that the Government had addressed many of the issues raised in the present case through legislative and administrative reforms that resulted in a much stronger industrial relations landscape.

The Worker members noted that the present case raised fundamental questions relating to the future of work, including the placing of democracy under the supervision of international agencies and the subjugation of social justice to the imperatives of free market. In this regard, it was important to recall three principles related to the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), and Convention No. 98: the right of collective bargaining was a fundamental right accepted by ILO members, simply by virtue of the fact that they belonged to the Organization, which they were obliged to respect, promote and realize in good faith. The recognition of the right to collective bargaining was of general application in both the private and public sectors, and only the armed forces, the police and public servants engaged in the administration of the State could be excluded from this right. When the outcome of collective bargaining was questioned or dismissed by a decision of the administrative authorities, employment relations were destabilized. Such interventions were not compatible with the principle of free and voluntary collective bargaining. This case concerned a
Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98)
Ireland (ratification: 1955)

A collective agreement that had entered into force on 1 October 2002, which provided for the remuneration of self-employed workers in the audiovisual industry. The agreement had been declared illegal and the social partners had had to negotiate a new agreement. According to information from the Government, in European law, self-employed workers were considered businesses, in the broad sense. Under Article 101 of the TFEU, any agreements between self-employed workers and their business partners were prohibited, particularly if they had as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition. The Worker members were of the view that this placed a considerable restriction on self-employed workers to organize themselves collectively. In 2006, an initial direct request from the Committee of Experts, henceforth repeated many times, had referred to restrictions on the right to organize and to bargain collectively introduced by the Competition Authority of Ireland when it had declared unlawful a collective agreement between Irish EQUITY/SIPTU and the Institute of Advertising Practitioners. The Committee of Experts had noted in 2009 that the Government had committed itself to amending the legislation on competition to allow for the conclusion of collective agreements. However, the Government had not fulfilled its commitment, owing to a programme of financial support granted by the IMF, the European Commission and the European Central Bank, which prohibited it from amending the Competition Act and honouring its commitment to the social partners. The Worker members considered that the national authorities were being subordinated to the imperatives of international institutions. While some of the legislative progress noted by the Committee of Experts in 2015 was to be commended, the question of the right for self-employed workers to bargain collectively had not been settled. The Competition Authority, drawing on, inter alia, the jurisprudence of the CJEU, had affirmed that legislative provisions on competition took precedence over labour rights. This argument lacked grounds and the examination of the right by the CJEU, in conformity with economic freedoms, was too restrictive.

At the ILO, the word “worker” was used in a broader sense than in European law, and the principle of freedom of association had a universal application that covered workers and employers “without distinction whatsoever”, as stated in Article 2 of Convention No. 87. Convention No. 98, for its part, provided that, apart from organizations of categories of workers that could be excluded from the scope of the Convention, the recognition of the right to bargain collectively was a blanket provision and, as such, should cover independent workers. In the light of the case law of the Committee on Freedom of Association (Case No. 2602 concerning the Republic of Korea and Case No. 2786 concerning the Dominican Republic) and several of the ILO’s General Surveys, the proper criteria for defining the workers covered was not the existence of an employment relationship, which might be absent. Self-employed workers needed to be able to defend their interests, inter alia, by means of collective bargaining, and yet in many countries they were excluded from national legislation guaranteeing trade union rights. The fact was that self-employed workers were covered by the Conventions and were accordingly fully entitled to establish workers’ organizations and to bargain collectively. Following a request from the Irish Parliament in 2013, the European Commission had affirmed that the law of the European Union did not entitle self-employed workers to bargain collectively. Irish and European legislation on competition thus fell short of the principles of the ILO since, inasmuch as the right of competition restricted the right of self-employed workers to bargain collectively, it ran counter to Convention No. 98. As to the principles of collective bargaining, they were not respected when the Irish authorities were rendered subordinate to the imperatives of international agencies. Referring to the comments of the Committee of Experts, the Worker members recalled that although, in the name of an economic stabilization policy (i.e. for compelling reasons of national economic interest), it might be admissible for wage levels not to be fixed freely by collective bargaining, such restrictions must constitute an exceptional measure, be restricted to what was necessary and not exceed a reasonable period of time. As the Committee on Freedom of Association had pointed out, a three-year limitation on collective bargaining on wages as part of an economic stabilization policy constituted a significant restriction. The IMF, the European Commission and the Central European Bank had prohibited the Irish Government from complying with commitments it had entered into. Those measures had been in force since 2002 and the European Commission still maintained its point of view. From the standpoint of the Worker members, the reasonable period of intervention by the public authorities had long been exceeded, and the attitude of the three international institutions (the Troika) was in conflict with the right to bargain collectively. By way of conclusion, the Worker members considered that the examination of this case must not be allowed to mask the basic issue, which was that the right of a category of workers to bargain collectively should be recognized. Labour law was an interventionist law designed to regulate the economy, and refusing to apply a collective agreement because it hampered competition was tantamount to arguing in favour of complete deregulation. As the economy evolved and the number of workers with wage contracts declined, more and more people fell into the category concerned. In the twenty first century, recognizing the right of self-employed workers to bargain collectively was as important as decriminalizing trade union activities had been in the nineteenth century, and national legislation needed to adapt accordingly and to take it fully into account.

The Employer members pointed to the fact that the Convention had been ratified by Ireland in 1955, but that this was the first time that the Committee of Experts had adopted an observation and that the case had been considered by the Conference Committee. The information provided by the Government, and more specifically the adoption of employment legislation in 2015, should be welcomed. However, it was regrettable that the Government’s report on the application of the Convention had not been received in time for the last session of the Committee of Experts. As a result, no information except for the observations made by the Irish Congress of Trade Unions (ICTU) in September 2015 had been taken into account in the comments of the Committee of Experts. A first recommendation should be that the Government should submit its report without any further delay. It should be recalled
that the Committee of Experts had made positive observations with regard to the introduction of the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act 2015 and it should be welcomed that the enactment of the legislation had followed a lengthy consultation process with the social partners and extensive engagement with stakeholders. The majority of the comments of the Committee of Experts related to self-employed workers. The Committee of Experts had focused primarily on the ICTU’s observations, i.e. the categories of workers classified as “undertakings” who were therefore excluded from the right to collective bargaining. In the opinion of the Committee of Experts, organizations representing self-employed workers should also be covered by the right to collective bargaining. The Committee had also noted that the mechanisms for collective bargaining in traditional workplace relationships might not be adapted to the specific circumstances and conditions in which the self-employed work. The Committee of Experts had then invited the Government to ensure that self-employed workers could bargain collectively and develop specific collective bargaining mechanisms relevant to them. The Government had also explained that this was primarily a competition issue in both EU and Irish competition law, whereby the self-employed were considered to be “undertakings” and that, in this case, the restrictions focused on price-setting issues and did not interfere with bargaining. Ireland had a sophisticated labour relations system, including the jurisprudence to determine whether an individual was an employee or self-employed. There also existed case law of the CJEU in order to determine whether an individual should be considered a worker or self-employed. It should be recalled that Article 4 of Convention No. 98 referred to the promotion of voluntary negotiation between employers or employers’ organizations and workers’ organizations, but not to other forms of relationships (such as to independent or self-employed contractors). In their view this was a complicated issue of interaction between the principles of the Convention and EU competition law. Moreover, the Committee of Experts had only had limited information at its last session. There was insufficient information to consider this complex and very important issue of self-employed workers and collective bargaining. They therefore encouraged the Government to provide a full report for the consideration of the Committee of Experts at its meeting in 2016.

**The Worker member of Ireland** pointed to the observations provided by the ICTU in September 2015, including the significant step taken with the introduction of the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act 2015. However, there were outstanding issues that needed to be addressed. An artificial distinction had been created between employees and self-employed workers, which was contrary to the proper observance of the Convention and was damaging the ability of vulnerable workers to bargain collectively on their pay and conditions of employment. In this regard, he recalled that the points of consensus adopted by the Global Dialogue Forum on Employment Relationships in the Media and Culture Sector, held in May 2014 at the ILO, called for fundamental principles and rights at work to apply to all workers in the media and culture sector, regardless of the nature of their employment relationship. He recalled that the collective agreement between Irish EQUITY/SIPTU and the Institute of Advertising Practitioners (effective from 2002 until the intervention of the Competition Authority) set minimum rates of payment and other conditions of work for actors employed to perform adverts in radio, television and the visual arts. The Competition Authority had decided that the collective agreement was in breach of section 4 of the Competition Act 2002, as each actor was considered to be a business “undertaking”, and that it was unlawful for undertakings to agree to fix prices for the sale of their services. On the threat of being fined, the two parties to the collective agreement had been obliged to agree not to make use of that collective agreement. The decision of the Competition Authority had also affected other trade unions representing self-employed workers, such as the National Union of Journalists (NUJ), which was no longer in a position to engage in collective bargaining with newspaper owners to set rates for the payment for articles and photographs, or to use the Freelance Fees Guide that it had established reflecting agreed rates for freelance work, because of the fear of the parties of being pursued for breaching competition law. Despite the CJEU judgment (*Dutch Musicians*) which mitigated the rule that every self-employed worker was an undertaking so that a collective agreement in respect of them was contrary to EU competition law, the Competition Authority had upheld its position. Despite the diverse efforts at the national level to exclude certain categories of self-employed workers from the scope of the Competition Act through amendments to this Act and a solemn commitment with the Government in this regard (“Towards 2016”), the Government argued the opposite. The Government had recently stated that the European Commission had advised that EU Law would not permit self-employed workers to exercise the right to bargain collectively. He emphasized that the Government could not argue that, following interpretation of EU rules, it was exempt from its obligations under ratified ILO Conventions. Such a position was contrary to a number of comments of the ILO supervisory bodies. Ireland was now ranked as the most competitive economy in the Euro area. It could hardly be argued that Ireland’s gold standard competitiveness would be undermined by a derogation for niche cultural sector workers. The economy was not so fragile that securing negotiating rights or setting minimum rates for actors and session musicians should shake the foundations of the country. In conclusion, the Committee should call on the Government to take action to be in compliance with the Convention. The agreement reached by all sides in “Towards 2016” to amend the Competition Act to exclude self-employed “workers” should be implemented; and the Government should report back in a timely manner on the progress made in this regard.

**The Employer member of Ireland** noted the position of the ICTU outlined in the comments of the Committee of Experts in relation to the application of the Competition Act 2002 to self-employed workers. While the right of employees to freedom of association and collective bargaining was not being disputed, she supported the view of the Competition Authority that independent contractors did not have the protection of the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act in so far as there was a conflict with the provisions of the Competition Act. The request by the Committee of Experts for the Government to hold consultations on the Competition Authority’s decision was not understandable. Moreover, it was not understandable that the Government should
review the Authority’s position in light of the Dutch Musicians case of the CJEU. If anything, that case reinforced the view that collective labour agreements only enjoyed exclusion from Article 101(1) of the TFEU when they related to terms and conditions of employees or those who were considered by a court of national competence to be “false self-employed”. The ICTU held the view that collective bargaining should cover the self-employed. However, there was nothing in the wording of the Convention to support this view. Article 4 of the Convention referred to the conclusion of collective agreements between “workers” and “employers”, which was distinct from other forms of contractual relationships, whereby a client or customer engaged the services of an independent contractor or “self-employed” person. In the latter event, the Convention did not apply. It was evident from the TFEU, the Dutch Musicians case and other sources of EU law that independent contractors had to be considered as “undertakings”, and not as “employees”. Both EU and Irish competition legislation regarded self-employed persons as “undertakings”, and there was a plethora of national and EU case law which provided direction on whether an individual was an employee or an independent contractor. The proposal of the ICTU to amend the Competition Act 2002 would be likely to bring Ireland’s competition legislation into conflict with its obligations under EU law. Such an amendment would be in direct conflict with the most recent decision of the CJEU on this very issue, which was jurisprudence by which the Irish legislature and courts were bound. The current situation was that representative bodies and self-employed persons acting collectively could not decide on the fees for services provided by them nor could they collectively agree a price between themselves for their services, as this was regarded as price-fixing contrary to section 4 of the Competition Act 2002. Amending the existing Competition Act would also have significant adverse implications for Ireland’s competitiveness. There was a reason that workers operating under a contract of employment enjoyed significant additional levels of protection in law, given the level of control usually associated with an employment relationship. An independent contractor did not face these constraints or controls. In conclusion, there was no basis in international or EU law and no legitimate justification for changing the position articulated by the Competition Authority.

The Worker member of the Netherlands recalled that the Committee of Experts had referred to the case brought by the FNV to the CJEU, which was similar to the case under discussion. The FNV had signed a collective agreement covering both musicians with a permanent contract and those that were self-employed. Following the prohibition by the Dutch Competition Authority in this regard, the FNV had made a submission to the CJEU asking whether they could organize self-employed workers and include them in their collective bargaining agreements. The Court had ruled that the collective agreement was valid. When discussing restrictions on the organizing and bargaining rights of self-employed workers, the ILO instances concerned had considered that these restrictions were contrary to the principles of freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining. For example, in Case No. 2888 concerning Poland, the Committee on Freedom of Association found that the narrow definition of “employee” in the Labour Code deemed freedom of association rights to self-employed workers. It had requested the Government to ensure that all workers and their representatives enjoyed adequate protection against acts of anti-union discrimination, regardless of whether they fell into the definition of employees under the Labour Code or not. The case of the self-employed had also been discussed during the Global Dialogue Forum on Employment Relationships in the Media and Culture Sector in 2014. Culture and media employers and workers had successfully concluded that the overly strict application of competition rules, intended to counter cartels, had in some cases resulted in the exclusion of self-employed workers from collective bargaining. Both employers and workers had agreed that this was an issue of growing concern, as it hampered the capacity of trade unions to represent creative workers and, as a result, undermined the standards that they had managed to set. The parties had agreed on points of consensus, acknowledging that fundamental principles and rights at work applied to all workers in the media and culture sector, regardless of the nature of their employment relationship, and had called on governments to ensure that competition legislation did not obstruct the right of workers in this sector to freedom of association and social dialogue. In conclusion, she called on the Government to accept that all the fundamental rights covered all workers, including to those that were self-employed.

The Government member of Spain, also speaking on behalf of the Government members of Italy and Portugal, said that, with respect to self-employed workers, the case presented two questions of great interest which had been carefully addressed by the Government. Firstly, the issues of competition and consumer rights, on which the community regulations of which also applied to other EU Member States and, secondly, the challenges that these new forms of work posed to society. With regard to defending competition and protecting consumers, within the strict limitations negotiated with the Troika within the framework of the Memorandum of Understanding on financial assistance to Ireland, the Government had sought to ensure, in line with EU legislation, that price-fixing did not prevent new agents, mainly young workers, from entering the sector. With regard to new forms of work, the Government was confronted with the problem of the so-called “false self-employed” who, as they were not subject to the regulations on competition, as they applied to businesses, could see their working conditions restricted owing to the inappropriate equation of self-employed workers with company workers. In conclusion, he indicated that Ireland had a robust system for the protection of vulnerable workers and that the debate would be followed closely, trusting that the Government would continue its dialogue with the social partners as the most effective approach for addressing these issues.

The Worker member of New Zealand, also speaking on behalf of the Worker members of Australia and the International Transport Workers Federation (ITF), referred to the events surrounding the production of the Hobbit movies in 2010, where all workers in the film industry had been consigned to contractor status in order to deny their collective bargaining rights. The issue of collective bargaining
for film and television workers was well known. All working people, irrespective of whether they were employees or other workers, should be granted the basic rights of freedom of association without distinction, which necessarily included the right to bargain collectively. Both the Committee on Freedom of Association and the Committee of Experts backed this view. In Case No. 2786 regarding the Dominican Republic, the Committee on Freedom of Association had asked the Government: (i) to ensure that “self-employed” workers fully enjoyed freedom of association rights, in particular the right to join organizations of their own choosing; (ii) to hold consultations to this end with all the parties involved with the aim of finding a mutually acceptable solution so as to ensure that workers who were self-employed could fully enjoy trade union rights for the purpose of furthering and defending their interest, including by the means of collective bargaining; and (iii) in consultation with the social partners concerned, to identify the particularities of self-employed workers that had a bearing on collective bargaining so as to develop specific collective bargaining mechanisms relevant to self-employed workers, if appropriate. In paragraph 209 of the 2012 General Survey concerning fundamental principles and rights at work, the Committee of Experts stated that the right to collective bargaining needed to be extended to organizations representing (among others) self-employed workers, temporary workers, outsourced and contract workers. Along the same lines, the 2015 Tripartite Meeting of Experts on Non-Standard Forms of Employment had concluded that: “[F]reedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining help support the attainment of decent work. Non-standard forms of employment may pose challenges when it comes to the effective realization of freedom of association and collective bargaining rights. Governments, employers and workers should use social dialogue to develop innovative approaches, including regulatory initiatives that enable workers in non-standard forms of employment to exercise these rights and enjoy the protection afforded to them under the applicable collective agreements.” Effective recognition of human rights such as collective bargaining was challenged by the rise of the on-demand or “gig” economy. There were certainly particularities, and not all workers should be treated exactly the same way. However, the ILO should not condone arrangements that shifted costs and risks to workers, while stripping them of their basic rights. Laws which facilitated the exploitation of workers under the guise of protecting competition or freedom of contract should not be tolerated. In conclusion, he called on the Government to work with the social partners to ensure that self-employed workers were granted the effective right to collectively bargain.

The Worker member of France said that self-employed workers were currently alone in bearing the uncertainty of supply and demand. They were in a grey area, as neither entrepreneur nor salaried employee, and they alone were responsible for their training and social protection. They were placed in a separate realm based on, through employability or flexicurity, individual rather than collective risk-taking. The model of permanent contracts was being replaced by “on demand” offers of work, and self-employed workers accumulated small tasks, just like the pieceworkers at the beginning of the twentieth century. However, most self-employed workers found themselves well and truly in a subordinate relationship. The 2012 General Survey of the Committee of Experts emphasized that it was “essential to guarantee effective access to freedom of association and collective bargaining to ensure that workers in an employment relationship were recognized as such”. The number of self-employed workers was constantly increasing and this rise corresponded with an increase in complaints submitted to the Committee on Freedom of Association. The Committee emphasized that these forms of work could constitute complex obstacles to the collective organization of workers and, when they were not adequately regulated and supervised, could be used to circumvent or weaken freedom of association and the right to bargain collectively. The Government could not hide behind the decisions of the EU or the IMF, and forget the international obligations that it had taken on through the ratification of ILO Conventions, including Convention No. 98. The economy was based on the rights of its workers and on strong labour market institutions. The right to collective bargaining was a fundamental right guaranteed to all workers, including self-employed workers.

The Employer member of Belgium emphasized that the right to bargain collectively was a fundamental right and as such was irrefutable. It was recognized as a means of regulating terms and conditions of employment and, according to Article 4 of the Convention, only that. There was therefore no call to extend the scope of the Convention to all contractual relations entered into when providing services or labour. By definition, self-employed workers were free to manage their own time and employment conditions and to enter into contracts quite independently. From the legal standpoint, they were looked upon as businesses, and the Convention was not designed to regulate relations between businesses or between business people. Furthermore, national and European regulations existed that guaranteed healthy competition. The assertion in the 2012 General Survey that self-employed workers were entitled to bargain collectively was not justified: firstly, because the argument was based on only a few cases, whereas the instances of collaboration within countries varied widely, and because the national authorities themselves were responsible for establishing the criteria to distinguish between wage earners and self-employed workers; and, secondly, because the Convention established the framework for collective bargaining only within an employment relationship. Labour relations, however, evolved and raised challenges for ILO constituents as a whole. For that reason, the issue needed to be taken up within the context of a tripartite discussion and on the basis of more extensive information.

The Worker member of the United Kingdom highlighted the differences between the situations of the United Kingdom (UK) and Ireland regarding the right to bargain collectively. In the UK, collective agreements relating to the payment of both freelance workers and employees existed. In Ireland, by contrast, the commitment in 2008 of the Government to ensure that these self-employed workers had access to collective bargaining had never been fulfilled. Journalists, session musicians and voice-over actors had to bargain individually and were unable to be protected by collective agreements. The promised amendments to the legislation had not been adopted, with the explanation by the Government that such amendments would be in conflict.
with the EU–IMF Programme and the needs of the economy. Despite leaving the Troika programme, the Government’s position remained the same. The rights provided for in the Convention should not be differentially available according to the contractual status of the worker’s employment relationship, which most workers were unable to choose. In both the UK and Ireland, areas of the media industry had experienced major redundancies, resulting in many workers finding themselves competing against each other for a smaller pool of work. Some workers were especially vulnerable to the negotiating power of the employing companies. Low pay, casual work arrangements and sporadic self-employment were widespread in the new media sections of the communication industry, which was particularly attractive to younger workers. The position of the ILO clearly demonstrated that the protection of the Convention had to be available to self-employed workers, temporary workers, outsourced and contract workers. Technological developments which changed the nature of work could not remove the fundamental rights to organize and bargain.

The Employer member of Denmark indicated that the question of self-employment was under discussion in many countries and presumed that trade unions were particularly interested in the issue because of the alleged “unfair competition” of self-employment towards “normal workers” and the desire to attract self-employed persons to unions. The distinction between the self-employed and workers was not artificial and was important for the balance of the labour market. Both Denmark and Ireland were required to comply with EU competition rules. The CJEU stated in its decision of 4 December 2014 (C-413/13) that: “On a proper construction of EU law, it is only when self-employed service providers are members of one of the contracting employee organisations and perform for an employer, under a works or service contract, the same activity as that employer’s employed workers, are ‘false self-employed’, in other words, service providers in a situation comparable to that of those workers, that a provision of a collective labour agreement, such as that at issue in the main proceedings, which sets minimum fees for those self-employed service providers, does not fall within the scope of Article 101(1) TFEU. It is for the national court to ascertain whether that is so.” This decision clearly established that only “false self-employed” persons would fall outside the scope of competition rules. The comment of the Committee of Experts suggested that the judgment of the CJEU provided a basis for collective bargaining by all self-employed persons. However, the reading of the decision did not support this position.

The Employer member of Australia recalled that the case involved a decision by the Competition Authority of Ireland to declare as unlawful a collective agreement made between Irish EQUITY/SIPTU and the Institute of Advertising Practitioners which sought to fix rates of pay and conditions of employment within radio, television, cinema and the visual arts. The report of the Government had not been received in time to be considered by the Committee of Experts. The provision of further information was welcomed, as the Convention specifically referred to national conditions. It was acknowledged that practices such as price fixing, cartels and other behaviours that would lessen competition could create market distortions and adverse outcomes for other businesses, consumers and the broader economy. The legislation regulating anti-competitive practices was needed and careful attention was required not to encourage an approach that might negatively impact the competitive landscape. The report of the Committee of Experts rightly indicated that the ICTU: “[did] not dispute that competition law should not preclude price fixing agreements among cartels of business”. The distinction between persons who were conducting a business and persons entitled to the benefits of collective agreements had to be considered in the national context. Thus, the jurisprudence in Ireland would be essential in determining which persons had access to terms of conditions of employment by means of collective agreements. An alternative question, regarding competition and consumer law, would be whether categories of independent businesses had to be considered in breach of competition laws to the extent that the law rendered collective bargaining by businesses unlawful. However, such issue was outside the mandate of the Commission and was a domestic matter for the consideration of the Government. Regarding the past commitment to review section 4 of the Competition Act, she noted that the absence of such legislation did not in itself give rise to a failure to observe the Convention and that the Government had changed since that commitment had been made. In conclusion, she called for the provision of further information by the Government.

The Government representative welcomed the numerous interventions that had reflected a diversity of opinions on how the different principles at stake should interplay and had provided thoughts for further consideration. The Government was committed to protecting all vulnerable workers, and not just the few categories raised in the current discussion, in dialogue with the social partners with the expectation that the social partners would take into account the Government’s broad responsibilities to the breadth of interests in Irish society and in the international community. Competition law and employment law could work together to protect all the interests at stake. Noting that a common theme at the present session of the Conference was the need to connect with the wider world and to build bridges across gaps in the world of work, he said that the Government was contributing to those important discussions. A balance between the different principles at play should be found to take into account the evolving nature of work. He said that he would convey the opinions voiced during the discussion to his Government and undertook to provide timely and comprehensive information.

The Employer members welcomed the detailed submission provided by the Government and its commitment to providing a detailed report on the issues raised by the Committee of Experts. The observation referred to two specific issues: collective bargaining and self-employed workers. On the issue of self-employed contractors, the discussion touched upon a number of issues of great interest to all tripartite stakeholders, including issues related to EU competition and consumer laws and the application of the Convention in the challenging context of the emergence of new forms of work. One clear question was the consideration as to whether Irish law prohibited self-employed workers from bargaining over price setting or fees for services, but permitted organization and bargaining on other types of issues, such as conditions of employment. The Employer
members concluded that the complexity of the matter required further information to consider appropriately the nature and details of the relevant provisions. They therefore encouraged the submission of a full report by the Government.

The Worker members thanked the Government representative for the explanation provided. Before concluding the Committee’s examination of the case, certain principles under the Convention needed to be emphasized: the mere fact of membership of the ILO meant that member States were required to promote, respect and ensure in good faith the right of workers to bargain collectively; that right was of general scope, and only very specific categories of workers could be excluded from it; when a decision by the administrative authorities called into question the outcome of collective bargaining, the principle of free and voluntary negotiation was also called into question. When it had ratified the Convention, the Government had undertaken to adopt the necessary steps for its implementation in law and practice, irrespective of the degree of juridical complexity and the actors involved. While the Convention called on governments “to encourage and promote the full development and utilization of machinery for voluntary negotiation between employers or employers’ organizations and workers’ organizations”, the Troika, in agreement with the national authorities, had made it impossible to conclude collective agreements. Clearly such interference was unacceptable. But it was the Government’s responsibility to encourage collective bargaining and to instruct the national authority accordingly. In the case of self-employed workers, it was undeniable that they were fully entitled to bargain collectively, and it was therefore the responsibility of the Government to engage in consultations with all the parties concerned so as to minimize restrictions on collective bargaining. It should therefore amend the Competition Act to allow self-employed workers to exercise their right to bargain collectively, and it needed to devise negotiating machinery that was specifically designed for their purpose.

The Government would have to report back on the matter in 2017. In conclusion, the Worker members emphasized that, quite apart from the juridical considerations that it raised, the case also needed to be examined from the economic standpoint. If increasing broad categories of workers were to be denied the possibility of negotiating the terms of their employment, unfair business practices were bound to proliferate. And if the right of competition prevented negotiations in more and more areas of the economy, then the rules of the game would no longer be fair and it would be impossible to formulate a long-term economic and industrial project.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee welcomed the Government’s indication that a significant step was taken with the introduction of the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act 2015 (No. 27), which entered into force on 1 August 2015.

The Committee expressed disappointment that the Government had not provided a report in time for the Committee of Expert’s review. It noted that the Government advised that it had submitted a report in April 2016 and the Government undertook to ensure that its report was fully responsive to the issues raised by the Committee of Experts so that the experts can fully consider the Government’s responses on all of the issues raised in this case.

The Committee noted that this case related to issues of EU and Irish competition law. To this end, the Committee suggested that the Government and the social partners identify the types of contractual arrangements that would have a bearing on collective bargaining mechanisms.

The Committee invited the Government to report in detail to the Committee of experts before its next session in November 2016.

The Government representative thanked the Chairperson for conveying the conclusions.

Malaysia (ratification: 1961)

A Government representative wished to share the various efforts and measures that had been taken by the Government, both internationally and domestically, with a view to minimizing the issues related to the right to organize and collective bargaining, thereby enhancing Malaysia’s credibility and integrity. Regarding the observations made in 2015 by the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) and the Malaysian Trades Union Congress (MTUC), he said that the Government was currently amending the Industrial Relations Act 1967 (IRA) and the Trade Unions Act 1959, taking into consideration the comments of the Committee of Experts. Malaysia, as a signatory to the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA), was embarking on labour law reforms. Out of a total of eight complaints raised by the MTUC, three had been resolved and five were pending before the Industrial Court or the relevant authority. Detailed comments by the Government would be forwarded in writing. The observations made in 2014 by the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) and the National Union of Bank Employees (NUBE) concerned two cases: NUBE v. Hong Leong Bank Bhd and Nur Hasmila Hafni Binti Hashim & 26 others v. Hong Leong Bank Bhd. In both cases, the Industrial Court had dismissed the documents’ claims on the substance. The Court had not yet received any notice for judicial review from the aggrieved parties.

With respect to the holistic review of labour laws, he said that the Government was currently drafting the amendments and had requested ILO technical assistance so as to facilitate the drafting of the amendments and to ensure that they were in line with the requirements of the Convention and the principles of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87).

The length of the process of trade union recognition varied from case to case and depended on the cooperation of the parties. Furthermore, the recognition process could be subject to judicial review. Until the case was finally decided by the courts, the status of recognition could not be finalised. As to the criteria and procedure for recognition, section 9(4B)(b) of the IRA provided that during the recognition process the Director General of Industrial Relations (DGIR) could refer to the Director General of Trade Unions (DGTU) to ascertain the union’s competence. The main criteria for recognition of trade unions were competence and majority support from employees (50 per cent plus one person), to be determined through secret ballot. Details on the formula were provided in Regulation 11 of the Industrial Relations Regulations 2009. Part IXA of the IRA, as amended, granted the power of investigation and prosecution to the DGIR to determine the competency of a
union to represent employees in a particular establishment, trade, industry or occupation. The investigation process would only commence after the DGIR had received a recognition claim from a trade union. The DGIR would carry out an investigation to examine the business activities carried out by the company. Among the criteria to determine eligibility were the final product: the raw materials used; the validation by the Companies Commission of Malaysia; the licence issued by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry; the relevant industrial sector; previous cases resolved; and legal court cases. The decision taken by the DGIR in light of the findings and information obtained through the investigation was forwarded to the DGTU for further action.

With respect to migrant workers, he reiterated the commitment of his country as an ILO member State and a State party to the TPPA to adhere to the principles of Convention No. 87. Non-citizens would be able to run for election for union office if they had been legally working in the country for at least three years. That amendment would enable trade unions to elect their representatives freely, especially with regard to representatives of migrant workers. As to the scope of collective bargaining, the Government had agreed, under the Labour Consistency Plan which formed part of the TPPA, to repeal during the upcoming amendment exercise section 13(3) of the IRA, which contained restrictions on collective bargaining with regard to transfer, dismissal and reinstatement. The Government would also look into and discuss the matter of compulsory arbitration, as it had been included in the Labour Consistency Plan. Concerning the restrictions on collective bargaining in the public sector, he said that the process in the public sector was different from the private sector. It was based on meetings or dialogues between workers’ representatives and the management team, the outcomes of which could be used at various levels and brought to the attention of the Prime Minister. The benefits and welfare of public sector workers were far better compared to previous years. In conclusion, he reiterated that the labour law reforms would transform the landscape of industrial relations and labour practices in the country and would hopefully improve national labour laws so as to meet international labour standards, including the Convention.

The Worker members recalled that the application of the Convention by Malaysia had previously been examined by the Committee in 1999. Yet, certain issues of concern raised by the Committee of Experts dated back to 1989 and were still topical. They therefore considered that the discussion of this case by the Committee was timely and critical. The Government had failed to address the major shortcomings in its laws and practices, as well as in its institutional framework, to give effect to the Convention. Regrettably, the deficiencies concerned key issues, including trade union recognition, compulsory arbitration, the scope of collective bargaining, collective bargaining in the public sector, anti-union discrimination and the right of migrant workers to collective bargaining. They noted from the report of the Committee of Experts that the procedure for union recognition took at least three months and that, according to the Government, judicial reviews were conducted within a timespan of at least nine months. However, certain cases had been pending before the Industrial Court for more than three years including the case of a multinational producing copper wire in the metal sector. These time frames were excessive, and were particularly problematic in light of the criteria and procedure under section 9 of the IRA. A union could submit a claim with the DGIR, if an employer rejected its request for voluntary recognition. Unions representing over 50 per cent of the workforce were entitled to participate in collective bargaining. However, the DGIR did not use the total number of participants in the ballot, but instead the total number of workers on the date that union requested recognition. If in this period (of up to three years) the number of workers in the factory had been substantially reduced, the union might lose the recognition, even if it got an overwhelming majority of the votes. The criteria and procedure were therefore open to abuse by certain employers, who sought to delay and prevent good faith collective bargaining. The Government had also repeatedly refused to comply with the request by the Committee of Experts to amend section 26(2) of the IRA, which provided that the Minister of Labour could refer a dispute to the Industrial Court for arbitration, even without the consent of the bargaining parties, in clear violation of Article 4. The Committee of Experts had also made repeated requests for the repeal of legislative texts imposing restrictions on the scope of collective bargaining, and specifically section 13(3) of the IRA, which contained restrictions on collective bargaining with regard to transfer, dismissal and reinstatement, which were essential terms and conditions of employment. Workers in the public sector were excluded from the right to collective bargaining, with consultations about working conditions taking place in the National Joint Council and the Joint Agency Council. The Committee of Experts had repeatedly urged the Government to allow public servants to bargain collectively over wages, remuneration and other working conditions.

The Worker members also expressed serious concerns over various discriminatory tactics used by certain employers against workers engaged in union activities, and the lack of remedies and dissuasive sanctions. Examples were numerous. Union officials in the railway industry had been subjected to disciplinary actions for conducting a picket; ten workers in the rubber production industry had been dismissed for participating in a picket; a union leader employed in a waste collection company had been dismissed for sending out circulars to union members, and the Industrial Court had not ordered his reinstatement, despite the recognition by the court that he had acted as a union official in accordance with the law and the president of a union that sought recognition for collective bargaining purposes in a cement company had been transferred to another branch and then dismissed for allegedly making slanderous comments about management. The Committee of Experts had also raised concerns that migrant workers could only be elected as trade union representatives with the permission of the Minister of Human Resources pursuant to section 28(1)(a) and section 29(2) of the Trade Union Act. They observed that the practical obstacles to collective bargaining faced by migrants went much further. Migrant workers were likely to be subject to dismissal and non-renewal of residence permits if they joined a union or engaged in union activities, as had already happened in the electronics sector. In a case in the paper industry, the Industrial Court had ruled that migrant workers working un-
under a fixed-term contract could not benefit from the conditions agreed in collective agreements. The Worker members wished to draw to the attention of the Committee the fact that the MTUC could not engage in collective bargaining, which meant that there was no collective bargaining at national level. According to the principle of free and voluntary collective bargaining embodied in Article 4, the determination of the bargaining level was essentially a matter to be left to the discretion of the parties. They welcomed the Government’s statement that it was currently undertaking a holistic review of its principal labour laws and emphasized the importance of social dialogue in the context of this review. They hoped that the Government would take into account the comments provided by the MTUC, which contained a detailed review of the legislation, taking into account the comments provided by the ILO supervisory mechanisms.

The Employer members noted that the case had been examined by the Committee in 1994 and 1999. Since then, the Committee of Experts had made nine observations on it, mostly dealing with Article 4 of the Convention. As the Government was conducting a holistic review of its labour laws, they considered that the observation of the Committee of Experts was a “laundry list” of issues with the current legislation in the hope that any new legislation would conform to such views. They therefore considered that it was not the right time to examine the case of Malaysia and would have preferred to do so after the long list of revisions had been made by the Government, which had welcomed the ILO’s assistance. As the situation stood, five main issues were at stake.

First, regarding recognition, the law provided for a secret ballot if an employer did not voluntarily recognize a trade union. Prior observations of the Committee of Experts concerning the duration of the recognition process mentioned that it took nine months on average, but the Government had stated that the duration was only three to four-and-a-half months. While the Committee of Experts believed it was still too long, the Employer members considered that this was shorter and that Article 4 said nothing about the duration of the recognition process. In addition, regarding the ballot, a majority of 50 per cent of workers on the date that the union sought recognition was required, whereas the Committee of Experts considered that it should be 50 per cent of actual voters. Again, Article 4 did not provide any details on the ballot process. Such matters were inappropriate for a binding Convention. Second, the law potentially restricted migrant workers from holding union office, although it did not establish a blanket ban on migrant workers, but only required permission from the Minister of Human Resources. In the view of the Employer members, Article 4 did not deal with the question, which moreover appeared to be a sovereign right consistent with the term used in Article 4 “measures appropriate to national conditions”.

The Government had stated that it planned to amend the national legislation in this regard, and the Employer members welcomed that initiative. The third issue concerned management rights, including promotion, transfer, employment, termination, dismissal and reinstatement. In the past, there had been discussions in the Conference Committee on the matters that could be subject to collective bargaining. Determining matters that could be the subject of collective bargaining should be the right of a member State. The Convention did not enumerate matters that were not subject to collective bargaining. Any such detail should be part of a non-binding recommendation, not a Convention. Detailing matters in that way contradicted the voluntary character of collective bargaining and was not appropriate for an observation. While noting the Government’s intention to change the law, the Employer members considered that the existing provision was not contrary to Article 4 of the Convention. The fourth issue concerned restrictions on the right to collective bargaining for public servants other than those engaged in the administration of the State. The Government had noted that committees existed to discuss working conditions with the State. It would however be useful to receive precise information on the bargaining that had taken place, the number of those committees and the nature and number of the collective agreements that had been concluded. Finally, regarding compulsory arbitration if collective bargaining failed, the law allowed either social partner to request such arbitration and the Minister of Labour to refer the parties to arbitration. They raised the question as to why the Committee of Experts had only taken issue with the latter. In conclusion, the Employer members did not consider that the case was about the failure of collective bargaining, but mostly about the Committee of Experts expressing detailed views on a broadly worded provision.

The Worker member of Malaysia said that, while the enactment of the IRA upon ratification of the Convention had been laudable, collective bargaining was subject to statutory restrictions which ran counter to the Convention. When workers succeeded in establishing and registering a union, they still had to go through the rigid, agonizing and costly legal process of recognition under section 9. Related to this was the competency check of trade unions by a third party, as well as the secret ballot to determine whether a union represented the majority of workers. A union’s locus standi to represent the workers could also be challenged by judicial process, which was time consuming and extremely costly for trade unions. Even if trade unions succeeded in the recognition process, they could not determine the scope of negotiable issues due to the restrictive provisions in the Act. Union security clauses were prohibited from being included in collective agreements, and the highest court in Malaysia had held that the check-off provisions contained in collective agreements were no longer enforceable against employers because they were not a trade dispute, as defined in the Act. He welcomed the Government’s assurance that section 13(3) of the IRA would be amended at the next sitting of Parliament. For over 40 years, the trade union movement had raised this issue, which prevented proposals for collective agreements to include provisions that were purported to be management prerogatives.

 Malaysian workers also faced other impediments such as: (i) Industrial Court presidents and judges who refused to acknowledge international labour standards; (ii) the lengthy adjudication process; (iii) the equity and good conscience of the Industrial Court’s being subject to legal technicalities; (iv) no order of reinstatement for workers wrongfully dismissed, including trade union leaders, despite the remedy provided for in the Act; (v) compensation in lieu of reinstatement restricted to 24 months and reduced by the court; (vi) unlawfulness of pickets when disputes were referred to the Industrial Court; and (vii) no real right
to strike in practice, although it was provided for by law. Although the Employment Act and the IRA granted migrant workers the right to collective bargaining, they were excluded from joining a trade union and faced threats of dismissal and deportation. There were no sanctions, penalties or measures applied to errant employers. That allowed for widespread and extensive victimization of workers, including the dismissal of union members and leaders for upholding their rights, as well as attacks on unions, such as applying to the courts to de-register unions or suing them for defamation. In a recent award, the Industrial Court had concluded that the company had violated the protection accorded to trade union leaders and members, but had not imposed a penalty. Another example was the victimization and dismissal of 27 clerical workers of a bank who had appealed against their transfer, followed by the bank’s injunction to stop the union from picketing and its application to de-register the union and, after one year, the court’s dismissal of the application, which was currently being challenged. Since 2014, relations between the social partners in the country had improved under the leadership of the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Human Resources and workers’ issues would hopefully be addressed soon for the benefit of all stakeholders. He acknowledged the Government’s decision to take a holistic review of the labour laws further to the TPPA Labour Chapter, but emphasized that the labour legislation should comply with international labour standards. Finally, he urged the Government to immediately engage with the ILO High-level Mission to address the backlog of cases, so as to clear all pending issues, and to work on the holistic review of the labour and other legislation contravening ILO Conventions. The provisions for trade union recognition should be simplified and it should be mandatory for employers to give due recognition. Government organs should give effect to ILO Conventions and employers acting contrary to the Convention and to the principles of bargaining should be penalized. He hoped that the Employer member of Malaysia would be a responsible social partner and promote meaningful collective bargaining so as to enable the Government to comply with the Convention.

The Employer member of Malaysia said that, with regard to allegations of anti-union discrimination and interference in several sectors, including dismissals and non-recognition of unions, raised by the ITUC and the MTUC, disciplinary action had been taken by employers after due inquiry arising from employment misconduct committed by employees and could not be categorized as anti-union discrimination. On the issue of recognition claims filed by unions, the fact remained that the union needed to go through the process of claiming recognition before it could be recognized by the employer. In the event that the union failed to fulfill the criteria required for recognition, the employer was given discretion to recognize the union or not to do so. Furthermore, the issues raised by the WFTU and the NUBE on two cases pending before the Industrial Court were premature and should not be entertained as the matters raised were currently pending before the Industrial Court. The claims filed in the two cases had since then been dismissed and the aggrieved parties had decided to file applications for judicial review to the High Court. Referring to the issue of the holistic review of labour laws, he confirmed that the Government had actively carried out consultations with the stakeholders to review existing labour legislation. The labour law review should be carried out after getting the views and inputs from the relevant stakeholders, which required time. He considered that labour legislation should facilitate rather than hinder the growth of businesses. With regard to the observations that the duration of proceedings for claiming recognition were still excessively long, he said that the length of time taken to handle trade union recognition depended on the complexity of each case. The recognition claim could also be subjected to judicial review up to the highest level of the judicial system, which would delay the process further. The case would still be pending until a final decision by the highest court, it would not therefore be possible for the Government to impose a fixed period of time for recognition claims to be resolved. With reference to the criteria and procedures for assessing the competency of a trade union for the purposes of recognition, he was of the view that it was appropriate to consider those in employment at the date when the claim for recognition was submitted to the company, and not a future percentage of union membership, which would be unfair. Regarding the scope of collective bargaining, the restrictions under section 13(3) of the IRA were not absolute and were not a hindrance to effective collective bargaining, as many collective agreements covered the matters set out in section 13(3), such as transfer, retrenchment and promotion. He was surprised by the position taken by the Committee of Experts on the issue of compulsory arbitration and noted that the existing system in Malaysia ensured harmonious industrial relations, considering that where both parties could not resolve the dispute it was only appropriate that the matter be subject to arbitration. Referring to collective bargaining in the public sector, he emphasized that, despite the comments made by the Committee of Experts, wages and terms and conditions in service of the public sector were generally better when compared with those in the private sector, and he believed that content was more important than form.

The Government member of Cambodia, speaking on behalf of the member States of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), as well as Bahrain, Bangladesh and China, acknowledged the observations made by the Committee of Experts and welcomed the commitment and efforts of the Government of Malaysia to ensure that its labour legislation was in line with the requirements of the Convention. Further noting that the country was conducting a major holistic review of its main labour laws – the Employment Act 1955, the Trade Union Act 1959 and the Industrial Relations Act 1967, he urged the Committee to grant ample time to Malaysia to conduct such a substantial exercise.

The Government member of Qatar welcomed the Government’s efforts as part of the holistic review of its main labour laws and emphasized that the Office should provide technical assistance to support those efforts.

The Worker member of Italy considered that in Malaysia there was an unacceptable situation of discrimination and exploitation towards migrant workers. Although it was possible for a migrant worker to join an existing union, section 28(a) of the Trade Union Act required that union officers be citizens of Malaysia, thus disqualifying migrant workers from serving as union leaders. The Committee of
Experts had already in the past observed that such a requirement hindered the right of trade unions to choose their representatives for collective bargaining freely, and she raised the question of what concrete action had been taken by the Government in this regard. In addition, the conditions set out by the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) for issuing work permits to migrant workers included an absolute prohibition on these workers from joining any sort of association. Employers had interpreted this to mean that migrant workers were forbidden to join trade unions, and the MHA had declined repeated appeals by the MTUC to take a stand on this interpretation by employers. In addition, employers had included these restrictions in the contracts of migrant workers, in contradiction with the legal guarantees of freedom of association, notably section 8 of the Employment Act of 1955, and the MHA had taken no steps to prevent this. Violation of the terms of a contract was an offence that could be punished with termination, which in turn led to the revocation of the migrant’s work permit and the initiation of deportation proceedings. Employers also held the passports of migrant workers, making them vulnerable to detention by the police immediately until their identities could be verified with their employers. This situation represented a real obstacle to the implementation of the Convention in Malaysia, since the country had the fourth largest number of migrants in East Asia and the Pacific. She therefore called on the Government to act urgently in order to ensure that discriminatory rules and practices were removed and the legislation brought into line with ILO Conventions.

The Worker member of Canada, also speaking on behalf of the Worker member of the United States, indicated that national labour law remained non-compliant in almost every aspect of the Convention. The Committee of Experts had noted non-compliance concerning compulsory arbitration, dismissal, non-recognition of unions and unfair labour practices. The right to organize and collective bargaining were regularly violated and collective bargaining was restricted in companies and the public sector. Section 13(3) of the IRA provided for unfair restrictions against the freedom to bargain collectively and should be repealed with immediate effect, as it excluded from the negotiable issues that could be discussed at the bargaining table, the promotion, transfer, dismissal and reinstatement of workers, as well as assignment of duties and termination by reason of redundancy or reorganization. While recognizing the efforts made by the Government to conduct a holistic review of its main labour laws, she acknowledged that the driver of the reform was membership of the TPPA, the 12-country free trade agreement that included Canada and the United States. Despite the characterization of the TPPA as a “gold standard” by those who promoted it, its Labour Chapter and the Malaysia consistency plan proposed by the Government of the United States offered watered-down and partial measures that invoked the spirit of ILO Conventions, rather than their full content. The TPPA could have provided an impetus and some ideas for Malaysia to pursue badly needed reforms to comply with the Convention, but meeting goals set by the TPPA would not produce compliance. She concluded by expressing concern that the existence of trade agreements such as the TPPA which referred to the 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, but did not require compliance with fundamental Conventions, had opened the door to countries looking to be associated with the spirit of ILO Conventions, but not with their full content.

The Worker member of Japan recalled that various violations of the Convention by the Government had been continuously examined by the Committee on Freedom of Association and the Committee of Experts since the early 1970s and late 1980s, respectively. Malaysia had achieved rapid economic growth in the past decades, and the country should now take a high road towards improving its labour and employment policies. Recalling that Japan was a signatory to the TPPA, he indicated that, in the course of a parliamentary hearing in Japan related to the Labour Chapter of the TPPA, non-recognition and anti-union discrimination in Malaysia had been considered as the most serious cases where the principles of the 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work were not respected. He emphasized that, if the Government of Malaysia was looking for further expansion of its trade and investment into the country, it should review the main labour laws that had been barriers to adequate protection of trade union rights.

The Worker member of France referred to two archetypal cases concerning violations of the right to collective bargaining. The first concerned the Hong Leong Bank and the NUBE union. In 2013, the bank had decided to centralize part of its activities, thereby imposing forced mobility on 49 workers who were members of the union, which had made their family life difficult. The workers affected by this measure had immediately protested, expressing their disagreement by means of pickets and subsequently calling for conciliation at the ministerial level, but the management of the bank had refused to reach a compromise, and the 27 workers refusing transfer had been dismissed. The bank had then initiated legal proceedings with the Supreme Court in order to obtain an injunction against the union to stop it picketing the bank’s premises and to have the trade union removed from the register, which was contrary to Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention. The second case had been running for 26 years and involved Sabah Forest Industries (SFI) and the Sabah Timber Industry Employees Union (STIEU). Attempts to register the union in 2003 and 2010 had failed. Nonetheless, in 2010, the results of a secret ballot held following a request for recognition had revealed that 85.9 per cent of staff at SFI supported the STIEU. The need for a union presence had sadly been felt after the death of a worker in the wood and pulp factory because of inadequate safety measures. At the end of 2015, the STIEU had still not been recognized. Disputes of this sort were on the increase and affected all sectors. Time and again, the same methods cropped up: lack of consultation with the trade unions; unilateral decision-making; anti-union harassment and discrimination; recourse to the highest courts; dismissed trade unionists who were simply seeking to exercise their rights peacefully; and delays in registration, which showed how difficult it was to ensure that the principles of collective bargaining were applied in Malaysia.

An observer representing the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) said that, of the 24 cases selected this year, five related to Convention No. 98, or 20.8 per cent, which gave a clear idea of the situation of freedom of association
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and collective bargaining in a number of countries. What was happening in Malaysia and Tunisia and in other countries reflected the attitude of governments in penalizing trade union movements, discriminating against them and preventing them from enjoying their right to collective bargaining. In Tunisia, for example, the Government refused to recognize certain trade union organizations that operated outside the unionist majority in both the public and private sectors. It was important for the ILO to impose compliance with the fundamental Conventions in order to promote social justice.

The Worker member of Indonesia regretted that the Government still did not have a concrete proposal to guarantee the right to collective bargaining of public servants so as to comply with the Convention. The Government had referred to the specific characteristics of the public administration to justify the exclusion of public servants from collective bargaining. However, it was precisely the absence of the right to collective bargaining in a country that had ratified the Convention which rendered “peculiar” the situation of public servants in Malaysia. He requested the Government to respect the commitments made when ratifying the Convention and to give effect to the recommendations of the supervisory bodies of the ILO. Being part of an organization such as the ILO and pledging to abide by its rules was an act of responsibility, significance and commitment. He called on the Government of Malaysia to live up to the values and honour the commitments it had freely chosen to assume.

The Government member of India thanked the Government of Malaysia for the comprehensive reply that it had provided on all matters, including the allegations made by the ITUC and the MTUC. He recognized that three out of eight MTUC complaints had already been settled and the detailed updates on the remaining cases were expected. The IRA and the Trade Unions Act were being amended in the context of a holistic review of labour laws. Under the Labour Consistency Plan, the Government had agreed to: repeal section 13(3) of the IRA, which contained restrictions on collective bargaining with regard to transfer, dismissal and reinstatement; eventually allow migrant workers to run for election to trade union office; and address the issues of compulsory arbitration and the scope of collective bargaining. The Government had requested ILO assistance to ensure that these legislative amendments were in line with Conventions Nos 87 and 98, thereby demonstrating its commitment to international labour standards. India supported Malaysia in its efforts to reform labour legislation and requested the Committee to fully take into account the detailed information provided by the Government and its continued commitment to strengthening the compliance of its labour laws with the Convention.

The Government member of Bangladesh considered that the Committee should recognize the significant progress made by the Government in addressing the outstanding issues. He welcomed the Government’s legislative initiatives, in particular those aimed at amending the laws dealing with industrial relations and trade union activities, and encouraged the ILO to provide technical assistance to Malaysia in this regard.

The Government representative emphasized that, where trade unions and employers’ organizations existed at the national level, as was the case in the plantation, banking and insurance sectors, collective bargaining took place. The allegation that workers were not free to establish trade unions was not substantiated. He emphasized that the presidents of the Industrial Court were free from any external influence or pressure when making awards, and that there were therefore no privileges given to union leaders when the cases were adjudicated. With respect to the cases involving the dismissal of employees of the Hong Leong Bank, he explained that in 2013 the bank had decided to centralize its credit processing standards located across the country into three main regions in Peninsular Malaysia and that 27 employees who had refused to comply with the transfer order were dismissed following due inquiry. He said that the bank’s prerogative to transfer employees was part of the letter of appointment, as well as the collective agreement, and it was therefore issue of misconduct by employees and not an act of union victimization. In conclusion, he referred to the following benefits enjoyed by public sector employees achieved through negotiations between trade unions and management: security tenure, guaranteed annual increment, pension schemes, lump sum gratuity upon retirement, free health care, government quarters, fully paid maternity leave, low interest rate for certain loans, higher minimum wage compared to the private sector, annual leave of 35 days and other cash payments.

The Employer members recalled that this case had last been examined by the Committee in 1999. Nothing had changed since then and there was nothing to supervise, and thus discuss, until the holistic legislative reform announced by the Government was completed. Indeed, the Committee of Experts had duly noted the information provided by the Government to the effect that in the last two years no cases had been reported of employers opposing the directives of the authorities granting trade union recognition, except in cases where the employer had obtained a stay from court due to judicial review, or regarding employers refusing to comply with Industrial Court orders to reinstate unlawfully dismissed workers. They requested the Government to provide detailed information on the collective bargaining rights of public servants not engaged in the administration of the State and on the outcome of the holistic legislative review, once it had been completed.

The Worker members, while welcoming the Government’s commitment to provide details on the ongoing legislative review, considered that the challenges concerning the exercise of collective bargaining rights in Malaysia were enormous and a cause of concern. The Worker members, in response to the Employer members, noted that in order to assess compliance of the laws and practices in Malaysia with the principles of Article 4 of the Convention, it was unavoidable to look at the specifics and the details of those laws and practices, as the Committee of Experts had done in accordance with its mandate. They expressed the view that it was precisely those details of the laws and their implementation that hindered compliance with those principles and the promotion of collective bargaining in Malaysia. They believed that the Government had not taken adequate measures to encourage and promote voluntary negotiations between workers and employers to regulate terms and conditions of employment by means of collective bargaining. The percentage of workers in Malaysia covered by collective agreements was extremely low. Despite a unionization rate of almost 10 per cent, only 1–2 per
sent of workers were covered by collective agreements. The right to collective bargaining was an essential element of freedom of association, as it was key to the representation of collective interests. Collective representation was only meaningful if workers could negotiate and improve their conditions. The Worker members urged the Government to bring its law and practice into line with the Convention, in consultation with the social partners. A conducive framework for collective bargaining required an efficient process for the recognition of trade unions for collective bargaining purposes. It was crucial to simplify and speed up the procedure for claims submitted by the unions to the Industrial Relations Department seeking recognition. This was necessary in order to ensure that the recognition of representative unions by employers was mandatory. It was also important to discourage employers from abusing lengthy recognition procedures as a means of protracting negotiations. The Worker members hoped that the criteria for determining the representativeness of trade unions for collective bargaining would be reformed so as to ensure a genuinely democratic process. A trade union which could obtain the support of the majority of workers who cast a vote should be entitled to bargain on behalf of those workers. The holistic review of labour laws that was currently being undertaken should also include the repeal of sections 13(3) and 26(2) of the IRA which, respectively, limited the scope of collective bargaining and allowed compulsory arbitration without the agreement of the bargaining partners. Furthermore, section 27(a) of the Trade Unions Act should be amended to allow workers in the public sector to unionize and engage in collective bargaining. The number of workers, and trade union officials who had suffered from anti-union discrimination and the lack of remedies against such acts were shocking and unacceptable. The Government should immediately take legal and practical measures to ensure that remedies and penalties against acts of anti-union discrimination were effectively enforced and all outstanding legal cases be settled. The Worker members emphasized that there were over 2 million migrant workers in Malaysia. This number would rise dramatically, as the Government had just signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Bangladesh to bring 1.5 million workers into the country within the next three years. In practice, migrant workers were currently excluded from collective bargaining as the employment contracts of migrant workers had typically a duration of two years, the Worker members remained concerned that, even after reforms had been undertaken, most migrant workers would be excluded from the right to be elected as union officials. The Government should therefore explicitly grant migrant workers the full right to join unions and to engage in collective bargaining and ensure that all of its institutions respected and enforced this right, particularly the Industrial Court. The Worker members hoped that the Government would take guidance from the discussion in the Committee. They called for a direct contacts mission to visit the country and requested the Government to avail itself of ILO technical assistance.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts. The Committee noted with interest the Government’s indication that it is undertaking a holistic review of its key labour legislation – the Employment Act 1955, the Trade Unions Act 1959 and the Industrial Relations Act 1967 (IRA). Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee requested the Government to:

- Provide further detailed information regarding the announced repeal of section 13(3) of the IRA on the limitations with respect to the scope of collective bargaining.
- Report in detail on the holistic review of the national labour legislation described above to the next meeting of the Committee of Experts in November 2016.
- Ensure that public sector workers not engaged in the administration of the State may enjoy their right to collective bargaining;
- Provide detailed information on the scope of bargaining in the public sector.
- Review section 9 of the IRA in order to guarantee that the criteria and procedure for union recognition are brought in line with the Convention.
- Undertake legal and practical measures to ensure that remedies and penalties against acts of anti-union discrimination are effectively enforced.
- Ensure that migrant workers are able to engage in collective bargaining in practice.

The Committee calls upon the Government of Malaysia to avail itself of ILO technical assistance with a view to implementing these recommendations and ensuring that its law and practice are in compliance with Convention No. 98.
there had been no such intervention since. In addition, the labour law review currently under way, in consultation with the social partners, was expected to be finalized by the end of 2016. The recommendations of the Committee on how best to encourage and promote the full development of collective bargaining would, to the extent possible, be taken into account in this context. Finally, technical assistance in relation to the issues raised by the Committee would be sought from the ILO under the second generation Decent Work Country Programme, the preparation of which is under way.

The Employer members recalled that the Committee had last examined this case in 2015 and that since 1995 the Committee of Experts had made 11 comments on it. The 2016 comments of the Committee of Experts focused on the following three areas: anti-union discrimination; collective bargaining in EPZs; and interference by the Government in collective bargaining. With regard to the latter issue, the Employer members were surprised by the Government’s statement denying that such interference existed and remained concerned that interference persisted in collective bargaining. The country had an extensive system of collective bargaining and minimum employment standards. The National Remuneration Board (NRB) promulgated orders on minimum wages and terms of employment in 30 sectors and periodically reviewed those orders to ensure that their terms remained appropriate. Remuneration orders established a floor, and employers and workers subsequently bargained for better terms. If the parties bargained in good faith, but could not agree, they could voluntarily agree to a dispute resolution procedure. While this framework was not in violation of the Convention, its practical implementation had been quite problematic. In 2010, the social partners in the sugar industry had negotiated a collective agreement, but there had been areas of disagreement where the parties had defaulted on the terms set out in the remuneration order. Several weeks later, the NRB had partially reviewed the remuneration orders that applied to the sugar industry, focusing on the areas in which no agreement could be reached during collective bargaining. The Government had withdrawn the referral of these issues to the NRB in August 2012. However, once again in 2014, the same problems had arisen. Following the expiry of the collective agreement in the sugar industry, and after months of negotiations, the union had taken strike action. The employers and the union had subsequently concluded a collective agreement. The Government had then referred the unresolved issues to the NRB, as it had done in 2010. The Government had also imposed arbitration on the social partners, which it was not permitted to do under national legislation. The Government’s interference in collective bargaining was a clear violation of the Convention. The Employer members considered that the Government’s statement did not constitute a full reply to the comments of the Committee of Experts and encouraged the Government to provide full information.

The Worker members recalled the fundamental principles on which the Convention was founded and emphasized that the economic life of Mauritius was primarily based on EPZs and on cane sugar cultivation. The Port Louis export processing zone was a central element of the national economy, with around 300 enterprises employing some 60,000 workers. EPZs constituted a major trade union issue, because of both the number of workers they engaged – over 65 million according to the ILO – and because of the difficulties experienced by those workers. The right of workers in EPZs to collective bargaining must not be limited by reason of the special status of these zones, as recalled in the ILO Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy, adopted by the Governing Body in 1977. However, freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining were violated in the Port Louis export processing zone, as in almost all EPZs throughout the world, despite the fact that the countries which had established them were ILO members. In all its observations since 2002, the Committee of Experts had noted that trade unions and freedom of association were barely existent or non-existent in EPZs due to the repeated violation by employers of the principles and fundamental rights of workers and the lack of adequate legislative protection; that anti-union discrimination in the textile sector was prevalent, especially vis-à-vis migrant workers; and that trade unions faced difficulties in meeting workers. All too often, when trade unions were established in EPZs, trade union representatives were faced with harassment, intimidation, threats, discrimination and unfair dismissals. Sometimes, substitute unions were established by employers, in contravention of ILO standards. The recognition of the right to collective bargaining was of general application and where this right was not given effect, the national authorities should take concrete measures to promote collective bargaining, as requested by the Conference Committee and the Committee of Experts, and it was regrettable that the Government had not provided any information on this subject. Furthermore, with regard to the right to collectively negotiate salaries in the sugar cane sector, the Committee of Experts noted the Government’s interventions in the collective bargaining process, the effect of which was to submit to compulsory arbitration, in contravention of ILO standards, the 21 issues which had not been resolved through collective bargaining. In a communication addressed to the ILO in 2011, the national authorities had justified the interference in collective bargaining that had been discussed by the Conference Committee in 2015. In practice, the priority given to economic commitments in relation to the European market had led to interference in collective bargaining, which ran counter to ILO Conventions. However, the imposition of arbitration was unacceptable, even in view of the economic situation or in the context of a structural adjustment policy. The restrictions on collective bargaining should be applied as exceptional measures rendered necessary only by compelling reasons of national economic interest, but should not exceed a reasonable period and should be accompanied by adequate safeguards for the effective protection of the living standards of the workers concerned, particularly those who risked being most affected. In the present case, agriculture, to which the sugar cane sector belonged, represented only 6 per cent of national economic activity and a collective dispute in this sector would not have threatened national economic interest. The intervention in the collective bargaining process was therefore not justified and the Government should have respected the autonomy of the social partners.
The Worker member of Mauritius said that anti-union discrimination still existed by way of biased and fake disciplinary committees in state-owned and private organizations. In this regard, he referred to the case of Alain Edouard, President of the Port Louis Maritime Employees Association (PLMEA), who had been dismissed following the findings of a disciplinary committee. His dismissal had in practice been the result of his fight against a prospective privatization of some of the activities of the Cargo Handling Corporation (CHC). Despite the intervention of the Minister of Labour, Mr Edouard had not been reinstated. He also referred to anti-union discrimination in Mauritius Post Limited. Recalling the Government’s commitment under both the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), and the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98), he urged it to provide strong safeguards against the unfair dismissal of workers and trade union leaders, including the immediate reinstatement of the victims of such practices. With respect to collective bargaining in EPZs, around 60,000 Mauritian and 15,000 foreign workers were employed in EPZs. Collective bargaining was almost inexistent because employers contested the recognition of trade unions. The degree of unionization was extremely weak in the private sector (around 15 per cent of the workforce). Labour laws gave the right to foreign workers to organize, although none of them had joined a trade union for obvious reasons: they were employed under fixed-term contracts; they feared deportation; and they feared that their contract of employment would not be renewed. In units where trade unions had recognition, employers used threats and their economic power to urge workers to leave the unions. Furthermore, trade unions did not have easy access to workplaces. The Ministry of Labour had already started procedures for the amendment of the labour law. In the light of the amendments proposed by workers’ organizations, the latter were expecting the new labour law to afford considerable protection to workers. However, the fear was that employers would object to most of these legislative amendments. He recalled that collective bargaining did not exist at all in the public sector. While the salaries of public servants were decided unilaterally by the Pay Research Bureau, a body established by the Government, conditions of service were determined at bipartite meetings between the Ministry of Civil Service and the Pay Research Bureau, without the participation of trade unions. There were no faithful and meaningful tripartite negotiations over salaries and conditions of service. The Government was therefore urged to promote an appropriate mechanism for collective bargaining in the public sector and to remove the arbitrary power of the Pay Research Bureau to take decisions concerning conditions of service, and to transform the Bureau into a platform for tripartite consultation. With respect to the Government’s interference in collective bargaining in 2010 and 2014, he concluded that, in light of what had been said and the Government’s total disregard for last year’s recommendations by the Committee, matters were now outside the ambit of technical assistance.

The Worker member of Germany indicated that the positive economic, social and industrial development of his country would not have been possible without over 71,000 collective agreements that defined solutions and conditions tailored to specific industries and enterprises. Recalling that free collective bargaining between employers and their federations, on the one hand, and trade unions, on the other, was the foundation of collective agreements, he reaffirmed that collective agreements provided a guarantee for fair remuneration and good working conditions for workers, while their respect also offered important insurance of peaceful industrial relations for employers. While encouraging the Government, workers and employers to regulate working conditions through collective agreements, he regretted that the Government had not been successful in adopting new legislation on collective bargaining. He said that there were two essential preconditions for the right to collective bargaining: the freedom to establish trade unions, which also included protection against discrimination; and the negotiation of collective agreements on an equal footing. In this regard, he called on the Government to establish a national framework for the implementation of the Convention. While noting that in Germany the basic law guaranteed freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining without interference from the Government, he welcomed the temporary influence of the Government for setting minimum wages in some cases, for example when the structure of the labour market still needed further development. Welcoming the Government’s indications on initiatives and proposals for fixing minimum wages, he emphasized the importance of social dialogue in this regard and called on the employers in Mauritius to respect the freedom of association of the workers.

The Worker member of Togo, speaking also on behalf of the Worker members of Burkina Faso, Benin, Niger, Côte d’Ivoire, Congo, Ethiopia, Chad and Mali, regretted the total absence of collective bargaining in EPZs in Mauritius. The wages and working conditions of the 60,000 Mauritian and 15,000 foreign nationals working in EPZs were less favourable than those in other areas of the private sector in the country. Because the employers refused to recognize trade unions, collective bargaining was virtually nonexistent and, so long as the issue was not resolved by the industrial relations tribunal, they obliged their workers to renounce union membership by means of intimidation and sanctions. Moreover, it was difficult for trade unions to have access to workplaces in EPZs, which made it almost impossible for them to carry out trade union activities. Although the protective provisions of Convention No. 87 had been incorporated in Mauritius’ legislation, labour laws allowed employers considerable latitude to dismiss their employees. Workers were therefore discouraged from joining unions, of which there were practically none in EPZs. Although the labour legislation allowed foreign workers to establish trade unions, none of them took advantage of their right to do so because they were threatened that their fixed-term contracts would not be renewed or that they would be expelled from the country. In those EPZ enterprises where collective bargaining did exist, employers deliberately made the process drag on so much that it was difficult to have any constructive negotiations. In particular, employers hindered wage negotiations and threatened to reduce the workforce if the Commission for Conciliation and Mediation ruled in favour of the workers. He finally indicated that there were other issues that EPZ workers wanted to discuss, including maternity benefits, safety and health,
compensation for occupational injuries, and the organization and payment of overtime. Meanwhile, the absence of a conducive environment for collective bargaining meant that these workers were in a position of vulnerability in relation to their employers and perpetuated the existence of unacceptable conditions of work.

The Worker member of Norway, speaking on behalf of the trade unions of the Nordic countries, said that there had hardly been any improvement in this case since its discussion by the Committee the previous year. The number of collective agreements was abysmally and deliberately low and collective bargaining was absent in the public sector. Although union representatives could express their views, there were no real negotiations. As a consequence, she urged the Government to take measures to allow real negotiations in the public sector which could result in collective agreements. Moreover, there was no legal framework to support collective bargaining in EPZs. While welcoming the Government’s commitment to promote voluntary negotiations between employers’ and workers’ organizations in EPZs, she recalled that a pre-condition for collective bargaining was that the trade unions had access to EPZs, which was not the case in Mauritius. Another challenge for negotiations was that trade unions were only entitled to recognition as bargaining agents for a bargaining unit in an enterprise or an industry where they had the support of not less than 30 per cent of the workers in the unit. She emphasized that, in the Nordic countries, workers enjoyed the right to establish and join trade unions of their own choosing and the right to bargain collectively. In those countries, collective bargaining took place both at the national and local levels and in the public sector. National level public employees also enjoyed the right to strike. She considered that the same should apply to workers in Mauritius, as required by the Convention. Recalling that strong collective bargaining laws and practices ensured that unions were able to agree with employers on more detailed and favourable conditions of work, she urged the Government to promote the full development and utilization of collective bargaining mechanisms and laws, in both the private and public sectors, to increase the number of workers covered by effective collective bargaining agreements in the country. This was particularly important for vulnerable workers employed in EPZs, including women workers in the textile sector and migrant workers.

The Worker member of Australia, also speaking on behalf of the workers of New Zealand, emphasized that the interference by the Government in collective bargaining occurred in the sugar industry, a sector in which the bargaining parties were experienced and mature and the timing of negotiations was critical to the bargaining process, because there was a limited period of time each year in which sugar cane could be harvested and crushed. He noted that any outside interference in this process could have a serious impact on the relative bargaining strength of the parties, and potentially on bargaining outcomes. Acknowledging that the Employment Relations Act 2008 provided that it was for the parties themselves to negotiate collective agreements, he emphasized that the use of arbitration processes under section 63 of the Act was admissible only if the parties agreed, and that this had not been the case in the events referred to in the observation of the Committee of Experts. He emphasized that the imposition of a settlement in collective bargaining negotiation was inconsistent with the Convention and urged the Government to amend the Act. In this regard, he encouraged the Government to avail itself of the technical assistance of the ILO.

The Government representative recalled the measures that had been taken by the Government to give effect to the Convention. The NRB resolved disputes and determined minimum wages at the sectoral level. Employers’ and workers’ organizations actively participated in this process. In addition, collective bargaining existed between employers and workers and their organizations. Referring to his introductory statement, he recalled that 62 collective agreements had been signed since 1 May 2010, including four in EPZs. A list of collective agreements concluded and registered for the period 1 May 2010 to 31 May 2016 had provided to the Committee. In accordance with the Employment Relations Act, workers were free to join trade unions and to bargain collectively with employers. Interference by the Government in collective bargaining in the sugar sector in 2010 and 2014 was recognized, although he added that the Government had intervened in good faith, at the request of one party, in order to assist the parties to obtain an agreement. Following conclusions on this case of the Conference Committee in June 2015, the Government, in line with Article 4 of the Convention, was now avoiding any intervention in collective bargaining between employers and workers. He added that some organizations carried out their trade union activities during the working time of employees, creating some difficulties with the employers concerned. The Government did not interfere in those matters. Referring to remuneration orders, he said that wages could not be set below minimum wages. With respect to collective bargaining in EPZs, Mauritius and foreign workers were free to join unions and bargain collectively. Courses were being offered to workers, including on collective bargaining. Working conditions were not less favourable in EPZs. No sectoral discrimination occurred and he cited the example of maternity leave, of which 14 weeks was provided in EPZs, a duration which was comparable to other sectors.

The Worker members observed that the Government representative had taken the employers’ side even though, as the regulator of industrial relations, it was obliged to maintain a balanced stance. They emphasized the importance of complying with the Convention, the principles of which were applicable both to EPZs and to the sugar cane industry. Recognition of the right to collective bargaining was general in scope and applied equally to the private and the public sectors and only members of the armed forces and the police could be excluded, while specific arrangements could be established for public servants engaged in the administration of the State. Workers in EPZs were therefore fully entitled to bargain collectively. In addition to the statistics provided by the Government and its reference to certain regulations in force, the Government also needed to take specific measures to combat the anti-union reprisals that occurred in EPZs and to promote the exercise of the right to collective bargaining. Such initiatives would send an important signal to EPZs throughout the world, which should not be considered no-rights zones, and where trade unions could play a key role as watchdogs. Under the terms of the Convention, interventions by the public authorities
in collective bargaining was only possible under specific circumstances, and the Committee of Experts had established very precise criteria on the subject, the value of which had been recognized by all constituents, including the Employer members of the Conference Committee. Intervention by public authorities in collective bargaining was admissible only when justified by overriding reasons of national economic interest and should only be an exceptional measure, limited to what was essential, and should not exceed a reasonable period and be accompanied by guarantees that effectively protected the standard of living of the workers concerned. Finally, they emphasized that, even though the Government claimed to have acted in good faith, its interference in collective bargaining in the sugar sector was unfortunate. It must respect the autonomy of the social partners fully, as required under the commitments that it had entered into when it ratified the Convention. The Government needed to promote appropriate collective bargaining machinery and respond to the workers’ fear of reprisals. While noting its commitment to comply with the Convention, the Worker members called on the Government, in a report to the 2016 session of the Committee of Experts, to provide details of measures taken and the specific progress made on the issue.

The Employer members, indicating that there continued to be confusion about the facts and allegations of interference by the Government in collective bargaining, emphasized that in 2010 the Government had intervened in the voluntary collective bargaining process in the sugar industry by referring 21 unresolved issues to the NRB. Moreover, in November and December 2014, after protracted voluntary collective bargaining negotiations, which had resulted in a strike, following which a collective agreement had been concluded with the intervention of the Minister of Labour, three unresolved issues had been referred to the NRB. While more information was required from the Government on the role played by the NRB in relation to minimum wages, the Employer members emphasized the basic principle according to which the Government should not intervene in collective bargaining by imposing conditions. The selective renewal of remuneration orders in response to the outcome of collective bargaining had to cease immediately, as it constituted undue interference in voluntary collective bargaining. They encouraged the Government to engage in social dialogue with the social partners on collective bargaining and on the functioning of the NRB. They looked forward to further information in the next report of the Government to the Committee of Experts and encouraged the Government to take action in order to ensure the application of the Convention in law and practice.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee noted with interest the Government’s information concerning measures taken to favour collective bargaining in the export processing zones. However, it expressed concern at the Government’s failure to respect collective bargaining in the sugar industry.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee requested the Government to:

- Cease its intervention into free and voluntary collective bargaining between employers and workers in the sugar industry.
- Take concrete measures to promote and encourage the greater development and utilization of procedures of voluntary negotiations between employers/employers’ organizations on the one hand and workers’ organizations, on the other, in order to regulate the terms and conditions of employment through collective bargaining agreements. This includes collective bargaining in export processing zones, in the garment sector and in the sugar industry.
- Provide detailed information on the current situation of collective bargaining in the export processing zones and on the concrete measures to promote it in those zones.
- Refrain from infringing Article 4 of the Convention and from committing similar violations in the future.
- Cease all interference in collective bargaining in the private sector with respect to principles related to mandatory arbitration.
- Accept technical assistance from the Office to comply with these conclusions.

ZIMBABWE (ratification: 1998)

The Government has provided the following written information:

In 2010, the Government of Zimbabwe unequivocally accepted all the recommendations of the ILO Commission of Inquiry and proceeded to devote a lot of effort to full implementation of the same, on a wholly tripartite basis. In its last deliberations on Zimbabwe in 2013 vis-à-vis the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), the Conference Committee noted the progress that had been achieved in the implementation of the recommendations and encouraged the Government to continue making progress. Since that time even greater strides have been made, both in law and in practice, to fully implement Conventions Nos 87 and 98. The basis of much of the progress has been the adoption of Constitutional Amendment No. 20 of 2013 which fully domesticated the principles and provisions of Conventions Nos 87 and 98 by expressly guaranteeing the rights to freedom of association, to collective bargaining and to organize, including the right to collective job action, in section 65 of the Bill of Rights. The remaining elements of the ongoing reforms include harmonization of the various labour statutes to the new Constitution for easier legal interpretation so as to effectively guarantee the rights in the two ratified Conventions. Considerable progress has been made to date to finalize the Labour Law reform exercise to take into account outstanding comments of the ILO supervisory bodies. A duly appointed Tripartite Labour Law Reform Advisory Council, working under the oversight of the Tripartite Negotiating Forum completed the redrafting of the Principles for the Amendment of the Labour Act during the period February to April 2016. On 22 May 2016, the Principals of the Tripartite Negotiating Forum, that is, the Minister of Public Service, Labour and Social Welfare and presidents from both Business and Labour organizations, commenced deliberations on the Council’s recommendations and agreed to finalize the discussions by 31 August 2016 to pave way for the drafting of a labour amendment bill.

More specifically on Convention No. 98, the latest report of the Committee of Experts notes the extensive progress so far realized, but goes on to express a few concerns on Articles 1 and 4 only, for which the Government of Zim-
Zimbabwe is happy to share the following clarifications and information: with respect to protection against anti-union discrimination in practice, sections 4 and 7 of the Labour Act already provide for protection against acts of anti-union discrimination by providing for penal sanctions against employers that violate “employees’ entitlement to membership of trade unions and workers committees” and “employees’ right to democracy in the workplace”, including custodial sentences for periods of up to two years. Section 89(2)(c) of the Labour Act further legislates for reinstatement or employment for anyone unlawfully dismissed, including the awarding of punitive damages where reinstatement is deemed no longer possible. Furthermore, article 65(2) of the Constitution of Zimbabwe states that “except for members of the security services, every person has the right to form and join trade unions and employe or employers’ organisations of their choice, and to participate in the lawful activities of those unions and organisations”. The challenge in practice may therefore be, generally, inadequate capacity on the part of trade union members to sufficiently assert the existing rights in courts of law. In order to address the issues at stake, from 31 August to 3 September 2015 the Government engaged all Labour Court judges in training sessions facilitated by ILO specialists from the Decent Work Team in Pretoria, South Africa, to sensitize them on how to better protect workers in cases of anti-union discrimination, among other issues. Going forward, the Government is also committed to discussing with the social partners ways to undertake legal and practical reforms to make protection against anti-union discrimination more user-friendly and accessible. The Government is indeed confident that these efforts will lead to better application of Convention No. 98; with respect to the scope of collective bargaining, as the Committee of Experts notes (with interest), the Constitution of Zimbabwe has extended collective bargaining to public servants. In order to fully guarantee the constitutional right to collective bargaining, the Public Service Act is already at an advanced stage of being harmonized with the Constitution in line with principles agreed to by workers’ representatives in the public service. While these amendments are being processed, workers in the public service are now able to collectively bargain within the National Joint Negotiation Council; with respect to prior approval of collective bargaining agreements, the Government of Zimbabwe and the social partners, through the tripartite Labour Law Advisory Council, have agreed on amendments to the Labour Act to incorporate the recommendations of the Committee of Experts by amending section 79 to limit the requirements for registration of collective bargaining agreements to “procedural flaws and representations made by the parties themselves” as recommended by the Committee of Experts.

It is pertinent to report that in the context of Convention No. 87, the Government of Zimbabwe has recently complied with the recommendations of the Committee on Freedom of Association of March 2016 to register two workers’ organizations whose registration had previously been turned down. The Government of Zimbabwe is therefore committed to continue working with the social partners in fulfilling its international obligations with respect to ratified Conventions.

In addition, before the Committee, a Government representative referred to the information supplied in writing to the Conference Committee. In addition, she stated that the High-level Technical Mission to Zimbabwe, requested by the Conference Committee in 2013 to assess progress in implementing the recommendations of the 2009 Commission of Inquiry, had been well received by both the Government and the social partners in February 2014. Various activities had been undertaken and were still being pursued by the Government and the social partners to give effect to the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry: labour law review, capacity building of state actors and judicial officials, as well as the development of a customized user-friendly handbook on international labour standards to be used for the training of law enforcement agencies and other state actors. She recalled that since the Conference Committee’s conclusions in 2013, the Committee of Experts had noted with interest progress made on a number of issues, including on full domestication of the principles and provisions of Conventions Nos 87 and 98. She further specified that the withdrawal of a number of cases involving trade unionists that had been pending before the courts had greatly improved the scope of trade unionists to freely enjoy their fundamental rights, especially the right to organize. Moreover, numerous knowledge-sharing seminars on international labour standards for diverse state actors, including the police, prosecutors, magistrates and judges of the Supreme Court, High Court and Labour Court organized from 2011 to 2015 had resulted in a remarkable decline in the number of incidences of clashes between trade unionists and law enforcement agencies.

Recalling the most recent observations of the Committee of Experts and its points of concern, she indicated that progress had been made with regard to the harmonization of labour laws. The review of the Public Service Act to ensure that it gave effect to the principles enshrined in Convention No. 98 was based on principles agreed upon at a Tripartite Negotiating Forum meeting held on 4 August 2014 in Harare, and the Government intended to convene a National Joint Negotiating Council meeting to consider the draft Amendment Bill no later than September 2016 to give public service workers an opportunity to contribute to the law development process. With regard to the Labour Act, the new set of Principles for the Amendment of the Labour Act, agreed to in the Tripartite Labour Law Reform Advisory Council in 2016, addressed, among other aspects, the revision of the entire section 79 of the Labour Act cited in the 2016 report of the Committee of Experts in order to rationalize the powers of the Minister with respect to the registration of collective bargaining agreements. Some sections of the Labour Act which were directly or indirectly linked to collective bargaining were also to be amended: (1) sections 14, 25 and 81, so as to ensure that collective agreements were not subjected to Ministerial approval on the grounds that the agreement was or had become “… unreasonable or unfair” or “contrary to public interest”; (2) section 63A(7), so as to remove the powers of the Minister to appoint a provisional administrator and to give the power to the Labour Court to appoint the administrator having given the parties concerned the right to be heard in compliance with article 69(2) of the Constitution; (3) section 104, so as to streamline procedures for declaring a strike; and (4) sections 107, 109 and 112, so as to remove excessive penalties and to decriminalize collective job ac-
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...tions and ensure protection against anti-union discrimination. Other principles not necessarily relating to freedom of association and collective bargaining should be agreed upon by 30 June 2016, in order for the drafting of the Amendment Bill to commence. She expressed the belief that the Worker and Employer members from Zimbabwe could corroborate the Government’s submission to the Conference Committee and emphasized that her Government cherished social dialogue that was at the heart of labour market governance. Apart from addressing the concerns of the Committee of Experts under Convention No. 98, the Government and the social partners had also made progress in a number of areas related to labour market governance, including the strengthening of social dialogue by negotiating and agreeing on a chamber for social dialogue; to that end the Attorney-General’s Office was working on the second draft of the Tripartite Negotiating Forum Bill, which sought to incorporate the comments and recommendations of the social partners on a first draft bill published in November 2015. Moreover, in August 2015, the Government had acted swiftly by amending the Labour Act in order to halt massive lay-offs following a Supreme Court ruling that stated that, in law, employers in Zimbabwe had the right to terminate contracts of employment on notice based on common law. To conclude, the Government representative indicated that her delegation was looking forward to a constructive engagement and dialogue with other Governments and the representatives of the workers’ and employers’ organizations in the Conference Committee.

The Employer members recalled that the examination of the application of Convention No. 98 by the ILO supervisory bodies had a long history: it had been the subject of 11 observations of the Committee of Experts since 2002; a Commission of Inquiry had been set up in 2009 in accordance with article 26 of the ILO Constitution; the present Committee had discussed the case four times, in 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2005; a complaint had been made before the Committee on Freedom of Association (Case No. 3128); and a High-level Technical Mission of the Office had taken place in February 2014. Most of the recommendations made had been carried out, as explained by the Government representative, but the Committee of Experts had identified some outstanding issues of concern in its latest observation. The first was about protection against anti-union discrimination. Following allegations of anti-union acts by the Government, including the arrest and harassment of trade unionists and trade union leaders, made by the trade union movement in Zimbabwe and the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), the Committee of Experts had requested the Government to provide statistical information on the number of complaints of anti-union discrimination lodged and examined, sample judicial decisions issued, the average duration of procedures, and sanctions applied. The Government had responded that, due to the lack of a proper labour market information system, it was not possible to provide such statistical information. As the ITUC and the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) had made more allegations of anti-union activities in 2015, the response of the Government had been that it was for the trade unions to submit more details to enable an investigation. In this context, the Committee of Experts noted with concern the absence of specific information regarding the protection granted in practice to victims of anti-union discrimination, and requested the Government to make every effort to submit detailed elements in this respect and to reply to the observations of the ITUC and the ZCTU. The additional information submitted in writing by the Government showed the progress made to ensure that labour laws complied with Article 1 of the Convention: sections 4 and 7 of the Labour Act provided for penal sanctions for violation of workers’ rights to join trade unions and workers’ committees and to democracy in the workplace. The initiative of the Government to train, with the assistance from the ILO, all Labour Court judges on better protection of workers against anti-union discrimination was welcomed. Its commitment to engage with social partners to consider legal and practical reforms to make protection against anti-union discrimination a reality was also to be commended. Concerning the Government’s response to the request for statistical information about complaints, the Employer members observed that such information already existed, although not structured; the Government was encouraged to consider gathering that information for submission to the Office, and to explore the possibility of developing a labour market information system or to implement alternative measures allowing the tracking, monitoring and reporting of incidents of non-compliance, with the support of technical or other assistance from the ILO, if needed.

The second issue raised by the Committee of Experts related to the promotion of collective bargaining. It noted the Government’s efforts to harmonize its labour and public service legislation with the Convention, as well as the adoption of a new Constitution in 2013, which guaranteed collective bargaining rights to all workers, negotiations with the social partners in the Tripartite Negotiating Forum, the passing of Labour Amendment Act No. 5 in August 2015, and the ongoing labour law reform process. The Employer members welcomed the progress made to date and urged the Government to continue consultations with the social partners to complete the harmonization process. Concerning the right to collective bargaining of civil servants, the Committee of Experts had noted with interest that the new Constitution guaranteed that right to all workers, but remained concerned that it was not enjoyed by all public servants. It encouraged the Government to seek technical assistance from the Office to ensure that public servants not engaged in the administration of the State effectively enjoyed the right to collective bargaining. According to the information submitted by the Government to the present Committee, the process of amending the Public Service Act to put it in line with the Constitution was at an advanced stage. The information supplied by the Government made clear that the right to collective bargaining of all public servants, with the exception of “members of the security services”, was protected by the Constitution. In the view of the Employer members, this was laudable progress. They urged the Government to finalize the last legislative amendments needed to ensure the full harmonization of public service laws with the Convention.

The final concern of the Committee of Experts was that, by giving to the authorities the right to approve or reject collective agreements based on considerations such as the agreement having become unreasonable or unfair, section 79 of the Labour Act was contrary to the principle of
voluntary bargaining protected by the Convention. It requested the Government to repeal the offending provisions. The information provided by the Government showed progress in that respect: section 79 of the Labour Act had been amended, by agreement with the social partners and on the advice of the Tripartite Labour Law Reform Advisory Council, to limit the grounds for refusing registration of collective agreements to “procedural flaws and representations made by the parties themselves”. The Employer members were pleased to note progress on this aspect, and believed that the amendment enhanced compliance with the Convention. In conclusion, the Employer members believed that notable progress had been made to comply with the Convention and, given the history of the case, commended the Government for that. While accepting that the process to harmonize national laws with the Convention was not yet completed, they considered that much had been done, and they urged the Government to cooperate with the social partners and to avail itself of technical assistance from the Office to complete the harmonization process.

The Worker members observed that eight years had passed since the present Committee had discussed Zimbabwe’s flagrant disregard for the most basic freedom of association rights and recommended the establishment of a Commission of Inquiry. In March 2010, the Commission of Inquiry had concluded that there were systemic violations of Conventions Nos 87 and 98 in the country, with a clear pattern of arrests, detentions, violence and torture of trade union leaders and members by the security forces, in a calculated attempt to intimidate and threaten members of the ZCTU, and had expressed particular concern over the routine use of the police and army against strikes, widespread interference in trade union affairs, and failure to guarantee judicial independence and the rule of law. The Government had repeatedly expressed its commitment to give effect to the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry, including during a High-level Technical Mission to the country in February 2014. The Worker members were not only deeply disappointed at the absence of progress despite the promises made, but also alarmed about regressive measures and steps recently undertaken. Although the right to collective bargaining was recognized as a fundamental right by article 65 of the Constitution of 2013, labour laws did not give it effect in practice. Indeed, none of the shortcomings raised by the Committee of Experts for the past 15 years had been effectively addressed. Under section 17 of the Labour Act, the Minister of Labour continued to maintain their prerogative to issue regulations on an extensive list of matters, including conditions of employment, while denial of registration of collective agreements considered “unreasonable or unfair” continued to be allowed by sections 78 and 79. These provisions were clearly contrary to the principle of voluntary bargaining protected by Article 4 of Convention No. 98. Nevertheless, the Government had reinforced its discretionary powers with the adoption of the Labour Amendment Act of 2015 which provided that collective agreements had to include measures to “promote high levels of productivity” and “economic competitiveness”. In addition, section 19(1) of the Public Service Act continued to deny public employees the right to collective bargaining.

The Government continued to blatantly violate Article 1 of the Convention, which required that workers enjoy adequate protection against acts of anti-union discrimination. The Commission of Inquiry had concluded that there was no such adequate protection in the country. Not only had there been no progress in this regard, but workers were increasingly victimized for their trade union activity without access to effective remedies. Among many examples, Ms Mutsambirwa, a union leader in the banking sector, had first been transferred and then dismissed in 2015 on accusations of inciting to strike, although she had successfully challenged her transfer in the Labour Court. Mr Katsande, President of the Zimbabwe Banks and Allied Workers’ Union, who had been suspended from his position in his employment bank, had his case heard in June 2014 by the Constitutional Court, which had yet to deliver its judgment. Another worrying development was the Special Economic Zones Bill, which sought to exempt from the application of the Labour Act investors operating in those zones. Instead of the Labour Act, the Minister would provide rules for conditions of service, termination, dismissal and disciplinary procedures to apply in the zones. This meant that workers in these zones would be excluded from the right to collective bargaining and subject only to regulations unilaterally made by the Special Economic Zones Authority, which might consult with the Labour Minister but not with Worker representatives. Since the Bill vested the Special Economic Zones Authority with the power to declare any area or premise a special economic zone, the impact on workers could be devastating. The right to collective bargaining was inextricably linked to the right to freedom of association and the right of workers and employers to establish organizations of their own choosing. The Commission of Inquiry and the Committee of Experts had found provisions of the Labour Act and the Public Order and Security Act contrary to the right to freedom of association with respect to issues such as registration of trade unions, supervision of the elections of trade union officers or regulation of trade union dues. The Labour Amendment Act of 2015 only made the situation worse by empowering, under section 120, the Government to appoint an administrator to run the affairs of a trade union it believed was mismanaged. This provision contravened Article 3 of Convention No. 87 which protected the right of trade unions to administer their activities without interference by the public authorities.

In addition, there had been a serious clampdown on public protests. Workers who had taken to the streets to hold the Government accountable to promises made during the elections faced arrests and intimidation by the police. On 11 April 2015, the police made a public announcement stating that demonstrations called by the ZCTU against a wage freeze announced by the Government would be banned – it was disavowed by the High Court which issued an order allowing the protest action. Moreover, more than 100 riot policemen turned up at the ZCTU’s office and blocked its entrance from 8 to 15 August 2015, when a national protest action was due to take place following the Supreme Court’s decision to allow employers to terminate employment contracts without a valid reason. ZCTU leaders George Nkawane and Japhet Moyo were arrested, together with Runesu Dzimiri (General Secretary of the Food Workers), Ian Makoshori (General Secretary of the Young Workers)
and Sekai Manyau (member of the Women’s Advisory Council). Finally, the non-remittance of union dues by employers had become a widespread practice that had brought unions into serious financial difficulties. The Labour Act prescribed that employers violating agreements with unions for the collection and transfer of union dues were liable to a fine or imprisonment of up to two years. However, the Zimbabwe Construction and Allied Trades Workers Union was still owed US$485,000 by various employers in the construction industry, the Ceramics and Associated Products Workers Union US$15,700 by various employers in the ceramic industry, and the National Mine Workers Union of Zimbabwe US$39,360 by employers in the mining industry, with devastating consequences for the unions affected. Zimbabwe was facing an acute jobs crisis and the workers of the country were bearing the brunt of repeated failed economic policies of the Government. Most workers earned salaries far below the poverty level, and many workers went for months without receiving their wages. Repression had never helped any government in tackling economic crises while collective bargaining and social dialogue had proven to be effective tools against job losses. The Government was therefore called to bring its laws and practices in line with the Convention as a matter of urgency.

The Employer member of Zimbabwe stated that in the past the extremely adverse situation prevailing in the country had affected both workers and employers. Both suffered at the hand of law enforcement authorities. Employers were not spared as they were arrested for breaking price control regulations which led to the appointment of a Commission of Inquiry. He explained that progress had been made and that it ought to be commended; for instance, improvements had been made in the manner in which employers and the Government interacted. He supported the statement made by the Employer members which posed a very pertinent question concerning cases of anti-union discrimination which had been reported to the Government. In particular, he agreed that in that state of affairs, an additional request for information from the Government would seem unreasonable; considering that it had taken the responsibility for investigating the allegation, the information would have been readily available. However, the Government had to be congratulated for setting up the Tripartite Labour Law Reform Advisory Council which had agreed to the 13 principles which would inform the labour law reform in the country. The said principles had been crafted in a tripartite manner; for instance, cases where there had been excessive ministerial power had been looked at, and it had been agreed that those powers would be curtailed. Although employers had been let down before they were still prepared to give the Government and workers another chance.

The Worker member of Zimbabwe indicated that five-and-a-half years had elapsed since the Commission of Inquiry had formulated its recommendations. Despite the Government’s promise to bring all the pertinent labour laws into conformity with Conventions Nos 87 and 98, little progress had been made, with the exception of the 2013 Constitution. In August 2014, principles to align national laws with international labour standards were agreed upon in a tripartite manner. In 2015, the Government had promulgated Labour Amendment Act No. 5, ignoring the agreed principles. Labour Amendment Act No. 5 specified that a freely concluded collective bargaining agreement would not be registered if “contrary to public interest”. Furthermore, the said Act imposed a minimum retrenchment package. Moreover, the Act permitted ministerial interference in the administration of national employment councils. The speaker was of the view that the principles discussed on 22 May 2016 had been merely agreed upon for the purpose of reporting progress to the present Committee. Also, in May 2016, the Special Economic Zones Bill had been discussed and passed by the lower house of Parliament, without consultations being held. The Bill sought to exempt Special Economic Zones from the application of the Labour Act. The speaker stated that acts of anti-union discrimination were widespread, trade union members were being dismissed, as was the case of the President of the Railways Association of Enginemen, Mr Honest Mudzete, the President of the Zimbabwe Catering and Hotel workers Union, Mr Muzvidziwa, and the union’s national executive member, Ms Sophia Bwer.Selective dismissals of workers were taking place during strikes, especially in the case of trade union officials and worker representatives. Moreover, the Constitutional Court had yet to determine the constitutionality of section 104 of the Labour Act that restricted the right to strike. He denounced late payments of wages and the difficulty for workers to dispose of their wages, due to limited availability of money in banks. As workers’ wages had not been paid, trade union dues had not been remitted, thereby crippling unions’ operations. The speaker called on the Committee to insist, with stronger measures, on the effective implementation of the Convention.

The Government member of Botswana, speaking on behalf of the Member States of the Southern African Development Community (SADC), noted the progress made by the Government in addressing the issues raised, in particular in relation to the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry. He noted the constitutional amendments adopted in 2013 which formed a good basis for addressing the concerns raised by the Commission of Inquiry regarding compliance with the Convention. He also noted the tripartite agreement on principles which formed the basis for the amendment of the Labour Act and the Public Service Act, in the context of the labour law reform. Progress was also noted concerning the capacity building of the stakeholders. The speaker stressed the necessity to rapidly harmonize various statutes with the new Constitution. While some outstanding issues still needed to be addressed expeditiously to fully comply with the Convention, he trusted that the regular review and monitoring of the implementation of regional instruments on employment and labour, such as the SADC Decent Work Programme 2013–19, would help the Government in this regard. The continued technical assistance provided by the Office to the Government and the social partners would also facilitate compliance with the Convention.

The Employer member of Malawi expressed his solidarity with the Government on behalf of the SADC Private Sector Forum (SPSF). There was a conducive space for reforms in Zimbabwe and the employers were contributing to the current changes. The SPSF, the subregional body representing the private sector, approached tripartite consultations and social dialogue with objectivity. The interven-
tions made by the Employer member of Zimbabwe demonstrated such commitment. The employer representatives had agreed in the context of the national social dialogue platform to repeal section 79(2)(b) and (c) of the Labour Act. When instances of non-compliance with fundamental Conventions were reported, it was crucial that the situation be addressed first at the national level, and if these institutions had failed, at the subregional level, in order to ensure that existing structures with competent authority were given an opportunity to understand the reasons for the problems. In that regard, it was encouraging that the Employers Federation of Zimbabwe (EMCOZ) was using the national platforms to raise its concerns regarding the Labour Amendment Act No. 5 of 2015. The EMCOZ had not brought these concerns to the attention of the relevant subregional or international structures. National structures had to be taken advantage of, especially where governments, with the technical assistance of the ILO, had demonstrated their willingness to address concerns raised by the Conference Committee. The request made by the employers to the Government was legitimate and demonstrated the employers’ objective approach towards social dialogue. To conclude, the speaker acknowledged the positive spirit of the Government in facilitating progresses to address the concerns raised by the Committee and was convinced that the Government and the social partners would continue the positive developments.

The Worker member of Botswana recalled that Zimbabwe had been a recurrent case before this Committee due to gross breaches of the provisions of Conventions Nos 87 and 98. The severity of these breaches, notably the serial and brazen physical and psychological attacks on workers and their trade union leaders, had led to the appointment of a Commission of Inquiry to investigate and make recommendations. However, the Conference Committee was familiar with the fact that these recommendations had been poorly implemented. The situation had not changed substantially as harassment and intimidation were still waged against workers and trade unions and had impacted the process of collective bargaining. On 8 August 2015, the police had prevented the ZCTU from demonstrating against the increase in job losses. Prior to the planned demonstration, the police had raided the ZCTU offices in Harare and had detained seven union leaders, including the President and the Secretary-General of the ZCTU, and several journalists. Those arrested had later been released and were intimidated physically and psychologically by police officers patrolling in the Harare’s Central Business District with anti-riot equipment. On 11 April 2015, the ZCTU had obtained permission to demonstrate in six cities to denounce a range of practices contrary to the existing collective bargaining agreements, including wage freezes and cuts, the unilateral labour market flexibility, the non-and late payment of salaries, and the failure to remit trade union membership dues to the unions. To conclude, the speaker stressed that the Government had failed to align its laws and practices with the requirements of the Convention.

The Government member of Malawi expressed his satisfaction concerning the progress made by the Government in the implementation of the recommendations made by the Commission of Inquiry in 2010. Employers, workers and the Government had to work together for the country to move forward economically and socially. The establishment of a Tripartite Negotiating Forum, responsible for overseeing the improvement and implementation of labour laws and other instruments was welcomed. This forum created an auspicious climate for the social partners to work together in designing a greater country to live and do business in. The commitment and progress made by the Government to improve the implementation of the Convention was commendable and should be encouraged. The government, workers, and employers were to be encouraged to work together to ensure that the issues raised by the Commission of Inquiry were addressed in earnest. To conclude, the speaker encouraged the ILO to continue to provide technical assistance in the ongoing reforms to enable the Government to achieve economic growth through the development of a good, sustainable and sound social dialogue.

The Government member of Swaziland supported the statement made by the SADC Member States and congratulated the Government for the great strides made in implementing the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry. The Government had made considerable progress, in consultation with the social partners, to ensure compliance with the Convention, in law and in practice, through the amendments of the Constitution and the legislative framework, as well as through the training of Labour Court judges. The Government had demonstrated its commitment to the promotion and protection of workers’ rights. The speaker recommended that the ILO continue to provide technical assistance in order to support the measures taken to implement the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry.

The Employer member of Swaziland, speaking on behalf of the Federation of Swaziland Employers and Chamber of Commerce (FSECC), indicated that the case was a case of progress and that it was important to acknowledge the efforts of the social partners. The labour law reforms undertaken by the social partners through the Tripartite Negotiating Forum had to be commended. Some reforms had been concluded and others were still in progress. The Government was committed to further engage with the social partners to address the concerns raised by the ZCTU. The ILO had been and should be encouraged. The Government to improve the implementation of the Convention was commendable and should be encouraged. The measures taken by the Government to amend its Constitution was also a step in the right direction. Government, workers, and employers were to be encouraged to work together to ensure that the issues raised by the Commission of Inquiry were addressed in earnest. To conclude, the speaker encouraged the ILO to continue to provide technical assistance in the ongoing reforms to enable the Government to achieve economic growth through the development of a good, sustainable and sound social dialogue.

The Worker member of Swaziland expressed solidarity with the workers of Zimbabwe whose challenges were similar to the ones faced by workers in Swaziland. It was unfortunate that Zimbabwe had appeared on recurrent occasions before the Committee. When Zimbabwe had signed the 2011 Charter of Fundamental Social Rights in the SADC, it had been assumed that it had done so with a view to achieve uniformity in respect for human and workers’ rights.
rights throughout the region. However, instances where deductions had not been remitted to the unions to whom they were due, continued to happen. These practices were intended to frustrate, cripple and undermine the trade unions’ capacity to defend and advance their members’ rights and interests. The speaker called on the Government to fulfil its commitment to respect the Convention and the Charter of Fundamental Social Rights in the SADC and to protect the rights of the trade unions. Governments should assist the Government of Zimbabwe to comply with the obligations agreed upon, within the context of the ILO, but also in the regional and other international contexts. The workers of Zimbabwe were entitled to enjoy their rights. It was clear that no progress had been made by Zimbabwe regarding the implementation of the Convention and the conclusions should urge the Government to take action.

The Government member of the United Republic of Tanzania associated herself with the statement made on behalf of the SADC Member States and welcomed the efforts made by the Government of Zimbabwe and the social partners aimed at addressing the pending issues. These efforts had led to the adoption, in 2013, of the Constitutional Amendment; to the formulation of the Tripartite Negotiation Forum; and to the appointment of a Tripartite Labour Law Reform Advisory Council which would pave the way for the drafting of a Labour Amendment Bill. The Government and all the parties concerned should be encouraged to intensify their efforts to achieve sustained and harmonious industrial relations. The speaker called on the ILO to continue providing the necessary assistance to the Government and the social partners in this regard.

The Worker member of the Republic of Korea recalled that the Committee of Experts had reminded the Government of the need to effectively reform its labour laws to promote genuine and acceptable collective bargaining practices in full collaboration with the social partners. The Government had continued to poorly implement the requests of the Committee of Experts. Furthermore, the Government had unilaterally changed the principles that had been agreed upon by the social partners. Specifically, in August 2014, the tripartite partners had adopted, in the context of the Tripartite Negotiating Forum, 13 principles to guide the reform process. These principles had been accepted by the Cabinet in December 2014 without any changes. The Labour Amendment, which later became law in August 2015, had made significant unilateral changes to the agreed principles. The Act included provisions on the creation of a new bipartite worker–employer structure, on inspection and examination, and on the administration of the employment councils. These provisions had never been discussed nor agreed upon with the social partners. The provisions undermined the Convention and reversed the progress achieved through past national reforms, as they increased the powers of the Registrar of Unions and allowed the Minister to take control over the employment councils. Collective bargaining could not take place under the new law, which was intended to intimidate the social partners. The patience of this Committee should not be taken as a pretext to delay the implementation of the Convention.

The Government member of China emphasized that the Government had implemented the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry, in particular by adopting amendments to the Constitution and revising the labour legislation. This progress should be welcomed, since it enabled the protection of the social partners’ rights and the promotion of collective bargaining. The member States needed to shoulder the responsibilities that arose from the Conventions which they had ratified and, to do that, they needed time and also technical assistance from the ILO. In conclusion, the speaker supported the efforts of the Government and expressed the hope that the assistance provided would continue.

The Worker member of the United Kingdom recalled that the Convention should be applied both in law and in practice. The right to collective bargaining was protected under article 65 of the Constitution adopted in 2013. However, when the labour law reform was discussed, the situation did not reflect the promising disposition of the Constitution. Those who had attended the tripartite discussions had not been able to recognize the legislation that was supposed to have emerged from the tripartite process. The section agreed upon by the social partners had already been highly criticized, including by the Commission of Inquiry and the Committee of Experts for interfering with collective bargaining through requiring the approval by the Minister of the collective agreements before they could be registered. Instead of bringing the law into compliance, the Government had inserted a new section that had compounded the infringement of core rights. The Minister had been given even more discretion and the power to choose when an agreement was or was not in “the public interest” before deciding whether to register it. Thus, the section gave the Ministry full discretion in granting prior approval, which was a very clear violation of the principle of autonomy of the parties. In relation to public-sector bargaining, Government agencies were able to take over employment councils. These examples showed a tightening grasp of control by the Government over what should have been a negotiated process between the social partners. The same had happened regarding retrenchment or redundancy payments, and the fixing of public sector terms and conditions. Despite the inclusion of article 65 in the 2013 Constitution, collective bargaining free of government control was not a reality in Zimbabwe.

The Government member of Namibia associated himself with the statement made on behalf of the SADC Member States and commended the Government for the adoption of the Constitutional Amendment, which gave effect to both Conventions Nos 87 and 98. This showed the commitment of the Government to implement the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry. Moreover, the registration of two workers’ organizations in 2016, demonstrated that the principles of the Convention were applied in practice. She called on the ILO to continue to provide technical assistance to the Government in its labour law reform process.

The Government member of Cuba warmly welcomed the Committee of Expert’s recognition in its report of the legislative progress made, particularly with respect to the amendment of the Constitution that provided fully for the right to collective bargaining, and the process of harmonizing labour law with the Convention. In light of the will expressed by the Government to continue moving towards the fulfillment of commitments made, she called for the spirit of cooperation to prevail and the necessary technical assistance to be provided to the Government.
The Worker member of South Africa expressed solidarity with the workers of Zimbabwe and recalled that the Committee had, on many occasions, discussed on the abuse, deprivation and denial of fundamental rights of workers in export processing zones (EPZs), which in turn undermined and eroded the spaces and latitude for collective bargaining. The Special Economic Zones Bill had been discussed in the Parliament of Zimbabwe in May 2016. Section 56 of the Bill provided for the removal of the application of the Labour Act in special economic zones. The effect of this provision would be that collective bargaining, as provided for in the Labour Act, would be made impossible, giving employers and the authorities the power to determine conditions of work in these zones. Workers would be subjected to regulations unilaterally made by the special economic zones authority without consultation or negotiation with worker representatives. Moreover, recalling that the Special Economic Zones Bill, once adopted, would be administered by the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Public Service, the speaker feared that inputs from the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare on the adoption of regulations would only be possible when the authority decided to consult it. He requested the Committee to call upon the Government to accept a high-level mission to assess progress and to assist with proposals to make rapid and lasting changes to collective bargaining laws and practices.

The Government member of Kenya noted with appreciation the various measures taken by the Government to fulfil its obligations under the Convention and address the issues raised, including with regard to the scope of collective bargaining and the protection against anti-union discrimination. There also had been significant progress and commitment by the Government to address and finalize the outstanding issues, including those concerning amendments to the Labour Act, which had been discussed by the Tripartite Negotiating Forum and the Tripartite Labour Law Reform Advisory Council. In conclusion, she welcomed that the ILO had supported the tripartite parties through technical cooperation and called on the Office to continue supporting the Government in its efforts.

The Government member of India expressed appreciation at the various measures initiated by the Government to harmonize its legislation with the provisions of the Convention. She was pleased to note that the Tripartite Negotiating Forum had agreed to finalize the discussions on the Labour Amendment Bill by the end of August 2016. Furthermore, the Government had already taken actions to implement most of the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry, including those related to protection against anti-union discrimination, the extension of the scope of collective bargaining, and the registration of collective bargaining agreements. The Government had also shown its willingness to engage in discussions with the social partners and had benefited from ILO technical assistance in the area of training and sensitization. The Committee should take into account the progress made and the commitment expressed by the Government to pursue its efforts with a view to ensure full compliance of its labour laws with the Convention.

The Government member of Ghana acknowledged the actions taken by the Government to address, through tripartite consultation, the issues raised by the Commission of Inquiry, in particular the ongoing labour law reform which was an important step towards compliance with the Convention. The speaker urged the Government to expedite those actions in order to achieve a harmonious industrial climate and respect of workers’ rights.

The Government representative indicated that some of the issues discussed had not been raised by the Committee of Experts. Firstly, legislative issues should be discussed in the Tripartite Negotiating Forum and other national social dialogue structures and the Government was committed to address those issues with the social partners at the national level. Secondly, the overall economic performance of the country had to be taken into account. Thirdly, incidences of clashes between the law enforcement agencies and trade unions had been reduced and the Government had continued to work towards the improvement of working relations between state actors and trade unions. The Government had always been ready to engage in dialogue with a view to finding mutually acceptable solutions to the issues discussed by the Committee. Challenges had been encountered in the labour law reform. The Supreme Court ruling of July 2015 had exposed loopholes in the existing laws giving employers the right to terminate employment contracts without notice. Since this ruling had resulted in unprecedented massive job losses, the Government had taken measures to expedite the enactment of labour legislation to stop those dismissals. The Labour Amendment Act No. 5 of 2015 prohibited the termination of employment without notice and retroactively entitling dismissed workers to compensation. While considerable progress had been realized since June 2015 with the agreement of the tripartite partners on the labour law reform based on all the comments of the ILO supervisory bodies, the need for urgent labour law amendments had meant that the reforms that had been agreed upon had to be temporarily set aside. However, this decision had been made in good faith and with the intention to benefit workers. As soon as the labour amendments had been passed, tripartite engagement had been resumed. The discussions, which had been initiated within the Tripartite Negotiating Forum, had been finalized by the Tripartite Labour Law Reform Advisory Council. The objective was to finalize the consultations by the end of June 2016 to pave the way for the drafting of a Labour Amendment Bill. The socio-economic challenges faced by the country had been exacerbated by the El Niño induced drought. In this context, some employers had been failing to fully comply with collective bargaining agreements, especially with respect to minimum wages. This had also led to delays in the payment of wages, and to delays in the remittance of trade union dues and medical aid contributions. The Government had repeatedly intervened to encourage the parties to reach agreements on how the collective bargaining agreements could be respected, notwithstanding the economic challenges at stake. The Special Economic Zones Bill that was being discussed in Parliament could not undermine the fundamental rights of workers, especially those relating to Conventions Nos 87 and 98, as the Constitution of the country already guaranteed these rights (except for the security services). Moreover, it was the Government’s intention to convene a tripartite seminar to build greater consensus on how the industrial relations framework for special economic zones was to be configured. In conclusion, she emphasized that the Government had demonstrated full respect towards the comments of the ILO.
supervisory bodies, as well as towards the diverse opinions of the social partners. The socio-economic challenges faced by the country required nothing short of social dialogue and inclusive participation. All efforts would be taken, in law and practice, to ensure that international labour standards were part of the country’s development plan. The good record that had been achieved since the adoption of the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry was remarkable.

The Worker members declared that collective bargaining was essential to safeguard workers during crisis. While the Government had committed itself to guaranteeing the right to collective bargaining by ratifying the Convention, it failed to comply with its obligations by resorting to violence and repression against those who were the most affected by the economic crisis. The Worker members trusted that the discussion clarified the need for the Government to hold, without delay, genuine consultations with the social partners in relation to the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry with respect to the amendment of the Labour Act, the Public Service Act and the Public Order and Security Act. The Government was seeking to weaken the right to collective bargaining with the Special Economic Zones Bill, while there was no justifiable ground for denying the right to collective bargaining to workers in EPZs. The Government should be reminded that failure to implement a collective agreement, even on a temporary basis, infringed the right to collective bargaining and the principle of good faith, and therefore employers who refused to remit union dues in violation of existing collective agreements should be sanctioned. Moreover, the Government should ensure that dissuasive sanctions were imposed on employers engaging in anti-union discrimination and that all workers who had been targeted for discrimination had access to effective remedies. Recalling that the right to collective bargaining could not be exercised in a meaningful way without independent and representative workers’ organizations, the Worker members called upon the Government to refrain from interfering in public protests by arresting and intimidating trade union members and leaders. Past incidents should be fully investigated and those who were found to be responsible should be held accountable. The Worker members recalled that the last time the Committee had called for a Commission of Inquiry with the agreement of the three groups was in 2008 concerning Zimbabwe, including on the application of the Convention. The case being once again discussed this year, the Committee noted with disappointment the Government’s failure to provide statistical information on cases of anti-union discrimination as requested by the Committee of Experts in its 2016 observation.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- hold meaningful consultations with social partners in order to fully and effectively implement the Commission of Inquiry recommendations with respect to the amendment of the Labour Act, the Public Service Act and the Public Order and Security Act;
- ensure that dissuasive sanctions are imposed on those engaging in anti-union discrimination and that all workers who have been targeted for discrimination have access to effective remedies;
- collate and submit to the Office all statistical information about cases of anti-union discrimination, as requested by the Committee of Experts;
- provide detailed information on the current situation of collective bargaining in the export processing zones and on the concrete measures to promote it in those zones;
- ensure that collective bargaining can be exercised in a climate of dialogue and mutual understanding;
- enhance the capacity of the social partners to fulfil obligations under existing collective agreements; and
- avail itself of ILO technical assistance to ensure full compliance with Convention No. 98.

The Government should accept a high-level ILO mission before the next International Labour Conference in order to assess progress towards compliance with these conclusions.

The Government representative thanked the Committee for its deliberations and for the conclusions and assured the Committee that the Government would continue to work with the social partners to implement the programmes outlined in the conclusions.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee welcomed the Government’s indication that steps were being taken to harmonize the labour and public service legislation with Articles 1 and 4 of Convention No. 98, including effected and proposed amendments to the Labour Act, the adoption of the 2013 Constitution and the Public Service Act.

The Committee noted with disappointment the Government’s failure to provide statistical information on cases of anti-union discrimination as requested by the Committee of Experts in its 2016 observation.

While there remained challenges which affected workers and employers, however, those challenges should not detract from the fact that progress had been made towards compliance with the Convention. This progress had been recognized by all social partners in Zimbabwe as well as by the Committee of Experts. The Conference Committee should encourage member States to resolve their labour problems through social dialogue at the national level. The Government and the national social partners had established tripartite structures to review labour law reforms. Agreements had already been reached at the tripartite level including with regard to the amendment of the labour laws, which had resulted in the amendment of the Labour Act which provided, among other things, for criminal sanctions in the event of trade union violations. This progress should be commended. The Employer members believed that the tripartite structure of social dialogue would contribute to the finalization of the process for the harmonization of the national legislation with the Convention in the near future. The parties should work together to ensure compliance and enforcement of the laws that had already been enacted, especially those offering protection to workers. To build on the momentum of progress, the Employer members encouraged the Government to: (i) continue to work with the national social partners to finalize the outstanding legislative amendments to ensure full compliance with the Convention; (ii) explore all reasonable measures to track, monitor and report on incidents of anti-union discrimination; and (iii) avail itself of any technical assistance it may require from the ILO to achieve full compliance with the Convention, both in law and practice.
Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 (No. 105)

Turkmenistan (ratification: 1997)

A Government representative recalled the relevant legislative provisions, including section 63 of the Code of Administrative Offences and section 223 of the Criminal Code, and indicated that forced labour was not imposed in cases in violation of the established procedure for the organization of assemblies, meetings or demonstrations. He explained that “corrective labour”, as a penal sanction, corresponded to the exception of Article 2(c) of the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29). As a matter of fact, under section 50 of the Criminal Code, corrective labour was served following a court judgment, with the payment of the corresponding salary. At the same time, legislation restricted the use of corrective labour for certain categories of citizens. With regard to the comments of the Committee of Experts concerning the sanctions for insulting or defamation of the President of Turkmenistan, including through the publication of materials over the Internet (sections 176 and 192 of the Criminal Code and section 30(3) of the Internet Development and Services Law of 20 December 2014), citizens of Turkmenistan enjoyed freedom of opinion and expression and the right to exchange information. The implementation of the provisions of national law should not be interpreted as a punishment and should thus not fall under the prohibition of Article 1(a) of the Convention. Moreover, the Constitution of Turkmenistan guaranteed freedom of assembly and the right to hold meetings and demonstrations. On 28 February 2015, the Parliament of Turkmenistan had adopted a special law aimed at the implementation of the constitutional rights of citizens of Turkmenistan concerning the organization of assemblies, meetings and demonstrations and other large-scale public events. Administrative penalties were imposed for the violation of procedures established by the legislation, and not for the expression of political views. However, administrative arrests could be applied in exceptional circumstances, only for certain types of administrative offences, and did not include the obligation to perform public work or any other form of forced labour. He emphasized that, at the present time, the Parliament of Turkmenistan was discussing a new Constitution, taking into account international experience in the area of the protection of human rights and freedoms. In the context of the legislative reforms, work was also under way on a draft law that created and appointed a human rights ombudsperson.

With regard to the comments of the Committee of Experts on forced labour during the cotton harvest, he said that the agricultural sector accounted for less than 4 per cent of GDP. At the same time, the country paid great attention to the development and improvement of the agricultural sector, the introduction of modern innovative technologies in order to create jobs, as well as measures to support farms and small and medium-sized businesses. State support and incentives provided to farmers included preferential loans for up to a ten-year period with a rate of interest of 1 per cent per annum. Procurement prices for cotton had also been increased. In accordance with section 8 of the Labour Code, forced labour was prohibited in Turkmenistan. Moreover, in the course of the constitutional reforms, the prohibition of forced labour would be included in the new Constitution. In accordance with the Law on education and the rights of the child, the Government was required to protect the child from all forms of exploitation at work, by measures of a legal, economic, social, medical and educational nature. Students were prohibited from working during the school year in the agricultural and other sectors which were not related to the educational process. He added that of the legislation referred to in the comments of the Committee of Experts, the Law on the legal regime governing emergencies of 1990, had been repealed. With regard to the comments on the imposition of forced labour as a method of mobilizing and using employment for purposes of economic development, the State of Emergency Act did not provide for this type of mobilization for those purposes. In accordance with the Code of Administrative Offences, sanctions, including administrative suspensions, were imposed on employers for up to three months for the failure to prohibit the use of forced labour and the employment of persons under 18 years of age. Official complaints and petitions by citizens concerning the use of forced labour could be reported. In this regard, no information or complaints had been received concerning the use of forced labour. The Government wished to continue cooperation with the ILO on the issues raised by the Committee of Experts. The Government was committed to constructive dialogue and continued collaboration, as demonstrated by recent meetings and official ILO visits to Turkmenistan, as well as activities in Turkmenistan for the implementation of international labour standards.

The Worker members said that Turkmenistan was the ninth largest producer and the seventh largest cotton exporter in the world and that it maintained that status through a system of forced labour under the auspices of the State. The Government had complete control over cotton production and obliged cotton farmers to respect annual quotas. During the harvest season, the authorities obliged public sector workers, under threat of dismissal, to either pick cotton, pay bribes or hire someone to replace them. The authorities also forced private sector enterprises to contribute to the task in cash, in labour or in kind, by quite simply threatening them with the closure of their establishments. Forced labour in the cotton industry took place in the context of widespread human rights violations in the country. The Government was accused of being responsible for hundreds of enforced disappearances and of ordering prison sentences as measures of political retaliation. The Government also denied workers’ rights to freedom of association, assembly and expression, which facilitated recourse to forced labour. Those who tried to gather evidence of forced labour in the cotton industry did so at their own risk and peril, and therefore had to act anonymously to avoid harassment and reprisals. They added that, although the Government had adopted laws against forced labour, it had repeatedly ignored the deep concerns expressed by the Committee of Experts regarding the application of Conventions Nos 29 and 105. In 2016, the Committee of Experts had once again strongly urged the Government to take specific and effective measures without delay to ensure the complete elimination of the use of compulsory labour of public and private sector workers in cotton farming. The United Nations Human Rights Council and the Committee on the Rights of the Child had also noted that children were still engaged in cotton picking. Reliable information from
NGO reports concerning the 2015 harvest clearly showed that the Government continued to use widespread forced labour, with complete disregard for the demands of the ILO and other United Nations agencies. These various factors demonstrated that the Committee of Experts had good reason to bring this case to the attention of the Conference Committee and to assign it a double footnote.

The Worker members emphasized that the Government used various forms of coercion to ensure implementation of the cotton production plans. The President of Turkmenistan threatened regional governors with dismissal if they did not fulfill their regional cotton production targets. Regional and district officials in turn threatened to dismiss the leaders of agricultural associations if they did not meet their quotas. The associations then threatened to seize the land of cotton farmers if they failed to meet their targets. And workers risked dismissal if they refused to participate in the harvest, pay a bribe or hire someone to replace them. During the 2015 harvest, which had arrived late and had a low production output, the President had criticized the regional governors on several occasions for the slow production, and forced them to send more workers to the fields to speed up the process. School directors had sent teachers to pick cotton several days a week throughout the harvesting season in the Dashoguz, Lebap and Mary regions and, across the country, teachers indicated that they had the choice to either work in the harvest, pay a bribe or see the end of their careers. They referred the testimony of a public service employee forced to participate in the harvest as well as a worker hired by a teacher to do the work in their place, highlighting both the bad working conditions and the corrupt practices that accompanied the forced compliance with the targets fixed by the State.

The Worker members also emphasized that the Turkmen’s Agricultural University and the Dashoguz Agricultural Institute had forced around 2,000 students to pick cotton, under threat of exclusion from the establishment, and that the school directors in the Akhal and Dashoguz regions did the same with regard to their pupils. They added that the forced labour of parents organized by the Government to ensure compliance with the quotas had led to, at least in the Boldumasaz district (Dashoguz region), recourse to child labour, as the parents feared losing their jobs if they did not fulfill their designated cotton quota. The Government considered any refusal to contribute to the cotton harvest as insubordination, sabotage or contempt for the nation, which entailed the application of administrative sanctions, including dismissal. The high unemployment rate in Turkmenistan heightened the impact of the threats of dismissal in response to refusals to participate in the cotton harvest. They finally indicated that the Government should draw on examples from the Committee’s conclusions relating to similar cases. The Government should, with ILO technical assistance, immediately adopt and implement an exhaustive action plan for the full abolition of forced labour in the country.

The Employer members welcomed the indication by the Government that it was prepared to cooperate with the ILO to address issues of compliance with international labour standards. They noted that the provisions of the Convention on the prohibition of the use of forced or compulsory labour as a means of political coercion or education or as a punishment for holding or expressing political views opposed to the established political, social or economic system, as well as a method for mobilizing and using labour for purposes of economic development, appeared to be relevant in this case. They recalled that, in the first part of its observation, the Committee of Experts focused on Article 1(a) of the Convention, noting that, under both section 178(2) of the Code of Administrative Offences of 1984 and section 223 of the Criminal Code, any violation of the established procedure for the organization of assemblies, meetings or demonstrations constituted both an administrative and a criminal offence, punishable by a fine, administrative arrest or corrective action. The Government had not provided information on the application of these provisions in practice, and the Committee of Experts had noted that changes had been made to section 178(2) of the Code of Administrative Offences of 1984, while section 223 of the Criminal Code remained unchanged, and sections 176 and 192 of the Criminal Code established penalties for offences that were punishable by a fine, correctional labour of up to two years or imprisonment for up to five years. The Employer members urged the Government to provide information on the application in practice of section 63 of the Code of Administrative Offence, sections 176, 192 and 223 of the Criminal Code and to take the necessary measures in both law and practice to ensure that no penalties involving compulsory labour were imposed for the peaceful expression of political opinions or views opposed to the established political, social or economic system.

In relation to Article 1(b) of the Convention, they recalled that the Committee of Experts observed that the “needs of economic development”, pursuant to section 7 of the Law on the legal regime governing emergencies of 1990, did not satisfy the definition of emergency in relation to Article 1(b) of the Convention. The Committee of Experts noted with deep concern the widespread use of forced labour in cotton production. In particular, individuals were forced to pick cotton, in fulfilment of state-established cotton production quotas, under threat of penalty. The Government forced farmers to deliver established annual cotton production quotas and thousands of workers to pick cotton under threat of loss of land, loss of employment and loss of wages. Businesses were forced to send employees to pick cotton under threat of extraordinary audit, tax inspections and fire inspections, while transport companies were forced to contribute by transporting workers to the cotton fields, without compensation, and under threat of confiscation of their licence by the police. They recalled that the Convention, by providing for the abolition of any form of forced labour in five specific cases, was intended to supplement Convention No. 29, and they emphasized that they had long opposed the use of forced labour for economic development. They strongly urged the Government to take effective measures without delay to ensure the complete elimination of the use of forced labour in relation to the cotton harvest and further requested the Government to provide information on the specific measures taken in this connection and the concrete results achieved. In this regard, they encouraged the Government to request the technical assistance of the ILO. They expressed concern with regard to the direct request, in which the Committee of Experts, noting that section 16 of the Civil Service Act pro-
hindered strikes by civil servants, directly requested the Government to provide information on sanctions that may be imposed on workers participating in strikes in the civil service. Acknowledging that participation in peaceful strikes, where such industrial action was recognized at the national level, should not result in the imposition of forced labour, they stated that this provision of the Convention did not recognize a general right to strike and that, as a result, sanctions for workers who went on strike, which did not impose forced labour, did not fall under the scope of the Convention. In conclusion, they highlighted the seriousness of the case and expected the Government to take the necessary measures, in both law and practice, to ensure that no penalties involving forced labour were imposed for the peaceful expression of political opinions opposed to the established system and to take effective measures without delay to ensure the elimination of the use of forced labour of workers in relation to the cotton harvest.

The Worker member of Turkmenistan referred to a tripartite agreement signed between the Government and the social partners to actively promote social dialogue and move away from unfortunate situations that still existed in the country. Recently adopted laws and regulations were discussed in a tripartite setting, and national workers’ organizations were actively participating in the process of amending the legislation, including the Constitution. The new Constitution would include a specific provision banning forced labour, which they supported. He also welcomed the fact that a human rights ombudsman position would be created. Labour inspection was effective in all regions of the country and workers’ organizations also carried out monitoring with labour inspectors and discussed existing practices. Cotton was an important industry which generated employment. A campaign has been launched by trade unions and the labour inspectorate which had resulted in more than 100 inspections being carried out in 2015, and some 50 complaints had been examined. However, trade unions had received no complaints with regard to forced labour. Trade unions were becoming more effective in their work and had a greater influence in the labour sphere. Trade unions were working towards guaranteeing the rights of workers, in collaboration with the labour inspection services, with the aim of improving the quality of work and ensuring that workers were paid decent wages. Collective agreements were also being signed in this regard.

The Employer member of Turkmenistan stated that farmers and producers in agriculture engaged voluntarily in cotton cultivation under preferential conditions and incentives, such as the reduction of the cost for fertilizers, the availability of loans and the exemption from the payment of taxes and other fees. Although the Committee of Experts had noted that private companies were forced to participate in the production of cotton, she was not aware of complaints of such practices and encouraged the Committee of Experts to consider each case individually. She concluded by hoping that the Committee would take her views into consideration.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as well as the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Norway and Republic of Moldova, said that the EU was engaged in the promotion of the universal ratification and implementation of the core labour standards, including the Convention, as part of the Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy, adopted in July 2015. The EU was concerned about the serious human rights situation in Turkmenistan, characterized by the lack of freedom of expression, including on the Internet, freedom of association and freedom of movement, as well as restrictions imposed on civil society organizations and arbitrary detentions. In this context, the EU policy concerning Turkmenistan, which was intended to promote respect for human rights, the rule of law and democratic principles in that country, was maintained. In this regard, he welcomed the recent adoption of the National Human Rights Action Plan and encouraged the Government to step up its efforts for implementation. The EU was concerned about the comments of the Committee of Experts regarding the application in practice of section 63 of the Code of Administrative Offences, sections 176, 192 and 233 of the Criminal Code and the Internet Development and Services Law of 20 December 2014. It was also deeply concerned by the widespread use of forced labour in cotton production in Turkmenistan, which not only affected farmers, but also the public and private sectors at large. Workers were under threat of losing their jobs, salary cuts, loss of land and extraordinary investigations and, despite being illegal, child labour continued in cotton production. In this context, the Government was called upon to amend its legislation to bring it into conformity with the Convention and to ensure in practice that no penalties involving compulsory labour were imposed for the peaceful expression of political opinions or views opposed to the established system. The Government was encouraged to provide all the information requested by the Committee of Experts, to intensify its efforts to completely eliminate compulsory labour in cotton farming and to ensure a stronger enforcement of the law regarding child labour in cotton production. Finally, he indicated that the EU was willing to assist Turkmenistan to meet its obligations in this regard and would continue to monitor the situation in the country closely.

The Government member of Belarus congratulated the Government on strengthening its legislation to apply the provisions of the Convention. Reforms carried out by the Government were facilitating progressive change, particularly in the agricultural sector. In this regard, he referred to the preferential loans granted to farmers, which were exempt from taxes and fees. He also referred to the adoption of legislation guaranteeing the constitutional right to peaceful assembly. A new draft Constitution, reflecting international experience in the protection of human rights and freedoms, was before Parliament, and there were plans to appoint a human rights ombudsman. He therefore suggested that the Committee should no longer consider the application of the Convention by Turkmenistan, although the ILO should continue to work with the Government.

The Worker member of France emphasized that the observations of the Committee of Experts highlighted the violation in Turkmenistan of the fundamental freedoms of expression and association, which guaranteed democracy, peace and the rule of law. Cotton production generated considerable revenue for the State and for an elite few who were closely connected to the political authorities. The use of forced labour was unfortunately very common in this context. Cotton production contributed to political repression and the absence of the rule of law made any opposition
The Government member of Switzerland said that her Government supported the statement made by the EU. The use of forced labour for the cotton harvest could not be justified on grounds of economic development and, as the Committee of Experts had emphasized, there were no situations of emergency or force majeure within the meaning of ILO Conventions that could, in this context, justify recourse to forced labour. She encouraged the Government to promote the free and informed consent of workers to enter at any time into an employment relationship, and to ensure their right to leave their employment at any time without fear of reprisals or loss of benefits. Lastly, she expressed the hope that the Government would put in place concrete measures in both law and practice to eliminate forced labour.

The Employer member of the United States condemned the widespread use of forced labour in cotton production in the country. This situation affected broad categories of society, including business and private and public sector workers, farmers, teachers, doctors and nurses, who were forced to work in cotton production under threat of losing their jobs, experiencing salary cuts, loss of land and enduring extraordinary investigations, in violation of the Convention. He said that, consistent with the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, many multinational companies were partnering in their supply chains with groups dedicated to eradicating forced labour in the cotton industry. As these efforts were proving insufficient, he appealed to the Committee to add its unique institutional voice to the collective effort to hold the country accountable to its international obligations and called for the initiation of a tripartite monitoring programme to ensure compliance by the Government with its international obligations. Without a free press and a robust civil society, the ability of companies to identify and monitor potential violations of human rights in their supply chains was hampered. Despite the fact that articles 28 and 29 of the Constitution of Turkmenistan guaranteed the right to hold and express opinions, as well as the right to hold meetings and demonstrations in the manner established by the law, the Committee of Experts had noted that penal sanctions were routinely imposed, including through compulsory labour, as a punishment for holding or expressing political views or views ideologically opposed to the established political, social or economic system. In this regard, he also referred to the observation of the OSCE on the Internet Development and Services Law of December 2014 and the concerns at the severe restrictions on freedom of expression in the country expressed in the framework of the United Nations Universal Periodic Review. Echoing the call for action made by the Committee of Experts, he strongly urged the Government to take measures without delay to ensure the complete elimination of the use of compulsory labour by public and private sector workers in cotton farming and requested the Government to provide information on the specific measures taken to this end in both law and practice, as well as the concrete results achieved.

The Worker member of Sweden, speaking on behalf of the Nordic workers, said that according to Human Rights Watch, Turkmenistan was one of the most closed and repressive countries in the world. The Government had arrested and imprisoned people based on politically motivated grounds and used “corrective labour” as punishment for violations of legal procedures, restricting the organization of assemblies, meetings and demonstrations, and thus denying freedom of association and expression. There were few, if any, signs of free, democratic and independent trade unions in Turkmenistan. She emphasized that well-functioning social dialogue was not only an important tool for eliminating labour rights abuses, such as forced labour, but also the best mechanism to promote better living and working conditions and peace and social justice. Moreover, democracy was among the enabling conditions for a well-functioning social dialogue. An appropriate institutional framework to allow tripartite discussion on important is-
sus, such as the abolition of forced labour, was also re-
quired. She expressed the view that there was practically
nothing of the above in Turkmenistan. She asserted that
more information and cooperation from the Government
was needed and she urged the Government to change its
laws and legal practice. She emphasized that forced labour
should be abolished urgently and the need to engage in so-
cial dialogue with free and independent social partners.

The Government member of the Russian Federation wel-
comed the detailed information provided by the Govern-
ment. Important socio-political reforms were being under-
taken leading to a more effective implementation of the
Convention. He noted with satisfaction the constructive co-
operation between the Government and the ILO, including
joint seminars and other activities contributing to the im-
plementation of international labour standards at the na-
tional level. He was of the view that this level of coopera-
tion with the ILO confirmed the readiness of the Govern-
ment to comply with its obligations under international
law. In this regard, he urged the Office to continue to pro-
vide technical assistance to the Government in relation to
the implementation of the Convention.

The Worker member of the United States said that for
years the Government had been using social control as one
of its methods to repress the workers in the country, partic-
ularly through cotton production and picking. The Govern-
ment forced farmers and individuals to fulfill cotton pro-
duction and picking quotas. Tens of thousands of workers
from sectors, including education, health care and culture
and sporting institutions, as well as manufacturing, con-
struction and transport companies, were pulled out of their
normal work day and forced to pick cotton, or to pay a bribe
or hire a replacement worker to pick cotton instead. Farm-
ers who fell short of the production quota faced the penalty
of losing their lease to farm the land. The cotton pickers in
the fields worked under the threat of loss of pay or termi-
nation from their employment. As a result of the mass mo-
obilization of public sector workers to pick cotton, many ser-
VICES were disrupted, including education and health-care
services. As a consequence, many teachers and technical
school staff quit their jobs. It particular, it was deplorable
that workers from the very critical industries of education
and health care were ripped out of schools and hospitals to
pick cotton in the fields for the sole purpose of garnering
profits for the government elite. She emphasized that the
practice was even more unacceptable of officials forcibly
mobilizing students to the cotton fields under the guise of
internships. In addition, pressure to fulfill cotton picking
quotas resulted in children not attending school, but instead
picking cotton alongside their parents, who feared losing
their jobs if quotas were not met. Finally, she emphasized
that these shocking human rights violations could not per-
sist any longer and urged the Government to undertake se-
rious reform in order to ensure the abolition of forced la-
bour, as required by the Convention.

The Government member of Kazakhstan highlighted the
positive measures taken by the Government. In this regard,
he welcomed the efforts made to formulate a new Consti-
tution, taking into account international experience in the
areas of human rights and freedoms, and which would in-
clude a provision banning forced labour. He also welcomed
the current work to establish a position of human rights omb-
uds person. He referred to the measures to promote and
support the agricultural sector, including preferential loans,
as well as the promotion of new and innovative technolo-
gies in the sector. The active participation of the Govern-
ment in regional and international organizations was also
to be welcomed.

The Government member of the Islamic Republic of Iran
commended the Government of Turkmenistan for its com-
mmitment to fully complying with its international obliga-
tions, including the elimination of forced labour, through
appropriate legislative and practical measures. The Gov-
ernment should be encouraged to pursue its efforts and the
Office to provide assistance if needed.

The Government member of Azerbaijan recalled the diffi-
culties faced by all countries of the former Soviet Union in
their transition process, as well as their achievements in
adopting new legislation expressly prohibiting forced la-
bour, ensuring socio-economic development, the full de-
velopment of the human potential of their peoples and the
steady growth of wages. The growth of the textile industry
in Turkmenistan, which allowed the increased participation
of women in the labour market, bore witness to the achieve-
ments of the country. Economic development
would further support the full application of international
labour standards in the country.

The Government representative expressed his gratitude to
the speakers who had taken part in the discussion and reaffir-
mmed his confidence in such a constructive dialogue to
ensure the full application of the rights enshrined in the
Convention.

The Employer members welcomed the information pro-
vided by the Government regarding legal reforms, such as
the repeal of section 7 of the 1990 Law on the legal regime
governing emergencies, with the stated aim of banning
forced labour in law. However, further information was re-
quired with regard to: the repeal of the above provision; the
changes to section 178(2) of the Code of Administrative
Offences of 1984, and the status of section 223 of the Crim-
inal Code; as well as how these stated changes were admin-
istered in practice. The Government’s stated intention of
continuing to cooperate with the ILO in order to apply Con-
vention No. 105 was duly noted. Moreover, the Employer
members appreciated that, in view of the economic circum-
stances, it might be very helpful for the Government to
continue to work with the ILO in order to fully understand
the obligations under the Convention. The Government
was requested to take effective measures in both law and
practice to ensure that no penalties involving forced labour
could be imposed for the peaceful expression of political
opinions which were opposed to the established system in
order to achieve compliance with Article 1(a) of the Con-
vention. The Employer members also requested the Gov-
ernment to take measures without any delay to ensure that
no individuals, including farmers and/or public and private
sector workers, were required to work for the state spon-
sored cotton harvest and that no threat of punishment or
penalty was permitted for the failure to fulfill state produc-
tion quotas under the pretext of economic development.
The Government was also requested to confirm the repeal
of section 7 of the 1990 Law on the legal regime governing
emergencies and to request ILO technical assistance in or-
der to develop a national action plan to eliminate any form
of forced labour in relation to the cotton harvest and to con-
tinue its cooperation with the ILO.
The Worker members agreed with the Employer members. In Turkmenistan, forced labour occurred in a climate of generalized violation of human rights, including the denial of freedom of association and expression. Anyone who tried to combat the phenomenon had to do so clandestinely and risked intimidation, arrest and detention. The forced mobilization of farmers and other workers to produce and harvest cotton violated both the national legislation banning forced labour, including section 8 of the Labour Code and Convention No. 105. The Committee of Experts noted “with deep concern” the widespread use of forced labour in cotton production which affects farmers, businesses and private and public sector workers, including teachers, doctors and nurses, under threat of losing their jobs, salary cuts, loss of land and extraordinary investigations”. The Committee strongly urged the Government “to take effective measures without delay to ensure the complete elimination of the use of compulsory labour of public and private sector workers in cotton farming”. The Worker members urged the Government to cooperate with the ILO and the social partners to devise a plan to eliminate the use of forced labour, including child labour. The Government was thus requested to bring an end to the practice of forcing farmers to grow cotton and mobilizing workers from the public and private sectors for harvesting. The Worker members also called upon the Government to: immediately cease threatening those who failed to meet production and harvest quotas, apply the national legislation banning forced labour, instruct government officials not to use force to oblige people to work in cotton fields and punish those who did so. The Government was also requested to seek ILO technical assistance in ending forced labour in the cotton industry and to allow independent journalists and human rights activists to go about their work freely and to express their concern at the use of forced labour in the cotton industry without fear of reprisals. They also called for the drafting and implementation of a national plan of action to guarantee respect for internationally recognized labour rights in the cotton industry, inter alia, by ending the compulsory quota system for production and harvesting of cotton and, where appropriate, to ensure the liberalization of the purchasing price of cotton and financial transparency in related expenditure and income. Moreover, they noted that, while the Employer members questioned the Committee’s direct request to the Government under Article 1(d) of Convention No. 105, it was the view of the Worker members, as well as eminent jurists and regional and national high courts, that the right to strike was protected by the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87). This had been recognized by both Employers’ and Workers’ groups in a joint statement: “the right to take industrial action in support of legitimate industrial interests is recognized by the Constituents of the ILO”. The international recognition of the right to take industrial action required the Worker and Employer representatives to address the mandate of the Committee as defined in its 2015 report. The Committee’s mandate to “determine the legal scope, content and meaning of the provisions of the Conventions” had been approved by the ILO Governing Body, and the Committee of Experts could thus request any information it deemed relevant through a direct request on the application by a State of its obligations under a ratified Convention.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee welcomed the Government’s stated commitment to continuing to cooperate with the ILO in its efforts to apply Convention No. 105. The Committee noted with concern the allegations of the widespread use of forced labour in relation to the annual state-sponsored cotton harvest in Turkmenistan.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

■ In compliance with Article 1(a) of Convention No. 105, take measures in law and practice to ensure that no penalties involving forced labour may be imposed for the peaceful expression of political opinions opposed to the established system.

■ In compliance with Article 1(b) of Convention No. 105, take effective measures in law and in practice to ensure that no one, including farmers and public and private sector workers, is forced to work for the state-sponsored cotton harvest, and threatened punishment for the lack of fulfilment of production quotas under the pretext of “needs of economic development”. In this regard, repeal section 7 of the Law on the Legal Regime Governing Emergencies of 1990.

■ Prosecute and sanction appropriately any public official who participates in the forced mobilization of workers for the cultivation or harvest of cotton in contravention to Convention No. 105.

■ Seek technical assistance from the ILO in order to comply with the Convention in law and practice and to develop a national action plan to eliminate forced labour in connection with the state-sponsored cotton harvest.

■ Allow the social partners, and civil society organizations, to monitor and document any incidences of forced labour in the cotton harvest without fear of reprisals.

The Government representative expressed his gratitude on behalf of the delegation and reiterated the commitment of Turkmenistan to consistently fulfil its international obligations under the ratified ILO Convention. He indicated that concluding observations and recommendations are to be carefully examined. However, he mentioned that the Committee in its conclusions referred to the Law of 1990 that had already been abrogated in 2013. The Government representative reiterated the readiness to a constructive dialogue and further cooperation with the ILO.

Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111)

CZECH REPUBLIC (ratification: 1993)

The Government provided the following written information:


Concerning the activities of the Government in regard to the disadvantaged members of the Roma community, due to the limitations on the amount of the additional information that can be supplied, information for only a selection of projects implemented or supported by the Government is provided in order to show examples of the measures taken by the administration in cooperation with
the municipalities. Support for labour integration of Roma minority in Vsetín district: targeting a group of 40 Roma living in the Vsetín district, who are long-term unemployed (for a period longer than six months) and with low or no qualifications and thus representing one of the least employable groups in the labour market. The objective is to be achieved through a comprehensive package of educational and counselling services (a motivational and activation programme, a financial literacy programme, individual counselling and retraining). The secondary objective is awareness-raising of the target group impacting other family members. Second chance for the Roma minority in Karviná: the main objective of the project is to support work, as well as the social integration, of 48 Roma living in socially excluded localities in Karviná through one of the two possible retraining courses offered – in the professions of security guard or painter. Supplementary education and individual counselling are also provided, in order to enable the target group to acquire professional qualifications and knowledge and skills in areas important for successful job applications and which offer positive benefits for their lives in general. Last, but not least, an objective is to motivate the group to appropriately change their current lifestyle, to take part in the labour market and to increase their self-confidence. An important objective is to successfully employ at least 15 participants in new jobs. A chance for the unemployed in Supíkovice: the main objective is to increase the employment of disadvantaged groups of workers (ethnic minorities and persons above 50) from the municipalities of Supíkovice, Velké Kunětice, Písečná and Stará Červená Voda, through courses, lectures and other tools. Particular objectives are to increase the work competences, skills and abilities of participants to find jobs in the open labour market, strengthen work habits and skills in terms of compliance with technical procedures, and establish conditions for the creation of new jobs in municipalities. Support to the socially excluded Roma population in Opava for labour integration: the main objective of this project is to motivate and activate 60 long-term unemployed members of the Roma community living in socially excluded localities in Opava, and to help them with labour market integration through interconnected modules of training and counselling services (a motivational and activation module, plus individual counselling, financial literacy and counselling, and a qualification module), with great emphasis on individual approaches to the need of the participants in the target group. The primary objective is to place at least 22 successful trainees, that is 37 per cent of the persons supported, in new jobs (at least 16 positions) and vacant jobs (six positions at least), and also to promote work prospects and sustainability for the other participants. The secondary objective is a certain kind of awareness of impact on other members of the participants’ households. I live and work in Odry: the target group of the project is the unemployed citizens of the town of Odry from the Roma community who are particularly affected by the unfavourable conditions impairing their access to the labour market. The main objective of the project is to provide assistance for the labour market integration of socially excluded persons. This is to be achieved by addressing particular issues facing persons coming from the target groups, including through motivational programmes, financial counselling, retraining and work programmes. REALITA: the objective of the project is to create the conditions for and purposefully motivate participants to change their position and status in the labour market, provide them with counselling, training and assistance services, leading to the acquisition of the skills to find and retain a job. The project also tries to support the integration of young people, including people from the Roma community, into society, through preventive measures to avoid social exclusion, debts, poverty and drug addiction. Another aspect is to enhance the educational structure for the population in municipalities through the engagement of participants in retraining, and to improve work habits through work experience and “work tasting”. The objective is to place at least 31 per cent of participants in new jobs. A specific objective is the establishment of contact points, supporting these efforts through proactive counselling, information services, cooperation with municipalities, labour office contact points and employers in the region. The project focuses on the Doupovské Hory micro-region (Bochov, Chyše, Valeč and Žlutice). Hurray to work!: the objective of the project is to allow persons from a socially excluded group to familiarize themselves with work habits. The intention is to perform retraining in a profession which would allow the participants to find a job after the termination of the project, so that they are no longer dependent on social benefits. Furthermore, the project intends to achieve a certain level of education for the participants to enable them to communicate with local authorities and possible employers, and to enable their sound economic thinking and finance management. Efforts have been made to convince the project participants that it is better to work every day and be creative than to depend on social benefits. A profession for you: the objective of the project is to promote the labour integration of 60 people under 25 years of age (including minors under 18) with no qualifications or with low qualifications, including people from ethnic minorities or from different social and cultural environments who are at risk of social exclusion or are already socially excluded. The project should remove barriers impairing their equal access to the labour market and their ability to remain in work. The project is designed to establish a comprehensive programme consisting of recommended components of active employment policy focused on increasing employment and facilitating access to the labour market. These main components include psychological, motivational and encouragement activities, balance and work diagnostics, retraining courses, self-presentation, rhetoric and communication skills, computer literacy, counselling, work centres and subsidized jobs. Instead of a couch I choose a COACH: the target group for this project is people under 25 years of age and persons from different social and cultural environments. The general objective of the project is to verify new integration methods for work with the target group (50 participants). The project will provide education for 50 participants (that is, 100 per cent), and assumes that 26 participants will successfully attend retraining (52 per cent). The objective is to provide work prospects for 39 participants (that is, 78 per cent of the target group). The project is also focused on addressing adverse living situations, leading to the social inclusion of 40 participants of the coaching programme (80 per cent) and establishing a platform for legal and work counselling, and a page on the Facebook social
network. The aim is to develop a methodology for a comprehensive employment support programme for the target group. **Opportunity for the unemployed**: the main objective of the project is for 40 persons from target groups living in Moravský Beroun and Sternberk and the surrounding area to be included and stabilized in the local labour market and in society. One target group consists of persons from socially disadvantaged environments, focusing on unemployed Roma. A second significant target group is people older than 50. Project activities include individual labour market counselling, the implementation of retraining courses, career counselling and job-seeking support, and the placement of persons from the target group in jobs. **Perspective for employment of ethnic groups**: the project is focused on the labour market integration of Roma community members who are at risk of social exclusion or are already socially excluded. Project implementation is aimed at removing barriers to access to the labour market for this community and for them to remain there. The objective is to provide counselling services leading to the activation and motivation of the target group to proactively seek a job and retain it, and their own discovery of personal and professional prerequisites, the creation of a professional portfolio assisted by experts, training in work skills, the basics of entrepreneurship, the acquisition and improvement of qualifications, the creation and retention of jobs, the engagement of local businesses and the dissemination of best practice. **Labour integration of socially excluded persons in the Javorník micro-region**: the project is focused on supporting labour market integration and on increasing employment and the employability of the target group of 40 people from ethnic minorities in the Javorník micro-region. The objective is to be achieved through activities such as a motivational module, labour diagnostics applied to a part of the target group, the creation of individual plans and counselling, the implementation of retraining courses and certified training based on the needs identified and the plans formulated. The implementing entity will generate nine new jobs and also take steps to mediate employment for other project participants. **Back to work – back to society**: the project will apply already tested or adjusted best practices, obtained through the first project, to new socially-excluded Roma localities in the Teplá and Toužim micro-regions. Populations living in excluded localities, such as Služetín, Poutnov, Horní Poutnov, Bežvěrov, Mrázov and Pěkovice, and new people from Dobrá Voda or Nová Farma interested in participation, will benefit from services provided by the project, such as labour counselling, motivation and activation courses, retraining courses, work experience or subsidized jobs in the professions of tailoring, carpentry, cleaning and auxiliary technical work. The project directly follows up another project and will provide its successful participants with one of the key activities of the project, the completion of primary education, through motivational and activation courses and retraining. One of the participants will be enabled to obtain a subsidized job. So far, none of the retraining courses have been available, due to the low level of education of the participants. The project will support at least 40 persons with the objective of obtaining ten new jobs. **Chance for better employability of persons at risk**: the project is focused on a group of socially excluded persons living in Kadaň and the surrounding area (currently, there are two socially excluded localities – Pruněrov and Chomutovská Street). The objective is to integrate some people from the target group into the labour market, particularly those aged 16–26, and people older than 50, and also persons from different social and cultural environments. Labour assistants on the project, in cooperation with social workers (who will not participate in the project, but only cooperate with members of the implementation team), will contact approximately 150 people, and 60 of them will be involved in a three-stage training block (motivational job club, professional and balance diagnostics, and retraining). Retraining will be implemented based on the outcomes of the diagnostics and also in cooperation with the Labour Office of the Czech Republic. If possible, professional experience will be provided during retraining (for at least 40 trainees). Labour consultants will seek suitable jobs for project participants and eventually mediate a subsidized job (22 persons in total during the duration of the project). While participating in the training block, the participants will be provided with individual job counselling, or cooperation with other organizations will be mediated, if so required, due to the participants’ social situations.

In addition, before the Committee, a **Government representative**, referring to the issue of protection against anti-union discrimination, said that article 10 of the Constitution established the precedence of international treaties ratified by the Czech Republic over national legislation. Hence, even without an explicit mention in national labour law, the courts could invoke the provisions of the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98), and the Workers’ Representatives Convention, 1971 (No. 135), which prohibited discrimination against workers or their representatives on the grounds of their member ship of trade unions or their trade union activities. The right to organize was protected by section 179 of the Criminal Code, while section 49 of the Misdemeanours Act provided for penalties against any person who caused harm to another for his or her membership of trade unions. Following the request of the Committee of Experts, the Government, after consultation with the most representative organizations of workers and employers, had adopted Resolution No. 867 of 26 October 2015 which tasked the Minister for Human Rights, Equal Opportunities and Legislation to address the issue of the explicit prohibition of anti-union discrimination. In order to address the situation of the Roma population in the labour market, the Government had implemented a broad range of measures, including activities supported by the European Union, aimed at promoting social inclusion and combating poverty and discrimination. Accordingly, 76 projects, with a budget of €17 million aimed at providing social services in Roma communities, had been implemented in 2014; 24 projects worth €4.3 million focusing on training, job mediation, activation support and the creation of subsidized jobs had been implemented; and 26 projects with a budget of €4.5 million for the integration of ethnic minorities into the labour market had been implemented in 2015. In recent past years, a project with a budget of €3.5 million had been implemented in the region of Ústí nad Labem, the region with the highest rate of unemployment in the Czech Republic where a large proportion of inhabitants were of Roma ethnicity. This project, which aimed to help people in these
localities to obtain skills and work experience, had supported around 1,200 people. The Government had also implemented: (i) projects focused on increasing the employability of workers through soft skills training, which supported over 26,000 people from vulnerable groups, including the Roma; (ii) programmes aimed at pupils and students from these groups offering education assistance and financial support for schooling to improve their prospects in the school-to-work transition; and (iii) measures aimed at facilitating the return of women to the labour market after maternity leave. He said that there was no data that would indicate major distinctions between the situation of Roma women and men in the labour market. The Government, through the adoption of the Civil Service Act in 2014, had narrowed down the application of the Screening Act to those positions within the state administration which included decision-making powers and were directly involved in the development and implementation of national policies or national security and public order. Those employees in the state administration who were outside the civil service had been excluded from the application of the Screening Act since 1 January 2015.

The Worker members recalled that the violation by the Czech Republic of the principle of non-discrimination in employment and occupation had been examined on several occasions by the Committee, especially since 2008. As was the case in 2010, the Government had once again failed to submit a report in response to the observations of the Committee of Experts. The Worker members were most concerned at this turn of events and called for the Government to be firmly called to order for not complying with its obligations. Although the written submissions, which had been received just one day before the Committee was due to examine the case, did provide a certain amount of information on social integration projects aimed at the Roma community and on the direct request concerning discrimination based on gender, they contained no information on any anti-discrimination legislation or the Screening Act, namely screening based on political opinion. The Worker members nevertheless thanked the Government for the additional details it had supplied orally.

Three issues needed to be dealt with: anti-discrimination legislation, discrimination based on political opinion and the situation of the Roma community. Firstly, the revised Labour Code retained the ban on all forms of discrimination in labour relations, but dropped the reference to the actual forms of discrimination that were banned, which were the same as those referred to in the Anti-Discrimination Act. This had the effect of substantially reducing the number of forms of discrimination that were banned, compared to the situation before the reform, and workers were no longer protected against certain grounds of discrimination, such as matrimonial or family status, family responsibilities, political conviction or membership of a political party, trade union or employers’ organization. Moreover, a 2011 amendment to the Employment Act had further limited protection against discrimination in employment by also referring to the Anti-Discrimination Act. The Convention required ratifying States to implement the principle of non-discrimination in practice and to improve protective arrangements for victims of discrimination. It also invited them to appoint bodies with the mandate to promote, analyze and verify the application of the principle of non-discrimination, in collaboration with the social partners. As the Committee of Experts had recommended, the Government needed to closely monitor the application in practice of the Anti-Discrimination Act and the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, specifically in the field of employment and occupation, as well as the application of the Labour Code and the Employment Act, particularly with regard to the possibility for workers to assert their right to non-discrimination and obtain compensation. It was essential for the Government to pursue its consultations with representative workers’ and employers’ organizations, as required by the Convention, so as to maintain the level of protection that existed prior to the reform of the Labour Code. Secondly, the problems posed by the Screening Act, which laid down certain conditions of a political nature which must be met prior to exercising a series of jobs and occupations, notably in the public service, had been regularly monitored for over 20 years, and the Government had invited the Government to repeal or amend such provisions. The Committee of Experts, which had on a number of occasions recalled that “political opinion may be taken into account as an inherent requirement only for certain posts involving special responsibilities directly concerned with developing government policy"., had not received any information in writing on the functions referred to in the Screening Act. Thirdly, concerning the social exclusion suffered by the Roma community, especially in matters of education, training, employment and occupation, the Government seemed to have taken a more proactive approach. The Worker members emphasized that the Comprehensive Strategy for Combating Social Exclusion (2011–15) was coming to an end and they requested information on the concrete results obtained, as the experience of the Czech Republic could serve as a model for other European countries confronted with the same challenge of devising a broader strategy. They called for the creation of a working group for the improvement of the situation of the Roma community, under the auspices of the ILO and the European Commission.

The Employer members thanked the Government for its explanations and the written submissions that the Committee had received the previous day. Convention No. 111 was one of the fundamental Conventions of the ILO and, as such, warranted special attention and close monitoring. It was now the third time that the Conference Committee had been called upon to examine the case and the Committee of Experts had already formulated observations on the application of the Convention in the country on 14 occasions. The document submitted by the Government still contained no information on any legislative developments or on the manner in which the principles of the Convention were applied by the courts. The fact that there was no written report on the latest developments, in response to the 2010 conclusions of the Conference Committee and the 2013 observations of the Committee of Experts, was regrettable as it prevented the Conference Committee from holding an in-depth tripartite discussion on the subject. As for the legislation banning discrimination in labour relations, one of the grounds established for discrimination was “opinions”, which was a very broad concept inasmuch as, according to the Government, it covered “world view”. The new Labour Code and the 2004 Employment Act referred explicitly to
the general Anti-Discrimination Act and its list of ten prohibited grounds of discrimination, but no longer included a list of specific grounds in respect of labour relations. Moreover, Parliament had not taken advantage of the revision of the labour legislation in 2011 to explicitly include political opinion among the grounds of discrimination. With regard to the practical aspects of discrimination, the Employer members wished to know whether the courts of law in the country were consistent in their application of the principles of non-discrimination covered by the Convention, which was fundamental to any in-depth examination of the situation by the Committee. The steps that had been taken by the Government to combat discrimination, including the publication of leaflets to draw the attention of the population at large to the issue, should be encouraged, as prejudice was a complex, profound and tenacious individual and collective reaction to a situation that needed to be combated by society as a whole. That said, it was important for the leaflets to contain comprehensive information on all the grounds of discrimination that were prohibited under the Convention.

The Committee of Experts had continually criticized the Screening Act since its entry into force and had repeatedly expressed its profound concern regarding discrimination on the grounds of political opinion. While the original objective might have been to prohibit former Communist party members, who had held power between 1948 and 1989, from holding certain offices in the police and army so as to uphold democracy, the Employer members wondered whether this exclusion was still justified over 25 years after the establishment of a democratic regime in the country. They expressed concern that the information had been received late and supported the request by the Committee of Experts for precise data on the issue to be submitted in writing, including the number of certificates issued and appeals lodged. Finally, they welcomed the stated willingness of the Government to combat social exclusion at all levels, including the exclusion of vulnerable groups, and particularly the Roma community, within the education system. These efforts should be continued, especially in a period of economic recession or budgetary difficulties, and greater attention should be devoted to girls and women from the Roma community so as to assess the specific impact of the measures taken on the integration of these groups and obtain objective data on a regular basis, including statistics. The Employer members urged the Government to provide full and up-to-date information and invited it to request ILO technical assistance to bring the Screening Act into line with the fundamental principles of the ILO in the area of non-discrimination.

The Worker member of the Czech Republic regretted that, despite the promises made by the Government during the ILO mission in April 2011 to include in the Labour Code the list of all the prohibited grounds of discrimination existing in the Employment Act, nothing had so far been done. The 2011 amendment to the Employment Act had removed the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination from its provisions. The anti-discrimination legislation had therefore worsened. Neither the Labour Code nor the Employment Act now included anti-discrimination provisions. The only anti-discrimination statute, the Anti-Discrimination Act, omitted the very important grounds of political conviction and membership or activities in political parties, trade unions or employers’ organizations, which had previously been explicitly covered in the former Labour Code and the Employment Act. He deplored the lack of political will to eliminate these gaps and supported the request by the Committee of Experts for the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure the protection of workers against discrimination in employment and occupation on the basis of all the grounds previously covered by the labour legislation. He requested the Government to implement this recommendation by amending the Labour Code and suggested that it request the technical assistance of the ILO in this regard. On the issue of discrimination against the Roma in employment and occupation, many programmes had been implemented to promote their equal access to education, training and employment, but it was difficult to assess any real improvement in practice. Finally, with regard to the issue of discrimination on the basis of political opinion, taking into account the implementation of the new Act on the Civil Service, it was necessary to repeal the Screening Act.

The Worker member of France, also speaking on behalf of Slovak, Hungarian, Swiss and Polish workers, indicated that discrimination constituted a violation of the rights enunciated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and that for this reason, Convention No. 111 was one of the fundamental Conventions of the ILO and one of its most important labour standards. Any discrimination in industrial relations based on race, skin colour, sex, sexual orientation, language, faith and religion, political or other opinion, membership or activities in political parties or political movements, trade unions or other associations, nationality, ethnic or social origin, property, gender, health status, age, marital and family status, should be prohibited. But this was not enough. The provisions of the Convention needed to be reflected in the national legislation, and the latter had to be properly implemented in practice and respected by all parties. The fact that employers respected the legislation in practice would enable every worker to have the same employment opportunities, thus making workplaces more decent and fair and improving industrial and personal relations. She hoped that the promises made by the Government during the ILO technical mission several years earlier would be fulfilled within a reasonable period of time and that the scope of grounds of discrimination set out in the legislation would be broadened so as to guarantee the protection of workers’ rights. She expressed full support for the Czech-Moravian Confederation of Trade Unions and their demands.

The Government representative assured that the opinions expressed in the Committee would be brought to the attention of the relevant authorities. He wished to make a few short remarks in response to certain points raised. Concerning the anti-union discrimination, the Government had brought the opinions of the ILO supervisory bodies to the attention of the supreme national tripartite authority on two separate occasions in 2011 and 2013. However, no specific follow-up had been decided on those occasions. After the new Government had been formed in 2014 following the general elections, the intra-governmental discussion had been resumed with the resulting decision mentioned in the opening statement. The Government representative acknowledged that the outcome was neither an adopted law nor a bill in parliament, but emphasized that it was a first
formal step in the legislative process, made in direct connection with the comments of the Committee of Experts. As regards the suggestions on the relevance of the Screening Act, which dealt with those persons actively engaged with the Communist regime before 1989 as members of the upper echelons of the Communist party or its repressive apparatus, he informed the Committee that the last motion to abolish the Screening Act had been soundly rejected by the Chamber of Deputies in February 2014. Thus it was evident that the Parliament, which was the only body with the constitutional competence to abolish laws in the Czech Republic, considered the Screening Act to be still relevant, even 25 years after its adoption. Finally, as had been pointed out, the situation of the Roma was a multifaceted issue and the Government had strived and would still strive to continue its efforts in fighting their discrimination and social exclusion.

The Employer members thanked the Government for the written and verbal information it had supplied. Regarding the country’s national anti-discrimination legislation and the statutory list of prohibited grounds of discrimination, they insisted that the Government submit information to the Committee of Experts on the application of the principles of the Convention in practice, in particular in national courts. Noting the information provided on the new 2014 Act on Civil Service, they advised the Government to consider repealing the Screening Act, following the example of the Slovak Government which had recently done so. In the meantime, the Government was invited to provide more detailed practical information in writing, indicating specifically the positions for which a screening certificate was requested and issued and the responsibilities that were directly concerned with formulating government policy. The Employer members thus echoed the Committee of Experts’ conclusions on the subject while encouraging the Government to avail itself of ILO technical assistance to amend its legislation. Turning to the socio-economic integration of the Roma communities, which remained a complex issue, they noted with satisfaction the Government’s presentation on the numerous projects it had devised to end discrimination against them. It was of course difficult to assess their tangible impact, but that was precisely why the Government needed to submit more information on the concrete results of such measures. Lastly, the Employer members emphasized the importance of providing the information requested in a timely manner and supplying specific and relevant data, so that the progress made both in law and in practice could be assessed.

The Worker members noted, at the end of the discussion, that the Government was seriously committed to reforming its national legislation in order to give effect to the Convention. However, a number of recommendations made by the Committee of Experts in previous years had not been followed. The Government should, in consultation with the social partners, reform its anti-discrimination legislation in order to restore the level of protection that had existed prior to the 2006 reform. In the 2012 General Survey on the fundamental Conventions (paragraph 808) the Committee of Experts had expressed its concern “that in some countries, upon the adoption of new labour legislation, previously available protection against discrimination based on additional grounds had been withdrawn”. In such cases, the Committee had asked governments “to hold consultations with the representative employers’ and workers’ organizations and other appropriate bodies concerning those additional grounds with a view to maintaining the previous level of protection”. It was thus necessary to again explicitly restore protection against discrimination on the grounds of marital or family status, family responsibilities, political opinion and membership of a political party, trade union or employers’ organization. In order to ensure clarity and legal certainty, the Labour Code should, in explicit terms, list all the prohibited grounds of discrimination and not simply refer to another piece of legislation. Once it had strengthened protection against discrimination, the Government should ensure that the principle of prohibition of discrimination was applied effectively. This could be achieved by establishing bodies to promote, examine and monitor the application of the non-discrimination principle in collaboration with the social partners. Victims of discrimination should also be able to assert their right not to be discriminated against and to obtain redress. In addition, the Screening Act should be repealed or brought into line with the Convention. If the Act was not repealed, the Government should provide the Committee of Experts with all relevant information, particularly as to the functions to which the Screening Act applied, so that the Committee could examine the legislation’s compliance with the Convention. The Worker members concluded by encouraging the Government to continue its efforts to integrate the Roma population and to report to the Committee of Experts regularly on the results obtained in that regard. In order to achieve all of the stated objectives, the Government should accept ILO technical assistance.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee welcomed the Government’s information on the programmes undertaken for integration of disadvantaged members of the Roma community and the statistics on the position of women in the labour market.

The Committee expressed disappointment that the Government had not provided a report in time for the Committee of Experts’ review. It requested the Government to report in detail on the application in law and practice of Convention No. 111, so that the Committee of Experts can fully consider the Government’s responses on all of the issues raised in this case.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee requested the Government to:

- Regarding the anti-discrimination legislation, inform in detail the Committee of Experts on the application in practice of the principles and prohibited grounds contained in Convention No. 111, including through the national case law.
- Inform the Committee of Experts on the application of the law that has recently reformed the public sector (2014) and how this law clarifies the kind of employment positions that are still subject to the Screening Act; Provide statistical information on the number of certificates issued under the Screening Act and the appeals lodged against a positive certificate; Repeal or amend the Screening Act, in consultation with the social partners and consider the possibility of ILO technical Assistance on this point.
Ensure the effective application of the Anti-Discrimination Act by putting in place bodies charged with promoting, analysing and enforcing the law and provide effective remedies for victims of discrimination.

Inform the Committee of Experts on the real impact of programmes of assistance for the integration in employment of the Roma population, including women of the Roma community.

**QATAR (ratification: 1976)**

A Government representative said that the case had been examined in the context of a representation submitted in June 2014 and that Qatar had already expressed its willingness to implement the recommendations made by a tripartite committee and adopted by the Governing Body in June 2015. In addition, the Committee of Experts had considered that “the time elapsed between the adoption of the recommendations by the Governing Body (June 2015) and the deadline for submitting reports under article 22 of the ILO Constitution (1 September) might have been too short for the Government to report significant progress on the implementation of the recommendations …”, and had recalled that the Government was due to submit its report in 2017. He also questioned the purpose and usefulness of discussing the case such a short period after the publication of the recommendations of the tripartite committee. With regard to the questions raised by the Committee of Experts concerning paragraphs 32, 35, 36, 40, 42, 46 and 48 of the report of the tripartite committee, he wished to clarify a number of points, namely that: (i) crew members in the national air carrier had new employment contracts which guaranteed ground staff posts for pregnant workers; (ii) regarding paragraph 36, the prohibition relating to women’s access to company premises was only limited to the administrative buildings, and did not apply to the staff accommodation buildings, and was binding on men and women alike; (iii) under the new contracts, crew members were free to marry and change marital status in general, without prior authorization. That was consistent with section 98 of the Labour Code, which prohibited an employer to terminate the contract of an employee because of marriage; (iv) the rules governing rest periods did not contain any discrimination against women; and (v) the Government had paid great attention to the tasks of the labour inspectorate to ensure the effectiveness of law enforcement and had increased the number of labour inspectors.

With regard to the request by the Committee of Experts to amend sections 93 and 98 of the Labour Law, articles 28 and 35 of the Constitution required the State to guarantee free entrepreneurship and to prohibit any form of discrimination based on sex, race, language or religion. In addition, Labour Law No. 14 of 2004 and Law No. 9 of 2009 on human resources made no distinction between men and women with respect to wages or careers. On the contrary, women had a number of privileges such as: (i) the right to bonuses and other allowances that were normally granted to married employees; (ii) paid leave in the case of a disabled child; and (iii) paid maternity leave. Regarding the adoption of legislation to improve women’s participation in the labour market, the “Qatar Vision 2030”, adopted in 2008, emphasized the effective role of women in society both economically and politically. Regarding the issue of migrant domestic workers, a draft law regulating their activities was being prepared. Although that category of workers was not covered by the labour legislation, it was still covered by civil law. In addition, their contractual relationship with employers was governed by model contracts annexed to the bilateral agreements signed by the Government of Qatar with labour-supply countries. Protection under criminal law was guaranteed by section 322 of the Penal Code. The Committee of Experts had also requested the Government to take the necessary steps for the adoption of legal provisions prohibiting sexual harassment at work. Section 291 of the Penal Code expressly provided for such protection. As for Law No. 21 of 2015 regulating the entry and exit of expatriates and their residence, there was no doubt that it had abolished the sponsorship system. It was no longer possible to require a worker to remain under contract with only one employer. Regarding the activities of the Department of Labour Inspection, in 2016 a total of 110 women and men inspectors had been trained in cooperation with the Arab Labour Organization, the Institute of Management and the National Department of Rights. There were currently 397 labour inspectors for 4,000 workers, which exceeded the ratio envisaged by the ILO, namely, about one inspector for 10,000 workers. In conclusion, he said that, in its report due in 2017, the Government would not fail to include: (i) copies of bilateral agreements and employment contracts; (ii) copies of new employment contracts between private employment agencies and workers; and (iii) new statistics on women’s participation in the labour market.

The Worker members said that they continued to receive alarming reports from migrant workers about the abuse of their fundamental rights, including discrimination in employment. The Committee of Experts had made observations on several aspects relating to discrimination in occupation and employment in Qatar and a representation submitted by the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) and the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) had resulted in a tripartite committee report, which had been adopted by the Governing Body in June 2015. The Government claimed that progress had been made in some areas. However, the flight crew of the national airline continued to face discrimination in practice, in violation of the Convention. The representation alleged that the existing employment contracts provided that employees were required to obtain prior permission from the company if they wished to change their marital status. Referring to the representation and its recommendations, the Worker members welcomed the introduction of new contracts, but noted that the changes appeared to be cosmetic. In practice, there appeared to be a continued requirement for government approval of marriage requests. Furthermore, the company was employing a new tactic, namely issuing cautionary letters to employees, ostensibly on the grounds of performance, and forcing them to resign, although the only possible reason for such action appeared to be a request for a change in marital status. In addition, under the new contract, women who became pregnant were offered temporary ground jobs. However, most unmarried women cabin crew resigned as soon as they knew that they were pregnant, out of fear that if they informed their management they would be terminated, as having a child outside marriage was illegal in Qatar (which in itself was a discriminatory measure). Informing management of the change in
marital status had led to retaliatory dismissal. The Government
needed to provide statistics to show how many preg-
nant employees were in fact offered ground jobs, how
many took alternative jobs, and how many resigned upon
pregnancy. Moreover, it was still prohibited for women
employees to be dropped off or picked up from the com-
pany premises accompanied by a man other than their fa-
ther, brother or husband. This was gender-based discrimi-
nation. The Government continued to emphasize that this
prohibition related specifically to compliance with a par-
ticular cultural norm in Qatar. In its report to the Commit-
tee of Experts, the Government had made the preposterous
statement that it had not found any violations related to
discrimination in employment and occupation. There was,
however, no evidence, for example, that labour inspectors
had ever visited the national airline premises. As noted
with regard to the Labour Inspection Convention, 1947
(No. 81), the Government must conduct labour inspections
proactively and provide statistical information to the Com-
mittee of Experts on the activities carried out by the labour
inspectorate. The Worker members were particularly inter-
ested in information pertaining to the 75 women labour in-
spectors hired by the Government.

With reference to Labour Law No. 14 of 2004 and the
2009 Civil Service Law, which did not specifically prohibit
discrimination on the grounds set forth in the Convention,
the Worker members urged the Government to amend these
laws, and specifically sections 93 and 98 of the La-
bour Law, to ensure that the legislation covered all recog-
nized grounds of discrimination, in both its direct and indi-
rect forms, and applied them to all aspects of employment
and occupation. Domestic workers continued to be ex-
cluded from the scope of labour legislation, despite re-
peated promises to amend the legislation, consistent with
the Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189). As a
result, domestic workers had no legal rights as workers un-
der Qatari law. Some of those rights might be specified in
employment contracts during the recruitment process but,
without the force of a legal requirement, it was unclear how
workers could enforce them. The Worker members were
also concerned that the Government had not provided in-
formation on measures to address discrimination in the
workplace, including measures to promote the employment
of women. In 2011, the Qatar Statistics Authority had re-
leased a report indicating that men earned 25 to 50 per cent
more than women. In the workforce, it had been docu-
mented that women accounted for a mere 14 per cent of
leadership positions. Some companies also demanded let-
ters from male relatives allowing women to work. Ev-
idence showed that Qatar had much more to do to promote
equality in the workplace. The Worker members supported
the observations of the Committee of Experts in this regard
and urged the Government to take immediate steps to en-
sure that women did not face gender-based discrimination
in the workplace. In addition, the legislation did not ade-
quately prohibit sexual harassment, nor were there effec-
tive means of redress, remedies or sanctions. The Govern-
ment was therefore urged to follow the recommendations
of the Committee of Experts in this regard. Finally, the
Worker members noted the observations of the Committee
of Experts regarding discrimination against migrant work-
ers, in particular in the context of the sponsorship system
(kafala). This issue, raised initially under the Forced La-
bour Convention, 1930 (No. 29), had been taken up by the
Governing Body. They emphasized the need for the Gov-
ernment to move expeditiously to abolish the kafala sys-
tem, as well as the need to undertake the reforms recom-
ended by the Committee of Experts and the Conference
Committee with regard to Conventions Nos 29 and 81.
Moreover, the determination of wage rates according to the
country of origin was blatantly discriminatory, and imme-
diate efforts needed to be made to ensure that workers were
paid according to their work, and not according to their na-
nationality.

The Employer members thanked the Government for the
information provided. Recalling that the Convention re-
quired each ratifying member State to declare and pursue a
national policy designed to promote, by methods appropri-
ate to national conditions and practice, equality of oppor-
tunity and treatment, in respect of employment and occu-
pation, with a view to eliminating any discrimination in re-
spect thereof, they indicated that this case had been the sub-
ject of eight observations by the Committee of Experts
since 2001 and that it had been already examined by the
Conference Committee in 2002. They expressed deep con-
cern at the fact that the observations of the Committee of
Experts directly named an enterprise. In light of the fact
that the observation under the Convention applied to gov-
ernment action, they recalled that the protocol of the Con-
ference Committee did not permit the use of the names of
enterprises in the discussion of a case. With regard to the
observation of the Committee of Experts concerning the
follow-up to the recommendations of the tripartite commit-
tee set up to examine a representation made under article
24 of the ILO Constitution by the ITUC and the ITF, and
adopted by the Governing Body in June 2015, the Em-
ployer members urged the Government to follow up on the
request made by the Committee of Experts to submit de-
tailed information on the measures taken in the airline sec-
tor in its next article 22 report on the application of the
Convention.

Recalling that the Committee of Experts had observed
that no information had been provided by the Government
on the practical measures taken to address discrimination
in employment based on gender, political opinion, national
extraction and social origin, and that no legislative frame-
work was in place to address this issue, they urged the Gov-
ernment: (i) to adopt a clear legislative framework prohib-
itizing discrimination based on Article 1(1)(a) of the Con-
vention; (ii) to provide the Committee of Experts with a
full report on the measures taken in practice to ensure that
individuals were not subject to discrimination; (iii) to pro-
vide information on the practical measures taken to im-
prove the participation of women in the labour market pur-
suant to the Qatari National Development Plan (2011–15);
and (iv) to adopt measures to ensure real and meaningful
equality in employment. With regard to the amendment of
sections 93 and 98 of the Labour Law of 2004, they re-
called that the Committee of Experts had made observa-
tions related to the incorporation of political opinion, na-
tional extraction and social origin in the prohibited grounds
discrimination. With respect to the principle of the pro-
hibition of discrimination on the basis of gender, they noted
that since 2006 the Committee of Experts had expressed
concerns regarding the legislative framework to ensure the
prohibition of sexual harassment in the workplace. In this regard, they urged the Government to adopt a clear legislative framework addressing discrimination, including discrimination on the basis of gender, including the prohibition of sexual harassment in the workplace. They emphasized that the legislative framework should include a system for hearing and the determination of complaints, as well as remedies and sanctions. With respect to issues of discrimination against migrant workers, the Committee of Experts had observed with concern that the vast majority of economically active workers in the country were non-Qatari, and that the kafala system limited the possibility for migrant workers to change employer, even in cases where the workers had experienced discrimination. In this regard, they welcomed the information provided by the Government on the abolition of the kafala system and urged the Government to provide information on the legislative framework and measures taken in practice to protect workers from discrimination, including migrant workers.

The Employer member of Qatar emphasized that the case had already been examined by a tripartite committee, which had made recommendations that had been adopted by the Governing Body in June 2015. The Government had replied to these recommendations and the Committee of Experts had taken note of that reply in its report. He expressed concern at the comments made by the Committee of Experts, which clearly mentioned the name of a multinational enterprise. This constituted defamation and was harmful to the economic interests of the multinational enterprise in question. It was therefore important to remove any such reference from the report of the Committee of Experts. The Government had demonstrated its goodwill by adopting a legislative framework that granted adequate protection to all workers. Bank transfers of wages were operational and Law No. 21 of 27 October 2015 had been passed. In its report, the Committee of Experts had requested the adoption of legislation to increase the participation of women in the labour market. Equality of treatment between men and women was guaranteed by the Constitution, and women had obtained various high-level posts, including as ministers, heads of enterprises, prosecutors and ambassadors. The latest figure was some 6,500 businesswomen. He requested that his Government be given more time to apply Law No. 21 of 27 October 2015, as only once it had been implemented would it be possible to assess any potential gaps. Tripartite consultations could then be held to address them.

The Government member of Oman, also speaking on behalf of the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Yemen, welcomed the Government’s efforts to comply with international labour standards, especially the action taken to develop laws and regulations aimed at ensuring the rights of all workers. It was regrettable to notice that some cases were picked up regularly, particularly when such cases had been discussed in previous sessions, or were still under discussion by other ILO committees, and that sufficient time had not been given to the Government to implement earlier recommendations by ILO supervisory bodies. The case of Qatar, which was under discussion, was an example of a case in which insufficient time had been given for the implementation of previous recommendations. The Government had adopted laws to promote gender equality. He said that statistics for women in the labour market were not necessarily an indicator of discrimination, as some women in Arab societies wanted to be full-time housewives to raise their children. However, the statistics provided were a good indicator of the great effort made by Qatar to promote the participation of women in the labour market. Moreover, the draft law on domestic workers was a clear indication that the Government was willing to provide protection for all workers on its territory. He emphasized the support of the Gulf Cooperation Council for the action taken by the Government, and particularly the development of laws and regulations in line with international labour standards, including the Convention. He hoped that Qatar would provide the information requested in its next report to the Committee of Experts.

The Government member of the United States said that, since the entry into force of the 2003 Constitution of Qatar and Labour Law No. 14 of 2004, the Committee of Experts had repeatedly observed that Qatar’s laws fell short of effectively prohibiting discrimination with respect to employment and occupation on the grounds set out in the Convention, and particularly on those of political opinion, national extraction and social origin. The Committee of Experts had also observed that certain categories of workers, including domestic workers, were excluded from the coverage of the Labour Law. The Government had taken some measures to promote equality of opportunity in employment since the legal changes of 2003 and 2004. These measures included efforts targeting the workforce participation of women and strengthening the Government’s capacity to receive complaints and enforce labour laws. She nevertheless called on the Government to renew its commitment and redouble its efforts to protect all workers in the country from discrimination and to promote equality in employment and occupation. She specifically urged the Government to: implement the recommendations of the tripartite committee (article 24 of the ILO Constitution) adopted by the Governing Body in June 2015 and provide the requested information on the implementation measures to the Committee of Experts at its 2016 session; amend Labour Law No. 14 of 2004 to incorporate provisions explicitly prohibiting discrimination in employment on the basis of political opinion, national extraction and social origin; adopt legislation on domestic workers in line with Convention No. 189; and, as requested on several occasions, remove restrictions that could prevent migrant workers from terminating their employment relationship. She finally encouraged the Government to strengthen its national policy on non-discrimination in employment by modifying Law No. 21 of 2015 accordingly, before its entry into force in 2016.

The Employer member of the United Arab Emirates welcomed the Government’s efforts and the positive measures taken to continue the constructive dialogue and cooperation with the ILO and all relevant stakeholders, which emphasized its political will to increase the promotion and protection of workers’ rights. In particular, the national legislation prohibited discrimination on the basis of political opinion, social or ethnic origin or religious belief, and also prohibited discrimination against women with regard to employment. The Government also made sure that the rights of domestic and foreign workers were respected, in-
including through stringent laws on sexual harassment. Emphasizing that the national legislation had abolished the sponsorship system (kafala), he called on the Committee to take due note of the progress made in this regard and to give more time to the Government to implement changes. While encouraging the Government to continue making progress, he also pointed out that employers needed to take measures, for example by reducing working hours during Ramadan. In conclusion, he recalled that companies should not be named in the observations of the Committee of Experts.

An observer representing the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) said that, having filed the representation against Qatar for non-observance of the Convention together with the ITUC, the ITF was familiar with the Government’s failure to develop a legal framework to protect the rights of women workers and to enforce existing legal provisions. The Committee of Experts had observed that the Constitution and Labour Law of Qatar did not contain specific provisions to protect workers against direct and indirect discrimination, pursuant to Article 1(1)(a) of the Convention. The Constitution of Qatar unequivocally provided that all persons were equal before the law and that there would be no discrimination whatsoever on grounds of sex, race, language or religion. Sections 96 and 98 of the Labour Law also provided for equal pay for equal work and protection against dismissal on the grounds of marriage and maternity. However, this fell short of effectively prohibiting discrimination on all the grounds set out in the Convention. He encouraged the Government to follow the suggestion of the Committee of Experts and to amend the Labour Law to incorporate political opinion, national extraction and social origin as prohibited grounds of discrimination. He also hoped that the country’s labour inspectorate would carry out gender-sensitive inspections in the national airline and in all workplaces to help eradicate the discriminatory practice of government approval for marriage, which had a direct impact on the reproductive rights of women workers, as having a child outside marriage was illegal. Recalling that the ratification of Convention No. 189 would constitute real progress in pursuing the objectives that it enshrined, he welcomed the Government’s indication that it would shortly adopt legislation on domestic workers in line with that Convention.

The Government member of Switzerland urged the Government to adopt a clear legislative framework for the protection of workers against discrimination in employment and occupation, whether based on race, colour, gender, religion, political opinion, national extraction or social origin. She welcomed the Government’s intention to adopt a law on domestic workers that was in conformity with Convention No. 189 and she encouraged it, along with the country’s competent bodies, to take steps to adopt and implement such a law as soon as possible. On the other hand, she had learned with dismay of the shortcomings of Qatar’s legislative framework for the protection of men and women workers against sexual harassment and she supported the request by the Committee of Experts for it to adopt appropriate provisions on the subject. At the 2015 meeting of the Conference Committee, the Government of Switzerland had welcomed the Government’s decision to progressively abolish the sponsorship system. She trusted that the new legislation would respect fully the rights of all migrant workers. She noted with regret that Law No. 21 of 27 October 2015, which was due to come into effect in October 2016, did not appear to be adequate to abolish the system in law and practice. Her Government therefore entirely agreed with the Committee of Experts when it urged the Government to take steps to amend the law before it came into effect, so as to eliminate the obstacles to freedom of movement and to the freedom to terminate a contract, both of which were essential, especially where workers faced discrimination, such as that covered by the Convention.

The Employer member of Jordan indicated that, when looking at the current situation of labour relations in Qatar and comparing it to the situation a few years ago, the Committee should welcome the progress that had been made. The Government had been taking positive measures to improve the situation in the labour market, especially with regard to the employment of women and their protection against discrimination. It was important not to pick and choose from the information provided by the Government, and the Conference Committee needed to take into account the whole picture. Considering that the Government had provided a full response on the matters raised, he requested the Conference Committee not to pursue its examination of this case.

The Worker member of Indonesia said that his country was one of the major countries of origin for domestic workers in Qatar where, due to their continued exclusion from the Labour Law, these workers faced extreme exploitation in the workplace, including harassment, severe physical abuse and rape. In 2014, the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women had expressed deep concern at the high prevalence of domestic and sexual violence against women and girls, including women migrant domestic workers. When domestic workers brought a case of harassment to the attention of the authorities, they were sometimes deported and no charges were filed. While in law domestic workers had the right to bring a case to court, in practice this was almost impossible. He urged the Government to take immediate steps to include domestic workers in the Labour Law, to adopt legislation on sexual harassment and to ensure the effective enforcement of this legislation, including the prosecution of those responsible and the imposition of dissuasive sanctions.

The Government member of Lebanon recalled that the situation of Qatar had been examined by the Conference Committee in 2014 in relation to Convention No. 81, as well as in 2015 with regard to Convention No. 29. The Committee was now discussing Convention No. 111. In 2015, the Government had adopted new labour legislation, thus bringing national law into line with international labour standards. Qatar was providing employment opportunities for foreign workers. He was of the view that there was no discrimination in Qatar. If discrimination was in fact occurring, workers were free to leave the country. He would have hoped that the issue of protecting Palestinian workers against discrimination would have been discussed, rather than the present case. The positive measures being taken, as well as the situation of employment in the country, should be examined after the 2022 World Cup.

The Employer member of Saudi Arabia welcomed the steps taken by the Government for the application of the Convention and indicated that Qatari legislation did not
contain any discriminatory provisions against women. He considered Qatari legislation to be fully consistent with international labour standards and referred to the National Development Plan (2011–15) in this regard. He added that there was a fierce campaign against sexual harassment at work in the country and that the Government was in compliance with its international obligations.

The Worker member of Norway, also speaking on behalf of the trade unions of the Nordic countries, said that the workforce in Qatar consisted of 1.7 million migrant workers, many of whom were exploited and deprived of their economic and social rights. Moreover, this workforce was mainly male-dominated, with women constituting barely 12 to 13 per cent of the economically active population. Despite the fact that Qatar’s Constitution provided that there should be no discrimination on grounds of sex and that all citizens were equal in public rights and duties, discrimination was widespread in the country. She expressed concern at the persistence of discrimination against women in the labour market, the social stigma attached to working women and social norms, the persistent gender wage gap (25 to 50 per cent) and the under-representation of women in leadership positions. She also noted with concern the prevalence of prejudices and negative attitudes towards migrant domestic workers, including women, who were reported to be victims of various forms of exploitation and abuse, including forced labour, physical and sexual violence, inhumane or degrading treatment, unpaid wages, excessive working hours, confiscation of passports and restrictions on freedom of movement and communication, in particular under the sponsorship system (kafala). Emphasizing that women and men were both fully able to perform work to an excellent level, she urged the Government to ensure equal opportunities for women in the labour market by repealing discriminatory laws, regulations and practices that required a male guardian’s consent or approval for women to obtain employment. She also urged the Government to protect migrant workers from violence, abuse and exploitation and to ratify and implement Convention No. 189.

The Employer member of Bangladesh welcomed the information provided by the Government, including the recent laws adopted and the legislative review process, as well as the law concerning domestic workers, which aimed to align national legislation with Convention No. 189 and its corresponding Recommendation. The employment of domestic workers was generally regulated by model contracts, based on agreements signed by the Government and labour-sending countries. He welcomed the fact that the sponsorship system (kafala) had been abolished and replaced by contracts of employment. Workers were now granted freedom of choice of employment and allowed to change employer. He welcomed the measures already taken and encouraged the Government to continue taking measures in line with international labour standards.

The Government member of Belgium, also speaking on behalf of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden, reaffirmed the importance of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action for women’s empowerment, and of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, which provided a legal framework and a comprehensive set of measures for the promotion of gender equality in education and employment. She emphasized that compliance with fundamental ILO Conventions, including the Convention under discussion, was essential for social and economic stability in any country, as it contributed to creating an environment conducive for the fulfilment of everyone’s potential, as well as a basis for solid and sustainable growth and inclusive societies. She emphasized the key importance of laws and regulations in combating discrimination. She welcomed the Government’s aim to increase women’s participation in the labour market, bringing legislation into line with Convention No. 189, and the plan to increase the number of nurseries and kindergartens. She noted however the assessment of the Committee of Experts that a clear legislative framework addressing protection against discrimination in employment and occupation was lacking. She encouraged the Government to make the necessary legislative amendments to bring the legislation into line with the Convention and to take further steps to promote equality.

An observer representing the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) welcomed the steps taken by the Government for the abolition of the sponsorship system (kafala) and to allow workers to change jobs without the risk of suffering discrimination or punishment. With regard to gender equality, he indicated that the Qatari Constitution ensured that women could take care of their families based on local culture and traditions. He added that, despite legal provisions in place to prevent sexual harassment, a few cases were reported, like in other countries, and there was no way to prevent this. He emphasized that in general there were clear positive indications that the Government was moving forward in its compliance with the Convention and he expected similar positive responses by the Government in future.

The Government member of Bahrain welcomed the detailed information provided by the Government on the measures taken for the implementation of international labour standards, especially the Convention under review. The Government had made considerable efforts to comply with international labour standards in law and practice. It had taken serious steps to protect all workers, without any discrimination, reflecting its observance of international labour standards, including the provisions of the Labour Law, which prohibited discrimination on the grounds of political opinion or social origin. Moreover, it did not allow any type of discrimination to be practised against women, in relation to wages, career opportunities or other privileges. He added that a series of positive and encouraging measures had been taken, including a wage protection system and an increase in the efficiency of the labour inspectorate. Moreover, the Government imposed harsher sanctions on employers who violated the regulations, for example through the delayed payment of wages or the withholding of workers’ passports. These were all positive measures which provided additional social protection to workers without discrimination. The Government was now preparing a new law on domestic workers with provisions on social protection. It was thus demonstrating its seriousness in meeting its international obligations. Finally, he endorsed the statement made by the Government and expressed the need to take into account all the positive developments that had occurred.
The Worker member of Switzerland, speaking on behalf of the Swiss Federation of Trade Unions, stated that one of its affiliates, UNIA, was actively working with Building and Wood Workers’ International (BWI) to defend and promote the rights of migrant workers in Qatar, especially in construction sites for the 2022 World Cup. UNIA had participated in visits to the country, where it had been able to gather relevant information through meetings with migrant workers. The key issues of concern for migrant workers in construction sites were the sponsorship system (kafala), which had only been superficially replaced by Law No. 21 of 27 October 2015, the low level of wages and differences in remuneration based on nationality, which were in direct breach of the Convention. Even though workers did the same type of work, they were often paid differently based on their countries of origin. In addition, workers were paid far lower than the minimum wages set by their countries of origin to work in Qatar as low-skilled workers in the construction sector, and some workers, upon arrival, were forced to sign a new employment contract with much lower wages than the established minimum wage. UNIA therefore strongly advocated bringing an end to replacement contracts, unless the conditions were better than the original agreement and the worker was fully aware and accepted the changes. He called on the Government to implement minimum wage legislation and equal pay for equal work policies regardless of gender, nationality or religion in order to ensure the full implementation of the Convention in both law and practice. He also called on the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) to finally integrate respect for ILO Conventions in host countries as an essential element when examining the assignment of its events.

The Government member of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela welcomed the information provided by the Government, which showed that it had responded to the recommendations, observations and comments by the Committee of Experts. Sections 93 and 98 of the Labour Law should be interpreted in the light of the Constitution, which prohibited discrimination on political, social or religious grounds and on the basis of nationality. Law No. 8 of 2009 on human resource management made no distinction between men and women in terms of wages and occupational advantages. He welcomed the fact that a law on the protection of domestic workers was being drafted, that the Law establishing the sponsorship system (kafala) had been repealed and that the National Development Plan (2011–15), which covered issues relating to education and training, covered gender equality. He called on the Committee to take into account the positive points of the Government’s explanations and trusted that its conclusions would be objective and balanced, so that the Government would take them duly into consideration when applying the Convention.

The Worker member of Bahrain said that the Committee of Experts should not have cited the company name in its comments. He suggested that all those who had mentioned the existence of harassment in Qatar should actually visit the country. The matters raised against the Government should not be dealt with in this Committee. Instead, the Conference Committee should be discussing issues relating to Palestinian workers. The members of the Committee should support Qatar in its efforts to successfully organize the 2022 World Cup, a major sporting event. The Government was the subject of complaints before other ILO supervisory bodies for a very few individual cases at the national level. The Conference Committee should give encouragement to the Government for the positive measures adopted and should welcome the contribution of a national airline as a major employer.

The Government member of Indonesia said that her Government noted the efforts of the Government of Qatar in implementing the Convention and welcomed in particular the abolition of the sponsorship system (kafala) to ensure the freedom of movement of workers, including domestic migrant workers. She also welcomed the preparation of legislation on domestic workers and expressed the hope that the Government would expedite the process of finalizing the legislation so that the provisions of the Convention were implemented in an effective manner.

The Employer member of Algeria observed with satisfaction that, according to the Government’s explanations, the question of non-discrimination on grounds of political opinion, national extraction and social origin had been resolved by Article 35 of the Qatari Constitution. The national legislation contained no provisions discriminating against women in employment and sexual harassment at the workplace was a criminal offence. It was clear that the Government had made enormous progress and should be supported and accompanied in its efforts.

The Worker member of Kuwait welcomed the measures taken by the Government to address the issues raised by the Committee of Experts concerning the sponsorship system (kafala). This system had been replaced by model contracts. Migrant workers could now freely change their employers. The Government was committed to this new development and had shown its readiness to address the issue by taking measures in accordance with the requirements of the Convention. The Committee should take these efforts into consideration when preparing its conclusions.

The Government member of Mauritania considered that the Government had demonstrated its achievements in implementing the Convention. All discrimination based on opinion and social origin were criminalized and sanctioned. The Law on human resources prohibited discrimination between men and women in relation to wages and prohibited sexual harassment at the workplace. Furthermore, the system of sponsorship (kafala) had been abolished. He called on the Committee to take into consideration these positive developments when adopting its conclusions.

The Employer member of Sudan welcomed the information provided by the Government, and particularly the adoption of new legislation that was inclusive and covered non-discrimination, the promotion of equality in employment, as well as positive discrimination, allowing women to enter the labour market. Women could have access to managerial positions in the national economy. Inspectors were also receiving training to ensure a decent working environment. This also prevented sexual harassment in the workplace. Severe sanctions were taken when violations occurred. Moreover, the sponsorship system (kafala) was no longer applicable and workers could freely change their employers. Finally, the National Development Plan (2011–15) aimed at promoting international labour standards and national legislation.
The Worker member of the United Arab Emirates welcomed the efforts made by the Government of Qatar to improve the conditions of work, and particularly, the abolition of the sponsorship system (kafala) and the possibility given to foreign workers to freely change employer. Women took an active part in the labour market. Furthermore, the Constitution of Qatar prohibited any discrimination and the Government had demonstrated its commitment to give full effect to the Convention. The Committee should take these achievements into consideration in its conclusions.

The Government member of Malaysia expressed the belief that the steps taken by the Government of Qatar to address the Convention constituted a way forward to eliminate the issues listed by the Committee of Experts. Noting in particular the establishment of a platform for workers to submit complaints and the abolition of the kafala system, she expressed support for the position of the Government and called on the Committee to consider the important efforts and progress made in addressing the issues raised under the Convention.

The Government member of Iraq expressed concern that Qatar had been included in the short list of individual cases. The Government and employers of Qatar were committed to international labour standards and fundamental human rights. Qatari laws guaranteed the rights and freedom of all workers. Iraqi employers supported the statements made by the Qatari Government and employers. The conclusions of the Committee needed to be fair and equitable. Qatar was a major partner in receiving migrant workers at the international level and this should be encouraged, not hindered. Taking into account the Government’s goodwill and openness to cooperation in addressing the issues raised, it would only be appropriate and fair to remove Qatar from the list of cases to be discussed by the Committee.

The Government member of Sudan noted the seriousness of the Government in promoting its legislation, which prohibited discrimination in employment and occupation. Article 35 of the Constitution of Qatar prohibited any discrimination whatsoever on grounds of political opinion, national extraction or social origin, and the labour legislation was interpreted in the light of this provision of the Constitution. Furthermore, Qatar was considering adopting a law on domestic workers in accordance with the provisions of Convention No. 189, but needed more time to implement its laws in an appropriate manner.

The Government member of Senegal thanked the Government for the information provided and welcomed the range of measures it had adopted, which demonstrated the country’s political commitment to cooperate with the ILO. She hoped that the ILO would continue to support Qatar by providing technical assistance.

The Employer member of Oman recalled that, in the previous discussion by the Committee, the former Labour Minister of Qatar had expressed his readiness to cooperate with the ILO and had promised to update the national legislation on workers’ rights. In this regard, the law on sponsorship (kafala) had been repealed by a new Decree, and this promulgation demonstrated the good cooperation of the Government of Qatar. The Committee should take into consideration these positive developments when preparing its conclusions.

The Government member of Cuba thanked the Government for the information it had provided and encouraged those present at the meeting to continue on the path of cooperation and dialogue by means of the exchange of information, the provision of assistance for capacity building, the promotion and implementation of good practices and mutual recognition of the progress made and the challenges that still lay ahead. She believed that that would be the best way to attain the objectives in an effective and sustainable manner.

The Government member of India thanked the Government for providing a detailed submission and expressed appreciation of the various measures initiated to give effect to the recommendations of the tripartite committee set up by the ILO Governing Body, as well as to the comments of the Committee of Experts. He noted the Government’s submission that sections 93 and 98 of the Labour Law were interpreted in light of Article 35 of the Qatari Constitution, which prohibited any discrimination based on political opinion, national extraction or social origin. He further appreciated the comprehensive and integrated approach adopted in implementing the National Development Plan (2011–15), as well as its focus on promoting gender equality and inclusiveness in the education and vocational training systems. Positively noting the steps taken to protect the rights of domestic workers, including the drafting of legislation on domestic workers, he encouraged the Government to expedite the adoption of the legislation and to align it with the provisions of Convention No. 189 and its accompanying Recommendation. He also noted the clarifications provided that new Law No. 21 of 2015 completely abolished the sponsorship system (kafala) and replaced it with an employment contract system. Moreover, Qatar had extended full cooperation to the high-level tripartite delegation that had visited the country and had demonstrated its continued commitment to work with the social partners and to avail itself of appropriate technical assistance from the ILO to further improve labour rights and labour protection. He supported Qatar’s efforts to further strengthen its compliance with the Convention and progressively increase the participation of women in the labour market, and he requested the Committee to fully take into account the detailed responses provided by the Government when making its recommendations.

The Government member of China noted the information provided by the Government on the steps taken to implement the measures recommended by the Committee of Experts, including the adoption of legal provisions expressly defining sexual harassment as a crime, the abolition of the sponsorship system, and the provision of vocational training and guidance. He encouraged the ILO to provide the necessary technical assistance, as requested by the Government.

The Government member of Canada expressed continuing concern at the situation of labour rights in Qatar. She strongly supported the call by the Committee of Experts for the Government to take the necessary measures to ensure the protection of all workers against discrimination on all prohibited grounds, in both law and practice, and recalled the request by the Committee of Experts for information on the measures taken or envisaged to protect migrant workers from such discrimination. She also urged the Government to adopt measures to curb any discrimination against
women in the workplace, encouraged it to increase women’s participation in the labour market and recommended the adoption of draft legislation on domestic workers, a category of workers hitherto excluded from the Labour Law of 2004. Recalling the observations of the Committee of Experts on the insufficiency of the legislative framework to ensure the prohibition and effective protection against sexual harassment in the workplace, she strongly supported the requests for the Government to take the necessary steps to adopt legal provisions to prohibit quid pro quo and hostile sexual harassment at work, and to provide effective mechanisms of redress, remedies and sanctions. She also concurred with the Committee of Experts that the Government should provide further information on the steps taken by the Labour Inspection Department to detect cases of discrimination in the workplace, as well as on the measures being considered for the training of labour inspectors. She expressed appreciation of the information provided by the Government representative to the Committee and looked forward to the provision of further information in future, as requested by the Committee.

The Government member of Turkey noted the important improvements made in law and practice with regard to the application of the Convention, and particularly the annulment of the sponsorship system (kafala) by new legislation introducing a contract-based system and the preparation of draft legislation to regulate the work of domestic workers by increasing the capacity of the relevant inspection bodies of the Ministry and to provide guidance and counselling to workers with a view to informing them of their rights and obligations. Noting with interest that the National Development Plan (2011–15) included comprehensive and integrated strategies and projects to ensure equality and inclusiveness for each sex and each age group in employment and occupation, he urged the Government to continue working closely with the ILO.

The Government member of Algeria noted the information provided by the Government, especially the abolition of the sponsorship system (kafala), the introduction of a system of contracts, the adoption of a National Development Plan and the creation of a labour inspection service. He welcomed Qatar’s cooperation with the ILO.

The Government member of Bangladesh welcomed the progress made in enforcing existing laws and the initiative for legislative reforms, particularly on wage payments to expatriate workers, employment contract systems, the employment of domestic workers and various other improvements. Encouraging the ILO to provide technical cooperation to Qatar to complete the ongoing reform process and further improve enforcement, he called on the Committee to take into account the significant efforts and progress made by the Government in addressing the issues raised.

The Government member of Morocco thanked the Government for the information and clarifications provided to the Committee, as well as its present and future efforts to address the comments of the Committee of Experts. The Government had adopted new legislation ensuring the protection of workers against all forms of discrimination in employment. It had also demonstrated its will to take all the necessary measures to resolve the issues raised by the Committee of Experts, including through the adoption of the National Development Plan (2011–15), which focused on equality and inclusiveness in education and training. The plan should facilitate the adoption of new legislation to address the concerns raised by the Committee of Experts. Draft legislation on domestic workers had been prepared, based on the provisions of Convention No. 189. Law No. 21 of 2015 enabled migrant workers to change their employers freely. All of the measures taken by the Government should be welcomed and the Government should be encouraged to cooperate with the ILO to continue the legislative reform process.

The Worker member of Benin noted with satisfaction that the Government had taken steps to implement the Convention and hoped that the situation of men and women workers under the sponsorship system (kafala) would very soon change. Further noting with satisfaction that the country was in the process of drafting legislation on domestic workers, he requested the Conference Committee to take due note of the steps taken and to reflect them in its recommendations.

The Government representative noted with interest the observations made by the Employer and Worker members, as well as all the other interventions. The Government would take into consideration these observations and implement them in national law in order to promote and protect workers’ rights regardless of their sex, origin or religion. With regard to inequality in wages, the law addressed this issue, as well as conditions of work. Wages were subject to demand and supply on the labour market, regardless of sex or origin. Qatar had repealed all limitations on freedom of movement. In this regard, the sponsorship system (kafala) had been replaced by an employment contract, the new law would enter into force in December 2016 and sanctions would be imposed in cases of violation. Positive steps had been taken by the airline company, in particular the amendment of the employment contract, which would cover all crew members. The new contracts had entered into force and could no longer be declared null for the reasons raised during the discussions. Inspections were organized by the Ministry of Labour and statistics were available on that subject. The Committee of Experts would be provided with inspection reports. In conclusion, the Government of Qatar was going forward in its efforts to maintain and protect the rights of workers by adopting new legislation encouraging and improving the participation of women in the labour market.

The Employer members thanked the Government for its submission and considered that a constructive debate had taken place in which the Government had described some of the measures taken to address a variety of issues raised in the recommendations made by the tripartite committee and adopted by the Governing Body, as well as in the observations of the Committee of Experts. They hoped that the Government would continue to engage in a positive manner to address these most important issues. They urged the Government to: adopt a clear legislative framework addressing discrimination, recalling the prohibited grounds of discrimination specified in Article 1(1)(a) of Convention No. 111, including protection against sexual harassment in the workplace; provide the Committee of Experts with a full report on the measures taken in practice to ensure that individuals were not subject to discrimination on the prohibited grounds in the context of employment and occupation; provide information on the practical measures taken to improve the participation of women in the labour market.
pursuant to the National Development Plan (2011–15) and the commitment made by Qatar to the Committee; and continue its steps to ensure real and meaningful equality in employment and occupation. The Employer members hoped that the Government would take every measure to declare and pursue a national policy designed to promote, by methods appropriate to national conditions and practice, equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of employment with a view to eliminating discrimination based on the prohibited grounds. They also urged the Government to continue its collaboration with the ILO and to avail itself of technical assistance to fully address the issues raised in both law and practice.

The Worker members indicated that it could be inferred from the statements made that discrimination in occupation and employment was deeply engrained in Qatari society. While that situation could not be expected to change overnight, it should change and change should start immediately. Laws prohibiting all forms of discrimination in occupation and employment should be adopted as soon as possible, in addition to proactive programmes to promote the employment of women on equal terms with men. Moreover, in order to ensure the full participation of women in the workforce, it would be necessary to ensure protection against sexual harassment at work through effective remedies and dissuasive penalties. In addition, discrimination against migrant workers should also be addressed as a matter of urgency. The Worker members were of the view that the 2015 reforms essentially amounted to kafala with a new name and were not in compliance with Convention No. 29. The protection granted under labour law should be extended to migrant domestic workers. The Worker members urged the Government to: (1) fully comply, in both law and practice, with the decision adopted by the Governing Body at its 324th Session (June 2015) with regard to the representation made under article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the ITUC and the ITF by January 2017; (2) abrogate Law No. 21 of 2015, by 2017, before it entered into force; (3) ensure that the legislation prohibited discrimination on all the grounds of the Convention; (4) ensure that domestic workers were granted protection under the Labour Code; (5) take proactive measures to address discrimination in the workplace, including by promoting the employment of women in managerial positions; and (6) take proactive measures to address sexual harassment and gender-based violence in the workplace. Finally, the Worker members fully agreed with the Employer members on the need for Qatar to request ILO technical assistance.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts. The Committee expressed concern that discrimination in employment is not prohibited in law and in practice and that the Government has failed to take the necessary measures to guarantee non-discrimination consistent with Convention No. 111.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- ensure that legislation covers all recognized prohibited grounds of discrimination set out in Article 1(1)(a) of the Convention, in both direct and indirect forms, and undertake measures to ensure that discrimination in employment and occupation is prohibited in law and practice;
- ensure that domestic workers are included in the protection of anti-discrimination law;
- take proactive measures to promote the employment of women and participation of women at all levels in the labour market;
- take proactive measures to address sexual harassment in the workplace, including passing legislation that prohibits its sexual harassment and provides effective means of redress, remedies and sanctions;
- amend Law No. 21 of 2015 before it comes into force, taking fully into account the observations in the 2016 report of the Committee of Experts and the conclusions of the Conference Committee in 2015;
- accept technical assistance of the ILO in order to comply with the above conclusions.

The Government representative thanked the Committee for its conclusions and assured it that his Government would take them into account when preparing its next report on the application of the Convention.

Employment Policy Convention, 1964 (No. 122)

**BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF VENEZUELA**

(ratification: 1982)

A Government representative reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to observance of the ratified ILO Conventions. He emphasized that it was the first time that the Government had been called before the Committee with regard to Convention No. 122. The Government had already provided the requested information relating to compliance with the Convention by means of the report submitted in 2015, which gave details of a sustained employment policy in favour of the Venezuelan people since 1999. There was no justification for the Government’s inclusion in the list of cases to be examined by the Conference Committee, taking account of the fact that the Committee of Experts had made no reference to non-observance but had noted and recorded the information which had been duly supplied by the Government and, on certain aspects, had merely requested examples or additional information. The Conference Committee should not be occupying itself with examples and mere requests for information, especially when there had been no reference to non-observance on the part of the Government. The regular mechanism for providing additional information and examples relating to the application of the Convention would be through the next report, which would be presented in due course. He noted with regret that the justification for inclusion of his country had a political undercurrent and involved the satisfaction of particular interests, which was contrary to the objectivity, transparency and impartiality that should prevail in all ILO bodies. Those who had exerted pressure to have the Government appear before the Committee were not interested in what the Government had to say about the Convention; their aim was to challenge a Government that was promoting social integration and discarding systems that exploited labour. Even though some employers contin-
u ed to insist on the Government appearing before the Committee, adding complaints and cases and misusing the ILO supervisory mechanisms, they would not succeed in making the Government favour private, capitalist and individual interests to the detriment of the working class and the Venezuelan people. Moreover, the Committee of Experts’ report contained allegations and information presented by some employers concerning a supposed lack of employment plans and figures were mentioned that the Government did not accept. In order to avoid distracting from its work, the Conference Committee and the Committee of Experts should ask those who were alleging non-compliance with the Convention to provide details, data and evidence, so that objectivity and transparency would be achieved and the right of defence of governments summoned to appear before the Committee would not be violated. Even so, the Government representative said that he would provide updated information on the country’s employment policy. In 1999, when the Venezuelan Government took office, the unemployment rate in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela was 10.6 per cent. By the end of 2015, that rate had fallen to 6.7 per cent as a result of the employment policies. From 2003 onwards, after the coup d’état and the sabotage of the petroleum industry spearheaded by a group of employers in the country, the informal economy decreased from 52.4 per cent to 40.1 per cent by December 2015 as a result of the intense employment policy. Three out of every four jobs created had been in the formal sector of the economy. In 2000, there had been over 4 million workers in the formal sector; by 2015, the figure had risen to more than 7.8 million workers. In other words, between 1999 and 2015 the labour market had incorporated more than 3 million workers in the formal sector, which represented about 60 per cent of the employed population. With regard to youth employment, the Government was promoting integration not only in social and educational terms but also in employment and socio-productive terms. The youth unemployment rate fell from 23.7 per cent in 2002 to 9.1 per cent in 2015. Six out of every ten unemployed young people were studying; in other words, the majority of unemployed young people in the country were students and the Government had increased the number of young persons who were studying to 71.1 per cent. Furthermore, there were programmes that implemented a policy of occupational training for young persons. The National Institute of Socialist Training and Education (INCES) provided ongoing training throughout the country for young persons with a view to placing them in employment. In 2016, some 50,000 young people would be trained in various occupational fields. Moreover, under the “Knowledge and Work” mission, over 1 million citizens had been integrated into the economic and productive system of the nation. All these results and the reported figures were the result of the employment and social integration policies implemented in the country, reinforcing the national productive sector with increased levels of formal occupation and the creation of new jobs.

Furthermore, regarding the specific examples requested in the Committee of Experts’ report concerning the participation of the social partners, it should be emphasized that, as the ILO had already been informed, in early 2016 the National Council for the Productive Economy (CNEP), a forum for dialogue and consultation, had been established for the purpose of analysing, discussing and proposing guidelines for the development of the country’s economy and the creation of new jobs to overcome the drop in oil prices and the current economic situation. Participants in the CNEP included representatives of the Government, workers and employers, in particular the representatives of public and private enterprises and chambers and federal projections, which had expressed satisfaction at the initiatives taken. The CNEP was concerned with developing strategic economic areas in the country. Through this important forum for dialogue and consultation, over 90 per cent of employers and representatives of the public and private sector in the country were maintaining an ongoing dialogue with the Government with a view to increasing the production of goods and services, boosting the economy and creating jobs. To quote some figures, in the context of the 15 strategic areas of the CNEP, over 300 working meetings had been held, and more than 3,800 economic and productive entities had participated; hundreds of proposals had been put forward, and work was being done to implement over 150 of those proposals connected with the country’s economic and productive development. In conclusion, the Government representative observed that the sole purpose of the Government’s appearance before the Conference Committee was to deal with matters relating to Convention No. 122. The discussion should be limited to the subjects covered by the Convention and the rules of procedure that applied to the Committee should be observed. If topics connected with other Conventions or separate matters pending before the ILO supervisory bodies were raised, that would be a breach of the rules of procedure.

The Worker members emphasized that this was a difficult period in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela’s history. The Government was faced with major challenges, particularly with regard to economic recovery. It was important to underscore that, whatever their political convictions, workers and their families were facing a crisis for which they were not responsible. While it was true that the current political stalemate was to the advantage of certain groups, it nevertheless could not be denied that ordinary citizens were the most affected by a clear deterioration in their living standards. In these difficult times, the country’s entire political class, comprising all parties, should rise to the occasion and resist the temptation to use this discontent to its own political advantage. It was therefore important that all parties sought solutions through dialogue and consensus rather than attempting to stir up social unrest and violence. For many years, the country had been aiming to establish constructive social dialogue as one of the pillars in efforts to reach consensus, and to place all diverse opinions at the centre of the debate. The ILO tripartite structure provided an excellent means of facilitating social dialogue and achieving consensus. With regard to the application of the Convention, according to information from the Government, the rate of unemployment fell from 10.6 per cent in 1999 to 5.5 per cent in 2015. The Government also highlighted that its employment policy was fully aligned with actions aimed at reducing poverty, and set out a strategy for the provision of public services relating to education and health care. However, from an economic viewpoint, hyperinflation, food shortages, and deindustrialization had
negative repercussions on standards of living and job quality. According to the Central Bank of Venezuela, annual inflation had risen to 141.5 per cent in 2015, a figure which largely reflected food prices. Overall, the latter had risen by 254.3 per cent in 2015, a rate which exceeded wage increases in every respect. The rise in the prices of basic foodstuffs particularly affected poor workers, who in general allocated a larger portion of their income to them. With regard to deindustrialization, in the long term, the resolution to the economic challenges would be found by diversifying the economy so that it was no longer based solely on oil production. The oil sector alone was considered to represent 96 per cent of the total export earnings of the country, a figure which further highlighted the need to incorporate macroeconomic planning into employment policies. It was still difficult to know, however, whether such an approach would be envisaged by the Government with a view to achieving the objectives of the Convention.

Turning to the issue of workers employed in the informal economy, according to official figures, 41.2 per cent of the active population worked in the informal sector in January 2015, which represented a fall of 10.4 per cent in comparison with the same period 11 years earlier; and between 2000 and 2014, a third of new jobs created were in the formal sector. This question was especially relevant in the context of the adoption of the Transition from the Informal to the Formal Economy Recommendation, 2015 (No. 204). One of the core elements of this Recommendation related to the implementation of a comprehensive employment policy framework aimed at helping low-income households to escape poverty, such as minimum wages, social protection schemes including cash transfers, public employment programmes, and enhanced outreach and delivery of employment services to those in the informal economy. While noting the reduction in the number of workers in the informal sector, the Worker members considered that much remained to be done and called on the Government to apply the provisions of this new labour standard. With respect to youth employment, the rate of unemployment published by the National Statistics Institute in the second half of 2013 was 12.8 per cent. However, according to figures provided by the ILO in 2012, the total number of young persons in a situation of difficulty owing to poverty rose to 500,000, 157,000 of whom lived in households receiving an income only just sufficient to cover the cost of a basic food basket. Furthermore, an imbalance had been noted in the proportion of young people within the active population in relation with incomes. Thus, in 2012, the active youth unemployment rate for those with middle and high incomes was 28.8 per cent, but it reached 50.7 per cent for those with a low income. In addition, even when they were lucky enough to have formal employment, young Venezuelan workers were generally employed in the service industry, mainly in the retail trade, a sector with low productivity and where employment was often precarious. Article 3 of the Convention clearly set forth that “representatives of employers and workers, shall be consulted concerning employment policies, with a view to taking fully into account their experience and views and securing their full cooperation in formulating and enlisting support for such policies”. The issue of the lack of social dialogue had been brought to the attention of the Conference Committee on many occasions. It should be emphasized that the economic crisis currently faced by the country could only be overcome if the social partners were involved in decisions relating to employment policy. For this reason, the Worker members had welcomed the agreement concluded at the 326th Session of the Governing Body (March 2016), in which the Government had committed to keeping to a strict schedule of meetings with employer and worker representatives. Lastly, the Worker members expressed the hope that this process would result in tangible progress, in accordance with the objectives set in the agreed programme of work, to ensure that ILO standards were applied and monitored with the participation of employers and workers.

The Employer members welcomed the presence of the Minister representing the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and the information that the Conference Committee had received. It was the first time that the Government was responding to observations on the Convention that had been addressed to it on 14 occasions in the past. It was a governance Convention, and not a fundamental Convention, but it was one of the four major Conventions dealing with active employment policy that is conducive to economic and social well-being. Hence the exceptional importance of discussing the matter. Contrary to the Government’s assertion, the decision to include the case was not taken on a mere whim. The reason for doing so was all too clear. In view of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela’s social indicators, there is a need for the Committee to call on the Government to engage in social dialogue. When the Employer members considered a case, they did not do so with any private interests in mind but quite independently of the ideological or political line followed by the Government. It was the duty of the Conference Committee to assess outcomes irrespective of any such ideological or political viewpoint, and for that, it was important to understand exactly what the Convention was dealing with. The Convention took its inspiration from the ILO Constitution and the Declaration of Philadelphia, notably from the need to further, among the nations of the world programmes that could achieve full employment, the raising of standards of living and, for the workers, the guarantee of a decent wage. The Declaration of Philadelphia itself emphasized that it was incumbent on the ILO to examine and consider the effect of economic and social policies on the employment policy pursued by States. The Convention followed different approaches. Articles 1 and 2 referred to the need to establish employment policies that stimulated growth and development. The Convention also provided for raising living standards and resolving employment problems with a view to attaining full, productive and freely chosen employment. Article 2 referred to the importance of reviewing the measures adopted regularly so as to coordinate economic and social policies. Finally, the Convention made a particular point of social dialogue and, notably in the area of employment, called for worker and employer representatives to be fully consulted in an effort to reach consensus.

The country’s macroeconomic and labour statistics were cause for considerable concern. In 2014 the economy declined by 4.3 per cent; in 2015 by 5.6 per cent; in 2016 it was expected to drop by a further 8 per cent. To reverse the
trend, counter-cyclical measures were needed – in terms of fiscal, credit and macroeconomic policies, for example. The Employer members wished to have access to more information on the counter-cyclical measures that the Government had adopted or was planning to adopt. Per capita income was currently around US$202 a year, far below the international indicators measuring the poverty level. The fiscal deficit was 20 per cent and inflation was 337.4 per cent – the highest in the world. The inevitable outcome of inflation was reflected in the steady growth of poverty. According to an independent survey of living conditions (there being no official statistics), current trends pointed to an unusual increase in poverty. Such a situation discouraged investment and had a direct impact on employment generation. There was no incentive to counter the variations in the inflation rate. Recruitment was at a standstill and that, as had happened in recent years, tended to encourage informal activities. Without a sufficient influx of dollars for external trade, the resulting foreign currency shortage meant that the supply of basic goods in supermarkets ran out. Long queues for food had even led to an increase in violence. All those factors were indicative of a major crisis in the country that called for rapid adjustment and, naturally, a revival of social dialogue with the most representative organizations such as Federation of Chambers and Associations of Commerce and Production of Venezuela (FEDECAMARAS) and the Workers’ Confederation of Venezuela (CTV), which were also concerned in the case under discussion. With those considerations in mind, the Employer members invited the Government to open the way to dialogue with representative workers’ and employers’ organizations. They accordingly called on it to reiterate the commitments it had entered into with the ILO in the past, most recently in March 2016, when it had been understood that the Government would be engaging in renewed dialogue with the most representative organizations on 4 April; so far, however, no such dialogue had come about.

A Worker member of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela expressed his surprise at the inclusion in the list, at the request of the Employers, of the case of his country for the alleged non-compliance with the Convention, given that the country had been engaged in an accelerated process to improve social indicators since the changes that had been introduced in 1999. This process had led to the rapid reduction of poverty and a decrease in unemployment to a steady rate of between 5 and 6 per cent. A section of Venezuelan employers who belonged to FEDECAMARAS had attempted an economic sabotage, the prime goal of which was to topple the power in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. To achieve their aim, some employers had been reducing the production of basic goods and services for the population, on the grounds that the Government was not providing them with the foreign exchange for the import of primary supplies and materials necessary to maintain their production processes, despite the fact that these enterprises had received billions of dollars to that end. In response to the closures of enterprises by some employers represented by FEDECAMARAS, the Government had undertaken procedures with regard to the closed plants to reopen them, re-establish production and protect jobs. This group of employers was throwing thousands of workers onto the streets, while at the same time addressing the Committee to denounce the Government for failing to safeguard employment. Furthermore, representatives of FEDECAMARAS had requested the repeal of the Basic Act on Labour and Men and Women Workers in force since 2012, which was known worldwide for its provisions fully safeguarding workers’ rights. He wondered who would sanction employers who sabotaged the economy by reducing production and shamelessly aimed to evade application of the labour laws, and who could require employers to comply with the Conventions.

However, another significant section of the employers affiliated with FEDECAMARAS did indeed participate in the promotion and growth of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela’s productive processes, increasing employment and strengthening production. In addition, a tripartite dialogue body, the CNEP, existed in which the Bolivarian Socialist Confederation of Workers (CBST), productive employers and the Government also participated and engaged in discussions on investment plans, new employment, and investment in foreign currency and facilities for the export of the private sector and state enterprises. He highlighted that, unlike the leaders of FEDECAMARAS, some employers affiliated to FEDECAMARAS maintained a cooperative relationship with workers, despite the ideological and political differences they might have, thereby enhancing social dialogue. The majority trade union, the CBST, had expressed surprise at the inclusion in the list, at the request of the Employers, of the case of his country for the alleged non-compliance with the Convention. FEDECAMARAS had infringed the Act just as it disregarded all of the policies the Government had
pursued since the revolution, and it had attempted to blackmail the Government into repealing the Act in exchange for engaging in dialogue, which it had avoided since becoming actively engaged in economic warfare. President Nicolás Maduro had repeatedly appealed to all those who were willing to give him their support and cooperation in order to meet the challenges facing the country, but a section of the employer sector had unfortunately stayed away. FEDECAMARAS preferred to continue gambling with the fate of the nation. The country was going through difficult economic times, and the working class found itself in the middle of an economic war that had placed it in a fierce battle against major domestic and foreign private investors who had turned their backs on the Venezuelan people and were abetting foreign attempts to provoke domestic disorder. The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela’s working class was prepared to fight for the great achievements that the revolution had brought.

The Employer member of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela considered that the Government was failing to fulfil its obligation as laid down in the Convention to consult the representatives of the employers and workers in formulating its employment policy. Despite its unquestionable representativeness, FEDECAMARAS had not been consulted by the Government on any matter for 17 years. Moreover, the supposedly extensive consultation with all sectors, as claimed by the Government, had never been conducted formally or documented. The Government was failing to establish a coordinated employment policy that enabled jobseekers to be employed in accordance with their abilities, in productive activity that was freely chosen, and to derive income from it that enabled a decent standard of living. The country had experienced two successive years of economic recession, with a fall in gross domestic product (GDP) of nearly ten per cent. In 2015 the official inflation rate was 180 per cent, the highest in the country’s history. The purchasing power of the Venezuelan people had been smashed to smithereens. At present, the minimum wage was about US$27 dollars per month, which was the equivalent of 0.92 Venezuelan bolivar (VEF) per day. Almost 14 minimum wage equivalents were needed to pay for the basic basket of goods. This was far removed from a daily income of US$1.25 per day, which was the usual indicator of extreme poverty. Moreover, 60 per cent of the statutory monthly minimum income did not derive from wages and did not generate any social protection benefits. Formal employment in the private sector had decreased sharply. As at March 2016, a total of 282,400 formal jobs had been lost. The number of employers had fallen by 110,000 in 2015. The lack of a coherent employment policy had caused an enormous increase in poverty. The poverty index had risen from 53 per cent in 2014 to 76 per cent in 2015, and extreme poverty had more than doubled, from 25 per cent in 2014 to 53 per cent in 2015. In the foodstuffs sector, production had dropped by 22 per cent from January to April 2016. Many food-producing plants were inoperative for lack of raw materials, with the risk that 200,000 additional direct jobs and 1 million indirect jobs could be lost in the food sector alone. In addition, the malfunctions in the public electricity and water utilities were affecting enterprises’ operating capacity by interrupting their activities in the periods of rationing fixed by the Government. The private sector was suffocating from price controls, it was being persecuted and criminalized, it was denied the foreign currency needed for purchasing raw materials for production, and it was obliged to sell at a loss. The situation had got even worse since January 2016, when the Government had declared a state of economic emergency with the suspension of constitutional guarantees in the economic sphere for 240 days, disregarding any formal consultation with the legitimately constituted public powers and the social partners.

All of the above showed that there was no sound policy to promote decent employment, nor any implementation of the dialogue required by the Convention. In March 2016, the Government had submitted a proposal to the ILO to establish a dialogue round table and a schedule of meetings. However, to date, the first meeting had not even taken place despite the insistence of FEDECAMARAS. On the contrary, the President of the Republic persisted in saying that there would be no dialogue with FEDECAMARAS. The CNEP, which had been established by the President in January 2016 and in which FEDECAMARAS had not been invited to participate, had not made any significant progress. In order to achieve a positive change for the future of the country, the speaker urged the Government, workers and employers to reach a basic consensus for the adoption of specific measures aimed at ensuring employment and economic growth for the country. The employers, with FEDECAMARAS as their chief representative, constantly demonstrated their commitment to participating in social dialogue. Conditions in the country were such as to justify assistance from the ILO and trigger its input and mechanisms to ensure that the Government complied with the Convention, especially in the area of social dialogue.

The Government member of Mexico, speaking on behalf of group of Latin American and Caribbean (GRULAC) countries, welcomed the information provided by the Government with respect to its compliance with the Convention and observed that the Committee of Experts’ report merely requested further information without making a specific statement as to the country’s alleged non-compliance with the Convention. In its report, the Committee of Experts mentioned the Government’s information regarding its implementation of a new social strategy focusing on the key points: employment, the quality of employment, action on education, the provision of quality education free of charge and the total elimination of poverty. The Government reported that the youth employment rate was 87.2 per cent, which amounted to 31.6 per cent of total employment. As to the development of small and medium-sized enterprises, the Government reported that at round table meetings held with the employers’ agreements had been concluded on boosting productive employment by means of financial and institutional support for enterprise-creation projects. Regarding the participation of the social partners, the Committee of Experts merely requested specific examples. He trusted that the Government would continue to submit updated information on the application of the Convention.

The Government member of Nicaragua, endorsing the statement made by GRULAC and expressing support for the Government, recalled that the Committee of Experts had not observed any failure to apply the Convention but had simply requested additional information and examples.
As such, the unjustified inclusion of the case, which was politically motivated, as it had been the previous year, was striking. The Government of Nicaragua considered that resolving such cases should fall to the parties, without external interference or international pressure, within a framework of mutual respect based on peace, dialogue and consensus. He invited the Committee on the Application of Standards not to continue examining this type of case and not to let itself be influenced by political manoeuvring that diverted the ILO from the noble objective for which it was founded.

The Government member of Cuba aligned herself with the statement made by the Government member of Mexico, on behalf of GRULAC. The Committee of Experts did not mention the non-compliance on the part of the Government in relation to the Convention, and there was therefore little technical substance to warrant its inclusion in the list of cases of serious failure to comply with Conventions. She considered a solution could be reached without the involvement of the Conference Committee since the Government had committed to identifying solutions by means of inclusive social dialogue. She was convinced that the Government would be able to present information that demonstrated its compliance with the Convention and urged the Conference Committee to close the case.

The Government member of Mauritania said that the information provided by the Government shed light on the significant progress made by the country in the areas of employment and action against unemployment. These achievements were the culmination of the implementation of a new social strategy based on the guidelines contained in the Economic and Social Development Plan, which gave priority to the creation of high-quality jobs and the provision of free high-quality education. A series of measures had been taken in the wake of tripartite discussions with a view to reviving productivity and the creation of employment. The Conference Committee’s conclusions should take into account the major efforts made by the Government.

The Worker member of Cuba said that he was not in agreement with the continued discussion of this case before the Conference Committee since there were no technical grounds for it. He indicated that the observations of the Committee of Experts regarding Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention did not question the procedures or compliance with a Convention but rather the economic model applied in the country over recent years. He considered that the Conference Committee was not the proper forum to settle conflicts relating to the definitions of economic and political systems. Part of the employers’ organization had generated chaos and crisis through the shortages of products and services in the country, and he questioned the possibility of pursuing an employment policy when a part of the employer sector was willing to give in to important financial losses to repudiate the economic model established in 1999. He requested the Committee to take these elements into account when adopting the conclusions on the case.

An observer representing the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) recalled that the Convention required ratifying Members to declare and pursue an active policy designed to promote full, productive and freely chosen employment and to take measures to apply the policy in consultation with workers’ and employers’ representatives. She stressed that productive and sustainable employment was the basis for decent work, wealth creation and social justice and that the encouragement of investments was a precondition for employment. She emphasized that the social and economic situation in the country was of the deepest concern, not only for employers, but for the society as a whole. There were multiple challenges for establishing sustainable enterprises as well as for creating and maintaining jobs, while there were no policies to boost investment, sustainable enterprises and employment. Price controls, along with the shortage of foreign exchange, led to acute shortages of basic goods. Inflation was very high, the GDP had shrunk dramatically in 2015 and extreme poverty had reached its worst levels in 15 years. Meanwhile, thousands of businesses had shut down, 256,000 jobs had been lost and informality had increased to 42.4 per cent. She invited the Government to comply without delay with the provisions of the Convention both in law and practice by pursuing an active policy designed to promote full, productive and freely chosen employment, in consultation with the most representative workers’ organizations and with FEDECAMARAS, in line with the numerous and unattended recommendations of the ILO Governing Body, the ILO supervisory bodies and the report of the high-level tripartite mission that had visited the country in 2014.

The Worker member of Mexico said that the Convention, ratified by the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela in 1982, had, like many others, become nothing but words, as legislation, on the one hand, and practice, on the other, were verging in opposite directions. Despite repeated calls from the Committee of Experts in that regard, the Government was still failing to abide by the conclusions of the high-level tripartite mission that had visited the country in 2014. However, applying an employment policy based on agreement among the social partners would doubtless contribute to building a climate of peace in the world of work, which the country urgently needed. He further stated that governments must ensure that all ratified ILO Conventions were applied, rather than focusing solely on the fundamental Conventions, and that democracy and freedom of association should be defended in all countries, whatever their form of Government.

The Employer member of Mexico recalled that the Convention was based on the ILO’s mandate, established by the Declaration of Philadelphia. In addition, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights set out that all persons had the right to work, and to freely chosen employment in fair working conditions. He indicated that the Convention required an active employment policy, developed in consultation with employers’ and workers’ organizations. He stated that the economic and social situation of the country was serious and social dialogue was a management tool which would help to resolve serious problems in the country and create the conditions conducive to investment with a view to generating employment.

The Worker member of Brazil called on the Government to find an immediate solution to the serious humanitarian and social crisis dominated by lack of food, medicines and essential items. Although the situation was adversely affecting the whole of Venezuelan society, it was having a
particular impact on the most vulnerable people. In order to tackle the crisis, the Government needed to strengthen freedom of association, collective bargaining, social dialogue and democracy in the country and to comply with international labour standards. He asked the ILO to expand its action in the country aimed at ensuring observance of the Convention under discussion and of other standards, and to give its attention to the observations and complaints submitted by CTV, the National Union of Workers of Venezuela (UNETE), the General Confederation of Workers of Venezuela (CGT) and the Confederation of Autonomous Trade Unions (CODESA).

The Employer member of Spain said that employers in Spain were concerned about the application of the Convention by the Government and expressed their support for FEDECAMARAS. The economic and social situation of the country had worsened in recent months. He urged the Government to provide reliable statistical information on employment, particularly youth employment, and to implement active employment policies. Sustainable employment policies needed to be pursued in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and social dialogue should be launched with employers’ organizations such as FEDECAMARAS.

The Government member of the Plurinational State of Bolivia supported the statement by GRULAC and emphasized the importance given by his Government to compliance with ILO standards. He regretted that the reasons obliging the Government to come before the Conference Committee were not related to the application of the Convention but rather to diffuse interests aimed at challenging a legitimate Government. He recalled that the responsibility of promoting decent work and generating employment also fell on the employers and he regretted the stigmatization of a democratic Government. He commended the Government’s efforts in promoting progressive policies aimed at expanding workers’ social rights, redistributing revenue, and promoting decent work. He concluded by inviting the Conference Committee to conduct a balanced and fair examination of each case.

The Worker member of Paraguay said that Articles 2 and 3 of the Convention did not prescribe an undefined employment policy but one on which consensus had been reached through tripartite dialogue and consultation. If the conclusions of the report of the ILO high-level tripartite mission that had visited the country in 2014 had been followed, many deaths, tragedies and desperate situations would have been avoided. Productive employment was still lacking, and this in turn added to the scarcity and lack of food for the whole population. She therefore asked the Conference Committee to include a special paragraph in its report that reflected the unprecedented crisis facing the country. She urged the Government to promote serious and respectful dialogue to enable the creation of decent jobs and decent work for all, while upholding freedom of association and collective bargaining, which were the cornerstones of progress.

The Employer member of Peru expressed her deep concern at the serious economic crisis affecting the country and said that hyperinflation constituted the most damaging tax for the poorest people. Emphasizing the violation of Article 3 of the Convention, she thought that if there was a genuine dialogue between the Government, workers and most representative employers’ organizations, such as FEDECAMARAS, the situation of the workers would be very different from what it was now. She therefore called on the ILO to use all the tools and mechanisms at its disposal to establish real social dialogue in the country.

The Worker member of Colombia emphasized that it was vital for the social partners to have an active role in dialogue leading to the formulation of employment policies that stimulated economic development. He considered that that was not the case in the country. He expressed regret that the Government had not heeded the conclusions of the high-level tripartite mission that had visited the country in 2014 and that, in spite of having submitted a draft plan of action on social dialogue to the Governing Body at its 326th Session (March 2016), none of the meetings agreed on that occasion had been held. There could be no effective policies to promote productive employment with social dialogue. Employment, decent work and the right to work were intended to meet the needs of the working class and the population in general. He said that the Government’s announcements of supposed employment policies when workers were becoming ever more impoverished counted for nothing. In the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, the common denominator was precariousness and scarcity – an appalling situation bearing in mind that the country was the richest in the region.

The Employer member of Honduras recalled that the Convention imposed the obligation on governments to consult the most representative workers’ and employers’ organizations in formulating a policy designed to promote full, productive and freely chosen employment. FEDECAMARAS was the most representative employers’ organization at the national level. Hence, by excluding FEDECAMARAS from the consultations, the Government was rejecting legitimate and effective social dialogue. There had been no consultation of the employment plans with the most representative employers’ organization. Consequently, the Conference Committee should highlight the situation in a special paragraph of its report in view of the Government’s failure to implement the roadmap which it had signed in March 2016.

The Government member of the Russian Federation, noting the observation of the Committee of Experts, welcomed the Government’s readiness for a substantive and constructive cooperation with both the ILO and the social partners, including FEDECAMARAS. Referring to the Committee of Experts’ report, he stated that there was no specific information concerning non-compliance with the obligations under the Convention. In this regard, it was not clear for what reason the issue was included in the list of cases discussed by the Conference Committee. With this in mind, he expressed concern over the regular attempts to politicize the work of the ILO by forcing a discussion on the compliance of international labour standards by the Government. In conclusion, he expressed satisfaction with the level of cooperation between the Government and the ILO to ensure the application of international labour standards and hoped that this cooperation would continue.

The Government member of Belarus noted the comprehensive approach concerning the implementation by the Government of the measures aimed at ensuring positive
outcomes in relation to labour relations in the country. There seemed to be a lack of information concerning the alleged failure to comply with the Convention, and the Committee of Experts only requested information in its observation. He was of the view that the Government complied with the Convention. The Government was actively cooperating with the ILO, in particular through the implementation of the provisions of the Convention in the national legislation. He supported the work of the Government in relation to strengthening social dialogue under difficult economic conditions.

The Worker member of Honduras highlighted the youth employment programmes that the Government was developing within the framework of its social changes, and the significant progress made with respect to social protection and the defence of workers’ rights. He expressed concern that the case of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela was once again being discussed by the Conference Committee, given that the Committee of Experts had not referred to any non-observance of the Convention by the Government and had merely requested the Government to provide information on its policies regarding youth employment, the development of SMEs, and the participation of the social partners. The country had the lowest rate of unemployment on the American continent and the highest rate of youth employment. He was therefore concerned that some employers affiliated with FEDECAMARAS had engaged in sabotaging the acquisition of goods and services, closing their enterprises and dismissing hundreds of workers, while other enterprises affiliated to the same organization maintained high rates of productivity, upheld workforce stability and participated with the Government and workers in the CNEP, a tripartite body.

The Government member of Egypt noted the measures taken by the Government in relation to the application of the Convention. The Government had adopted a national policy aimed at providing employment opportunities in the formal economy, reducing unemployment as well as reducing the number of workers in the informal economy. The speaker hoped that the ILO would provide the necessary technical assistance to the Government to help achieve the objectives enshrined in the Convention.

The Worker member of Peru said that the Government had spent 15 years in the dock before the Conference Committee, a fate it shared with other progressive Governments in the region such as Cuba. He expressed surprise at the fact that FEDECAMARAS and the IOE worried about the situation of workers in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela when, within the Conference Committee, they had steadfastly refused to recognize the right to strike and they never protested about repressions committed by governments with different political and economic orientations. As such, the case under examination was political in nature. If the IOE and FEDECAMARAS, which complained about the lack of consultation in this country, were really interested in the labour problems of workers, they would have denounced the mass dismissals and violation of the right to bargain collectively that prevailed in many countries and could also have demanded respect for prior consultation in the case of the draconian measures imposed in Greece. The speaker ended his statement by saying that this case was intended to topple a democratic Government.

The Government member of China, referring to the statements made by the Government and by GRULAC, noted that the Government had fulfilled its obligations under the Convention. The Government’s efforts should therefore be recognized by the Conference Committee.

An observer representing the World Organization of Workers (WOW) indicated that for five years the Government had not been providing accreditation for the members of the Trade Union Action Unit of Venezuela and UNETE. In addition, he underscored that the Convention was fundamental for the country, particularly given the serious conditions of unemployment. The Government should have consulted the social partners with regard to the employment policy, as requested by the high-level tripartite mission that visited the country in 2014. UNETE had made recommendations on numerous occasions, particularly within the framework of the rescue plan for national production and employment. Industrial action had also been carried out demanding that dialogue be opened but there had been no response. National production was threatened, state enterprises were paralyzed and the private sector was facing countless limitations, as well as threats of intervention and expropriation. Enterprises that had been nationalized with the help of workers were bankrupt. Many workers had been dismissed or would be dismissed for political reasons. Furthermore, protests had been criminalized and trade union representatives and leaders had been detained. Productive employment as referred to in Article 1 of the Convention was a utopia as salaries had been significantly affected by devaluation. Over 55 per cent of a salary was paid in vouchers and bartering, a practice that had been abandoned for decades, had returned. All these measures had been implemented without consultation with the workers. On those grounds, he requested that this case be included in a special paragraph in the Conference Committee’s report.

The Worker member of Benin said that the case did not really constitute a violation of the Convention, but was instead aimed at raising issues against governments that refused to support private, capitalist interests so as to justify coups d’état, as in Brazil. The speaker said that the efforts of progressive governments should be encouraged. The information sent by the Government demonstrated the efforts made by the Venezuelan workers in the fields of employment, the economy, the development of SMEs and in the participation with the social partners. In conclusion, the speaker said that the Committee should encourage the Government, which was faced with a difficult fight against capitalism, and should focus more on governments that were trying to deregulate labour legislation and undermine the acquired rights of workers.

The Government member of Algeria welcomed the information provided by the Government on the action taken to ensure the application of the Convention. An employment policy had been formulated as part of the Economic and Social Development Plan, with the aim of eradicating poverty and facilitating social integration. The Plan had resulted in the creation of a significant number of jobs and agreements had been concluded with the employers for boosting employment through the development of SMEs. Lastly, he welcomed the Government’s cooperation with the ILO.
The Worker member of Argentina recalled that, according to the report of the Committee of Experts, the Government had not failed to apply the Convention: it had simply been requested to adopt a legislative framework and to provide further information. He maintained that a campaign of stigmatization was being waged against a democratically elected Government, with the aim of destabilization at national and international level. It was claimed that there was a crisis in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, but the entire world was currently in crisis. The people making those claims were responsible for maintaining levels of employment and they did not hesitate to foment social discontent, closing off sources of employment and funding a campaign to destabilize the country. Social dialogue required the will of all parties and could not function in a conflict scenario. He emphasized that the Government had the will to create a space for social dialogue so as to strengthen the democracy.

The Government member of the Islamic Republic of Iran, thanking the Government for the information provided, emphasized that the measures taken deserved due consideration by the Conference Committee, as they demonstrated the willingness and commitment of the Government to comply with the Convention. Stressing that the Convention entailed a series of technical aspects for its implementation, he called on the Office to provide technical assistance to the Government.

The Worker member of Syria supported the statement made by the Government and considered that this case revealed a political dimension. The Government had regularly submitted reports on the application of the Convention and the Committee of Experts had not mentioned any violation concerning the application of the Convention in its last observation. In its comments, the Committee of Experts referred to the implementation of a strategy which focused on the following key elements: employment; employment quality; provision for education; the guarantee of free, high-quality education; and the definitive elimination of poverty. Moreover, between 2000 and 2014 one third of new jobs created were in the formal economy. Referring to the sections in the observation on SMEs, youth employment and the participation of the social partners, the speaker concluded by indicating that the Conference Committee was faced with a case that had been chosen for political reasons and which constituted an attack on the Government by FEDECAMARAS.

The Government member of Qatar thanked the Government for the information provided before the Conference Committee. He welcomed the measures taken by the Government in order to comply with the Convention and encouraged the Government to continue with its efforts in this regard.

The Worker member of Uruguay noted that, while all the members of the Conference Committee agreed that the country was experiencing a particularly challenging period, there were diverging opinions on the situation. The serious inflation affecting the country’s workers should come as no surprise to anyone, in a context where certain economic actors were hiding commodities. He was astonished by the importance attributed by the employers to the ILO supervisory bodies in this case, a diametrically opposed position to the one they usually assumed. The interest in consultation demonstrated by employers should be followed up with a proposal for consultation on wealth distribution. Lastly, he affirmed that the workers of Uruguay remained entirely unconnected to the initiative to present a complaint under article 26 of the ILO Constitution in relation to the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.

The Employer member of Chile said that the Government was not respecting Article 3 of the Convention with regard to the adoption of an active policy aimed at encouraging full, productive and freely chosen employment because it was not holding consultations with FEDECAMARAS, the most representative employers’ organization in the country. This had had negative effects on employment, as acknowledged by the President of the Republic, who had declared a state of emergency, with its attendant limitations on constitutional safeguards. The country was facing a shortage of decent work: workers were no longer earning wages that allowed them to meet their basic needs without recourse to state subsidies. Neither did they enjoy an adequate system of protection, because the rate of informal work was very high. Private enterprises were being progressively destroyed through poor governance, the absence of dialogue and the lack of a favourable legal and regulatory environment. These were the minimum conditions identified in 2007 at the ILO for enterprises to be sustainable. The ILO should intervene with all the tools at its disposal so as to contribute, together with the Government and the social partners, to the development of employment policies that were the result of genuine social dialogue.

The Government member of Brazil, speaking in right of reply, said that certain incorrect opinions expressed during the discussion made it necessary to provide some clarification with regard to the trial of the President of Brazil. The proceeding under way complied rigorously with Brazil’s legal standards and procedures under the supervision of the Supreme Federal Court, which guaranteed respect for the Constitution and for due process. So far, the Chamber of Deputies and the Federal Senate had ruled on the admissibility of the case and had established that there was evidence of possible crimes entailing liability. The votes had been preceded by full and detailed debates and the entire process was characterized by full respect for the right to defence.

The Government representative said that the Committee of Experts, in its report, had not mentioned any failure to apply the Convention by the Government, but had only requested examples or further information in that respect. Despite that, the country had been included in the list of individual cases, without waiting for such information and examples to be provided in its next report on the Convention. This proved that the fundamental policies of employers, specifically FEDECAMARAS, an organization that used the ILO as an institution to further its own interests, had prevailed over technical considerations. He maintained that FEDECAMARAS often acted more as a political party than an employers’ association and he recalled that the organization’s leadership had supported the economic and productive sabotage of the largest food production enterprise in the country. Contrary to what the Employer members said, social dialogue did exist in the country. Every week, meetings of the most prominent entrepreneurs were
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The Committee of Experts had requested the Government to implement policies aimed at minimizing the impact of unemployment on young workers and facilitating their integration in the workforce with respect to fundamental rights at work and social protection. Recalling that the Government had agreed in the 326th Session of the Governing Body (March 2016) to a detailed timetable in order to re-establish tripartite dialogue and to deal with matters relating to industrial relations including economic policy, they took note with concern that no tangible progress had been made in that regard. Taking into full consideration the observations of the Committee of Experts, the Worker members urged the Government to: (i) establish a structured body for tripartite social dialogue in the country and take immediate action to build a climate of trust based on respect for employers’ and trade union organizations with a view to promoting solid and stable industrial relations; and (ii) urgently implement all commitments made in the past Governing Body session so as to follow the plan of action for consultation with the social partners, including stages and specific time frames for its implementation.

The Employer members highlighted the considerable interest generated by the case and drew attention to three factors relating to the failure to apply the Convention. Although, by virtue of Article 1 of the Convention, governments must stimulate economic growth and development, quite the opposite was being seen in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. Under Article 2 of the Convention, economic and social measures must be reviewed to ensure that they were coordinated. However, undertaking such a review required genuine social dialogue, which could not take place in the National Council on Productive Economy, where groups whose voice was not in tune with the Government could not take part. Article 3 of the Convention, lastly, provided that the social partners should be consulted on employment policy. In that respect, the commitment expressed by the Government in March 2016 had not materialized, which was a clear violation of the Convention. The speaker said that the Conference Committee’s conclusions in the case should include: (i) the observation, shared by the Worker spokesperson, that the deterioration in economic indicators affected the majority of the country’s population and the development of trade; (ii) the need to take urgent steps to stimulate economic growth and development; (iii) the need to periodically review measures taken in the area of economic and social policy in consultation with the social partners, including the CTV, UNETE and FEDECAMARAS; (iv) the request for an employment policy to be formulated in full consultation with the social partners, including the CTV, UNETE and FEDECAMARAS; (v) the invitation to the Government to accept a high-level mission to observe the measures taken to give effect to the Convention; and (vi) mentioning the case in a special paragraph of the Committee’s report.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee took note with deep concern of the social and economic crisis affecting the country and the absence of an active employment policy designed to promote full, pro-
ductive and freely chosen employment. The Committee de-
ployed the absence of social dialogue with the most repre-
sentative workers’ and employers’ organizations with a view
to taking measures to apply an active employment policy.
Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Commit-
tee urged the Government to:

- with the assistance of the ILO, develop, without delay, in
  consultations with the most representative workers and
  employers organizations, an employment policy de-
  signed to promote full, productive and freely chosen em-
  ployment;
- implement, without delay, concrete measures to put in
  practice an employment policy with a view to stimulat-
  ing economic growth and development, raising levels of
  living, meeting manpower requirements and overcoming
  unemployment and underemployment;
- establish without delay a structured body for tripartite
  social dialogue in the country and take immediate action
to build a climate of trust based on respect for employers
and workers organisations with a view to promoting solid
and stable industrial relations;
- implement all commitments made in the last session of
  the Governing Body to follow the plan of action for con-
sultation with social partners that includes stages and
  specific time frames for its implementation; and
- report in detail to the Committee of Experts before Sep-
  tember 2016 on the application in law and practice of
  Convention No. 122.

The Government should accept an ILO tripartite high-level
mission before the next International Labour Conference in
order to assess progress towards compliance with these con-
cclusions.

The Government representative rejected the conclusions
adopted by the Committee. Inaccurate information with no
bearing on the Convention had been taken as truth. More-
over, the conclusions had not taken into account the state-
ments of the Government, the Worker members and other
Government members.

Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138)

A Government representative appreciated the construc-
tive observations and requests made by the Committee of
Experts with regard to the domestication of the provisions
of the Convention. She stated that the Government had
commenced the process of withdrawing the Labour Stan-
ards Bill, which was pending before the National Assem-
by, for further revision in line with the observations made
by the Committee of Experts. This revision, which would
be done in consultation with the social partners, would take
into consideration the issues relating to ensuring protection
for all working children, including self-employed children
and children working in the informal economy, as well as
provisions to strengthen the capacity and expand the reach
of the labour inspectorate to the informal economy. The re-
view of the Labour Standards Bill would define a minimum
age of 15 years for employment or work; a minimum age
of 14 years for apprenticeship programmes; a lower mini-
mum age of 13 years for admission to light work, and
would regulate hours of work in light work. With the aim
of protecting the rights of the child, several measures had
been taken, including the adoption and implementation of
the National Policy on Child Labour and the National Haz-
ardous Child Labour List, which provided maximum pro-
tection for children from extremely hazardous working

conditions. Efforts were also being made to provide statis-
tical data on the employment of children and young per-
sons, especially in the informal economy, in collaboration
with the relevant ministries and agencies in Nigeria. The
labour inspectorate of the country had been strengthened to
eliminate child labour, both in the formal and informal
economies. While hoping that the Government would be
able to provide a progressive report in 2017, she reiterated
the Government’s willingness to accept the technical assis-
tance offered by the ILO.

The Worker members emphasized that child labour was perva-
sive in Nigeria and that the laws and policies re-
mained inadequate to address the widespread nature of the
problem. The legislation failed to comply with the Conven-
tion, including sections 59(1) and 91 of the Labour Act of
1990, which permitted the employment of children under
12 years of age by family members to perform light work
in agriculture and domestic service, and section 49(1),
which permitted children between the ages of 12 and 16 to
perform apprenticeships. The Labour Act also failed to
provide for a minimum age for admission to light work and
for the conditions in which such work could be undertaken.
The Worker members, noting the statement by the Govern-
ment concerning the existence of the list of types of haz-
ardous work to be prohibited for children under the age of
18, indicated that this list had not been provided to the
Committee of Experts. The Labour Act did not cover chil-
dren employed in domestic work or children working on
their own account or in the informal economy. The Com-
mittee of Experts had referred to the recognition, in the
Government’s 2013 National Policy on Child Labour, that
child labour was particularly prevalent in the semi-formal
and informal economies. These children were exposed to
abuse and their vulnerability was exacerbated by the lack
of legal protection, which meant that labour inspectors
were unable to reach them. The proposed Labour Standards
Bill, which the Government explained had been withdrawn
and would be revised, provided for a minimum age for em-
ployment of 15, but did not address many of the issues
raised. The Worker members also pointed out that the lack
of access to education and mass unemployment in the
country had caused many children to be displaced or in-
volved in armed conflict. The high prevalence of early mar-
rriages among girls in the northern part of the country also
had a serious negative impact on their right to education.
Children with no access to education had little alternative
than to enter the labour market, often working in dangerous
and exploitative conditions. Access to free and compulsory
education was crucial to reducing child labour. Despite the
Compulsory, Free Universal Basic Education Act of 2004,
universal access to compulsory education did not fully ex-
ist in the country, with geographical disparities between
states. The number of factory inspectors and labour officers
was totally inadequate to deal with the wide-scale problem
of child labour, and the Government had not published sta-
tistical information on child labour-related procedures. The
special rapporteur on child rights of the Nigerian Human
Rights Commission did not have the necessary human and
financial resources to fulfill the mandate to monitor and col-
lect data on the violation of children’s rights. The Worker
members urged the Government and the social partners to
identify more effective and timely measures to bring the
country’s practices in line with the Convention.
The Employer members noted the indication by the Government that the Labour Standards Bill of 2008 had been withdrawn and that it would be revised, in consultation with the social partners, to ensure conformity with the Convention. However, national laws and practice were not currently in conformity with the Convention. The Committee of Experts had identified a number of weaknesses in the national legislation, including: (i) the absence of coverage of children in self-employment or informal employment; (ii) the existence of several minimum ages in the legislation, some of which were too low; (iii) the absence of a minimum age to enter into an apprenticeship contract; (iv) the absence of a minimum age for admission to light work; and (v) the lack of regulation of the conditions under which light work could be performed. The Government had indicated that these legislative issues would be addressed while reviewing the Labour Standards Bill. It was strongly encouraged to prioritize finalization of the new national legislation and to avail itself of technical assistance from the ILO as soon as possible. Concerning the need to adopt a list of types of hazardous work to be prohibited for children under 18, the Government had indicated that the list had been finalized and was operative in the country. The consequence of the Government’s failure to bring its labour laws into line with the Convention was that children continued to be exploited. While fixing the law was important, ensuring its implementation was also essential, and it was imperative for the Government to improve its labour inspectorate system and provide it with adequate resources and technical knowledge of the national legislation which protected children. The situation could also be improved through the intensification of sensitization campaigns, which were already being undertaken within the ECOWAS II Project and were aimed at encouraging the education of children rather than work, regardless of whether it was in the formal or informal economy.

The Worker member of Nigeria emphasized that no child should be at work, but in classrooms and playgrounds. The Committee of Experts had noted the serious gaps in the legislation with regard to minimum age; the non-finalization of the list of types of hazardous work prohibited for children under 18 years; the alarming rate of children employed in the semi-formal and informal economies; and the intensification of child labour. Free and high quality education was one of the essential means of combating child labour. At the same time, it was important to note the measures taken by the Government at the federal and state levels to eliminate child labour and keep children in school, such as increasing the budget for education and implementing a compulsory school feeding programme. He also recalled the criminal activities of armed groups which, in addition to causing the death of thousands of people, included kidnapping hundreds of children in schools and destroying schools. A large number of teachers had been killed by these groups and most of the surviving teachers in northeastern Nigeria had been forced to relocate or to quit teaching. Global support was therefore needed for the efforts of Nigeria and its neighbours to bring an end to the activities of such groups. The social partners should also be associated in the technical assistance provided to the country. Noting the withdrawal of the Labour Standards Bill of 2008, he recommended that a new timeframe be provided to the Government to effectively conclude the review process of the legislation, in coordination with the relevant stakeholders. He hoped that such a legislative reform would take into account the reality of the situation of child labour in Nigeria.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as well as the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Norway and the Republic of Moldova, recalled the commitment made by Nigeria under the Cotonou Agreement to respect democracy, the rule of law and human rights principles, which included the abolition of child labour. He urged the Government to make every effort to strengthen the labour inspection mechanisms in the country, which were essential to address child labour in the informal economy. The Government was strongly encouraged to adopt the list of types of hazardous work prohibited for children under 18 years of age in the near future, and to put in place a comprehensive legal framework establishing the minimum age for apprenticeship and light work, in conformity with the Convention. He noted with deep concern the number of children in child labour in the country. The twin challenges of child labour and educational marginalization seriously undermined the future prospects of individuals and societies. He encouraged the Government to avail itself of technical assistance from the ILO in order to adopt the revised Labour Standards Bill on an urgent basis.

The Government member of Switzerland called on the Government to take the necessary legislative action as soon as possible to fix the minimum working age at 15 years as a general rule, at 14 years for apprenticeships and at 13 years for light work; the terms under which such light work is carried out must be defined. Legislation must also be introduced on the various forms of hazardous work and a list of types of hazardous work prohibited for children should be adopted.

The Worker member of New Zealand emphasized the pressing need for the Government to adopt effective laws to prevent child labour. Although the Government had addressed these issues through the introduction of the Labour Standards Bill eight years ago, the Bill had not yet been adopted. He urged the Government to prioritize the adoption of the Labour Standards Bill after addressing the following major gaps: the exclusion of children outside formal labour relationships; the absence of a lower minimum age for light work, and specification of what constituted light work in domestic, agricultural and horticultural work, as well as restrictions regarding working hours and conditions for light work; and the establishment of a minimum age of 14 years for apprenticeship programmes. He noted that the Government had already adopted a list of types of hazardous work prohibited for children under 18 years of age. Finally, while welcoming the Government’s intention to address these issues in the Labour Standards Bill, he urged it to do so as soon as possible.

The Government member of Cuba recalled that the Government had indicated its intention to meet its commitments vis-à-vis the ILO and was currently taking steps to adopt measures for the application of the Convention. She called on the ILO to provide appropriate technical cooperation.

The Worker member of the United States noted that, despite the steps taken by the Government to eliminate child
labour, the situation in the country had not substantially changed and there remained an alarmingly large number of underage workers. The inconsistent legislation, namely the federal Child’s Right Act of 2003 and the Labour Act of 1990, resulted in the minimum age for employment being below international standards, and the conflicting language in the legislation made it unclear as to what minimum age applied for specific types of work. The Labour Act did not cover children employed in domestic service and, due to legislative shortcomings and difficulties of enforcement, children were vulnerable to dangerous working conditions. She hoped that the withdrawal of the Labour Standards Bill, announced by the Government, would be done swiftly, as children in the country were engaged in the worst forms of child labour, including their recruitment by armed groups. Such a situation, if not urgently addressed, would lead to serious and grave implications for the children affected, their families and communities, and the national economy. As a beneficiary of the United States African Growth and Opportunity Act, Nigeria was required to enforce an acceptable minimum age for the employment of children and to prohibit forced labour, and the Government had to work towards meeting its obligations under the Convention.

The Worker member of Australia noted that education, as a tool against child labour, was in dire straits in the country, especially in north-eastern Nigeria. The problems associated with the ongoing non-compliance with the Convention were compounded by the context of violence and intense regional insecurity that confronted young people in the north-eastern states of the country. Since the beginning of 2012, thousands of children had been forced out of schools in the region and school enrolment was estimated to be 28 per cent lower than in any other region of the country. These young people were pushed to work to survive. There were Government initiatives aimed at securing the area, re-establishing schools and allowing teachers to return to work. The most effective measure complementing the laws on minimum age for the eradication of child labour, was to ensure that the integrity of the education system was maintained for young people. Despite some assistance from surrounding nations, much more needed to be done and the Government had to redouble its efforts. Greater focus, better coordination and further resources were urgently needed for the north-eastern region. National and regional measures had to be supported by global initiatives aimed at ensuring that all children had access to education in an environment that was free from fear and violence.

An observer representing Education International emphasized that the issue of child labour was clearly connected with the provision of quality public education for all children in all parts of the world. Nigeria was one of the ten countries accounting for the majority of children deprived of access to education. The situation had worsened since 2009. Indeed, as a result of the criminal activities of armed groups, many schools had been destroyed and others had been forced to close; hundreds of teachers had been killed and thousands of students and teachers injured. Thousands of civilians, many of them women and girls, had been abducted, including large groups of students. Children were forcibly recruited into armed forces, and female students were abducted for sexual slavery. The situation had left whole communities without any opportunity to become literate and have decent work opportunities. In addition, millions of children had no future other than to work from an early age. Steps therefore needed to be taken by the Government, with regional cooperation and the support from United Nations agencies and the international community, to make education for all a reality in all parts of Nigeria as a way of eradicating child labour.

The Government member of Algeria noted the initiatives taken by the Government to update its legislation in the light of the country’s economic and social circumstances and the observations of the Committee of Experts. In particular, the Government had started the process of withdrawing the Labour Standards Bill, which would be amended in consultation with the social partners. The amendments would include the introduction of new measures to protect children in the informal economy, to strengthen the capacity and expand the scope of the labour inspectorate to the informal economy, and to fix the minimum age in line with the Convention. He welcomed the Government’s initiatives and encouraged it to apply the legislation effectively.

The Government member of Ghana noted that the Government had taken pragmatic measures to bring its national law and practice into conformity with the Convention. The Government had withdrawn the Labour Standards Bill and had taken into account the views of the tripartite national constituents. There was no doubt that, with the technical assistance of the ILO, Nigeria would work assiduously to review and update the Labour Standards Bill and to address the issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Government member of Kenya noted the efforts made by the Government to review its labour statutes in order to be in compliance with the provisions of the Convention and appreciated its commitment and willingness to conform to the recommendations of the Committee of Experts. There was a need for sustained technical cooperation to enable the Government to implement those recommendations. The Government should pursue its efforts to promote the principles of the Convention, taking into account the plight of children in the country, and to find solutions to bring an end to the threat of terrorism in the country.

The Government member of Zimbabwe supported the Government in its efforts to put in place legislative provisions to address issues concerning child labour. The provisions of labour inspection, especially in the informal economy, was particularly significant since it provided a livelihood for a large proportion of the population and most of the exploitation of children took place in this economy. He expected that the Government would live up to its promises and endeavour to strengthen labour inspection. He expressed confidence that the information shared with the Committee provided a credible and viable basis to bring about a turnaround in the ongoing situation and supported conclusions that gave the Government some time to implement the actions planned and to engage all of the concerned stakeholders, particularly workers and employers.

The Government representative said that the Labour Act 1990 was no longer in force, but that the Labour Act 2004, as amended, was in force. Most of the issues raised on minimum age referred to child work that was not harmful to children, as opposed to child labour. She presented the National Child Labour Policy and the list of types of
hazardous work prohibited for children under 18 years of age, which had been adopted in 2013 and was being implemented. Moreover, the National Action Plan for the Elimination of Child Labour 2013–17, which contained seven thematic areas and strategies to work upon a roadmap to eliminate child labour, had been adopted and was being implemented. She denied that child labour in Nigeria was due to the political situation in the country. The only problem the country was facing was terrorism, which was a global issue and not particular to Nigeria. The issue of armed groups fell under the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182), and the Government had been addressing these issues separately. With respect to the Child Rights Act, Nigeria was a federation and the laws adopted by the states needed to comply with federal laws. Laws protecting children would be implemented when they had been adopted.

The Worker members emphasized that the exploitation and abuse of children in Nigeria were appalling and were depriving an entire generation from their right to education and from achieving their full potential. The large number of children working under the minimum age, often in dangerous and hazardous conditions, made it urgent for the Government to bring its law and practice into line with the Convention, in consultation with the social partners. In particular, the minimum age for admission to employment should be set at 15 years, light work should only be allowed for children aged at least 13 years and under conditions enabling them to benefit from their right to education and healthy development, and children employed in the informal economy should be covered by labour legislation so that child labour could be monitored and prevented in the informal economy. The Worker members urged the Government to communicate the list of types of hazardous work prohibited for children which had been adopted to the Committee of Experts before its next session. The Government should ensure the enforcement throughout the country of the Compulsory, Free Universal Basic Education Act of 2004 to prevent children entering the labour market due to lack of access to education. Effective enforcement would only be possible with a well-resourced labour inspectorate. There was a need to increase the number of inspectors and to ensure the provision of the necessary resources to carry out independent and effective inspections. The Worker members maintained that failure by Nigeria to act on this issue would cripple its economic development and would result in children without prospects for the future being drawn to armed groups. They expressed their appreciation of the Government’s statements and urged it to intensify the efforts undertaken in order to completely abolish child labour in consultation with the social partners.

The Employer members commended the Government for its willingness and commitment to receive technical assistance from the ILO in order to finalize the revision of the legislation. The Government was strongly urged to: strengthen its efforts to ensure the protection of children and the elimination of child labour, in both the formal and informal economies; urgently seek technical assistance from the ILO to address the identified gaps in the Labour Standards Bill; prioritize finalization of the revised Labour Standards Bill and any accompanying regulations; and take measures to improve the capacity of its labour inspectorate, including by providing it with adequate resources.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee expressed concern with the insufficient steps taken by the Government to apply the Convention in law and practice and encouraged the Government to adopt a constructive attitude.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- strengthen its efforts to ensure the elimination of child labour both in the formal and informal sector of the economy;
- revise and adopt the Labour Standards Bill in consultation with the social partners in order to ensure that the minimum age for employment is set at the age of 15; light work is defined in line with Convention No. 138 and does not inhibit children’s access to education; children below the age of 13 are prohibited from engaging in any type of work; and that children in the informal economy are explicitly covered by the labour laws;
- communicate the list of the types of hazardous work to the Committee of Experts in time for their next report;
- increase the number and resources of labour inspectors;
- ban soldiers from using schools for military purposes to avoid such schools being targeted for attacks and destruction;
- bring those who perpetrate child labour to justice, including militias;
- work with traditional leaders and state-level administration in order to eliminate the harmful impact of traditional practices on children.

The Committee called on the Government to avail itself of ILO technical assistance to achieve these recommendations.

The Worker members regretted that the Government of Nigeria had not been present during the reading and adoption of the conclusions proposed for its case.

The Employer members joined the Worker members in expressing deep disappointment with the Government of Nigeria’s failure to appear before the Committee for the reading of the conclusions.

Honduras (ratification: 1995)

The Government provided the following written information:

The Government of Honduras hereby informs the Committee on the Application of Standards of the action taken in compliance with Convention No. 169, based on the observations made by the Honduran National Business Council (COHEP) received on 28 August 2015 and supported by the International Organisation of Employers (IOE).

Existing initiatives for the establishment of appropriate procedures for the consultation and participation required by the Convention. Articles 6 and 7 of the Convention. Work is under way with the Inter-Institutional Technical Group on Convention No. 169, which brings together 19 Government institutions, to prepare, implement and monitor a legal instrument on consultation. An initial draft framework Bill on prior, free and informed consultation of indigenous and Afro-Honduran peoples has been prepared,
and since 27 May the process has entered the phase of dialogue with indigenous peoples, so that it can then be the subject of dialogue with private enterprise and workers’ associations.

Progress made in the process of regularizing and issuing land title and the surface covered by the land titles issued. Article 14. Lands: Process of regularization in two cases: (a) in the case of Auka, an Intersectoral Committee has been established. It has requested the National Agrarian Institute (INA) to conduct an evaluation of the useful improvements made by non-Misquito peoples for an amount of 1,251,357 lempiras; and (b) in the case of Triunfo de la Cruz, the ruling is final. The INA must demarcate the title areas, and there must be a process of integration between the Garifunas and the peoples within the area. A time frame of two years is set for this work.

Summary of land titles granted during 2015–16: (a) areas for which title has been granted in one indigenous community in Guachipilin, with a total of 1,445.74 hectares covered by land title; (b) areas bought for three communities – Chortí, Plan de Perico, Carrizalon and Chonco: total of 123.55 hectares bought; and (c) areas for which titles are being processed in 2016 in three indigenous communities: total of 93,852.12 hectares to be covered by titles.

Manner in which consultations have been held with the peoples concerned prior to undertaking or authorizing any programme for the exploration or exploitation of the resources pertaining to their lands. Article 15. Natural resources: In the Mosquitia maritime area, with a view to undertaking hydrocarbon exploration, a consultation process was initiated during the period from September to November 2013; ten consultation assemblies were held with the Mosquitia territorial councils. The practice of prior, free and informed consultation has been in place since 2011. Initially it applied to hydroelectric projects located in the Lenca indigenous area (Intibucá and La Paz), covering the Gracias a Dios department and the Awas, Tikiraya, Mocorón, Auka, Tipi Laima, Kukuta, Yahurabila, Rayasa, Wampusipiré, Barra Patuca, Belén, Brus Laguna and Puerto Lempira communities.

Application of the General Mining Act and procedures established to ensure the right to consultation where the interests of indigenous peoples are likely to be prejudiced. Mining: With respect to mining, the General Mining Act entered into force on 23 April 2013, and concessions granted since that date are still in the exploration phase. None of them is in areas where indigenous peoples or Afro-descendants would be affected. The Act sets out, in Chapter II, Exclusion Zones for Mining Rights, section 48(d), those zones declared to be national heritage sites and zones that UNESCO has declared to be world heritage sites, and in section 50 it establishes the tenure system for land ownership, where it provides that property pertaining to or covered by an international convention or treaty on the rights of indigenous peoples and Afro-descendants must not be affected. Section 67 of the General Mining Act provides that, prior to any decision to grant a concession for exploitation, the mining authority shall make a request to the relevant municipal corporation and the population and must hold a public consultation within no more than six days. The decision taken in the consultation is binding for the granting of an exploitation concession.

Protection in relation to conditions of employment and contracts, and adequate labour inspection of dive-fishing. Articles 20, 24 and 25. Protecting the rights of the Misquito people: Vulnerable groups of disabled Misquito divers who have suffered decompression accidents are dealt with by the Inter-institutional Commission to Address and Prevent the Problems relating to Dive-fishing. Work is under way on the following activities, among others: Preparing the document “Care protocol for decompression patients”, which is at the stage of being signed; on labour matters, dialogue has been held on reforms to the health and occupational regulations on underwater fishing, which is at the stage of the implementation of the Ministerial Order issued by the Department of Labour; A programme of grants for the children of divers with disabilities, covering 33 beneficiaries, is currently being implemented; a project to build 98 homes for divers with disabilities is under way: the overall investment is currently being approved through Convivienda; establishing a trust and identifying productive projects that are generating moderate levels of employment: the Kaukira and Kauma fishers’ union multiple services enterprise, which directly benefits 53 families.

Report in response to the observations of the Single Confederation of Workers of Honduras (CUTH): “The case of the Tolupan people”. Special report by the inter-institutional technical group on Convention No. 169 and free, prior and informed consultation. There is a Government version of the initial draft Bill on prior, free and informed consultation, which has been revised and approved by the Ministry of Labour. It will be submitted for consultation to all indigenous and Afro-Honduran peoples and their organizations, with support from the ILO as an observer, and technical and financial assistance from the UNDP ProDerecho project. The first part of the timetable is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Indigenous or Afro-Honduran people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27 and 28 May</td>
<td>Catacasas</td>
<td>Pech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 and 31 May</td>
<td>Juticalpa</td>
<td>Nahua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 and 7 June</td>
<td>Santa Rosa de Copan</td>
<td>Maya, Chortí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Urgent review of concessions granted without free, prior and informed consultation. In March 1994, the First Regulations of the National System of Environmental Impact Assessment (SINEIA) were issued. These have been supplemented several times. SINEIA 2009 (Decision No.189-2009) officially establishes the consultation mechanism for environmental licensing processes, in which there was no opposition to the establishment of the requirement from the beginning of publication, both in writing and over the radio, with a view to making the development of a project public knowledge. In summary, consultations have been held in accordance with environmental law and the specifics of each project that may be granted a concession as part of these processes.

Urgent revision of concessions granted following free informed prior consultation which are causing damage. In this regard, every registered project file concludes with a decision of acceptance or rejection. If it is viable, the environmental control measures are determined, which have to be implemented by the project proposers or concession holders. In the event of non-compliance, financial admin-
compensation for environmental damage, and investigation and penalization of those responsible. MIAMBIENTE has various mechanisms, such as the environmental complaint procedure, the "secure complaints mailbox", the Line 130 “Your voice counts’, the Inter-institutional Environmental Task Force (FTIA), the Transparency Office, the Complaints System of the Prosecutor’s Office, and the online file consultation procedure (SICU), through which any individuals who feel that they have been affected can have access to the institution to assert their constitutional right of petition and report the relevant facts.

Information on the 18 Tolupan members of San Francisco de Locomapa and their families. On 19 December 2013, by Decision No. 12/2013, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR) ordered precautionary measures MC 416-13 for 18 members of the “Dignity and Justice” Movement of the Locomapa Indigenous Community and their families, a total of 38 persons, who were victims of threats to their lives in relation to the murder of Ricardo Soto Medina, Armando Funes Medina and María Enriqueta Medina, members of the Tolupan indigenous community on 25 August 2013 in San Francisco de Locomapa. On 30 August 2013, the court of the city of Yoro, in case 90-2013-7D, issued a warrant for the arrest of Selin Eliazar Fúnez Bonilla and Carlos Roberto Varela Luque for the murder of these indigenous persons. On 22 February 2014, the precautionary measures ordered by the IACHR were implemented with a view to ensuring the return to their communities of the persons who had left their homes on account of the alleged threats. In this connection, a committee was formed composed of a number of state bodies, including the Office of the Attorney General of the Republic, the Office of the Public Prosecutor and of the Special Prosecutor for Ethnic Issues, the Secretariat of Human Rights, Justice, Internal Affairs and Decentralization, and the Secretariat of Security through the Department of Human Rights.

General report on the death of environmental leader Berta Cáceres. Background. Prior to this deplorable act, in February 2014, a request was submitted to open a Permanent Office of the United Nations High Commissioner of Human Rights in Honduras, with a view to contributing to improving the human rights situation in the country. The agreement regarding the opening was formalized on 4 May 2015, as a result of which the appointment of the country representative is now pending. Berta Cáceres Flores was a leader of the Lenca indigenous community, one of the largest ethnic groups in the country. In 1993, she co-founded the Civic Council of Peoples’ and Indigenous Organizations of Honduras (COPINH) to combat the privatization of rivers and the hydro-electric dam projects with foreign investment. In 2015, she was the winner of the prestigious Goldman Environmental Prize. On 3 March, she was murdered in her home, having previously received various threats.

Murder of the environmental leader. This appalling murder was committed at the leader’s home in the El Libano residential area, which has its own security system. However, according to the Secretariat of Security, this was a different address from that agreed as the location for Cáceres to receive protection, which was originally in the El Calvario district. The investigation found that in the early hours of the morning a vehicle had parked opposite the residence where the crime was committed and sped away several minutes later.

Investigation. The President of the Republic, Juan Orlando Hernández, has stated emphatically that the murder of Berta Cáceres, a leader who had distinguished herself at the national and international levels and had fought courageously for Honduras, constituted a direct crime against Honduras and a major blow to the Honduran people. All of the Honduran security forces took action as soon as the murder became known. The national police, the teams of the Director of Intelligence and Investigations, the Public Prosecutor’s Office, the Technical Agency for Criminal Investigation and the Director of Police Investigations are all engaged in identifying the perpetrators and bringing them to justice. The investigation is under way and will be reinforced as much as necessary. The President of the Republic has instructed the Secretariat for Security to put the Violent Crimes Unit onto the case and to work in coordination with it, possibly with the support of other countries that wish to help it identify the perpetrators and bring them to justice.

The Special Investigator for Ethnic Affairs is leading the process of taking statements and conducting its own investigation. A team of experts from the United States has joined the investigation. On 6 March, on behalf of the State of Honduras, the President of the Republic requested the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) to support the entire investigation into Berta Cáceres death. An affirmative reply was received from the OHCHR on 11 March, with an undertaking to provide technical advice in accordance with its methodology and mandate.

Results. On 2 May, the Public Prosecutor’s Office apprehended five suspects in this abominable crime, including its intellectual and material instigators, who by court ruling have been placed in preventive custody in the National Penitentiary. Judging from the scientific evidence compiled so far, it is likely that the remaining suspects and instigators will be definitively identified and detained and that the circumstances surrounding this horrendous crime will be clarified.

Conclusions. In addition to opening a Permanent Office of the OHCHR in Honduras, the Government has demonstrated its commitment to human rights through its promotion of the National Human Rights Policy and Plan of Action, which in recent years it has pursued with dedication as a matter of priority. In addition, it has opened its doors to systematic monitoring of human rights in the country by inter-American and universal bodies. The Universal Periodic Review (UPR) second cycle in 2015 and the adoption of its recommendations is further evidence of the commitment of Honduras in this area. The ILO and both national and international public opinion are being kept informed of developments in the investigation, which the competent courts have declared to be of a confidential nature.

In addition, before the Committee, a Government representative drew the attention of the Committee to the information provided in the written statement.
The Employer members emphasized that the Committee was examining for the first time the application by Honduras of this Convention, which it had ratified in 1995. Moreover, there had not been to date, registered any representations under article 24 of the ILO Constitution. They said that over the 20 years that the Convention had been in force, the Government had not been able to implement the necessary regulations on prior consultation, which was at the heart of the Convention. They noted with concern that certain government officials and indigenous leaders considered that prior consultation had a binding effect and that it bestowed a right of veto. This interpretation had led to the use in elections of community decision-making mechanisms contained in municipal laws allowing for decisions to be taken at this level. They affirmed that the concepts and mechanisms previously referred to were diametrically opposed to the spirit and letter of consultation within the meaning of Article 6 of the Convention, namely through appropriate procedures, and in particular through the representative institutions of the indigenous peoples, in good faith and in a form appropriate to the circumstances. Prior consultation therefore consisted of an exercise of dialogue carried out with the aim of reaching agreements on those issues which were likely to directly affect indigenous peoples. They said that the absence of legislation which adequately set out the form of the consultation process on the basis of the above points, resulted in errors, as previously indicated, generated a lack of certainty, acted as a disincentive to productive investments, and caused the arbitrary failure to grant mining permits across the country. National legislation should place particular importance on implementing Article 15 of the Convention, which regulated the right of indigenous peoples to the existing natural resources and their participation in their use, management and conservation. In Honduras, both the subsoil and the water, and to a certain extent the forest resources, were by law the property of the State. Thus, and in conformity with the above provision, indigenous peoples should receive fair compensation for any damages which they might sustain as a result of such activities. On that basis, the Employer members considered it imperative that the Government, in consultation with the social partners, should in good faith regulate consultations to be held in conformity with the Convention.

The Employer members said that they had been informed by the employers’ organization of Honduras of the hiring of a greater number of labour inspectors in the coffee growing and Misquito regions in the country with a view to ensuring better working conditions for workers covered by the Convention. With regard to Misquito divers, who worked in the informal economy and lacked minimum occupational safety conditions, the Employer members emphasized the need to develop vocational training programmes and occupational safety and health programmes, and to consider establishing health centres in the region. They also indicated that they had been informed of recent reforms to the social security system, the first level of which was being made universal, which would enable coverage of the entire Honduran population, including indigenous peoples. They commended the granting of titles to lands between 2012 and 2015 for the benefit of the Lenca, Chorti, Misquito and Garifuna peoples, as well as the inter-community land title process for the Misquito people.

Finally, they raised questions concerning the request by the Committee of Experts to the Government in relation to Article 15 of the Convention. Referring to the difficulties caused by similar statements in the 2009 report of the Committee of Experts, they were of the view that it was not within the mandate of the Committee of Experts to request information on the manner in which consultations were held prior to undertaking or authorizing any programme for the exploration or exploitation of existing resources.

The Worker members emphasized that, since the 2009 military coup d’état in Honduras, death threats, murders and the systematic persecution of human rights defenders and trade unions had become widespread. After her visit to the country in November 2015, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples had expressed her deep concern “about the general environment of violence and impunity affecting many indigenous communities”. Observing that a fundamental problem faced by indigenous peoples was the lack of full recognition, protection and enjoyment of their rights to their ancestral lands, territories and natural resources, the Special Rapporteur had stated that “[e]ven in cases when indigenous peoples have titled lands, these are threatened by competing and overlapping titles to third parties, natural resource development projects in the extractive and the energy sectors, charter cities, tourism projects and protected areas”. The Worker members expressed regret at the murder of Berta Cáceres, an environmental activist and indigenous leader of international renown, recognized for her struggle to defend the Lenca people against the Agua Zarca hydroelectric dam project, funded by the Council of Indigenous and Popular Organizations of Honduras (COPINH). Noting that three other COPINH activists had also been murdered, they recalled that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights had asked the Honduran State to guarantee protection for Berta Cáceres, as well as the safety of other members of COPINH who had received numerous documented threats. Similarly, they reaffirmed that the attacks on the Lenca people were part of a pattern of generalized violence directed against many other indigenous peoples in the country. In recent decades, the accelerated process of expanding palm oil plantations had had profound social and environmental repercussions for the rural Afro-Honduran population, as well as for the indigenous Garifuna people, who represented the largest ethnic minority in Honduras, with many disputes arising as a result. They recalled, for example, that in August 2015 a police contingent had invaded the territory of the Garifuna community in Nueva Armenia, arresting 40 people and bringing legal action against some 80 members of the indigenous community for “land seizure”. According to witnesses present, palm oil producers had burned down 11 homes. Some months later, a group from the same community had been the victim of an armed attack by unknown perpetrators. In addition, in May 2015, Garifuna leader Jessica García had been the victim of an attempted kidnap. In December 2015, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights had found Honduras responsible for violations of the right to consultation in respect of Garifuna communities in two cases. The Worker members regretted that large-scale mining projects had become a considerable threat to the full exercise of the rights enshrined in the Convention. In 2003, the entry into force of the General Mining Act had lifted a moratorium of seven
years on any new mining projects in response to the pressure of public opinion, completely marginalizing indigenous peoples. More than 20 sections of the General Mining Act violated the laws and Constitution of Honduras, as well as various treaties ratified by the Honduran State, including the Convention. For example, only the communities affected needed to be consulted before an extraction licence could be granted, which ran counter to the constitutional principles of popular sovereignty, self-determination of peoples and participatory democracy. This also undermined the indigenous rights enshrined in the Convention and in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, including the right to free, prior and informed consultation, the right to oppose unwanted projects and the right to organize through their own representative bodies. Moreover, under the Mining Act, prior consultation of all communities concerned within the entire area affected by a project was not required. Furthermore, the Act imposed restrictions on public participation and contradicted provisions on environmental conservation by prohibiting the creation of zones free of mining exploitation for a specific period. They expressed profound regret that, despite repeated calls, recommendations and rulings from the Inter-American system and United Nations bodies, including the ILO, the Government had not demonstrated its commitment to dealing with issues affecting the country’s indigenous peoples. They supported the request by the Committee of Experts for information to be provided concerning a range of pertinent issues and urged the Conference Committee to make specific recommendations regarding the application of the Convention, including specific protection mechanisms for those defending the rights of indigenous peoples and the peoples themselves.

The Employer member of Honduras recalled that the COHEP had indicated in its observations accompanying the report on the application of the Convention that, for the National Congress of Honduras to adopt any legal instrument, the participation of the social partners, and particularly that of employers, would be necessary. Furthermore, the concept of “free and informed prior consultation” had been misinterpreted in cases where it had been considered to include the right of veto or to be binding on the administrative or judicial authorities in their decision-making. On the other hand, he recalled that, in accordance with the Tripartite Consultation (International Labour Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 144), employers had to be included in the legislative consultation process and that it was necessary to ensure that procedures were appropriate, public, transparent and initiated by the State, and that all the relevant actors participated. Dialogue and public consultation processes currently took the form of open consultations in the municipalities, but there was no law governing the procedure across the whole country, which created legal uncertainty and insecurity concerning state and municipal property, on the one hand, and private property, on the other. He welcomed and praised the Government for the land titles it had issued to indigenous, Afro-Honduran and Ladino peoples, as well as to other people across the country, through the Property Institute and the National Agrarian Institute.

Concerning the observation of the Committee of Experts on the application of Article 15 of the Convention, he recognized the need to define in advance the procedure in law. As few mining companies had arrived in the country, small-scale mines had proliferated. The application of the General Mining Act currently in force was rigorous and costly. Licences were not always granted, and even with a licence some uncertainty remained because public officials did not always respect deadlines and conditions once contracts had been signed. Emphasizing that the consultations held on the Convention were not pro forma, he reiterated that they did not imply a right to veto and that the obligation to guarantee adequate consultations lay clearly and explicitly with governments, and not with individuals or private enterprises. With respect to the application of Articles 20, 24 and 25 of the Convention, the Government had approved and brought into force on 4 September 2015 a social protection framework law which provided for universal coverage for all citizens. This would be reflected in the new Social Security Act and the National Health System Act, both of which were currently being examined by the Economic and Social Council (CES), a tripartite dialogue body. Recognizing the need for the Convention to be applied correctly and for ILO technical cooperation for this purpose, he called for the adoption of a law on prior consultation which set out clear and transparent procedures, to be followed in good faith, taking into account the specific conditions of the country.

The Worker member of Honduras said that no proper measures had been adopted since 1995 to ensure the effective application of the Convention. He denounced the fact that lack of protection and respect for the rights of indigenous peoples had given rise to countless socio-environmental disputes, many evictions from land and the persecution and murder of indigenous leaders. The development policy of the State of Honduras prioritized investment in the extractive and hydroelectric industries at the expense of violations of the rights of indigenous peoples, the destruction of the environment, the violation of human rights and the persecution and criminalization of indigenous leaders. There were many cases that demonstrated the systematic violation of the rights of indigenous peoples and the lack of application of the Convention. He referred to the process that led to the adoption of the Property Act in 2004, in the absence of appropriate consultation of the indigenous and Afro-Honduran peoples. That Act allowed the cancellation of community titles issued by the State of Honduras and had been used to split up community territories. He referred to the rulings of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the cases Garífuna community of Triunfo de la Cruz and its members v. Honduras and Punta Piedra Garífuna community and its members v. Honduras, in which the State had been found guilty. Furthermore, the report of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples highlighted the critical situation of the indigenous peoples of Honduras in unequivocal terms. He observed that some cases had not even been of public knowledge, such as the approval of the Masca hydroelectric dam without consultation, the disregard of the consultation held with the Garífuna community concerning the Property Act, the declaration of the Cayos Cochinos as a protected area without consultation, the construction of the Pataua III hydroelectric dam without consultation and the preliminary draft of the law on consultation which had deliberately excluded representative indigenous organizations.
Regarding the alarming and generalized situation of persecution and criminalization of defenders of the indigenous peoples, he said that the murder of Ms Berta Cáceres was a landmark case. Ms Cáceres had been persecuted and prosecuted, and had received death threats on many occasions. At the time of her death, she benefited from protective measures which had been requested by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. The situation of Ms Cáceres, as well as the violations of the human rights of 13 Tolupan tribes and other Garifuna and Lenca communities, had already been brought to the attention of the ILO in 2015. He profoundly regretted the deaths of Maria Enriqueta Matute and of Nelson García, Armando Fúnez Medina, Ricardo Soto Fúnez, Luis Reyes Marcia and Eraisio Vieda Ponce, leaders and members of indigenous communities. He observed that over the past ten years at least 111 environmental activists had been murdered for defending indigenous and Garifuna communities. In his view, the level of corruption and ineffectiveness of the justice system made it impossible to guarantee the protection of human rights activists. He expressed the hope that the Conference Committee would reach conclusions that would enable the Government to adopt measures urgently to put an end to the grave situation of widespread violation and impunity (including the establishment of specific protection mechanisms for the defenders of indigenous peoples’ rights) and to ensure complete observance of the Convention, with the full participation of the most representative employers’ and workers’ organizations. In conclusion, he called for an ILO mission to visit Honduras with a view to monitoring and verifying compliance with the relevant agreements.

The Government member of Mexico, speaking on behalf of the group of Latin American and Caribbean (GRULAC) countries, thanked the Government for its report on Convention No. 169. He regretted the violent death of the environmentalist leader Berta Cáceres and urged the Government to continue its efforts to solve the crime. He also noted with interest the report on the investigation into the facts and recognized the progress made, which had not been reflected in the report of the Committee of Experts. He noted with interest the efforts made to adopt a consultation procedure rapidly, as well as the Bill on which consensus was already being sought with organizations of indigenous peoples, private enterprises and workers. He recognized the Government’s efforts for the distribution of land ownership, the application of the Mining Act, the protection of the Misquito people and social security for indigenous peoples.

The Government member of Panama said that his country endorsed the statement made by GRULAC and the report submitted by the Government of Honduras. He noted the efforts made and commended the drafting of a bill, which was in the process of being agreed to with indigenous organizations, employers and workers. He congratulated the Government on granting title for over 1 million hectares of land, benefiting 9,459 families and 175 communities. He also congratulated the Government on keeping the channels of consultation open, including the Inter-institutional Commission to Address and Prevent the Problem of Dive-fishing (CIAPEB). As pro tempore chair of the Council of Ministers for Central America and the Dominican Republic, he reiterated his Government’s concern at the inclusion of Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador in the list of individual cases. He considered that objective and transparent selection criteria were lacking that would allow the reasons for their inclusion to be identified, especially when the regional distribution revealed an imbalance in comparison with individual cases from other regions.

The Worker member of Colombia noted that the obligation of prior consultation was not effectively applied in Honduras, and that there was no direct connection between environmental licences issued and the prior consultations held. In Latin America, disputes concerning the exploitation of natural resources on indigenous land were becoming ever more frequent. States granted extraction companies concessions to operate on land belonging to indigenous peoples without taking into consideration the manner in which such activities affected those peoples’ way of life. Countries such as Honduras claimed that investments in mining and oil, for instance, contributed to national development, yet indigenous peoples rarely saw the benefits. In the case of Honduras, there were at least three characteristics that the Committee should not overlook: (i) the binding nature of Convention No. 169 was being challenged; (ii) laws on prior consultation were being drafted without true participation by indigenous communities; and (iii) the human rights of environmental leaders were constantly being violated. He expressed deep concern regarding the death of indigenous leader Berta Cáceres and the constant persecution and deaths of human rights leaders in Honduras. He urged the Government to comply with the Convention and protect the lives and physical integrity of indigenous leaders.

The Worker member of Uruguay expressed solidarity with the Honduran people in the light of the grave accusations made. He condemned the murder of Berta Cáceres and recalled that one of her great struggles had been defending Lenca territory through respect for the consultations envisaged in Convention No. 169 and the application of the Convention. He emphasized that prior consultation meant taking the opinions of civil society organizations into account. He added that extraction policies and so-called “charter cities” had been imposed in Honduras without consultation and in the most deregulated manner. He referred to reports of corruption in the police and armed forces, the murder of more than 100 social campaigners in recent years, the fact that some neighbourhoods and towns were in a state of utter abandon and the constant criminalization and persecution of union leaders.

The Government member of Norway noted that there seemed to be uncertainty concerning appropriate procedures for the consultation and participation required by the Convention. Therefore, recalling that Norway had been the first country to ratify Convention No. 169, he shared some of the experiences of his country, in particular the establishment in 1989 of the Sami Parliament as the representative political body of the Sami people, the indigenous people of Norway. He said that the Government and the Sami Parliament had agreed on procedures on how to carry out consultations in accordance with the Convention and that the Government had issued procedures for consultations by state authorities with the Sami Parliament, which were framed within the context of Norway’s obligations under the Convention and respected indigenous peoples’ substan-
tial rights, including the right to land. Explaining that consultation was conceptualized as a continuous process through the establishment of regular and institutionalized dialogue mechanisms between the State and the Sami Parliament on various issues that might affect Sami interests, including competing use of land and land rights, he said that such an approach gradually built up trust and fostered collaborative relations. While acknowledging that agreement between the Sami Parliament and the Government was not always reached, he emphasized that the consultation mechanism enabled the Sami Parliament to strengthen its position as a representative and competent voice of the Sami people and ensured that that decision-makers were well acquainted with the views of the Sami Parliament. He expressed the hope that the experience of Norway would inspire other countries to ratify and implement Convention No. 169.

The Worker member of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela considered that the application of the Convention should not be limited to certain articles that suited the convenience of national and transnational private enterprises with the support of the Honduran Government. Consultation could not be ignored as a mechanism to enable indigenous peoples to take decisions concerning the land pertaining to them, and their use. The COHEP was endeavouring, with the support of the Government, to establish a law that flew in the face of the Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous and Tribal Peoples and dismissed Convention No. 169, with the objective being to take ownership of appropriating the resources in the 1,032,793.18 hectares belonging to the Lenca, Chortí, Mosquito and Garifuna people. In addition, he condemned the persecution, torture, disappearance and murder of indigenous and social leaders, such as Berta Cáceres. He requested the Committee to send an ILO mission to monitor the implementation of the Convention.

The Worker member of the United States explained that, as part of a delegation of the Trade Union Confederation of the Americas visiting Honduras shortly after the assassination of Berta Cáceres, he had witnessed the lack of will on the part of the Government to build trust and dialogue with indigenous communities. In violation of Honduran law, the Office of the Public Prosecutor had even ignored over a dozen legal filings by victims and their families. Since the 2009 coup d’état, the level of violence, corruption and distrust had prevented the consultation and consensus-building required by the Convention, which should include participation in the formulation, implementation and evaluation of plans and programmes affecting the communities. There was however consensus on the urgent need for a law to apply the Convention, and two bills were currently before Congress. They provided an opportunity for the Government to begin constructing peace and reducing conflict. The ILO could assist in the process to ensure that it was in conformity with there requirement for consensus and respect for indigenous communities, in accordance with the Convention.

The Employer member of Chile reiterated the call made by the COHEP for the Honduran Government to introduce prior consultation with indigenous peoples and social actors and establish a legal framework to govern consultation with indigenous peoples, as provided for in the Convention. He believed that this would contribute to the recognition of the rights and obligations of all the parties involved in the application of the Convention, which would have positive consequences for the sustainability and legal security of investment projects. He recalled that any regulations must categorically establish that the obligation to hold consultations with indigenous peoples lay with the State, clearly providing that consultations must be held in good faith, with proper information and with the objective of reaching agreement, but without the result of the consultations being binding. He observed that the Convention should be a tool for social dialogue with indigenous peoples, and it was necessary to reset the temptation to use it for purposes other than those for which it was intended. He expressed concern at the request by the Committee of Experts for information on consultations held prior to the implementation or authorization of programmes involving the exploration or exploitation of resources pertaining to the lands of indigenous peoples, which exceeded its mandate. He recalled the difficulties that had arisen when the 2009 report of the Committee of Experts had been published. Lastly, he recalled that it was necessary to advance through dialogue towards giving effect to the Convention, which would constitute the best guarantee of its provisions being interpreted and applied in a balanced manner.

The Worker member of Spain said that the Government was seriously and systematically failing to comply with the Convention. Indigenous communities were regularly subjected to exploitation, repression, lack of access to justice and the occupation of their land without their free consent. Their representatives were victims of threats, violence, criminalization and murder. Since the military coup in 2009, the situation had become more widespread and had only deteriorated. At the same time, greater protection was being given to the interests of transnational enterprises that promoted hydroelectric, mining, forestry and agricultural projects, despite the fact that they did not respect the legitimate interests of indigenous peoples. The case of the murder of Berta Cáceres, an internationally recognized defender of human rights and the environment and an indigenous leader, was symptomatic. She had been murdered in March 2016 after fighting for many years against the construction of the Agua Zarca dam in the Gualcarque River. Those responsible for her murder remained unpunished, as did those responsible for the murders of other indigenous leaders. The case of the Agua Zarca dam was a clear example of the persecution and criminalization of pro-indigenous activism and the manner in which indigenous peoples were not consulted on projects that affected their land. It was necessary to eliminate privilege, favourable treatment, non-transparency and restrictions on democracy in order to prevent, investigate, prosecute and punish those responsible for human rights violations. She urged the Committee to help ensure that Honduras gave immediate effect to the Convention.

The Government member of the Dominican Republic endorsed the statements of GRULAC, the Council of Ministers of Central America and the Dominican Republic. She expressed support for the report provided by the Government on the Convention. She recognized the efforts that the Government was making to guarantee protection for fundamental rights at work and social security for indigenous peoples. She expressed regret at the death of environmental
leader Berta Cáceres and urged the Government to continue its efforts to guarantee respect for international labour standards. She called on the Government, workers, employers and indigenous peoples to join forces for this purpose.

The Government member of El Salvador supported the statement of GRULAC and expressed appreciation of the report presented by the Government on the Convention. She welcomed the information provided, which demonstrated the Government’s will to establish in the near future an appropriate consultation procedure, as shown by the Bill, on which a process of consultation had commenced with indigenous peoples organizations, private enterprise and workers. She noted with appreciation the indication by the Government that it would continue its efforts towards compliance for the clarification and granting of land title, the application of the Mining Act, the protection of the Misquito people and the provision of social security for indigenous peoples.

The Government representative referred to the progress that had been reported to the Committee of Experts. He also referred to the creation of a trust for productive projects, the development of a protocol for the treatment of divers suffering from the effects of decompression and the dialogue on reforms to the regulations on occupational safety and health in dive-fishing. He recalled that a Bill on free informed prior consultation was before each of the indigenous and Afro-Honduran peoples for consultation, and that employers and workers would then be consulted. He requested ILO technical assistance for that purpose. He reiterated that his Government condemned the murder of Berta Cáceres and he expressed condolences to her family and the Honduran people. He emphasized that acts of violence were not and would not be tolerated, in particular against human rights defenders. He recalled that judicial officials had reacted swiftly and decisively in the case of Berta Cáceres, instigating the detention and prosecution of the alleged perpetrators. He noted that the State of Honduras had demonstrated its commitment to human rights protection by adopting the national human rights policy and action plan and requesting the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to open a country office. He also noted the successful social dialogue on, for example, the Labour Inspection Convention, 1947 (No. 81), and he invited employers’ and workers’ organizations to discuss an action plan for the application of the Convention in the Economic and Social Council.

The Worker members said that Honduras was living under the constant threat of death. Social and union leaders were murdered and persecuted, and the situation was worse for indigenous peoples. There was a situation of violence perpetrated by the State and by individuals protected by the police, with no guarantees for the rights or the lives of victims, or their families. Private enterprises threatened the lands of indigenous peoples, and their very survival through exclusion and isolation. The Government was also complicit in seizure processes, in which indigenous peoples were denounced as seizing their own lands. Various sectors, including the palm oil industry, infrastructure construction, mining projects and individual producers, enjoyed impunity in Honduras when trampling underfoot the rights of indigenous communities. In their view, the Committee should urge the Government to take the following measures: (i) with respect to violence against indigenous peoples, guarantee the immediate launch of independent judicial investigations to identify and punish those responsible, including an independent investigation into the murder of Berta Cáceres by a group of experts under the authority of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights; (ii) effectively apply the right to consultation, ensuring full and effective participation by all indigenous peoples, taking into account the indication by ILO bodies that a mere information meeting in which indigenous peoples were heard, without the opportunity to influence decision-making, did not comply with the provisions of the Convention; (iii) review all the concessions granted on indigenous territory without the prior consent of the communities affected, including for hydroelectric dams, mining operations, agribusiness and forestry megaprojects; and (iv) with technical assistance from the ILO, carry out a review of the General Mining Act with a view to making the necessary amendments to bring it into line with the Convention. Finally, they called on the Committee to consider the possibility of sending a direct contacts mission to the country.

The Employer members thanked the Government for the information provided. They considered it necessary to require the Government to take the following steps as a matter of urgency: (i) in consultation with the social actors and interested peoples, legislate the right to consultation set out in Convention No. 169; (ii) report on progress in the process of granting land title to indigenous peoples, giving details of the geographic areas allocated; and (iii) report on the programme for recruiting more labour inspectors in the coffee and Misquito zones and the results obtained in terms of improving working conditions for indigenous peoples in such zones.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts.

The Committee expressed concern at the lack of progress on the necessary regulatory framework for prior consultation.

Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to:

- ensure the implementation of the Convention in a climate of dialogue and understanding, free from violence;
- regulate, without delay, in consultation with the social partners and in accordance with Article 6 of Convention No. 169, on the requirement to consult indigenous peoples, so that such consultations are held in good faith and in a form appropriate to the circumstances, with the objective of achieving agreement or consent to the proposed measures. To this end, the Government can avail itself of technical assistance from the ILO;
- inform the Committee of Experts at its next session on the progress made in the implementation of the Convention in law and practice, including the General Mining Act.

The Government representative took note of the Committee’s conclusions and recommendations and said that they would be transmitted to the highest authorities so that they could be implemented as soon as possible.
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The Government provided the following written information:

National Action Plan to Combat Child Labour (NAP)

Formulation of a National Action Plan. Madagascar began actively campaigning against child labour as early as 1997, when it conducted its first studies on the subject. In 2000, Madagascar ratified the ILO Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138), which sets the minimum working age at 15, and in 2001 the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182). Having ratified these two fundamental Conventions on child labour, the country was then able to formulate the NAP which it validated in 2004.

Broad lines of the NAP. The NAP is a framework reference document for all activities aimed at combating child labour in Madagascar. It is a 15 year national action plan (2004–19) that focuses on the worst forms of child labour. Madagascar is one of the very few African countries to have adopted such a plan. The implementation of the NAP is in three phases: launching and implementation (2004–09), during which a framework of laws and regulations is formulated and strengthened at all levels; extension (2009–14), during which the measures taken are broadened both in terms of target population and target areas; and consolidation (2014–19), during which children are effectively removed from the worst forms of child labour in accordance with the objectives. The NAP lists the four worst forms of child labour as: domestic work by children; the commercial sexual exploitation of children; work in mines and quarries; and dangerous and unhealthy work in urban or rural areas.

Objectives of the NAP

The objectives of the NAP are to: prevent the engagement of children in the worst forms of child labour; the removal of children from such work and their reinsertion in society; the protection of all working children under the minimum age for admission to employment from exploitation and dangerous work. The objective is to reduce significantly the incidence of child labour by 30 per cent by the end of the first phase, to 5 per cent by the end of the second phase, and to under 1 per cent by the end of the third phase of the programme.

Strategic areas of the NAP

Strategic area No. 1: creation of an institutional framework and capacity building; development of coordination and follow-up structures; promotion of external relations in order to foster synergy with other programmes; long-term follow-up of working children and child labour; and strengthening the capacity of ministerial personnel, NGOs and civil society partners.

Strategic area No. 2: improvement of the legal and regulatory framework; harmonization of laws and regulations (Penal Code, Labour Code and other official texts) so as to bring them into line with ILO Conventions Nos 138 and 182 ratified by Madagascar; publication and dissemination of the laws and regulations governing child labour; establishment of appropriate machinery and methods of intervention; strengthening of supervisory bodies and the capacity of personnel; and implementation of sanctions.

Strategic area No. 3: improvement of the living conditions and income of parents at risk and of their families; increasing productivity in the urban and rural informal sectors so as to reduce the economic vulnerability of families whose children are liable to be employed in the worst forms of child labour; promoting village agreements prohibiting hazardous and unhealthy work in urban and rural areas; and extending social protection to the rural population.

Strategic area No. 4: improvement, reinforcement and promotion of children’s access to quality education; promoting and improving access to education; improving and broadening access to vocational training; and promoting the access of children engaged in the worst forms of child labour to a transitional and non-formal system of education (reinsertion, rehabilitation).

Strategic area No. 5: strengthening and improvement of public awareness and social mobilization; ensuring the commitment of the public at large; securing the involvement of decision-makers, public opinion leaders, judicial and military authorities and civil society organizations; and promoting public awareness of the legislation.

Sexual exploitation of children

Strategic area No. 1: reinforcement, improvement and application of preventive and protective measures to combat the sexual exploitation of children; implementation of laws and regulations on children’s rights (specifically, provisions relating to their sexual exploitation) and the application of provisions dealing with communication and the dissemination of information; ensuring that the expectations and needs of children are duly taken into account; and securing the support of all the parties concerned.

Strategic area No. 2: identification and application of measures designed to protect sexually exploited children and favour their reinsertion in society; promoting appropriate health measures and advisory services; and organizing vocational training.

Domestic work

Strategic area No. 1: improvement, strengthening and application of prevention and protection measures for domestic work; enforcement of laws and regulations on the right of the child, particularly texts on domestic work.

Strategic area No. 2: consideration and application of rehabilitation measures for child victims of domestic work; organization of occupational training.

Unhealthy work in rural and urban areas

Strategic area No. 1: improvement, strengthening and application of prevention and protection measures against unhealthy work; enforcement of laws and regulations on the rights of the child, particularly texts on unhealthy work in rural and urban areas.

Strategic area No. 2: consideration and application of protection and rehabilitation measures for child victims of unhealthy work in rural and urban areas: identifying and applying appropriate social protection measures; and increasing access to occupational training.
Work in quarries and mines

Strategic area No. 1: improvement, strengthening and application of prevention and protection measures against work in quarries and mines; enforcement of laws and regulations on the rights of the child, particularly texts on work in quarries and mines; and providing protection measures.

Partners and financing

Financing is obtained from funds for social action within the framework of the Public Investment Programme; ILO International Programme on the Elimination of Child Labour (IPEC); UNICEF; external funds with budget lines for social action; and the various centralized and decentralized structures.

Follow-up and monitoring

Follow-up focuses on the use of inputs; delivery of output and activities; and achievement of the aims of the project. Monitoring includes three mid-term evaluations conducted every 18 months of each phase; a biennial national evaluation workshop organized by the National Committee to Combat Child Labour; and a final evaluation focusing on the relevance of the aims of the programme.

Awareness raising and social mobilization

Each year, the Government of Madagascar participates in the commemoration of the World Day against Child Labour. Since 2005, public awareness-raising actions have been launched in many regions, through the Ministry of Labour and its partners. Commemorations have been held successively since 2005 in Analamanga, Diana, Haute Matsiatra, Boeny, Atsinanana, Atsimo Andrefana, Alaotra Mangoro, Vakinankaratra, Maevatana and recently in Sakaraha. Local authorities, religious leaders, members of the National Committee to Combat Child Labour and the regional committees to combat child labour are all involved in awareness-raising actions related to the World Day against Child Labour. The awareness-raising programmes focus on a particular aspect of child labour or on an alternative to the problem. They target the general public and the authorities and deal essentially with the dangers and risks faced by children. Awareness is raised mainly through audiovisual messages, posters in fokontany (village districts) and popular neighbourhoods, dialogue with parents, local authorities and community leaders, and mobilization of schools through various competitions and cultural events.

Campaigns

- 2005: child labour in quarries and mines; a national commemoration in Analamanga.
- 2006: no to the commercial sexual exploitation of children; a national commemoration in the Diana region; other commemoration sites were Antsiranana, Ambilobe, Ambanja, Nosy Be, Mahajanga, Ilakaka, Tuléar, Taolagnaro, Toamasina, Antananarivo and Fianarantsoa.
- 2007: child labour in agriculture; a national commemoration in the Haute Matsiatra region; other campaign areas were Analamanga, Vakinankaratra, Atsinanana, Diana, Atsimo Andrefana and Boeny.
- 2008: education and action to combat against child labour in Atsinanana, Analamanga, Haute Matsiatra, Boeny, Vakinankaratra, Diana, Atsimo Andrefana and Alaotra Mangoro.
- 2009: give girls a chance: abolish child labour in Mahajanga.
- 2010: direct action to abolish child labour in the Atsinanana region.
- 2011: wake up! Children in hazardous work: let’s abolish child labour in the Diana region.
- 2013: no to child domestic labour in Maevatana.
- 2014: let’s abolish child labour by extending social protection; a national commemoration in Sakaraha; other commemoration sites were Sava, Atsimo Andrefana, Amoron’i Mania and Vatovavy Fitovinany.
- 2015: no to child labour, yes to quality education in the Analamanga region.
- 2016: let’s abolish child labour in production lines: everyone’s business (under preparation); in the Sava region.

Most of the vanilla export enterprises in the Sava region have signed the Code of Conduct on Child Labour in the Vanilla Industry. Twenty-one vanilla grower cooperatives are engaged in combating the employment of children in the industry.

In addition, before the Committee, a Government representative indicated, with regard to domestic child labour, that inspections were carried out to ensure compliance with the legislation regulating work by children aged from 15 to 18 years. The Government encouraged the population to report abusive or dangerous cases so that employers could be identified and prosecuted. Mass awareness-raising activities, through the media or otherwise, on the risks of domestic work were carried out for parents, children, religious leaders and members of civil society. They were concentrated in four regions from which children came. Concerning the sexual exploitation of children, joint brigades composed of labour inspection officials, the police responsible for juveniles and morals, carried out checks in at-risk zones, after which local monitoring units raised awareness and provided information to communities. Moreover, awareness-raising activities had been developed on the risks of sex tourism, particularly at sea resorts. With regard to action to combat child labour in mines and quarries, the legislation on the subject had been disseminated, and awareness raising was being undertaken through radio broadcasts and community discussions. Unannounced inspections of mines and quarries had taken place in four regions. For dangerous work in saltworks and agriculture, the Government was working with local governments, concluding partnership agreements with saltworks operators and raising awareness among heads of enterprises so that they would not establish commercial relations with production units that used child labour, particularly in the vanilla, clove, coffee, cocoa, rice and coconut sectors. The measures taken by the Government were also aimed at raising family incomes by creating income-generating activities and at expanding catch-up classes and vocational training. In this field, the areas of intervention were increasing due to the increase in poverty.
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Finally, with regard to the enforcement of criminal legislation in the areas of prostitution, human trafficking and sex tourism, various ministries were involved depending on their competence, such as, for example, the Ministry of Labour, through labour inspection, or the Ministry of Internal Security, through the police responsible for juveniles and morals, which centralized complaints and conducted investigations. The Government representative concluded by emphasizing that the Government had taken steps – even if they were insufficient – to bring an end to the worst forms of child labour.

The Employer members commended the Government on having been candid and frank in describing the issues in the country. The worst forms of child labour consisted of children forced to work in mines and quarries and in the agricultural sector (in particular those engaged in picking vanilla), trafficking for sexual exploitation both to foreign countries and the coastal zones of the country (with sex tourism being on the rise), and the situation of street children, who were particularly vulnerable and often had no other option than to engage in begging and waste collection. While a substantive legal framework existed (in particular Decree No. 2007-563 on child labour which prohibited the procuring, use, offering or employment of children of either sex for prostitution, as well as Act No. 2007-038 establishing effective and dissuasive sanctions for the engagement, abduction or deception of a person with a view to their engagement in prostitution, sexual exploitation or sex tourism), these laws had not yet had any significant impact. On the contrary, there had been an increase in sex tourism, child prostitution and trafficking in persons. It was still too soon to assess the impact of Act No. 2014-040 of 20 January 2015 on trafficking in persons, which criminalized all forms of trafficking and provided for imprisonment and fines. However, the main issue with regard to the worst forms of child labour concerned the effective application and implementation of the national legal framework. The number of prosecutions appeared to be low. According to the United States Department of Labor, 187 cases had been investigated, but no information was available on whether these cases had also been prosecuted. All investigations, including those by the joint task forces, had to be followed up by prosecutions to achieve a deterrent effect (through the threat of fines or imprisonment). Moreover, there were only three labour inspectors employed in the Division for the Prevention, Abolition and Monitoring of Child Labour (PACTE), and the situation concerning inspection staff remained difficult due to budgetary cuts. In conclusion, the Employer members reiterated that, while an adequate legal framework was in place, it did not appear to be implemented in practice, and it was questionable whether sufficient measures were taken to address the problems in relation to the worst forms of child labour.

The Worker members referred, with regard to child prostitution, to Decree No. 2007-563, which prohibited the procuring, use, offering or employment of children for the purposes of prostitution, and to the Penal Code, which established effective and dissuasive sanctions. However, according to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, child prostitution and sex tourism were on the increase in the country. The Christian Confederation of Malagasy Trade Unions (SEKRIMA) reported that 50 percent of prostitutes in the capital were minors and were reportedly the victims of assault and sexual violence. Despite capacity building for entities engaged in tourism to combat the commercial sexual exploitation of children, thousands of children were victims of sexual exploitation, and sex tourism involving children was growing. Furthermore, prostitution affected the whole country, particularly urban areas and tourist resorts. The Committee of Experts had noted the lack of information on the number of investigations, prosecutions and convictions, while the Convention required immediate measures to prohibit and eliminate the worst forms of child labour. With regard to children performing work likely to harm their health, safety or morals, according to the observations of the General Confederation of Workers’ Unions of Madagascar (CGSTM), children were working in precarious and dangerous conditions in mines and stone quarries. The Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery had noted that children worked from five to ten hours a day in the transportation of blocks of stone or water. Children between 3 and 7 years of age carried baskets of stones or bricks on their heads, on average 47 hours a week. A survey carried out with the support of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the ILO had shown that more than 1.5 million children aged between 5 and 17 were engaged in hazardous work, which was prohibited by the Convention. Work in mines and quarries could, moreover, be qualified as a contemporary form of slavery, as in some cases it involved debt bondage.

The Worker members regretted the insufficient nature of the measures taken by the Government. The programmes described were intended to remove 40 children from the worst forms of child labour each year, but the number of street children had increased in recent years and now stood at several thousand. The Convention required not only the prohibition of the worst forms of child labour, but also their elimination, which presupposed significant programme measures to combat the underlying causes of child labour. The Government’s attitude went against Article 7 of the Convention, which obliged member States to take effective and time-bound measures to eradicate the sale and trafficking of children for economic and sexual exploitation as soon as possible. In that regard, recalling that child prostitution and hazardous child labour had already been the subject of a direct request in 2005, the Worker members deplored the fact that the Convention had not been applied in practice for ten years. The Convention did not provide for any exceptions, in view of the fact that certain forms of child labour were so intolerable that no derogation could be permitted. That justified the decision of the Committee of Experts to request the Government to provide information to the Conference Committee.

The Worker member of Madagascar, speaking on behalf of all Malagasy trade unions, supported the findings of the Committee of Experts and expressed the hope that it would help the country to bring an end to child labour and protect children’s rights. The use of children in hazardous sectors, such as mines, domestic work and prostitution, led to their physical, psycho-social, cultural and spiritual destruction. In practice, shortcomings remained in the implementation of legislation and functioning of the labour inspection services. For example, while Decree No. 2007-563 provided for dissuasive sanctions for procuring or offering a child
for prostitution, the number of investigations and prosecutions was low. This was despite the fact that the number of children in prostitution and sex tourism was increasing, particularly in central urban areas, and affected young girls of barely 12 years of age. The situation needed to be addressed as a matter of urgency to protect these young girls at risk and remedy the harm caused by these indecent forms of child labour. In fact, 10 per cent of Malagasy children were victims of forced sexual exploitation. Some 40 per cent of girls were victims of abuse or forced sexual exploitation and 80 per cent of those did not report to the authorities because they feared retaliation. With regard to children engaged in hazardous work in mines or quarries, a high rate of accidents had been noted due partly to the absence of monitoring by the labour inspectorate. She called on the ILO to continue to support the Government of Madagascar to improve its legislative framework, strengthen enforcement, particularly through labour inspection, and ensure provision of free compulsory education for all children.

The Government member of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the European Union (EU) and its Member States, as well the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Norway and the Republic of Moldova, recalled the cooperation between Madagascar and the EU in respect of the abolition of the worst forms of child labour. The high rate of child labour in the country was a matter of deep concern, with one fourth of children between 5 and 17 being affected by this phenomenon, and half a million children affected by contemporary forms of slavery. It was regrettable that despite the alarming increase in child prostitution and sex tourism, there was an extremely low number of investigations and prosecutions. While noting the measures taken by the Government, she called on the Government to act urgently and to intensify its efforts to eliminate the worst forms of child labour. In particular, steps should be taken to: ensure that children were no longer engaged in work that was likely to harm their health, safety or morals, with special attention on those who worked in mines, quarries and domestic work; combat child prostitution and sex tourism, which included the prosecution and conviction of persons procuring, offering or employing children in prostitution; and ensure the rehabilitation and reintegration in society of street children, including the development and better targeting of school enrolment programme and training projects.

The Government member of Switzerland noted the comments of the Committee of Experts and highlighted the gravity of the problem of child labour, in particular prostitution and sex tourism, which were violations liable to criminal proceedings. This problem was everyone’s responsibility: governments, social partners and the tourism industry. Around two million children were victims of sexual exploitation by tourists. For several years, Switzerland had been combating this exploitation. The awareness-raising campaign, “Don’t look away” had been launched which, since 2013, had been extended to other European countries and aimed to protect children in tourist areas, inform travellers and encourage them to participate in combating child sexual exploitation. In addition, the Government supported initiatives, such as the Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism, which was a voluntary tool for corporate social responsibility aimed at the tourism industry. Switzerland encouraged the Government of Madagascar to promote the Code of Conduct.

The Worker member of Italy recalled that a very high number of children of school age were engaged in the worst forms of child labour, UNICEF reported that 47 per cent of children under 5 suffered from chronic malnutrition and child prostitution in the country had reached alarming levels and affected the whole of the country. Child labour proliferated in the national context of widespread poverty, leading to an increase in child sexual exploitation and child sex tourism, and leaving behind a generation of broken girls. While the Government had adopted updated anti-trafficking legislation in December 2014, which extended the scope of the previous legislation to cover sexual exploitation, labour trafficking, forced labour, forced begging and debt bondage, the number of prosecutions and convictions remained extremely low, leading to a situation very close to widespread impunity. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) emphasized the urgent need for the Government to guarantee the rule of law. She urged the Government to ensure immediately the investigation and prosecution of those procuring, using, offering or employing children for prostitution and to impose penalties constituting an effective deterrent. A radical change in the attitude of the Government towards the issue was required not only to address the visible negative effects of structural problems, but also to combat their root causes. The Government should take concrete action to: adopt a national programme to assess the physical and mental health damage to child workers, implement an active policy to raise awareness of the risks and negative effects of child labour, and grant access to education for all children of school age. In conclusion, she called on the Government, without delay, to protect the right of children to a future in which they could live in peace and safety.

The Government member of Canada recalled that various United Nations bodies had expressed deep concern at the growing child sex tourism, insufficient measures and child prostitution, which had reached alarming levels. She urged the Government to take the necessary steps to ensure that thorough investigations and robust prosecutions were undertaken of persons suspected of procuring, using, offering or employing children, and that penalties were imposed that would serve as an effective deterrent. She also noted with concern the situation of children working in mines and quarries, and the growing number of street children. The Government should be urged to take the necessary steps, as called for by the Committee of Experts, to eliminate the worst forms of child labour.

The Worker member of France emphasized that, in ratifying the Convention in 2001, Madagascar had been aware of the need to protect its young people. The Convention sought the immediate elimination of the worst forms of child labour, that is work which, by its nature or the circumstances in which it was carried out, was likely to harm the health, safety or morals of children. However, the Committee of Experts noted that the work done by children in mines and quarries constituted a contemporary form of slavery. Hence, in the town of Ilakaka, children employed in sapphire mining were exposed to the risk of suffocation or death in the event of the accidental collapse of tunnels.
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in the mines. They were at increased risk of respiratory ailments, and exposure to high temperatures and the transportation of heavy loads had a detrimental effect on their health. Children of barely 7 years of age were employed in gold mines in the regions of Analambara, Vakinankaratra and Anosy, working ten hours a day for a wage of US$14 a week. An ILO–IPEC survey indicated that there were 1.5 million children in a total working population of just over 4 million. One out of two children between 7 and 17 years of age was working. Many of them were working in mines, which had the highest mortality rate in the world for children working in mines. In this regard, the Convention recalled the importance of education, and in particular access to free basic education, to combat the worst forms of child labour. The State should also use its labour inspection system to exercise appropriate controls to protect such highly vulnerable children. However, out of just over 120 labour supervisors and inspectors, 50 per cent worked in the capital.

The Worker member of Togo called on the Government to step up its efforts to adopt robust measures as a deterrent for individuals who were exploiting child labour. The Government had adopted certain provisions and launched actions to remedy the situation, such as: raising the awareness of 155 actors in the tourist industry with regard to the commercial sexual exploitation of children; implementing a programme of school enrolment and training for street children in the context of the Public Investment Programme for Social Action (PIP); conducting a National Survey of Employment and the Informal Sector (ENEMPSI 2012); and a base survey on child labour. However, in view of the seriousness of the situation, these measures were inadequate.

The goal of removing 40 street children per year from the worst forms of child labour did not take sufficient account of the scale of the situation. Hence, according to the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography, some 4,500 children lived on the streets and 28 per cent of children between 5 and 17 years of age were economically active, including 81 per cent in hazardous work. The measures taken by the Government in the area of school enrolment and aid to poor families were limited in scope, which constituted an obstacle to removing children from the worst forms of child labour. Poor families in rural areas continued to send children to urban areas to be employed in domestic work and harsh weather conditions. While acknowledging the problem, the State should also use its labour inspection system to exercise appropriate controls to protect such highly vulnerable children. However, out of just over 120 labour supervisors and inspectors, 50 per cent worked in the capital.

The Worker member of Togo called on the Government to step up its efforts to adopt robust measures as a deterrent for individuals who were exploiting child labour. The Government had adopted certain provisions and launched actions to remedy the situation, such as: raising the awareness of 155 actors in the tourist industry with regard to the commercial sexual exploitation of children; implementing a programme of school enrolment and training for street children in the context of the Public Investment Programme for Social Action (PIP); conducting a National Survey of Employment and the Informal Sector (ENEMPSI 2012); and a base survey on child labour. However, in view of the seriousness of the situation, these measures were inadequate.

The government of Togo reported that the worst forms of child labour occurred in the tourism sector. The Convention did not define hazardous work, although the Worst Forms of Child Labour Recommendation, 1999 (No. 190), provided some indications. Fishing was defined as the harvesting of wild fish and encompassed a range of tasks, from light work to hazardous work. However, this work was not for children, as tasks such as crew work, hauling nets, line fishing and diving usually entailed long hours, extreme temperatures and harsh weather conditions. While acknowledging the collaboration of the Government with the ILO in the framework of the ILO–IPEC, more had to be done to address this issue in the fishing sector. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and ILO Guidance on addressing child labour in fisheries and agriculture suggested a system of classification for determining hazardous work in this sector, and recommended that action against child labour should be composed of prevention (to address the root causes of the phenomenon), withdrawal (to rescue and rehabilitate children engaged in hazardous fishing activities) and protection. He called on the Government to ratify the Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 (No. 188), which specified the minimum age for work in this sector and called for consultations with the social partners on the scope of activities and conditions of work in the sector. The Government should avail itself of ILO technical assistance, as appropriate.

The Government member of Algeria recalled that child labour remained a crucial problem which affected Madagascar, as it did many other countries. The Government had provided information on the efforts made to combat this scourge and had taken positive measures, including: the enforcement of the relevant laws and regulations; the establishment of institutional structures, namely a national and a regional committee to combat child labour; the identification of hazardous types of work; the implementation of special programmes for the elimination of child labour, particularly in domestic work, sexual exploitation and in mines, quarries, saltworks and agriculture. It was to be hoped that the Government would pursue its efforts to combat child labour, a phenomenon that challenged the whole international community and made it necessary for governments and social partners to combine their efforts.

The Government representative emphasized that his Government was aware of the gravity of the problems being discussed by the Committee. After five years of political, economic and social crisis, Madagascar needed to redefine its policies. The efforts made had proved inadequate and the country was appearing before the Committee for the first time. The problems had become worse due to the increase in poverty. In order to address these serious issues, the Government had to demonstrate more zeal and secure the support of parents, of the public and of all community leaders so that they reported the violations. Lack of resources constituted the biggest obstacle to the will of the Government to adopt more robust measures. For example, labour inspectors had no means of transport and, in some cases, depended on employers’ vehicles, which undermined the performance of their duties. The National Committee to Combat Child Labour also constituted an important instrument established by the Government. Moreover, in response to poverty and despite free compulsory schooling, parents sent their children out to work, including girls for prostitution. He referred to a number of measures, such as the creation of income-generating activities and action programmes implemented in Nosy-be, in conjunction with the ILO, against the sexual exploitation of children, and also the legal framework for combating
trafficking in persons. However, difficulties in applying the legislation existed because of a lack of coordination among the various ministries concerned. The Government was also considering the ratification of the Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 (No. 188), in the near future. The Government would continue to make every effort to address the issues under discussion and the content of the discussion in the Committee would be brought to the attention of the President of the Republic and the Prime Minister.

The Worker members said that the situation was catastrophic and that the political crisis had further aggravated the situation of children. There was hope of an exit to the crisis and the Government should introduce structural measures to combat the worst forms of child labour. All of the worst forms of child labour that existed in Madagascar required an immediate and effective response. For that purpose, the Government needed to take the following programme measures: prepare a study on the worst forms of child labour and establish a follow-up programme; improve the judicial and institutional framework, particularly with a view to aligning the minimum school leaving age and the minimum age for admission to employment; step up efforts to combat sex tourism; increase access to school; and undertake awareness-raising campaigns for teachers on the worst forms of child labour. In addition, in order to address the structural causes of this scourge, these measures should be developed within the framework of a plan to promote employment. International cooperation should also be strengthened, as envisaged by the Convention, and efforts should be intensified to implement the time-bound programme (TBP) for the abolition of the worst forms of child labour. Following these measures, the authorities should be in a position to report on swift and substantial improvements. Finally, in view of the gravity of the situation, the Worker members encouraged the Government to request the technical assistance of the Office and called for the establishment of an international follow-up mechanism and a national tripartite follow-up committee.

The Employer members indicated that the case under discussion had been a good case to start the discussions on the individual cases. The Committee dealt with contentious issues, and consensus was often hard or impossible to achieve. However, in relation to this serious and double-footnoted case, all speakers, including the Government representative, generally agreed on the problems at issue. The Government did not deny, but fully acknowledged the problems concerning the application of the Convention. While the adoption of a number of laws concerning child labour had to be acknowledged, these laws were not effective. As indicated earlier, in the present case, the problem lay in their effective implementation and enforcement. These problems had a number of reasons, including the lack of resources and the political situation. They agreed with the Worker members on the way forward. Technical assistance was a good start, and the Government should commit to increasing the funding for the Ministry of Labour to enable measures such as effective labour inspection, including of the joint task forces that had been set up. The collection of statistics was essential on the follow-up of investigations, as well as on prosecutions. Prosecution and the imposition of penalties on sex tourists should serve as a deterrent. Awareness-raising measures should be definitely part of, but only one aspect of the solution. The Government should be commended for having taken initial measures, and particularly on having adopted adequate legislation. More should be done to better implement this legislation.

Conclusions

The Committee took note of the information provided by the Government representative and the discussion that followed on issues raised by the Committee of Experts. The Committee deplored the lack of progress, and even worsening of the situation, in the country. The Committee noted the constructive attitude of the Government. Taking into account the discussion of the case, the Committee urged the Government to provide an immediate and effective response for the elimination of the worst forms of child labour, including:

- Strengthen its efforts to ensure the elimination of the worst forms of child labour, notably sexual exploitation of children for commercial purposes, work in mines and quarries, and work of children in the informal sector and rural areas that the labour administration is unable to cover.
- Improve the legal and institutional framework, including through a better alignment of the minimum school leaving age and the minimum working age.
- Collect and make available without delay information and statistics on investigations, prosecutions and penalties relating to the worst forms of child labour according to national enforcement mechanisms.
- Collect and make available without delay information and statistics on the phenomenon of child labour.
- Intensify efforts to prevent sexual tourism, particularly through a campaign; and strengthen the penalties for cases of sexual tourism exploitation involving children.
- Take measures to improve the capacity of the labour inspectorate, including providing adequate resources.
- Increase funding for the Public Investment Programme for Social Action (PIP) to withdraw street children from their situation and for awareness-raising campaigns.
- Urgently seek technical assistance from the ILO to ensure the full conformity with the Convention in law and practice.

These initiatives should form part of broader programme measures for employment and access to education. A national monitoring body which included the social partners should ensure supervision. The Government was invited to report to the Committee of Experts on the swift and substantial improvements at their November 2016 session.
### Appendix I. Table of Reports on ratified Conventions due for 2015 and received since the last session of the CEACR (as of 10 June 2016)

(articles 22 and 35 of the Constitution)

The table published in the Report of the Committee of Experts, page 563, should be brought up to date in the following manner:

**Note**: First reports are indicated in parentheses.

*Paragraph numbers indicate a modification in the lists of countries mentioned in Part One (General Report) of the Report of the Committee of Experts.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Reports requested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>22 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Paragraph 29)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· 19 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· 3 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas</td>
<td>7 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Paragraph 29)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· All reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>9 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Paragraph 25)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· All reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>7 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Paragraph 25)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· All reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>27 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Paragraph 25)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· All reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>20 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Paragraph 25)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· All reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>14 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Paragraph 29)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· All reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>17 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Paragraph 25)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· All reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - New Caledonia</td>
<td>10 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>9 reports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Report generated from APPLIS database
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Reports Requested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>31 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Paragraphs 24 and 29)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 15 reports received: Conventions Nos. 29, 62, 81, 87, 96, 98, 105, 108, 138, 139, 144, 155, 160, 176, 182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 16 reports not received: Conventions Nos. 8, 16, 22, 23, 53, 68, 69, 73, 74, 88, 92, 147, 159, 178, 179, 180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>9 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Paragraph 29)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· All reports received: Conventions Nos. 29, 100, 105, 111, 138, 144, 156, 182, 185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>8 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Paragraph 29)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 4 reports received: Conventions Nos. 29, 87, 98, 138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 4 reports not received: Conventions Nos. 105, 182, 185, (MLC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>28 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 22 reports received: Conventions Nos. 16, 23, 29, 69, 73, 81, 92, 97, 105, 108, 111, 115, 119, 120, 133, 134, 138, 144, 147, 148, 159, 160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 6 reports not received: Conventions Nos. 45, 142, 150, 154, 182, 184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>10 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· All reports received: Conventions Nos. 29, 81, 87, 98, 105, 108, 144, 150, 182, (MLC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>11 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 9 reports received: Conventions Nos. 29, 81, 99, 105, 129, 138, 144, 149, 150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 2 reports not received: Conventions Nos. 45, 182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>8 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 7 reports received: Conventions Nos. 29, 88, 98, 100, 138, 182, MLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 1 report not received: Convention No. 144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia - Sarawak</td>
<td>3 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 2 reports received: Conventions Nos. 14, 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· 1 report not received: Convention No. 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>6 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· All reports received: Conventions Nos. 29, 105, 138, 144, 169, 182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>7 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· All reports received: Conventions Nos. 62, 87, 89, 98, 100, 111, 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sao Tome and Principe</td>
<td>12 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· All reports received: Conventions Nos. 87, 88, 98, 100, 111, 135, 144, 151, 154, 155, 159, (184)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td>4 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Paragraph 29)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· All reports received: Conventions Nos. 87, 98, 122, 150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>5 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· All reports received: Conventions Nos. 88, 100, 122, 159, 182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>20 reports requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· All reports received: Conventions Nos. 53, 55, 68, 69, 73, 81, 87, 92, 98, 108, 122, 133, 134, 135, 146, 151, 155, 161, 164, 166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Uganda

- 13 reports received: Conventions Nos. 12, 29, 45, 87, 98, 100, 105, 111, 122, 144, 158, 159, 162
- 1 report not received: Convention No. 19

### United Kingdom

- 8 reports requested
- All reports received: Conventions Nos. 87, 98, 100, 108, 122, 150, 160, MLC

### United Kingdom - Gibraltar

- 6 reports requested
- 5 reports received: Conventions Nos. 87, 98, 108, 150, 160
- 1 report not received: Convention No. MLC

### United Kingdom - Guernsey

- 13 reports requested
  
  (Paragraph 29)
  
  - All reports received: Conventions Nos. 7, 8, 16, 22, 56, 63, 69, 74, 87, 98, 108, 122, 150

### United Kingdom - Jersey

- 11 reports requested
  
  (Paragraph 29)
  
  - All reports received: Conventions Nos. 7, 8, 16, 22, 56, 69, 74, 87, 98, 108, 160

### United Kingdom - Montserrat

- 7 reports requested
  
  (Paragraph 29)
  
  - All reports received: Conventions Nos. 8, 16, 58, 85, 87, 98, 108

---

**Grand Total**

A total of 2,139 reports (article 22) were requested, of which 1,617 reports (75.60 per cent) were received.

A total of 197 reports (article 35) were requested, of which 179 reports (90.86 per cent) were received.
Appendix II. Statistical table of reports received on ratified Conventions  
(article 22 of the Constitution)

Reports received as of 10 June 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports requested</th>
<th>Reports received at the date requested</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>406  90.8%</td>
<td>423  94.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>435  83.3%</td>
<td>453  86.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>508  84.5%</td>
<td>544  90.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>584  92.7%</td>
<td>620  98.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>577  87.2%</td>
<td>604  91.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>580  82.6%</td>
<td>634  90.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>616  82.4%</td>
<td>635  84.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>588  76.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>251  43.1%</td>
<td>314  53.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>351  48.4%</td>
<td>523  72.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>370  50.6%</td>
<td>578  79.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>581  76.1%</td>
<td>666  87.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>521  65.2%</td>
<td>648  81.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>134  16.6%</td>
<td>666  82.6%</td>
<td>695  86.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>253  30.4%</td>
<td>597  71.8%</td>
<td>666  80.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>288  31.7%</td>
<td>507  77.7%</td>
<td>761  83.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>268  27.3%</td>
<td>743  75.7%</td>
<td>826  84.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>212  20.6%</td>
<td>840  75.7%</td>
<td>917  89.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>268  22.8%</td>
<td>1077 91.7%</td>
<td>1119 95.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>283  22.9%</td>
<td>1063 86.1%</td>
<td>1170 94.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>1333</td>
<td>332  24.9%</td>
<td>1234 92.5%</td>
<td>1283 96.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>1418</td>
<td>210  14.7%</td>
<td>1295 91.3%</td>
<td>1349 95.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>340  21.8%</td>
<td>1484 95.2%</td>
<td>1509 96.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of a decision by the Governing Body, detailed reports were requested as from 1959 until 1976 only on certain Conventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports requested</th>
<th>Reports received at the date requested</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>200  20.4%</td>
<td>864  86.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>256  23.2%</td>
<td>838  76.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1362</td>
<td>243  18.1%</td>
<td>1090 80.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>1309</td>
<td>200  15.5%</td>
<td>1059 80.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>1624</td>
<td>280  17.2%</td>
<td>1314 80.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1495</td>
<td>213  14.2%</td>
<td>1268 84.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>282  16.6%</td>
<td>1444 84.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>1562</td>
<td>245  16.3%</td>
<td>1330 85.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>323  17.4%</td>
<td>1551 84.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>1647</td>
<td>281  17.1%</td>
<td>1409 85.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>249  13.4%</td>
<td>1501 82.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>360  18.9%</td>
<td>1463 77.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>237  11.8%</td>
<td>1504 75.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>297  14.6%</td>
<td>1572 77.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>300  14.6%</td>
<td>1521 74.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>2189</td>
<td>370  16.5%</td>
<td>1854 84.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>2034</td>
<td>301  14.8%</td>
<td>1663 81.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>292  13.2%</td>
<td>1831 83.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a result of a decision by the Governing Body (November 1976), detailed reports were requested as from 1977 until 1994, according to certain criteria, at yearly, two-yearly or four-yearly intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports requested</th>
<th>Reports received at the date requested</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>1529</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>1328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>1701</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>1289</td>
<td>1391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>1376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1302</td>
<td>1437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1543</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>1340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1737</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>1388</td>
<td>1558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1669</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td>1412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1666</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>1312</td>
<td>1471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>1388</td>
<td>1529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>1542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>1384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1719</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>1409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1409</td>
<td>1639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>1544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>1194</td>
<td>1384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>1473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>1573</td>
<td>1879</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of a decision by the Governing Body (November 1993), detailed reports on only five Conventions were exceptionally requested in 1995.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports requested</th>
<th>Reports received at the date requested</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1252</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of a decision by the Governing Body (November 1993), reports are henceforth requested, according to certain criteria, at yearly, two-yearly or five-yearly intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports requested</th>
<th>Reports received at the date requested</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>1413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td>1438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>2036</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>1455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>2288</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>1406</td>
<td>1641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2550</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>1798</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>2313</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>1672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2368</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1529</td>
<td>1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2344</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>1544</td>
<td>1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2569</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>1852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2638</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>2065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2586</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>1719</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2478</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>1611</td>
<td>1812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2517</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>1768</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2733</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>2120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2745</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>2122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2735</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>2117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a result of a decision by the Governing Body (March 2011), reports are requested, according to certain criteria, at yearly, three-yearly or five-yearly intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports requested</th>
<th>Reports received at the date requested</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts</th>
<th>Reports received in time for the session of the Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2207</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>1497</td>
<td>1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2176</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>1578</td>
<td>1755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2251</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>1597</td>
<td>1739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2139</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>1482</td>
<td>1617</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 2012: 36.7% of reports requested were received at the date requested, and 67.8% were received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts. 1742 reports were received in time for the session of the Conference, representing 78.9%.
- 2013: 34.1% of reports requested were received at the date requested, and 72.5% were received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts. 1755 reports were received in time for the session of the Conference, representing 80.6%.
- 2014: 38.9% of reports requested were received at the date requested, and 70.9% were received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts. 1739 reports were received in time for the session of the Conference, representing 77.2%.
- 2015: 38.8% of reports requested were received at the date requested, and 69.3% were received in time for the session of the Committee of Experts. 1617 reports were received in time for the session of the Conference, representing 75.6%.
### INDEX BY COUNTRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Part One: General report, paras.</th>
<th>Part Two: A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>132, 133, 134, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>136, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>129, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>129, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>B No. 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>132, 134, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>132, 134, 136, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>B No. 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>134, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>129, 134, 136, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>134, 136, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>134, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>B No. 111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>129, 132, 134, 136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>129, 132, 134, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>B No. 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>129, 146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>129, 132, 133, 134, 136, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>134, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>132, 134, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>136, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>B No. 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>129, 136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea - Bissau</td>
<td>132, 134, 136, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>134, 136, 154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>129, 132, 134, 136, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>B No. 169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>B No. 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>B No. 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>133, 136, 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
United Kingdom - Anguilla
Part One: General report, paras. 134, 153
Part Two: A

Vanuatu
Part One: General report, paras. 129, 136, 154
Part Two: A

Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic of
Part Two: B No. 122

Yemen
Part One: General report, paras. 134, 136, 153
Part Two: A

Zambia
Part One: General report, para. 136
Part Two: A

Zimbabwe
Part Two: B No. 98
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President: Ms Oliphant

Before presenting the report to the Committee, I would like to emphasize the results of the informal tripartite consultations on the working methods of the Committee on the Application of Standards that took place on 19 March 2016. These made an important contribution to the smooth operation of the Committee during the two weeks of the Conference. In the course of these consultations, measures were looked at to improve time management, which were implemented this year for the first time, and to improve the use of certain technologies. The Committee was therefore able to carry out its work in a harmonious and effective manner and in a spirit of constructive dialogue.

The report before the plenary is divided into two parts. The first part contains the general report of the Committee, which includes a record of its general discussion and the discussion on the General Survey carried out by the Committee of Experts. This year, the Committee also examined the report of the Joint ILO-UNESCO Committee of Experts on the Application of Recommendations concerning Teaching Personnel. The second part of the report contains a detailed record of the discussion of individual cases, in particular the 24 individual cases examined by the Committee on compliance with ratified Conventions and the related conclusions adopted for each of these cases.

I would like to recall the most salient characteristics of the Committee’s discussions on these issues.

Let me begin by saying that the Committee managed, within the set time period, to adopt a list of 24 cases for review and, despite the challenge of the time limitations, it was able to examine the 24 cases and adopt consensual conclusions with respect to all of them. The Committee also decided to include a special paragraph on the application by Bangladesh and El Salvador of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87).

I will now briefly refer to the Committee’s general discussion, which emphasized the fruitful dialogue that took place between the Committee on the Application of Standards and the Committee of Experts. The Conference Committee works very closely with the Committee of Experts and, to a large extent, on the basis of the report of the Committee of Experts. It is also an established practice for both Committees to have direct exchanges on matters of common interest. Accordingly, the Vice-Chairpersons of the Committee held a further exchange of views on standards-related matters and the operation of the ILO supervisory system with the members of the
Committee of Experts at its last session in 2015. The Conference Committee also had the pleasure of welcoming the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts, Mr. Kamanga, who was present for the first three days of the Conference Committee’s discussions, during which emphasis was laid on the importance of the interaction between the two Committees.

The Committee also examined the General Survey concerning the migrant workers instruments. The General Survey, together with the ensuing discussion and the outcome adopted, will be a fundamental contribution to the general discussion on labour migration that will take place during the 106th Session of the International Labour Conference in June 2017. It is important to say that, in the context of the above-mentioned outcome, the Committee emphasized the fact that effective governance of international labour migration and the rights of migrant workers is closely linked to other issues currently addressed by the ILO, including fair recruitment, equality and non-discrimination, economic development, poverty reduction, decent work for the transition to peace, and fundamental principles and rights at work. The Committee reaffirmed its commitment to ensuring the application in law and in practice of the fundamental rights of migrant workers and to improving the global governance of labour migration. It also noted the opportunity provided by tripartite discussions in various ILO forums, including the Standards Review Mechanism, to ensure the continued relevance of the instruments to the world of work. In particular, the Committee considered that the tripartite constituents may, within the general discussion on labour migration in the Conference next year, wish to consider the need to review or consolidate the Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97), and the Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (No. 143), as well as the need to complement existing labour standards.

Finally, I would like to thank the Chairperson of the Committee, Ms Mulindeti-Kamanga, as well as the Employer Vice-Chairperson, Ms Regenbogen, and the Worker Vice-Chairperson, Mr Leemans. I recommend that the Conference approve the report of the Committee on the Application of Standards.

Ms REGENBOGEN (Employer Vice-Chairperson of the Committee on the Application of Standards)

On behalf of the Employers’ group, I commend the report of the Committee on the Application of Standards to this plenary today and recommend its approval. The work of the Committee took place in a constructive and open atmosphere; it determined its clear mandate to move forward in a constructive manner. The Committee demonstrated its ability to lead a meaningful and results-oriented tripartite dialogue. It reaffirmed its role as one of the pillars of the supervisory system, where the ILO’s tripartite constituents have a comprehensive debate regarding the application of international labour standards in light of the realities of socio-economic conditions in member States, on the basis of the Committee on Experts’ technical preparatory work.

While divergence in opinion on issues continued to exist among the tripartite partners, these were voiced in a spirit of mutual respect and understanding. The Committee successfully concluded its work on time, thanks to an excellent management of the time we had for our work by our Chairperson, Ms Mulindeti-Kamanga, and the full cooperation of the delegates. In our view, technological innovations in the work of the Committee made even more efficient the use of its time.

The Employers took the discussion of the general part of the Committee of Experts’ report as an opportunity to highlight positive elements in the report. We also took that opportunity to provide feedback on how that portion of the report can be even more user-friendly and effective. We discussed the option that the Experts may wish to consider the presentation of observations by country, as opposed to by Convention, so that this will give the reader an opportunity to more fully understand the situation of the country’s application of the Conventions that the member State has ratified in a more holistic way. Also, we made a recommendation that the Experts consider the possibility that the text of all submissions made by both employers’ and workers’ organizations be available via a hyperlink in the electronic version of the Experts’ report and on the NORMLEX website, for those organizations that wish to have their submissions made public. This may assist the user in reading the report and having a deeper understanding of the submissions made by the various social partners.

We also took the opportunity to provide some constructive feedback, from the Employers’ perspective, on the Experts’ observations in respect of individual cases. As most of you know, the Committee of Experts and the Committee on the Application of Standards are the two pillars of the regular supervisory system, which examines the ILO’s Conventions to see if they have, in law and practice, conformity with the provisions of ratified Conventions. The Employers are of the view that more regular feedback and dialogue between these two pillars of the supervisory system would make the operation of the Committee on the Application of Standards even more effective and more meaningful, and would serve to further enhance the work of the Committee of Experts. Closer and more constructive opportunities for such feedback and dialogue can serve to ensure that the supervisory system as a whole is coherent and credible. The Employers take this opportunity to restate our very strong commitment to a strong and healthy, cooperative and respectful operation of the supervisory system.

As the constituents of this house are aware, healthy social dialogue produces a divergence of views from time to time. Provided that this divergence of views is presented in a climate of mutual respect and cooperation, the Employers believe that such divergence of views can serve to allow the parties an opportunity to debate important issues and to better understand each constituent’s view. In our view, it does not detract from our mutual commitment to be one part of a productive and constructive tripartite supervisory system. In fact, our view is that the opposite. Our commitment is strong and continuing.

It is in this spirit that the Employers note that there continues to be a divergence in the Employers’ view of the scope of Convention No. 87 in relation to right to strike issues, and that we note that there is no consensus in the Committee on the Application of Standards that Convention No. 87 includes a right to strike. The consensus between the social partners is recorded in the February 2015 agreement and notes that the right to take industrial action by workers and employers in support of their legitimate industrial interests is recognized by the constituents of the International Labour Organization. In this respect, the Employers also consider it necessary to highlight the
Government group statement of February 2015, which spoke to the issues of Convention No. 87 and right to strike issues. In particular, we think that paragraphs 4 - 6 of the Government group statement must be read together, to understand the nature and the context of the Governments’ intervention. This Government group statement reads as follows: “The Government Group recognizes that the right to strike is linked to freedom of association which is a fundamental principle and right at work of the ILO. The Government Group specifically recognizes that without protecting the right to strike, Freedom of Association, in particular the right to organize activities for the purpose of promoting and protecting workers’ interests, cannot be fully realized. However, we also note that the right to strike, albeit part of the fundamental principles and rights at work of the ILO, is not an absolute right. The scope and conditions of this right are regulated at the national level. The document presented by the Office describes the multifaceted regulations that States have adopted to frame the right to strike.” The Government group went on to note that it is “ready … to consider discussing, in the forms and framework that will be considered suitable, the exercise of the right to strike. We believe that the complex body of recommendations and observations developed in the past 65 years of application of Convention No. 87 by the various components of the ILO supervisory system constitutes a valuable resource for such discussions, which will also be influenced by multi-faceted regulations that States and some regions have adopted to frame the right to strike.” Therefore, the Employers understand, from this Government group statement, that the scope and conditions regarding the careful balance involved in regulating industrial action, including strike action, is regulated at the national level.

As a result, the Employers submit that the conclusions of the Committee on the Application of Standards on cases involving Convention No. 87 do not make requests or recommendations for revisions to member States’ national approaches to regulating strike action or the right to strike.

Turning our view on the conclusion of the General Survey, the Employers think that this is a very topical and important discussion, on the issue of labour migration and the contribution that the ILO can make to this very important topic. The Employers regard migration as a very positive phenomenon. It is a vehicle for balancing labour supply and demand, for sparking innovation, developing entrepreneurial opportunities, transferring and spreading skills; all of these facets of labour migration are extraordinarily positive. Businesses are frequent users of national migration systems; their experience with the practical workings of immigration laws, procedures and regulations, as well as the need for both national and international organizations. However, unfortunately, in many countries employers’ input into the process of migration laws and policies is not recognized and governments own the space entirely. Therefore, in many countries we note that it is unfortunate that the private sector has often been absent from consultation on migration policy. Employer and worker involvement in managing migration seems to us to be an obvious but neglected need.

The discussion of the General Survey was an occasion to point to the importance of the ILO having the most up-to-date information and standards to guide members’ responses to this sensitive and timely issue. The Employers’ group pointed out provisions of the Conventions that, we were of the view, were not entirely up to date, while restating the importance of the topic for all of the stakeholders involved. To this end, we think it is very positive that our conclusions on the General Survey note that the issue is as relevant today as it was when the instruments were first adopted and, in fact, the issue may be even more relevant; it is certainly more complex. The Committee, in its conclusions, was aware that certain provisions of the Conventions might be considered to have lost their relevance, or may not be fully responsive to, or necessary to, the current labour migration context. In this regard, the Committee noted the opportunity provided by the tripartite discussions in various ILO forums, including the Standards Review Mechanism, to ensure the continued relevance of the instruments to the world of work. The Committee considered also that the tripartite constituents may, within the general discussion on labour migration that is to take place in the Conference next year, wish to clarify the possible need for a review or consolidation of the labour migration Conventions, and may also wish to consider the need to complement the existing labour standards.

We think it is also very positive that the Office has been given the direction by the Committee to undertake an awareness-raising and implementation campaign on the Conventions, with a view to ensuring that States understand their obligations under these various Conventions, and that it can guide government responses.

Turning now to the discussion of the individual cases. The list of 24 cases that were considered by our Committee in our work this year was negotiated in a constructive manner and in good faith and was delivered by the proposed deadline. The Employers note with regret that we were not able to include a case of progress in the listed cases that we considered. We think that this is a missed opportunity, as our Committee can also highlight situations in which governments have made real and substantive progress and can share best practices on various issues. We also think that it would be helpful to examine cases that relate to the topics discussed in the General Survey; in this way, we can complement the work of the General Survey with an in-depth view of how these Conventions are being applied, both in law and practice, in countries at this moment. So we think that both of these are something that we can work on in the future and that these represent a missed opportunity for this year.

The Employers note also that more than half the cases considered this year related to either Convention No. 87, or the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98). We would like, on behalf of the Employers’ group, to suggest that we ensure that we supervise a broader range of cases, including additional cases related to forced labour, child labour, anti-discrimination, labour inspection, employment policy and tripartite consultation. We hope that the Experts will be able to provide us with observations on these Conventions that are as deep as some of the other observations, to allow for a full discussion. We appreciate that there are some challenges with the technical Conventions as a result of the reporting cycle. However, when it is the cycle in which a Convention is being examined, we are urging the Committee of Experts to have a more in-
depth review, so that we have that foundation on which to base our work.

We had a number of cases under Convention No. 98 that we supervised this year. The Employers wish to point out, in response to what I anticipate the Worker spokesperson will mention, that we are of the view that it is very important, in these cases in particular, to have a clear understanding of the socio-economic context of the case in question. And so, while our overall position regarding the scope of the Convention remains coherent as concerns its application in various countries, of course we must take into account the national circumstances.

We think it is also a very positive measure that in a section before the conclusions of the individual cases, we have included a paragraph which assists the reader in understanding the scope and nature of the conclusions. The paragraph reads as follows: “The Committee on the Application of Standards (CAS) has adopted short, clear and straightforward conclusions. Conclusions identify what is expected from Governments to apply ratified Conventions in a clear and unambiguous way. Conclusions reflect concrete steps to address compliance issues. Conclusions should be read with the full minutes of the discussion of an individual case. Conclusions will no longer repeat elements of the discussion or reiterate Government declarations which can be found in the opening and closing of the discussion set out in the Record of Proceedings. The CAS has adopted conclusions that provide a consensus in these cases. Conclusions have reached conclusions that fall within the scope of the Convention being examined. If the Workers, Employers and/or Governments had divergent views, this has been reflected in the CAS Record of Proceedings, not in the conclusions.”

We think that this is a very important clarifying note for the reader to understand the context in which the conclusions share information. We feel very confident this year that we worked very hard to ensure that we deliver on this promise, that we have short, clear and straightforward conclusions and that these conclusions deal with points of consensus. As a result, we thought it was important to ensure that the CAS has only reached conclusions that fall within the scope of the Convention being examined. If the Workers, Employers and/or Governments had divergent views, this has been reflected in the CAS Record of Proceedings, not in the conclusions.”

In conclusion, the Employers’ group is positive about the way in which the Committee on the Application of Standards operated this year in holding significant constructive and meaningful discussion, reaching consensus wherever possible and highlighting a divergence of views in the record where necessary. We think that this is a helpful way in which our Committee has demonstrated the ability to work in a spirit of both mutual cooperation and understanding. One of the goals of the Committee on the Application of Standards is to guide member States on key matters relating to the governance of labour and social policy, thus ensuring that Governments and employer and workers’ organizations work in consultation with the most representative employers’ and workers’ organizations. The Committee concluded that the Government should accept an ILO high-level tripartite mission in this case.

The other case that I wish to note is the case of El Salvador in relation to its application of Convention No. 87. This case concerns a lack of autonomy of workers’ and employers’ organizations to select their representatives on tripartite bodies where, due to the interference of the Government, the Higher Labour Council could not meet for the last three years. This case was inserted in a special paragraph of the report, as the Reporter has explained, and the Government was requested to accept a direct contacts mission in order to guide it towards compliance with the Committee’s conclusions.

In the case of Mauritius, this involved the application of Convention No. 98, and it concerned the Government’s undue interference in private-sector collective bargaining that was damaging to both the autonomy and the freedom of employers’ and workers’ organizations and their ability to collectively bargain in good faith. This is the case in which the conclusions have requested that ILO technical assistance is provided in order to ensure compliance with the Committee’s conclusions.

Finally, in relation to two cases, the Employers note first, in respect of the case of Kazakhstan and its application of Convention No. 87, that this case concerned, among other things, serious infringements of the employer organization’s freedom of association when legislation was adopted forming a national chamber of commerce of entrepreneurs. In this case, the Committee urged the Government to accept ILO technical assistance in order to ensure compliance with the Committee’s full conclusions. In relation to the case of Turkmenistan and its application of the Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 (No. 105), the Employers expressed their very deep concern at the continued use of forced labour in respect of the state-sponsored cotton harvest and urged the Government to take immediate steps to cease all such forced labour.

With respect to cases that we were not able to discuss because of the time constraints involved, the Employers’ group expects that the tripartite agreement signed at the national level in Uruguay will lead to concrete results in the application of Convention No. 98 without further delay. Also, the Employers’ group considers that the violation by the Government of the Plurinational State of Bolivia of the provisions of the Labour Inspection Convention, 1947 (No. 81), and the Minimum Wage Fixing Convention, 1970 (No. 131), is a serious concern. We trust that the Government will take all necessary measures to bring its law and practice into full conformity with the Conventions and will report to the Committee of Experts at its next meeting.

In conclusion, the Employers’ group is positive about the way in which the Committee on the Application of Standards operated this year in holding significant constructive and meaningful discussion, reaching consensus wherever possible and highlighting a divergence of views in the record when necessary. We think that this is a helpful way in which our Committee has demonstrated the ability to work in a spirit of both mutual cooperation and understanding. One of the goals of the Committee on the Application of Standards is to guide member States on key matters relating to the governance of labour and social policy, thus ensuring that, on the one hand, can promote the adequate protection of workers and, on the other hand, can promote full employment and sustainable enterprises. We think our work this year struck that very important balance.

I would like to conclude with words of thanks and appreciation for Ms Vargha, Director of the International Labour Standards Department, and her team. Without their tireless work and support and assistance we would not have been able to complete the very intense workload that we had with the success that we enjoyed. So, first and foremost, I would like to thank the ILO team from the International Labour Standards Department. Also, special thanks to our
Chairperson, Ms Mulindeti-Kamanga from the Government of Zambia, for the fair parliamentary running of the Committee’s meetings this year and for her excellent and effective time management. Furthermore, I would also like to thank the Employers’ group on the Committee on the Application of Standards generally; we had rich discussions in which it was most helpful for all of us to better understand the national circumstances of the various member States and the views of the employers’ organizations concerning the challenges faced in those regards. We have a highly engaged group, which resulted in very meaningful and constructive feedback. In particular, I would like to thank some of the members of the Employers’ group who assisted in the presentation and preparation of individual cases. I would like to thank Mr Echavarria, Mr Mailhos, Mr Kloosterman, Mr Mackay and Ms Hellebuyck, Mr Dreesen, Mr Ricci Muadi, Mr Moyane and Mr Bobic Concha for the help they gave in this regard. I would also like to express my deep gratitude for the invaluable support given to me by Ms Anzorreguy and Ms Assenza of the International Organisation of Employers, Mr Hess and Mr Lauer of the Bureau for Employers’ Activities (ACT/EMP) at the ILO and Ms Peraffán Londoño from ANDI Colombia. Without their tireless work and support, once again, our work on behalf of the Employers’ group could not have run as efficiently as it did, so very deep and sincere appreciation. Finally, but by no means least, I take this moment to thank the Worker Vice-Chairperson, Mr Leemans, and his excellent team for their constructive collaboration. We were able to work despite, on a few occasions, having divergent views. We were able to work in a very constructive manner, a very cooperative manner, demonstrating deep respect for the fundamental positions and issues that each group faced. So for this very cooperative spirit I thank Mr Leemans.

Original French: Mr LEEMANS (Worker Vice-Chairperson of the Committee on the Application of Standards)

The ILO is approaching its 100th anniversary. It is the oldest organization of the United Nations. One hundred years ago governments said that, without social justice, there would be war. And social justice implies humane conditions of labour. Seventy years ago, after another global conflict, governments stated that labour was not a commodity. One might ask whether we are halfway there yet. Let me give you an example to try and answer that question. The Rana Plaza tragedy, which was the worst industrial accident since the Bhopal disaster, shattered any dreams of a happy globalization process, and contradicted the idea that globalization benefits workers in developing countries. Today, the violence of global competition is reflected in numerous conflicts and in climate change. Violence against individuals is also being institutionalized, wherever democracy and freedom of association are placed under the control of international institutions. Examples of this are Greece and Portugal, and the Committee of Experts’ report bears this out.

Globalized competition weighs heavily on workers and it undermines national labour regulations. Combined with the economic crisis, climate change and the greed of financial markets, globalized competition has hit stakeholders in the productive economy hard, and is making the workers’ situation a little more fragile each day. In this context, social protection is considered above all as an expense and an administrative burden. However, let us be optimistic, as history encourages us to be. Our world of suffering is also creating an ocean of possibilities and initiatives and we are part of that. Social justice does indeed call for humane conditions of labour. Such conditions cannot be ensured without supervision of global competition from a social perspective. We need an International Labour Organization that is responsible for defining and applying common labour standards in all nations. This organization does exist; it is our International Labour Organization. This process of applying standards also exists; it is the work that we have accomplished in the Committee on the Application of Standards.

The role of international standards is to guarantee development – development which is not only economic but also aimed at improving the living conditions of men and women and protecting their dignity. International labour standards provide the foundations for humane working conditions. In 2016, at a time when the pace of work is increasing and technological developments are calling into question the content and structure of employment, we have sought to reaffirm in our work that humane working conditions are sometimes not enough to achieve sustainable peace. Job content is being increasingly undermined by the race for productivity and ever greater profits. Job content therefore also needs to be genuinely humane. We are certainly not halfway there yet, but we have the instruments at our disposal to get there.

As this session of the Conference comes to an end, the Workers’ group is pleased to note that the Committee on the Application of Standards has placed another stepping-stone on the pathway to social justice. We are convinced that the work that we have carried out will help address the challenges that we face in our world.

This year, we have confirmed the achievements of 2015. The Committee is functioning properly again, it is back on track. I welcome this success. The list of cases was adopted by consensus and, as was the case in 2015, we did not have to apply the veto mechanism. This is a sign of sound cooperation between the Employers’ and Workers’ groups. This constructive working atmosphere has been maintained throughout the work of the Committee, and at the end of our session I note that we have adopted clear and precise conclusions for all of the cases. We have done an excellent job and we will ensure that this work is followed up on the ground.

However, one minus point is that the adoption of a consensus-based list implicitly requires the participation of all groups when cases are considered. The low number of interventions made our work less effective at times. We therefore call on all parties to participate actively in the examination of all cases, as was done by the Workers’ group. A second point deserves a mention. Governments also have an important role to play, particularly in ensuring the presence of tripartite representatives, so the attitude demonstrated by the Governments of Mauritania and Ecuador is regrettable. The absence of a full tripartite delegation prevents quality discussions from being held.

Despite the constructive atmosphere, disagreements on substance remain. Of course, the Workers
and Employers do not agree on everything, otherwise we would be able to merge the two groups. But we are pleased that the joint statement on the right to strike and the Government statement adopted at the end of the meeting on working practices in February 2015, which Ms Regenbogen has already mentioned, have enabled us to look beyond our differences. These are extremely important texts which ensure that our work is carried out effectively and, in this regard, I urge the Governments to own and regularly re-explain the content of their statement to the Committee.

The Conference Committee is one of the pillars of the supervisory mechanism, and the Committee of Experts is another. Each one functions autonomously and independently. This time, the Experts have once again played an essential role. Their report has enabled our Committee to work properly.

I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate several essential elements of the Experts’ work. The most important of these is the respect and trust that it has always inspired in the Workers’ group. According to the Workers’ group, we are in line with the views that have always been held, the Committee of Experts is an independent body which is a product of the tripartism of the ILO and whose mandate is based on three major principles.

Firstly, the task of the Experts is to inform us. They provide information on any national practices or standards that are not in line with the Conventions. This inevitably presupposes an evaluation and hence a certain amount of interpretation of national legislation and of the provisions of the Convention concerned. It is impossible to function without this interpretation, and as the Workers’ group has already emphasized on previous occasions, the Experts’ comments and interpretation may be concerned not only with legislation but also with its application in practice. The interpretation of the application in practice is indispensable. It is mainly the workers who are directly affected by the issue of the application in practice. So it is only right that the work of the Experts covers this area too.

Secondly, the equality and uniformity of the Experts’ treatment of member States in supervising the application of Conventions guarantee legal certainty. Such an approach is essential in order to underline the principle of legality, which encourages governments to accept the Experts’ views and brings a level of certainty that is essential for the effective operation of the ILO system.

Thirdly, the Experts’ expertise has been clearly demonstrated. They come from all regions of the world, and have direct experience of different legal, economic and social systems. The Committee is composed of independent experts of recognized authority, which ensures broad acceptance of their views on the meaning of the Conventions. The Committee of Experts carries out an impartial and technical examination of the manner in which ratified Conventions are applied in law and in practice, taking into account the different national situations and legal systems. The Experts guide member States; their impartial analysis of the situations on the ground and of the legal scope of the content and meaning of the provisions of the Conventions serve to guide the actions of national authorities. The clearest evidence of this is the way in which the Experts’ recommendations and views are incorporated into national legislation and court rulings. The Experts therefore have the legitimacy required to make observations and direct requests, to ask governments questions on the application of ratified Conventions, and to encourage them to amend their legislation.

For all these reasons, on behalf of the Workers’ group, I would like once again to reaffirm our trust and confidence in the Experts, and thank them for their remarkable work.

On the other hand, throughout our work, we have noted that the rigour of the Experts is not always matched by the Employers’ group. Some statements were somewhat surprising for us, for example with regard to the scope of application of the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98) and the binding nature of the principles of collective bargaining. I am thinking, for example, of the remarks made on the freedom of collective bargaining in export processing zones. I am also thinking of the Malaysian case, which involved issues with the Hong Leong Bank, and which was not brought before the Committee by the Workers’ or the Employers’ group but by the Malaysian Government itself. The statements by the Employers’ group are surprisingly inconsistent at times. I would like to recall the Mauritius case, in which the Employers stressed the importance of the principles of collective bargaining.

For us, therefore, inconsistency hinders the work of the Committee to an extent. But perhaps we can overcome this inconsistency through the work of our Committee in the years to come.

As stated by the Experts in their report, and by the Employers in the Mauritius case, we consider it important to recall that the principle of free collective bargaining stems from Article 4 of Convention No. 98. This is an extremely important Article. In this regard, I would also like to recall an interesting debate that we had on Ireland and collective bargaining rights for self-employed workers. It was the first discussion of this kind in the Committee on the Application of Standards. We hope that it will bear fruit in the future, as both the Employers’ group and the Workers’ group would benefit.

The main challenge that we have faced in 2016 has not only been the adoption of conclusions but also adherence to the schedule. I would like to thank the entire Workers’ group. They have demonstrated exemplary rigour, and, as you know, sometimes it is very difficult for the Workers to keep their statements brief.

Democracy takes time, and the time needed to ensure democracy is not always compatible with expectations of efficiency. When a case is complex, we need time to examine it in a Committee session and also to carry out the preparation. We begin the preparation for cases when we arrive in Geneva, once the list has been adopted. Therefore, the reduction of the speaking time for delegates to three minutes, and of the preparation time outside the Committee, should be subject to an ongoing review.

In our working methods too, it is sometimes difficult to reconcile democracy and efficiency. For example, reducing the amount of paper used by greater recourse to electronic means is an important objective. However, this objective should not take priority over the provision of documents for everyone. Efficiency should not take precedence over democracy.

This year, the ILO unfortunately did not devote sufficient attention to the technical Conventions, even though the examination of their application is
of primary importance in upholding international labour standards. We already addressed this point at the beginning of the Committee’s work. Because of their content, it is sometimes difficult to make use of the comments relating to the technical Conventions. However, this content depends on the observations made by the tripartite constituents; if no observations are made, the Experts have little material to work with. We therefore encourage all stakeholders to give greater consideration to the technical Conventions, which are the most precise and therefore the most applicable of the labour standards.

I would now like to talk briefly about the General Survey. We welcome the adoption of the joint conclusions, in consensus with the Employers, on the General Survey concerning the migrant workers instruments, which was made possible by the high-quality work of the Committee of Experts. We would like to thank them for that. The work of the Experts depends mainly on the observations of trade union organizations and employers’ organizations. However, we note that it was mainly the Workers’ group that made observations. But above all, this work depends on the detailed reports provided by member States on the application in law and in practice of the Conventions under examination. Reports were submitted by 122 out of the 187 member States requested. If my calculation is correct, this means that 65 member States, or one third of the ILO membership, did not deliver any report. We hope that in the future member States will submit their reports as part of the preparation of General Surveys. Member States should also ensure that their reports address the questions asked by the Experts. Reports are not always of the necessary quality, and I would like to reiterate that it is extremely important to provide comprehensive and relevant information to the Experts so that the work of the Committee on the Application of Standards can be improved.

When speaking about standards and supervision, it is also important to think about their development, and therefore about the future. The Standards Review Mechanism will play a fundamental role in this regard. It is important to emphasize this role: it must not result in the weakening of protection. Our Organization should not be used to water down worker protection; rather, it should serve to address the gaps that exist in legislation. It is an important and complex process. I would like to emphasize that this process does not have any effect on the legal value of the Conventions. The Conference is the sole body with legislative authority. The Committee on the Application of Standards has no role to play in this. Our job is solely to oversee the application of standards.

However, the supervisory work carried out by our Committee, with its global tripartite representation, cannot be reduced to that of a complaints committee. On the contrary, it is a wide-ranging democratic and technical process, and so the wider impact of the examination of the 24 cases on similar global situations is just one of the results of the work of the Committee on the Application of Standards. The close attention paid by the tripartite constituents during the examination of cases certainly contributes to this impact. But it might still be worth considering ways of improving the continuity of discussions.

The aim of all these considerations is to strengthen the supervisory mechanisms of our organization and adapt them to the forms of work in the twenty-first century. I will not make premature references to our future work, but will instead conclude by celebrating the achievements of our Committee in 2016. This success could not have been obtained without the full commitment of many individuals. I would therefore like to warmly thank Ms Mulindeti-Kamanga, our Chairperson, Mr. Vincent Regenbogen, the representative of the Director-General, and Ms López Benítez, our Reporter. I would also like to say an enormous thank you to the team put together by the Committee on the Application of Standards, the secretariat, which does a huge job, and the interpreters – the omnipresent participants in the background. I also thank all the Governments for their support, and the Employers of course. They have played a very constructive role, and I would like to thank them, in particular their spokesperson, Ms Regenbogen, who has always sought agreement and consensus. I would also like to thank the ‘Workers’ group, who I represent, for its active participation, its discipline and, at certain times, for its patience, and also, of course, all the individuals with whom I have worked directly, the representatives of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), the Confederation of Christian Trade Unions (CSC) and the Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV).

We have no doubts about the essential role of the Committee in the future. It is laying the foundations for a legal, social and global order, thereby meeting a genuine need in the current context. One hundred years ago, governments declared that, without social justice, there would be war; let us not forget that this is precisely the misfortune that came to pass. In 2017, let us continue this excellent work and take on new challenges.

On behalf of the Workers’ group, I recommend that you approve the report of the Committee on the Application of Standards.

Ms MULINDETI-KAMANGA (Chairperson of the Committee on the Application of Standards)

I have the honour of taking the floor to make a brief statement on the work of the Committee on the Application of Standards, which it has been my privilege to chair this year. I would like to begin by thanking the Government members of the Committee for the trust that they have placed in me by nominating me as Chairperson of the Committee this year, which marks the Committee’s 90th anniversary.

Since its creation in 1926, the Committee on the Application of Standards, along with the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations, has been a cornerstone of the ILO supervisory system. It has also been an important expression of tripartism within the house. I have been very encouraged by the fact that this spirit of tripartism and constructive engagement prevailed once again this year, as the distinguishing feature of the Committee’s work. I feel privileged to have chaired the highly technical discussions that took place on a number of critically important questions relating to labour relations and human rights questions, an outstanding example of which was the General Survey concerning the migrant workers instruments. I hope that full account will be taken of the Committee’s conclusions on the General Survey in the context of the general discussion on labour migration, which will be held next year at the 106th Session of the Conference.

This year, the list of 24 individual cases for discussion at the Committee was adopted on time. Meaningful dialogue prevailed throughout, with some-
times intense exchanges between members, and conclusions were adopted by consensus on all 24 cases. The constructive engagement of Governments and social partners in discussions, which always remained within the rules of decorum, clearly demonstrates the solid commitment of all constituents to the ILO and its supervisory system. I consider this to be an achievement in itself. I trust that all the countries whose cases were examined were able to find in the discussions that took place the necessary guidance towards solutions to the issues raised, and that they will not hesitate to avail themselves of technical assistance from the Office in order to pave the way towards the implementation of appropriate solutions.

I should also like to express my thanks for the presence of Mr Koroma, the Chairperson of the Committee of Experts, who once again attended the session of the Conference Committee this year. His presence allowed us to emphasize the close relationship between the two Committees, as essential pillars of the ILO supervisory system, and their continuing cooperation based on a spirit of mutual respect and responsibility.

I would like to convey my special thanks to the President and Vice-Presidents of the Conference for visiting the Committee. It was a pleasure to be able to welcome you. I would also like to thank Ms López Benítez, the Reporter of our Committee, for carrying out her functions so diligently. Special thanks go to the Employer Vice-Chairperson, Ms Regenbogen, and the Worker Vice-Chairperson, Mr Leemans, and to their respective teams for the courteous cooperation that they showed me as Committee Chairperson.

I would also like to thank the secretariat of the Committee, under the leadership of Ms Vargha, Director of the International Labour Standards Department and representative of the Secretary-General in the Committee. Through their unfailing dedication and professionalism, Ms Vargha and her team made sure that the Committee functioned seamlessly. Lastly, I would like to compliment the interpreters on their excellent work. The success of our discussions largely depended on their intervention, so I am truly grateful for their commitment and support.

The group of Latin American and Caribbean countries (GRULAC) would like to thank the Chairperson and Vice-Chairpersons of the Committee on the Application of Standards for their efforts and their commitment. Similarly, we are grateful to the Reporter of the Committee, who has informed us of the conclusions. We would like to emphasize the collaboration of the Governments who were present to provide the information requested. Our regional group has always indicated its commitment to the ILO supervisory bodies, of which the Committee is the cornerstone. This democratic exercise has contributed to promoting the effective application of international standards in all member States in support of labour rights.

It should be stressed that the Committee on the Application of Standards is a pioneer in establishing supervisory mechanisms in the sphere of the international organizations. This experience should be both valued and perfected.

As regards the functioning of the Committee this year, GRULAC would like to reiterate its comments regarding the need to continue working to achieve a transparent, clear and objective supervisory system. I would like to refer specifically to the principle of selective examination adopted by the Committee since 1955. We think that the selection of cases should be based on the identification of clear discrepancies between ratified Conventions, on the one hand, and national law and practice, on the other hand, as indicated by the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations. In this regard, our group feels concern at some of the country cases that were selected, where we observe that the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations made no explicit statement about any failure to comply with the Convention in question but only requested additional information. We note that several of the cases selected do not necessarily meet the criteria established by the Committee on the Application of Standards. For example, there was no explicit statement of non-compliance in respect of some of the countries on the list of cases. There were requests for further information from the Committee, but no indication of discrepancies between the Convention, on the one hand, and law and practice, on the other hand.

The principle of selective examination should be used when drawing up the list of cases so that the selection is proportionate to the seriousness of the cases considered in this important forum. We continue to observe a regional imbalance in the list of cases. Thirty per cent of the cases presented before the Committee on the Application of Standards came from our region. It should be noted that GRULAC, while evaluating respect for norms, does not make double-footnoted cases into consideration since, because of their urgent nature, they have to be considered by the Committee regardless of their region of origin. It therefore seems disproportionate that out of 19 cases, six of them, almost one third, come from our region. This highlights the need to fulfill objective selection criteria, without by any means undermining labour rights. Furthermore, consideration should be given to the reasons for this, bearing in mind that our region has one of the highest rates of ratification of ILO Conventions, and a tradition of recognizing employers’ and workers’ organizations.

The Committee should also analyse cases of progress. This would be very valuable, both for States and for the social partners, who make considerable efforts to ensure progress in compliance with international labour standards.

Mr SAHA (Worker, India)

I am a member of the Indian Workers’ delegation and, having worked for and participated in the debate in the Standards Committee over the past two weeks, wish to express my deep concern at the rapid erosion of standards and values within a short period of two and a half decades of globalization. Unemployment, hunger, destitution, job losses, job insecurity, and curtailment of spending on social security, healthcare and education, are a severe attack on the global working population. Today, millions of mothers are sending their little daughters with tears to harm, selling sex for the survival of their hungry families. Nowadays, some 700 million people from the global population go to sleep at night with empty stomachs.

On record, 3 per cent of the world population are migrant workers, and many more who go unrecorded are subjected to torture and inhuman treatment. Nobody likes to leave his or her own homeland unless compelled to do so for survival. The destination of migrant workers is either North America, Europe or the Arab region. Instead of sending them to school,
unemployed parents by the millions are sending their children to work. Modern forms of bonded or forced labour are reappearing in our civilization.

During our deliberations we have also observed that workers joining a union of their own choosing, attending a peaceful demonstration, or participating in a lawful strike, have been charged with batons, put behind bars or murdered. Employers, in most cases, hire and fire workers at will. Collective agreements are not acceptable to them and, in practice, they go for individual contracts, ignoring the right to collective bargaining.

In short, this is the global situation reflecting the status of social justice. I mean to say social justice, and it is alarming to recall that “universal and lasting peace can be established only if it is based upon social justice”. Yet, in the given circumstances, the working people of the world have no other alternative than to go for a radical change in society in order to achieve the cherished goal of universal and lasting peace, as this social system is not only economically, ethically, culturally and morally exploitative, it is actually dehumanizing humankind.

The PRESIDENT

We shall now proceed to the approval of the report of the Committee on the Application of Standards.

If there are no objections, may I take it that the Conference approves the report of the Committee on the Application of Standards, as contained in Provisional Record No. 16, Parts 1 and 2.

(The report is approved.)

I should like to congratulate this Committee on the work achieved and, furthermore, on the very positive attitude that prevailed throughout its deliberations. The work carried out by the Committee on the Application of Standards is one of the cornerstones of the ILO’s mission to promote social justice, and the Committee takes on subjects that can be both complex and difficult. That it should succeed in finding solutions through consensus testifies to the approach of all those involved, both the constituents and the secretariat. Many thanks and warm congratulations to all.